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" E vol COSA NOTISSIBIA E FUOR D' OGNI CONTRAKIET?i ANCOR DAI

MALIGNI, CHE LA CaSA MoNTEFELTRIA E DELLA RoVERE E STATA

QUELLA CHE, DA GIA GRAN TEMPO, HA ILLUSTRATA l' ItALIA, NELLE

liETTERE, NELL' ARME, ED IN OGNI SORTE DI TIRTU RARA ; E CHE LA

CORTE d' UrBINO E STATA UN FONTE, IL QUALE, PIU CON TERITA

D' ISTORIA CHE CON VAGHEZZA DI POESIA, SI POTREBBE DIR VERO

PeGASEO, DeLLE COSE POI DELLA GUERKA, SAPIAMO CHE QUELLA

CASA DA MOLTI ANNI E STATA UN FELICISSIMO GIARDINO O PRATO,

KEL QUALE SI SON' FORMATI INFINITI GRANDI UOMINI CHE SARAN'

CELEBRATI PER OGNI TEMPO.".— RusccUi, Impvessi Illustri.

London :

SroTTTSwoonns and Shaw,
New-street-Sriiure.
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TO

THE EIGHT HONOURABLE

THE LORD LINDSAY,
&c. &c.

My dear Lord Lindsay,

I DEDICATE to you tliese volumes, not with the hope

that their imperfections may he screened by a name so

distinguished in letters as yours, but simply in token

of esteem shared with all to whom you are personally

known.

They were commenced some years ago, while re-

siding in Italy, from a wish to introduce to my coun-

trymen the early progress of reviving art, particularly

of religious painting; and to render accessible some

details of the political and social condition of that bright

land, in its golden age, hitherto unpublished or scat-

tered in volumes rarely met with.

The former of these objects having been meanwhile

in a great degree anticipated, especially by your

History of Christian Art, little has been left for me, as
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regards tlmt branch of the inquiry, but humbly to

follow m a track you have been the first in England

to open. Thus obliged to modify my original plan, and

to forego much of its novelty, and many of its details,

it is satisfactory to know that my desire has been ac-

complished by abler hands.
''

Again, while selecting one of the princely houses of

Italy as a medium for blending into one continuous

narrative the incidents of war and politics, the develop-

ment of letters and arts, with their influence on civil-

isation and national character, I may inadvertently

have been competing with you in a field of literature

which, in the charming " Lives of the Lindsays," you

designate as " entirely new."

Trusting, however, that such coincidences may seem

merits in your eyes, and bespeak favour in proportion

to your interest in our common studies, I remain,

My dear Lord Lindsay,

Most sincerely yours,

James Dennistoun.

Edinburgh, November, 1850.



PllEFACE.

During nearly one hundred and ninety years, five Dukes of

Urbino well and ably discharged the duties of their station,

comparatively exempt from the personal immoralities of their

age. The rugged frontier of their highland fief had, in that

time, been extended far into the fertile March of Ancona, until

it embraced a compact and influential state. Saving their sub-

jects, by a gentle and judicious sway, from the wild ferments

that distracted democratic communities, and from the yet more

dire revolutions which from time to time convulsed adjoining

principalities, they so cultivated the arts of war, and so encou-

raged the pursuits of peace, tliat their mountain-land gained a

European reputation as the best nursery of arms, their capital

as the favoured asylum of letters. That glory has now become

faint; for the writers by whom it has been chiefly transmitted be-

long not to the existing generation, and command few sympathies

in our times. But the echoes of its fame still linger around

the mist-clad peaks of Umbria, and in the dilapidated palace-

halls of the olden race. To gather its evanescent substance in

a form not uninteresting to English readers, is the object of the

present attempt. Should it be so far successful as to attract

some of his countrymen to the history, literature, and arts of

Italy, they will not, perhaps, be ungrateful to the humble

pioneer who has indicated a path to literai'y treasures hitherto

inadequately known to them. For such an undertaking he

possesses no qualification, beyond a sincere interest in the pa.-t

ages of that sunny land, and a wai'm admiration for her arts

during their epoch of brilliancy. But a residence there of six
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years has afforded him considerable opportunities of collecting

materials for this work, which he has been anxious not to

neglect.

A great portion of the duchy of Urbino, including its prin-

cipal towns, has been thrice visited, and nearly every accessible

library of Central Italy has been examined for unedited matter.

To these researches, time and labour have been freely given

;

and in the few instances when his attempts were foiled by
jealousy or accident, the author has generally had the satisfaction

of believing that success would have been comparatively unpro-

ductive. To this, two exceptions should be mentioned. He was

prevented by illness from recently visiting the libraries or archives

at Venice ; and the Barberini Library at Rome has been entirely

closed for some years, in consequence of a disgi-aceful pillage of

its treasures. Should the latter be ao-ain made accessible, the

MSS. amassed by the Pontiff under whom Urbino devolved to

the Church, and by his nephews, its two first Legates, can

hardly fail to throw much light upon the duchy. The in-

valuable treasures of the Vatican archives have been to him, as

to others, a sealed book ; but the Urbino MSS. in the Vatican

Library, those of the Oliveriana at Pesaro, and of the Mag-
Jiabechiana at Florence, have afforded copious sources of original

information, and have supplied means for rectifying omissions

and erroi's of previous writers. Some of these materials had

been freely drawn upon by Muzio, Leoni, and Baldi, biograpliers

of the early dukes of Urbino, who have not, however, by any
means exhausted the soil ; the amount that remained for after

inquirers may be estimated from the single instance of Sanzi's

almost unnoticed rhyming Chronicle of Duke Federigo, in about

26,000 lines.

The reigns of Dukes Federigo, Guidobaldo L, and Francesco

]\Iaria I., from 1443 to 1538, formed the brightest era of Urbino,

and included the most stirring period of Italian history, the

golden nge of Italian art; but our regnal series would be incom-

l)lete without Dukes Guidobaldo II. and Francesco Maria 11.,

who prolonged the independence of the duchy until 1631, when
it lapsed to the Holy See. Its history thus naturally divides

itself into five books, representing as many reigns : yet, as these
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sovereigns were of two difTcreut dynasties, it will be convenient

to consider separately the origin of each, and the influence which

they respectively exercised on literature and the fine arts, thus

giving matter for four additional books. In Book First of these

we shall briefly sketch the early condition of the duchy, witii

the establishment of the family of Montefeltro as Counts, and

eventually as Dukes, of Urbino ; but, regarding Duke Federigo

as the earliest of them, worthy of detailed illustration, we shall,

in Book Second, with his succession, enter upon the immediate

scope of our work.

Among many interesting publications upon Italy which have

recently issued from the English press, is that of Signor

Mariotti.* With a command of our language rarely attained

by foreigners, he has clothed a vast mass of information in an

exuberant style, savouring of the sweet South. As an episode

to his sketch of Tasso, he dedicates to the two dynasties who
ruled in Urbino a single page, in which there occur seven mis-

statements. John or Giovanni della Rovere was never sovereign

of Camerino; his cousin, Girolamo Riario, held no ecclesiastical

dignity; the "unrivalled splendour" of the Montefeltrian reign

at Urbino did not extend over even one century ; the wife of

Giovanni dclla Rovere was neither daughter nor heiress of

Guidobaldo I. of Urbino, nor had she any "just claim to his

throne ;" Duke Francesco Maria did not remove either his

library or treasures of art to Mantua. These slips, by a writer

generally painstaking and correct, surely indicate some deficiency

in the accessible sources of information regarding a principality

which has for centuries been proverbial, in the words of Tasso,

as " the stay and refuge of gifted men."

The truth is, that although the Dukes of Urbino figure

everywhere as friends of learning and patrons of art, no work

has yet appeared establishing their especial claim to such dis-

tinction, in a land where courts abounded and dilettanteship was

a fashion. That of Riposati has indeed given us the series of

* I speak of the first edition of his Italy : tlic reprint of 1848 is enlarged but not

imjiroved.
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tliese sovereigns, but his biographical sketches are meagre, and

chiefly Ilkistratlve of their coinage. The lives of Dukes Federigo

and Francesco Maria I., by Muzio and Leoni, are excessively

rare ; Baldi's crude biographies are either recently and obscurely

published, or remain In manuscript. Out of Italy these authors

are scarcely known. This paucity of Illustration is not, how-

ever, the only cause why these princes have continued In un-

merited obscurity. Whilst endeavouring to guard himself

against undue hero-worship, and to subject the policy and cha-

racter of those sovereigns to the tests within his reach, the

author has been obliged In some Instances to assume the func-

tions of an advocate, and to defend them from charges unjustly

or Inadvisedly brought. This wull be especially found in the

life of Duke Francesco Maria I., who, as the victim of Leo X.,

and the opponent of Florence, has met with scanty justice

from the three standard historians of that age in Italy, France,

and England. The patriotism of GulcciardinI, as a Florentine,

was inherently provincial ; as a partisan of the Medici, he had

no sympathies with a prince whom they hated with the loathing

of ingratitude ; as an annalist he never forgot the day when he

had cowered before that lofty spirit at the council-board. All

that he has written of Francesco Maria Is therefore tinged with

gall, and his authority has been too implicitly followed by SIs-

mondi, who, uniformly biassed against princes by his democratic

prejudices, and seeing In GulcciardinI an eminent denizen of a

nominal republic, and in the Duke a petty autocrat, decided

their respective merits accordingly. Again, Roscoe could save

the consistency and justice of Leo only by misrepresenting the

character of his early friend and eventual victim, and has not

shrunk from the sacrifice. It has thus happened that, whilst

ordinary readers have scanty access to details regarding Urbino

and its dynasties, these names have been unduly excluded from

many a page in Italian annals which they were well qualified to

adorn.*

* Better eviJcncc of the deficient iuformation liitherto accessible could hardly be

desired than the fact that Roscoe, in his Life of Lorenzo dc Medici, eh. viii., en-

tirely mistakes the family name of tlic first dynasty of Urbino.
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To separate from the tangled web of Italian story threads of

local and individual interest would be fatal to unity of texture

and subject. It will, therefore, be necessary to treat Urbino

and its Dukes as integral portions of the Ausonian community,

and, while distinguishing every characteristic detail, to view

them as subsidiary to the general current of events. But,

since this course offers at every moment temptations to launch

our tiny bark on a stream perilous to its pilot, prudence will

keep us mostly among those eddies which, unheeded by more

skilful mariners, may afford leisure for minute observation. If

it be thou2;ht that the martial renown of Federio;o and Francesco

Maria I. merited more ample accounts of their campaigns, we
may plead that arms are but a portion of our object. To man-

kind battle-fields are instructive chiefly from their results ; while

foreign and domestic policy, the progress of civilisation and

manners, of letters and arts, are in every re&^pect themes of

j)rofitable inquiry.

In a work undertaken with the hope of atti'acting general

readers to the history and arts of Italy, controversial disquisitions

would be misplaced. The student may detect occasional at-

tempts to reconcile contradictory narratives and jarring con-

clusions ; but religious discussion is excluded from these pages.

The author is a protestant by birth and by conviction, but it

has been his endeavour to judge with candour, and speak with

respect, of a Church which is the " parent of our religion,"

and which, during a great portion of his narrative, was catho-

lic in the strict sense of that often misapplied term. He has

mentioned without flattery, extenuation, or malice, such pri-

vate virtues and vices of the various pontiffs as fell within the

scope of his inquiry, leaving it to others to fix the delicate line

which is supposed to divide personal errors from papal infal-

libility.

A considerable portion of these volumes was written in Italy,

before the close of Pope Gregory's reign, and under impressions

formed upon the existing state of the country. It has been

their author's "ood fortune to know much of that attractive
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land during the last twenty years of the long peace, and to

admire her substantial prosperity and steady progress. Between

1825 and 1846 he has seen in her cities new streets and squares

rising, thoroughftires opened, gas-liglits generally introduced,

ruinous houses substantially rebuilt, crumbling churches and

palaces renovated, shops enlarged and beautified, cafes, hotels,

and baths multiplied and decorated, public drives and gardens

created, equipages rivalling those of northern capitals, museums

formed, galleries enriched, the dress and comforts of the popu-

lation greatly improved, the street nuisances of Home renioved,

the lazzaroni of Naples clothed.

In the rural districts he has observed cultivation spreading,

waste lands reclaimed, irrigation and drainage carried on, the

great highways rendered excellent, whole provinces opened up

by new roads, railways rapidly extending, rivers and torrents

bridged, palatian villas springing up round the towns and

watering-places, banditti suppressed, the peasantry ameliorated

in aspect. He has learnt, from crowded ports and spreading

factories, that capital was increasing and industry being de-

veloped.

He has also noticed that, without organic changes, the po-

litical condition of the people was being modified ; that Tuscany

enjoyed the mildest of paternal governments ; that in Lombardy,

Piedmont, and Naples, many repressive statutes were in abey-

ance ; that in Turin and Florence restraints upon the press were

tacitly being relaxed ; that scientific congresses were generally

permitted, and political economy freely discussed ; whilst, in

regard to Rome, he ascertained the practical truth of a popular

sarcasm, that prohibitory laws were usually binding but for

three days.

While conscious of all this progress, the author felt that

much remained to be done. He knew that the advance of the

country was only comparative, and rendered more apparent by

her long previous stagnation. He daily had l)efore him solecisms

in policy, errors of administration, official indolence or cor-

ruption ; above all, ample proofs that pi-iests were no longer

adapted for ministers of state. He believed that intellect was
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needlessly or unwisely shackled, and that, to ardent or specula-

tive minds, the full blaze of knowledge might be less deceptive

than a compulsory twilight..

But, on the other hand, he was deeply convinced that, in

material welfare, the Italian people were already far above the

average ; that any sudden change was more likely to endanger

than to augment it ; that, to a nation so listless yet so impres-

sionable, so credulous but so suspicious, self-government was

a questionable boon ; at all events, that tlie mass of its present

generation was infinitely too ignorant and unpractised, possibly

too conceited and self-seeking, to comprehend the theory of a

constitution, or to perform the duties it would necessarily impose.

He knew further, that those who vaguely longed for change

Avere usually blind to the benefits wdiich their country already

enjoyed, and had no definite or plausible plan for the removal

of its grievances without perilling its advantages. He felt

satisfied that, s'lould an occasion ever present itself for testing

their Utopian theories, native leaders, united in aims and worthy

of their reliance, would be wanting. The movement party in

Italy then scarcely numbered a man who had a considerable

property to stake, a social position to lend him influence, or

tried business habits to gain the confidence of his fellow-citizens.

Those who stood prepared to pilot the vessel through revolu-

tionary storms were, for the most part, persons whose detected

intrigues, or rash outbreaks, had already driven them, with

little credit, into exile, where, cut off from intercourse Avith

home, and associating chiefly with kindred spirits expelled from

other lands, they forgot much wdiieh it was important to keep

in view, and learned little of that candour and moderation which

are the true leaven of politics. Xeglecting there those practical

reforms of which Italy stood really in need, tliey devoted them-

selves to one idea. They set up the phantom of political unity

as a new faith ; they decreed that its worship should be the

condition of their country's resurrection, and that all who de-

murred to it should be hunted down. Had they read Dante,

or remembered what they hourly had seen, heard, and said in

their native land, they would have known that their idol, like
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the Image In Nebuchadnezzar's dream*, was of Incongruous and

Incompatible materials; that their unitarian scheme was anti-

pathic to every passion and prejudice of those upon whom they

would thrust it.

Under such impressions were written the very few allusions

to the actual state of Italy which this work contains. The

aspirations of her regenerators after nationality and constitu-

tional freedom have since been fostered by her spiritual ruler,

and prematurely fired by an explosion of French democracy.

Subsequent events, luider altered circumstances, may accord-

ingly seem to have invalidated opinions therein expressed ; but

the end Is not yet. The present continues overshadowed by

gloom, and the torch of hope glimmers but dimly in the dis-

tance. A sincere Interest in the country and its people dic-

tates our prayer that the God of nations may grant an Issue

realising the fondest anticipations of genuine patriotism, and

eventually crown these struggles with results compensating

their recent evils.

Yet when we recollect the condition of Italy as we left her

shores four short years ago,— when we contrast the calm then

around her institutions, the stilhiess of her every-day life, the

careless ease of her nobles, the physical enjoyment of her

middle classes, the simple well-being of her peasantry under

their own vines and fig-trees, — we must sigh to see so much
positive happiness perilled for contingent ameliorations which,

if ever attained, may, like most political experiments, fail to

realise the promised benefits.

*' Let him who sees mad war like dchigc sweep

SuiTouiuling regions, learn his peace to prize
;

Let the poor harlc witii sides unripped, whicli tries

In vain by hchn and sail its course to keep,

Make for the port. He lives perchance to weep,

Wlio quits the genial air and smiling skies

For depths unknown. O blind desire unwise

Of mortals, spurning thus on eartli to creep !

* Daniel, ii. 32.
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when, in tin's his mouldering gai'mcnt frail,

Did man, whose thread soon breaks and joins no more,

Clear his own path, or by his power prevail ?
*

In a work of history, party politics ouglit to have no place

;

and when the nations are moved there is little inducement to

assume a pro})het's mantle. We, thei'cfore, gladly leave a topic

on which perhaps too much has been said. Possibly some

Italians, to whom we have formerly represented that it were

" Better to bear the ills we know,

Than rush on others that we wot not of,"

may yet admit the truth of this suggestion. May they never

personally realise the adage, that those who originate revolutions

reap all their evils, without living to share their fruits !

A few words regarding the method adopted In these volumes.

Of the names most conspicuous In Italian literature and art, a

considerable proportion will there find a place ; but readers who

expect to see their productions enumerated, and their merits sub-

mitted to exhaustive criticism, will be disappointed. All that

our limits permit, after rapidly sketching the revival of know-

ledge and the progress of that sacred painting which emanated

from Umbria, is to mention those who have contributed to

shed lustre over the duchy of Urbino, or who shared the patron-

age of its princes. The amount of notice allotted to each is

therefore proportioned rather to Its local importance than Its

absolute excellence ; but, satisfied from experience how seldom

a wide-spread interest attaches to individual details, our aim has

ever been to generalise even those points demanding a more

specific notice in connection with our immediate subject.

As the recurrence of foot-notes in a popular narrative un-

pleasantly distracts the reader from its continuous course, these

have been avoided, unless when especially called for ; and the

necessity for them in citing references has been in a great

degree anticipated, by prefixing a list of the leading authorities

* Giovanni delta Casa, translated by James Glassford.
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consaltecl, which it is hoped will generally bear out views that

have been honestly formed, after examining what seemed th.e

best sources of information. Extracts have been introduced,

where it appeared desirable to preserve the style or words of

an author ; but they arc in most cases rendered (literally rather

than Avith elegance) into English, except such specimens of

poetry as could not be foirly estimated from a translation.

Documents and ei)isodical details, which would have encum-
bered the text, are appended to the respective volumes.*

The mnjority of proper names being Italian, are written In

that language, excepting such as, like those of places, and titles

of popes and sovereigns, have long been familar to English ears

in a different orthography. In such matters uniformity of

practice is the main object to be attended to, and having to

choose between names as they were actually used and their

English synonymes, we have preferred Giacomo Piccinino,

Giulio Komano, and Lorenzo de' Medici, to James the Little

Fellow, Julius the Roman, and Lawrence of the Medici.f There

will often be mentioned districts and divisions of Italy which

are defined by no exact political or geographical limits; it

may therefore be well here to explain in what sense these

somewhat convertible terms are employed. Central Italy

may be considered to contain the papal territory and the three

Tuscan duchies ; Upper and Lower Italy include all the

* The most recent, and among the most interesting authorities for Urbino, is

Passavant'sLifeof Raffaele, an admirable article upon -vvhich by Sir C. L. Eastlakc,

in vol. Ixvi. of the Quarterly Review, suggested the present work. Had that

biography been accessible to me at an earlier period, it might have assisted my
labours, and perhaps modified some of my views ; but I had no opportunity of con-

sulting it until my own pages were nearly ready for press. It is tlie fruit of suc-

cessful German industry, sweetened by candid and intelligent criticism, and its

remaining still untranslated into any language is among the remarkable anomalies

of literary history. I may be allowed here to mention that the accuracy and sue

cess with M'hich Lord Lindsay and iMrs. Jameson have cultivated the field of

Cln-istian and legendary art, enable me to dispense with much regarding a subject

wliich would otherwise have been more prominent in tliese volumes.

f The case is stated by Roscoe in Ills Preface to Leo X., and we approve of his

decision, notwithstanding the objections taken to it in vol. vii. p. 356. of the Edin-

bur<ih Review.
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rcninsula, respectively to the north and the south of these

states. Again, Lombardy is used as a generic term for the

whole basin of tlie Po, the Polesine being that portion of its

delta, north of the river, which belonged to the Dukes of

Ferrara. Romagna stretches from the Po to the Metauro,

from the Apennines to the Adriatic ; La Makca, or the March

of Ancona, continues the same sea-board to the Tronto : these

two districts were long the cradle of Italian prowess, the alot-

ment-land of petty princes ; both were partially comprehended

within the more ancient landmarks of Umbria, a mountain pro-

vince lying east of the Tiber. The lower basin of this classic

stream contained Sabina on the east, and the Patrimony
of St. Peter on the west ; the Comarca lying south of the

Teverone stream, and the whole wide plain around Rome
being called the Campagna. Tuscany, including the Sienese,

ran northwards from the Patrimony, beginning below Orbi-

tello ; and Naples is familiarly called by Italians The King-
D03I, having, until a recent date, been the only royal state in

their father-land.

Our chronology also requires the use of certain conventional

terms, which ought to be defined. Assuming the close of the

fifteenth century as the zenith of Italy's glory in letters and

arts, in politics and arms, the only word specifically indicatino-

that period is cinque-cento ; but seeing that its lustre was at-

tained under military and civil institutions, and was rendered

permanent by studies and artistic creations, derived from the

middle ages and breathing their spirit, the phrase medicBval is

extended to include that period.

Few things are more baffling to students of history tlian the

true worth of money in different states and ages, and its relative

value in reference to our own standards. It is impossible to

over-estimate the convenience which tables, showing the fluctu-

ations of currency and prices among different nations, would
afford ; but the difficulties of completing them may perhaps be

insuperable. In order to supply this desideratum, however im-

perfectly, a few observations are here submitted.
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In considering the value of money at clifFerent periods, a

variety of circumstances must be kept in view. Tliere are,

however, four elements to be embraced by all calculations for

such a purpose : 1. the comparative weight of the coina<^e ; 2.

the respective amounts of alloy introduced into the standard of

precious metals ; 3. the effect produced on gold and silver value

by the discovery of America ; 4. the fluctuation in prices of

commodities. The last of these elements includes and depends

upon the others, so that a tariff of prices at various times might

be practically sufficient for the object contemplated. The im-

pediments, however, to obtaining such a tariff are apparently

insurmountable. "Statistical facts, incidentally mentioned by

historians, or gleaned from original documents, must be received

with large allowance. Articles of costly luxury in one age

became abundant in another, and are at all times affected by

local or temporary causes. Quality was also variable ; horses,

oxen, sheep, and poultry, reared or fed in rude times or uncul-

tivated districts, cannot fairly be compared with those perfected

by care and expence ; the same may be said of wines, fruits,

clothing ; even land is saleable according to its condition, fer-

tility, or situation. The test usually resorted to in such

inquiries is corn ; but weights and measures, seldom uniform,

are with difficulty ascertained at remote periods, while excep-

tional prices are more frequently noted than average ones, by

observers prone to record striking events rather than every-day

facts. There are, however, some apparently admitted data not

altogether unavailable for our immediate purpose.

During the period embraced by our memoirs of Urbino, the

standard of value prevalent in most parts of Italy was the

golden florin or ducat. Of these probably equivalent terms,

the former was generally employed in Central Italy, the latter

in Lombardy. According to Villani, the florin of Florence, in

1340, weighed 72 grains of pure gold, 24 carats fine. Sismondi,

in referring to a period about a century later, estimates its weight

at ^ of an ounce, or 60 grains. Orslni reckons it, in 1533, at

70 grains, 22 carats fine. On the whole, it appears, from

Cibrario and other authorities, that this coin, and its successor
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the zecchino, have maintained an almost uniform weight down
to the present time. Assuming that gold in Italy had then the

same coinage-value as in England, it appears from calculations,

founded upon Fleetwood's data, that the florin was, at these va-

rious periods, equivalent in cotemporary English coin to 3s. Qd.,

4s. 8c?., and 5s. \0d. Again, the ducat of Venice is estimated by

Daru at 4 franks in 1465, at 44 in 1490, and by Sanuto at 4^.

English in 1500. Riposati, in a careful analysis of the coinage

of Gubbio, proves that the conventional Urbino florin of 1450

should have contained 634f^ grains of silver, besides alloy,

which would at that time have yielded 3^. 9d. English, or at

our present pure silver value {6s. %d. to the ounce) Is. 3|r/.

It would follow, from these several opinions, that the florin or

ducat of Italy, in the fifteenth century, was equal to from 35. Qd.

to 45. Qd. in cotemporary English circulation, which disposes of

two elements for our calculation. The remaining two must have

been Inadequately kept in view by Cibrario, Ricotta, and Audin,

who respectively value the florin of 1400 as noio worth I6f

francs, that of 1490 at 14 francs, and that of 1500 at 12 francs;

while in the Library of Entertaining Knowledge it is set down

at 105. English in 1480. But if we assume the analogy of

English prices as collected by Fleetwood, the result will be very

different. From these it appears that an average cost of wheat

and oats per quarter, in the fifteenth centuiy, was about 55. '2d.

and 25. Qd., while the wa^es of labourers and artizans were

respectively 3^^/. and 4|fZ. a-day. Accordingly, if corn be taken

as the test, money was then ten times beyond its modern value
;

while, if we include labour and luxuries, the actual depreciation

must appear much greater. We are greatly encouraged to find

such an inference not very different from that adopted by three

recent and important authorities. Prescott values the Spanish

ducat of 1490 at 395. 4f/., and Macaulay states that of Florence

in 1340 at 405. sterling, while Sismondi calculates it at about

48 francs. On the whole, then, we venture to assume that the

Italian ducat or florin of the fifteenth century was nearly equal

to the present Spanish dollar, and that it would have purchased

about twelve times the amount of necessaries and luxuries which
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that coin now represents in England— a discrepancy of course

lessened in the next and each succeeding age, especially as the

precious metals continued to flow in from the new hemisphere.

This estimate is, however, offered with great deference, and
only as a general approximation to the truth, by no means ap-

plicable to numerous exceptional cases.*

In closing these preliminary observations, it is a pleasing duty

to acknowledge the facilities obligingly placed at the author's

disposal by kind friends in Italy and at home. The urbanity

with which Monsignore Laureani afforded every assistance com-

patible with the stringent regulations of the Vatican Libraiy,

demands a tribute tempered by regret that death should have

prematurely removed him from a trust which he usefully and

gracefully discharged. To Don Pietro Eaffaele, of the Oli-

veriana Library at Pesaro, and to the Abbe Francesco Raffiiele

Valenti, of the Albani Library at Urbino ; to Signor Luigi

Bonfatti, of Gubbio ; to the archivists of many towns, and to

the directors of not a few galleries in Italy, a large debt of

gratitude has been incurred. The intimate acquaintance with

the treasures of Italian art possessed by the Commendatore
Kestner, minister from the Court of Hanover at the Holy

See, was, with his wonted kindness and courtesy, freely ren-

dered available. Mr. Rawdon Brown, whose profound know-
ledge of Venetian history and antiquities wall. It is hoped,

be ere long appreciated in England, as it already is in the

Lagoons, has communicated most important documents, which

the author was unable personally to inspect. Mr. F. C. Brooke,

of Ufford Place, Suffolk, has likewise supplied some valuable

* By an elaborate pi'ocess, founded upon very complex facts, Cibraiio concludes

that, with reference to the value of wheat in Piedmont, the florin is now worth only

about double what it was in the fourteenth century ; but this does not seem a fair

test of the relative power of money even in Italy ; and in a work intended for

English readers, it appears necessary to bring out an estimate applicable to pre-

sent prices in this country, not in southern Europe, Avhcre money still goes much
further than with us. Refer below to p. 363. ; also to Vol. II. pp. 37. 259.; Vol. III.

p. 107.
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notices. The embellishments of these volumes owe much to the

friendly assistance of Mr. Lewis Gruner, an artist whose generous

character and happy exemption from professional jealousies are

not less remarkable than the success of his burin and the excel-

lence of his taste. With a liberality unusual among English

collectors, Dr.Wellesley, Principal of New College Hall, Oxford,

threw open his stores of Italian historic art, and allowed the use

of several rare medallions. To these, and to many whose good

wishes have cheered him on, the author's thanks are thus

heartily, though inadequately, offered.
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LOOK FIRST.

OF URBINO AND ITS EARLY COUNTS.

" 't is blv.n's worst deed
to let the things that have been run to waste,

and in the unmeaning present sink the past."

Mart La mis.

" pages of history, torn from some illuminated manuscript of the

jiiddle ages, whereon the illuminations are well nigh faded, or

effaced by time and violence."
Faber.
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MEMOIRS

THE DUKES OF URBINO,

BOOK I.

OF UKBINO AND ITS EAKLY COUNTS.

CHAPTER L

TOPOGRAPHY OF THE DUCHY OF URBINO. ORIGIN OF THE ITALIAN

C0:\OIUNITIES. THEIR CIVIL INSTITUTIONS AND MILITARY SYSTEM.

THEIR PRINCIPLE OF LIBERTY. POLITICAL DIVISIONS OF RO-

MAGNA; OPPOSED TO MODERN SPECULATIONS EEGAEDING CEN-

TRALIZATION.

" Cum qual costiun die Italia devora

Dal sempre staix in gran confusione,

Disjunta e scperata, e disiare

L'un stato al altro sua dcstructione."

Giov^vifNi Sanzi.
«

" Such the routine that Italy consumes,

By ceaseless strife convulsed, her several states

Severed and disunited, each intent

On other's niiu."

The country which composed the Duchy of Uebino, and

which nearly corresponds with the modern Legation of TJrbino

and Pesaro, is situated upon the eastern fall of Central Italy,

between the 43rd and 44th parallels of north latitude. It
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4 TUE DUCHY OF UK131NO.

stretches along the AdnatiCj and extends about forty miles in

length, and as many in breadth. From the Apennine ridge

to the coast, it includes modifications of surface, climate, and

soil, suited to a variety of natural productions, and admirably

calculated for the development of the human frame. On the

summit grew those magnificent pines which gave to the district

of Massa the epithet of Traharia, from the beams which were

carried thence for the palaces of Home, and which are noticed

by Dante as

" The living rafters on the bucl'i

Of Italy."

Below these stretched forests of chesnut and oak, succeeded by

hardy orciiard trees, and in the lower grounds by the olive and

vine, to which its ever broken and undulating surface is pecu-

liarly favourable. Througii numberless ravines are conveyed

copious streams, supplying abundant water-power for grinding

rich harvests, grown in the alluvial valleys, and in the plains

which open upon the sea. From its shores are drawn ample

supplies of fish. Its mountains and manors abounded in game,

so long as that was protected by resident princes. In its

rugged Apennines, which around Cagli tower to the height

of 5,000 feet, no valuable minerals have been discovered ; nor

do its mountain torrents admit of navigation, but with two

coast-harbours this was scarcely felt as a privation.

For the topography of the ducliy our chief authority is

Ciraarelli, who wrote about two centuries ago, and who begins

it about forty years after the flood ! It was an absurd whim

of Italian mediieval authors, which has prevailed almost till the

present day, to wander among the traditional or imaginary cycles

of remote ages, extolling the antiquity of their theme at a

sacrifice of truth and credibility. Into such extravagances we

shall not be tempted. It is enough to say that this district

formed part of ancient Umbria, and is in some degree identical

with that known to lioman history as Gallia Senonia. When

the AVcstcrn Empire crumbled to pieces, it was broken up into
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many petty communities, some of which adopted fur themselves

republican institutions, while others fell into the hands of

military adventurers, who transmitted their sway to their de-

scendants in hereditary right, founded upon personal enterprise

or the consent of their subjects. After the nominal regimen

of the occidental empire had been transferred across the Alps,

these new communities and counts often sought from its titular

emperor a confirmation of their self-constituted rights. This

demand, recognising in name a sovereignty already substantially

theirs, was willingly accorded as the basis of a transaction

flattering to one party, momentous to the other. But the

gradually opening ambition of the Church, and the extension of

her temporal rule into Eomagna and La Marca by the donations

of Pepin, Charlemagne, and the Countess Matilda, introduced

another competitor for dominion in these provinces. Her claim

was made good, in some cases by a voluntary surrender on the

part of men whose piety prevailed over their love of power, in

others by force of arms ; but by most of the mountain chiefs,

and by a few of the free towns, loyalty to the emperor's shadowy

authority was used as a pretext for resisting a new element

which threatened their own sway. The two rival parties which

sprang out of these circumstances came to be distinguished as

Guelph and Ghibelline, although their watchwords were often

adopted by local or temporary factions.

Many circumstances tended to an extensive establishment of

political independence among the small states thus formed in

Italy during the middle ages. Distance and the unsettled state

of the Peninsula having reduced to little more than a name the

direct imperial sovereignty of

" That imperious bird,

Whose double beak a double prey devours," *

the emperors endeavoured to render it still available to their

political importance, through the intervention of military vice-

* " L' aquila grifagna

Che per piii divornr due bccclii porta."

Lnai Alamaxxi.
E 3



6 ORIGIN OF ITALIAN REPUBLICS,

gerents. To each of these a certain territory was conveyed,

generally with the title of count, which they were understood

to govern for behoof of the empire. Practically, however, they

were nearly secure against any strict accounting for their

stewardship, and, provided they attended the imperial banner in

the field with a befitting following, paid with tolerable regularity

the annual cense, or contribution exigible under their tenure,

and did homage as vassals at the imperial coronations, they were

allowed to enjoy or abuse unquestioned what rights of sovereignty

they thought fit to assume. Nor was there any effective check

upon the marauding spirit of conquest, which in that age formed

the natural outlet of personal ambition ; and these feudatories

Avere left to fight with their neighbours whenever their swords

were not called into requisition by their common over-lord : still

more were they allowed to deal undisturbed with the people

submitted to their jurisdiction, who were of course presumed to

endure and obey.

At a period nearly coeval with the formation of these

independent fiefs, and much antecedent to the aggregation of

civic communities in other parts of Europe, Ave find the

peninsular towns advancing into importance. Their establish-

ment was favoured by the absence of a perfect feudal organisa-

tion, for men exempt from such fetters associated together more

readily than those in transalpine lands. The fertility of the

soil, and consequent density of population, admitted of cultivators

congregating in homes of their OAvn choice ; and the malaria

generated in that luxurious climate often rendered isolated

dwellings insalubrious. The peasant-hamlets thus formed Avere

quickly augmented by the influx of all Avho sought protection

from external foes or tyrannical masters. The increase of

population brought strength ; strength gave security ; security

attracted Avealth and numbers ; and these united elements

created intelligence and public spirit, the only sure basis of

liberty. Their first necessity being self-defence, their dAvellings

Avere placed in sites of natural strength, and soon girt by Avails.
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The enemies they most dreaded were the adjoining lords, to

Avhose jurisdiction they nominally belonged, but whose claims

they were not unfrequently able to meet, either by formidable

resistance, or by a charter of privileges, which the emperors,

ever willing to curb their barons, were seldom loath to accord.

The independence thus wrung from the counts was cemented

by the spirit of civic liberty, while the development of municipal

strength and privileges gave to citizens a social and political

pre-eminence over the rural population, beyond what they

attained in countries where feudalism served to link the agri-

cultural class with the central authority. Among men united

for a common object, and thrown upon their own resources, the

popular element early developed itself. Such communities

finding themselves without a master, a position which, when

real freedom was unknown, only exposed them to attacks from

stronger neighbours, their instinct of self-preservation, ere long,

induced attempts at self-government. Townships consequently

multiplied, developed themselves into cities, and became re-

publics.

Thus rose the Italian Republics, not as is often superficially

supposed, in the mercantile cities alone, but in almost every

township of Upper Italy. Their constitutional forms not only

varied from each other, but were constantly fluctuating, under

a desire for novelty, the contests of rival fiictions, and the in-

fluence of external events. Kepublics they were, in so far as

they owned no hereditary head. They believed themselves

self-governed, because their ever-recurring revolutions were

their own act, or at least were eftected by their own instru-

mentality. But the democratic element seldom long existed

in purity. After the emeute was over, a self-constituted

oligarchy, a rich and designing citizen, or an ambitious prelate,

often stepped in, to enjoy that power for which the people had

fought, until these, roused by some too undisguised tyranny, or

by some new caprice, rushed to the piazza, and threw off" their

masters, leaving it to chance or intrigue to give them new ones.

Ji 4
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Lamartiue, the eloquent advocate and partially successful

hero of popular rights, has admitted that there can be no pro-

gress unless " many interests are injured," and that " such

transformations are not operated Avithout great resistance,

Avithout an infinity of anguish and private misfortune." This,

however, is no place to raise the question, how far the benefit of

so much political liberty was balanced by the inadequate gua-

rantee of person and property, inherent in such a state of things,

or whether the security of domestic peace would have been too

dearly purchased by a partial sacrifice of popular power. Yet

few who argue these points will deny that whatever influence

the republican constitutions of Italy may have had upon the

individual happiness of their own citizens, they sowed the seeds

of that intelligence, that freedom of thought, that ardent aspi-

ration for the amelioration of mankind, which have ever since

so beneficially acted upon European civilisation.

The liberty of Italian republics has been frequently mis-

apprehended, and will disappoint those who seek in it such

safeguards of life and proj^erty as freedom in its modern sense

is understood to afford. Under no form of civilised government

were those guarantees more feeble or ineffective than Avhere

tyranny of the wayward and irresponsible many was substituted

for domination by one. The philosophic Guizot has even con-

demned these republics as " utterly irreconcilable with security

for life (that first ingredient in social existence) and with

progress ;
" as " incapable of developing freedom or extending

the scope of institutions ;
" as tending to " limit their range and

concentrate authority in a few individuals." To these con-

clusions we nmst demur, and they appear inconsistent with the

just tribute he gracefully pays to the intelligence, wealth, and

brilliancy of Italian democracies ; to the courage, activity, genius,

and general prosperity of their denizens. But the argument

and inferences of this French historian are easily reconcilable

with a political creed largely prevailing among his countrymen,

who find in centralisation the triumph of our age, the panacea
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for social anomalies. To that end has doubtless tended the

progress of EuroiDC during the last four centuries, and more

especially the present rapid career of events, whether for

ultimate weal or woe must be hereafter seen. Yet whilst we

hesitate to paint the Ausonian republics in the Utopian colours

of Sismondi, we cannot adopt the narrow proportions ascribed

to them by his less enthusiastic countryman. They filled the

Peninsula with separate aims and paltry interests at a time when

union was its sole security, yet they trained men to self-govern-

ment, the first step towards that constitutional freedom without

which nationality itself is a questionable boon.

The growth of communities opposed by every interest to the

domination of the imperial counts was viewed by these with

natural jealously. But in many instances their alarm proved

groundless, as eventually some of them came to swell the very

power which they were originally established to limit. Those

towns which, from the fault of their site or other incidental

circumstances, did not increase in population and wealth, found

themselves defenceless in a land where might made right. They

therefore often passed, after a more or less feeble resistance,

under the sway of some powerful feudatory, or, by voluntary

surrender of their unsubstantial independence, sought from his

strong arm protection against the grasp of more dreaded neigh-

bours, or redress from the ravages of rival factions which

lacerated their internal repose. The title usually assumed with

the authority thus acquired was that of Signore, which in the

following pages is generally rendered by Lord or Seigneur,

there being no term in our idiom adapted to express exactly a

jurisdiction at no time knowai to our constitution, but resembling

the "tyranny " of the old Greek commonwealths. The same word

is used to designate those citizens or military adventurers who,

by force or popular consent, acquired a temporary or enduring

mastery in the free towns of the Peninsula. Widely different

in its exercise as in its origin from feudal jurisdiction, the power

which had thus been more or less derived from the people was
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for the most part temperately wielded. The territorial baron

dwelt among his citizen subjects, conforming to their usages and

encouraging their progressive civilisation. His authority was

originally personal, but in many instances it was skilfully used

as a foundation for family claims, which talent or influence

enabled a series of persons of the same race to make good. But,

as in Celtic chieftainship, rules of hereditary succession were

less attended to than individual fitness for the change. Younger

branches often excluded the elder ones, and in some cases, such

as the Malatesta,

" The bastard slips of old Eoraagna's line,"

illegitimacy seems to have been practically a recommendation.

To those at all conversant with Italian history, it may be super-

fluous to add that, while some of these petty sovereigns

" Did fret and strut their hour upon the stage,

And then were heard no more,"

others, more able or more fortunate, founded dynasties to which,

as promoters of commerce, literature, and the fine arts, modern

civilisation is largely indebted, and from whom are descended

several reigning families of Europe.

No circumstance more generally affected all governments in

Italy, or is of more importance to a comprehension of their

history, than the contests of the Guelphs and Ghibellincs.

Upon this wide and complicated topic it is unnecessary now to

enter, further than to state, as a general rule, that the feuda-

tories adhered to the emperor, whilst the self-governed com-

munities were more partial to the Guelphic or papal faction.

This was natural, as the Ghibelline or imperial party was essen-

tially opposed to democratic tendencies, while the Church had,

from various causes, become almost identified with popular

principles. But the distinction was often inapplicable ; for

these words underwent the usual fate of party epithets, changing

and counterchanging their signification with time and place,

until the original meaning was lost, though their fatal influence
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on human passions remained unmodified. For alas! in all ages,

" Some watchword for the fight

Must vindicate the wrong, and warp the right

;

Religion, freedom, vengeance, what you will,

A word's enough to rouse mankind to kill."

Thus, free cities which, like Florence, were regarded as strong-

holds of the Guelphs, were occasionally by a sudden revolution

thrown into the hands of the opposite faction ; even the Ghibel-

line nobles were sometimes induced, by ambition or pique, to

make their peace with the Church ; whilst more unprincipled

holders of power sought to extend it by alternately selling their

services to either party, and in turn betraying both. It also

happened that counts of the empire, on obtaining the seigneury

of towns, found these so much the most valuable portion of

their dignities, that they were glad to strengthen their title to

them by accepting papal investitures, instead of holding them

by the sword, or by popular will. The pontiffs readily pro-

moted a device, which converted into ostensible supremacy the

vague and undefined claims they asserted to temporal domi-

nation, whether arising out of Countess Matilda's donation, or

from other disputed titles ; and they hesitated not to include

even imperial countships in their charters. They thus trans-

ferred to the Holy See feudal prestations of money and military

service which were legitimately due to the emperors, whose

waning influence in Italy rendered such usurpations little

hazardous ; whilst the vassals, suiting themselves to the change

of times, were content to hold their sovereignty as vicars of the

Church, instead of as counts of the empire. Little did they

deem that the rising sun, which they were thus prompt to wor-

ship, would eventually consume them, root and branch!

Yet the tenures and investitures of these seigneuries consti-

tuted but a pseudo-feudalism, resting upon a basis entirely

different from that of tlie barons of northern nations. Among the

latter, land, as the only known element of i^olitical power, was

monopolised by the sovereign, who doled it out, under such
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conditions as he deemed fit, to those whose good swords were

Lest able to defend it and the donor. The principle thus dif-

fused from the centre radiated through the mass. The nobles

parcelled out their great estates in various portions among

friends and dependants, military service being the consider-

ation chiefly exacted, in times when a circulating medium was

scanty, and pecuniary wants much restricted. This system

established two main results. The hardy and patriotic soldiery

who peopled the rural territory were the nerve of the nation,

whilst the landless population, being destitute of individual im-

portance, gradually drew together for mutual support, and

settled in communities under the protection of some powerful

lord or influential monastery. But in the Ausonian peninsula

natural causes induced gregarious habits and social influences,

whereby the peaceful pursuits of trade and money-making were

promoted. An efficient soldiery was, however, rendered re-

quisite for the small states by the very circumstances which

most contributed to their general prosperity,— their numbers and

near neighbourhood, the competition of commercial communities,

the struggles of political or family factions. Yet in proportion

to the development of that prosperity, and the increase of wealth

and refinement, the reluctance of substantial and sedentary

citizens became more decided to the inconveniences and hard-

ships of the field. For them the art of war was scarcely less a

calamity than its miseries ; the more they had to lose, the less

willing or able were they to defend it. There are few evils in

life which money may not remedy or alleviate, and when it was

found that substitutes could be hired to relieve them from

military service, the problem was satisfactorily solved. Fighting

became a separate profession, and its duties no longer distracted

those who had other occupations. Thus arose the condottiere

system, by which any bold baron or experienced captain, having

formed round his banner a corps of tried and daring spirits,

leased their services and his own for a stipulated term and price.

Their whole arrangements being avowedly mercenary, they had
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no patriotism, no preference for standartls or \vatcliwords. The

highest oflfer secured them, and when their engagement expired,

or their pay fell into arrear, they were free to pass over to the

enemy, or seek any other master. But besides their fixed

stipend, they had perquisites from the hazards of war : the

ransom of rich prisoners accrued to the leaders, v.hile the

soldiery were glutted by the occasional booty of a sacked city.

The changes occasioned by this system influenced Italy in its

military, political, and social relations. Formerly, a truce dis-

armed the combatants, and sent them to forget their discipline

in their domestic duties. Xow, one campaign followed another,

teaching the same free companies new evolutions and more

perfect lessons in martial science ; or if a piping time of general

peace ever arrived, their leaders scrupled not to keep them in

practice by a private adventure of pillage against some feeble

victim, until they should be required for the fresh contests

which a few months were sure to develope. Their armour,

accoutrements, and drill, thus became more complicated ; men-

at-arms and lances were considered the only effective troops.

But their efficiency was counteracted by another result of sti-

pendary Avarfare. Exempt from enthusiasm in any cause, their

tactics became a money question. To close a campaign by a

series of brilliant successes was to kill the goose that gave them

ji'oklen eo'Sfs: to carry havock into the adverse ranks was

damaging to those who might be their next paymasters cr

comrades. Sanguinary conflicts brought them danger without

advantage, whilst the capture of an opjjonent or a camp ensured

for them a rich prize. War was, in fact, a game which they

were paid to play, with no interest in the stakes beyond their

individual opportunities of plunder. Equally indifferent to

past victories or future fame, they cared little for beatiug the

euemy, could they but reach his baggage-waggons, or temporise

until he could buy them off. Battles, thus deprived of their

dangers and stirring interests, became great prize fights, in

which the victors deserved no sympathy, and the con(|uered re-
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quired no commiseration. Gain was substituted for glory, lan-

guor for gallantry, calculation for courage. Patriotism slum-

bered ; honesty of purpose and energy of action fell into disuse

;

the parties in the match, careless of victory, manoeuvred only for

stale-mate. Hence the political results of Italian camj^aigns were

inconsiderable, compared with the forces in the field, the time

consumed, and the resources expended. Impoverished states

were generally left without defenders, and even wealthy belli-

gerents were liable to a sudden and immediate desertion by

their hireling bands. Still more fatal were the moral effects

upon the people. The feudal system rendered every occupier

of the soil a soldier, ready to stand by his king and country ;

and it transmitted to more peaceful times " a bold peasantry,

their country's pride" and best defenders. But it was other-

wise with the brave spirits of the Ausonian commonwealths
;

they were bound to the banner of some privileged bandit, who

served the best bidder, whilst the mass of the community became

indifferent to a native land for which they were never called

upon to hazard life or limb. The stipendiaries fought for or

against freedom, faith, country, and comrades ; the citizens

endured their outrages or purchased their mercy. In the end,

the military were brutalised, whilst the civilians became ener-

vated. The former were made venal, the latter cowardly.

The master-mind of Machiavelli, after the French invasions of

1492-9, saw these mischiefs, and would have remedied them by

his plan for a civic militia ; but it was too late, and the de-

generacy engrafted upon the national character of Italy by the

condottiere system still cankers it to the core.

Although the states which grew up under these varying cir-

cumstances are universally known as the Italian Republics, this

phrase is scarcely correct in our idiom. The leading peculiarity

of medieval Italy was the separate sovereignty of its petty

principalities, and towns of minor rank, in which democratic

constitutions were but incidental and transient distinctions,
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progressively disappearing as the dark ages were succeeded by

a cycle of golden radiance. The Italian Republics might, there-

fore, be more aptly named the Italian Communes or Common-

wealths. This misnomer has also given rise to somewhat con-

fused views regarding the amount of liberty enjoyed in these

states, especially since their history has become known to us

from the pen of one whose democratic prepossessions, though

clothed in eloquence, are so tempered by benevolent philosophy

as those of Sismondi.

Liberty is a Avord of vague signification, both as to quality

and degree. In a political sense, it has at least three meanings ;

personal freedom, self-government, national independence. Let

us test the application of each of these qualities to the Italian

commonwealths. Neither in them, nor in any cotemporary

state, was freedom of person known in name or in fact. Indi-

viduals had no guarantee against oppression by their rulers, nor

security from their powerful neighbours ; no great charter con-

stituted for them a claim of right to personal protection. In

this respect there Avas little difference between the subjects of a

petty autocrat and those of a democratic faction,—between the

tyranny of one or of many : but in Venice, that most prosper-

ous and permanent of all the commonwealths, which Koscoe, by

a happy antithesis, has described as a " republic of nobles with

a populace of slaves," and which especially arrogated tlie re-

public as its title, individual safety was at the lowest grade.

In most of the communities, self-government, or the sove-

reignty of the people, had scarcely a reality as regarded the

masses. Under the seigneurs, Avhen the hereditary principle

was weak, it was oftener supplemented or infringed by the

swoi'd than by the popular will. In the few commonwealths

which, during the fifteenth century, preserved their democratic

institutions, such as Florence and Siena, the guilds and com-

panies constituted indeed a quasi-representative system ; but

these had generally fallen into the hands of privileged classes,

and even the shadow of power which clung to them was con-
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stantly torn away by some ambitious burgher, or misused fur

the extermination of a rival faction. Indeed, the most liberal of

tlieir constitutions corresponded in the main to our own muni-

cipal machinery, limiting the privileges of self-government to

certain classes in the cities, and entirely excluding from them the

rural population. The value at which these privileges were

held may be estimated by the indifference of immediately adjacent

despotic states, wliether languishing under the savage tyranny

of a Malatesta, or enjoying the beneficent sway of a Montefeltro.

Even when, outraged beyond endurance, they rose against their

oppressors, it was much more frequently to set up a new
autocrat, than to seize for them.selves power wdiich the example

of their democratic neighbours a})pears to have invested with no

charm. We may therefore fairly conclude that the self-governed

citizens of Ancona, Assisi, and San Marino, enjoyed no envied

advantages over those of the surrounding principalities, whicii

unquestionably outshone them in historical and literary illus-

tration.

Since, then, the peculiar quality which Infused extraordinary

mental vigour Into the Italian commonwealths, and imparted to

them a social influence beyond their real importance, con-

sisted neither in personal security nor in self-sovereignty, it

must have chiefly depended upon the only remaining description

of freedom, their nationality. By this phrase we mean not

that mere independence of foreign and barbarian sway, which

It was long the papal policy to vindicate by oceans of blood and

treasure, but the maintenance in each community of a separate

and supreme political status, frequently co-existent with muni-

cipal franchises and local administration, but always irre-

sponsible to neighbours or to nominal over-lords, whether

emperor or pope. The elevation of sentiment which such a

position infused, both into conmiunities and individuals, forms

tlie noblest feature in Italian mediaaval history. The honours,

the privileges, and the responsibilities of citizenship were

tlius maintained in more iniu)cdiatc contact with those of the
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commonwealth, whereof the luimblest might boast hhiiself a

participator. Besides this, there ensued many advantages of a

more material description. By giving each smull state its own

capital, the wealth and patronage belonging to a seat of govern-

ment, and in most instances to a court, Vv'ere secured for it. The

residence of its sovereign and officials retained in home circula-

tion not only the revenues of the principality, but the income

drawn by him from foreign fiefs and from military adventures.

It kept up a permanent aristocracy of talent and genius as well

as of rank and wealth, such as it was the pride of most of these

courts to encourage and protect. The practical operation of

these causes may be illustrated from the condition of Romagna
and La Marca during the fifteenth century. About one half of

the present papal territory there was then divided among the

following independent states :
—

Ferrara,
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to Italy, as it had done to ancient Greece, no ordinary measure

of those benefits which national independence is supposed to

secure. But it is still more remarkable that the nationality

prescribed by political empyrics now-a-days as a remedy for all

her woes should be directly opposed to the system under which

she became the harbinger of European improvement and civil-

isation. This subject, if followed out, would lead to disqui-

sitions, for which these pages are no place. Enough to observe,

that the centralisation which united these twenty-two common-

wealths under the papal sway, is still, after two centuries, their

standing grievance. A spirit of discontent now broods over

that district, although government is mildly administered, and

taxation is moderate for a land so productive. But twenty-two

capitals have been absorbed, and consequently humbled and em-

poverished. Hinc illce lacri/ma ! * Yet theorists, sweeping

away ancient land-marks, and overstepping natural boundaries,

would begin their speculative ameliorations of the Ausonian

peninsula by provincialising nine of her ten remaining capitals

;

they Avould diffuse desolation, propagate discontent, and call

them nationality. The projects of union and strength that tinge

such day-dreams are met by a perhaps insurmountable barrier,

in the abundant local jealousies which have survived the inde-

pendence of multitudinous petty states, and which, as in Spain,

often amusingly startle strangers in that country. When an

Italian talks with ai'dour of his patria, or devotes his energies

to illustrate its history or its heroes, he means not Dante's

land,

" Circled by sea and Alps, parted by Apennine,"

but the village which gave liim birth, or, at most, the province in

which he dwells. Such is the boasted and burning patriotism

of Young Italy, however her advocates may gloss over the fact.

* This was written under Gregory XVI. Time will show how far the more en-

larged and generous policy essayed by his successor can abate long and deeply

rooted prejudices on the one hand, without fostering undue expectations on the

other. As yet (1850) the experiment has signally foiled.
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These arc, however, matters bclonghig rather to speculation

than to history, and from which it is time to return. That we

have not unreasonably questioned the tendency of the old

Italian democracies to promote individual felicity, and the

safety of personal rights, may be presumed from the dictum of

one whose prepossessions are all in their favour. The views

stated in the following passage in the main bear out those

observations we have hazarded, and illustrate the tendency of

republicanism, in its sternest forms, to pass under oligarchy or

despotism.

" Our ancient republicans loved their institutions, not so much

in proportion to the amount of happiness and security which

they afforded to the mass, as to the share that each individual

was allowed to take in the sovereignty of the state. Liberty

was for them rather an essential element of life than a source of

enjoyment. Public spirit was the main-spring which determined

all private exertion. Freedom they understood to be the iden-

tification of every citizen with the state. Hence patriotism

gradually prevailed over liberty. Every one was vitally in-

terested in the advancement of his country's greatness and

power, endangered his life and property, sacrificed his domestic

comforts, and even submitted to vexatious and arbitrary laws,

whenever the safety of the republic seemed to require it. In

their eagerness to assert the supremacy of their native state,

they acceded to the concentration of power into one or a few

hands, and gave rise to the establishment of oligarchy and

despotism. But those patricians and tyrants still constituted

the state, and although the sovereignty with which they had

been provisionally invested became, in their hands, oppressive

and permanent, yet those national governments were looked

upon with devotion and pride, as the emanation of popular will

and the depositaries of popular power."*

* ]SIariotti's Italy, ii. 298, firbt edition.
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CHAPTER II.

OKIGIN OF THE COUNTS OF MONTEFELTRO, AND OP THEIR SOVE-

REIGNTY IN URBINO AND THE SURROUNDING COUNTRY. THEIR

EARLY GENEALOGY.— GUIDO, COUNT OF URBINO.—ANTONIO, COUNT

OF URBINO.

" Si dei principi Feltreschi, che fiorivano valorosi nelle armi, nel commando degli

exerciti, o nelle imprcse militari, far catalogo si dovcsse, converrebbe cominciare

dal prime, e giungere lino al ultimo germoglio dclla nobilissima e famosissima casa."

Marini, Bagioni della Citta di S. Leo.

A catalogue of the Feltrian princes famed in arms, in commands, and in military

adventures, would begin with the first and include the latest ofF-shoot of that most

noble and illustrious house.

The first princely dynasty of Urbino affords examples of most

of the phases of mediaeval jurisdiction on which we have briefly

touched in our introductory remarks.

From the mists of the dark ages which brooded over the

mountains of Central Italy, there emerged a race who gradually

spread their paltry highland holding over a broad and fair duchy.

In the territories earned by their good swords, and their faithful

services to the Church, it was their pride to foster the lessons of

peace, until their state became the cradle of science, of letters,

and of art. The Counts of Montefeltro, a fief long held by

imperial grant, gradually established their seigneury over the

neighbouring town of Urbino, which thenceforth gave them

their title, and in the thirteenth century they received investiture

of it from the popes. Invited in 1371 by the people of Cagli
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to supplant the usurping Ceccardl, and in 1384, by those of

Gubbio, to expel the tyrannical race of the Gabrielli, they were

soon recognised as church-vassals in both. Castel-durante,

partially conquered from the Brancaleoni by Count Guidan-

tonio, was erected into a countship in his person by Martin V.

in 1433 ; and his son Federigo obtained by marriage the re-

maining fiefs of that family, including S. Angelo in Vado, Mer-

catello, and Massa Trabaria. Fossombrone was bought by the

same Federigo in 1445, from Malatesta of Pesaro. INIondaino,

Tavoleta, Sassocorbara, La Pergola, S. Leo, Sant' Agata, and

other townsliips, Avere wrested at intervals by the Counts of

Urbino from their hereditary foes the Malatesta. The ducal

house della Rovere owed to papal nepotism the rich endowments

of Sinigaglia and Mondavio in 1474, and those of Pesaro,

Gradara, and Novilara in 1513.

The state which had thus been by degrees extended over

much of llomagna and La jNIarca constituted the Duchy of

Urbino, and received no further increment of territory. It

contained seven episcopal cities, a number of smaller towns, and

some three or four hundred " castles," by which must be under-

stood fortified villages, for in that land of interminable contests,

every hamlet became a stronghold. Penna da Billi was the

original capital of Montefeltro. S. Leo, in the same wild and

rugged district, was by nature one of the most impregnable

fortresses in Italy
; yet we shall have to detail its capture by

surprise or treachery on three several occasions. Fano, with

its small circumjacent territory, though nearly in the middle of

the duchy, continued to hold directly of the church.

The early lords of Montefeltro were raised to the rank of

counts of that fief by the Emperor Frederick Barbarossa about

1160, a favour which seems to have long borne fruits in their

Ghibelline principles. Their first investiture as church-vassals

was from Ilonorius III., in 1216, but it was not till towards the

close of that century, that we find them designed Counts of

Urbino, a title which they used in common with Montefeltro,

c 3
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until the dukedom of Urbino was conferred upon Federigo in

1474.* On the death of his son, Duke Guidobaldo, in 1508,

the ecclesiastical investitures fell by failui'e of heirs male ; but

the dynasty was revived in the person of Francesco Maria

della Rovere, who happened to be nephew of Pope Julius II.

as well as of the Duke, and who thus founded the second

ducal line. With his grandson, Duke Francesco Maria II., the

male investiture again ended in 1631 ; and the days of gross

nepotism being past. Urban VIII., who then filled the chair of

St. Peter, instead of presenting the lapsed sovereignty to his

nephew Cardinal Barberini, incorporated it with the states of

the Church, and discharged the claims of consanguinity in modi-

fied measure by appointing him the first legate of Urbino and

Pesaro.

It would be quite foreign to the object of this work were we

to pause on a preliminary research into the remote antiquities of

the house of Montefeltro. Like many other^ distinguished

Italian genealogical stems, it had attained vigour ere modern

history dawned. Nor shall we follow tradition in its mazy

attempts to trace the hardy plant from the feeble seedling, which,

Avhether of indigenous growth, or transalpine origin, took root

upon the Apennine cliffs of Carpegna. In the twelfth centuiy

it put forth three leading branches, distinguished as those of

Carpegna, Pietra-rubea, and Monte-coppiolo. Whilst the last

of these gradually acquired an important sovereignty, and

earned undying distinction in Italian history, the eldest, less

favoured by energy, talent, or opportunity, forcibly recals the

unprofitable servant in the parable. The Counts of Carpegna

continued to hold their tiny mountain fief, with its sovereign

jurisdiction, in such utter insignificance, that their names gained

no note during the centuries of turmoil which passed over them.

Their eagle nest sent forth no eagle spirits. After the peace of

* It was first given to OddaiUoiiio, in 1443, hut lapsed a few montlis later by

his death.
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1815, the Camera apostollca, anxious to abolish privileges no

longer consonant to the altered policy of Europe, bribed the

Count with 300,000 scudi (65,000/.) to surrender the entire

fief, with all its jurisdictions and immunities, and on the fol-

lowing day disposed of the allodial estates for one fifteenth of

that sum.*

It seems admitted that Antonio, the first Lord of Monte-

coppiolo, or his son Montefelteino, performed some im-

portant services to the Emperor Frederick Barbarossa, when he

visited Italy for his coronation in 1154, and in return for these

obtained, among other investitures, the countship of Montefeltro.

From thence arose the distinctions, and the Ghibelline princi-

ples, which have preserved not a few names of this race in the

picturesque pages of mediaeval history ; but we shall not attempt

from these tattered leaves to disentangle their affiliation, or to

distinguish their respective deeds of glory. Their extending in-

fluence took the direction usual in these days, and Urbino, the

nearest township, tempting the ambition of Bonconte, he had

the address to procure a double investiture of its sovereignty,

from the Emperor Frederick II., and again, in 1216, from Pope

Honorius III., by virtue whereof he became both count and

vicar of that city. But parchments and bulls were then but im-

perfect title-deeds, and it was by the sword that they in general

fell to be completed. The citizens of Urbino had hearts of oak

and frames of iron wherewith to maintain their privilege of

self-government, nor was it until after a struggle of nearly twenty

years that they submitted to the seigneury of Bonconte. The

succeeding century and a half found the Counts of Urbino occu-

pied in ever-recurring strug^es with the Church, originating

from their Ghibelline policy, and occasionally complicated by the

republican aspirations of their citizens. Upon these scenes of

petty strife we need not dwell; but one of the race was far too

striking a personage to be passed over in silence.

* The Carpegna arms ^vel•e azure, thi-ee bends argent. The Montrefeltri of

Urbino had tlieir bends or, impaled with the eagle as feudatories of the empire.

t 4
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The earliest notice we have of Count Guido, the elder, Is In

1268, wlien the youthful Corraclino came into Italy to dispute the

crown of Naples with Charles of Anjou. At Pisa he was met

by the Ghibellines of Romngna and Tuscany : among them was

the Count ofUrbino, who obtained some laurels in the subsequent

brief campaign, although spared from the crushing reverse at

Tagliacozza, having been left to maintain the imperial interests

in Rome, with the title of Senator. In after years he acted as

captain-general of the Ghibellines with such energy and judg-

ment, that in 1281 all Romagna was subject to his sway, and

he established Forli as the capital of his new conquests. Martin

IV. met the crisis by sending thither Giovanni di Appia, called

in the old chronicles Gianni di Pa, one of the most esteemed

condottieri of France, to sustain his interests as rector of the

Church. The siege of Forli ensued, where Guido had recourse

to one of those stratagems Vv'hich, to borrow the language of

Villani, established his reputation as "a sagacious man, more

cunning than any Italian of his time, masterly alike in war and

in diplomacy." Gianni having carried Faenza by the treachery

of Tribaldello,

" Wlio op'cd Faenza -when the people slept,"

he made similar overtures for the betrayal of Forli, which

were accepted by order of the Count. On a stipulated day,

in May, 1282, one of the gates was abandoned to the besiegers,

the garrison withdrawing by another port as these entered.

Delighted Avith their bloodless conquest, and deceived by the

apparent cordiality of the citizens, the advanced guard threw

aside their arms, and committing their horses to the charge

of the inhabitants, pi'epared to enjoy the spoil. Meanwhile

Guido, whom they supposed in full retreat, fell upon and dis-

persed their reserve who were posted in the plain ; he then

formed his infantry in the position which the enemy had occu-

pied, and re entering tlic town witli a division of cavalry,

surprised the captors, Avho, unprepared for resistance, fled to
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their rendezvous, where they fell an easy prey to the Ghibellincs

at the moment they looked for support from their friends. The

success of this stratagem equalled its dexterity, and long was

the fatal day remembered, which

" Piled in bloody heap the host of France."

The Guelphic party were roused to fresh efforts, though

rather of gold than of steel : within a year, Forli and Meldola

had been surrendered to Gianni by their inhabitants, and in

1286, Guido, having made his peace with the Pope, was absolved

from excommunication.

But this reconciliation was short-lived. Within three years

he merited new censures, by accepting from the Pisans the

command of their troops against the Guelphs of Florence and

Lucca, along with the seigneury of their republic. Whilst he

held that authority, the fearful tragedy of Count Ugolino was

perpetrated in the Torre dellu fame, but we may presume him

guiltless of its horrors, since neither the naive narrative of

Villani, nor the magnificent episode of Dante, alludes to his

name, whilst impugning that cold-blooded murder. Mean-

while the people of Urbino had taken advantage of his absence

and embarrassments to rally for their freedom round the papal

banner. AVearied of these struggles, and fretting under their

penal consequences, he once more humbled himself before his

ecclesiastical superior, and obtained absolution in May, 1295.

It was probably the cordial reception which his overtures met

from Celestine V., that obtained for that pontiff, after his

canonization, a high degree of devotional repute among the

people of Urbino. The romance of most men's lives goes by

in youth ; that of Count Guido Avas reserved for his declining

years. Embued with the devotional enthusiasm which St.

Francis evoked from the mountains of Umbria, he deemed the

Pontiff's pardon an inadequate expiation of his accumulated

rebellions. Casting aside the gauds of sovereignty, sheathing

the sword which he had never drav/n but to conquer, he
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assumed the cord and cowl of the new order, and in the holy-

cells of Assisi, sought that peace which it had been the aim of

his previous life to trouble.

This monastic seclusion, upon which he entered about the

close of 1296, was, however, ere long, broken in upon by one of

the most remarkable pontiffs that has occupied the chair of St.

Peter, whom w^e must briefly introduce to our readers. Boniface

VIII., of the ancient Roman house of Gsetani, Avas elected in

the end of 1294, to supply the vacancy occasioned by the abdi-

cation of Celestin V., a visionary anchorite, whom six months'

experience had convinced that the triple tiara was a load ill-

suited to his brows. His resignation was chiefly brought about

by the intrigues of Cardinal Gaetani, of whom Celestin is said

to have predicted that he would attain to the papacy by the

arts of a fox, rule it with the fury of a lion, and die the death of

a dog. Chosen at an age already much exceeding the ordinary

space of human life, Boniface wielded his sovereignty with a

boldness of wull and an energy of purpose rarely found even in

the prime of manhood ; and dying at eighty-six, he had in nine

years shaken the thrones of many monarchs, by pretensions and

intrigues untried by his predecessors. It would be foreign to

our purpose to trace his career, and to reconcile the various and

contradictory estimates of his character: those who wish to

glance at the state of this controversy may consult the pages

of two recent periodicals, in which the respective views of ultra

Romanist and Protestant writers are ably developed.*

But to the point whicii more especially regards our subject,

the feuds between Boniface and the house of Colonna. The

validity of his election had been early questioned, and was long

disputed, on the ground that the rights of his predecessor, as a

legally chosen pope, Avere indefeasible by abdication. Such

doubts, it may be well conceived, the fiery spirit of Boniface

could ill brook, and upon a rumour that two cardinals, sons of

* Dublin Review, vol. xi. 1841, p. 505. T>y\t. and Foreign Review, vol. \iii.

1842, p. 415.
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Giovanni Colonna, had been heard to express them, he at once

summoned them to his presence to state their opinion upon that

delicate point. This was in 1296, after the Pontiff's fierce

chai-acter had been amply developed by a reign of two years
;

and these cardinals instantly withdrew from Home to the

strongholds of their family, from whence they issued an answer,

respectfully avowing their misgivings as to the matter in

question, and offering to submit them to the decision of a general

council. But their flight, and the delay of a few days, had

been construed by the haughty Vicar of Christ as acts of con-

tumacy ; and even before their offensive manifesto reached him,

he had directed the thunders of the Church against the two

Colonna, visiting on their devoted heads the accumulated

offences of all their line, without allowing them an opportunity

of explanation or defence. The bull of excommunication pro-

ceeds, with more than wonted elaboration of abusive epithets,

to designate the obnoxious race, as " detested by their depend-

ants, troublesome to their neighbours, enemies to the com-

munity, rebels against the Church, turbulent in the city, fractious

to their allies, thankless to their benefactors, unwilling to obey,

incapable of command, devoid of humility, agitated by passion,

fearless of God, regardless of man." A general proscription of

their whole family and adherents, and a sequestration of their

vast property, was followed up by the siege of Palestrina, their

principal fief. Finding his exertions unequal to the reduction

of that fortress, Boniface bethought him of the military ex-

perience of the old Ghibelllne monk of Montefeltro, and de-

manded of him counsel, silencing his religious scruples by a pre-

liminary absolution for the sin of reverting to worldly schemes.

Thus pressed. Count Guido advised recourse to deceitful joro-

mlses as the surest means of conquest ; and " the bard of hell,"

who is an authority for this passage in his life, hence consigns

him to the doom of an impenitent sinner. But let us hear

the poet, through the version of Carey :
—
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" A mail of arms at first ; I clothed mc then

In good Saint Francis' girdle, hoping so

To have made amends. And certainly my hope

Had failed not, but that he whom curses light on,

Tlie high priest, again seduced me into sin
;

And how and wlierefore listen while I tell.

Long as the spirit moved the bones and pulp

My mother gave me, less my deeds bespake

The nature of the lion than the fox :

All ways of winding subtlety I knew,

And with such art conducted that the sound

Reached the world's hmit. Soon as to that part

Of life I found me come, when each behoves

To lower sails and gather in the lines,

That which before had pleased me then I racd.

And to repentance and confession turned
;

Wretcli that I was, and well it had bested me

!

The chief of the new Pharisees meantime.

Waging his warfare near the Lateran,

Not with the Saracens or Jews (his foes

All Christians were, nor against Acre one

Had fought, nor trafficked in the Soldan's land),

He his great charge nor sacred ministry

In himself reverenced, nor in me that cord

Which used to mark with leanness whom it girded.

As in Soracte Constantine besought,

To cure his leprosy, Silvester's aid ;

So me to cure the fever of liis pi-ide

This man besought. My counsel to that end

He asked, and I was silent, for his words

Seemed drunken : but forthwith he thus resumed :

' From thy heart banish fear ; of all offence

I hitherto absolve thee. In return.

Teach me my purpose so to execute,

That Palcstrina cumber earth no more.

Heaven, as thou knowest, I have the power to shut

And open, and the keys are therefore twain,

The wliich my predecessor meanly prized.'

Then yielding to tliese forceful ai-guments.

And deeming silence yet more jjerilous,

I answered, ' Father, since thou washest me
Clear of that guilt wherein I now must fiill,

—

Large promise witli performance scant right sure

Shall make thee triumph in thy lofty scat.'

When I was numbered with the dead, then came

Saint Francis for mc ; but a cherub dark

He met, who cried, ' Wrong me not ! he is mine,

And must below to join the wretched crew.
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For the deceitful counsel whicli he gave :

'

E'er since I've watched him, hovering at his hair.

No power can the impenitent absolve,

For to repent and will can ne'er consist.

By contradiction absolute forbid.

Oh misery ! how I shook myself -wlien he

Seized me and cried, ' Thou haply thoughtst inc not

A disputant in logic so exact
!

'

To Minos down he bore me, and the judge

Twined eight times round his callous back the tail,

Which, biting with excess of rage, he spake,

' This is a guilty soul that in the fire

Must vanish
!

' Hence, perdition doomed, I rove,

A prey to rankling sorrow in this garb."

Cakey's Infeeno, xxvii.

Such is the passage that has given a celebrity to Count

Guido, wliich neither his prowess nor his alleged treachery

could have confen-ed. Yet there are not wanting doubts as to

the fidelity of this picture of his latter days ; indeed, the whole

charge against him in the affixir of the Colonnas has been con -

sidered apocryphal by the apologists of Boniface VIII., and is

rejected by Franciscan writers. Villani, whilst confirming the

fact that the chiefs of that lawless race were cajoled by the Pon-

tiff into a surrender of "their noble fortress" upon terms which

were shamefully violated, drops no hint that Guido was a party

to the fraud. Nor is there any reason to suppose his Holiness

in want of a prompter, such faithlessness being then in usual

practice for political ends, and the old chronicler expressly tells

us that the conscience of Boniface was very readily stretched for

gain to the Church, under cover of the axiom that the end

justified the means. Against these authorities the vision can

scarcely be deemed of historic weight, especially as such breach

of good faith was, probably, in the eyes of Dante, a less heinous

offence than his reconciliation with the Guelphs. * Indeed the

* Yet the denial of this imputation by !Muzio and Baldi may be ascribed rather

to sycophancy than to historic research, especially as the latter, in his Encomio della

Patria, has gravely maintained that Guido %vas placed in the Inferno, not for his

misdeeds, but as the only modern warrior wortliy to be the associate of Ulysses

!
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poet in the Convito ranks liim with those noble spirits, " who,

when approaching the last haven, lowered the sails of their

earthly career, and, laying aside worldly pleasures and wishes,

devoted themselves to religion in their old age." Of the merit

or efficacy of such sacrifices at the dread tribunal, it belongs

not to erring man dogmatically to judge : for our purpose it is

more appropriate to notice the following brief of Boniface to

the Franciscan superintendent of La Marca, as remarkable

evidence of the devotional zeal Avhich actuated the Count in

assuming the monastic vows, and which

" When joy of war and pride of chivalry

Laiiguislied beneath accumuUited years,

Had power to draw him from the world."

" Our beloved son, the noble Count Guido of Montefeltro,

has repeatedly conveyed to us personally, and through credible

informants, his wish, desire, and intention, after communing

with his own heart, to end his days in God's service, under

the monastic habit, as a means of effacing his sins against Him,

and the mother Church of Rome ; and this with the full assent

of his wife, who is said to be willing to take upon herself the

vows of pei'petual chastity. We, therefore, commending in the

Lord his devotional aspirations, which seem disposed in all

prudence to admit the spirit of counsel, and in order to the

more free fulfilment of his vow,—will that his household be paid

out of what moveables he possesses, and that he assign to his wife

from his real estate as much beyond the amount of her dowery

as may give her a hundred pounds in Ravenna currency yearly,

during her life, a divorce having been first duly pronounced

between them, in the form customary and becoming Avhen a

vow of chastity has been undertaken. And -we further desire

that all such personal effects as may remain, after remunerating

his attendants, shall be securely deposited, and lie in the hands

of responsible persons in the meantime, until we shall come to

further resolutions regarding the real and moveable property
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which he now has. And fui'ther, as the advanced age of his

consort places her beyond suspicion, it Is our will that she have

leave to remain in her present position, if she cannot be per-

suaded to a monastic retirement." After conferring on the

Superintendent the authority requisite for carrying these resolu-

tions into eifect, the Pope concludes by desiring that it be left

to the Count's unbiassed decision, whether he will enter one of

the military orders, or adopt the more rigid rule of the friars

minors of St. Francis. This letter is dated from Anafjni the

23rd of August, 1296.* The option thus given him in no way
shook his intention of conforming to the ascetic rule of " poverty

and Francis :
" and although his Countess Costanza did not

follow his example by assuming the monastic vows, she passed

the eight remaining years of her worldly pilgrimage in the not

less strict seclusion of Santa Chiai-a at Urbino, a convent

especially favoured by her posterity, and of such rigid discipline

that the nuns went barefoot and wore no linen, rising habitually

at midnight, and but once a year permitted to approach the

grating in order to see their nearest relatives. Her lord's

remaining life was of shorter span, as he died at Assisi on the

29th of September, 1298, and is said to have been interred in

the church there. That his courage was not unmingled with

cunning seems established rather by some incidents in his life

than by the bitter lines of the Ghibelline bard ; that his piety

was shadowed by superstition is a conclusion suggested by the

closing scenes of his life, and still more by his most stirring

years having bent to the slavish control of astrological quackery

to a degree exceeding even the darkness of his age. His zeal

founded the family chapel, Avhich may yet be seen in the lower

church at Assisi,— its frescoes cruelly defaced ; and the devo-

tion of his family was long after specially directed to the service

of St. Francis and Santa Chiara.

During the next century, the pedigree of the Montefeltri,

* Eiposati Zceca di Gubbio, i. 408.
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unci their feats of arms against rival seigneurs, such as the

Brancaleoni, the Malatesta, and the Ceccarcli, are involved in

confusion which we need not stay to extricate. Heroes tliey

were, but in fields which the wide glance of history has over-

looked : they found no Thucydides to depict their gallant deeds,

no Froissart to chronicle their'ftime. Fighting under Ghibel-

line colours, their victories were followed by papal vengeance,

affording a pretext for new risings of their urban subjects, in

one of which Count Federigo and his son were torn to pieces

about 1322, But though Guelph was then the ordinary watch-

word of freedom, and though all who desired self-government

Avere wont to rally round the Church, they often found, like the

frogs in the fable, that they had gained a worse master. As a

specimen of the papal legates of his day, we may mention

Guglielmo Durante, a predicant friar, who presided over the

ecclesiastical territories in Roraagna, about the beginning of

that century, giving his name to a town in the duchy of Urbino

which he rebuilt, and which long afterwards became Urbania.

His tomb is in the church of the JMinerva at Rome, one of those

fine monuments where architecture and sculpture unite to per-

petuate the dead, and over which mosaic throws the magic of

rich colouring. The inscription, after enumerating liis legal

and liturgical works, thus celebrates the energetic qualities of

this mitred warrior. " Savage as a lion against his foes, he

tamed indomitable communities, he put church rebels to the

sword, and reduced the vanquished to servitude." No wonder

that the citizens of Urbino preferred to such pastors a return

under their hereditary lords. Nor was Umbria the only

tlieatre of Feltrian prowess. Among the republics, Pisa was

as devotedly Ghibelline, as were these counts among the great

feudatoi-ics. Intimate political relations were the natural result,

and the Pisans were seldom without one of that race as their

seigneur to maintain the common cause against their Guelphic

rivals of Florence and Lucca.
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Antonio Count of Montefeltro and Ukbino was

eighth or ninth in descent from Antonio first Lord of Montc-

eoppiolo. His ftimily having for some yeai's been expatriated,

and their state a prey to intestine broils, the harassed citizens

recalled him about 1376, as representative of their ancient

chiefs ; and from that time we can follow with tolerable cer-

tainty the generations and history of the Montefeltri. The

imperial party in Italy was now reduced to a mere name, fitted

rather for a cry of faction than to be the rallying point of

international feud. The authority lost by the emperors in

Central Italy had passed to the pontiffs, and Count Antonio'

emancipating himself from the spell that had bound his race to

a falling cause, gave to his posterity an example of loyalty to

his over-lord the Pope. He is mentioned in a chronicle of

138-A as introducing certain reforms in the administration of

justice, Avhich before publication were submitted for approval

by the municipal council of Urbino, and eight years thereafter

he put forth various amended statutes and constitutions. His

good sense was rewarded by peace at home and acquisitions

abroad. Cagli and Gubbio drove out their domestic tyrants

the Ceccardi and the Gabrielli, in order to welcome his sway,

and he conquered Cantlano from the latter after a nine years'

struggle. Boniface IX. welcomed him as an obedient son of

the Church, and established him by new investitures in these

towns, as well as in the former holdings of his family. His

bitter strife with the Malatesta was with diflSculty appeased by

mediation of that Pontiflf and of the Venetians. Allied with

Florence, Siena, and Milan, he gained the fame of a gallant

captain, whilst his exertions to govern his people with humanity

and justice established his reputation as a mild, generous, and

benignant prince. His prudence, high counsel, and lofty spirit,

are lauded in an old chronicle of Forli ; and a sonnet, inspired by

religion rather than poety, and ascribed to his pen, will be found

in the Appendix No. I.

vol. I. D
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The death of Count Antonio was announced to the govern-

ment of Siena by bis son, in terms which, exceeding the formal

expression of ceremonious regret, afford a pleasing specimen of

official intercourse in early times. The original in rude Latin

is preserved in the Archivio Diplomatico at Siena.

" To the mighty and potent Lords and special Fathers,

the Lords Priors, and Governors of the people and

city of Siena.

" Mighty and potent Lords, special Fathers ; I should gladly

communicate news more pleasant both to your magnificences,

whose true and unwavering son I am, and to myself; but what-

ever they may be, they ought to be freely reciprocated where

there exists true strength of affection, and intact purity of

friendship, in order that such guileless amity may rejoice with a

friend in prosperity, and may sustain, support, sympathise with,

or even defend him in misfortune. And being made aware by

information from others, as well as by personal experience, of

the sincere affection and mutual interchange of favours continued

between your progenitors and my own, I have decided, with

tearful words, bitter sighs, and sad wailings, to inform your

magnificences, to whom I faithfully commend myself and state,

how, on the 29th of last April, the potent Lord my father, of

unfading memory, yielded his noble spirit to the Almighty

Creator of all, paying the timely but, alas, unavoidable debt, and

separated from the flesh by force of fever, after disposing of his

Avorldly affairs, and receiving the holy eucharist and other

sacramental rites of our religion, with a mind distinct to his last

hour. Ah me ! wretched and afflicted, doomed to such distress

!

Dearest fathers, the loss of such and so great a parent torments

and agitates me ; what and how eminent a son have you and

your community lost in him. It is indeed beyond the power of

nature herself to replace to your magnificences one of greater or

even equal affection, or to supply such a father to me who fain

would imitate him. For he curtailed my cares, relieved my
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sighs, appeased my fears, cleared my entanglements. One only

consideration soothes and mitigates my mental affliction, and tlie

grief that envenoms my heart, that since fate has bereaved me

of such a parent, it may find for me another in you, magnificent

fathers, whom I heartily beseech to assume a paternal care of

me your child, and of my state, and to counsel me in my affairs

as a steady son, who will in no way abandon these recollections,

and my paternal associations. Prepared for all compliance with

your wishes, your magnificences' son,

" GuiDO Count of Montefeltro and Urbino.

" Urbino, 9th May, 1404."

Count Antonio died in April, 1404, and by his wife, a

daughter of Ugolino Gonzaga, left,

1. Count Guidantonio, his successor.

2. Anna, who died unmarried in 1434,

3. Battista.

Upon the last of these sisters we must dwell in some detail,

for she Avas conspicuous among the ladies of high birth, whose

acquirements gave illustration to her age. By cotemporary

authors, her talents and endowments are spoken of in most

flattering terms, whilst her character is celebrated for piety

and justice, benignity and clemency. She corresponded with

many of these writers, and employed her pen in theology and

poetry. Among other moral treatises, she is said to have

Avritten upon human frailty, and on the true faith. In such

exercises she found a resource amid the large share of i^ublic

and domestic calamities which shadowed her lot. Her marriage

was celebrated in 1404, when about twenty-one years of age,

with Galeazzo Malatesta, heir of the seigneury of Pesaro, a

spiritless creature entirely devoid of the martial qualities of

his race, and whose incapacity so disgusted his subjects that,

after two years, he was driven out. He subsequently sold his

birthright by a transaction which we shall describe in our fifth
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chapter, and, forsaking his wife, consoled himself in old age

with another mate. Battista, with her only child, fled from

her rebellious subjects to Urbino, and at the court of her

brother found a ready welcome. "When the Emperor Sigismund

arrived there, on returning from his coronation at Rome in

1433, she Avas selected to pronounce, in his honour, a Latin

harangue, which is published, but now possesses little interest.

Her poetic vein had been encouraged by her father-in-law,

who, anticipating the literary tastes which prevailed among the

Italian princes later in this century, gained the surname of

Malatesta degli Soyiettl, from his success in that class of com-

positions. Several of the Italian sonnets and canzoni which

passed between them are preserved in manuscript, as well as

some of her letters in Latin.* Specimens of both are printed

in the Appendix No. I., including a letter of Battista written

for an interesting purpose. Cleofe, her husband's youngest

sister, had married Teodoro, eldest son of an emperor of Con-

stantinople, and despot of the Morea, but this splendid alliance

was embittered by persecutions on account of her faith, which at

length induced her thus to state the case to Martin V. The

result of this appeal does not appear, but the subject of it is

believed to have outlived his Holiness about two years.-f-

The ill-starred and virtually widowed lady of Pesaro even-

tually took the veil, by the name of Sister Gerolima, in the

Franciscan convent of Santa Lucia at Foligno, where she

died in 1450. Another monastery of the rigorous order of

Sta. Chiara, dedicated by her at Pesaro to the Corpus Domini,

had in 1443 received her daughter Elisabetta, whose lot was

* Bibl. Oliveriana, MSS. No. 454. Vat. Urb. Lib. No. 3212. f. 128. Also a

MS. ill the Chigi Library. See, as to the writings both of Malatesta and his

daiighter-in-law, Tiraboschi, vL part ii. 164., and Crescimbeni, iii. 214, 26.5.

•) A veiy curious contract, preserved in Archivio Diplomatico at Florence, and

dated 29th May, 1419, sccui'es to her the exercise of her own religion and native

usages during the marriage, and in case of widowhood, permits her return to Italy.
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scarcely less unfortunate. Iler husband, Pietro Gentile Lord

of Canicrlno, fell a victim in 1433 to fraternal jealousy, leaving

an only child Costanza, whom we shall subsequently notice as

first wife of Alessandro Sforza, the supplanter of her grandfather

in the seigneury of Pesaro, and as mother of Battista Countess

of Urbino.

D 3
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CHAPTER III.

GUroANTONIO COUNT OF TJRBINO. THE UBALDINI. — ODDANTONIO

COUNT OF URBINO IS MADE DUKE. HIS DISSOLUTE HABITS AJ^D

SPEEDY ASSASSINATION.

' Memories of power and pride which long ago,

Like dim processions in a dream, have smik

In twilight depths away."

Mrs. Hebians.

' Tlic passions that aforetime hved and died

In palaces— allot them what applause

We may, for wealth and science that they nurse,

And greatness— seen upon their darker side,

Bear the primeval curse."

Henry Taixor.

Count Guidantonio found himself, on his succession, hampered

by debts incurred in purchasing another ample investiture in

vicariat from Boniface IX., which cost him 12,000 golden

florins. But prudence quickly retrieved these embarrassments,

and not only enabled him to add materially to his territories

and influence, but to raise his house to unprecedented distinction.

In 1408, the mountain republic of Assisi sought protection

from his sway ; and this was approved by Gregory XII., to

whom he adhered in opposition to the antipoi^e Benedict XIII.

The disgi'aceful schisms which at this time agitated Europe,

and convulsed the church, had their influence upon the Count

of Urbino, who refused to desert Gregory when he and his rival

Benedict were simultaneously deposed by the general council of

Pisa, as a means of restoring union and peace to Christendom.

Ladlslaus of Naples, adopting the same policy, appointed the
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Count his grand constable, and leader of the war he was carrying

on against John XXII., the de facto pope, by whom he was

consequently excommunicated, Guidantonio, however, made

his peace with the chui'ch in 1413, and was created its gon-

faloniere, and vice-general of Komagna ; thereafter he was for

some time occupied against Braccio di Montone, who carried

fire and sword into his tei'ritories, on his failing to make good

part of the ransom of Carlo Malatesta, for which he had become

security. This Braccio Avas a fair specimen of Italian captains

of adventure. His ancestors were among the magnates of

Perugia, which, under the guidance of an oligarchy, had

stretched its sway over much of Umbria, extending almost

from sea to sea. " But man's estate being ever unstable, when

its citizens, indolent by inclination, had thus greatly augmented

their dominion and wealth, their pride svv^elled with their

means. They who had vanquished their neighbours, waxing

savage in their very vitals, set to conquer each other ; hence

there arose fierce discords and cruel feuds. Verily the city of

Perugia was in those days most liable to changes, for it was

alternately governed by the nobles, or seized by the mob : in

either case supremacy having been obtained by arms and

violence, rather than by equity and moderation, the victors

cruelly massacred or exiled their opponents." This quaint

description, borrowed from Campano, the biographer of Braccio,

was then applicable to almost every city and township of the

Peninsula. It was his hero's fate to be expatriated in early

life by some such convulsion, and nothing was left him but liis

good sword, to cut his way therewith as a condottlere, until

he established a despotic authority In his birthplace, and won

a high place in the martial annals of Italy. Even after his

death at the Lake of Celano, his name was during half a century

cherished by his followers as the prestige of victory, and we
shall often find the Bracclan bands, under Niccolo Piccinino,

opposed to those of lils constant rivals the Sforza.

Cardinal Otho Colonna, formerly bishop of Urbino, having

t> 4
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been raised to the papacy in 1417, by the title of Martin V.,

Guidantonio lost no time in rendering him homage by an

envoy, whom he next year followed in person, meeting the

Pontiff at Mantua. His well-timed adhesion was repaid by

a life-grant of the dukedom of Spoleto, after which he returned

to defend his frontiers from his turbulent neighbour of Montone.

On his ai-rival in Italy in 1419, Martin found his states greatly

disorganised, and the temporal sway of the papacy deeply

infringed by many seigneurs and communities, who had made

themselves independent during the secession to Avignon, and

in the prolonged schisms which had succeeded the return of

Urban VI. to Rome. None of these had so much reason to

dread the reckoning likely tp follov/ the re -establishment of

Christ's vicars in their ancient capital, as the tyrant of Perugia,

who was now at the height of his power. Unable to frustrate

the impediments which Braccio threw in the way of his j)rogres8

southward, the Pontiff paused at Florence, which he entered

on the 26th of February ; but even there he found a populace

in the interest of his rebellious feudatory, and ever ready to

outrage him Avith such taunts as " Martin Pope, not worth a

plack."* Aware of the hazard of delay, and of the importance

of gaining over a spii-lt so powerful for good or evil, Martin

invited Montone to an interview, and found means to con-

ciliate him by a compromise, recognising him as vicar of

Perugia, Assisi, Todi, and Jesl, on his surrendering Or-

vieto, Terni, Narni, and Orta. He at the same time engaged

his military services to reduce Bologna, then standing out

for the deposed Pope John XXIL, ho, on the fall of that

his last stronghold, repaired to Florence to make submission

to the reigning Pontiff, and died there in the end of that year.

Martin's difhcultles being thus overcome, he was enabled during

the autumn to proceed in peace to Rome, and there to re-

establish the metropolis of Christendom.

* Papa ]\Iartino

Non val' un qiiatrino I
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The Pope had availed himself of Braccio's visit to riorence

to call thither the Count of Urbino, in order to effect a recon-

ciliation between these rivals. Guidantonio, on this occasion,

had, from the magistracy of that city, as well as from his own

over-lord, a highly honourable welcome, and in March, 1420,

received, at the hands of his Holiness, the Golden Kose, a com-

pliment usually conferred upon royalty. Three years later, he

found himself widowed by the death of Rengarda, daughter of

Galeotto INIalatesta, Lord of Rimini, whom he had married in

1397, and who left him childless. After an interval, he

strengthened his intimate relations with the Pontiff, by marrying

Caterina, daughter of his brother Lorenzo Colonna, an alliance

which secured him a series of further favours, in addition to a

dowery of 5200 florins of gold. The nuptials were celebrated

at Rome with great rejoicings, in the spring of 1424.

The house of Urbino had hereditary feuds of long standing

with the Brancaleoni, a race of Guelphic principles, whose fiefs

lay along the Apennines from Gubbio to Montefcltro, including

all jNIassa Trabaria and the upper valley of the Metauro. Their

recurring contests ended in a victory, or were compromised by

a marriage, from which the former were usually the gainers.

Upon pretences which it is needless amid conflicting statements

to investigate, and assured of the Pontiff's support, Guidantonio

had seized upon Castel Durante and other fortresses in 1424,

and on the death of Bartolomeo Brancaleoni, leaving only a

daughter, he arranrjed her marriasre with his natural son

Federico, whose fortunes we shall hereafter have to follow.

The large territory thus absolutely or virtually placed under

the Count, continued with his posterity so long as the indepeu-

dance of Urbino was preserved-

To the impression which Guidantonio had made on his visit

to Florence some ten years before, he probably owed the baton

of captain-general, sent him in the autumn of 1430 by that re-

public in their campaign against Lucca. But there he readied

no laurels. In an engagement fought in the face of his protcs-
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tations, lie suffered from Nicolo Piccinino a total discomfiture,

and, throwing up the command in disgust, he returned home

early next year. About the same time his prosperity received a

further check in the demise of his steady friend the Pontiff, who

lived to see the schism that had perplexed the church during

half a century, finally healed by the death of all his competitors

for the chair of St. Peter. The triple tiara passed to the brows

of Eugene IV., who visited jMartiu's undue partiality for his

own family the Colonna, by escheats which they flew to arms

to avenge. The Lord of Urbino, naturally leaning to the party

of his wife's relations, lost the Pontiff's favour ; but he gained

a well-wisher in the Emperor Sigismund, who, while returning

to Germany from his coronation at Rome, was magnificently

entertained at that court, and conferred the honour of knight-

hood upon his host and the young Count Oddantonio.

The death of Countess Caterina, on the 9th of October, 1438,

seems to have in a great degree broken the fine spirit of her

husband, who immediately retired to pass ten days in devo-

tional exercises at Loretto, and thenceforth devolved all his

military cares upon his natural son Federigo. His few remain-

ing years were given to pious works, to which the cathedral of

Urbino and the church of San Donato, both founded in 1439,

bear witness ; and he is said to have then habitually worn, under

his ordinary dress, the habit of St. Francis, in which he was in-

terred. His death took place on the 20th of February, 1442,

and he was buried in San Donato, where his cowled effigy is

still seen on the pavement, his spurs of knighthood hanging

from his sheathed sword-hilt, with a barbarous inscription, which

will be found in the Appendix to our third volume.

On the demise of this prince, who has been sometimes con-

fused with Count Guido the elder, "the city of Urbino was," in

the simple words of an old chronicle, " left widowed and

desolate." Of his character and merits, whatever has reached

us is favourable. The doggerel verses of his epitaph celebrate

his clemency and justice ; his religion was manifested by the
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tenor of his latter years ; the general respect of his cotempo-

rarics honoured him through life, and he left behind him an ex-

tended frontier and a condensed state. His surviving children

were—
1. Oddantonio, his successor, born in 1427.

2. BiANCA, married in 1422 to Guidantonio or Guidaccio

Manfredi, Lord of Faenza and Imola, who had been

brought up at her father's court.

3. ViOLANTE, who was born in 1430, and at twelve years

of age, married Domenico ISIalatesta Novello, Lord of

Cesena. She was remarkable alike for talent and beauty ;

and her husband, who died childless in 1465, left a fine

monument of his literary tastes, in the public library

which remains in that city.

4. Agnesiista, born in 1431, who in 1445 married Ales-

sandro Gonzaga, Lord of Castiglione, a younger son of

the first Marquis of Mantua.

5. Brigida Sueva.

Regarding this daughter, who was born in 1428, we have

some curious particulars to offer. After her father's death, she

was carried to Rome, to be educated by her uncles the Colonna.

There she married Alessandro Sforza,Lordof Pesaro, in 1448, an

alliance rather of policy than of affection, and was received in

his capital with all demonstrations of joy by her new subjects.

Her husband, fully occupied with war and business, soon after

set off for Lombardy : and in sooth her charms are described,

even by her enthusiastic eulogists, as very homely, and little

adapted to fix the roving tastes of her lord, whose dissolute

and brutal conduct exceeded even the licence of that age.

After patient endurance of his outrages during twelve years,

she fled to the convent of Corpus Domini, of the Franciscan

order of Sta. Chiara, at Pesaro, which she enriched with 7500

ducats out of her dower. That she did not leave behind all mun-

dane tastes may be concluded from a curious inventory of para-

phernalia which she took into the cloister, printed by the Abbe
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Ollvierl from the original in her own hand, and contained in

No. II. of our Appendix.

But even the sacred precincts of her cloister afforded to the

unhappy Sueva no adequate sanctuary from her cruel husband,

who, abandoning himself to a profligate connection with Pacifica,

a fair damsel of Pesaro, sought by renewed persecutions to

extort from his wife an entire release from his matrimonial tie.

Her just complaints procured the interposition of the Colonna ;

but these were answered by false charges against her connubial

fidelity, which, overawed by the menaces of Alessandro, that

he would consign the monastery and its inmates to the flames,

she tacitly admitted. Thus cut off from human succour, the

afflicted lady had recourse to the support of religion, and whilst

prostrated before a crucifix, her faith was reassured by the con-

viction that the figure upon it had turned towards her with

compassionate words. For such woes the world had no asylum.

The outraged wife became the spouse of Christ, by taking the

final vows as Sister Serafina, and sent back to her oppressor the

rins: that had been the token of their ill-starred union. His

restored liberty was immediately used to marry Pacifica, Avhom

his cruelties within two years consigned to a premature tomb.

Finally, repenting of his long criminal career, he sought forgive-

ness of Serafina, and richly endowed the convent, of which she

had become abbess. After an age of peace, such as youth, and

the world with its gauds, had failed to afford her, her body was

deposited in the cathedral of Pesaro, where it is revered as a

sacred relic, its spirit having, in 1754, received the honours of

beatification, and been associated with Sta. Michelina and S.

Terenzio, as a protectress of that city. I had the good fortune,

in 1843, to discover in the Oliveriana Library there, and to

rescue fi'om neglect, a curious piece of furniture that had be-

longed to the Corpus Domini, on which were portraits of the

Beata Felice who founded that monastery, and of the Ab-

bess Serafina. They were executed in distemper, with much of

the feeling of Pinturicchio, and the latter of them has been
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rudely but faithfully engraved for Ollvierl's Life of Alessandro

Sforza.

Count Guidantonio also left two natural children :

1. Federigo, afterwards Duke of Urbino

;

2. Anna, Aura, or Laura, married in 1420 to Bernardino

Ubaldino della Carda, although by some authorities his

wife is incorrectly called sister of Count Guidantonio.

The remote origin of the Ubaldini is curiously illustrated by

an inscription, which is among the earliest known records of

armorial bearings. It was inscribed in Gothic characters upon

a stone, originally placed on one of their Apennine castles, but

brought to Florence by a branch of their race, where it was

long regarded as an heir-loom. It has been published in

Borghini's Discorsi Toscani, 11. 25, and the following literal

translation from its barbarous Latino-Italian rhymes may be

acceptable to our readers. It was intended to commemorate

the erection of the castle, and exhibits, in rude carving, the

Ubaldini arms, a stag's head antlered.

For this boon

Thanks I render to Christ,

Completed on the fete of the gentle

St. Mary Magdalene

;

Ah ! do Thou speeially pray

To God for me a sinner.

In this my chaunt,

From the most veritable narration

I in nothing deviate.

In the year one thousand

Of Christ's salvation, and a hundred

Eighty-four,

Chased by hounds

Furiously, I, hard by the

Coppices in Mugello, a stag

By the horns stopped,

—

Of old the genius of the Ubaldini,

Subjects of the holy Empire
;

AVherc, rushing on at speed,

I grappled with my hands

At his horns all the while.

The mighty Sir Frederick,

Who observed him thus cumbered,
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Having come up, slew him outright.

Thereupon he gifted me with

The forehead, beautifully horned,

And honorably branched

;

And desired that it should be

Of my race

The accepted cognizance.

My father was Ugicio,

And my grand-sire Guarento,

Son of Ugicio, son of Azo,

Son of Ubaldino,

Son of Gotichino,

Son of Luconazo.

Q. D. A. A. D. V.

[ TTius read']

Who shall sway the Apennines ? The favoured house of Ubaldini.

After many a conflict with tlicir neighbours of Florence, the

Ubaldini of Val di Mugello paid the penalty of their Ghibel-

line principles, by expulsion from their native fiefg, and were

scattered throughout Central Italy. A branch of them retired

to the more distant fortresses of Umbria, and after lording

it for a time over Citta di Castello, found an eventual home on

the mountains north of Gubbio, which they are supposed to have

had in dowery with a daughter of the Brancaleoni, about 1280.

Her descendant,

Bernardino Ubaldini della Carda, a gallant condot-

tiere in the wars of Count Guidantonio, died in 1437,

having married that Count's natural daughter Aura.

Their son,

Ottavtano Ubaldini della Carda, will figure in these

pages, as the companion and counsellor of his uncle

Count Federigo.

In a lengthened sketch of his character, Giovanni Sanzi,

the metrical chronicler of Federigo's reign, tells us that his

native excellences w^ere amply developed at the court of

Filippo Visconti, where he was brought up under that Duke's

immediate eye. During many years he was chief minister and

treasurer of his uncle, to whose interests he devoted himself with

unwearied zeal, discharging his duties with singular dignity and
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discretion. Nor did be, amid the cares of state, forget the im-

provement of his intellectual gifts. Francesco Filelfo dedicates

a work to him, as a man of great weight and learning. Porcellio,

who had probably shared his bounties, calls him an indefatigable

reader of the poets ; and Sanzi thus extends the catalogue of his

acquirements :
—

" Well versed he was in classic literature,

And mastered readily theology,

"Whilst music's gentle art his pastimes shared :

The secrets of astrology to him

Seemed nature's lesson.* Never man than he

A heart more trusty or more leal coidd boast

;

A shrine of tnith his bosom. Friend of peace

And justice, merit's steady patron still.

Painters and sculptors solace found in him,

Their almost father." f

Berni, the chronicler of Gubbio, applies to Ottaviano and

to his father the epithet Magnificent, a not unfrequent euphuism

in Italy, although with us applied exclusively to Lorenzo de'

Medici. In 1473 he had from Sixtus IV. in special guerdon

the privilege of using at his devotions a portable altar, and

authority to legitimise bastards. When Federigo set forth with

sad forebodings on his last fatal campaign of Ferrara, he confided

to Ottaviano the guardianship of his boyish heir Guidobaldo,

and the government of his state, trusts which appear to have

been faithfully and judiciously fulfilled. Yet Bembo has per-

petuated what was probably a vile slander, or at best the sug-

gestion of ignorant drivelling, that the alleged impotence of

Duke Guidobaldo was occasioned by magical arts resorted to

by his guardian, who had been named next heir of his state.

Ottaviano breathed his last at Cagli in 1498, leaving by his wife

Angela Orsini, an only son Bernardino, on whose early death

the estates and townships of La Carda, Mercatello, Sasso-cor-

baro, S. Marco, Rampugnano, Sta. Croce, La Merola, Lamola,

* See below. Chapter X.

f In confirmation of this, see two sonnets addressed by him to PisancUo the

painter. Appendix No. III.
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Cargine, and Pecchxo devolved upon Duke Guidobaldo. Two
cotemporaries of his name are mentioned, but I have not traced

their relationship ; Guidantonio Ubaldini, who in 1464 married

Altadonna, daughter of Bartolomeo Contarini; and Pietro, whom
Duke Federigo sent to England in 1475, as proxy at his in-

stallation as Knight of the Garter, and who was killed at La
Stellata in 1482. In 1648 there remained to this ancient house

but a wreck of their great estates, including Massa Vaccareccia,

but in compliment to their descent and connection with the

Montefeltri, they retained pi"ecedence over the other nobles of

Urbino. The Counts of Pecorari and Montefiori were branches

of the same stock.

Count Oddantonio from infancy gave promise of a character

combining the virtues of his immediate predecessors with talents

rare in any rank. But prematurely

" Lord of himself, that heritage of woe,"

the good seed was choked by tares springing from the too fer-

tile soil ; and a prince on whom nature and fortune, imperial

and papal flivour, concentrated their bounties, perished miserably

and disgracefully ere he had attained to manhood. His birth

occurred in 1424 or 1426, his youth being distinguished by

remarkable progress in liberal studies, and by rapidly mastering

those accomplishments befitting the spurs of knighthood, with

which he had been decorated in childhood by the Emperor

Sigismund. Soon after his fiither's death, he repaired to Siena,

to obtain from Eugene IV. a confirmation of his hereditary

states, and to supplicate a renewed investiture of the dukedom

of Spoleto. But the pontifical jurisdiction over the long-

abandoned Italian provinces was as yet imperfectly consolidated,

and Braccio di Montone had but recently shown to what peril

it might be exposed by the restlessness of an overgrown

feudatory. Profiting by this experience, his Holiness evaded

compliance with Oddantonio's second request, but softened the
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refusal by conferring upon him the title of Duke, along with

his patrimonial territories.

We have from the pen of Pius II. a narrative of this cere-

monial, which took place on the 26th of April, 1443. " He
who was to be created duke by the Pope repaired to his residence,

suitably dressed, and arrayed in a mantle of gold, open on the

right side from the shoulder to the ground. Thence he followed

the Pontiff, holding the lower extremity of his cope, as he

descended to the [cathedral] church to hear mass, and when

his Holiness took his seat, he placed himself on the first step

at his feet. Next he was made a knight of St. Peter, by

girding him with a sword (which after three lounges in the air

he resheathed) and by receiving three strokes with it on the

shoulders, whilst his spurs were buckled on. The Duke-elect

then kneeling, swore and promised reverence and obedience in

time to come to the holy Church and to the Pope, serving him

in all his behests, and defending his jurisdiction, rights, and

territories, and bound himself to pay yearly on St. Peter's day,

for his new dignity, a white hackney suitably accoutred. The

Pontiff then placed the ducal cap on his head, and the sceptre

in his hand, and the new Duke, having therewith kissed his

Holiness's foot, was led by the two youngest cardinal-deacons to

his place between them. Finally, having taken off his cap, he

returned to the Pope's feet, and presented him with an offering

of gold coin at his discretion, and, on conclusion of the mass,

departed between the two cardinals, decorated with the ducal

dignity : this was the ceremony performed by Eugene lY. for

Oddantonio."

This Duke's brief life is shrouded in mystery ; for cotemporary

authorities do not enable us to pronounce with certainty on the

enormous vices wherewith tradition and innuendo have vaguely

blackened his memory, whilst the narratives of Galli and Baldi,

composed for his successors in a spirit of adulation rather than

of truth, clearly overplead his defence. The testimony of

Pius II. is so direct as to one atrocity, barbarous almost beyond

VOL. I. E
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belief, that It would be equally difficult to reject it, or, crediting

the tale, to limit the probable enormities of a wretch so inhuman.

The accusations against him are that, intoxicated by good fortune,

he cast oiF his early discipline, forgot the lessons of philosophy,

and placing himself unreservedly in the guidance of dissolute

favourites, dismayed his subjects by outrages the most licentious,

and by cruelties the most revolting. The instance mentioned

by Pius II. is that he made one of his pages, who had neglected

to provide lights at the proper hour, be enveloped in sear-cloth

coated with combustibles, and then setting fire to his head, left

him to the horrors of a lingering agony.

The account transmitted to us by his apologists mingles pity

with our blame. They say that, desirous of suitably regulating

his government, he listened to the silver-toned suggestions of

his crafty and covetous neighbour, the Lord of Rimini, by

whose advice he employed, as confidential ministers, Manfredi

Pio da Carpi, and Tomaso Agnello da Rimini, men selected

by Sigismond as fitting instruments for his ruin. That, acting

upon the instructions of their principal, these agents by precept

and example debased the mind and corrupted the morals of the

young prince, with the view of rendering his person and rule

odious, and of accelerating a popular revolution, which might

peril his life, or, at least, place his territories within the grasp

of Malatesta. That in prosecution of this diabolical plot, they

promoted loathsome orgies and shameless debaucheries, until

the leading citizens, indignant at the dishonour which daily

violated their domestic circles, rose at the instigation of Serafius,

a physician whose handsome wife had been seduced by Manfredi.

In the riot which followed, the two favourites and their master

met a tragical end, and their bodies were exposed to nameless

atrocities ; but whether the popular vengeance was equally

merited by, and inflicted upon the three, or whether the Duke

was accidentally slain without being involved in these disgraceful

malpractices, is a point likely to remain at issue. It would

seem probable, however, from this passage of an old chronicle
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transcribed In the Oliveriana Library, that political discontent

had a part in the rising: "On the 22d of July, 1444, at lauds

[three o'clock a.m.], Oddantonio was slain in his own hall, and

along with him his familiar servants Manfredo de' Pii and

Tomaso da Rimini ; and forthwith the people of Urbino in one

voice called for Signor Federigo, who at once took possession

of the state. On the 1st of August, public proclamation was

made of the abolition of imposts and of the assize of salt, and

all penalties were remitted." Th.e same writer speaks vaguely

of previous intestine broils, slaughters, and alarms, with other

symptoms of feeble government, all indicating considerable

disorganisation in the duchy, of which the ]\Ialatesta and

Bartoloraeo Colleone availed themselves to harass its frontiers.*

There were tinges of peculiar sadness in the gloomy fate

which thus overtook this unhappy youth. In the preceding

summer he had been betrothed to Isotta, daughter of Nicolo

Marquis of Ferrara, and but three months before his death, had

attended the nuptials of her brother Leonello. On that occa-

sion he spent fifteen days in joyous excitement, preluding, as

he hoped, similar festivities in his own honour. After the

piazza of Ferrara had glittered with a gallant show of chivalrous

exercises, and had witnessed the semi-religious pageant of St.

George's triumph over the dragon, it was, as if by magic, con-

verted into a forest-scene, studded with goodly oaks amid a

thick jungle of underwood, the haunt of numerous wild animals.

Upon these the sportsmen wrought their pleasure, until the

place was strewed with bodies of bullocks, steers, wild boars,

and goats. As a test of the attendant good cheer, we have a

return of provender consumed, amounting to 2000 oxen, 40,000

pairs of fowls, pheasants and pigeons without number, 20,000

measures of wine, and 2000 moggie of grain, besides 15,000

* In another chronicle, the immediate provocation to this fell outrage is thus

tersely stated :
" The Duke was slain hy the citizens because he had little respect

for their wives by night or by day." Sanzi has deleted a portion of his poem, and

the substituted passage gives the version we have adopted, passing lightly over the

manner in which the victims met their death.

E 2
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pounds of sweet-meats, and 12,000 of wax candles.* On the

conclusion of festivities congenial to his tastes, but ill-suited to

his impending fate, the young Duke lingered in dalliance with

his bride, returning home only the eve of the fatal night which

summoned him

" From that unrest which men miscal delight.'"

It remains doubtful whether his own marriage was ever com-

pleted, as supposed by Litta, but Isotta's cup was fully charged

with bitters. During the festive celebration of her after

nuptials with one of the Frangipani, the partner and lover of

her maid of honour fell dead in the dance, an evil omen too

fidly realised in domestic dissensions which soon sent her back

to her brother's court

The Duke was buried in the church of S. Fi'ancesco, but

his remains are said to have been subsequently removed to

the chapter-house of that convent. In a neglected cloister

leading from the church, there may still be seen two monuments

bearing the Montefeltro arms, one of which, canopied by light

columns of spiral Gothic, has a stork, holding in its mouth a

scroll. Here probably was the ill-fated Oddantonio's tomb ;

the nameless dead to whom the other was dedicated may have

been his grandfather. Count Antonio, or the Countess Rengarda,

both of whom were interred in these precincts, where their

graves were opened and identified in 1634.

There is little inducement to dwell on the few notices re-

maining of one whose character and fate merit no sympathy.

Yet among a rich store of letters from the Montefeltrian jorinces

to the government of Siena, we have selected two written by

Oddantonio in Italian ; one is characteristic, the other calculated

to throw a more favourable light upon his disposition.

" To our very noble and well beloved, the Podesta, Priors

and Vice-counts of Siena.

" Mighty and potent Lords, dearest Fatliers ; After com-

mendations : Having heard that, in your magnificent city, stakes

* Diario Ferrarcse, Mur. Script, xxiv, 194,
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will shortly be run for, I should have much pleasure in sending

to it one of my racers ; but understanding that there are re-

prisals between your magnificent community and the illustrious

lord, my lord father, I beg you, for my protection and security,

to let me have by the bearer, whom I send on purpose, a safe

conduct in such ample form as your magnificences may think

fit, on whose singular favour I rely, ever recommending myself

to your lordships. From Urbino, the 10th of Xovember, 1439.

Your magnificences' son,

"Oddantonio, Count of Montefeltko, Urbino,

AND CaSTLEDUKANTE."

" Our noble and beloved ;

" Though we should wish to write you things pleasant and

consolatory, we must lay before you what our Lord God has

ordered ; and although you ought to participate in all our cir-

cumstances, whether prosperous or adverse, yet it is with grief

and much bitterness of heart that we inform you how it has

been the will of our Lord God to call to himself the soul of our

lord and father, who passed from this miserable life on the

20th instant, between nine and ten at night [i.e. about half-

past three a. m. of the 21st], before Thursday morning. And his

death occurred in the course of nature, from the violence of

fever, the proper sacraments of the Church having first been

received as became a faithful Christian, with the utmost humility,

contrition, and devotion, and having disposed in due form of his

own affairs, and those of his children and state, and all his

other concerns. I feel assured that you will be as much vexed

and grieved at this event in mind and heart as myself; and this

with reason, for the misfortune and severe loss is yours as much

as mine, and keeping in view his worth, excellence, and good

conduct, and the aiFection he bore you, I may say it specially

touches you. In whose steps we shall do our best to tread, by

a conduct at once satisfactory to you, and beneficial to our state,

as to this city and people, and the others that we have to

E 3
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govern, that so you may be satisfied with our future conduct,

and constrain yourselves to conform to the will of our Lord

God, and be comforted. And we pray you to do thus, and to

regard the welfare of this city and of our state as recommended

to you, to which effect we firmly rely upon you. And by help

of God's grace and the good advices of our said lord and father,

with the counsel and aid of worthy friends, and our own right

intentions, matters will go on well and to your satisfaction. If

we have been [tardyl in advising you of these things, do not be

astonished, as this was done advisedly and for good purpose.

" Oddantonio, Count or Montefeltro, Urbino,

AND Durante.

"Urljiuo, the 24 th Febmaiy, 1443."

It does not distinctly appear whether the dignity of Duke

Avas merely personal, or limited to the heirs male of Oddantonio's

body. At all events it must have lapsed on his death, as it was

not only dropped by his successor in the state, but Count

Federigo, even after his new creation, called himself ** first"

Duke; in this lie was followed by his descendants down to

Francesco Maria II., the last of the race, who alone designed

himself sixth Duke, counting from Oddantonio.



BOOK SECOND.

OF FEDERIGO DI MO?\TEFELTRO, COUNT AND

SECOND DUKE OF UEBINO.

" MOST OP THESE STATES WERE AT SOME TIME OR OTHER SWAYED BY A

TYRANT, WHO LITTLE HESITATED TO SHED THE BLOOD OF HIS FRIENDS, STILL

LESS THAT OF HIS SUBJECTS. THESE DESPOTISMS WERE BORN OF INJUSTICE,

BEDEWED WITH CIVIL BLOOD, AND MAINTAINED BY TERROR. THE ENDS

ADOPTED FOR THEIR GOVERNMENT WERE RARELY SUCH AS ETERNAL JUSTICE

HAS PRESCRIBED TO LEGITIMATE SOVEREIGNS ; NOR WAS THERE ANY INFAMY

HOWE^^R GREAT, ANY ACTION HOWEVER DISGRACEFUL, ANY CONDUCT HOWEVER
ATROCIOUS, BY WHICH THESE FAITHLESS RACES WERE NOT TAINTED."

CiBRARio, Economia PoUtica del Medio Evo.
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BOOK 11.

OF FEDERIGO DI MONTEFELTRO, COUNT AND SECOND

DUKE OF URBINO.

CHAPTER IV.

THE BIRTH OP COUNT FEDERIGO. CONDITION OF ITALY. — HIS JIAR-

KIAGE AND ONLY MILITARY SERVICE. THE MALATESTA, HIS IN-

VETERATE FOES. HE TAKES S. LEO. — IS INVESTED WITH

MERCATELLO.

" Thus see we how these ugly furious spirits

Of warre are clothed, coloured, and disguised

With styles of vertue, honour, zeale, and merits,

Whose own complexion, well anatomised,

A mixture is of pride, rage, avarice.

Ambition, lust, and every tragicke vice."

Lord Brooke.

With Federigo, successor of Duke Oddantonio, commences

the proper subject of these volumes, but we are met by a pre-

liminary difficulty as to his birth and parentage, which has

baffled many of his biographers. It would be useless, as well

as tedious, to enumerate and examine the host of conflicting and

often inconsistent authorities on this vexed question.* The

* Lazzerini, in his Memorie Storiche dei Conti di Urbino, has discussed without

exhausting them in fifty foho pages. The magnificent work by Count Pompeo
Litta is manned by adopting the theoiy of an Ubaldini descent for Duke Federigo-

See his notice of Emilia Pio da Carpi, wife of Count Antonio di Montefeltro.
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amount of blundering and contradiction to wliicli it has given

rise is scarcely conceivable, considering that most of our autho-

rities either frequented the court of Urbino during his own and

his son's time, or had access to cotemporary documents. Seven

separate theories have found supporters: — 1. That Federigo

was son of Count Guidantonio, born in wedlock ; 2. That he

was his natural, but legitimated son ; 3. That he was his na-

tural son, passed off as the child of his first wife Rengarda,

after a pretended pregnancy ; 4. That he was son of Bernardino

della Carda and his wife Anna, sister of Count Guidantonio,

adopted by the latter whilst he had no son ; 5. That he was their

son, passed off as the child of Countess Rengarda ; 6. That he

was their son, passed off as a natural child of Guidantonio;

7. That being their son, and Anna or Aura being daughter of

Guidantonio, he was adopted or passed off as son of the latter,

though, in fact, his grandson.* It wovild follow that he might

have been either nephew, brother-in-law, or son of Bernardino.

All doubt on this subject is set at rest by a formal legitimation

from Martin V., of 2 2d December, 1244, which I discovered in

the Archivio Dljjlomatico at Florence, in favour of Federigo, as

son of Guidantonio by- a maiden of Urbino. This document is

alluded to by Galli, Riposati, and others ; but its existence has

* The merit of another, and apparently an original conjecture, belongs to

Sismondi, who makes him the adulterous son of Bernardino, by one of Guidantonio's

wives. For this there is no authority whatever ; indeed, this historian, by con-

founding Guidantonio with his son, and omitting Oddantonio entirely, has utterly

confused the family and history of Urbino. We have formerly set down Aura as

daughter of Guidantonio, on authority of a licence from Nicholas V. for Fedeiigo,

his wife, and his sister Aura, to choose a confessor, quoted by Gallo Galli, and also

in the MS. of Muzio (Vat. Urb. MSS. No. 1011.), which is much fuller than the

printed edition. Thus also Giovanni Sanzi, father of the painter EafFaele, in his

rhyming chronicle of Federigo's life, which we shall frequently have to quote (Vat.

Ottobon. MSS., No. 1305.), and shall examine in our twenty-fifth chapter, says

of him,

—

" But others call this admirable flower

Grandson of Guidantonio, being child

Of that count's daughtei", whose exalted name

Is dear to virtue, Bernardino's wife

Of th' Ubaldini,"
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been often denied, notwithstanding the ahnost equally valid

evidence of that Count's testament quoted by Riposati, wherein,

failing his lawful sons, he substitutes his "legitimated son"

Federigo as his universal heir.

It is very remarkable that the filiation of Federigo to the

Ubaldini is adopted by a majority of those writers who lived

under him and his son, giving colour to a conjecture that it may

have been encouraged at their court as masking the flaw in their

pedigree. This, however, is but an unsatisfactory explanation.

His character and brilliant distinctions could well dispense with

the honours of birth ; and in this century, bastardy, so far from

inferring a blot on the princely escutcheons of Italy, or pre-

senting a bar to sovereignty, seemed, as in the dynasties of

Este and Scala, as well as in the Malatesta, already referred to,

to constitute a preference. But in order to explain his special

affection for the Ubaldini, it has been supposed that his mother

was of that stock, and that he was at first brought up by them,

in deference to the jealousy of Countess Rengarda. This mo-

tive soon ceased by her death, when the infant was received

and cherished in his father's palace.

Federigo di Montefeltro is generally said to have been

born on the 7th of June, 1422, and the earliest incident of his

childhood was his premature betrothal. The mountain-land

from whence spring the Metauro and the Foglia, including

some of the loftiest Apennine summits, was then called Massa

Trabaria, and had been long held in fief by the Brancaleoni.

Mercatello was the petty metropolis of some twenty townlets

which obeyed Bartolomeo, the last male of that race. Art has

given to his merits a record withheld by history, and the few

travellers who visit the church of S. Francesco in that town, a

very shrine of local asthetics, will pause to admire his Gothic

tomb, beautiful even through its disguise of recent whitewash,

and to read this touching epitaph :— " Joanna Aledusia during

her life erected this monument of affection to Bartolomeo Bran-

caleone, prince of this place, her most faithful husband, and to
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herself." This lady was born an Alidoslo of Imola, and being

left with an only daughter, Martin V., to whom the fief had

lapsed, conferred its interim administration ujwn Count Guid-

antonio of Urbino, as rector, with promise of a new investiture

to his son Federigo, on condition of his marriage with the

orphaned Gentile. They were accordingly affianced ere the

boy-bridegroom had completed his eighth year, and the spouses

Avere brought up together under the fond and judicious tutelage

of the Lady Joanna.

The return of the popes to Rome was the beginning of a new

act in the great drama of Italian mediasval history. Deserting

their proper capital, they had left it for above a century a prey

to faction, strife, and rapine, which there was no authority to

control, nor any holier influences to modify. The example of

such disorganisation spread through the Peninsula, and aggra-

vated dissension in all its cities. In absence of the papal court,

the gloom of a dark age again brooded over the ecclesiastical

states, for the few sparks of learning had been carried by emi-

grant churchmen to Provence. But, with its restoration, Rome
became once more the metropolis of Christendom, and Italy

began to feel that kindling glow, which, radiating from its

centre, disseminated the cheering light and healthful flush of

knowledge and civilisation over the globe. In one respect,

however, and that a material one, was the position of the papacy

altered. The protracted scandal of recent repeated schisms

had shaken men's reliance on its infallibility ; the fierce bick-

erings between popes and anti-popes, hurling anathemas and

bandying abuse, had raised in the spectators a doubt if their

cause could be more sacred than their weapons. The days when

an emperor would hold the stirrup for a successor of St. Peter

were passed away. Nor were affairs altogether satisfactory as

regarded the domestic security of the latter. The dread of again

losing their sovereign court formed a convenient check upon the

factious citizens of Rome ; but the barons of the Campagna were

restless neighbours and turbulent vassals, and though the Gaetani
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and Frangipani were no longer formidable, the Savelli, the

Orsini, and the Colonna by turns carried fire and sword into each

others' holdings, or scoured the streets of Rome Itself in their

forays. To assert an effectual jurisdiction over the province

immediately surrounding their capital, and to maintain their

waning influence abroad, became the two great objects of suc-

cessive pontiffs during the fifteenth century : one of these was

perhaps a painful necessity, the other originated a policy

ruinous to Italy; both occasioned frequent appeals to carnal

weapons, pregnant with mischief to the Holy See.

Among many anomalies in the papacy, was the inverse ratio

of its foreign influence and its domestic strength. Even whilst

Rome and its vicinity had been most lawless, whilst the authority

of popes in preceding centuries had been most fettered by faction,

or most exjiosed to seditious outrage, their spiritual sway attained

its height, and was acknowledged over Christendom without

question. The reason is obvious. The religious spirit of the age

bowed to ecclesiastical domination, while the factious tempera-

ment of the Romans fretted under all restraints of order. After

their long exemption from the personal control of the popes, it

became more than ever requisite to curb these feverish citizens,

and to break down their robber noblesse : we shall hereafter see

by what unscrupulous means, and at how great a sacrifice of

character, this was finally effected by Alexander VI. But the

popedom, whose unity had been rudely shaken by schism and

absence, began, after its return to Rome, to sufler manifest

inroads from the extension of their political individualities by

the chief states of Europe. In order to maintain itself against

this new tendency, it had recourse to a like policy ; it sought

by temporal aggrandisement to compensate the decay of spiri-

tual authority. During its antecedent struggles with the em-

pire, the cause of the Church had been that of freedom, its

rallying cry the watchword of liberty. In those days its suc-

cesses were hailed as a boon by the communes of Italy. Even

the feudatories, whose jurisdiction had grown up under shelter
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of the imperial name, were glad to confirm their title by en-

rolling themselves as vassals of the Holy See. But when the

successors of St. Peter began to clevelope ulterior aims,— when

they descended into the arena of mere political ambition, and

sought to aggrandise their territorial dominion by intrigue and

arms,— a marked reaction took place. The princes and re-

publics of the Peninsula stood on their defence against a new

power of discord, the most fickle in its policy, the most un-

scrupulous in its expedients, that they had yet been called to

resist. The ultramontane nations pressed on to cope with or

to conquer those degenerate Vicars of Christ, who, abandoning

their high calling as shepherds and pacificators of Christendom,

became its perturbators.

The rapid sketch which we have given in our first chapter *, of

the seigneuries and communities of Central Italy may suffice

to exhibit the general condition of Umbria, the March of An-

cona, and Romagna as far as the Po. In Tuscany, democratic

institutions had taken deeper root, among a population addicted

rather to arts than to arms, and preferring wealth earned by

industry and commercial enterprise, to the precarious glory and

profits of the sword. Their peaceful habits permitted capital to

accumulate ; its increase gave them a stake in its security ; lei-

sure and consequent intelligence enabled them to mature ideas

of liberty beyond those of neighbouring states. It was in

Florence especially that a more perfect system of municipal in-

stitutions established communal freedom upon a firmer basis,

which, amid the ceaseless convulsions of domestic factions, and

even through the long atrophy of later Medicean domination,

has preserved for that city a political and intellectual preemi-

nence, finely acknowledged by old Sanzi in his exclamation,

" For to curtail fair Florence of her freedom,

Were to pluck fortli an cj'e from Italy,

And cause her orb to wane."

* At pp. 5. to 14.
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In the adjacent commonwealths of Pisa, Lucca, and Siena, similar

results sprang from somewhat analogous causes, although they

were from time to time, in the words of Dante,

" O'erthronged

With tyrants, and a great Marcellus made

Of any petty factious villager,"

until, by degrees encroached on by their more powerful neigh-

bour, they were finally absorbed in the state which owned the

Arno's queen as its capital.

Lombardy was no longer the emporium whence commercial

wealth circulated over Europe, but her cities, surrounded by

plains of unequalled fertility, gave no signs of decay, her uni-

versities were crowded by transalpine students. She had fully

realised the stinging reproaches of Alighieri, —

" Thy living ones

In thee abide not without war, and one

Malicious gnaws another, ay, of those

Whom the same wall and the same moat contain ;

"

but her Ezzelino and Can della Scala were no more, and many

of her petty principalities had been merged in the wide-spreading

duchy of jNlilan, or the mainland conquests of Venice. The

Lion of St. Mark was in the ascendant during the fifteenth cen-

tury, and, though we have no occasion to follow the fleets of

Venice as they spread terror among the Turks, we shall in due

time find her terra-firma policy complicating the relations and

hampering the diplomacy of Italy. Naples, long exposed to the

calamities of a disputed succession, which we shall hereafter

explain, endured the feeble sway of the notorious Joanna II., by

whose death in February, 1435, the crown passed to Alfonso V.,

— notwithstanding her death-bed recognition of the claims of

the first Angevine dynasty, then represented by the good King

Rene of Provence,— and the dynasty of Arragon was continued

by his illegitimate descendants until the close of this century.
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Having thus endeavoured in a few pages to exhibit the con-

dition of those Italian states, with which our narrative will have

to do during the life of Federigo, we must resume its inter-

rupted thread. Martin V. was succeeded in 1431 by Eugene

IV., a noble of Venice, who, eager to undo the favours bestowed

by Martin on his own relations, sought a quarrel with the

Colonna and their adlierents, including the Count of Urbino.

This misunderstanding was patched up by mediation of the

Venetian signory, upon an interchange of hostages, among

whom was included Federigo. It thus became necessary for

him to repair to Venice, where he was received in the college or

council, and acquitted himself so well that the Doge, Francesco

Foscari, foretold his rise to great eminence in after life. The

favourable opinion thus formed was daily confirmed by his engag-

ing manners, and he conciliated the noble youths, who admitted

him into their fashionable and very select club or fraternity of

the calze, or hose, so called from their uniform. * Tlie plague

having appeared, he was permitted by the Doge, after a residence

of fifteen months, to retire to the court of Mantua, then pre-

sided over by the Marqviis Gian Francesco Gonzaga, whose

marriao-e with a Malatesta connected him with both the wives of

our Count Guidantonio. His welcome there was cordial and

distinguished, and during two years he enjoyed advantages which

beneficially influenced his after life. In the Marquis's chil-

dren he found fellow-pupils as well as playmates, and, under

their father's eye, was taught the tlieory of war and the practice

of military exercises, until he became one of the most skilful

swordsmen and equestrians of his day.

But it was to the tuition of Vittorino de Rambaldoni da Feltre

that we may ascribe his progress in those tastes and accomplish-

« It consisted of a tight pantaloon, fantastically party-coloured, and a device

distinguisliing it from similar clubs. The members associated together for festive

and social purposes, wliich were freely indulged at the election or marriage of a

brother of the hose, and they wore mourning for four days on the death of any one

of their number.
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ments, for which in his person and that of his son, Urbino be-

came eminent. Tliis Vittorino was excelled in learning by few

of his cotemporaries, and none of them equalled his reputation

as an insti'uctor of youth. He was born at Feltre in 1378, and

sent to the university of Padua, After completing, under

Giovanni da Ravenna, the training in grammar, dialectics, and

philosophy Avhich then constituted the basis of a liberal edu-

cation, he learned Greek from the famous Guarino of Verona.

His powerful mind being attracted to mathematics, and findino-

his means unable to command the instructions of Pelacane of

Parma, he proffered the most menial services about his person,

in hopes of picking up some crumbs of knowledge in his service-

But the mercenary professor was not to be melted without gold,

and the poor student was left to struggle unaided with the diffi-

culties of exact science, until he thoroughly mastered its truths.

It was in 1425 that the Marquis of Mantua induced him to

move, with his already celebrated school, to that capital, for the

purpose of teaching his children. The lessons of Vittorino

were well bestowed on the young princes of Gonzaga, but

especially on their sister Cecilia, whose name is not least remark-

able among those prodigies of female learning produced in the

Italian courts of that age. When but ten years old she wrote

Greek with singular purity, and her life of celibacy was devoted

to literature.

The peculiarity of Vittorino's system was its extending the

field of his labours beyond the mere scholastic tuition of his

time. Without neglecting the severer studies, he varied them by

light accomplishments, and relaxations of person and mind,

which proved alike healthful to both, such as music and draw-

ing, horsemanship, fencing, and all manly exercises. Its success

was testified by an influx of pupils from transalpine and oriental

lands, as well as from every state in Italy. These for the most

part resided in his house, under the immediate influence of his

training and example, which were not less admirably calculated

for inculcating high moral excellence, than for the development

VOL. I. F
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and direction of genius. A man of more simple tastes, winning

manners, and pure life was rarely found, and, by a happy blend-

ing of rigid discipline with mild temper, his influence was

beneficially extended over even the least ductile of his flock.

At his board, the rich acquired habits of frugality, the poor were

welcomed with generous consideration. Careless of worldly

gain, his earnings were freely spent in providing for their wants,

and at his death in 1447, he left not enough for his funeral.

No work remains from his pen, but he has given ample proof of

his influence on the age, in the eminent names that issued from

his academy, to illustrate Italian letters, either as sovereigns or

S9avants. A beautiful and rare medal of him by Pisanello pre-

sents a fine allegory : the pelican baring its bosom to feed its

little ones happily suggests the unwearying self-sacrifices of a

conscientious instructor, whilst the legend designates him as

father of all human studies. Sanzi's tribute to his character is

at once happy and just :
—

" Brilliant his powers of thought, unmatched his zeal

For science in her varied walks : his life

And manners holy
;
yet on gentle crafts

And joyous themes right heartily intent."

In the autumn of 1432, the Emperor Sigismund, while re-

turning from his coronation at Kome, was entertained by Count

Guidantonio with magnificent hospitalities at Gubbio and

Urbino, and bestowed knighthood both on the Count and his

son Oddantonio. On reaching Mantua, he conferred the like

honour on the Gonzaga princes, and extended it to their guest

the young Federigo, who was recalled home whenever his father

had been restored to a good intelligence with the Pontiflf. His

marriage was celebrated on the 2nd of December, 1437, after he

had completed his fifteenth year, and he at once entered upon

the government of his wife's paternal fief.

In an age when society consisted of those who fought, those

who wrought, and those who prayed, the young Count of Mer-
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catello belonged to the fii'st of these classes, and the duty now

devolved upon him of caiTying into practice those lessons of

warfare which had varied the routine of his more abstruse

studies. Under the military system which we have already

explained*, he had to choose what free captain he would serve

with, until experience should qualify him to raise an independent

banner. The condottieri then of greatest name were Nicolo

Piccinino, and Francesco Sforza, names which will soon be fami-

liar to our pages. The first of these was of birth so humble as

to own no other surname than that conferred on him in ridicule

of his tiny stature, and appears to have been equally destitute

of those varied talents and enlarged views, which enabled several

of his cotemporaries to consolidate and transmit the power

gained by their swords. But though unworthy of historic fame,

his dwarfish body contained a daring and indomitable spirit,

which, after considerable service under Braccio di Montone, the

first general of his age, was rewarded with the hand of his

niece ; and, notwithstanding the blame of occasioning his defeat

and death at the Lake of Celano in 1424, Nicolo kept together

his vetei'ans, obtaining, as leader of that gallant band, a reputa-

tion of which his own qualities were unworthy. Yet he was

unable to cope with Francesco Sforza, whose first service had

been under Joanna II. of Naples, but who after having, in

1441, won from Filippo Maria Visconti, rather by fear than

favour, the hand of his natural daughter Bianca Maria, even-

tually established himself as his successor in the duchy of

Milan.

The Council of Basle, opened in July, 1431, to concert mea-

sures for extirpation of the Bohemian heresy, had occupied

itself in reforming alleged abuses in the Church and the papal

prerogatives. A collision with Eugene IV. was the natural

result, when he fled to Florence, leaving his state a prey to

Sforza, Piccinino, the Colonna, and other military adventurers.

• At pp. 12, 13.
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As the best means of bridling these bandits, he bribed the first

of them to turn his arms against the others, by offering hira the

vicariat of La Marca,

" That land

Wliich lies between Romagna, and the realm

Of Charles."*

But by degrees all Italy was involved in the struggle, Alfonso

of Naples, the Florentines, Genoese, and eventually the Vene-

tians, supporting the Pontiff, whilst Filippo Maria Visconti,

the Angevine party at Naples, and the city of Bologna sided

with the Council. In this war Piccinino led the Milanese army,

and among his independent captains was Bernardino della Carda,

^v•ho dying in 1437, his company of 800 men-at-arms was

divided between his son Ottaviano and the young Federlgo di

?yIontefeltro. In the end of May, 1438, the latter set out for

Piccinino's camp, assisting at the siege of Brescia, and in the

opening of the Lombard war, where the rival generalship of

Nicolo and Sforza was first brought to the test, with results

mo]"e interesting in a military than a historical view. It is not

to be supposed that services performed by so youthful a soldier

could much influence the campaign, but they appear to have

been approved by his commander.

Guidantonio Manfredi, generally known by the contemptuous

abbreviation of Guidaccio, had been brought up at the court of

Urbino, during his father's temporary banishment from his here-

ditary fief of Faenza, and had married a daughter of Count

Guidantonio di Montefeltro. In the division of parties which

we have just explained, both these feudatories adhered to the

Milanese, but as their neighbour, the Lord of Rimini, was at

first a partizan of the league, and as Bologna had but recently

thrown off the papal authority, Filippo Maria considered it

advisable to strengthen his forces in Romagna. Federlgo was

* That 13, Charles II., king of Naples, when Dante wrote. See Purgatorio, y.
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accordingly ordered to join his brother-in-law Guidaccio, and

acquitted himself creditably in various skirmishes with the

Tuscan troops, under Gianpaolo Orsini. The only personal

incident preserved of this petty war is one to which he was in

the habit of alluding, with something of the superstitious di-ead

that pervades the good Sanzi's account of it, although its charac-

ter was rather grotesque than horrible. Having marched from

Faenza in bright moonlight, with a party of 400 horse on a

foraging expedition, a noise like the clashing of arms was sud-

denly heard as at a distance, which immediately being repeated

close at hand, the troops, with fierce and terrified aspect, rushed

on each other, and for about ten minutes fouo;ht and struoforled

pell-mell, while their frightened horses, partaking in the panic,

neighed and bolted in all directions.* Dawn discovered a scene

of strange confusion ; the infantry mounted, the cavalry on

foot, many lying wounded on the ground, not a few horses

killed, others with broken or disordered harness. This senseless

alarm was never accounted for, and was consequently ascribed

to diabolical influence.

But he was soon recalled by home interests from under the

command of Guidaccio. The Malatesta, whose descent will be

found in the annexed table, had for some generations held seve-

ral fiefs in Romagna and the March of Ancona, and although

a bold and warlike race, the usage in their family of separating

its seigneuries among various sons, legitimate or natural, pre-

vented any of them from acquiring more than a provincial re-

putation or influence, until Sigismond Pandolfo made himself

famous by his struggle with Count Federigo, and by the me-

morials of art which embalm his otherwise detested name. The

youngest of three bastard brothers, he survived to unite their

territories with his own, and although connected with the

Montefeltrian princes by the marriages of his aunt and brother,

" Hinc spargere voces

. . ambiguas, et quaerere conscius arma." Virgil. /En. ii. 99.

7 3
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he became a bitter enemy to the Count of Urbino. Indeed the

latter of these alliances, which we have noticed at page 43,

served to foster the family feud. Violante di Montefeltro had

from Eugene lY. in 1431, when a mere infant, some form of

grant of her native mountain-land in vicariat, in virtue whereof,

and of her assumed rights as heiress of her nephew Duke Od-

dantonio, in default of his male issue, a pretended title was

eventually trumped up, in competition with Federigo's succes-

sion*, at all events as regarded Montefeltro, some townships of

which had already passed in various ways to the Malatesta, with

whom she intermarried. An incursion upon the territory of

Guidantonio, in the autumn of 1439, accordingly commenced a

strife which, with occasional brief interludes, endured above

twenty years, and which Sanzi thus deplores :
—

" For e'en when fortune crowns the first essays

Of reckless hardihood, a reckoning hour

Of rapine, grief, and miseiy impend.

Such the destruction which these rival powers

Reaped from protracted broils and savage war,

While neighbouring cities, castles, towns, were sacked,

And high-bom chiefs the double risk incurred

Of death or exile. There, for twice twelve years,

Italia's flower and might contended, till, in fine,

To right, by prudence, constancy, and force upheld.

Heaven gave success ; the Eagle gnawed the heart

Of the great Elephant." f

Had Sigismond Pandolfo possessed temper and judgment

equal to his courage and ambition, he might have obtained and

consolidated a powerful sovereignty, which his liberal and cul-

tivated tastes would have rendered glorious in arts as well as

arms. But deeply tainted with —
" That poison foule of bubbling pride,"

• Bib. MaruceUi, MSS. G., No. 308.

f The heraldic bearing of the IMontefcltri was an imperial eagle ; of the Mala-

testa an elephant, allusive, perhaps, to the bones of Hannibal's elephants, said to

have been found at the Furlo Pass, near Fossombrone and Fano, of which they

were seigneurs.
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his lofty daring was sustained by no continuous impulse, his

impetuous efforts were crowned by no success ; the selfishness

of his political aims was equalled by the vainglorious direction

he gave to art ; his energies were wasted in contests with Fede-

rigo, a rival against whom he had neither any just quarrel, nor

any chance of success ; his patronage was monopolised by poets

who flattered, and medalists who portrayed himself and his

favourite mistress Isotta.

The first foray of Siglsmond into the wild valleys of Monte-

feltro was repaid by Federigo, in a successful descent upon the

richer possessions of the iVIalatesta ; but he was checked by a

serious wound, before the petty fortress of Campi, and on his

recovery rejoined Guidaccio. Piccinino, having again changed

the seat of war from Lombardy to Romngna, crossed into

Tuscany, and during the summer of 1440, carried on an active

but unsuccessful campaign in the upper valley of the Tiber, till

it was closed by his complete defeat at Anghiari, leaving his

baggage and half his army in the hands of the Florentines. This

battle has obtained a singular notoriety, and affords a valuable

test of condottiere tactics, where combats were interested cal-

culations, not internecine onsets. Machiavelli, the opponent of

that system, asserts that only one man lost his life, out of

some thirty or forty thousand combatants, and he by a fall from

his horse ; whilst the largest calculation of slaughter on both

sides gives but seventy killed and six hundred wounded. Fe-

derigo was little interested in that campaign, but ere long found

occupation in the defence of his wife's rights, disputed by Albc-

rigo di Brancaleone. This pretender had seized on Santa Croce

and Montelocco, both of which the Count recovered in the

autumn of 1442, after a severe action, which first tested his

military skill. Sigismond Pandolfo, having secretly abetted this

onset, was punished by an attack upon S. Leo.

That small city was the capital of Montefeltro, although this

honour has been claimed for Penna di Billi. Its situation is

perhaps the most singular in Europe. In a country whose

F 4
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rugged mountains and precipitous ravines seem monuments of

some tremendous primeval convulsion, there stand uptossed

two isolated pinnacles, the very obelisks of natui'e, rising on

three sides sheer from the valley. On the remaining side of

each, a narrow and rapidly descending ridge connects the sum-

mit with the surrounding level, affording toilsome and preca-

rious footing to mules and mountaineers. On either peak, a

fortress commands a cluster of dwellings, nestled wherever the

rocky crest afforded footing, and inhabited by men of iron hearts

and stout sinews. The larger of these is S. Leo, the smaller

Maiuola, and we shall often have occasion to mention them as

the chief strongholds of Montefeltro, to which they both ori-

ginally belonged, though S. Leo had for some time been pos-

sessed by the Malatesta. Its loftiest pinnacle was crowned, in

classic times, by a temple dedicated to Jupiter Feretrius, afford-

ing an easy etymology for Montefeltro : a later era found it

sheltering a Christian hermit, whose ascetic virtues obtained

canonisation, and who left his name to the township which rose

around his cell. During the competition for her crown which

ravaged Italy in the tenth century, and rendered that the most

dismal as well as confused period of her dark ages, S. Leo be-

came the refuge of King Berengarius, from whence he long

defied the arms of his eventually successful rival Otho the Great

:

of its protracted siege, however, in 962-3, no incidents worthy

of credit have come down to us. Its circuit is estimated at

two miles, and not the least peculiar of its phenomena is a spring

of excellent water near the summit, sufficient perennially to

supply the mills. The accompanying ^engraving, from a sketch

taken on the spot, will best convey an idea of this remarkable

site, but we may quote Sanzi's description of it, and of its sur-

prise by Federlgo.*

* Views of S. Leo, from other points, will be found in Mr. Gaily Knight's Eccle-

siastical Architecture of Italy, and in Comte de Bylandt's Atlas de Volcans,

where it is rendered subsidiary to the phenomena developed in that remarkable

district.
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" A city yonder stands, San Leo hight,

Whose ci'cst the sky menaces ; 'gainst its strength

No force has e'er prevailed, with scathed chfFs

And rocks environed, lieavenward uprearing

Its summit, by' a single path approached,

Trod singly by the citizens. Earth holds

None other deemed impregnable.

To it the Count his daring aims addressed
;

And, knowing that a rock, which few to scale

Would venture, jutted midway from the ridge,

At midnight's murky hour the spot he gained,

With few but agile comrades, well prepared

With ladders ; then alone and stealthily

The outposts reconnoitred, slumbering all.

Like men who knew no fears save from on high.

Next scaling one by one that arduous rock,

And reaching thence the level space beyond.

The town his soldiers entered silently.

Sudden uprose their cry, with clash of arms.

And furious blows and crackling flame, the work

Befitting, whilst the startled garrison.

Knowing nor whence nor what the sounds.

No struggle made, but rushed in desperation

Or here or there, whilst others stood transfixed

To find themselves befooled. Not more sui-prised

Was he who gained the golden fleece, to see

From the plough's fuiTOW armed men spring forth,

Than were these luckless denizens to find

Then- stronghold carried in the sudden fray."

A somewhat different account of the means by which S. Leo

was taken, has been adopted by Baldi, from Volpelli's history of

that place.* Matteo Grifone, who, from being a miller at S.

Angelo in Vado, became a staunch follower of Count Federigo,

and subsequently a general in the Venetian service, obtained

permission to attempt a surprise. Accompanied by twenty

picked men, he, in a dark and rainy night, gradually made his

way to an outpost which he knew to be seldom occupied, and

there left all but one comrade, with whom he effected an entrance

by means of scaling-ladders. Silently and stealthily they two

went from house to house, fastening each door with the chain

* Vat. Urb. MSS., No 928.
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which usually hung outside. At dawn, Federigo by concert led

his troops to a feigned assault, to repel which the garrison sallied

down the ridge- Grifone then, hastily admitting his men, closed

the gates upon these skirmishers, and displaying in the piazza

eight pair of colours which he had brought, raised the cry of

Feltro ! Feltro ! The few defenders left in the citadel, con-

ceiving the town to have been carried, and its inhabitants (who

being barred into their dwellings could offer no resistance) to

have sided with the enemy, surrendered without a blow. A
temporary reconciliation with Sigismond soon followed, by the

interposition of Francesco Sforza, who gave to Malatesta his

natural daughter Polissena in marriage, as a means of strengthen-

ino; his hold on La Marca.

The father of Sforza, whether by birth a peasant or a gentle-

man, had owed his fortunes to his sword, which won him wealth

and honours in various Italian states, especially in Romagna and

Naples. His son succeeded to these honours, as well as to the

command of his veterans, and inherited talents and address of

still higher quality. Availing himself of the enfeebled papacy,

and the confusion into which the ecclesiastical states fell during

the contest of Eugene IV. with the Council of Basle, he over-

ran La Marca, whilst Fortebraccio menaced Rome itself. In

order to save the latter, Eugene abandoned the former to

Sforza, with the title of Marquis, and the authority of Vicar

;

this bribe was accepted, and the service rendered for it was the

restoration of his supremacy over the rest of the papal territory.

On the death of Joanna of Naples, Francesco Sforza, now the

first soldier of his day, acknowledged Reno as her successor, and

when that monarch, by withdrawing in 1442, left the kingdom

to his rival Alfonso, Sforza lost his Neapolitan dignities and

estates. The sacrifice was more than compensated by his mar-

riage with the Duke of Milan's natural daughter
; yet for a

time this splendid alliance brought with it no good fruits.

Filippo Maria had acceded to it with indifferent grace, and

jealousy of his son-in-law led him, in 1443, to join Eugene and
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Alfonso, In a combination for wresting from Francesco the

March of Ancona.

Nicole Piccinino being again hired to serve against his old

enemy. Count Federigo preferred, after his father's obsequies,

joining him before Monteleone to remaining idle at home, Sanzi

assuring us, —
" That martial practice was his sole desu-e,

Keady his guai"d to mount by night or day,

And deeming cowardly the love of quiet."

He immediately attended his general to an interview with the

King of Naples at Terracina, embarking at Civita Vecchia ; and

the impression made by him on that monarch is thus finely given

by the same chronicler, in language splendid as his reception :
—

" As its bright rays the comet's track precede,

So the Count's virtues harbingered his way.

And as Apollo scattering o'er the dawn
His plumes of gold, along the orient sky,

E'er he emerges calmly from his couch,

Bears in his brilliant orb the blazing signs

Of bounteous disposition : thus the youth

Round the king's inmost heart himself entwined

With hope's sweet fillet, and a lodgment made
Firm as the solid nail in growing tree.'"''

After three days spent in concerting plans for an attack upon

La Marca, Nicolo returned to Tuscany, but Federigo was

* The original lines, notwithstanding their antiquated orthography, so much
excel our version, that many readers will gladly refer to them :

—
" Como a cometa enanze coitc el ragio,

Cusi nel giovin le vertude ancora

Scorse il senthier del suo illustr6 viagio :

E como quando Apollo insu 1' Aurora

Sparge le chiome d' or per 1' oriente,

Mentre tranquillo vien del onde fora,

Mirava nel suo volto resplendente

D' un almo invicto segni senza frodi.

Onde a tal Re quel giovine excellente,

Cum futura speranza, in dolci nodi

El cor gli avinse, et poi dentro se fissc,

Si como in verde pianta saldi chiodi."
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invited by Alfonso to remain with him until the campaign

should open. Ere long, however, he rejoined his troops at

Viterbo, and, after a foraging march through the enemy's

country, reached Fano just before Sforza, who had for some

time remained there awaiting his Venetian and Florentine con-

tingents, put Piccinino once more to the rout at Monteluro.

Giovanni Sanzi, then a youth residing at Colbordolo, went

forth to see the battle, which he describes with much spirit : —
" War's crash and clang were there ; the horseman's charge

With shock impetuous, and with ringing cheers

That seemed the vaulted sky to scare. There, too,

Men huddled lay on earth with dismal howls,

Their drums and spears a hooty : some the while

Encom-aging, some eager, some dismayed.

The very air, with clouds surcharged and dim,

Seemed wailing for the slaughter of that day,

Its fierce assaidts and sanguinary scenes."

The Count shared not in this defeat, but lent opportune aid to

rally the broken and disorganised troops, and was about this

time rewarded by Eugene with his promised investiture of the

countship of Mercatello. In July he repaired to the baths of

Campagnatlco, in the Maremma, to recruit from an attack of

fever, but on his return found new occupation from the Lord of

Rimini.

The grandfather of that seigneur was Galeotto Malatesta,

whose patrimony included Rimini, Faenza, and Fossombrone,

and whose elder brother, Malatesta Malatesta, had transmitted

the fief of Pesaro to his great-grandson Galeazzo. This Ga-

leazzo was a man of feeble parts and degraded character,

altogether unable to maintain his authority over a disgusted

people, or to cope with his bold and ambitious cousin Slgismond

of Rimini. After the defeat of Monteluro, he had reluctantly

received into Pesaro some of Piccinino's strajro-lers, and Sifi-is-

mond availed himself of this pretext to persuade his father-in-

law Sforza to seize and make over to him that city. But

Francesco, intent on sustaining his interests in La Marca, soon
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left the affair in the hands of Sigismond, who, although able to

overrun the surrounding country, could make no impression

upon the capital, held by Count Federigo, even after its poor

spirited lord had withdrawn to Forli. Thus baffled for eighteen

months, the impetuous Sigismond, by way of cutting short the

contest, sent to Federigo this insolent challenge :
—

To the Lord Federigo of Montefeltro.

" Mighty Lord,

" Your lordship knows the difference long existing between

us, and, if you judge rightly, you will perceive the fault to lie

on your side, not on mine. Patience is no virtue of mine, and

so far from appearing disposed to amend them, you daily multiply

your errors. Anew have you written calumnies against me to

the Court of Rome, and caused ill to be spoken of me. I am
determined to bear it no longer, but to show, with my person

against yours, that I am a better man than you, for in sooth

you are a bad one, and do amiss to affront me. I therefore

send to you Signor Giovanni da Sassoferrato, my chancellor,

with full authority to inquire as to the duel which by your

letter you have already accepted. And although Signor Gio-

vanni holds a public instrument of mandate, I wished to write

this letter as of more ample authority, praying that you will

accept it: which I feel assured you, as the brave man you

avow yourself and ought to be, will do ; and that you will

thereupon please to send one of your people of weight, informed

of your wishes as to the manner, time, and place of our

fighting, so that all may be settled. I have said of weight, that

he may be qualified to fix upon a place with him whom T shall

send, so that we may understand each other. And that this

your agent may repair hither in safety with four horses, this

letter will be an ample and valid safe conduct for his freely

coming, staying, and returning. And in case of your refusal,

which I do not believe, I warn you that I shall proceed against
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you more or less, according to the usual practice, as I may

see fit.

" SiGISMOND PaNDOLFO DI MaLATESTA,

Captain-Genei'al of the illustrious Count

Francesco Sforza.

" Rimini, the 21st of Febniary, 1445."

This cartel was answered as became a high-spirited knight

;

but, on reaching the rendezvous under the walls of" Pesaro,

Federigo was surprised to find his adversary absent. No ex-

planation appears of this failure beyond Sanzi's expressive

exclamation, —
" Ah ! foul dishonour to the recreant lord !

"

and Sigismond, covered with ridicule, was glad to patch up a

truce with his cousin Galeazzo.

* Carteggio inedito d'Artisti, i. p. 179., from the Archivio di Urbino at Florence,

Lettere, filza 104.
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CHAPTER V.

COUNT FEDEKIGO SUCCEEDS TO URBINO AND ACQUIRES FOSSOMBRONE.

mS CONNECTION WITH THE SFORZA FAMILY, WHEREBY HE

INCURS EXCOMMUNICATION. — HIS CAMPAIGN IN THE MAREMMA.

LOSES HIS EYE IN A TOURNAMENT.

" An heroic mind

Expressed in action, in endurance proved."

Henry Taylor.

It was during the siege of Pesaro that Federlgo heard of the

horrible catastrophe, by which his brother Oddantoiiio, on the

22d July, 1444, atoned the excesses of his brief sovereignty.

But this assassination, the result of a sudden outbreak, indi-

cated no general disloyalty to the race of Montefeltro.* The

virtues and moderation of Guidantonio were fresh in men's

minds; Federigo was personally liked, and his recent feats of

arms, under the eyes of his countrymen, were accepted as first

fruits of a growing fame. The fief might indeed be held as

lapsed by the close of the male line, but there were abundant

precedents of reinvestitures to illegitimate successors, and the

citizens of Urbino, shocked at their own outrage, sought to

remedy the past by a prompt return to duty. Sanzi accord-

* The particulars hare been ah-eady detailed at p. 51. Fcderigo's chai-acter, as

it will be brouglit out in the context, affords a sufficient answer to the insinuation of

Pius II. (loosely thrown out, and followed by a palpable misstatement), tliat he

participated in that foul murder. The words are, " Non sine conscientia, ut creditum

est, Federici, qui mox p.atr.ata coede pro portis affuit, et ultro ab oppidanis intro-

missus, principatum arripuit tanquam Guidonis fihum."

—

Comment, -p 97 . It will

be immediately shown that he acquired the vacant sovereignty, neither by seizure

nor as heir of Guidantonio, but from the free choice of the people.
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ingly tells us that the factions and blood-thirsty populace won-

derfully united in electing as their seigneur the heroic Federigo,

who, meanwhile, informed by the bishop of the tumult and its

results, had repaired to Urbino, where, on the following day,

conditions were formally offered and accepted as the terms on

which he was chosen. The instrument containing the demands

of the people, and his replies to each, will be found in the

A2)pendix No. IV., and throws some light upon the extent of

popular rights, and the manner of enforcing them, in the despotic

communities of Italy. Divested of the rude style in which

they were expressed, these concessions were to the following

purpose :
—

1. A general amnesty for the recent revolution.*

2. Bimonthly election of the priors of Urbino, with certain

powers, and with a salary of fifteen ducats.

3. A new house for the priors.

4. A reduction of assessments from five and a half to four

soldi in the lira.

5. Revocation of all donations made posterior to Guid-

antonio.

6. Similar revocation of immunities and privileges granted to

the nobility and communes.

7. Control by the citizens of the watching and warding

fees.

8. Application of a tierce of all escheats to the use of public

works.

9. Promise to impose no new taxes, except in urgent circum-

stances.

10. Trimestral elections of the chamberlain.

11. The notaries acting as clerks of military orders and of

sentences to be boxed (irnbussolari) with their salaries and

perquisites.

* This, it is said, was exacted of him on oath, before he was admitted within the

city gate.

VOL. I. Q
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12. Reform of the measures for salt.

13. Semestral change of the podesta and certain other officers,

"without Intervention of the Count.

14. Appointment of two medical officers bound to attend all

rate-payers, their salaries to he charged on the community.

15. Similar appointment of a schoolmaster and assistant.

16. The camp-captains of Urbino to be citizens.

17. Abolition of recent oppressive tolls, which impede the

passage of merchants.

18. Payment to creditors of the two last sovereigns.

1 9. Biennial election of two appassati * for Urbino.

20. An additional clerk for the priors.

On the 1st of August proclamation was made of a reduction

of imposts, the regulation of salt measures at thirty-three pounds

to the quarter, and the remission of condemnations. Besides

tiiese conditions, Federigo granted or confirmed to his capital

a constitution, which, however, was rather of a municipal than

political character, and which consisted in two general councils,

one composed of thirty-two, the other of twenty-four, citizens.

Tliese preliminaries arranged, deputations flocked from Gubbio

and the other conmiunities to offer their obedience, and were

soon followed by congratulations from neighbouring powers.

The political aspect of Central Italy, and the condition of her

princes, during this century, are thus sketched by a recent

writer: — " Their feeble and unquiet domination was obtained

sometimes by usurpations from rivals, from the people, or from

the Church, sometimes by authority wrested oi"iginally from

pope or emperor, and subsequently sanctioned, which was

wielded now with more, now with less, rigour; but all of them

were encompassed by a numerous following, were devoted to the

* Piissatojo, ill Italian, signifies a deduction or dra-\vbaclv from the pay of soldiers.

I am ignorant of the duties of these functionaries, unless they were commissioners

charged with the adjustment of such claims.
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profession of mercenary war, and were at once the abettors and

dreaders of rebellions, ambushes, poisonings. Various were

the vicissitudes of these chiefs. In order to oust a competitor,

they would offer large concessions to the Church or the popu-

lace, and having attained to sovereignty would gradually curtail

these until the community called in another master, to be in

like manner supplanted by a third. In other cases they com-

promised their disputes by partitioning cities or principalities.

Frequently the Pontiff would favour one faction in order to

put down another, and to profit by their mutual strife ; again,

he would elevate a third over them both, under cloak of

freedom. It was, in short, constant wavering between abuses

and concessions, tyranny and licence ; the seigneur intent upon

extending his influence, although by dishonest means, the

people prompt to diminish it even to anarchy."*

This description might be justly applied to the IMontefeltrlan

holdings under most of their early counts, but a brighter day

dawned upon the duchy with Federigo's accession, and Urbino

had the singular fortune during the next hundred and ninety

years, and under the sway of two dynasties numbering five

sovereigns, to be equally exempt from oppression and disorder,

from domestic broils and disputed successions; to be governed

by princes not less beloved at home than respected abroad,

whose brows might be graced by olive or laurel, according to

the spirit or the exigencies of the time, but who ever entwined

with it the myrtle wreath.

The policy and manners of Federigo, equally prudent and

conciliatory, confirmed the favourable anticipations jireviously

formed, and are thus depicted by his cotemporary Sanzi: —
" His flower cf youth was bursting into liloom

;

Mild beyond measure, merciful and just,

Fervent in piety, in counsel sage
;

Heedless of thirst or hunger, cold or heat

;

* Cibrario, Economia Politiea del Medio Evo.
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Unworn by watching, vigorous his frame,

Gkidsome his gentle mien
; prompt to obey,

Or play the master as the case might be.

Or to persuade : rare gifts in warrior bold !

Wary and watchful in his generalship.

The hearts of e'en his foes he knew to win

By kind forbearance in the battle field.

From anger, pride, and avarice exempt.

But courteous, liberal, eloquent, and true,

In him each lofty grace spontaneous grew."

If the accusation be well founded, which we have formerly

stated* against Sigismond Pandolfo Malatesta, of corrupting

Oddantonio's morals, in the hope of supplanting him in his

seigneurj, the easy succession of Federigo must have brought

him bitter disappointment. His total failure before Pesaro

aggravated this annoyance, and he vented bis spite by simulta-

neous inroads on two opposite quarters of Urbino. A con-

spiracy against Federigo, discovered about this time, was also

perhaps the fruit of his intrigues ; but, being discovered, its

authors were led to the block, whilst the adherents of Malatesta

were repulsed from the frontier. In this state of matters, the

Count of Urbino (for the dukedom had died with Oddantonio)

was surprised by an offer from Galeazzo Malatesta to sell him

the seigneuries of Pesaro and Fossombrone, nominally his, but

whicli he found himself incompetent to defend from his rapacious

neighbour of Kimini. The proposal was tempting, for both

these possessions lay admirably to Urbino, and would extend its

frontier to the Adriatic. But Federigo's position was one of

delicacy between Sigismond Malatesta on one hand, and Fran-

cesco Sforza on the other, both anxious to acquire those fiefs,

and both his personal enemies. The death at this very junc-

ture of his old friend and commander Nicolo PIccinino, which

appeared to complicate his embarrassment, proved the means of

relieving it. Sforza, having watched his rising reputation, cal-

culated more advantage from his friendship than his opposition,

* Abo\c, at'p. 50.
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and availed himself of the opportunity presented by Piccinino's

demise, to make conciliatory overtures. Before committing

himself, Federigo offered his services to the Pope, which being

declined, with full licence to dispose of them as he pleased, he

at once closed with Sforza, accepting a command, with four

hundred lances and as many infantry, for the common defence

of their respective states. This arrangement transferred his

banner from the Braccian to the Sforzan party, battalions ori-

ginally embodied under the rival captains from whom they were

respectively designated, but distinguished in name, and regarded

as the type of opposite systems, long after their founders had

passed away. The tactics of Braccio di INIontone were rapid

and decisive, the policy of Attendolo Sforza cautious to a

proverb; extremes which the Count of Urbino's practice was

considered happily to have combined. In order to complete the

necessary stipulations, he repaired to Fermo on a visit to Fran-

cesco, and passed some weeks there, returning on the 10th of

December.

It remained to adjust the affair of Pcsaro and Fossombrone.

The despicable lord of these fiefs had a grand-daughter, Costanza

Varana, wliose pedigree in relation to the Montefeltrian princes

we have explained*, and who had gained the affections of Ales-

sandro, brother of Francesco Sforza. Federigo, unable to pay

for both seigneuries, or unwilling to hazard the odium which so

sudden an aggrandisement might incur, proceeded on the 9th of

January to Jesi, and proposed to the two Sforza that Francesco

should purchase Pesaro for Alessandro, who should marry Cos-

tanza, Avhilst Fossombrone should be united to Urbino. The

suggestion being no less agreeable than beneficial to all parties,

it was heartily acceded to, and, ere many weeks passed, an

arrangement was completed, whereby Galeazzo, exchanging the

alarms of insecure sovereignty for a contemptible retirement,

made over Pesaro to Alessandro and Fossombrone to Federigo,

for the respective sums of 20,000 and 13,000 ducats or florins

* Above, at p. 37.
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of gold, reserving the mills and his other allodial property ; and

thereafter withdrew to Florence, where, on the death of his

talented and neglected wife Battista di Montefeltro in a con-

vent, he married a lady of the Medici, and is said to have ended

Ills ignoble life in misery. On the 16th of March, the nuptials

of Alessandro Sforza with Costanza Varana were happily ac-

complished ; she inherited much of her grandmother's capacity,

and transmitted it to her youngest daughter, Battista, who in

due time became second wife of Count Federiso.*

This partition apparently so advantageous to Francesco

Sforza, was but tlie beginning of mischief. His son-in-law

Sigismond, ever

" On brawls and battle-fields intent,"

could ill brook the disappointment of his designs upon two fiefs

long in his family, and admirably suited to consolidate his ter-

ritory by incorporating Fano with Rimini; still less could he

submit to be cut out of them by his especial enemy Federigo.

Another circumstance had lately occurred to exasperate against

Francesco his ever jealous father-in-law the Duke of Milan.

Ciarpelion, one of his favoui'ite captains, had been induced to

accept from Visconti the command vacated by Picciniuo's death,

but his application for a furlough was answered by the provost-

marshal, who hanged him after inflicting horrible tortures.

Thus were his wife's father and his daughter's husband united

against the Lord of La Marca, nor did they find it diflUcult to

rekindle in the Pope and the King of Naples their dormant

jealousies of a soldier of fortune, whose possessions were desi-

rable spoil to them both. He was consequently assailed at

once by three of the chief powers of Italy, and by several of the

petty feudatories and independent captains, whilst, as Florence

* Sismondi's account of these facts is strangely inaccurate. One page of his

seventy-first cliajitcr contains these four mis-statements: 1. That Federigo was son

of Bernardino della Carda by the Countess of Urbino ; 2. That he married, about

1444, a dangliter of Francesco Sforza; 3. That 20,000 florins was the price of both

fiefs ; 4. Tliat Fossombrone was gifted to Federigo by Sforza, I have not found

;in anthoritv fir aTiv one of these assertions.
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and Venice were but lukewarm allies, he liad no efficient aid to

look for, beyond that of his recent but faithful friend Federigo.

With him accordingly he drew more closely the bonds of amity,

and in the end of June paid him a visit of five days at Urbiuo,

accompanied by his family, when Sanzi tell us they exchanged

reciprocal pledges of a romantic brotherhood in arms, prepara-

tory to the empty dignity of general-in-chief, conferred upon

the Count by Sforza on the loth of July.

The province which accidental circumstances had sul)jected to

Francesco gave him but a feeble tenure of sovereignty. It ex-

tended alono; the Adriatic sea-board from Siniaao-Ha to tlie

Tronto, including the Marches of Ancona and Fermo, which

are now the richest portion of the Papal States. Bat time was

wanting to consolidate his dominion, and to give him that hold

upon the affections and interests of his people v^diich is ever

wanting to upstart potentates. The very extent of his territory

thus became an element of peril, and the danger was aggravated

by the ill-timed accession to it of Upper Abruzzo as far as Pes-

cara, which, throwing off the yoke of Alfonso, placed itself under

his protection, giving another pretext to the confederates for

accelerating their attack. This, however, the Marquis* anti-

cipated by hurrying to the north, and attacking his son-in-law's

possessions about Fano. Leaving there an army, under his

brother Alessandro and the Count of TJrbino, to intercept the

Milanese forces, he proceeded to Florence, and by the aid of

Cosimo de' INIedici obtained a considerable sum of money. On
his return he carried La Pergola after a gallant defence. But

these exertions were all in vain. His subjects, j^roverbially

fickle, bound to him by no hereditary attachment, and alarmed

by the extensive preparations maturing for his destruction, })re-

pared to abandon his cause, and seek for protection under their

former ecclesiastical masters. Ascoli first raised the standard of

* Sforza had this teiritorial title from Eugene IV., when iuvestccl by him with

La Marca in 1433, and we prefer it to using his more common designation of

Count, in order to distinguish him from the Count of Ui'hitio.
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insurrection, and slew Rinaldo, uterine brother of the Marquis
;

but the contagion quickly spread, and although, by forced

marches and the most strenuous efforts, he for a time kept the

country in obedience, and even recovered several revolted castles,

the loss of Kocca Contrada, seduced by the intrigues of Sigis-

mond, closed the most available pass that remained to him.

From that moment his cause seemed desperate, and it became

his object to provide for the safety of his troops and few re-

maining strongholds during the approaching winter, in the hope

that spring might bring him better fortune. The garrisons of

Fermo and Jesi were succoured, and his cavalry were quartered

in the valleys of Urbino, whilst he took up his quarters in

Pesaro. But ere the year ended, Fermo his capital rose, and

the garrison were starved into a capitulation.

Federigo had shared in all the fatigues of this campaign, and

had gained what distinction could be gathered from its skir-

mishes and petty sieges. He thus earned the special indignation

of Eugene, whose legate vainly represented to him the folly of

adhering to a cause irretrievably lost. Even after Alessandro

Sfoi'za had been induced by these arguments to give his adhesion

to the Pontiff, the Count of Urbino, deeming it disgraceful to

swerve from his plighted troth, afforded shelter and protection at

Gubbio to the Marquis's family, thus compelled to retire from

Pesaro. Plis reward was papal excommunication, and a new

inroad on liis devoted state by the Perugian troops, at the in-

stance of Filippo Maria Visconti.

But the tide of adversity had nearly spent itself. The

Venetians and Florentines, at length roused to exertions in be-

half of their ally, brought their forces into the field. The

former advanced to support Cremona, which belonged to Sforza,

but was now assailed by his father-in-law ; the latter marched

three thousand cavalry and a thousand foot into Romagna.

Francesco and Federigo, on the strength of this seasonable re-

inforcement, resumed the defensive, and challenged the ecclesi-

astical army to a trial of strength, the Count adding a special
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defiance to personal combat, with Sigismontl. Both invitations

•were evaded or declined, and as the Sforzan battalions marched

round the camp of an enemy superior in numbers, — a clang of

triumph echoing from their trumpets, — and assailed them with

hisses and insulting cries, the moral effect was perhaps equal to

a victory.* This was in October, and during the autumn many

petty successes were gained over Malatesta about Pesaro, Ales-

sandro Sforza having reunited his interests with those of his

brother. The Venetians were meanwhile so pressing upon

Yisconti in Lombardy, that he hastened to make overtures of

reconciliation with his son-in-law, who, gladly profiting by the

opportunity to retrieve his damaged position, found some paltry

excuse to shake himself loose from the Kepublic, and, by one of

those rapid tergiversations which free lances were privileged to

perform, turned his arms against his defenders. Policy, if not

honour, justified this course, for the declining health of Filippo

Maria held out to Sforza new hopes of the Milanese succession,

and gave him a strong inducement to defend that tei'ritory from

neighbours so powerful and ambitious. The confederacy being

thus broken up, peace w^as restored to Komagna by a treaty of

the 11th March, 1447 ; but Sigismond, deeply disgusted at the

entire failure of his calculations, which, presuming on the utter

ruin of Federigo, had made sure of acquii'ing Urbino, Monte-

feltro. Durante, Gubbio, Fossombrone, and Pesaro, impatiently

awaited an opportunity for revenge. In the autumn of that

year he was enabled by the cabal of a few discontented citizens,

to seize Fossombrone, but within three days it was recovered by

* Sanzi exults over the cowardly confederates in a triplet, whose sound inge-

niously echoes the sense :
—

" Cum pompa excelsa, al suon di molte trombe,

Empiendo V aria d' altc voci humane

Par die ogni valle del rcmor ribombe."

The ruin occasioned by this campaign is supposed to have overtaken the poet's

family, and to have induced them to exchange their roof-tree at Colbordolo for the

more secure shelter of Urbino, where Raffaelle was born.
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Federigo, to the great joy of its inhabitants, who celebrated by-

thanksgivings and festivals their release from a tyrant's odious

yoke. The misery of these intestine wars is illustrated by an

anecdote mentioned of this assault, that the Count conceived it

necessary to stimulate the ardour of his soldiery by pi'omising

them the pillage of this his own city ; and he is stated to have

earned the jDraise of a most just and lenient prince, by restrain-

ing their fury until he had placed the women in safety.

During the year 1447, there occurred two deaths of great

moment to Italy, those of Pope Eugene IV. and Filippo Maria

Duke of Milan. Gabriele Condolmiere of Venice owed his

promotion to his countryman Gregory XII., whose nephew he

is said to have been, and received the triple tiara in March,

1431, when but forty-eight years of age. His reign was one

of turbulence, for the convulsions consequent upon his policy

disorganised Italy, and threatened Christendom with a new

schism. Putting himself at once in hostility with the Colonna,

whose power had grown formidable under their kinsman

Martin V., he exposed Rome to be pillaged by their lawless

bands. Soon after, he was glad to fly in disguise to Florence,

leaving his capital in the hands of a republican faction, and

oppressed by the partizans of Braccio. As the last hope of

recovering a portion of his territory from the various condot-

tieri who ravaged it, and " dreading a perilous contest more

than an ignominious peace*," he recognised Francesco Sforza,

the most influential of them, as Lord or Marquis of La Marca,

and created him Gonfaloniere of the Church. But with the

bad faith which marked the age, he sought to rid himself of the

instrument as soon as his purpose was served. Restless in his

policy, headstrong in his counsels, to him in a great measure

Avas owing that perturbed state of Italy, which, when once be-

come normal, continued, until the descent of the French in

1492, to realise the graphic description of Machiavelli :
" Peace

it cannot be called, wliilst the princes were frequently fighting;

* IMachiiivcUi, Istoric, li)). v.
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neither can such struggles well be regarded as warfare, where

men were not slain, nor cities sacked, nor sovereignties sacrificed

;

for so feeble became these strifes, that they were commenced

Avithout alarm, Avere conducted without risk, and closed without

damage."* Nor was his management of spiritual interests more

commendable. His quarrel with the Council of Basle gave him

a rival antipope, and might have cost him his tiara, but for an

unexpected overture of the last Emperor of Constantinople to

unite the Greek and Latin Churches. Such, however, was his

good fortune, that the completion of that union, the cruel per-

secutions he directed against the Hussites, and his ascetic re^

jection of personal indulgences to Avhich he was indifferent,

have gained for him the reputation of a zealot in faith, a saint

in morals, and withal a pillar of the papacy.

The Pontiff's death was followed within six months by that of

Filippo Maria, last of the Visconti, a race whose sway in Milan

is alleged to date from the eleventh century, and Avhose twelve

princes of that city have been commemorated by the flattering

pen of Giovio. They owe their place in history rather to the

importance of their duchy, and to the European marriages of

their later generations, than to personal illustration. The im-

mediate succession to Filippo Maria convulsed Upper Italy

during nearly three years, and the dispute, when revived half

a century later, brought upon the Peninsula those barbarian

aggressions from which she has till now been a chronic sufferer.

His only child, the illegitimate Bianca Maria, had been re-

luctantly bestowed by him on Francesco Sforza, whom his

jealous temper regarded as a rival and enemy, instead of con-

ciliating as a son and useful ally. The house of Orleans were

heirs of line of his family, but their title derived little strength

by their mother's legitimacy, where female descent could give

no valid claim to inheritance. The late Duke's testamentary

bequest of his sovereignty to Alfonso of Naples, was clearly be-

yond his legal powers, so that the best right seemed that of the

* Macliiavelli, Istorie, lib. v.
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Emperor, in virtue of the lapsed fief. But ere any one of these

four competitors was aware that the succession had opened, the

citizens of Milan possessed themselves of the vacant authority,

and their example was partially followed in neighbouring towns,

several of which attempted to establish a Lombard republican

confederacy with Milan at its head. In the struggles which

ensued, and to which Venice and Florence became parties, the

Count of Ui-bino took no share. The fate of Milan was decided

rather by famine than the sword, and in February, 1450, the

populace escaped from their sufferings by accepting Sforza as

successor of his father-in-law.

The Milanese succession was not, however, without its influ-

ence on Central Italy, and upon the fortunes of Count Fede-

rigo of Urbino. In the late contest on the Lombard plains,

Florence and Venice had, in observance of a long-established

and obvious policy, opposed the ambitious projects of Filippo

Maria, but had acceded to the new Pontiff's proposal for a con-

gress at Ferrara, in order to arrange a general peace. To this

Visconti lent himself in no good faith, having concerted with

the King of Naples that they should each attack one of these

republics, as soon as Francesco Sforza should be secured to their

side. Even whilst the congress was sitting, Alfonso obtained a

footing in the Upper Val d'Arno, and although the death of

his confederate abrogated their secret understanding, the oppor-

tunity of pursuing his selfish designs upon Tuscany continued

favourable ; fur Venice was occupied in a fresh struggle with

Sforza, and his own pretensions upon jNIilan, under the late

Duke's will, would be much enhanced could he bear the tro-

phies of Florence to the banks of the Po. lie, howevei", offered

to abstain from hostilities, on condition that free passage and

provisions were allowed to his army, and that the city, now

ruled by Cosimo de ]Medici, should renounce its Venetian alli-

ance. It I'equired but little consideration to reject terms which

would have opened to him the Milanese, where his success must

have destroyed the balance of power in the Peninsula.
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Disappointed of Siena, which refused his fair offers, Alfonso

turned into the valley of the Cecina, and having possessed him-

self of Pomerance, Campigli, Castiglione, and other townships

in the Maremma, proposed to winter there. But he was

promptly checked by Count Federigo, wliom the Florentine

Council had taken into their service*, and the spring arrived

without any considerable movement or advantage on either side.

There now occurred an incident highly characteristic of his

bitter foe Sigismond, and in which he showed to advantage by

the contrast. The Lord of Rimini, having been engaged by

Alfonso, received from him 30,000 ducats in advance of pay,

but, more intent upon selfish ends than on his promised service,

he misapplied the money, and availed himself of the Count's

absence from Urbino to repeat his attack upon Fossombrone

and some neighbouring castles. In order to palliate this breach

of faith, he wrote to the King that it was in truth a well-laid

scheme for his benefit, Federigo being sure to hasten from Tus-

cany for the defence of his own subjects. The calculation was

however defeated, as the Count, with a fidelity seldom found or

expected among free lances, refused to quit his post, resting the

safety of his people upon their own gallantry and devotion.

When Alfonso perceived this, he summoned Malatesta to join

him, but, whether from innate treachery or apprehension, he

preferred offering himself and his contingent of above two thou-

sand men to the Florentines, against whom he was actually

engaged to serve. Apart from the unpleasant position in which

it placed himself, this tergiversation seemed to Federigo so out-

rageous a treason as to require from him a special protest ; but

his usual conscientious adherence to a temporary banner pre-

vailing over honourable scruples and personal disgust, he kept

* I found tliis condotta or engagement in the archives of the Albani Palace at

Urbino. It is for six months from March, 1448, and stipulates for 3000 florins of

monthly pay, for which the Count was to maintain 506 lances and 300 foot.

Poggio says that his actual force was 1000 horse and 800 infantry.— Muratori

Script. XX. 420.
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the field, and even consented to adjourn all private quarrels v/itli

Sigismond to the end of the campaign. It was marked by no

circumstance of interest beyond the King's ineffectual attempt

upon Piombino, the peninsular capital of a petty fief belonging

to the Appiani, then confederates of the Republic. The marsh-

fever of the Maremma,

" Where the path

Is lost in rank hixuriancc, and to breathe

Is to inhale distemper, if not deatli,"

seconded its brave resistance, and Alfonso was glad to return

home in the autumn after sacrificing a portion of his army,

while the Count of Urbino retired to his state. But during

their joint service under the Florentine banner, Sigismond had

found opportunity for the exercise of his intriguing spirit. De-

manding audience of Federigo, he remonstrated against his

having aided in the establishment at Pesaro of a stranger, to the

vast detriment of its hereditary seigneurs the Malatesta, so long

neighbours and kindred of the Montefeltri ; and in token of the

thanklessness of that service he showed a bond, whereby Ales-

sandro Sforza had allied himself with Sigismond for^the partition

of Urbino and its dependencies. With such evidence before him,

Federigo lent himself to an offer made by the false Lord of

Rimini to turn the tables against Sforza, and to surrender all of

the JMontefeltrlan territory that he had gained two years before,

provided the Count would aid him in ousting the intruder from

Pesaro. But with characteristic treachery he availed himself

of a favourable moment to attack that town single-handed, and

Federigo, satisfied of his utter faithlessness, rushed to the rescue,

reclaiming by this new and noble-minded service the gratitude

of Alcssandro and of his brother. As soon as the latter was ac-

knowledged Duke of Milan, he offered the Count of Urbino an

engagement, in highly complimentary terms, stating that, after

full consideration to whom he could worthily commit the con-

duct of his army, whereon depended the whole welfare of his

state, he had fixed upon Federigo, having long known and
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clearly ascertained his extraordinary and vmfailing fidelity, au-

thority, gravity, prudence, promptitude, justice, wisdom, and

diligence in the conduct of every great enterprise.* The Tuscan

war being over, this appointment Avas readily accepted by the

Count, although suffering from a painful and dangerous accident.

In honour of the Duke's exaltation, he had proclaimed a

tournament at Urbino, which Sanzi assures us was preceded by

omens of evil. In particular, his mother, influenced by a horrible

dream, besought him on her knees to abandon the intention.

Though a firm believer in astrology, his mind repudiated this

superstition, which however diffused among all ranks a feeling of

vague anxiety as the jousting day approached. Just then there

arrived Guidangelo de' Ranieri, a gentleman of Urbino, who

had gained the prize in a recent passage of arms at Florence

;

he was met at the city gates by the Count, who embraced him,

placing on his neck the knightly guerdon of a golden chain.

Being asked to run a course with him, Guidangelo would have

excused himself, and is even said to have earned a sharp reproof

for forbearing to touch him, in deference to the prevailing ap-

pi'ehension of some impending mishap. On repeating the

course, the knight being mounted on a small charger, his lance,

after striking Federigo's armour, glanced upwards, and was

shivered against his vizor. He received the stunning blow be-

tween the eyebrows, where it shattered the bone of his nose and

knocked out his right eye. Recovering himself, however, he

kept his seat, and consoled those who flocked around in conster-

nation, by assuring them of a speedy cure, and that one of his

two good eyes remaining, he would still be able to see better

than with a hundi'cd ordinary ones. This courageous bearing

v/as perhaps the best recipe, and his cure appears to have been

rapid and easy ; but the damage to his features may be presumed

from subsequent portraits representing him in profile, which,

whilst concealing the loss of his eye, exaggerated the prominence

of his broken nose.

* Muzio, 386.
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CHAPTER VI.

COUNT FEDERIGO ENTERS THE NEAPOLITAN SERVICE. HIS TWO

CA3IPAIGNS IN TUSCANY. FALL OF CONSTANTINOPLE. PEACE OF

LODI. NICHOLAS V. THE COUNT's FRUITLESS ATTEMPT AT RE-

CONCILIATION WITH SIGISMOND PANDOLFO MALATESTA ;
FOLLOWED

BY NEW FEUDS WITH HIM. — DEATH OF HIS COUNTESS GENTILE.

Italia ! in te acecata e disunita

Hor per dolor te batte ogni mascella."

G. Sanzi.

' Ah, poor and blinded Italy ! defaced

And disunited, well thy jaws may shake,

Trembling and chattering from excess of pain;

The establishment of Francesco Sforza as Duke of Milan had

virtually settled the affairs of Lombardy, for although the

Emperor and the French King refused to recognise his rights to

the Visconti succession, they deferred their respective claims

upon that duchy till a fitter season. The Angevine pretensions

to the crown of Naples were also in temporary abeyance, and the

triple tiara had passed from the turbulent Eugene to Nicholas

v., whose early habits of scholarship continued undisturbed by

ambitious dreams. There thus seemed no element of contention

left, and a prolonged peace was the natural as well as the true

policy of Italy. But, in the words of Sanzi,

" No long repose Ausonia e'er can brook,

For peace to her brings languor, and she deems

It loathsome to lie fallow."
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So paltry were the pretexts, so remote the motives for renewed

hostilities, that Sismondi is content to ascribe these to diplomatic

intrigue, seconded by a general irritability of temperaments, and

avows that, ere they were resumed, a review of interests and re-

construction of alliances became absolutely necessary. Venice

and Florence had hitherto co-operated to protect themselves,

and maintain a balance against the ambitious dynasties of Visconti

and Arragon ; but jealousy of the terra-firma acquisitions of the

former, having induced her sister republic to league with Sforza,

she consulted at once her safety and her vengeance by an intimate

union with Alfonso. Sigismond Malatesta being retained in

her service, the Duke of Milan bought him over by an offer of

better terms, and the Count of Urbino, finding himself thus

exposed to the same contact with his personal enemy which had

recently annoyed him in the Maremma campaign, renounced his

engagement with Sforza, and as a natural consequence trans-

ferred it to the other side. The King of Naples, disgusted by

the late treachery of Sigismond, and by similar instances of

light faith on the part of other Italian condottieri, had announced

his determination to employ none of them without sureties for

their fidelity. But he made an exception in favour of Federigo,

declining his offer of the Venetian signory as his sponsors, on

the ground that he knew his Avord to be sufficient guarantee.

In consequence, however, of the coronation of Frederick III.

at Rome, and his stay in Italy, it was not until 1452 that these

arrangements were so far completed as to enable the Venetians

to declare war upon Sforza in May of that year, and Alfonso to

publish hostilities with Florence in the following month.*

The Kino; being desirous of bring-ino- Into notice his natural

son Fei'dlnando Duke of Calabria, the destined heir of his

crown, now placed him at the head of 8000 cavalry, and half

that number of foot soldiers, but bestowed on Federigo the rank

and title of Captain-general. Entering Tuscany by Cortona,

* Bcrni dates the Tuscan campaign as in 1451, but Sismondi is correct.
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tills army penetrated by the valleys of Chiana and Arno, carry-

ing terror almost to the gates of Florence, and overrunning a

vast extent of country. But no permanent Impression was made,

for, trusting to the artillery of Siena, which was refused him,

Alfonso had not provided his troops with the means of taking

any strong places. It accordingly cost them six weeks to reduce

Foiano, and after spending as long before Castellina, the burst-

ing of their only batterlng-gim rendered further perseverance

useless. Thus when they betook themselves to winter quarters

at Aquaviva on the Mediterranean coast, they could boast no

important result of the campaign. A colourable pretext was

thus afforded for murmurs from the captains, many of whom
served reluctantly under a commander so much their junior.

Although these complaints reached Alfonso, they no way di-

minished his confidence in Federigo, whom he encourasfed to

meet such jealousy by redoubled exertions. In order to arrange

a plan of operations, the Count repaired to Naples, and received

from him a cordial welcome. As spring advanced, the pestilent

air of the Maremma, which had foniierly compromised the Nea-

politan army in

" That sun-bright land of beauty,"

again p-oved their scourge. Many officers and men were at-

tacked by fever, and among them the Captain-general, who was

removed to Siena whilst his troops fell back upon Pitigliano.

The following letter, written by him during an earlier stage

of his malady, and probably in reply to pressing invitations

from the priors of that city, proves his reluctance to leave hia

post :
—

" Mighty and potent Lords, dearest Fathers

;

" Although I have experienced the singular good-will, paternal

affection, and love displayed by your lordships towards myself and

my house, not only now and on this occasion, but in other times

and circumstances, yet the renewed offers and cordial proposals so
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freely made me in your most courteous letters, In reference to

this illness of mine, have imposed upon me further and greater

obligations. Not that I admit these to render me more devoted

to your lordships than before, seeing that I was already your

son, and as such sincerely attached to your state and magnificent

community : but I desire your lordships to be aware that I

acknowledge my obligations to be ever and greatly on the in-

crease, and that I am most anxious to acquit them, so far as in

my power, for the advancement of your lordships' honour and

advantage. More I cannot at present ; nevertheless, being

desirous to do my best, I give your lordships infinite thanks

;

and having nothing new to offer, I yet tender what has been

yours a thousand years past, — my state and person ; assuring

your lordships that, in so far as consists with my honour, your

lordships may dispose of me and mine, as a son faithful and

devoted beyond all others. Notwithstanding a violent and

serious attack of illness, I have not thought fit to come to Siena,

nor to repair to any other part of your lordships' territory

(though ready to go thither with the same confidence as to my
own house), because from the first I resisted leaving my illustri-

ous Lord Duke, however unimportant my remaining by him

might be. Since then, thanks to God, I have gone on improv-

ing, and am now pretty well, so that I hope to be speedily quite

restored ; whereof I wished to inform you, convinced that it

would be gratifying to your lordships, from whom I pray in-

structions, should anything occur that I can do. From his

Majesty's successful army at Aquaviva, the 26th of July,

1453.

" Federigo Count of Montefeltro, Urbino,

AND Durante, Captain-general of the Serene

King of Arragon." *

* Tliough pruned of not a few redundant partieles wliich obscure the original,

this letter proves that even before Spanish fashion had elaborated feebly magnilo-

quent expletives, the Italian style v/as justly chargeable with verbiage.
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This campaign differed little in tactics, and no way in results,

from that in which Federigo, under the Florentine standard, had

lately contested much of the same ground with Alfonso. We
pass rapidly over the events of both, for although minutely

dwelt upon by his biographers, and tending to develope his

military science and reputation, they were marked by no bril-

liant incidents, and involved no general interests. Machiavelli,

ever willing to sneer at mercenary warfare, observes that places

Avere then deemed impregnable which in his day were abandoned

as untenable, and explains the policy of the invaded to consist

in avoiding a general engagement ;
" for they deemed it im-

possible to be ultimately worsted, so long as they were not

beaten in any pitched battle, the loss of petty castles being

recovered with returning peace, while more important places

were secure in the enemy's inability to assault them." *

The Count's engagement was renewed by the King of Naples

in autumn for another year on the same terms, which appear

from the Oliveriana MSS. to have been 1500 ducats a month

for his own pay, 8 ducats, of ten gigli, for each lance, and 2

for each foot-soldier ; his company to consist of 700 lances and

600 infantry. No active service was, however, required; and

the general pacification, to which Alfonso reluctantly acceded

in January, 1455, restored matters to their former state, — the

usual issue of such contests.

Europe was now startled by an event which exposed Italy to

peculiar peril. The Eastern Empire had long been falling into

feeble senility, and in proportion as her vigour relaxed and

her frontier receded, the Crescent extended its domination, and

menaced the Bosphorus. The Greeks appealed for aid to

western Christendom ; but men's enthusiasm had become selfish-

ness ; the crusading spirit was extinct, and the cry echoed un-

heeded along the Mediterranean shores. The siege of Constan-

tinople by Mahomet II., a barbarian endowed with qualities

* Istoric, lib. vk
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Avliich would have shone in any sphere, might have been pre-

vented or raised by very moderate efforts of the Italian powers

;

and it was not until the loss of that great capital, that they per-

ceived the folly of their neglect, which had sacrificed the best

bulwark of Europe against Ottoman aggression. But besides

this general consternation, the maritime republics staggered

beneath the blow, for it annihilated that trade with the Archi-

pelago and the Euxine which had crowded their ports and filled

their coffers ; and when Constantinople fell, many wealthy

Christian merchants, there resident, were stripped of their pro-

perty, and passed into menial slavery. It was in the mou^ent

of universal alarm, that Nicholas V. urged a general recon-

ciliation and league of Italy, with a zeal whicli, notwithstand-

ing the doubts of Simonetta adopted by Sismondi, we believe to

have been sincere. The congress held for this purpose at Home
was, however, distracted by narrow views and shallow Intrigues,

and broke up without eftecting Its object. Yet, ere long, policy

pi'cvalled over petty ends, and the peace of Lodl^ signed In

April, 1454, to which at first only Venice and Milan were

parties, was ratified within a few months by all the Peninsular

states, and secured to them a long period of comparative repose.

This pacification of Italy, which the Pontlft' had ardently

desired, he was not long spared to witness, for he closed his

exemplary life on the 24th of March. Tommaso de' Parentu-

celli, though of PIsan parentage, was born and brought up at

Sarzana, from whence he took his usual designation. Pie was

early vowed to the Church In consequence of his mother's dream,

and at the University of Bologna his progress attracted notice

from the bishop, Avho took him into his family, where he re-

mained for about twenty years. On the return of Eugene to

Rome, In 1443, he was elevated to the purple, as vlce-camer-

lingo ; and three years and a half later, was chosen to succeed

that Pontiff. The tastes and habits of scholarship Avhich Nicholas

had formed in early youth preserved their ascendency after this

remarkable advancement. The first object of his government
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was the maintenance of general peace ; and when lie failed to

effect this, his nniform policy was neutrality. His attention

was tlius left free to follow out, for the benefit of his subjects,

and of mankind, those aspirations for justice, and those enlarged

vievv'S of mental development Avhich formed his character. The

revenues which other poutiiFs of that age misapplied to promote

miserable contests, or lavished on schemes of nepotism and

courtly vices, he directed into more wholesome channels. Mag-

nificent in all that could lend dignity to the religion of whose

faith and ritual he was the guardian, careful of v/hatever could

j)romote the dignity of his sacred office, an economical manage-

ment enabled him largely to gratify his literary longings. At

his court, habits of study were an unfailing recommendation ;

mental acquirements were duly lionoured, and men of letters

Avere sure of finding a generous and enlightened friend. With

him originated the Vatican library, which, under liberal popes,

and by favourable ojiportunities, has since been gradually aug-

mented into one of the brightest ornaments of the papacy.

His mild and useful reign ended far too soon for the welfare of

Italy, and the interests of letters, but the light which it diffused

scattered the last shadows of the dark ages, and still gilds the

remainder of this century.

It chanced that a few days before peace had been concluded,

a subsidy of 36,000 ducats reached Federigo from the King of

Naples, wliich he immediately offered to return, as no longer

required. Regarding this as an act of unusual conscientious-

ness, Alfonso desired him to retain the money on account of

future services ; whereupon the Count, after sending home his

company from the Tuscan war, attended the Duke of Calabria

to Naples, to offer acknowledgments in person. To his sugges-

tion, while there, has been ascribed by Muzio and Baldi a

double matrimonial alliance, now proposed between the hitherto

hostile houses of Aragon and Sforza, as a means of cementing

the new league, but of which only that of Hippolita INIaria

Sforza took effect. On the same authority we nuist attribute to
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him a selfish and ill-timed counsel, which marred that measure

and perilled the peace of Italy. Whilst a party to the losing

game which Sforza played in La Marca during 1445-6, several

of his townships were seized by the Lord of Rimini, in whose

possession they had since remained. With the ultimate hope of

reclaiming these on some fitting opportunity, he is alleged to

have reminded Alfonso of the scurvy trick played upon him in

1448 by Sigismond, in passing over to the service of Florence

after receiving his pay, and to have suggested such treachery as

sufficient ground for specially excluding the latter from the

league, and for reserving a right to make reprisals. The King

adopted this hint the more readily, that he had other wrongs to

settle with the Genoese and with Astorre Manfredi, seigneur of

Imola ; he accordingly, on ratifying the ti'caty of Lodi in

January, 1455, introduced an exceptional clause against these

three states, the efiect of which was not only to keep up petty

warfare in Romagna and Ligurla, but eventually to entail u])on

his son a disputed succession which well nigh cost him his

crown.

It was the destiny of Urbino long to endure the full weight

of Malatesta's troublesome qualities ; to be in turn agitated by

his intrigues, compromised by his instability, deluded by his

duplicity, harassed anew by his inroads, and again cajoled by

his hollow repentance. The Count, whose sense of honour was

delicately susceptible, and who felt warmly for his people's

welfai'e, could no longer brook such aggressions. Bent upon

signally punishing them, he, however, before concerting measures

with Alfonso, judged it prudent to visit Florence, Bologna,

Milan, and Mantua, in order to justify to their governments the

necessity of making an example of his inveterate foe. Xothing

could exceed the honourable reception accorded him at these

places ; but he did not obtain anything beyond general assurances

or cold civilities in regard to the matter he had in view. The

proffered mediation of Borso d'Este, Duke of JNIodena and

Marquis of Ferrara, held out one last hope of an arrangement

;

H 4
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so he paid him a visit on his return homewards, in May, 1457,

and found that Malatesta was ah-eady his guest. The inter-

view of these rivals is described by Sanzi and Baldi with

details probably more dramatic than historical. The Lord of

Rimini came reluctantly, with arms at his side and implacable

passions in his breast ; he commenced the discussion with a

long catalogue of grievances, and quickly w^rought himself up

to violent and insulting language, which Federigo met by mild

but firm remonstrance, ending with a proposal to settle by

single combat, " hand to hand, in field, or plain, or valley,"

whatever misunderstandings could not be amicably disposed of

by their host. Sigismond, for answer, drew his sword, and

after the parties had exchanged ferocious defiance, the Duke

separated them, grieved at the total failure of his intervention.

Before leaving Ferrara, the Count offered to submit to his arbi-

tration their differences, tlie chief of which was, as to restora-

tion of the places in Montefeltro retained by Malatesta ; but the

latter declined any reference of the sort.

After provocations so aggravated, and in the certainty that

opportunity alone was wanting to renew them in manner more

perilous to his interests, Federigo no longer hesitated to act

upon the reservations of the treaty of LodI, and in June

hastened to Naples, in order to obtain assistance. It happened

that Giacopo, son of Nicolo Piccinino, was then in the Abruzzi

with his company of adventure, retained by Alfonso, but wait-

ing the chances of war. The Count, therefore, applied for

permission to employ him against Malatesta, who, like a true

braggart, lost courage on finding himself exposed to just ven-

geance, and virtually excluded from assistance by the terms of

the league. Recurring as usual to intrigue, he sent his eldest

son Roberto to Naples, that he might gain favour Avith the

beautiful Lucrezia Allagno, or del Lagno, who, though said to

have equalled her Roman namesake in propriety, held the

elderly monarch by the silken chain of youthful passion. Her

dragon-like virtue did not exempt her from womanly weakness.
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aud in exchange for the most brilliant ruby which the jewellers

of Venice could supply, backed by an offer of his hand for her

niece, Roberto gained her influence in his father's behalf.

^Months were lost in counteracting this back-stairs interposition;

and meanwhile Federigo was widowed by the death of Gentile,

of whom nothing is known beyond the excessive stoutness of

her person. These delays enabled him to prepare the muni-

tions of war, and he addressed to the niagistx'ates of Siena this

request for a person qualified to cast mortars :
—

" Mighty and potent Lords, and Fathers honourable and

beloved :

" I have immediate want of a master mortar-founder, and

being informed that there is in Siena one such, able and suffi-

ciently qualificLl, who would well satisfy me, and whom I knew

when detained there ill [in 1453], I urgently pray your lord-

ships, as a particular favour, to give him leave of absence. And
my need of him being urgent, I trust that he will come quickly

along with the bearer hereof, and I shall so pay him his dues

that he shall be well satisfied, I have reason to hope that your

lordships will oblige me as to this artist, for in all that tends to

the weal of your republic I would be most affectionate, and

observant beyond any other ally you have in the world. As for

the mortars, I want to use them against the Lord Sigismond,

the enemy of your lordships, to whom I commend myself.

From Urbino, the 7th of November, 1457.*

It was in this month of November that the Count and Picci-

nino at length took the field, although the season already

w^arned them to winter-quarters in the inclement climate of the

Apennines. After reducing several places near Fossombrone,

Federigo, in order to save his own people, seized some town-

* Carteggio d' Artisti, i. 178. rromis,the recent editor of Francesco di Giorgio's

works, conjectures this artillery-founder to have been Agostino da Piacenza, not

Francesco, as had been supposed.
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ships of Cai'pegna, a tiny fief held by a branch of his family

with whom he was at variance, and there left the troublesome

troops of Giacopo until the spring. When it opened, notwith-

standing the dilatory and heartless tactics of their leader, who,

like a true condottiere, regarded decisive movements as fatal to

his trade, this " war of petty sieges by petty armies," as it is

aptly called by Sismondi, soon exhausted and humbled the

refractory Sigismond, whose unhappy condition is thus piti-

ably described in another interesting despatch to the Sienese

authorities.

"Mighty and potent Lords, dearest Fathers:

" I have not cared to write sooner to your lordships, no-

thing further having been decided by the serene King regarding

peace or war with the Lord Sigismond ; but I have at length

determined to write this, in order that your lordships may not

marvel at my silence, and that you may be informed how matters

stand. And I hereby advise you how the Lord Sigismond has

sent many humble and respectful messages, through his son,

to the serene King, supplicating that his Majesty would con-

descend to have mercy, and, notwithstanding misconduct so

gross as to merit no favour nor compassion, that his Majesty

would take to himself his sons as his Majesty's slaves, and would

deign to decide that they should not go begging their bread.

And the son besought his Majesty to permit that his father

should come and throw himself at his feet, Avith a halter round

his neck, publicly to crave mercy, bringing with him as much

money as possible, and the jewels formerly offered ; and should

this not suffice, that his Majesty might take whatever else of his

he would, until satisfied. His Serene Majesty rej)lled that the

youth should remain at Naples whilst he went to Magione,

and that he would cause an ans\ver to be sent through his

council. Thus passed many days without further incident.

And although the ambassador of the Duke of Modena strongly

interceded, no further reply was obtained, nor any other resolu-
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tiou come to, things remaining in suspense. And I am informed

that the serene King is decided to exact the sum demanded, of

27,000 ducats of the highest value, and 70,000 for expenccs

;

besides insisting on restitution of my territory, without restoring

his own conquests. But tlie Lord Sigismond's people declare

it impossible for him to give sncli a siun in cash, though he

might pay 20,000 down, with the jewels, and as far as 60,000

by instalments, so that I do not see how the matter can well

be arranged. I, however, hourly look for further advices, and

your lordships will be informed of what I hear, for things

cannot now remain much longer in suspense, Gottefredo being

gone to Naples with the Lord Sigismond's ultimatum. From

Urbino, 2nd of May, 1448.

"Federigo Count of Montefeltro, Urbino,

AND Durante, Captain-general of the Serene

King of Arragon." *

These sanguine anticipations Avere, however, premature, as

fortune had still some trials in store for Federigo. Alfonso's

death took place on the 1st of July, that of Pope Calixtus IIL a

few weeks later; both events materially affected the struggle which

he had thus regarded as at an end. Indeed the whole state of

parties in that strife curiously illustrates the chances and changes

on which depended success in the intestine broils of Italian

feudatories and captains of adventure. The great ambition of

the latter was to attain the sovereignty of some petty state, and

PIccInino conceived himself, as representative of the Braccian

influence, well entitled to watch an opportunity of turning it

to such account. His calculation probably was that he might

be able to possess himself of one at least of the seigneuries which

Malatesta's ruin Avould vacate ; but as the contest went on, that

Avily intriguer appears to have suggested to him Ui'bino as a

richer guerdon, attainable by gi-adually wasting Federigo's

* From the Itiilian original, in the Archivio Dii^lomatico at Siena.
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resources, and finally at a fitting moment turning round to

crush him.

The Duke of Milan's sympathies were naturally with the

Count, who had stood by him single-handed in adversity, and

in his cause had incurred those losses he was now endeavouring

to recover, whilst the Lord ofRimini had betrayed him again and

again, and with his own hands had strangled his natural daugh-

ter, the third wife murdered by this Bluebeard of real life. Yet

such was Sforza's detestation of Giacopo as head of the old

Braccian faction, and fear lest his ambition of sovereignty should

be gratified, that he actually advanced money to support Sigis-

mond, who also obtained similar assistance from the Duke of

Modena, jealous perhaps of the growing Montefeltrian influence.

The Pontiff's death opened a new hope to Piccinino, and on the

speculation of possibly making good a footing in Perugia, he

profited by this vacancy of the Holy See to seize upon Assisi,

Nocera, and Gualdo. Thus, within three months after his letter

to Siena, Federigo found himself deprived of his only ally

Alfonso, deserted by his confederate Piccinino, and left to main-

tain the contest single-handed against an adversary suddenly

enabled to rally under his standard some of the boldest adven-

turers of Komagna.

But the reaction in his favour w^as not long postponed. Fer-

dinand continued his commission as captain- general, with a

pension of 6000 ducats assigned to him by Alfonso three years

before ; and fully aware of the importance of conciliating papal

sanction to his own questionable sovereignty, commanded

Giacopo to quit the ecclesiastical territory and return to the

banner of Montefeltro. A miserable contest of sacked villages

and barbarous reprisals was continued during autumn and win-

ter, and though the advantage preponderated on the Count's

side, these successes were at his people's cost.

Meanwhile the repose of Italy was exposed to more serious

interruption. Alfonso V. of Arragon and Sicily had main-
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tained his very doubtful title to tlie crown of Naples* by a

happy union of energy and judgment. Devoting his life to

Italy, he first established his reputation by a series of victories

over his Angevine competitor, and then cemented liis popularity

by an easy and accessible address, by lavish profusion of trea-

sure and honours, by a zealous pursuit and patronage of learn-

ing. The epithet of Magnanimous, which graces his name,

was merited by his testamentary disposition as well as by his

character. Havings no legitimate issue, he left to his brother

John his hereditary dominions in Spain and the islands, but

conceived himself at liberty to bestow the crown of Naples, re-

ceived at first as a gift and retained by the sword, upon his

natural son Ferdinand, whose substitution to it had been sanc-

tioned by two popes, recognised in various treaties, and formally

voted by a native parliament. His chief confidant and agent

in these arrangements had been his countryman Cardinal Al-

fonso Borgia, who at his death filled the papal throne with the

title of Calixtus III., and who, anticipating that bad faith and

unscrupulous nepotism which, tinder Alexander VL, consigned

to enduring infamy their subsequently canonized name, used his

authority to supplant Ferdinand by his own nephew Pierluigi

Borgia. AVith this view he, as suzerain of Naples, declared its

sovereignty lapsed on the King's death without a legitimate son,

and although he published a notice calling upon all claimants

to appear for their interests, his real object Avas divulged by an

offer to Francesco Sforza of his father's fiefs in the Abruzzi and

Apulia, on condition of his enabling him to place the crown on

Pierluigi's head. These intrigues were, how^ever, frustrated by

this Pope's death on the 8th of August ; and his successor

Pius II., a man in all respects his opposite, hastened to recognise

Ferdinand, maintenance of peace in the Peninsula being the

first requisite towards his grand project of a crusade against the

Turks.

* Sec above, p. 63., .and afterwards Ciiap. XIV.
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Full of tins scheme, lie summoned a congress of European

powers at Mantua, which proved one of the most interesting-

assemblages recorded in media3val history, and offered to

Christendom the rare spectacle of a pontiff engaged in reconcil-

ing his universal flock. From the British Isles no adequate re-

sponse answered his summons, " England being hopelessly con-

vulsed by civil broils, and Scotland hidden in the ocean depths."

His self-imposed task including the arrangement of all disputes,

those of the rival Lords of Urbino and liimini attracted early

notice. Sigismond attended at Mantua in person to plead his

cause -, that of Federlgo, who reluctantly consented to transact

with one Avhom he well knew no award, no promise, could bind,

was conducted by an envoy. The treachery of the former being

made manifest, he was condemned by the Pope to a pecuniary

mulct, and, failing payment, to the surrender of some fastnesses

in security. Thereupon new difficulties arose, Malatesta avow-

ing himself as yet unconquered, and ready to brave extremities

rather than accept the [>roffered terms. His swaggering was

thus checked by Pius :— " Hold your peace ; our care is not for

you, but for your house: our pity belongs to your subjects, not

yourself, whose manner of life merits no commiseration. How-

ever you may defend it by a multitude of words, your whole

life tells against you, and your sole plea is upon the deeds of an

ancestry deserving well of the Romish Church. Hence is it

that we seek to pacify your foes; and if you now resile from

what is fair and equitable, we shall leave you in the slough

wherein we found you : nor would it surprise us were the

divine mercy to pernut the poor to be afflicted for a season, that

you may finally expiate your guilt by a bloody end, or by a

wretched and im})ovcrIshed exile." Daunted by these vfords,

Sigismond succumbed to terms approaching the award ; but the

other party, elated by success, would make no concession,

though the Pontiff, indignant at such clinging to victory rather

than conciliation, strove to settle the })oints still at issue. It

was in this stale of matters that he indited the following brief.
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" To Federlgo, Count of Montefeltro, &c.

" Beloved son, we salute you. It is our urgent desire, in ac-

cordance with the charge committed to us, that harmony should

be restored between the dissentient faithful ; and to this we are

the more urgently bound, when misunderstandings arise be-

tween our own friends and the subjects of the Holy Roman

Church. Seeing, therefore, that quarrels have for some time

past prevailed under our vicars, between you and our beloved

son the noble Master Sigismond Pandolfo Malatcsta of Eimini,

occasioning bloodshed, fire-raising, rapine, and the like calamities,

and that worse evils impend, unless timeously averted, we have

thought fit specially to intimate to you our pleasure that a

friendly adjustment should take place, rather than arbitrarily

to employ our supreme authority to that end. Twice have we

fully discussed this matter at Florence, and now again at

Mantua, and in this good and pious work we have had the aid of

tlie noble and our beloved son Francesco Sforza Duke of Milan.

We entertained the hope of bringing the affair to a happy con-

clusion, and of ensuring you an honourable and lasting peace, in

Avhich your credit and advantage should be equally regarded

;

nor shall this hope be fallacious if you will at all accede to our

mediation. But since you demand very rigid conditions, giving

your ambassador no discretion as to modifying them, and limit

ns to merely ministerial interference, it is impossible for us to

bring about a compromise ; for rather tlian thus .accept a com-

pulsory dictation, Sigismond is ready to try the chances of war,

and expose himself to all impending risks. It is with equal

grief and astonishment that we perceive another great explosion

ready to burst forth. You despise the pacification we offer you,

sure, enduring, advantageous, honourable thougli it be. You

are victorious, and Sigismond acknowledges you to be so ; as

worsted, he is ready to submit to terms, and if you consent to

our arbitration the matter is settled. Better surely to accept a

certain and favovu-able proposal than to hazard a doubtful hope.

You are the conqueror ; let not your rigour and obstinacy wrest
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from you your conquest. Often have we read and observed how

mutable are the events of war, how rapid and various its re-

verses, how constantly in the end an over-confident victor is

vanquished. We, therefore, exhort your Highness in the Lord

to weigh well this matter, and if you deem an honourable jjeace

advantageous to your affairs, to leave open for our mediation

somewhat of the terms you have dictated to your envoy, in

which case we repeat our assurance that you will best consult

your own reputation and advantage. Given at Mantua, 21st

June, in our first year [1459]."*

The Pontiff's eventual decision was, that their conquests

should be mutually restored, but that La Pergola, Pietrarobbia,

and other townships should be given over to the Count, in com-

pensation of damages ; also that Malatesta should consign

Sinigaglia and Mondavio as security for pa^anent to Ferdinand

of 50,000 ducats, in full of his debts to the crown of Naples

;

this money, or, failing it, these tow^ns, to be given to Piccinino

in lieu of all demands on account of services to Alfonso and

Federigo. The only difficulty in carrying out these terms

appears to have originated with that selfish adventurer, who,

trusting to the terror with which his robber bands Avere re-

garded, and conceiving that he might extort still greater advan-

tages from a Pontiff intent on promptly settling every divisive

element in Italian politics, made several demonstrations against

the ecclesiastical territory. But the temporising Nicholas had

been succeeded by a practical and energetic statesman, who at

once ordered the Count of Urbino to protect the interests of the

Church. f In the following spring an interview between the

rivals, in token of their perfect reconciliation, w'as brought about

by the Duke of Milan. It took place in presence of a numerous

and noble concourse, witnesses to studied displays of affectionate

cordiality, which on one side were neither voluntary nor sincere.

* Bibl. Laureiitiana, pint. 90. cod. sup. 138. f. 4. Wc take these proceedings

from the Pope's own narrative, Cominentaria, pp. 52. 74.

I Sec letters to him from Pius II. of Nov. 11. and Dec. 12. 1459, in the Lauren-

tian MS. just quoted.
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CHAPTER VIL

COUNT FEDERIGO'S DOMESTIC LIFE HIS SECOND MARRIAGE,— NEW
WAR FOR THE ANGEVINE SUCCESSION TO NAPLES. — BATTLE OF
SAN FABBLANO. CONCLUSION OF THE WAR.— HUMILIATION OF
THE MALATESTA.

" Ravished whole towns, and forts from Spaniards reft."

Those readers who have thus far followed our narrative of

Count Federlgo's military career, may perhaps regret that its

somewhat limited and monotonous interest should not have been

varied by glimpses of bis domestic life. A prince whose

engagements were observed with rare fidelity, whose chivalrous

honour was happily combined with practical good sense and

unflinching justice, must have been almost necessarily a good

husband and kind master. But, in accordance with the habits

of his age and the calls of his condottiere profession, most of his

time was passed in the field, and unfortunately in those times

few bards and biographers considered any incense worth offer-

ing which did not savour of

" The pomp and cu'cumstance of glorious wai*."

His marriage with Gentile being hopelessly barren, he had

followed the example of his father by obtaining papal brieves of

legitimation, in 1454, for his natural sons Buonconte and

Antonio. With the latter we shall make acquaintance by and

by ; the former, a youth of remarkable promise, is supposed to

VOL. I. I
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have been his destined heir*, but having been sent on a mission

to Alfonso at Naples, in October, 1458, he died there of the

plague ; and another brother, Bernardino, who had accompa-

nied him on that journey, scarcely survived his return. Berni,

speaking from personal knowledge of these two princes, applies

to them Virgil's high-flown compliment to Marcellus :
—

" Ah, couldst thou break through Fates' severe decree,

A new MarcelUis shall arise in thee !

Full canisters of fragrant lilies bring,

Mixed with the pin-ple roses of the spring ;

Let me with funeral flowers his body strew." f

These bereavements probably predisposed their father to a pro-

posal made to him at Mantua by the Duke of Milan, that he

should marry his niece Battista Sforza, daughter of the Lord

of Pesaro, whose descent we have already explained, and who

was now about thirteen years of age.| Her mother's death,

when she was but eighteen months old, had occasioned her

being carried at an early age to the court of JNIilan, where those

gifts and endowments were well cultivated for which her

mother and great-grandmother had been renowned. Nearly of

an age with her cousin Hippolita ]\Iaria, one of the paragon

princesses of her age, whose marriage to the heir presumptive

of the Neapolitan crown we have noticed, she shared her labori-

ous education, and amply redeemed her own hereditary claim to

the talents and classical acquirements then in vogue among the

pedantic dames of Italy. With the like showy scholarship and

* Baldi, ii. 48. f Dryden's translation of iEneid, vi. 880.

if See p. 37. above. The extreme inaccuracy of Frenchmen, in speaking or

writing of names and persons, is proverbial; and Sismondi, a French writer, although

no Frenchman, has fallen into manifest errors regarding the fiimily of Urbino. We
have already detected one as to the birth of Federigo. In chap. Ixxi. he calls

Uattista daughter of Francesco Sforza, and in chap. Ixxxi. falls into the still more
gross blunder of making Sigismond Malatcsta father-in-law (becmpcrc) of Federigo.

This may be a misprint for bmiifrcre, which he would ha\'e Ijcen had Battista been

a daughter of Francesco, as well as Polissena, whom Malatcsta had married ; but

that was not the case. Sec notes at p. 8G. and above.
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precocious command of Latin rlietoric to wlilch her female pre-

decessors had been trained, she was put forward to welcome

illustrious visitors at INIIlan and Pesaro, in harangues which we

are assured were sometimes prepared, sometimes extempore, but

always elegant and appropriate.* The same cotcmporary au-

thority attributes her engagement w^Ith Federigo to the Influ-

ence of King Alfonso Immediately upon Gentile's death ; but

the dispensation is dated the 4th of October, 1459 |, and in the

following month the betrothal took place at Pesaro, where

great satisfaction was displayed, and a donation of 3000 bo-

lognlnl, or 75 florins, was voted by the council to Alessandro, of

which he would accept but two-thirds. The marriage was cele-

brated at Urbino, on the 10th of February, 1460; and we turn

to Sanzi's Chronicle, in the hope of finding some interesting

details commemorated by an eye-witness. These pomps are,

however, unfortunately curtailed by the poet, anxious to resume

the dull recital of little wars. He describes the ]>rlde as

"A maiden

With every grace and virtue rare endowed,

That heaven at intervals on earth vouchsafes,

In earnest of the bliss reserved on high."

Muzio most unaccountably omits all notice of the marriage

;

we, however, learn from Betussi that she was tiny in person,

but inherited the gifts and eloquence of her grandmother,

Battista di Montefeltro. These she publicly exercised at

Mantua, in an oration addressed to Pius II., and answered

in a compliment dictated either by his gallantry or critical

acumen. Bernardo Tasso has pleasingly embodied the testi-

mony of her cotemporaries :
—

" Tlic first of them in eqnal favour holds

Demosthenes and Plato ; reading, too,

Plotinus, while, in wisdom as in words.

* Urb. Vat. MSS., No. 123G., her funeral oration,

t Arcliivio Diplomatico di Firciize, original dispensation.

I 2
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Arpino's orator she well shall match
;

Consort of one unconquerecl, Frederick,

Urbino's Duke and long-tried champion."*

Yet mucli learning distracted her not from the practical affairs

of life. During her husband's ever-recui'ring absences, she ad-

ministered his state with singular propriety, besides bringing

him many children. On the fourth day after the ceremony,

Federigo left his capital to visit the Pope at Siena, where he

was magnificently entertained, returning home to pass the car-

nival with his bride.

New elements of discord were meanwhile fermenting, by

which the Turkish crusade was indefinitely postponed. The

popularity gained by the noble character of Alfonso of Naples,

and confirmed by his residence in Italy, descended not to his

successor. Feixlinand was already unfavourably known, from

his sombre and revengeful temper, his falsehood and avarice

;

yet we look in vain for provocations or grievances adequate to

justify the flictious proceedings of his great barons. Resolved

to supplant him, they made overtures to Jean, King of Navarre,

the successor to Alfonso's hereditary dominions, whose eldest

son, Count Viane, had already gathered golden opinions in

Lower Italy. But Jean, more anxious to consolidate his king-

dom than to augment it by outlying appendages, declined inter-

fering, and the malcontents turned to the Angevine claimant of

the Neapolitan crown. Rene the Good still reigned in Pro-

vence, occupied with his pen and pencil, and better fitted to be

the bard of chivalry than its hero. His son, the titular Duke

of Calabria, had established himself at Genoa in 1458, with

almost sovereign authority, on the invitation of her citizens,

who, finding themselves worsted in a contest, unwisely renewed

by Alfonso, after the peace of Lodi, in order to avenge himself

of the obstinately Angevine policy of that republic, naturally

called to their aid his French rival. The Duke's Avinninsf

* Amadigi, canto xliv. st. 57. Cicero was born at Arpino.
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qualities, and the sound judgment which he had manifested in

their service, were well calculated to render him a competitor

very formidable to the unprepossessing Ferdinand. The

Genoese, whose hearts he had thus gained, were ready to back

him with a naval armament, reinforced by some galleys ori-

ginally fitted out at Marseilles for the Turkish expedition, but

placed by Charles VII. at Rene's disposal. Florence, a tried

partizan of the Angevine succession, was faithful to her pre-

scriptive policy, and now urged upon Venice the recent grudge

which both republics owed to Alfonso of Aragon. But it was

in vain that the Duke sought support from Francesco Sforza

and the Pope. The former, with comprehensive glance, calcu-

lated the risks of French domination in Italy, and took his

stand on the treaty of Lodi, which, uniting all her powers in

one solemn national league, guaranteed the succession of Naples.

Pie therefore respectfully declined from the Angevine candidate

the same bribe which Celestlne had vainly offered him of his

fathei''s holdings in the Abruzzi, and during the Congress at

Mantua confirmed the Pontiff's inclination for the Ai^agonese

dynasty.

In October, 1459, the Duke of Calabria made a descent on

the Neapolitan coast, and his arrival gave the signal for an

almost universal rising of the great barons of the kingdom.

At this crisis of his fortunes, Ferdinand succeeded, through the

Duke of Milan's strenuous exertions, in detaching from the

Angevine party Venice and Florence, which assumed a neutral

position. He also summoned Piccinino from schemes of per-

sonal aggrandisement in La Marca, to defend his crown ; but

that greedy freebooter, indignant at being called off his quarry,

took the usual licence of condottieri, and opened a correspond-

ence with his master's competitor. Warned of this by the

Count of Urbino, the King and the Duke of INIilan made every

effort to retain Giacoj)0 under the banner of Aragon, and we

are assured that the Count, in their interest, went so far as to

promise him a surrender of part of his newly-recovered terri-

I 3
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toiy, should the adventurer not make good for himself any other

seigneury.* But trusting little to that slippery soldier, they

desired Federigo and the Lord of Pesaro to concert measures

for preventing his march into the Abruzzi. Their precautions

were, however, defeated, for Piccinino, who then lay in Romagna,

sent his baggage and camp-followers to be embarked at the

nearest ports, and partly by dexterously misleading them as to

his route, chiefly by forced marches of extraordinary rapidity, in

three days scoured the Adriatic coast, and reached the Tronto

without impediment. On the last day he is said to have done

fifty miles, with twenty squadrons of meu-at-arms and two

thousand infantry— a feat which cost him many horses, and

which he was believed to have elFected by aid of the Lady of

Loretto, before whose shrine he found time to prefer a passing

orison. Possibly more Important to his success was the adhesion

of Ercole d'Este, and of the Lords of Rimini and Camerino, to

the cause of Anjou, as well as orders privately given by the

papal legate to accelerate the passage of his formidable com-

pany through the ecclesiastical territory.

Although the army of the League, following closely on that

of Piccinino, had crossed the Tronto early in April, it was

unable to effect a junction with Ferdinand, In consequence of

the eastern side of the kin2:dom havlno; risen a2;alnst him, and of

the passes being all well guarded. In this state of afflilrs the

King's defeat at Sarno rendered his prospects still more gloomy,

and his only remaining hope seemed to rest on the confederate

force in the Abruzzi. It consisted of a strono; contino;ent from

Lombavdy, led by Bosio Sforza, and of a less Important brigade

of ecclesiastical troops, besides the hardy mountaineers of Mon-
tefcltro, and the well-tried company of Alcssandro Sforza, the

* Baldi, ii. 79. Pins liad arr.iiif^cd all this with Fcdcrigo at Siena, in February,

1460, and had advanced him money, in order, if necessary, to corrupt Piccinino's

troops. Commentaria, p. 97. At p. 100. the Pontifl' insinuates against Fcdcrigo

the same charge which the Urbino writers have preferred against his own legate, of

facilitating their transit into the enemy's country, which unquestionably could not

have been eirectcd without colliisi(jn or remissness in some cpiartcr.
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whole commanded by the Count of Urblno. It was kept in

check by Piccinino's army, superior especially in infantry and

cross-bowmen, although of late considerably weeded of the

Braccian veterans, many of whom had taken service under the

Lords of Pesaro and Urbino.

In July these contending armaments were in presence at

San Fabbiano, on the Tordino, the Angevines encamped on

the hill-side, the Aragonese in the plain, separated by a con-

siderable extent of intervening level ground, on which marauding

or exploring parties from each camp daily met. During one

of these skirmishes, a defiance was given by Nardo da IMarsciano

to Francesco della Carda to break a lance, which was cheerfully

accepted ; and, the challenge being repeated by Scrafino da

Montefalcone, it was taken up by one Fantaguzzo da S. Arch-

angelo. Two days were allowed for preparations, and, when

the encounters took place, victory declared for the Aragonese

knights, who, by order of Piccinino, were crowned with laurel,

and escorted back to their camp by a pompous array of martial

music. While aiding to keep the lists, Federigo, in making a

dash at a straggler, spurred his charger, which suddenly bound-

ing, so wrenched his back that he was rendered incapable of

motion, and was lifted from his horse in exquisite pain. Being

put to bed, Avith the prospect of a tedious cure, a council of war

was held in his tent, when Alessandro Sforza, the next in

command, advocated a general action ; but the Count spoke

long and strongly in favour of defensive tactics, and of saving

the troops from continual skirmishes, exhausting to their strength

and temper. The latter opinion was unanimously approved of;

but Alessandro having exclaimed, with some show of mortified

feeling, " You, however, have thrice had a tussle with the

enemy," Federigo replied, " Well then, you may do the same,

but with two or three squadrons only, not putting the Avhole

encampment under arms." Accordingly, two days after*, a

* There is much discrcprtncy as to the date. Bcrni and iMuzio say it was the

22d of July ; Baldi names the 29th ; Muratori, followed by Sismondi and Ricotti,

1 4
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prirtial onset was made, which, as both sides were supported by

repeated reinforcements, gradually brought on a general action.

The battle, thus commenced without plan or object, became a

disorderly pell-mell fight, and hence, probably, its results were

far more fatal than the usually bloodless engagements of hired

companies, more anxious about their own safety than the cause

which they supported for the nonce. Little can be gathered

from the confused accounts of the Urbino writers, and that of

Simonetta is obviously incomplete. From the latter it would

seem that the Braccians strove to cross a deep ditch in front of

their quarters, whilst Kicotti makes them successful in breaking

through the enemy's line, too much extended under an appre-

hension of being outflanked by superior numbers. Again, the

biographers of Federigo tell us that, learning the impending

loss of a battle brought on against his advice, he rose from bed,

had himself swathed in bandages, and, though unable to don

his armour, was lifted on horseback, heading a charge of the

reserve, which, although not crowned by victory, averted a

certain and signal defeat. The contest Avas prolonged when

night had closed in, and, after seven hours of severe fighting,

the combatants withdrew to their respective quarters. Baldi,

who dwells very fully on the Count's gallantry, quoting cotem-

porary manuscripts, mentions that two horses were killed under

him : but his courage was shown in triumphing over the agony

of his malady even more than by exposing himself in the l)runt

of a battle which had become almost desperate. His conduct

in both respects was done justice to by his followers, and much

of his military reputation dated from the disastrous fight of

San Fabbiano. It is to be regretted that no return of its

casualties has reached us, as it would have been curious to know

the losses of the most bloody action of this age. Berni merely

says that 400 horses and many men were slain. As to its

the 27th of tliat niontli,'; Simonetta the 22il of June. ISIuzio and Baldi, liowcver,

agree that the battle was fought on a Tuesday, which must have been the 22d
of July, the Feast of the Magdalen.
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immediate consequences, our authorities are again at issue.

Simonetta, the historian of the Sforzas, and, consequently, a

partizan of the League, admits that, though apparently a drawn

battle, the disadvantage was greatly on the allies' side ; that

a portion of their troops fled from the field, and never drew

bridle until they had crossed the Tronto, followed by the rest,

during the stillness of the subsequent night. Sismondi also

claims a victory for the Angevines, with the loss to their oppo-

nents of all their baggage, and most of their horses. On the

other hand, Baldi quotes two cotemporary authorities, one of

them a spectator, to prove that Federigo's army sacrificed

scarcely more than four hundred horses, and that he did not

break up his cantonments for at least ten days later, and even

then only in consequence of progressive disaffection in the

Abruzzi. He admits, however, that the confederate army exhi-

bited a most pusillanimous spirit, and, but for their captain-

general's exertions and authority, would have actually done what

Simonetta lays to their charge, instead of eventually retiring

beyond the Tronto rapidly, but in good order, with baggage

and wounded, their retreat covered by a succession of ambus-

cades, which checked and severely punished the columns of Pic-

clnino, while in disorderly pursuit.

The tournament which preluded this mortal strife proves

that a spirit of chivalry still animated the Italian condottieri,

who, in the words of Dante,

" Hired to a hireling, still with hirelings fights,

Ne'er asks the cause of quaiTel nor its rights."

An anecdote of Fedcrlgo which occurred a few days later

illustrates the same feeling. Piccinino, informed by spies of

the panic prevailing among the allies, sought by all means to

aofo-ravate it, in order to rid himself of them without further

bloodshed. He, therefore, on various pretexts, sent into their

camp bearers of bad news, and exaggerated rumours from the

south. One of these emissaries, being taken before the Count
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and asked what tidings, represented himself as commissioned by

Giacopo to request that their plate and valuables might not be

sent away, as he wished to have them for his own special use.

Federigo, though blessed with uncommon command of temper,

was irritated by this boastful and ill-timed insult, and, starting

to his feet, exclaimed, " Reply to Piccinino, or whoever else

sent you on this mission, that he who would win my property

will have enough to do, and must first stake his own." Then,

looking towards the sun, he added, " It is now late, but to-morrow

I shall inquire by what means he is to get them." In the

morning he accordingly sent his secretary, Paltroni, to inform

the General that, having received such a message in his name,

he desired to know how he proposed to gain these things, by

pitched battle or single combat ; that he was welcome to choose

what way he pleased, as they would be well defended against

one or many. But Giacopo repudiated the bravado imputed to

him, and sent back the envoy with many compliments, so that

this intended discouragement was, by the Count's tact, con-

verted into a sort of triumph, at the expense rather than to the

advantage of his designing adversary.

Ferdinand having lost every place of importance but his

capital, the cause of Aragon was now most critically situated

;

and had the Duke of Calabria moved directly upon Najilcs,

there can be little doubt that the French dynasty would have

been seated, and probably established, upon the throne of one of

the Sicilies. But he let slip the favourable moment, influenced

it is said by Orsini, Prince of Tarento. Such was the pre-

dominance enjoyed by this overgrown feudatory, that Alfonso

had conceived a marriage with his niece Isabella sufficient to

secure the crown to Ferdinand
;
yet was he the first to disturb

the succession, and his whole power had been directed against

her husband. It is said that love or duty, ambition or pique,

working on woman's wit, induced her to hazard an appeal to her

uncle's mercy, and that, disguised as a Franciscan monk, she

made her way to his tent, where her expostulations moved the
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stern baron to give breathuig-time to Ferdinand, by diverting

the Angevine arms from the capital to less important places.

Simonetta, omitting this little romance of history, ascribes

Orsini's policy to the selfish motive of prolonging a civil war

which augmented his individual importance. Under this press-

ing necessity all thoughts of the Turkish crusade were aban-

doned ; and even Pius postponed to a more fitting season, what

he regarded as the cause of Christendom, in favour of one which

Sforza had satisfied him was that of Italy. Both these sove-

reigns promptly advanced subsidies, and a small contingent of

troops from Lombardy arrived in the confederate camj). The

Count of Urbino's service as captain-general expired in Sep-

tember, when he would gladly have quitted a cause forsaken

apparently by fortune, in order to protect home interests,

always in peril from his neighbour of Rimini. But he was per-

suaded to accept a renewed engagement from the Pontiff, who

in the autumn was recalled from Siena by the exigency of his

capital.

Piccinino, consulting as much the advantage of his own com-

pany as that of the house of Anjou, made a descent upon the

Sabine territory, and scoured the rich Campagna, until the

Romans, tracing from their walls his path of fire, trembled for

their insecure city. The army of the League was summoned in

all haste for its defence, but their march was delayed by divided

councils and private aims, the leaders being averse to leaving

exposed their interests in Romagna ; and had Giacopo ventured

to attack the Eternal City, instead of intriguing with a few of

her discontented inhabitants, he might have anticipated those

scenes of plunder and outrage inflicted on her in the following

century by the lawless host of the Constable Bourbon. But it

was reserved for a French renegade, leading a horde of ultra-

montane banditti, to strike a blow, from which the Italian con-

dottiere may have recoiled as sacrilegious. Fortunately, Federigo

was thus spared the disgrace which tarnishes his grandson Duke

Francesco Maria I., of sacrificing the metropolis of Chris-
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tendom to dilatory movements and selfish ends. After losing

three months inactively on the Adriatic, the confederates ad-

vanced into the Sabine country, and recovered several places

lately seized by the Angevines. November having arrived, both

armies went into winter quarters ; the Count of Urbino at

Magliano, near Narni, where he learned that his departure from

La Marca had encouraged Malatesta to seize upon Mondavio,

which under the late arrangement had become his, Sinigaglia

being re-annexed to the Church.

Federigo and Alessandro Sforza repaired to Rome for the

Christmas ceremonies, when there occurred a singular proceed-

ing, commemorated by Pius in his Commentaries. An advocate

of the papal courts brought before a full consistory the mal-

practices of Sigismond Malatesta in a formal pleading, accusing

him of rapine, wilful fire-raising, slaughter, rape, adultery,

incest, parricide, sacrilege, treason, lese-majesty, and heresy, and

praying his Holiness to listen to the suppliant voices of those

who could no longer endure the tyrant's cruel yoke, and to

avenge them by at length freeing Italy from a foul and abomin-

able monster, in whose cities no good man's life was safe.

None having replied to this oration, the Count of Urbino and

his neisrhbour of Pesaro resumed the charo;es, alle2;ino; that

many of the culprit's worst enormities had been passed over;

that his treacheries equalled the number of his transactions, that

none ever trusted him without being betrayed, that he scoffed

not at one or another point of faith, but at the whole evangelical

system, in utter ignorance of religion. The Pontiff then, in a

long speech, took credit for leniency, in not summarily con-

signing the offender to eternal perdition, and remitted the cause

to the Cardinal of S. Pietro-ad-vincula. The report by his

Eminence pronounced him guilty of all these crimes, and of dis-

belief in the resurrection or the soul's immortality ; where-

upon sentence went forth, depriving him of his state and

dignities, and condemning him to the punishment of heresy. On
a vast pile of combustibles raised before the steps of St. Peter's,
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was placed an effigy of Sigismond, from the nioutli of which

issued a scroll inscribed, " Here am I, Sigismond Malatesta, son

of Pandolfo, king of traitors, foe of God and man, condemned

to the flames by a sentence of the sacred college." Fire being

applied, the figure was consumed amid the curses of thousands,

and in Easter week of 1461, formal excommunication went out

against the brothers Malatesta.*

When spring permitted new operations, the League, by a

series of petty successes, restored the papal authority in the

revolted townships, and punished Savelli, one of the great

Campagna chiefs who had sided with the Angevine pretender.

Then crossins: the frontier into the Abruzzi, Alessandro Sforza

encompassed Sulmona, whilst Federigo, by a most difficult

march among the Apennine sierras, made a successful foray

upon the enemy's unprotected country. From thence he sud-

denly returned, on hearing that Pius contemplated retiring

from Rome to Tivoli during the dog-day heats, and warmly

remonstrated with his Holiness on risking his person among a

proverbially treacherous population, by whom Piccinino had

been recently welcomed. To these entreaties, seconded by the

cardinals, the Pope replied that a residence among them was

the surest means for recovering the affections of these citizens,

and confirming their attachment to the Holy See. Thither

accordingly he was escorted by the Count of Urbino with ten

troops of horse ; and the Pontiff dwells in glowing terms on

their splendid horses, arms, and accoutrements, their shields

glittering in the morning sun, their crests and morions dazzling

beholders, each troop a forest of spears. " As they rode along

the Campagna, Federigo, whose reading was extensive, inquired

of his Holiness Avhethcr the generals of antiquity were armed

like those of our day? Pius replied that all the weapons in

actual use, as well as many now obsolete, may be found in

Homer and Virgil, for though poets sometimes invent, yet they

* Comment, Pii Papaj IT. pp. 129. 131. 184. 203.
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generally describe pretty correctly what has at some period

existed. The conversation turning upon the Trojan war, which

the Count endeavoured to depreciate, the Pontiff demonstrated

its importance, and that its great reputation was not unfounded.

Such pleasant and spirited discourse upon ancient history was

prolonged between them to the Lucano Bridge, where the

guard was dismissed ; but, thereafter, his Holiness availed him-

self of a leisure moment at Tivoli to detail from Ptolemy,

Strabo, Pliny, Quintus Curtins, Julius Solinus, Pomponius

Mela, and other old authors, many appropriate particulars re-

garding Asia Minor and its limits, which had by chance been

mentioned."

This interesting episode concluded, Federigo rejoined his

army, and after accumulating vast booty from the villages, and

carrying several fastnesses, dictated terms to the important city

of Aquila. Thus passed the summer, and in October he was

instructed to bring to obedience the Duke of Sora, who had

thrown off allegiance to Ferdinand. Before attacking the town

of that name he found it necessary to reduce the mountain

fortress of Castelluccio, near the Garigliano ; but its tiny garrison,

availing themselves of a strong position, held out against the

defective artillery of that day until a large force had assembled

for its relief. These, however, met from him so warm a recep-

tion that they were glad to retire, and leave not only the place

but all the duchy of Sora at his mercy. This service was most

grateful to Pius, who gladly saw an enemy on his very frontier

brouo-ht to terms. In the next consistory he remarked that

" this captain of ours with his single eye sees every thing," and

addressed to him the following complimentary brief, which

Muzio has preserved. " To our well-beloved son, health and

apostolic benediction: We have been duly informed of the

courage wherewith you have met the enemy, and in how short

a time you have carried the stronghold you were beleaguering.

These marvellous exploits content us much, and are worthy of

your wonted prowess and magnanimity. Dear to us is your
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person, and we would cherish your worth and valour. Proceed

as you have commenced, and daily add to your good offices

in behalf of Ourselves and of his Majesty : let it be your en-

deavour by every exertion to augment your reputation, and

you shall always be the son of our benediction. From Rome,

at St. Peter's, under the fisher's ring, this 1st of October, 1461,

in the eighth year of our pontificate."

During the dead season Federigo visited the Pope and Fer-

dinand, to concert measures for the ensuing campaign, and on

its opening was again obliged to proceed against the Duke of

Sora, who had evaded a submission extorted from him in the

autumn. It was not, however, by such petty achievements

that the Neapolitan succession was to be settled. Nominally a

republic, Genoa was really an oligarch}', the sport of rival

factions ; but there liad long been a leaning to the Angevine

alliance, and no support could have been more useful to that

house in its pretensions upon Naples. Without command of the

sea, such pretensions were absolutely vain, and that commer-

cial community, situated between Provence and Lower Italy,

not only secured to these a mutual intercourse, but formed a

most available entrepot for reinforcements and military stores.

The French, originally received within its walls as allies, had

become virtually masters of the maritime state; but in the

spring of 1461 a popular revolution, occasioned by financial

burdens consequent upon the Neapolitan war, and promoted by

the Duke of Milan, overthrew the Angevine party, and obliged

the French to seek shelter in the fortress. An army chosen

from the chivalry of Languedoc and France was embarked at

Marseilles to succour the Duke of Calabria, but his father

directed the fleet conveying it to stand into the bay of Genoa,

in hopes of easily re-establishing there the Angevine inte-

rests. He was, however, repulsed thence in July by a de-

feat so bloody and complete that his army was annihilated,

and his influence entirely overthrown. The cause of Ecne,

hitherto almost uniformly successful, never recovered this check.
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by winch he lost at once a highly important reinforcement and

a most serviceable ally. Other discouragements followed in

rapid succession : the death of Charles VII. deprived him of a

powerful coadjutor, the unlocked for convalescence of Francesco

Sforza restored energy to his most active adversary, and a

sudden descent upon Apulia by George Scanderberg, the hero

of Greece, with a seasonable reinforcement of Castriot horse,

cheered Ferdinand's drooping spirits, and enabled him during

the campaign of 1462 to recover his lost advantages.

Sigismond Malatesta having recovered most of his territories

in the previous year, Piccinino conceived the opportunity fa-

vourable for employing in the French interests his soldiery, no

longer required for his own ends. He therefore dispatched an

emissary with sufficient funds to retain some minor condottieri

of Lombardy and Romagna, and to persuade Malatesta to march

at their head into the Abruzzi. By this effort a force was

raised which gave extreme uneasiness to the Pope for the safety

of La Marca, and from which great expectations were raised by

the Angevines, in the belief that it would promptly advance

southward. There was thus little difficulty in allowing Fede-

rigo to hasten from the seat of war in order to meet this new
danger ; and although he hurried onwards with extraordinary

rapidity, he reached Sinigaglia an hour after it had been treacher-

ously surrendered to its former master, the Lord of Rimini.

Sigismond, alarmed at this unexpected descent, made overtures

to his old rival in an altered tone, interlarding general profes-

sions of regard with many wily suggestions that their common

interests would be far safer with Sinigaglia in his hands than in

those of the Church. Without entering upon this view of the

matter, Federigo replied that, being in the field not as Count of

Urbino but as captain of his Holiness, such private considera-

tions must be postponed to a more fitting moment.

The risin"[ sun was gilding the slumbering Adriatic on the

12th of August, when the Count appeared before Sinigaglia,

after a forced march from the Chiento, thirty long miles dis-
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tant, efFected within as many hours.* During that day his army

passed the Nevola, and sat down within a bow-shot of the

enemy's camp. Had Malatesta at once charged these toil-worn

troops, his victory might have been complete ; had he occuj)icd

the city, or kept possession of his own well- fortified entrench-

ments, he might have waited another opportunity fur striking a

decisive blow. But from folly or cowardice irreconcilable with

the foir reputation he held among cotemporary free captains,

he adopted the extraordinary resolution of a retreat upon Fano,

and shortly before midnight silently quitted his camp. Fede-

rigo Avas, however, on the alert, and throwing himself on horse-

back, sped on with a few mounted scpiadrons, whilst he ordered

all his troops to follow with their utmost diligence. As he

hurried forward, some of his staff, luiaware of the precautions

taken against surprise, remonstrated at the risk of thus rushing

Into danger; but he cheered them on, saying it was in like

manner, at the same hour, and through this very country, that

Claudius Nero had advanced after Asdrubal, when he beat and

utterly overtln-ew him. Thus pressing onward he overtook the

enemy at the steamlet of the Cesano, and with trumpet and

shouts raised the cry to battle. Sigismond, deeming it impos-

sible for the army to follow after its severe exertions of the

preceding night, conceived his pursuers to be but a handful of

skirmishers whom it were well at once to dispose of. He
therefore formed his rear-guard to receive their attack, thus

giving the main body of his adversaries time to arrive. A full

moon enabled the Count to perceive his advantage, without

exposing his Aveakness ; and, waiting until he was sufficiently

supported, he charged Avlth an impetuosity which cleared the

rivulet, and so thoroughly routed the enemy that even their

van felt the shock and took to flight. Before dawn Malatesta's

army, although said to have outnumbered Federigo's as five to

* INIuratori says that the hattle of the Cesano ^vas fought on the 26th ; but we
prefer the date given by Berni, who makes it commence on a Thursday night, being

the 12th, not the 13th, which Sismondi has adopted for the combat.

VOL. I. K
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two, was scattered to the winds, whilst he escaped into Fano,

and his eldest son to Mondolfo. The victor, after a day to

recruit his men, withdrew into his own state, having no artillery

wherewith to reduce Sinigaglia.

Sigismond, ever prepared to cloak defeat by hypocrisy, sent

a confidential envoy to the Count, charged with the same argu-

ments and professions he had a few days before proposed to him,

and commissioned to offer the hand of his eldest son Roberto

for one of Federigo's infant daughters, in guarantee of their per-

fect reconciliation. For reply, the latter taunted him with his

ever-broken faith, and rejected propositions Avhich it would be

dishonourable in him to entertain, as an officer of the Pope,

whose service he infinitely preferred to amity or relationship

with Malatesta. This negotiation being reported to his Holi-

ness by the legate, was approved in the following papal brief

addressed to Federio-o.

" If it be as reported to us, that accomplished master of trea-

son and wicked plotter of profanity, Sigismond Malatesta, a

true son of perdition, has attempted in many and various ways

to undermine your still incorruptible faith ; and this, as we have

heard, and as you have in part informed us, since he was worsted

and overthrown near Sinigaglia, nay, driven to a disgraceful

flight, by your superior might and the bravery of your soldiers :

and he has at the same time added that, if we reduce him to

do our kitchen service and to set our meat in order, you too

will end by becoming our muleteer
;
promising you however an

alliance with his family, provided you will either reinstate him

in our favour, or abstain from annoying him : but we are aware

how wisely you replied to his folly, and how your good sense

l)rought him to confusion. It is superfluous for us to advise you

as to the most prudent course ; we would but encourage you

licartily to ])ersevere and keep at him, letting slip no opportu-

nity of oppressing and humbling the enemy ; and that you do

your utmost speedily to terminate this war, and to liberate us

and yourself from a most rascally foe, with whom no terms of
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peace can ever be relied on. And do not Imagine, however much

our ally the King of France may desire a truce in the kingdom

of Hither Sicily, including in it Sigismond as his adherent, that

we shall suffer any to interfere as arbiter orjudge between us and

our subjects, except the Holy See which we represent. Pro-

ceed then, conquer, destroy, and consume this accursed Sigis-

mond, and in him neutralise the poison of Italy. Which if you

do, as we hope, you will be most dear not only to us, but to all

our successors in time to come, and we shall acknowledge your

deserts by such recompense as shall by all be considered ade-

quate. It is not nobility that we hate, as is falsely asserted by

him, but profligate and faithless nobles like himself, who has not

hesitated to betray his mother and sovereign the Romish Church,

and we shall not neglect to chastise him as God may give us

opportunity. You, and all such as imitate your ways, we love

right heartily, and shall honour and exalt to the utmost of our

power while life endures, knowing well that authority is best

maintained by punishments and rewards, and that In the opinion

of all the world, Sigismond has earned the former and you the

latter. From Petriuolo with our own hand, this 6th of Octo-

ber, 1462." *

In implement of these promises, the Count, on the 3d of

November, received a commission as lieutenant-general of the

ecclesiastical forces, which he had hitherto led as captain-general,

and under this authority pursued with energy the invasion of

his enemy's territory. On the 20th of September he obtained

Mondavio, whose Inhabitants averted a sack by paying 3000

ducats. This was followed by a surrender of the whole vicariat

of Sinigaglia and territory of Fano, which he did his best to

save from the miseries of war : but, as it was necessary to keep

* Papal bulls and brieves, when abusive, arc often more pungent than dignified,

and their epithets sometimes baffle translation. In this instance, the meaning being

filtered through the slovenly Italian version of Muzio, may have lost somewhat of

its point. The obscure mention of menial ofl[ices in the Pope's service, is perhaps a

clumsy allusion to some now forgotten proverb.
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his soldiery in good humour, he at Barchi allowed all the people

to remove ; then closing the gates, and disarming his men, he

gave the word for a general assault upon the abandoned fortress,

Avhose pillage was thus in some degree divested of the horrors

usually attendant on such scenes, which are described by Sanzi

in these feeling terms :
—

" Alas, the wailing, the heart-rending woe !

The modest mansions and proud palaces,

Tlie towers and petty castles, all o'erthrown ;

Their dwellers madly rnshing here and there.

Their women weeping in dishevelled garb.

Imploring mercy for their little ones !

Ah, cruel fotes, ah, tendencies accursed !

Such, Malatesta ! the embittered fruits

Of thy dissensions and audacious deeds.

Unwearied foe to peace ! How numerous

The victims of thy countless crimes, who thus

Their substance see in ashes or despoiled,

Themselves imprisoned and impoverished."

The Count now carried his victorious arms into the country of

Rimini, and, after taking Mondaino, laid siege to Montefiori,

which capitulated on the 22d of October, when Giovanni, a son

of Sigismond, was made prisoner. Being demanded by the

papal legate, it was not without considerable discussion that a

preferable claim to his ransom was established for the lieutenant-

general, who proved that the war was on his part one neither

of selfishness nor vengeance, by freely restoring his liberty and

personal effects, and escorting him in person from the camp with

many kind and consolatory expressions. It is curious to con-

trast this chivalrous conduct with the unworthy trick by which

Federigo dexterously, and apparently without any stain upon

his good name, gained the citadel of Verucchio after the town

had surrendered. He caused a letter, forged in name of Sigis-

mond, and fastened with an old impression of his seal*, to be

* So say Muzio and Baldi. Pius II. and Riposati ])rint tlic letter as from his

brother Malatesta Novcllo, lord of Ccsena, brother-in-law of Federigo, a prince who
shared, without deserving, his brother's fate, and whose love of literature, diftering
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transmitted to the castellan, informing him that on a stated night

a reinforcement of twenty men would arrive, whom he should be

prepared to admit. At the indicated hour a detachment steal-

thily approached the gate, which was hastily opened to them on

an alarm rising in the besieger's camp ; rushing upon the guard

they were quickly supported by their confederates, and the

place was carried ere the garrison were aware that they had ad-

mitted enemies in the guise of friends. The few remaining

weeks of open weather sufficed to reduce all the territory of

Rimini, with most of that around Cesena ; and when the snow

fell Federigo repaired to Verucchio, whence he blockaded the

city of Rimini during the winter.

The misfortunes thus heaped upon Malatesta were paralled by

those which befel the Anfjevine cause. Plastenino; to obtain

succours from Piccinino he found him paralysed by an almost

equally decisive defeat received before Troia on the 18th of

August. Within a month the Prince of Tarento gave his ad-

herence to Ferdinand, a clear proof that the star of Aragon

was In the ascendant ; and although tills example Avas not

adopted by Giacopo until the following autumn, his Intermediate

exertions were directed to securlncr the means of dictatino; fa-

vourable terms for himself, rather than to saving tlie Duke of

Calabria from reverses rapidly accumulating around him. In

August, 1463, he made his peace, receiving Sulmona and many

adjoining townships as a sovereign principality, and In spring

the Duke, whose footing had during many months been limited

to the island of Ischia, returned to Provence, finally abandoning

his pretensions to Lower Italy. These evil tidings are said to

have found his father Rene so absorbed in painting a partridge

that the loss of a kingdom neither shook his hand nor ruffled its

plumage.

widely from that of the vainglorious Sigismond, continues to benefit posterity in the

fine old library which he founded at Cesena, where its ponderous tomes remain

chained to their stalls as he left them four centuries ago. See liis verses in No. L of

the Appendix.
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After his bootless visit to the Angevine camp Siglsmond

turned for aid to Venice, and obtained the Signory's mediation

with Pius in his behalf. But the Pontiff, by a long allocution

recorded in his Commentaries, justified to their ambassador the

strong measures required against so incorrigible an offender, who
thereupon directed his energies to providing Fano and Rimini

with means of resistance. In the re-opening campaign his

opponent's first measure was to bring Macerata and some other

mountain fastnesses to terms, for which the noise of his guns

sufficed. Thence he descended upon Fano, then held by

Roberto Malatesta, and after the manner of the age preluded his

attack by gathering in the harvest that awaited the townspeople's

sickles. This delay allowed the languid ecclesiastical levies to

arrive, and in July the siege was formed. Under a system of

improved warfare few places would be more untenable, its posi-

tion affording it no natural advantages, and lying open to assault

by sea or land. It was otherwise in the infancy of artillery and

military engineering. Much time and labour and some lives

were expended before the besiegers' pieces could be brought to

bear, or be protected from the heavy stones, weighing each

300 pounds, which were fired upon them from the ramparts.

Sigismond commanded the sea by means of vessels chartered

at Venice, supplying the place with men, ammunition, and

provisions ; and although his fleet was seriously damaged by a

flotilla of boats hastily manned by Federigo's order, communi-

cations were quickly re-established under protection of some

Venetian galleys : after these had been recalled, in conse-

quence of urgent representations made to the Signory on behalf

of the Pope, this service was performed by two Angevine galleys

hired by Malatesta for the purpose. Neither perseverance nor

courage in its proper sense were qualities of the Italian soldiery,

even in their age of military reputation, and the discouragement

resulting from this state of affairs was so aggi'avated by a terrific

thunder-storm, under cover of which a sally captured their artil-

lerymen and dismounted their guns, that it was with the utmost
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difficulty, and only by urgent representations to Pius himself,

the lieutenant-general could keep his troops together. Aware

that success constituted his best hold upon them, he redoubled

his exertions, and in a short time had the satisfaction not only

of remedying these reverses, but of seeing his operations put

on a really satisfactory footing. The prospect of pillage now

carried his army to the opposite extreme ; they could not be

restrained from an assault, which they gave with such impetu-

osity that the terrified citizens capitulated, whilst Roberto with

his mother and sisters retired into the castle. These ladies, re-

membering the Count's generous conduct to their Giovanni at

Montefiori, and preferring his clemency to the risks of further

resistance, induced Iloberto to surrender it on the third da}^,

before a shot had been fired in its defence. The conditions ap-

pear to have been a general assurance of protection to persons

and property ; and when the Malatesta family presented them-

selves before their conqueror, the ladies in convulsive grief, he

was assailed by persuasions from the legate and most of his

officers and advisers—
" To keep the word of pi'omise to the ear.

And ])reak it to the sense."

They urged upon him that, in dealing with an enemy who

had again and again set good faith at defiance, it was Avcakness

to adhere to a capitulation, and tluis lose the opportunity at

length offiired by fortune of avenging past injuries on the son of

his foe ; at all events that, under provocations so aggravated, he

would be amply justified in observing the terms rather to the

letter tlian in their spirit, and in exacting an ample ransom for

his prisoners, as Sigismond would, in the like circumstances,

have assuredly done. These suggestions, though entirely con-

formable to the morality and honour of the age, were rejected

by Federigo, to whose candid and generous mind they seemed

mere sophistry. He, therefore, not only liberated the Malatesta,

but escorted them to the place of their embarkation for llimini.

K 4
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Plus has himself recortled the feelings with which he learned

the fall of Fano. Rising from table, he spread his hands to-

wards heaven, and poured forth tlianks to the Almighty, who

thus loaded hiui with benefits. After which, he said apart,

" There is now nothing to keep me at home ; God calls me to

his own war, and lays open the way ; there is no reason for

further delay." These, however, were projects destined to

remain unfulfilled.

The moral influence of the Count's moderation, as well as of

his success, was proved in the speedy surrender of Mondolfo

and Sinigaglia, by which the whole vicariat finally passed from

the Malatesta, and lapsed to the Church. Fano has ever since

been included in the ecclesiastical territory, but Sinigaglia, con-

ferred by Sixtus IV. on his nephew, Giovanni della Rovere,

son-in-law of Federigo, became the ci'adle of the second ducal

dynasty of Urbino, and an integral portion of their duchy. In

order to reduce what remained of the Rimini fiefs, the Coimt

presented himself before the stronghold of Gradara, a mountain

village, even now retaining some interesting memorials of the

Malatesta, which quickly followed the example of Sinigaglia*,

as did Maiuolo, Penna di Billi, and S. Agata, in Montefeltro.

Accident now intervened to save Sigismond from utter

destruction. Some disputes between Venice and the Emperor,

originating in commercial jealousies, exposed Trieste to an

attack by the former. It happened that Pius, having been

bishop of that place, interposed in Its behalf. The Venetian

Signory had observed with jealousy the progress of the Church

along the Adriatic, which they looked upon as their own lake,

and where their ascendancy was apparently secure, so long

as its western sea-board continued to be partitioned among

petty feudatories and communities. Their plan of indirectly

thwarting the siege of Fano having failed, they seized this op-

portunity of making the recal of their armament against Trieste

* Muzio siiys in lour days, Biildi iu eighteen.
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conditional upon an arrangement between his Holiness and jNIa-

latesta, urging that it ill becanie him to preach Christian union

ae a preliminary to the Turkish crusade, whilst he pertinaciously

instigated a selfish contest. It was not easy to evade or answer

a plea which appealed to the Pontiff's ruling passion, especially

as apprehensions began to be entertained that Siglsmond might

in desperation sell his services, or even his territory, to the

Infidel. Availing himself of this favourable opening, the culprit

sent envoys from Rimini to Rome, to sue for peace on any

terms. Those dictated by Pius were abundantly stringent to

gratify vengeance and disarm apprehension. In order to expiate

his flagrant heresies, commissioners, formally authorised by him,

Avere to appear in the church of the Santissimi Apostoli, on a

festival, during celebration of mass, and there publicly confess

and recant their master's atheistical tenets. As an atonement

for his treasons and temporal misdeeds, his possessions were for-

feited to the Church, except Rimini and a few miles of the

surrounding country, his conquests from Federigo being at the

same time restored. Conditions of nearly equal severity Avere

imj^osed on Malatesta of Cesena, and the remnant of territory

allowed to the brothers was continued to them only during life,

under burden of a heavy annual tribute. But for the imperious

Sigismond there was reserved a deeper humiliation. As the

bishop who was commissioned to raise the interdict approached

his capital, he and his people met him in suppliant guise. Pro-

ceeding to the cathedral, the prelate set forth the sins of the

sovereign, and imposed upon the community three days of

fasting and penance, with suspension of Divine ministrations.

At the end of that interval, Sigismond appeared on his knees

before the bishop at the high altar, to acknowledge his errors,

implore their remission, and pledge his future obedience :

whereupon he and his people, who crowded around in tlie same

abject attitude, were absolved, and received the benediction.

Thus ended twenty-four years of strife between Sigismond

and Federigo, which, necessarily occupying our narrative, may
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have unduly taxed the patience of our readers. When it began,

the Malatesta owned the whole coast from Cervia and Cesena

to the Fiumisino, near Ancona. Had their conduct equalled

their daring ambition, they might, by acquiring the compara-

tively unimportant fiefs of Urbino, Durante, and Gubbio, and

by absorbing the petty holdings which adjoined their northern

frontier, have established a powerful state in the fairest and

strongest provinces of Central Italy. But when the struggle

closed, it left them but a precarious life-interest in mere fractions

of that ample territory, the rest of which had gone to enrich the

Church, or to aggrandise their especial enemies, the Montefcltri

and the Sforza. The portion now accruing to Federigo, by

authority of the Pope and the consistory, included about fifty

townships between the Foglia and the Marecchia, which had

been partly seized from himself and his predecessors, partly

held as debatable land, subject to the strongest, but which

henceforward continued incorporated with Urbino.
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CHAPTER VIII.

COUNT FEDERIGO'S HOME ADMINISTRATION AND COURT. DESCRIP-

TION OP HIS PALACE AND LIBRARY AT URBENO. HIS OTHER

PALACES. — THE RESOURCES OF HIS STATE.

" Large, lofty, gorgeous, all that meets the eye,

, Strong with the stamp of ancient majesty
;

The impress which, so undefined, yet clear,

Tells that the former mighty have been there,

All looking hoary pomp."

Croly.

The three years and a half which had now passed since the

Count's marriage, had been spent by him ahiiost entirely in

active service. During his long absences, the state was in a

great measure administered by Countess Battista, who, notwith-

standing her youth, is said to have held the reins of govern-

ment with admirable firmness and good sense, as well as with a

leniency and gentleness which conciliated universal popularity.*

The remainder of his life had a more peaceful destiny, for not

only was his almost domestic foe Malatesta now reduced to

harmless insignificance, but Italy enjoyed comparative respite

from her normal condition of unceasing strife. We are assured

that Federigo turned to excellent account the opportunities this

afforded for attending to the internal affairs of the duchy, and

ameliorating the position of his people. But his biographers,

deeming these objects much less momentous than his military

* Url). Vat. MSS. No. 1236., her funeral oration.
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exploits, have unfortunately left us almost in the dark regarding

occupations and measures so infinitely more important, as dis-

tinguishing his views from those of his age and order. Of the

laws which he promulgated, the manner of enacting and ad-

ministering them, the organisation and exercise of justice, the

operation and limits of popular rights, the extent and value of

municipal suffrages, the system of taxation and finance, the

tendency and usage of trade, the statistics of the duchy, the in-

ternal condition and well-being of the people, we scarcely obtain

a hint from those who prolixly dwell upon battle-fields, detail

sieges, and trace countermarches, few of which offer variety of

tactics or interesting results. Neither are manuscript authorities

in this respect more useful than the published memoirs, for

most of those we have seen are adulatory compositions, occu-

pied only with matter calculated to enhance our appreciation of

their hero as a successful general or patron of letters, but utterly

neglecting the internal policy of his government. The peculiar

quality of his mind unquestionably was that strict observance

of good faith, a total absence of which is the fatal characteristic,

the indelible stain of his age. There is thus every reason to

believe that the conditions imposed upon him at his succession

in 1443 would be rigidly fulfilled, and we have discovered no

complaint ever made against him of their non-observance. They

provide, according to the lights then enjoyed, for a popular elec-

tion and control of magistrates, reduction of burdens, fiscal

reforms, public education, and medical aid, restrictions on the

prerogative In so far as it sheltered abuses, — and it is obvious

that, if carried out In their true spirit, they must have offered no

mean guarantees against such tyranny as the recent historian

of the Ausonian Republics has sweep!ngly charged upon all

medieval dynasties.

The few notices of his government wherewith Baldi has

favoured us, savour of those minute and paternal attentions which

insure to a prince great personal popularity. He tells us that

the Count commissioned certain persons called revlsors to per-
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ambulate the state, and investigate the condition of the people.

Amono- the matters specially committed to them were these : To

inquire into the requirements of the religious houses ; to ascer-

tain where maidens of good reputation were unable from poverty

to obtain husbands ; to inform themselves secretly as to modest

paupers ; to learn what traders or shopkeepers were distressed

by large families, debts, or any particular misadventure. In

order to secure eiRciency to this charitable espionage, these

officei'S were privileged to pass at all times into the sovereign's

presence, and it is said that a porter or groom of the chambers,

who had rudely denied one of them access, was summarily

punished by a public whipping. Following up this system, the

Count, in his daily Avalks or rides, used to call to him the

citizens individually, questioning as to their welfare and cir-

cumstances, or encouraging them in any enterprise or building

they had undertaken. " But," continues the Abbot of Guas-

talla, " to such details we do not descend, as do some v/riters,

overscrupulous about trifles ; nor shall we tell how, on daily re-

curring occasions, he interfered to maintain the poor, to arrest

litigation, to secure a pure administration of justice, to protect

the honour of families, and to recompense his diligent servants.

Still less do we collect his witty jests and pleasant sayings, as

these are things far too petty and unbecoming the gravity of

history, besides which, they all or most of them live in the

memory and mouths of the people. But since splendour is a

virtue peculiar to great princes, we shall touch upon some cir-

cumstances regarding the nobleness, the numerical grandeur, and

the magnificence of his court." *

This passage fairly represents the pervading spirit of Italian

biographies and local liistories, though probably containing a

latent sneer from Balui at the earlier work of Muzio, whose

" petty details," with those scantily supplied by Vespasiano, will

be greedily gathered in a future page of this volume. Little

* Baldi, Vita c fatti di Federigo, iii. 59,
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deemed the reverend pedant how independent the historic muse

would become of the stilts on which he, and many of his co-

temporaries, so unfortunately elevated her, or how infinitely

posterity would have preferred his despised omissions to his

solemn prosings ! Nor is this our only complaint. His illus-

trations of the Urbino court, thus magniloquently iishered,

consist of a dull catalogue of twelve or fifteen noble names,

ending with an apology for such trespass on his reader's patience,

and a reference to some unpublished manuscript for details.

This excuse is offered after devoting six pages, out of eight

hundred, to the home interests and administrations of his hero.

In suj^plement to these unsatisfactory allusions, we have re-

course to such MSS. as detail the establishment which gained

for Federigo's court the high reputation it enjoyed as a model

of princely taste and munificence. Its constitution may be seen

at a glance, from this minute return of its members, by one of

their number.*

Counts of the duchy, and from other states - - - - 45

Knights of the Golden Spur - - - - - 5

Gentlemen - - - - - - - -17
Judges and councillors - - - - - - 2

Ambassadors and secretaries [at Naples, Rome, Florence, Milan, and

Siena] .... ....7
Secretaries of state - - - - - - -5
Clerks in chancerj' [or public offices] - - - - 14

Teachers ofgrammar, logic, and pliilosophy [including Maestro Paolo,

astrologer, and Gian Maria Filelfo] - - - - 4

Architects and engineers [Luziano, Francesco di Giorgio, Pipo the

Florentine, Fra Canievale, and Sirro of Casteldurantc] • - 5

Readers during meals - - - - - - 5

Transcribers of MSS. for the library [besides many abroad] - - 4

Chaplains--------2
Choristers of the chapel - - - - - - 3

Singing boys --.....5
Organists - - - - - - - -2

* Vat. Urb. MSS. No. 829. f 55. Other nearly similar lists of his household are

preserved in No. 1248. of that library, and in Vat. Ottob. MSS. No. 3141. f. 144.,

and Oliveriana MSS. No. 384. f. 1. There is no date affixed to any of these, but

they were probably drawn up after he had attained the ducal dignity.
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Workers in tapestry - - - - - - 5

rcncing-masters for the pages - - - - - 2

Dancing-masters - - - - - - -2
Apothecary ....-.-
Master of the palace keys _-----
Chamberlain .._..--
Master of the household ------
Ti'casurer --------
Chamber attendants - - - - - - 5

Pages 22

Carvers and sewers - - - - - - 3

Stewards of the buttery - - - - - - 4

Storekeepers - - - - - - -2
Puncyors--------3
Grooms of the chamber - - - - - -19
Table waiters - - - - - - -19
Footmen - - - - - - - -31
Cooks --------5
Various menial senants - - - - - - 8

Masters of horse and pm-veyors of the stable - - - 5

Servants under them - - - - - - 50

Keeper of the bloodhounds - - - - - - 1

Keeper of the camel-leopard - - - - - 1

Total household of the Duke - - - - -317

Captains in constant pay - - - - - - 4

Colonels of infantry - - - - - - 3

Trampeters - - - - - - -6
Drummers-------- 2

Master-annourers - - - - - - -3
HOUSEHOLD OF COUNTESS BATTISTA AND UER CHILDREN,

Ladies in waiting - - - - - - -7
[After the Duchess's death, Madonna Pantasilea Baglione, sister

of Brozo Baglione of Perugia, was made governess to the

Princesses.]

A great many female attendants.

Elderly and staid gentlemen - - - - - 6

Servants of Prince Guidobaldo when a child - - - 7

Total establishment, so far as enumerated - - 355

In this list may be detected obvious omissions, such as

abnoner, librarians, heralds, &c., and it would be much increased

by adding servants of the noblemen entertained at his court.

Music appears only in the establishments of the chapel and of

the guard, but in 1473, the Count was visited by Martino and
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Giorgio, two German lute-players, to whom he gave letters of

recommendation on their departure for Siena.

The cotemporary notice by Vespasiano affords us some

standard of the qualties of this court, which, not less than the

martial prowess and intellectual superiority of its Montefeltrian

princes, constituted the glory of Urbino. " His household w^as

regulated much in the manner of a religious establishment, and

the five hundred mouths which it contained lived with almost

monastic regularity. There were no mess-table manners there,

no gambling nor blasphemous language, and all expressed them-

selves with the utmost moderation. The Prince having been

intrusted by several personages of high station with their sons,

to be instructed in military service, he, with due regard also for

their good breeding, placed them in charge of a gentleman

from Lombardy of distinguished manners, long resident at his

court [probably Odasio], who exercised over these youths a

paternal sway, gaining their respectful deference, and correcting

their little errors, until an exemplary carriage became habitual

to them." Thus, too, Muzio :
" Federigo maintained a suite

so numerous and distinguished as to rival any royal household.

For not only did the most distinguished chivalry resort to him

as the first of Italian soldiers, but thither were sent youths of

the highest rank, to be reared under his discipline, as to the

most select of schools. And among the many personages who

thus frequented his court were Giovanni della Rovere, Giulio

and Francesco Orsini, Girolamo and Pier Antonio Colonna,

Panuccioand Angelo Farnese, Andrea Doria, and Gian Giacomo

Trivulzio, with others of equal eminence. Attended by these,

and by a concourse of gentlemen and servants, as well as by a

crowd of citizens, he generally on festivals went to mass in jDro-

cession, making a round of the great churches in their turn.

And, on his return home, he would keep the burghers about

him for a little in gracious conversation, or calling for his de-

spatches, communicated portions before kindly dismissing them."

One of the manuscripts just cited, which is entitled " Pegu-
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lations and Offices for the Court of the most serene Lord Duke

of Urbino," after insistuig on a rigid observance of rules to be

enforced by the master of the household, imposes upon that

functionary an obligation to inform his lord privately of the

arrival and quality of all strangers, that he might regulate the

degree of hospitality to be extended to them. This was of

three acrades. Personages of the highest rank were received

and lodged in the palace ; those of less distinction in a separate

building, attended on by the Prince's household ; for a third

class an inn was provided, where they were lodged at his cost,

and at a fixed rate per head.* The liberal hospitalities of the

court are thus mentioned by its chronicler Sanzi.

" Nor ought we to omit the greetings kind

And gracious, which with princely courtesy

He gave to coming strangers, ne'er before

Welcomed with gentler words, or johrase more cordial,

His aspect cheerful and his carriage plain.

Glorious was he in all things, but unmatched

In hospitality ; for never guest

Arrived, such noble treatment hoping for,

Or went his way without a lingering look

Of friendly admiration."

His wide-spreading military renown, and the honourable

reception thus accorded them, attracted visitors from all quar-

ters, until Urbino attained that reputation as the resort of

numerous celebrities, which in the next generation rendered its

little court a model to Europe, and which it never entirely lost

whilst its independence lasted. But this concourse of guests,

and the additional importance conferred upon the principality

by considerable territorial aggrandisements, rendered a new

palace necessary. Baldi mentions it as commenced about this

time ; Sanzi tells us it was undertaken to divert Federigo's

grief for the death of his Countess in 1472 ; whilst Lazzari and

the anonymous author of the Memoir regarding the devolution

* Ordiuc ed Officii della Corte del Serenissimo Signore il Duca dc Urbino, Urb.

Vat. MSS. No. 1248.

VOL. I. L.
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of the dachy to the Church in 1631, note 1454 as the date of

its foundation. In truth, it was, like many great edifices in

Italy, slowly progressive, spreading over several generations,

and finally left unfinished. The same may be said of several

other buildings promoted by the Count during his intervals of

leisure, such as the palaces of Gubbio and Fossombrone, and the

cathedral of Urbino ; and it may be convenient in this place to

notice those creations which are prominently set forth among

the glories of his i-eia-n.

Of the three roads by which Urbino is approached, that on

the south-west, leading from Tuscany, gives the most favour-

able view of the city, which is faithfully rendered on our

frontispiece. The central mass of building, beautifully relieved

by a stately spire-capped tower on either side of the grand

entrance, and stretching backwards to the domed cathedral, is

the palace which we are now to describe. The numerous

accounts of it, repeated from one copyist to another in some-

Avhat over-strained panegyric, have spread its fame throughout

Italy, and the folio volume printed in 1724, at the expense of

Cardinal Annibale Albani, was got up with an elaboration

imusual in that age, but with the tasteless dulness which then

pervaded literary and artistic efforts in Italy. The Abbate

Pungileone has added little of importance by his tediously told

investigations, and other local antiquaries have scarcely been

more successful.*

* Mcmorie concerneuti la Citta d' Urbino. It was edited by Monsignor Bian-

chiiii, and was meant to extend to four folio volumes, illustrating, 1. the city of

Urbino ; 2. the princes who ruled there ; 3. its most famous citizens ; 4. their

works. Of these only the first volume saw the light, at the expense of Pope
Clement XL, an Albani of Urbino. It contains, 1st, Baldi's prolLx and fulsome

Encomio dclla Patria ; 2d, his equally dull description of the ducal palace, with

seventy-four engravings of its architecture and sculpture ; 3d, Bianchini's catalogue

of the sculptured trophies, with seventy-two engravings ; 4th, his geometrical suiwey

of the province of Urbino in 1723. It is a curious example of a volume compiled

from promising materials, but destitute of interest, and is dedicated to an English

exile whose name, once a watchwoi-d ominous to our island, frequently meets us in
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In absence of further evidence, \vc may accept the doubtful

testimony ah-eady quoted, that the palace was begun in 1454,

but we must briefly refute the misstatement of Vasari, that its

architect was Francesco dl Giorgio. In our twenty-seventh

chapter, we shall have occasion to notice much new matter re-

garding that artist, which recent inquiries have detected, and

to show the nature and extent of his engineering labours in the

service of the Montefeltrlan princes. It appears that the

palace at Urblno, usually ascribed to his design, was commenced

by an architect whose name, almost overlooked by Italian

writers, Is preserved by Giovanni Sanzl. The motive imputed

by the poet to his master in this great work, Is as follows :
—

" Knowing how admirable and how grand

By every peojilc, eveiy age, are deemed

Time-honoured fabrics, and that active life

No higher aim can follow."

And he goes on to Inform us that

" The architect, set over all the rest,

Was Lutian Lauranna, whose bright name

Survives in excellence the knell of death.

His apt and lofty genius ruled the work,

With the Count's sanction, for no prince possessed

A sounder judgment or a will more prompt.

The best of architects is ever he

The golden fount who freest opens."

The name of this artist Avas Luzlano, son of Martini of Lov-

ranna and Jadla in Dalmatla, and we owe to Punglleone an

interesting patent in his favour, granted by Count Federigo at

Pavia, on the 10th of June, 1468, in these terms :
—

" Whereas, we, deeming those men to be worthy of distinc-

tion and preference who are gifted with such genius and talent

Central Italy, and whose wanderings here found a brief repose. Sec an account of

the Chevalier de St. George's residence at Urbino, in an article on the Stuarts in

Italy, contributed by the author of these pages to the Quarterly Review for Decem-

ber, 1847, vol. Ixxx.

L 2
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as have been in all ages esteemed, especially for architecture

founded upon arithmetic and geometry, which, as foremost

among the seven liberal arts, and as depending upon exact

science, require profound knowledge and great ability, and are

therefore highly appreciated by us ; and whereas, we, having

sought everywhere, but particularly in Tuscany, the fountain

of architects, without finding any one really versant and skil-

ful in that ^orofession, and having lately heard by report, and

since ascertained by full experience, the learning and attain-

ments of the distinguished Messer Lutiano, bearer hereof ; and,

further, we, having resolved to erect in our city of Urbino a

fair residence, in all respects befitting the rank and reputation

of our predecessors and ourselves,— have, for these causes,

selected the said Messer Lutiano as engineer and chief of all

those employed upon that fabric, in building, hewing, wood-

work," &c. &c. The deed goes on to enjoin upon all the work-

men implicit obedience to his orders, and to authorise his entire

control over them, and over the funds destined for the palace.*

Although the date of this patent may appear inconsistent

Avith that ah-eady adopted for the foundation of the Corte, as

this residence was usually called, it is clear, from other docu-

ments printed along with it, that operations were already con-

siderably advanced under the superintendence of Luziano. In

the preceding year we find him designed the Count's engineer,

acting as a sort of clerk of the works, and litigating Avith a

builder from Como regarding measurements of masonry ; in-

deed, he seems to have continued these duties until his death

at Pesaro, soon after that of his patron, Avhose liberality enabled

him to leave considerable property to his children.

Tlie edifice thus commenced Avas carried on by Baccio Pon-

telli, a Florentine artist, Avho, though designing himself a car-

penter, was much employed by Sixtus IV. to erect important

fabrics in Rome. It is impossible now to decide Avhether he

* Gayc, Cartcggio d'Artisti, i. 214., unci rimgilconc, Elogio di Bnimaiito, 03.

The original is in Latin.
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was at first assistant to Lauranna, or what portion of the Corte

we owe to him, the entire ci'edit of which seems claimed in a

presumptuous epitaph, apparently of his own composition, which

is given by Gaye.* He was employed upon it in 1481, when

applied to by Lorenzo de' Medici to furnish a design or plan of

the already famous work, a request handsomely responded to by

Federigo, in that almost oriental exaggeration of compliment

still usual in Lower Italy, with the assurance that such a wish

was a command, and that he only regretted being unable to

send him the building itself, of which he might fully dispose.

Baccio's letter mentions it as then at the fifth story, and that

his drawing had been done from actual measurements, thus

proving he had no access to the original plan,— circumstances

strongly presumptive that the design was not his, but that of

Luziano, who lived till the following year. The praise be-

stowed by him on the carved ornaments and decorations render

it probable that they had been under his peculiar charge.

There is no evidence as to the length of Baccio's stay at Urbino,

but he is said to have obtained the privileges of citizenship,

and to have built the church of S. Bernardino and the castle

of Sinigaglia.

Such are the architects whom recent investigations enable us

to claim as authors of the palace at Urbino, which Vasari and

many others have celebrated for the beauty and comfort of its

internal arrangements, the magnificence of its saloons, the con-

venience of its imposing stairs ; for its smiling chambers, its

vast corridors, its airy porticoes and pleasant baths, its gilded

doors and windows, its rich furniture, carpets, and brocades.

The assertion of that writer, so often inaccurate as to Umbrian

matters, ascribing its merit to Fi-ancesco di Giorgio, may now

be considered as disposed of, notwithstanding the zeal with

which his countrymen of Siena have re-asserted his claims ; but

* Carteggio, i. 274-6. This author has discussed the point in No. 86. of the

Kuntsbhitt for 1836.

L 3
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the lights lately thrown upon liis performances by Promis of

Turin, enable us to restore to hhn the credit of certain bellicose

decorations, often imputed to Roberto Valturio, and which

have attracted attention rather from their adaptation to the

genius of Count Federigo than from their artistic value. They

consist of a frieze of militaiy machines, which Vasari mentions

as painted in fresco, but which were carved in relief along the

exterior basement of the palace : designs for most of these

remain among the MSS. of Francesco, and they have been en-

graved and tediously explained in Bianchini's ponderous work.

Their original object was no doubt to illustrate the pompous

inscription which surrounds the great court in immense capitals.*

After being injured and scattered, they Avere again collected

about a century ago, and arranged by Cardinal Stoppani along

the corridor of the principal story. They are each about three

feet by two, rudely representing seventy-two engines long since

disused in war, and interesting only to the antiquary. Among
the sculptors employed upon them, and similar architectural

ornaments in the Corte, was Ambrogio Baroccio of Milan,

great-grandfather of a painter as to whom we shall have much

to say in our fifty-third chapter.

We need not weary our readers by minute descriptions of

the palace, which, upon near approach, hardly realises the

imposing effect of its site. The rugged and broken ground on

which it stands has, in a great degree, marred that unity of

plan which is essential to architectural grandeur and harmony,

augmenting at the same time the difficulties of construction.

Notwithstanding this drawback, and the rambling character

which a portion of the building has consequently taken, there

* Fcclericus Urbini Dux, Montisfcvctri ac Durantis Comes, sanctaj Ro. ccclcsia;

Confalonerius, atquc Italic! Coiifedcrationis Iniperator, banc domuni a fundamcntis

crcctain, gloria et postcritati sua; exa;dificavit : Qui bello plurics dcpugnavit, sexies

signa contulit, octics liostLin profligavit, oiiiiiiuniquo prclionim victor ditionem

auxit. Ejusdcm justitia, dementia, liberalitas, et religio pace victorias cquanint,

omaruntque.
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is much beauty in the fa9ade of the great court, and in the un-

finished elevation towards the catliedral, although the brickwork

is but partially cased with stone. Barbaro, in his commentary

upon Vitruvius, cites the grand stair as a model of beauty and

convenience, and the corridors of the principal story (enriched,

since 1756, with the museum of antique sculpture and inscrip-

tions collected by RafFaele Fabretti) are truly magnificent.

From these open many splendid rooms, among which is the

great hall, about one hundred and twenty feet in length, of

noble proportions, and severe in a simplicity contrasting with

the chromatic decorations usual in Italy. In its elevated niches

were formerly placed the insignia of its lords and of their

allies, but of these none remain save the winged lion of St. Mark,

which still looks proudly down upon the deserted audience-

chamber, where its envoys used to be deferentially received by

those long- departed dukes who often boi'e its banner to victory.

The next story, which from its ornaments and devices appears

to have been finished by Duke Guidobaldo II., is the summer

residence of the cardinal-legate of Urbino and Pesaro, and,

consequently, is seldom shown.

Each of the towers seen in the engraving, and considered by

Passavant as antecedent to Duke Federigo, contains a spiral

staircase of curious construction, leading to balconies whence

may be enjoyed a most characteristic prospect of the surrounding

country, wherein

" Hills are not seen, but for the vales betwixt

The deep indentings."

Fatigued by its uptossed and almost barren undulations, the

eye turns for repose to the magnificent sierra, which bounds tlie

horizon. On the extreme left is Monte Catria, crowned by the

convent of S. Albertino, 5600 feet above the sea. Then comes

Monte del Cavallo, described by Cimarelli as the most beau-

tiful of all the Apennlne chain, and named from the horses

of famous race bred by the later princes of Urljlno, on the
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luxuriant pastures of its gentle slopes and verdant meadows.

Monte Nerone, so called from an

" Un-(\Titten story fondly traced

From sire to sou,"

•wliicli tells that the blood-stained tyrant of Rome once dwelt

there, is supposed to be a slumbering volcano. Its rich iron ore

was once highly productive, and the herbs and simples grown on

it were esteemed above all others in Italy. Far on the sky-line

are discerned the Sassi di Simeone, twin rocks of singularly

abrupt form, separated by the Tuscan frontier. Northward

from these stands the massive Monte Carpegna, cradle of the

Montefeltrian race, domineering over their original fief, and

giving its local name to the wind which sweeps from its heights

upon the Adriatic. The mountain view terminates with the

triple peaks of San Marino, isolated, it would seem, by nature,

as well as by the forms of its constitution and the accidents of

its histoiy.

The merit specially dwelt upon in the old descriptions of this

palace is the carved work in wood and stone, executed by

sculptors brought from various places, and facilitated by the

excellent quality of a close-grained gray limestone, imported

from the Dalmatian coast. The most striking of its decorations

are accordingly the elaborate tracery encircling the architraves,

door-ways, lintels, and chimneys, and running along the cor-

nices. This consists of fine arabesque designs, mingled with

dancing loves, and interlaced with military trophies and heraldic

fancies, among which frequently occur the Garter of England,

the Ermine of Naples, the Eagle of Montefeltro, Avith several

monograms and devices usually Avorn by Count Federigo, the

origin whereof is described No. V. of the Appendix. A kindred

art, here lavishly expended, is that of tarsia, or wood inlaying,

which, unlike the more modern marquetrie, Avas enriched by

pure arabesque designs, and even by historical or religious com-

positions. In this style, though now sadly defaced, were many
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of the doors, and especially the tiny chapel, with its adjoining

sacristy, the latter elaborately panelled in varied scrolls, and

bearing the titles of Federigo, with the date 1476. On the

stone-work of this chapel occur the devices and initials of

Duke Guidobaldo II., marking probably the alterations made

by him.*

The following passage, often quoted from the commencement

of Castiglione's Corteggiano, has given rise to considerable mis-

apprehension : — " Among other laudable actions, Federigo

erected, on the rugged heights of Urbino, a residence, by many

regarded as the most beautiful in all Italy, and so amply pro-

vided it with every convenience, that it appeared rather a

palatial city than a palace. He furnished it not only with the

usual plenishings of rich brocades in silk and gold, silver plate,

and such like, but ornamented it with a vast quantity of ancient

marble and bronze sculptures, of rare pictures, and musical

instruments in every vai'iety, excluding all but the choicest

objects." Now, it so happens that, with every desire to verify

what ought to be a valuable authority for a fact in itself most

interesting, and especially probable of that prince, we have not

been able to trace a single piece of sculpture, and hardly an

easel picture, to his possession (a few portraits, of course, ex-

cepted), nor does one cotemporary distinctly mention anything

of the sort at Urbino. But whilst truth compels us to an ad-

mission calculated to impair his traditional reputation as an

amateur of the fine arts, there was one bi'anch of them which

found in him a most zealous patron ; and among the adornments

of his palace was a treasure rivalling in beauty and excelling in

importance all coeval museums of art.

To the right and left of the carriage entrance into the greato o o
court-yard, are two handsome saloons, each about forty-five feet

* Pungileone has found a payment of 7 florins, in 1473, to Maestro Giacomo,

from Florence, on account of intarsia for the audience-hall, which seems, from other

entries there cited, to have heen decorated during 1464 with paintings now lost.

Elogio di G. Santi, p. 47.
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by twenty- twOj and twenty-three in height. That on the left

contained the famous library of manuscripts collected by Count

Federigo ; the corresponding one received the printed books,

which, gradually purchased by successive dukes, became, under

the last sovereign, a copious collection. Baldi, in his description

of the palace, printed in Bianchini's work, dwells on the judi-

cious adaptation of the former, its windows set high against the

northern sky, admitting a subdued and steady light which

invited to study ; its air cool in summer, temperate in winter
;

its walls conveniently shelved ; the character and objects of the

place fittingly set forth in a series of rude hexameters inscribed

on the cornices.* Adjoining was a closet fitted up with inlaid

and gilded panelling, beneath which Timoteo della Yite, a

painter whose excellence we sliall attest in our thirtieth chapter,

depicted Minerva with her legis, Apollo with his lyre, and the

nine muses with their appropriate symbols. A similar small

study was fitted up immediately over this one, set round with

arm-chairs encircling a table, all mosaicked with tarsia, and

carved by Maestro Giacomo of Florence, while on each com-

partment of the panelling was the portrait of some famous

author, and an appropriate distich. One other article of furni-

ture deserves special notice— a magnificent eagle of gilt bronze,

serving as a lectern in the centre of the manuscript room. It was

Sint tibi divitia; ; sint aurea vasa, talenta

Plurima, scrvorum tiirba, gemina;que nitentes
;

Sint vcstcs variiE, prctiosa monilia, torques
;

Id totum hrec longe superat pra^clara supellex.

Sint licet aurati niveo de marmore postes,

Et variis placcant penetralia picta figuris
;

Sint quocpic Trojanis circumdata mcenia pannis,

Et miro fragrent viridaria culta deccirc.

Extra intusque domus regali fulgida luxu,

Res cquidcm niuta; ; sed Bibliotiikca parata est,

Jussa loqui, facunda nimis, vel jussa tacere,

Et prodesse potens, ct delcctare legentcm.

Tcmpora lapsa docet, venturaquc plurima pandit,

Explicat ct cuuctos cccli tcmquc laborcs.
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carried to Homo at the devolution of the duchy to the Holy

See, but was rescued by Pope Clement XI. from the Vatican

library, and restored to his native town, where it has long been

used in the choir of the cathedral.

Mr. Koscoe has observed that '•' by no circumstance in the

character of an individual is the love of literature so strongly

evinced, as by the propensity for collecting together the writings

of illustrious scholars, and compressing ' the soul of ages past'

Avithin the narrow limits of a library." But it is not easy now

to appreciate the obstacles attending such a pursuit in the age

of Federigo. The science of bibliography can scarcely be said

to have existed before the invention of printing, in consequence

of the extreme difficulty of becoming acquainted with works of

whicli there were but few copies, and these widely scattered,

perhaps scarcely known. Gi'eat outlay was required, either to

search out or transcribe manuscripts, and even the laborious

habits which then accompanied learning shrank from a task so

beset by obstructions. Yet there was a bright exception in

Thomas of Sarzana, whose learning supplied the knowledge,

and whose elevation to the triple tiara as Nicholas V. procured

him the opportunities, necessary for amassing a library. Not

only did he found that of the Vatican, but he prepared for

Cosimo Pater patrie a list of authors for the infant collection of

S. Marco, at Florence, which, being recognised as a standard

catalogue, was adopted by Count Federigo. The longer life

allowed to the latter enabled him to outstrip these biblioma-

niacs, and all cotemporary accumulators, until the fame of his

library stood unrivalled. Accordingly Kuscelll, in his Imprese

Illustri, avers it to be " notorious that the earliest and most

famous collection formed out of the ruins of antiquity was that

of Urbino, from whence many excellent authors were edited,

and copies supplied." Marsilio Ficino and Leandro Albert!,

witli others of equal weight, have borne similar testimony, the

former from common report, the latter from ocular demon-

stration ; but we shall content ourselves with quoting from two
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cotemporarles, familiar witli what they describe. To begin with

old Sanzi :
—

" No fitting outlay on the work he spared

The eye to please ; but more intent to feed

The mind, he ardently began to build

A library, so vast, and so select,

As to supply each intellect and taste.

With noble aim such books he there amassed,

That every genius might its flight direct

To kindred objects. Foremost in the band

The works of holy churchmen, all adorned

And bound with wond'rous beauty
;

Next what survives of ancient wisdom's thoughts

In classic tongue contained ; historians all
;

The sacred choir of charming poesy
;

In law and medicine many famous names,

Symmetrically ranged ; there, too, I note

A wealth of books in divers languages,

—

Arab and Greek, with Hebrew reverend
;

And sundry others whose rich ornaments

Deserve detailed description, for I 've seen

Men of the finest taste in wonder lost

Before them,"

No poet's licence need be suspected in this description, for it

is thus fully borne out by Vespasiano, who was originally an

agent in amassing these treasures, and subsequently their cus-

todier.* " We have now to mention the high estimation in

which he held all Greek and Latin authors, sacred or profane

;

and to him alone was given the enterprise to carry out what no

one, for above a thousand years past, had done, by establishing

a library superior to any formed during all that pieriod. In no

respect did he look to expense ; and Avhenever he learned the

existence of any desirable book in Italy, or abroad, he sent for

it without heeding the cost. It is now above fourteen years

since he began to make this collection, and he has ever since

maintained at Urbino, Florence, and elsewhere, thirty-four

* Commentary on Duke Federigo, Vat. Urb. MSS. No. 941. f. 43. See his

Life of Nicholas V., Muratori Script, xxv. 268. 274. ; also below, Chap. XXIV.
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transcribers, and has resorted to every means requisite for amass-

ing a famous and excellent library,— which it now is. He has,

in the first place, all the Latin poets, with their best commen-

taries ; also the entire works of Cicero, with all the orators and

grammarians in that language. In history, he commissioned

every known work of that or the Greek tongue, as well as the

orators of the latter. In moral and natural philosophy, no au-

thor of these languages is wanting. In the faculty of theology

he has been most pi'ofuse, having, besides the four doctors of

the church, St. Bernard, Tertullian, Hillary, Remigius, Hugh
of St. Victor, Isidore, Anselm, liabanus, Dionysius the Areopa-

gite, St. Basil, Cyril, Gregory Nazarene, John of Damascus,

Eusebius, Origen, St. Thomas Aquinas, Albertus Magnu«,

Alexander de Alexandro, Duns Scotus, Bonaventura, Richard

ISIedlavilla, Archbishop Antonio, with all the modern doctors.

There are further all the best civilians, with the lectures of

Bartolomeo Capretti. He had the Bible, that best of books,

written in two volumes, with the richest and most beautiful

illustrations, bound in brocade of gold, and lavishly ornamented

with silver ; and he made it be thus gorgeously adorned as the

chief of all literature, and it has no equal in our time.* There

are also all the Commentaries on the Bible in Greek and Latin,

including Nicolo de Lira. He further has all the treatises on

astrology, geometry, arithmetic, architecture, and military

tactics, and a very curious volume with every ancient and mo-

dern military engine : also all books on painting, sculpture,

and music ; the standard writers on civil law ; the Speculum

Innocentife ; in medicine, the works of Hippocrates, Galen, and

Avicenna ; the writings of Averroe on logic, ethics, and phy-

sics ; a volume of early councils ; the writings of Boethius on

logic, philosophy, and music ; and those of modern authors, with

Pius 11. at their head. There are all the works of Petrarch,

Dante, Boccaccio, Colluccio, Leonardo d'Arezzo, Fra Ambrogio,

* The Ui'bino Bible, noticed again in this extract, will be more particularly

described in No. VL of the Appendix.
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Gianozzo Manetti, Guarlno, Panhormita, Francesco Filelfo,

Perot to, Campano, Mafeo Vegeo, Nicolo Secondino, Pontano,

Bartolomeo Fazii, Gasparino, Paolo Vergaio, Giovanni Argi-

ropolo, Francesco Barbaro, Leonardo Giustiniani, Donato Ac-

ciaiuolo, Alamanno Remicini, Christofero da Prato the elder,

Poggio, Giovanni Tartellio, Francesco d' Arezzo, and Lorenzo

Valla. It was his object to obtain every book in all brandies of

learning, ancient and modern, original or translated. He had

also of Greek classics, with their commentaries, Aristotle, Plato,

Homer, Sophocles, Pindar, Menander, Plutarch, Ptolemy,

Herodotus, Pausanias, Thucydides, Polybius, Demosthenes,

-^schines, Plotinus, Theophrastus, Hippocrates, Galen, and

Xenophon ; the New Testament, St. Basil and other fathers in

Greek, with the Book of Paradise, lives of the Egyptian saints,

lives of Balaam and Jehosaphat ; and all works on geometry,

arithmetic, and astrology, as well as every other attainable

writer in that language. It was the same as to Hebrew books,

beginning with the Bible, and including philosophy, medicine,

and other faculties, with every known commentary ; and there

Avas a remarkable polyglot Psalter in Hebrew, Greek, and

Latin.

" On all this the Duke spent iipwards of 30,000 ducats

;

and he made a rule that every book should be bound in crim-

son, ornamented with silver, from the Bible already described

down to the modern authors. It is thus a truly rich display

to see all these books so adorned, all being manuscripts on vel-

lum, with illuminations, and each a complete copy,— perfec-

tions not found in any other library. Indeed, shortly before he

went to the siege of Ferrara, I compared the catalogue with

lists of other libraries which he had procured, such as those of

the Vatican, Florence, St. INIark, Pavia, down to that of the

University of Oxford in England, and found that all but his

own had deficiencies and duplicates."

The l)Ook of regulations for the court and household of Gui-

dobaldo I. contains these rules for the administration of the
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library*:— "The librarian should be learned, of good presence,

temper, and manners ; correct and ready of speech. He must

get from the gardrobe an inventory of the books, and keep them

arranged and easily accessible, whether Latin, Greek, Hebrew,

or others, maintaining also the rooms in good condition. He
must preserve the books from damp and vermin, as well as from

the hands of trifling, Ignorant, dirty, and tasteless persons. To

those of authority and learning, he ought himself to exhibit

them with all facility, courteously explaining their beauty and

remai'kablc characteristics, the hand-writing and miniatures,

but observant that such abstract no leaves. When Ignorant or

merely curious persons wish to see them, a glance is sufficient,

if it be not some one of considerable influence. When any lock

or other requisite is needed, he must take care that it be

promptly provided. He must let no book be taken away but

by the Duke's orders, and If lent must get a written receipt,

and see to its being returned. When a number of visitors come

in, he must be specially watchful that none be stolen. All

which is duly seen to by the present courteous and attentive

librarian, Messer Agablto."

Without attempting any enumeration of those who filled the

office thus regulated, we may refer to Yespasiano, already men-

tioned In that capacity, and to Lorenzo Abstemlo of Macerata,

an eminent professor of literature about 1500. But the most

useful of them was probably Veterano, who was spared to serve

three Dukes of the two Urbino dynasties, and the fruits of

whose lal:»orlous caligrapliy may still be recognised in many a

fair MS. at the Vatican. Among these is a Commentary on

the Triumphs of Petrarch, a note on the colophon of which

informs us that it Avas one of about sixty volumes copied by

him on parchment for tliis collection. A gluttonous patriotism

has led some encomiasts of the duchy into the glaring absurdity

of imputing the authorship of these manifold works to their

* Vat. Urb. MSS. No. 1248. f. 58.
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transcriber, whose original compositions, to be noticed in our

twenty-fifth chapter, suggest few regrets that his long life

should have been chiefly devoted to more mechanical occupations.

We are fortunately able to test the reputation enjoyed by

Count Federigo's library ; for, although some of its treasures

were lost in the revolutions of 1503 and 1517, and although

the MSS. transported to the Vatican in 1658 included many

additions subsequent to his death, still the volumes most im-

portant to literature, and most embellished by art, may, with

few exceptions, be attributed to his liberality. The estimate of

30,000 ducats, already stated from Vespasiano as the cost of the

collection in his time, is carried to 40,000 by Gallo Galli, who

lived under Duke Guidobaldo IT., thus affording a probable

inference as to the augmentation it had received between 1482

and 1566. This increase, which went on until the devolution

of the duchy in 1631, was chiefly by a mass of unpublished

writings of local interest or authorship, without any pretence

to artistic beauty. The numbers now catalogued are thus no

evidence of its original extent ; but we may mention that an

inventory by Stefano Gradio, though by no means complete,

includes 1361 entries; that Platner, in the Beschrelbung der

Stadt Rom, estimates the ducal MSS. at 1711; but that the

catalogue compiled by Mauro Costa, in 1797, and now actually

in use, exceeds four thousand articles. As some of the illu-

minated MSS. executed for Count Federigo are of the highest

interest, we shall notice a few of them in No. VI. of the Ap-

pendix, and in our forty- eighth chapter shall mention the fate

of this library, after the extinction of the ducal line.

" Within this curious palace dwelt a soul

Gave lustre to each part, and to the whole :

This drest his foce in courteous smiles, and so

From comely gestures sweeter manners flow.

This courage joyned to strength ; so the hand, bent,

Was valour's ; opened, bounty's instrument

;

Which did tlie scale and sword of justice hold.

Knew how to brandish steel and scatter gold."

TxiOMAS Cakew.
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Before concluding our account of the Corte, we may mention

some appurtenances intended for tlie more material requirements

of its inmates. Of the garden we can say nothing, horticulture

being then a latent science ; neither need we linger upon the

court-yard provided for tennis or baU. But the stable-range,

built by Francesco di Gioi-gio in 1475, is thus curiously de-

scribed by himself. " From the stable, constructed by me, for

my most illustrious Duke of Urbino, may be seen how much a

complete and perfect set ought to include. It is capable of con-

taining three hundred horses, half on either side, being tAventy-

eight feet wide, thirty-six high, and three hundred and sixty

long*, and over it there is a beautiful loft for hay and stra\v,

with square holes for throwing down the forage, and above all a

roof. There are several contiguous rooms, the first being a

yard or shed, wherein to mount and dismount, or to shoe the

horses ; in it is a fountain with two troughs, and a pipe passing

thence under the mangers, with various stop-cocks for the sup-

ply of water, by means whereof the stable can be cleansed, and

to facilitate this operation the floor falls towards the centre,

enablino- such horses as wish it to stand higher before. Next

the fountain is a corn-store, with the head-groom's rooms above

it, overlooking the stable, and beyond these a servant's room,

and one for medicines, saddlery, repairs, &c. Lastly, there is a

great tower, with a winding- stair, accessible only to the owner,

whence he can see the entire establishment ; and this, being

known to the overseer and servants, is a check upon their good

conduct."

In a letter by Gallo Galli to Duke Guidobaldo II. In 1566,

he mentions having seen memoranda stating the cost of the Ur-

bino palace at 200,000 ducats, the silver-plate at 40,000, a set

of tapestries representing the siege of Troy, at 10,000, and the

MSS. library at 40,000. Before leaving the subject we shall

* There must be some mistake as to the length, which would scarcely half suffice

for a hundred and fifty horses. See the original in Promis' Turin edition of Fran-

cesco di Giorgio's Works, i. 171.

VOL. I. M
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transcribe from the Corteggiano an anecdote, not on account of

its value, but as a specimen of the dull wit which Castiglione

thought worth commemorating as the gossip of his model court.

" Recollect also the silly trait, just related by our Lord Duke,

of an abbe Avho, standing by while Duke Federlgo was discuss-

ing what to do with the vast quantity of earth excavated from

the foundations of this palace, exclaimed, ' My Lord, I have

though of a capital contrivance. Desire an immense ditch to be

made, into which it may be put without more ado.' The Duke

answered with a smile, 'And where shall we place the earth of

the ditch itself?' To which the abbe replied, 'Make it big

enough for both.' And though the Duke repeated that the

larger it was the more earth would there be to remove, he never

could see it, but went on saying, make it so much the greater
!

"

Sanzi informs us that Federlgo had intended to erect, in con-

nection with this residence, a fane unequalled in regularity,

beauty, and ornament, in order at once to manifest his piety, and

to provide a last home for his remains. The cathedral adjoining

it, though founded by his father in 1439, was scarcely well be-

gun until 1471, and Avhen completed, in no way realised his

project. * The church of S. Bernardino, also left unfinished at

his death, was in some degree a substitute, being not only a

special memoral of his piety, but supplying a mausoleum for

himself and the few after members of his dynasty.

Of the other residences that shared the cares of Count

Federlgo, Gubbio was the most important. Sanzi describes it

as facing the south-east, and flanked by mountains on the north,

overlooking fertile valleys and smiling champaigns, and excel-

ling the attractions of Urbino in charming prospects and plea-

* Mucli confusion of dates has arisen regarding tliis chuvcli, owing to its slow

advance,— unusually protracted even for Italy. Lazzarini tells that it was foundeil

by Federlgo in 1447, and consecrated to S. Cresccntino in 1534, but that the farade

was not completed til! 1781. The cupola, planned hy Muzio Oildi, was erected in

1604, but fell in 1789. The pnlpit and organ were designed by Girolamo dclla

Genga, and the latter was painted by Baroccio. The stnccocs were executed by

Federlgo Brandani, who died in 1575.
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sant pathways. Notwithstanding the general truth of this

eulogy, nothing could be more inconsistent with beauty or conve-

nience than its site, planted on a slope, with the cathedral right

in front, crowded round with poor buildings, and accessible only

by precipitous alleys. Its architecture is disputed between

Francesco di Giorgio and Baccio Pontelli, nor would it add

much credit to either, its sole merit being minute decorations in

hewn work and inlaid panelling, both after the style we have

described at Urbino. Although the initials of the two Monte-

feltrian dukes appear in these, it is believed to have been chiefly

built by Guidobaldo, and the oak-tree cognisance of the Delia

Kovere indicates in some parts a still later date. The constant

recurrence of the Garter among its ornamental devices is gratify-

ing to the very rare English visitors of this Apennine town, but

no traveller of taste and intelligence can be otherwise than

shocked to find this once chosen sanctuary of Italian refinement

and high-breeding, the residence In which Castiglione recounted

his reception at the Tudor court, and where Fregoso and

Bembo were successively- bishops, degraded to vile uses and

menaced by speedy ruin. It is now in the hands of a person

who there manufactures wax candles and silk, but on my second

visit in 1843 was closed-up entirely and inaccessible. I owe to

the obliging attention of Signor Luigi Bonfatti, a local anti-

quary of taste and intelligence, who is preparing a work on the

early painters of Gubbio, this notice of the building and its

remalnlno; decorations. " DifFerins: much from the architecture

at Urbino, its court- yard is very fine, of the mixed or composite

style usual in that age. The windows, doors, and chimneys

have stone lintels, exquisitely chiselled in low relief with masterly

arabesque designs, those in the Interior being touched with

gold. The ceilings, now partially decayed, are all of wood, In

half-relief compartments, with heavy cornices, and roses coloured

and gilded. The palace was completed by Duke Guidobaldo,

who commissioned the cabinet or closet of superb intarsio, thir-

teen by six and a half feet. This tiny room is nineteen feet high.
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but the inlaid work goes only half-way up. It is of the finest pat-

terns and workmanship, including several emblematic representa-

tions of music, literature, physical science, geography, and war.

On the cornice is an inscription now in part illegible. . . It

was, in my opinion, the work of Antonio Mastei of Gubbio, a

famous artist in wood, who executed the beautiful choir of

S. Fortunato at Todi, and who is known to have been much

in favour witli Dukes Guidobaldo and Francesco Maria I.,

the latter of whom gave him an exemption from imposts."

The kindness of Mr. F. C. Brooke, of Ufford Place, Suffolk,

enables me to supplement from his note-book this imperfect

mention of the most interesting feature of the palace. " The

small cabinet has shared a better fate than that of the remainder

of the apartments, and requires little else than cleaning up to

restore it to its original state. The ceilino- is divided into several

scanty compartments, of octangular form and relieved with

gold, while the wainscoted walls are inlaid Avith tarsia, repre-

senting bookcases, or rather cupboards, with their contents,

amongst which are a ship, a tambourine, military weapons, a cage

with a parrot in it, and, as if for the sake of variety only, a few

volumes of books, over one of which, containing music, with the

word Rosabella inscribed on its pages, is suspended a crucifix.

On the central case opposite to the window, and occupying as

it were the post of honour, is the Garter, with its motto, honi

SOIT Q MAL I PENSE ; a dcvicc v/hich has been sculptured on

the exterior of the stone architrave of the door of this apart-

ment. It appears again in tarsia in the recess of the window,

where may also be seen, within circles, G. Ubaldo Dx. and

Fe. Dux. On the frieze, and in a single line interrupted only

by the S})aces occupied by the door and window, is the follow-

ing inscription in tarsia:—
" ' Aspicis a;tcrnos vencramlfe niatris aliimnos,

Doctrina cxcclsos iiigciiioquc viros.

Vi iiuda ccrvice cadant ante

genu.

Justiciam pietas vincit revcrenda, nee ullum

Poenitet ultrici succubuisse suse.'
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I might also have mentioned as amongst the devices, the crane

standing on one leg, and holding, with the foot of the other

which is raised, the stone he is to drop as a signal of alarm

for his companions. Among other feigned contents of a

bookcase are an hour-glass, guitar, and pair of compasses ; in

another are seen a dagger, dried fruits in a small basket made

of thin wood, and a tankard ; while in a third is represented an

open book surmounted with the name of Guidobaldo, who pro-

bably made the selection inscribed on the two pages of the

volume, comprising verses 457. to 491. of the tenth -^neid."

It is unnecessary here to introduce this long quotation; for the

last combat and death of Pallas by the spear of Turnus, how-

ever happily described by Virgil, bear no traceable analogy

to incidents in the Montefeltrian family. Mi*. Brooke conjec-

tures that it was recommended b}^ the passage,—
" Short bounds of life are set to mortal man

;

'Tis A'irtue's work alone to stretch the narrow span : " *

a sentiment equally beautiful in itself, and appropriate to the

feelings and fortunes of Guidobaldo
; yet why not have given

point to the ei^igram by isolating it from the inappropriate

context ?

Muzio and Baldi impute to Federigo's munificence many
other palaces in his state, such as Fossombrone, Cagli, Castel-

durante, La Carda, Mercatello, &c. ; but most of these were

probably forts, of Avhich Francesco di Giorgio speaks as having

one hundred and thirty-six under his charge at once, for this

prince. At the two first-named places, there still remain resi-

dences dating from this reign, and the parks or game-preserves

which formerly surrounded them, embracing circuits of seven

and five miles respectively, were walled in by the Count, and

Stat sua cuique dies ; breve et irreparabile tempus

Omnibus est vitas ; scd famam extendere factis,

Hoc virtutis opus.

M 3
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stocked with fallow-deer.* These have long ago run to waste,

and the palaces, with their ample halls,

" Shadowy with remembrances

Of the majestic past,"

are now desolate and rapidly falling to ruin.

It has been aptly observed that " of works which appeal to

the eye, any description must be tedious and inconclusive," but

less could not have been said of creations which constituted the

chief praise of Count Federigo among his cotemporaries, and

his most enduring glory with posterity. Nor can it but excite

our interest to inquire whence means were obtained for so

lavish an outlay, and for his munificent patronage of letters and

arts. When the eye wanders over the map of Urbino, as

possessed by its dukes of the Delia Revere dynasty, it is difficult

to restrict our conceptions to its true limits at this date. It

would probably now be impossible to define these with perfect

accuracy, much of its frontier being then debatable land.j-

Into this category had fallen part of the original fief of Monte-

feltro, lying north of the Foglia. The proper territory of

Urbino occupied the central portion of the far-receding stripe

situated between that river and the Metauro, its upper section

being the Brancaleone country, its sea-board divided between

Pesaro and Fano. Out-lying were the holdings of Gubbio and

Cagli, the latter perhaps reaching to the recently acquired town-

ships of Fossombrone. The state composed of these straggling

l)arts may have included about one fourth of the subsequent

duchy ; but cut off fi'om the coast, and from the fertile districts

which skirt the Adriatic, its rugged uplands and rude climate

* We liavc very few notices of his sporting tastes ; but the Vatican collection of

his letters includes one to the King of France, on sending, at his request, a brace

of dogs.

f
" Nunc ager Umbrcni sub nomine, nupcr Ofelli

Dictus ; crat nulli proprius, sed ccdit in usum
Nunc mill!, nunc aliis." Horace, Sat. ii. 2.
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derived from nature few elements of wealth. The various wars

which had swept it, and especially the forays and reprisals it

had long endured from the tyrant of Rimini, might well have

exhausted its resources, and utterly impoverished both sovereign

and people. The fact was, however, quite otherwise, war being

a source of wealth to both. Military service was their only

trade, and so well did they ply it, that during thirty-four years,

short intervals excepted, the Count drew continuous pay from

some foreign power or adventurer. The value of these engage-

ments may be estimated from some examples. In 1453 his

war pay from Alfonso of Naples exceeded 8000 ducats a month,

and for many years he had from him and his son an annual

peace-pension of 6000 in name of past services. At the close

of his life, when captain-general of the Italian league, he drew

in war 165,000 ducats of annual stipend, 45,000 being his own

share ; in peace 65,000 in all. Of these vast sums a consider-

able portion went among his hardy mountaineers, besides their

contingent of plunder and perquisites picked up in the field.

Thus was war rendered so acceptable to their interests, as well

as to their tastes and habits, that Sanzi compares them, when

their arms were cast aside^, to " unpinioned eagles." Nor did

the ravages of invasion prove so destructive as might be sup-

posed. The entire population were located in villages or

townlets, each a fastness capable of resistance, which, even

when unsuccessful, gave time to conceal their valuables : thus

when the sack began, they had only to save their persons, and

these generally were allowed to go unharmed. *

* See, as to later statistics of the duchy, tlie Appendix to Vol. IIL

M 4
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CHAPTER IX.

COUNT FEDERIGO'S VARIED ENGAGEMENTS. BATTLE OF LA MOLT-

NELLA. DEATH AND CHARACTER OF HIS ENEMY MALATESTA.

AFFAIRS OF RIMINI.

" Unhallowed actions, planted like a crown

Upon the insolent aspiring brow

Of spuiious notions, worn as open signs

Of prejudice subdued."

Wordsworth's Excursion.

It was to the Pontiff's anxiety for his favourite project against

the Infidel, that the Malatesta owed the shadow of sovereignty

still left theai. He inherited from Nicholas V. the design of a

holy war ; but though the ten years passed since the peace of

Lodi had united the Italian powers for that purpose, the cross

had not yet been raised against the aggressive and triumphant

crescent. He now sought to redeem delays by redoubled zeal,

and his temporal diplomacy seconded his spiritual exhortations

in collecting troops and treasure from "Western Europe, to be

mustered at Ancona and led by his Holiness in person. But, as

was shrewdly remarked by Cosimo de' Medici, it was an old

man undertaking an enterprise which needed a young one.

He travelled to Ancona when scarcely recovered from a severe

fit of gout, and on arriving, had the mortification to discover

that his ardour had been ill seconded by most of the Christian

powers ; that the soldiery, already disgusted with a service

whose rewards were indulgences for the next world instead of

present pay and pillage, were retiring in great numbers; and
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that the volunteers wlio crowded the port, far beyond the

means provided for feeding or transporting them, were a mere

mob of unarmed and undisciplined idlers. Chagrin, anxiety,

and fatigue occasioned a relapse, which cai-ried him off on the

14th of August.* The consistory countermanded the ill-

advised expedition, and the conclave hurriedly chose as his

successor the Venetian Barbo, whose character and habits, in all

respects a contrast from those of Pius, would have been best

expressed by Barbaro, but whose absurd personal vanity is said

to have prompted him to propose assuming as his title For-

moso I.

The papal throne has seldom been better filled than by

Pius II. Gifted with much practical capacity and intelligence,

he brought to it the experience of a life devoted to diplomacy,

statesmanship, and literature, and he found time to record in

historical commentaries, for the benefit of posterity, his impres-

sions of the many important incidents wherein he had been an

actor or a witness. It is very remarkable that the last measure

of his pontificate, from which he anticipated its chief lustre,

should have been not only opposed to the spirit of his age, but

undertaken without consideration, pursued without judgment,

and terminated in utter failure. To these inherent errors ought

to be ascribed the frustration of hopes in themselves vain,

rather than to the death of his Holiness, as thus set forth by

Sanzi :
—

" Ah cruel destiny ! unjust and harsh

To Italy's high name, even as her gates

Were opened wide for glory. Doubtful, sure,

And manifold the chances that impede

Such plans as man conceives : the Pontiff died
;

And so these gladsome hopes were blotted out,

WTiilst all their pomp, and pains, and stores proftise

"Were tui-ned to sullen, sluggish discontent."

* Sismondi says the 14th ; Harris Nicolas the loth or 16th ; Baldi mentions the

morrow of the Assumption, which would be the 1 6th ; but Bemi specifics the fomth

hour, or midnight of Tuesday the 14th, which corresponds with the calendar of

that year.
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The late Pope, intending to leave Feclerigo as lieutenant-gene-

ra], charged with the defence of the papal state during his absence

in the east, had summoned him to Ancona, and there consulted

him both on that subject and on the projected expedition. Thence

the Count proceeded to Gubbio for the marriage of his relation

Guidantonio Ubaldini, and on the 28th of September repaired

to Rome, with a noble suite, to offer congratulations to the new

Pontiff, by whom he was confirmed in his command, with the

title of Gonfaloniere of the Church. After visiting the King

of Naples, he returned home in the end of October, and in the

following autumn had from his Majesty a renewed condotta as

captain-general.*

The crusade and all its preparations had passed away as

completely and almost as rapidly as a stage-scene, and the quiet

of Italy remaining undisturbed, the new Pontiff availed himself

of it to chastise the Aversi of Anguillara, a band of robber

barons whose predatory incursions extended to the gates of his

capital. Although in more peaceful times this would have been

a matter of police rather than a military movement, it fell to

Federigo as gonfaloniere to repress their audacity. This he did

in a few days during July, their strongholds about Ronciglione

all surrendering without a blow. Paul, encouraged by this

success, followed it up by similar proceedings against the

Savelli, another great Campagna family, whose Angevine policy

had led them into open rebellion five years before, and whose

influence never recovered the loss of territory now wrested from

* Gonfaloniere, originally signifying standard-bearer, was the title of supreme

command in the papal armies, and is so nsed throughout these volumes when applied

to the dukes of Urbino. In Florence, and other old republics, it meant the chief

magistrate for the time, and it is still employed in the same sense throughout many
towns, especially in the ecclesiastical states. The gonfalone, or banner of the Church,

was and is now white, with the golden cross-keys, surmounted by the umbrella-

shaped baldachino, or canopy, usually carried over the Pope in processions. This

device was borne on the armorial sliields of the Gonfalonieri, impaled between their

proper quarterings, as seen on the stamp outside of these volumes. The golden

keys surmounted by a triple tiara, is another common pontifical device, used in

place of a crest.
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them. The Count, having gone to visit his Holiness, received

from him verbal instructions and a written commission to take

effectual measures for securing the devolution to the Holy See of

the Malatesta fiefs, as soon as these brothers should die, and

there being some suspicion of intrigues on their part to defeat

that arrangement under which Cesena and Rimini had been left

them only for their respective lives, a solemn obligation to

secrecy under pain of excommunication shrowded these delibe-

rations. Thus were pursued those repressive steps already

adopted by Pius II., and which were matured into a fixed

policy by successive pontiffs during the next seventy years,

until, of all the sovereign vassals who divided and distracted the

ecclesiastical tei'ritory, from Terraccina to the Po, there re-

mained but those of Ferrara, Urbino, and Piombino. Mala-

testa Novello of Cesena, whose wife Violante had been sister of

Federigo, died in November, when Cesena was at once seized

by his nephew Koberto, eldest son of Sigismond. The Count

of Urbino, in obedience to the papal injunctions, marched into

Romagna and blockaded that town, until matters were com-

promised by a concession of Meldola to Roberto, on his sur-

rendering the rest of his uncle's fief, and entering the papal

service, as a guarantee for his future obedience.

Francesco Sforza died suddenly at Milan on the 8th of

March. He was the most sagacious as well as the most fortu-

nate of Italian adventurers, and as a 'sovereign conciliated

general confidence and regard by his judicial administration,

whilst a liberal and discriminating encouragement of learnin«:

gave to his court and capital attractions and brilliancy too

quickly lost under his dissolute successor. The first to apply

to his country the axiom that union is strength, it was his

cherished aim to cultivate the hitherto neglected principle of

nationality as the mainspi'ing of her policy. The league of

Italy, carried through by him, was the primary step towards

that good end, which was effectually frustrated before the close

of this century by the intemperate and selfish ambition of his
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son Ludovico, and which continues to puzzle the theorists, to

mislead the patriots, and to baffle the politicians of that fair

land. His eldest son Galeazzo Maria being absent in France

at his death, the Duchess sent to request the Count of Urbino's

attendance as a tried friend and comrade of her lord, and as

husband of his niece. Federigo, anticipating the messenger,

had already set out on the first news of so important an event,

and by his prudent counsel and conciliating manners greatly

forwarded the harmonious recognition of the new Duke. During

three months he devoted his entire attention to this object, and

before taking his departure, his past efforts were acknowledged,

and his future services retained, by a renewal of his engagement

as captain-general on the following terms :
—

" With the approval and benediction of the supreme Pontiff,

his Most Serene Majesty Ferdinand, the noble republic of

Florence, and Ourselves have reunited ourselves in a public

confederation, and have renewed our former league for common

protection of our states and repelling of external aggression,

selecting as our chief in command that illustrious captain and

magnanimous lord, the Count of IJrbino, than whom none can

be desired more skilful and prompt in the conduct of war or

peace, seeing with what gallantry, authority, and success he

has managed both, and has exhibited such proofs of unequalled

faith, constancy, and Integrity, that throughout Italy these are

not less in repute than are his famous feats of generalship."*

On the 6th of June, the court and nobles assembled in the

cathedral to witness his installation, with all the pomp and

circumstance of a military religious ceremonial. After the

baton and banner had been placed in his hand, the goodly cortege

conducted him to his lodgings, where a gallant charger, a beau-

tiful head-piece, and a stately mantle awaited his acceptance.

Two days thereafter he set out on his homeward journey, which

was a continued progress of honour, the sovereigns and people

Muzio, 389.
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of each state through which he passed cmulathig the compli-

ments they should render to so distinguished a guest.

The treaty of Lodi, to which Sforza had been mainly instru-

mental, remained in force at his death ; indeed, historians dwell

Avith peculiar pleasure on the twenty-eight years of tranquillity

which succeeded that settlement. Compared with the turmoil

of preceding wars, or with the clang of battles, which, from

1492 till 1529 rang continually through the Peninsula, these

were, indeed, years of repose and prosperity, and may be con-

sidered the halcyon age of modern Italy. It is true that those

republican institutions had been widely infringed, under which

her communities rose to eminence, and that arbitrary sovereigns

had with more or less success established over most of them a

personal or hereditary sway. True also, that her newly-awakened

spirit of philosophy had then assumed, under the influence of

the ancient classics, a somewhat unprofitable direction ; that

" the all-immortal three " of the preceding century already had

raised her literature to perhaps its culminating point ; and that

it was not until the following age that her arts attained their

highest perfection. But whilst individual freedom had been

curtailed, individual security had been generally enlarged ; even

the despotism of one was welcomed, when it brought relief from

the storms of faction and the tyranny of mobs. The reviving

energies of mind felt the invigoration which succeeds to long

repose, but still glowed with a healthy character, free from that

infusion of meaner motives and more degrading tendencies

which too quickly and permanently poisoned the fjiirest crea-

tions of the pen, the pencil, and the chisel. Above all, Italy in

the fifteenth century was as yet independent. Her bright

plains had not become l)attle-fields for European ambition ; her

treasures had not been [)lundered, her civilisation trampled upon,

her nationality defaced by foreign and barbarous invaders.

Yet the ])eans of peace inspired by the interval of comparative

quiet upon which we are now entering must be read with poeti-
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cal allowance, for Ave shall have to trace during that period not

unfrequent intrigues, and to mention many ebullitions of

" The mind of Italy to strife inflamed."

Wherever war was intended, the Count of Urbino's services

were naturally in request, for his name stood foremost on the

roll of condottieri since the death of Giacopo Piccinino in July

1465. It is unnecessary to contrast the qualities of these rival

generals : the latter is known to history but as a military ad-

venturer, whilst the reputation of Federigo rests not less on his

conduct as a wise and generous prince. The Neapolitan war

had at length given to Giacopo the great object of his life. He
was sovereign of Sulmona, and his marriage with the Duke of

Milan's natural daughter had strengthened him in his new rank,

and finally closed the long strifes of the Braccian and Sforzan

factions. But fortune, after this signal exaltation, destined for

him a fearful reverse. The false-hearted Ferdinand forgot not

that lie had been the right arm of the Angevine party. Re-

ceiving him with hollow courtesy, he amused him at Naples

until Ippolita Maria Sforza, the affianced bride of his eldest

son Alfonso Duke of Calabria, left her father's duchy of Milan.

When she had reached Siena, on her way to be married, Pic-

cinino was treacherously seized and mysteriously done to

death. The impression was long current that his father-in-law

had countenanced this disgraceful murder, but liosmini, in his

recent history of Milan, has fully vindicated the memory of

Francesco Sforza from a calumny utterly repugnant to his noble

character.
*

The death of Francesco Sforza had been preceded in 1464

by that of Cosimo de' Medici, whose virtual authority at Flo-

rence, earned by his personal qualities, was exercised tacitly,

* Ricotti (Storia delle Compagnlc di Ventura in Italia. 1844, vol. iii. 191—201.)

ably reviews the evidence on both sides, and satisfactorily disposes of an eiTor which

liad been received during three centuries and a half.
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and cemented by no title, until father of his country was

inscribed by the grateful citizens upon his tomb. These two

great men had been allied by common objects of policy as well

as by the sympathy of lofty minds, neither of which descended

to their sons. Pietro de' Medici quickly found that his father's

influence passed not with his name and wealth, whilst his own

pretensions only roused the factious spirit for which Florence

enjoyed an unenviable reputation. It would lead us too far

from the immediate object of these pages were we to analyse

the state of parties there during this crisis, and examine the

conduct of leaders, who, under the mask of patriotism, sought

by treachery and assassination to gratify private ambition, envy,

jealousy, and revenge. Even those reformers who, with purer

motives and an unwavering faith in democratic utopianisra,

sought to establish public liberty apart from individual ends, had

no better panacea to offer than that of submitting official ap-

pointments to ballot ; a singular consequence of the intelligence

and, if we accept the opinions of Sismondi, of the freedom for

which Florence was already pre-eminent. Two years of cabal-

ling concluded with results common in the republics of classic

Greece and mediaeval Italy ; the ostracised minority saved them-

selves by flight, and, in order to avenge personal wrongs, brought

upon their native land the disasters of foreign invasion, as well

as the calamity of native broils.* The Medicean faction re-

mained in the ascendant, and were intimately allied with Naples

and Milan ; but the exiles rallied under the winged lion of

St. Mark, and endeavoured by prayers and promises to interest

the Venetians in their behalf, reminding them of the support

perseveringly afforded to their enemy Francesco Sforza by the

Medici. These representations were cordially received by the

most jealous of republics
;
yet with habitually crooked policy,

the Signory, instead of frankly seconding the Tuscan refugees,

nominally discharged Bartolomeo Coleone from its service, but

* These intrigues are most sixccinctly explained by Pignotti, but Machiavelli and

Sismondi may be consulted, as well as Roscoe's Life of Lorenzo de' Medici, chap. ii.
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secretly aided them to engage him in an expedition against their

country.* Coleone, the last of the old race of stipendiary

commanders, had risen to wealth and reputation, and had grown

grey in years, without ever gaining an important battle. Mus-

tering once more his veteran followers, and reinforced by several

captains of adventure from Romagna and Upper Italy, he

marched at the head of 8,000 horse and 6,000 foot through the

Ferrarese, intending to enter Tuscany by the Lamone valley.

These prepai-ations were viewed at Florence with extreme

anxiety. Pietro, wavering in character and broken in health,

seemed unequal to the ci-isis ; his son Lorenzo, though full of

promise, was but eighteen ; the exiles had friends ready to

second them at home. The foreign influence of his house was

still however great, and the Dukes of Milan and Calabria led

in person their contingents into the field. The confederate

army was commanded by the Count of Urbino, to whose merits

the following flattering attestation by Ferdinand of Naples is

preserved in the pages of Muzio :— " Amid these warlike move-

ments, and perils for Italy, it is most satisfactory that we have

found a captain-general whose military skill can rival that of

ancient times. For, with all deference, who in this age has

more fairly taken arms ? who has led armies under happier

auspices ? whose conduct in pitched battles or in sieges has been

more exemplary ? Such questions are answered by the many

honourable trophies he has wrested from the enemy; by all the

cities he has taken, the fortresses he has stormed, the armies he

has routed ; by the victories and the booty he has carried off.

Besides, it is notorious that he is not less eminent at home than

abroad, not less excellent in council than in arms. And, what

is still more remarkable, all this superiority is the fruit of his

genius, not less than his prowess, and esj^ecially of his good

faith, which, although the basis of every virtue, is the rarest of

* i\I;iclii:ivelli speaks as if Bartolomco coiitiimcd in the Venetian service, and

Roscoc a])pears to adopt this view ; but the best autliurities bear out Sisniondi's

statement, which I have foUowcd.
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thcni all, and, which, almost banished from earth, has taken

refuge in heaven."

The sincerity thus lauded had been recently tested. Ves-

pasiano informs us that the emissaries of Venice having offered

Federigo an engagement, with 80,000 ducats in war, and 60,000

in peace, he simply reported it to the allies ; whereupon they

lost no time in an-anging with him a formal condotta, which

probably embodied the compliment we have cited, and which

obliged him to serve against all enemies of the league, the Pon-

tiff not excepted. * The Venetian agents had succeeded better

with Astorre Manfredi, Lord of Faenza, in consequence of

whose defection the Count of Urbino early in April marched

his own company into Romagna, in order to persuade or over-

awe the minor feudatories of that warlike country into adherence

to the confederates. During three months the two armies were

in presence, the tactics of both being, as was then usual, rather

a display of strategy than a struggle for victory, and the blockade

of Faenza by Federigo proving the only incident worth notice.

But this inactivity, though pleasant and profitable to the sti-

pendiaries, occasioned much grumbling from those who had to

find the sinews of war, especially from the exiles, whose means

were quickly expended. It is alleged, in justification of the

Count's temporising, that the rashness of Galeazzo Sforza had

several times almost compromised the confederates ; that, in

order to rid them of his counsels, he was induced to visit the

Medici, on pretexts which are variously stated ; and that the

opportunity of his absence was seized by Federigo to fight a

pitched battle on his own terms. Baldi, however, informs us

that Coleone, having virtually abandoned his designs against

Florence, contemplated an attack upon the Milanese, and that

the confederates came into collision with him whilst intercepting

his movement in that direction, of which they were fully aware.

* Vat. Urb. MSS. No. 941., printed in the Specilegium Romanum of Cardinal

Mai, i. 94.— Archivio Diplomatico di Firenze, May 15. 1467.

vol-. 1. N
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Although we have descriptions of many of these medlreval

combats from spectators or actors, their details seldom convey an

intelligible idea of the actual conflicts. Thus, whilst Muzio and

Baldi prolixly recount the inconclusive movements which pre-

ceded the engagement, and introduce tedious harangues as

spoken by Federigo to his army, they throw but little light

upon the field manoeuvres. The battle was commenced early in

the afternoon of the 25th of July, by the light cavalry of

Urbino charging the enemy when about to halt for the night

;

and although the Count had intended to delay the attack until

they were in the bustle of encamping, he gallantly supported

his skirmishers in two divisions, one led by himself, the other

by Roberto di Sanseverino, general-in-chief of the Milanese

forces, whilst a reserve of cavalry under Donato del Conte was

instructed to hover about, and render aid where required. In

the heat of the engagement, Federigo, with more knight-errantry

than prudence, called upon his brilliant staff, composed of his

kinsman the Cavaliere Pietro Ubaldini, his future son-in-law

Giovanni della Rovere, and other youths of promise, to follow

him to the rescue, and, lance in rest, bore headlong into the

melee. But this ill-timed gallantry had nearly cost him his life,

for a foot-soldier, getting under his horse, inflicted a mortal

wound on the animal, and he was not saved without immense

efforts of his own and those around him. The day was in-

tensely hot, the armies had both marched some miles before

they met, and after fighting for six or eight hours (some say

sixteen) without appai'cnt advantage to either side, Coleone

sent a trumpet to Federigo, suggesting that, as it was now high

time to seek repose, they had better be done for the day. The

staff warmly seconded this proposal, being three miles from

their intended quarters ; so by common consent the troops wei-e

recalled, and whilst the soldiery lit torches and fires, as sub-

stitutes for the now deepened twilight, the leaders mutually

advanced to shake hands and congratulate each other on their

escapes. This singular conclusion of what is generally repre
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sented as a well-fought field, was quite in accordance with the

received rules of military procedure ; but it tempted Machiavelli,

the enemy of stipendiary armies, to sneer at this affair of La

Molinella as a pitched battle, lasting half a day, wherein neither

side wavered, and no one fell, a few prisoners and wounded

horses being the only result of the fray. This is certainly

an exaggeration, but though all characterise the conflict as

sanguinary, our authorities differ widely as to the loss, which

probably did not exceed a few hundred men killed, including,

however, several captains of note.*

• Ricotti, iii. 208., quotes these authorities. Our account of the battle endeavours

to reconcile the Urbino writers with the generally received facts. Muzio says above

40,000 men were engaged in it. Berni estimates the Count's force at eighty-three

squadrons of horse and two thousand foot against ninetj'-six squadrons and thrice

as many infantry ; the killed he states at 500, and the wounded at the same num-

ber, chiefly on the side of Coleone. The Ferrarese diarist, speaking of an engage-

ment fought close to his capital, may be prefeiTed to Machiavelli. He considers

the loss on both sides at 500 killed, and 1000 mortally wounded, besides " above

1000 horses ripped up;" and mentions Saturday, the 23d of July as the date

of the battle. Roscoe, in a succinct account of the campaign, cites three authorities

for his facts, but two of these refer to points of unimportant detail (one of them

quoting a recent writer, whose information is at second hand), while the third

establishes a view entirely passed by in the text. I mention this in no spirit of

cavilling, but to show the inutility of a system of copious and indiscriminate reference

by foot-notes, which, without pretending to establish every momentous statement,

constantly distracts attention from the continuous narrative. Corio, a cotcraporary

at the court of Milan, has, by confusing his master's two visits to Florence, mis-

represented this engagement as fought in 1471. He mentions some incidents of it,

one of which, whether accurate or not, is characteristic of such battles. Federigo,

towards the close of the conflict, meeting Alessandro Sforza, whose daughter he had

married, but who then fought against him, exclaimed, " Oh, my lord and father

!

we have already done enough ; " to which Sforza replied, " This I leave you to

determine ; " whereupon both commanders called off their troops. Another anecdote

represents Galeazzo Maria as severely blaming the Count of Urbino for not securing

a decided victory by a more vigorous onset ; to which the latter replied he was

nowise to blame, and would leave it to any one cognisant of the art of war to say

if he had not proceeded after the rules of military tactics. But so little was the

Duke satisfied with this plea, that, when the Count went afterw-ards to visit him at

Milan, he threatened to decapitate him, and would have done so but for the inter-

vention of his secretary Simonetta, a personal friend of Federigo. The latter, taking

the hint, soon retired, and made the best of his way home. Notwithstanding Corio's

authority, and Galeazzo Maria's impetuous temper, this story appears apocryphal :

see our immediate context, p. 180.

N 2
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The peculiar feature of the day was the employment of flying

artillery, gunnery having, till now, been limited to clumsy

battering-pieces, adapted only for sieges and fortifications. The

new weapons, called spingards and invented by Coleone, were

long swivels, measuring three cubits *, mounted upon carriages,

and discharging balls somewhat larger than a walnut or plum.

Althouo:h the advantasi'e has been claimed for the confederates,

this battle was a drawn one ; indeed, Coleone remained upon

the field, whilst Federigo led his exhausted troops to the en-

campment he had previously resolved on. Yet the results be-

came equivalent to a victory as regarded the Medici, for their

outlawed ojiponents, no longer possessing money or credit, were

overlooked in the arrangements for peace which followed early

next year. Galeazzo Sforza having withdrawn most of his

troops for protection of his fi'ontier on the side of Savoy, the

autumn was passed by the armies beating over their former

ground about Faenza and Imola, Federigo vainly anxious, as

we are assured, to bring on another engagement. Finally,

sickness and winter terminated a campaign quite unworthy of

the space that has been allowed it by most annalists.

In one respect, however, it was not unimportant to the Count

of Urbino, for it gave him opportunities of imjiroving an ac-

quaintance with the youthful Duke of Milan, and of cementing

his tried friendship for the house of Sforza. So long as Coleone

kept the field, he was watched by the Count, who rightly

guessed that, under pretext of the descent upon Florence,

he was ready enough to carry the banner of St. Mark into the

Milianese, should a favourable opportunity offer. Even after

peace was concluded, Fedei'igo remained in Lombardy, and was

employed by Galeazzo Maria on the honourable mission of re-

* So described by Ricotti, M-lio apparently has declined reducing this measure-

metit to an intelligible (juantity. The cubit of Vitruvitis was of six, sixteen, or

thirty-six palms, a Roman palm being nine inches and a half. Dr. Johnson defines

the cubit as eigiiteen or twenty-one Paris inches. Such want of in-eeision in weights,

measures, and money, occasions constant and often inextricable embarrassment in

mediaeval history.
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ceiving at Genoa his bride, Bona of Savo}-, on her arrival from

the French court, over which her sister presided. Having con-

ducted her to Milan, the marriage was celebrated in July,

1468, after which he at length contrived to repair home. From

thence, however, he was s^ieedily summoned to return, and, as

the Duke's captain-general, to take the field against the Sa-

voyards, and afterwards to reduce Brisella on the Po, whose

inhabitants had attempted to stir up new strife among the rival

powers of Italy. The autumn was well advanced ere these

matters were arranged. Galeazzo presented him with a palace

at Milan, and, relying upon his judgment and experience, de-

tained him there during the winter to assist in organising his

state. The arrival of Frederick III. at Venice early in the

year appeared to impose on the Duke, as his principal feudatory,

the duty of a special mission, and Federigo was selected for that

distinction. His object was, however, misrepresented to the

Emperor, who consequently altered his route and proceeded to

Rome for his coi'onation. On the 1st of March, 1469, the

Count returned to Urbino. Ricotti mentions, as a startling

proof of the low estate to which the imperial authority had now

been reduced in Italy, that the King of the Romans on this oc-

casion asked of Coleone a safe conduct for himself and suite,

on their way to the nominal capital of his empire !

During his absence, the detested Lord of Rimini closed his

wayward career. No Italian prince of this century fills so

picturesque a niche in mediaeval history ; none has more fully

realised its worst vices, or so narrowly escaped its noblest qua-

lities. Bred a soldier of fortune, and numbering among his

subjects the most martial population of the Peninsula, his

bravery when tested became mere bravado, his di;plicity ren-

dered him a dangerous adherent to any cause. Unbounded am-

bition was in him so marked by selfishness, ready talent so

clogged by overweening conceit, that all his efforts and aspira-

tions resulted in failure, and with the means and opportu-

nities of establishing an important sovereignty, he left behind

N 3
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him but a shadow of departed power. His domestic morals

were scandalous in an age of notorious laxity. Not only were

his three wives sacrificed to jealousy or vengeance, but their

murders are boastfully alluded to on his monument in the

miserable jest, that although the horns he wore were visible

enough, he had found means to curtail them.*

His progeny were all illegitimate, and several of them came

to violent ends. The sole redeeming trait of human kindness

that seems to have softened his harsh and treacherous nature

was his affection for Isotta, whom he raised from obscurity to

participate in his affections, or as some say his rank. How-
ever that may have been, she shares such celebrity as has been

conferred on him by the ci'eations of art and literature which he

sedulously patronised, and in which chiefly his name survives,

although their humanising influences left no impress on his

haughty and cruel nature. Mariotti remarks, that " an Italian

prince in those days durst not be a barbarian. A murderer,

perhaps, stained with the most flagitious crimes, he might be ;

but he must seek his absolution in works of munificence, he

must atone fur his outrages against public morality by his

devotion to the cause of learning and homage to the public

taste." So was it with Sigismond. Valturio tells us that he

read a great deal, and often took part in discussions and dispu-

tations upon philosophy, letters, and arts, with a patience of con-

tradiction which honourably contrasted with his usual outbreaks

of temper. At his court were entertained Porcellio, Basinio,

Trebanio, and other Latinist poetasters, who repaid such hospi-

tality by a meed of fulsome and long-forgotten doggerel, and

* Sucli, at least, is the key afforded by Sansovino to the obscure couplet inscribed

on his tomb in his great edifice of S. Francesco :

Porto le corna ch' ogu' iino le vede,

E tal le porta die non se lo crede.

Baldi asserts for all his wives an unblemished reputation, and charges him witli tiic

murder of but two of them. MazzuclicUi alleges that lie jilted or repudiated the

first, and made away with the next two.
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celebrated the beauty and accomplishments of his mistress.

Italy could boast of no architect superior to Leon Alberti, no

military engineer more skilful than Valturio : he employed the

former on the church of S. Francesco at Rimini, which marks

an era in the revival of art ; the latter, under his auspices,

wrote on the science of war, and exemplified its practice in

constructing the castle of that town : both of these buildino-s

enshrine the name and munificence of Sigismond Pandolfo.

But the most pleasing memorials of a prince by name and by

nature chief of the lorong-heads (if we may be pardoned a pun

upon Malatesta) are the medallions in bronze struck for him by

Pisani, Di Pastis, and other celebrated medalists, one of which

we here introduce. Zanetti's publication on the mint of
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Rimini gives twelve of these without exhausting their number

;

they preserve his manly bust and Isotta's matronly features,

whilst the sculptures of S. Francesco familiarise us with the

elephant and negro-heads borne as their respective cognisances.

It is remarkable how entirely his virtues and vices, his talents

and tastes, were formed upon the standards of paganism, and

one circumstance alone was wanting to place him on a level

with the heroes of classic times,— that he had been born a

heathen. Thus, his selfish daring, his reckless waste of human

life and welfare, needed but the name of Mars to sanctify them

;

his unscrupulous and insatiable lust had been welcome incense

at the shrine of Venus ; the murder of his wives and the deifi-

cation of his pai'amour found orthodox precedents in many

demigods. 80 too was it with his encouragement of letters

and art. The verses of his laureats were modelled after the

most approved classical adulation. His architects were em-

ployed in the art of war, his sculptors upon heroic medals and

devices commemorative of himself and his favoui'ite mistress
;

the church Avhich he built as a monument of his magnificence

is covered with ornaments, emblems, and tombs so profane in

character, that but for its dedication to St. Francis, it might

scarcely have been taken for a Christian shrine.

The latter scenes of his life have a touch of romantic Interest

altogether wanting to its more prosperous days. When deprived

of substantial sovereignty, he left the scene of his humiliation,

and turning against the Crescent those arms which had often

been arrayed against the Keys, as a captain of adventure he led

the Venetian troops to encounter the Infidel in the Morea.

There he distinguished himself in 1464-5, and then returned

to Italy, bringing, it is said, the dry bones of Themistios, a

Byzantine philosopher, to a court no longer open for living

celebrities of literature. His haughty spirit spurned all over-

tures from the Pontiff, who sought to anticipate the devolution

of Rimini to the Holy See by bribing him into a quiet surrender

of it during liis life ; but abject in misfortune as he had been
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arrogant in prosperity, and disgusted at the contrast of his

fallen fortunes, he pined and died before completing his fifty-

second year.*

The death of Sigismond without legitimate male issue inferred

the lapse of his fief to the Church, and this devolution was

expressly stipulated by his convention with Pius II. in 1463.

But Isotta, finding herself in possession of Kimini, and person-

ally popular with the citizens, asserted an alleged bequest of its

late lord in favour of his son Sallustio, and stood on the defensive.

Nor was this unequal resistance hopeless. The neighbouring

feudatories were necessarily opposed to ecclesiastical rights that

greatly infringed the value of their own tenure. Venice

regarded with jealousy any extension of papal influence in

Romagna, and was ever ready, for her own ends, to support the

petty princes there. Relying, therefore, on external support,

Isotta closed the gates when summoned in name of the Pontiff,

and the people, proud of their independence and abhorring

provincial insignificance, seconded her resistance, Roberto,

the eldest of Sigismond's bastards, was in the papal service on

the confines of Naples, and on him Paul fixed as the instrument

for attaining his object without a contest. Summoning him to

his presence, he assumed an air of patronising interest, and

by large promises induced him to repair to Rimini, and so con-

trive that the ecclesiastical troops should be quietly admitted.

Heir of his father's duplicity though not of his rights, Malatesta

lent himself to this intrigue with a secret view to his personal

ends, and after binding himself by hand and seal to the Pope's

stipulations, he early in January entered the city in disguise.

No guest could have been less welcome to Isotta, but at a

* According to his epitaph, on the 7th ides, being the 9th of October, 1468.

Sismondi, chap. Ixxxi., says on the 13th ; calls him father-in-law of Count Federigo;

and speaks of his liaving but two wives besides Isotta. He certainly had three

;

while his connection with the House of Urbiuo arose from his brother Domenico
having married the sister of Fedeiigo, and his son Roberto espousing a daughter of

that Count. Nothing can be more terse and graphic than the sketch of his character

by Pius II. in his Commentaries, book ii. p. 51.
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juncture so delicate she was content to dissemble, and accept

his amicable professions.

Federigo's condotta in the papal service had just expired,

leaving him free to consult the dictates of policy, his views as

to which were stated in an appeal to Pietro de' IMedici on behalf

of Rimini, in words which may almost be deemed prophetic.

" I am constrained to believe that the Pontiff and the Venetian

Signory intend to occupy Rimini and all Romagna, and even-

tually Bologna too. Rimini once lost, the rest will readily

follow, and your lordship and the league may easily suppose

whei*e Bologna and Imola would then be. Those who will not

resist such projects at first may have afterwards to pay a

hundred fold, and God grant that it be then to good purpose."

He proceeded in person to Milan in order to urge these con-

siderations upon Galeazzo Maria, to whom they came with

greater cogency as he had purchased Imola from the Manfredi

Whilst there he favourably received overtures from Roberto,

and arranged a new confederation of Milan, Florence, and

Naples for the independence of Rimini, of which he was general-

in-chief, with a command for Malatesta. The latter, now

throwing off all disguise, wrote to the Pope his best excuses

for resiling from his engagement, and, after persuading Isotta

to retire out of harm's way, proclaimed himself seigneur of

Rimini.

The contest which ensued was one of the many paltry

"squabbles for towns and castles" which ever recur in restless

Italy, to distract the historian without affording him materials

for a stirring episode. The league were bound to bring up a

considerable force of cavalry in their respective proportions, but

their hearts were not in a cause where they had to support the

weaker side, and ere they took the field, Alessandro Sforza, at

the head of the ecclesiastical troops, had carried the suburbs of

Rimini and reduced the city to great straits.* Federigo,

* The following tlispatch by the Count to the priors of Siena, from Urbino, the

27th of July, before the confederutcs had appeared, proves liow uniinportant were
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after repeated eftorts, persuaded the Neapolitan contingent to

risk a march through the enemy's country, whereupon Sforza

fell back from the leaguer to provide for his own defence. This

movement was, however, but of partial benefit to Malatesta, for,

as the allies were bound only to defensive operations, they

withheld their assistance, beyond maintaining him in the limited

state of which his father died possessed. Such trifling, and the

do-little tactics by which it was supported, scarcely consisted

with the exigence, for though the cause v/as at first unimportant,

the disgust and indignation felt by Paul at being outwitted by

an almost beardless boy led him to entertain vast schemes of

vengeance, extending to the partition of Komagna with his

countrymen of Venice, and to a new war for the Neapolitan

succession.

The movement of Sforza to Yergiliano, a few miles west of

Rimini, had virtually raised the siege, and the confederates lay

round Cerasolo, about the same distance to the south. Matters

were now at a dead lock, for the actual territory in dispute

being thus cleared of papal troops, the allies had no pretext

for aggressive operations, although Koberto was obviously

exposed to destruction should they withdraw, which they

showed every disposition to do. In order to bring matters to

a point, Federigo informed Malatesta that it was for him to

attack ; and as his tiny garrison could effect nothing beyond a

predatory incursion on the papal territory, it was concerted

that he should assail Mulazzano, whilst the Count sent some

troops to pi'otect Rimini. The scheme succeeded to their

hearts' content, for Sforza, moved by complaints from the

menaced villages, quitted his position in order to check the

the proceedings of the siege. " Since I last wrote your lordships, nothing new has

occurred beyond some attempts by the besiegers of Rimini, to which those of the

town offered such resistance that they proved fraitless, indeed, rather detrimental.

It also happened, by a sudden and unexpected chance, that the barks and armed

vessels which blockaded the town were dispersed and scattered ; one if not two of

them are known to have fomidered, but nothing farther has yet been heard of their

fate." — Ai-chiv. Diplom. at Siena.
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marauders, and occupy uew ground within reach of Mulazzano.

Federigo, informed of this intention, foresaw thai he would

encamp, at all events pass, near his cantonments, and prepared

to give him battle. It was not without opposition that he

obtained the approval of his languid supporters, but having

done so, he thus harangued his troops :
* " Soldiers ! I have

good news for you. The enemy have a fancy to water their

horses in that stream where we water ours, and for this purpose

have resolved to encamp right opposite us. If you would

know why I take this for so good news, I shall tell you. I

know that you all ply the trade of arms in order to gain you

honour and advantage ; and if the enemy come, as I have said,

I shall lead you where each of you will have equal opportunity

of displaying his gallantry. Take no thought that they out-

number you, for victory is gained by valour and not by mul-

titudes, and the more they are, the greater your glory and

plunder. I already know well your bravery, and you should

have no doubts when I promise you so sure a victory, since

that I see how it is to be won. This much I can say, that I

even now feel as ample satisfaction in the triumph which I

anticipate from your valour as if it were already gained ;
yet for

your satisfaction I have something to add. They are coming

to make a lodgement without an idea of opposition, and there-

fore fool-hardily and incautiously ; we shall thus probably find

tliem in disorder, whilst we are fully prepared for action. At

all events we shall come upon them encumbered by baggage

and disheartened, which affects both mind and body ; and

being ourselves in light order and prepared for battle, the

advantage must be all with us. Should they fancy returning

Avhence they came, we shall let them see what it is to show

their backs to an enemy. One way or other the victory will

• Wc have spared our readers the numerous orations with whicli Baldi, emulating

the style of Livy, has interpolated his narrative. This one is taken from Muzio,

and may be a fair speeimen of the eloquence then in use on similar occasions.
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be ours, and besides baving my word you may assure yourselves

of it, for it is in your own bands."

Tbe battle took place on tbe 29tb or 30tb of August, on

ground selected by Federigo. During tbree bours tbe enemy

vainly sougbt to make an impression on bis position, at tbe end

of Avbicb time Roberto came up witb some fresh battalions,

and tbe papal forces began to retire. Wbereupon the Count,

rushing forward, exclaimed to his men, " I promised you that,

should tbe enemy give signs of retreat, you would make them

feel what it is to show heels, and I must keep my word. At

them now ! and having maintained your ground against their

attack, does not this encourage you to set upon them when

flying? Come merrily on with me, who promise you a glorious

and dashing victory !" Their flight soon became a rout; tbe

confederates, pursuing in good order, carried tbe ecclesiastical

camp by a coup-de-main, and were rewarded by immense booty.

The enemy, who considerably out-numbered them, Avere scattered

to the winds, the leaders seeking shelter in various towns of

Romagna. Thouo;b the dead did not exceed a few hundreds,

a vast number of horses, standards, artillery, and prisoners

were taken, including many captains of note. Muzio thinks it

necessary to defend Federigo for this victory, as scarcely within

tbe stipulated object of the league, that of resisting aggressions

upon Roberto's proper territory of Rimini ; and it was perhaps

from a consciousness of this objection that he adopted the very

unusual course of dismissing all prisoners without ransom, after

an oration on tbe chances of war, and his personal regret at

being called upon to draw the sword against bis ecclesiastical

over-lord. Such a course was, however, consistent witb his

general feelings and practice ; and there now occurred an oppor-

tunity for tbe special manifestation of bis generosity. Count

Gian Francesco of Pian di Meleto, who, though a subject of

Montefeltro, had been ever a partizan of Sigismond Pandolfo,

and a personal foe of Federigo, was on this occasion in the

pay of Alessandro Sforza, and, being captured on the fall of
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his horse, was with difficulty rescued by Federigo himself from

the summary punishment intended by his exasperated adherents.

When the battle was over, he and his son were summoned by

the victorious general, and while awaiting the sentence befitting

their treason, were thus addressed by their over-lord :
" Count,

this will be evil news for your wife, and it would be right to

console her by tidings of your welfare and her son's. It is

therefore my pleasure that you both be the bearers of them to

her." He then dismissed them home with an escort.

Federigo's commission being now effectually fulfilled, and

having no warrant for pursuing the war Into the papal territory,

he retired to Urbino, leaving Roberto In the field to follow up

the recent victory. Although blamed for wavering during the

early part of the battle, in order to fall back upon Rimini had

its fortune been adverse, the latter was not slow to profit by its

results, and ere November he had re-established the Malates-

tan sovereignty over the Avhole fiefs of Rimini and Fano, as

well as part of the vicariat of Sinigaglia.

The first fruit of Federigo's triumph was a very flattering

commission from the Duke of Milan as lieutenant-general of

his state, accompanied with 10,000 golden ducats In payment of

his claims upon Francesco Sforza. But ere long there broke

out those jealousies which chronically afflicted all Italian con-

federacies. The contingents of Milan and Florence, arriving

too late for the battle, shared neither Its glory nor Its spoils,

which thus fell In a great measure to the Neapolitans, whose

sovereign was already regarded with no friendly eye by the

haughty Lombard Prince. The liberality of the latter to the

Count of Urbino was but a covert bribe to alienate him from

the league, and secure his undivided services, but It was un-

availing against the prior and long-established claims of the

house of Arajron. Thus thwarted, Galeazzo Maria withheld

from Federigo his quota of the pay promised by the allies,

namely 70,000 scudi In war, and half as much In peace, and

refused to contribute with them to the expence of maintaining
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Iloberto In Rimini. This ebullition of temper, dictated by no

animosity against Federigo, occasioned a diet of the powers at

Florence, which, however, failed to arrange their differences.

Pietro de' INIedici being dead, his influence had descended to his

more talented son, who, finding that the wily Venetians were

courting a separate treaty with Ferdinand, hastened to urge

upon his allies the importance of sinking minor differences, and

maintaining the league as the best guarantee for the repose of

Italy. These representations had due weight. The confederacy

was renewed, and a peace, concluded in December with the

Pope, provided to Roberto all the territory of Avhich his father

died possessed. The following letters of Federigo to the

Signory of Siena testify his interest in these arrangements, tlie

bearings of which on the policy of Italy and Europe have been

ably stated by Sismondi in his eighty-first chapter.

" I believe your lordships have learned the rupture of tlie

most serene and illustrious league, and how this came about,

whereat I feel the utmost dissatisfaction and regret. Not that

I have on my own part to lament any want of such exertion

and action for its continuance and union as my duty demanded,

but that fortune so willed it. Yet I entertain a hope and assu-

rance that the peace of Italy will not thereby be compromised ;

indeed matters may, as often happens, turn out eventually better

than they were at first." [May 8. 1470.]

*' Mighty and potent Lords, dearest Fathers,

" Your lordships' letters by this courier have afforded mc
much pleasure, as they must ever in all circumstances do, but

especially when it is in my power to perform something accept-

able to your lordships, or to comply with any request of yours.

I am well assured, as your lordships observe, that you are fully

informed up to this time of the transactions among the Italian

powers, and of the difficulties that have arisen ; of these, there-

fore, I need say nothing. I do not understand that as yet mat-

ters have assumed a definite shape, or been finally decided upon;
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although it is quite possible that something has been concluded

at Naples, where the ambassadors of all these states are as-

sembled, but there has not yet been time for me to hear of it.

Thus much I may, however, say to your lordships, that I hope

things Avill at all events issue in a satisfactory peace, towards

whicli these views of the Turk ought to incline every one, for

all tempers, however rough or obdurate, ought at this juncture

to yield and bend for the general advantage of the Christian

religion. I am also able to assure your lordships that your

republic and its honour and character must derive quite as much

satisfaction, utility, and benefit from peace and tranquillity as

any other community, seeing the affection generally entertained

for it, especially by the serene King. I commend myself to

your lordships. From Urbino, the 7th of July, 1470.

" Federigo Count of Montefeltro, Urbino,

AND Durante." *

The duplicity of Italian diplomacy has passed into a proverb,

and by none was it more constantly practised than by the suc-

cessors of St. Peter. The investiture of Roberto, although a

specific stipulation of the new league, was constantly evaded

by Paul, until, after months of procrastination, death released

liis Holiness from the engagement. His successor, Sixtus IV.,

was a friend of Federigo and of the Neapolitan Monarch, and

through their mediation Malatesta obtained prompt performance

of the obligation. Thus established in a seigneury, long the

heritage of bastards, Roberto allied himself yet more intimately

with the Count of Urbino, by espousing, on the 28th of March,

1472, his daughter Elisabetta (or Isabella, for the names were

synonymous) then about nine 3^ears old ; and thus were hajDpily

closed the long feuds of these rival races, f

* From the ori.<;iiial in Italian in the Archivio Diplomatico at Siena.

•f
Her mother having heen then married but eleven 3'ears, Berni is palpably \\Tong

in ealling the bride nineteen. Three years appear to have intervened between

this betrothal and the nuptials, that the bride might attain the age of pnberty.
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In writing to the Signory of Siena regarding the election of

Sixtus, Federigo says " there could not have been a choice more

worthy, better, or more consonant with the requirements of the

Christian religion." We shall ere long have ample means of

testing the accuracy of this opinion. Under its influence he

attended the coronation, the s2:)lendour Avhereof is described

by a spectator in these somewhat inflated terms. " The only

news I have to tell you are about the triumphant and un-

exampled honours paid by all Italy to the new Pontiff", a de-

tailed account of which Avould be more proper for history than

suited to a letter. Your renowned Federigo surpassed all others

in magnificence and pomp, the number of his mettlesome

chargers, with their rich trappings and housings, astonishing

every one. So perfect was the order, so effective the marshal-

ling of the nobles, knights, pages, and select attendants who

surrounded him, that on him were centred the eyes of all. In

front of the procession the crash of clanging trumpets rang

through the sky, nearer the centre the ear was soothed by the

sweeter melody of flutes, whilst in the rear bells tinkled an

accompaniment to the dulcet harmony of voluptuous lyres.

Every one was dressed in gold, silver, silk, or some such pre-

cious stuff. On the necks and head-gear of many sparkled

oriental gems, and the number of collars, necklaces, and brace-

lets exceeded what all Italy might have been expected to pro-

duce. But supereminent and conspicuous above the others was

the Crown Prince of Naples, a very Absalom, borne on a proud

and prancing charger, and wearing a scarf radiant with gold

and pearls. When the cortege reached the Piazza di San Celso,

Roberto Malatesta had from his cotemporaries the appellation of Magnifico, ir

common with others of like station. The authorities quoted by Roscoe (cli. ii.

note 49.), as proving this distinction to have been special to Lorenzo de' Medici, are

comparatively modern, and do not countervail repeated instances of its adoption by

personages of much less mark. Neither is Sismondi con'ect in considering it a

generic title of such princes as possessed no other.

VOL. I. O
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and crowned the bridge, the heavens seemed to bellow and

shake from explosions of artillery in the castle of St. Angelo,

startling the fretted steeds, whose bounding movements were

truly beautiful. The streets, squares, porticos, and windows

were insufficient to contain the spectators."*

It was about this time that the hospitalities of Urbino were

called into exercise by the arrival of unusual guests. The

sceptre of Persia had been usurped by an adventurer, whom
Italian writers have generally named Usum-cassanf, and whom
the far-seeing policy of Venice had some fifteen years before

induced to attack the Asiatic Turks. So useful an ally was

conciliated by Calix.tus V., as well as by the Maritime Repub-

lic; and in 1471 the oriental despot sent an embassy to confirm

his relations with these powers, and obtained from them some

artillery to be employed against the common enemy. His

envoys, after being laden at Venice with those rare and magni-

ficent gifts which their ramified commerce enabled its merchant

princes to command, visited several petty courts in their way to

Rome and Naples. Their arrival at Urbino was commemorated

by the singular compliment of introducing their j^ortraits,

along with that of the Count, into an altar-picture executed by

Justus of Ghent for the fraternity of Corpus Christi. Of this

work we shall have to speak in our thirtieth chapter: it still

hangs in the church of Sta. Agata, and represents the celebra-

tion of the Last Supper in the manner of the Romish commu-

nion, the Count and the Persian envoys figuring as spectators.

In departing, they carried with them a complimentary letter

in Latin from Federigo to their master, which mentions that it

was written at their request.

* Letter of Matteo Bosso, quoted by Riposati, i. 409.

f So written by Pietro Bizarro, whose Historia Kerum Persicariun is our chief

autliority f(jr these circumstances. The letter of Federigo (Urb. Vat. MSS. No.

1198.) has Asanbech Kan ; it is also written Uzun Hassan Bey. The picture is

mentioned in Pungileone, Elogio di Giovanni Santi, pp. 11. and 64. ;
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The princely manner of welcome already cstablislicd at this

mountain court, which in after generations became proverbial

for magnificent hospitalities, may be learned from the visit of

Borso, Marquis of Ferrara, who, in March, 1471, while passing

to Rome, spent four days at Urbino and Gubbio, with an es-

cort of 500 horsemen, 100 on foot, and 150 mules. He was

immediately thereafter made Duke by Paul, who signalised his

elevation by a hunting-field on the most exaggerated scale.

Berni tells us that it brought together above 25,000 people,

and that among the returns of slaughter were 100 oxen, and as

many calves. Ere a few months had passed, the Pontiff and

the Duke were numbered with the dead ; the former died un-

regretted, but the mild sway of the latter passed into a j)roverb,

*' the time of Duke Borso" being long quoted in contrast with

that of less popular sovereigns. During next year another

remarkable guest arrived. Pietro Riario, the new Pontiff's

favourite nephew, having been raised by him to the purple, and

appointed legate of all Italy, made a pompous progress through-

out the provinces thus placed under his nominal jurisdiction.

He was met on the frontier by the Count, accompanied by the

Lords of Faenza, Rimini, and Pesaro, with a noble following,

and conducted to the palace of Gubbio, Federigo and his

nephew Ottaviano della Carda leading the palfrey of this proud

parvenu. The name of Pietro will recur in our thirty-first

chapter ; meanwhile we may cite the sketch of him preserved to

us by Giovanni Sanzi in reference to this visit.

" He was a man, if well liis mind I wot,

Magnanimous but lavish ; to his friends

Most generous and liberal ; to the learned

A patron kind, though indiscriminate.

The locust well might typify his life :

In youth a friai', but no longer bent

On things of such high import, now he deemed

Himself all ])ut supreme. Yet of his deeds

No record lives in prose or lofty song,

o 2
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No fame but of a splendour all apart

From churchman's calling, more offensive still

To laymen. Thus elate and an'ogant

(For pride of place the youthful heart corrupts),

His whim it was through Italy to speed

In gorgeous array, till sudden death

Snatched him from these delights.

* * Hf * * if

Just as a locust by the sun stnick down.

So perished in their prime his fancies vain.

Despite the projects hatched beneath the shade

Of his red hat."
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CHAPTER X.

BIRTH OF PRINCE GUIDOBALDO. COUNT FEDERIGO CAPTURES VOL-

TERRA. IS AGAIN "WIDOWED RECEIVES THE GARTER AND THE
ERIUNE. — IS MADE DUKE OF URBINO. — HIS PATRONAGE OF

LEARNED MEN.

He had been long 'tward mathematics,

Optics, philosophy, and statics,

Magic, horoscopy, astrology."

HUDIBRAS.

Eleven years had now gone by since the marriage of Federigo,

and had given him eight daughters. Although the laws of suc-

cession were neither well defined nor rigorously adhered to

among Italian feudatories, a general desire to see the sovereignty

secured in the line of one so justly beloved was felt throughout

his state. For an object beyond human aid recourse was had to

the Disposer of all good, and to him were the prayers both of

sovereigns and subjects continuously addressed for the blessing

of a boy. We are told by Odasio, that the anxious Battista

hesitated not to offer her own life in return for the boon of a

son worthy of his father : and he gravely attests this super-

natural answer to her own and her people's intercession. She

saw in a dream a lovely phoenix perched upon a lofty tree,

which, after sitting there for thirty-six days, winged its flight

heavenward until it touched the sun, and then disappeared in

flames. Coincident with this vision was the fulfilment of her

desire, and in due time she presented her delighted husband and

o 3
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subjects with a beautiful boy.* As her dream occurred while

resident at Gubbio, and in supposed response to appeals ad-

dressed through S. Ubaldo, the patron of that city, she was

careful that her confinement should likewise take place under

his auspices. The child was born there on the 17th or 24th of

January, 1472, and whilst the grateful piety of his parents

ordered solemn public devotional acknowledgments for the

boon, the universal joy was testified by popular festivities and

illuminations, which were prolonged until Lent set it. A few

days after his birth he was baptized in the cathedral with be-

coming solemnity by the Bishop, Antonio de' Severi. The

names selected were Guido Paulo Ubaldo, of which the

second seems never to have been used : the first was, as we have

seen, of historical illustration in the family of Montefeltro ; the

last acknowledged the presumed mediation ofthe Gubbian saint, f

The next partial interruption to the peace which reigned

through the Peninsula arose on the side of Tuscany, and called

forth the energies of Federigo. There are varying accounts

how the squabbles of a few miners brought on a sanguinary con-

test ; but its origin may thus be explained. Voltei'ra, though

nominally independent, was tributary to Florence, and under

her protection. That community possessed a wide extent of

rocky and barren pastures, leased annually by auction for the

public good. The poverty of their surface was amj^ly com-

* Bembi, opera i. p. 588. The portentous tale is gravely repeated by Baldi in

his Life of Duke Guidobaldo ; and as an instance of the twaddle of Italian biogi'a-

phies, we may translate literally the reverend abbot's exposition of the exertions

through which the Count and Countess at length obtained a male heir :
" Mean-

while, being both of them resolved to leave nothing untried, they, under the direc-

tions of pnulcnt physicians, unceasingly employed potent remedies, calculated to

invigorate them, and, in as far as practicable, to siipply by artificial means the defects

of nature. Aware more especially of the efficacy of pious works, accompanied by

righteous and fervent prayers to the IMost High, tliey distributed vast alms, aiding

them with vows and with public and private prayers." After this sample, we need

not dwell upon the prodigies ])rcccding, nor the astrological calculations occasioned

by tlic appearance of the dku-donnC-.

f Berni, the annalist of Gubbio, says the names were Ubaldo Girolamo Vincenzio.
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pensated by minerals buried under an arid volcanic soil, which

contained abundance of alum, vitriol, salt, and sulphur, besides a

sprinkling of precious metals. Some enterprising speculators

having obtained a five years' lease of a portion of these grazing

lands, formed a mining company along with several Florentine

capitalists. The success attending their adventure roused the

jealousy of certain Volterran citizens, who grudging such gains

at the public expense raised a riot, in which the company's

works were injured. The merchants of Florence appealed to

their own government, and the intervention thus commenced

led to further outrages, until, at the instance of Lorenzo de'

Medici, an expedition to humble this contumacy was resolved

on. After explaining to the confederate powers the causes of

quarrel, the Florentine executive thus announced to their troops

Count Federigo's appointment as their leader.

*' On looking round for a captain Avorthy of your valour,

there has been no difficulty in finding one, who from his earliest

years had been signalised, under the eyes of you all, by so many

and great feats of arms, that there cannot be a question whom

you ought to ask for, and we to give. In former times it has

frequently happened that a safe commander has been discovered

after great exertions and amid grievous perils. But, in this

menacing war, the skill, gallantry, influence, and good fortune

of the Lord of Urbiuo save us all trouble in searching out a

leader for our army." Federigo was according placed at the

head of a hastily mustered force, estimated by Machiavelli at

above ten thousand men, though stated much more moderately

by Ammirato. Loathing the horrors of an almost civil con-

test, the Count anxiously desired an amicable arrangement, or,

failing that, a prompt issue of this petty quarrel. In a few

days he overran the territory

" Of lordly Volaterra,

Where scowls the far-famed hold

Piled by the hands of giants,

For god-like kings of old ;

"

and from his quarters at Mazzola, within four miles of their

o 4
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gates, dissuaded tbe authorities from an un.ivaillng defence,

urging, according to Baldl, among other motives for wishing

to spare their city, that it was the birth-place of Persius

the poet, and offering his mediation to procure for them fa-

vourable terms. The magistracy, turning a deaf ear alike to

friendly remonstrances and classic associations, began to fortify

the place, although without a single ally, and unable to en-

gage more than a thousand stipendiaries. To the infinite dis-

gust of the Florentine commissaries, who desired to humble and

punish a rebellious vassal, Federigo allowed the defences to be

completed, on pretext of awaiting reinforcements of his own,

and the pontifical troops, but in the secret hope that emissaries

whom he had sent amons; the citizens might have better success

in conciliatory representations. His forbearance was, however,

unavailing against obstinate infatuation, and on the arrival of

these auxiliaries, a bombardment was begun from the eastern

side of the town. Its site was naturally strong, and the tac-

tics of a siege were then always dilatory, so three weeks passed

ere a breach was effected in the wall, and even then several

days were spent in bringing up to it covered approaches for the

assaulting party. The stipendiaries, regarding the cause as hope-

less, now deserted, and the citizens deemed it full time to sue

for terms. After negotiations, which were remitted to Florence,

it was agreed to surrender the place, on a pledge that life and

property would be spared, and that the past would be buried in

oblivion. But the authorities, apprehending from their own

populace and garrison an outbreak of indignation against these

conditions, stipulated that troops should be secretly introduced

for preservation of order, preparatory to admitting the besiegers.

By some mismanagement, this attempt led to renewed hostili-

ties from the town, but the citadel falling into the hands of the

companies who had been so admitted, consternation and confu-

sion spread on all sides. At this juncture a cry was I'aised from

within that the sack was begun, and that all who wished for a

share of plunder should look to it.
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Other accounts tell us that the walls were carried by assault

on the 18th of June, and that a capitulation was then agreed

on, by which only certain municipal privileges were surrendered

by the city ; but that, as the troops entered, an alarm arose of

some treacherous movement on the part of the populace, where-

upon the Milanese contingent rushed headlong upon them, and

commenced a general pillage. Federlgo, who had remained

outside with the artillery, was made aware of the bloody scenes

passing within by cries from the outraged citizens. He in-

stantly proclaimed by trumpet a cessation of hostilities and

plunder, commanding all to their quarters, and enjoining the

arrest of sti-agglers. Hurrying to the scene of hon-ors, he rode

among the excited multitude, exerting himself to save the aged

and infants, and to protect the Avomen and convents. He
compelled the soldiery to lay down their ill-gotten burdens,

especially all sacred utensils, and hanged on the spot a Venetian

and a Slenese commissary, the alleged authors of this insubordi-

nation. But diabolical passions thus roused brooked no control.

Hours elapsed, indeed, according to some authorities night-fall

arrived, ere the savages could be called off their quarry.

Such appears the substance of numerous contradictory ac-

counts of this unfortunate and mysterious affair.* There can

be little doubt that it originated in the licentious habits and

lax discipline then usual in Italian armies, who looked on

plunder as the chief end of war, and regarded pillage as a right

rather than a military offence. Almost every writer acquits the

Count of blame, and the only imputation against him arose

from the terms of a general order, proclaiming death to every

soldier found within the walls at svui-down, which have been

misconstrued into an implied permission for outrage till that

* The tract by Ivano (?Hyvanus), printed in vol. xxxiii. of Muratori, is diffuse

and unsatisfactory, although he was an official of Volterra. I prefer the cotem-

porary narratives of Porcellio and Vespasiano, Vat. Urb. MSS. No. 373. and 941.

I have also consulted the epics of Sanzi and Naldi, Rinuccini's Ricordi, and a num-
ber of unimportant nan-atives and documents in the public library of Volterra, as

well as the standard Italian histories.
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hour. It was reserved for flatterers of an after age to soil his

fair fame by an invention which they meant as incense to his

memory. In proof at once of his moderation and lettered taste,

he is stated by these to have contented himself with a great

Hebrew Bible as his share of the booty. No cotemporary

gives the slightest foundation for such a tale, nor have I at all

traced to Volterra that curious MS. which will be described in

No. VI. the Appendix. If found there and abstracted at the

siege, it was not improbably presented to Federigo by the grate-

fid authorities of Florence, from whom he refused any pay,

serving them for love, whilst, in the words of old Sanzi,

" He nothing brought away but honour bright,

Which every otlier treasure far outshines." *

His return from this rapid campaign to the beautiful Queen

of Arno was a triumphal pageant. Its enthusiastic population

met him beyond the gates, and escorted him with acclamations

through streets draped with tapestries and rich brocades. In

the piazza he was welcomed by the magistrates with a com-

plimentary oration, and at a public banquet received as appro-

priate gifts the colours of the republic, a handsome charger

richly caparisoned, together with a silver helmet, studded Avith

jewels, and chased in gold by the marvellous chisel of Pollaiuolo.f

Besides a substantial guerdon of lands, houses, brocaded stuffs,

and vases brimming with bullion, conferred on Federigo,

valuable commercial exemptions were decreed in favour of the

subjects of Urbino, and three days of uninterrupted festivity

* There is in the Albani library at Rome a MS. by Giunta, where I found it

stated that the Count asked and obtained this Bible of the magistracy, in exchange

for the standards taken at Volterra.

•f
Sanzi tells us its crest was Hercules trampling on a griffin (the dc'V'ice of Vol-

terra), which lay wounded, plucked of its pinions, and chained by the neck. How
often has it happened that art, capable of ennobling the meanest materials, is lost to

the Avorld from being employed on those whose intrinsic value is a temptation to

ignorant cupidity. This helmet might now bring tenfold the price for which it pro-

bably was broken up !
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scarcely abated the popular rejoicings. Not less valuable in his

eyes was the compliment which his good service earned from a

private citizen. Poggio Bracciolino being on the outlook for a

patron for his History of the Florentines, deemed it could be

most appropriately inscribed to one who had just crowned their

arms with signal success.

The star of Federigo's fortunes now reached its zenith. The

scattered mountain fiefs held by his ancestors had been con-

centrated by his first marriage, and extended by his policy or

prowess.* His second nuptials, long crowned by singular

domestic felicity, had at length given him an heir. He had

founded palaces and churches worthy the admiration of coming

generations. He had wielded the batons, and he enjoyed the

affectionate respect, of the five great Peninsular powers. He
saw the wars, which had yielded him laurels and enriched his

state, subside into a peace still more beneficial to his subjects

and conducive to his tastes. But, as old Sanzi moralises,

" The spider's most attenuated tlu-ead

Is cord, is cable to man's tender tie

Of earthly bliss : it breaks with every bi'ceze."

* It may not be inappi'opriate here to glance at the territorial limits whicli, under

him, were erected into the duchy of Urbino, and their gradual increment from the

petty holding of Montefeltro, which was at first narrow in extent and poor in all

but defence. Lying in the furtliest highlands of Umbria, its soil and climate yielded

nature's bounties but spai'ingly, though its fastnesses bred bold hearts and stout

sinews. The township of Urbino, over which its counts extended their authority,

added little to their limited territory. Those of Gubbio, Cagli, and Cantiano, which

next came under their rule, lay many miles from their mountain home, separated by

an Apennine rampart, and the valleys of the Foglia and Metauro, as well as by the

Brancaleoni fiefs. These scattered domains were concentrated by Federigo's first

maiTiage, which gave him all Massa Trabaria from the Foglia to the Cantiano. His

purchase of Fossombrone and his conquests from the INIalatesta extended his frontier

to the Vicariat of Sinigaglia, which he lived to see conferred on his daughter's hus-

band. His long struggles with Sigismond Pandolfo were further compensated by

Tavoleto, Sassocorbaro, S. Leo, Sta. Agata, and Castel d' Elce, estabhshing his

sway over what had been hitherto at best debatable land, to the extreme northern

boundary of the state. Although precise limits cannot now be defined, it would

seem that Count Federigo nearly trebled the temtoiy which had obeyed his brother,

and the only important addition subsequently made consisted of the sea-board

brought to it by his grandson Francesco Maria I.
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Scarcely had he quitted the scene of his triumphs, in order to

bear tidings of them to one whose sympathy would have en-

hanced their sweets, when an express met him with alarming

news of her health. Riding day and night, he reached Gubbio

on the 6th of July, just in time to close the eyes of his Countess.

We are fortunately enabled to give in his own words all the

particulars which have reached us of this melancholy event.*

" Mighty and potent Lords, dearest Fathers,

" With such bitter and heartfelt grief as your magnificent

lordships may suppose, I inform you that, my wife Battista

having sickened on Tuesday the last ultimo with fever and

headache, our Lord God has taken to himself her soul at four

o'clock to-night of this 6th instant [z. e. lip. m.], after she had

received all the sacraments with the utmost devotion, leaving

me as afflicted, disconsolate, and unhappy as any one can be in

this world. Medical men were in attendance, both those of the

Lord Messer Alessandro [Sforza of Pesaro] and others from

Perugia, and my own, but neither physicians nor physic had

power to aid her. I arrived but this morning, and found her

in a happy frame of mind. The funeral service will be cele-

brated at Urbino on the 17th of August. I commend myself to

your lordships; from Gubbio this 6th of [July] 1472.

"Federigo Count of Montefeltro, Urrino, and
Durante, Captain-general of the Most Serene

League."

" By the letters recently received from your Serene Highness,

I readily conceived how much regret the death of my wife

Battista has occasioned you, and although your remarkable

* The first of the letters here introduced was addressed to his allies, the magis-

trates of Siena, in the archives of which city I found the Italian original. The next,

without address, hut probahly for the King of Naples or the Duke of Milan, and the

two following extracts, are copied from the volnnic of his Latin letters already

(luoted. Vat. Urb. MSS. No. 1198. Muzio and Baldi by mistake place Battista's

death in 1474.
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courtesy had already assured me of this, yet to ascertain it from

your own missives afforded me the best of all consolation : for

who is there, though struck by deep grief (as indeed I am by

the deepest of all), who would not feel it alleviated, when so

illustrious a personage thus willingly lends his sympathy. I

have indeed lost a wife, the ornament of my house and the

devoted sharer of my fortunes, and hence have too much cause

for affliction ; but so opportune were your most judicious let-

filled with such sensible suggestions, that my grief is now

greatly mitigated. I therefore give your Highness much

thanks, to whose kindness I am thus greatly beholden ; and it

has been my best solace that so illustrious a Prince will never

be wanting to me in prosperity or in misfortune. Under such

obligations my service, should occasion ever offer of rendering it

available, will be the more freely proffered, f\iithfully dedicated

as it is to your Highness, to whom I most humbly commend

myself."

Another letter still more touchingly expresses his feelings on

this bereavement. It may have been addressed to the secretary

of the Duke of Milan, who had sent an ambassador to attend

the obsequies of Battista. " No book lore, no personal experience,

could state better than your very elegant letter the vanity of

human hopes. Most consolatory has it proved to me, describing

so appropriately and feelingly my varied fortune ; — the affair

of Volterra, the honours vvith which the distinguished govern-

ment of Florence has complimented me, and my secret delight

while returning homewards to rejoin my circle, my sweet

children, my wife, precious above aught else— these all at once

transmuted by a death-blow, to me the most calamitous. Most

impressively have you set forth my affliction, and the loss I

have publicly and privately sustained: by such things may

indeed be seen the uncertain issues of earthly events."

Again, in thanking the Pope for his condolence, the bereaved

Count adds, " For many reasons her death was a grievous

vexation, for she was the beloved consort of my fortunes and
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domestic cares, the delight equally of my public and private

hours, so that no greater misfortune could have befallen me."

At a court already attractive to men of literary pretensions,

many were ready to take up a theme recommended by sym-

pathy and gratitude. The funeral oration by Antonio Cam-

pano, Bishop of Teramo, was printed at Cagli in 1476, and

would now be a prize to collectors. The Vatican Library con-

tains several others in manuscript, overflowing with adulation,

which for once was well bestowed. * Battista was a remarkable

instance of the transmission of talent by female descent. Her

great-grandmother, Battista di Montefeltro, already celebrated

in these pages f, though married to a man of miserable cha-

racter, had a daughter, Elisabetta Malatesta, who inherited

her misfortunes as well as her genius. Elisabetta's dauo-hter

was Costanza Varana, the associate of scholars and philo-

sophers, whose gifts she is said to have rivalled, notwith-

standing an early death that deijrived her infant Battista of

a mother's care. The babe began her letters when three

years old, and at four was removed to the court of her uncle,

Francesco Sforza, where she was put forward to deliver

publicly a Latin oration, during the festivities following upon

his installation as Duke of Milan. This display of infantine

self-possession and memory, indicating at all events a tractable

disposition, has, with fulsome adulation, been magnified as evi-

dence of extraordinary precocious talent, and has been retailed

without inquiry, as if her discourse had been an extempore

effusion. | On the strength of this reputation, when returned

home she was made to welcome her father's more distinguished

guests in public harangues, a discipline which, however injudi-

* Vat. Urb. MSS. No. .324. 373. 727. 1193. 1236. 1272.

t See ante, p. 3.5. for Battista the elder.

t A relic of like strange perversion of childhood still obtains at Rome, in the

displays at the Aracccli Church from Christmas to Epiphany, where girls of five

years old are elevated on a table, and spout to assembled crowds the events of the

Nativity.
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cious, does not seem to have in-evented her rapid acquisition of

sohd knowledge, nor to have interfered with her progress in

those useful accomplishments of the needle which then formed

the resource of high-born dames. The peculiarity of her cha-

racter was a sedate temperament, that enabled her to take her

place with singular judgment in the household of her widowed

father, and gained for her several proposals of marriage even

earlier than was usual in Italy. The circumstances of her

union with Federigo have been noticed in 1459, and although

our narrative has rarely named her, we are assured that during

his frequent and prolonged absences, her judgment and tact

were equally manifested in public affairs, and in the manage-

ment of her domestic concerns. It is startling to find her at

fourteen a mother, and virtually regent of his state whilst he

was employed in the war of the Neapolitan succession during

1461 and 1462. She spent the spring of both these years with

him in winter quarters, the former at Magliano on the northern

limit of the Campagna ; the latter in the Eternal City, where she

interchanged complimentary harangues in Latin with the diplo-

matic body, and where Pius II., himself no mean .critic, praised

her eloquence as equalled only by her discretion, and pro-

nounced that fame had under-stated her merits. On this

occasion, among other distinctions, his Holiness received her

in full consistory, and conferred the spurs of knighthood on

twelve of her suite. Yet these flattering demonstrations in no

respect marred the freshness of her character, and devotional

observances were the chief object of her visit to Rome. Though

gifted with beauty of a high caste, simple dress and man-

ners were her delight, and it was only on state occasions

that, indulging her husband's taste rather than her own fancy,

she displayed such magnificent attire as is represented in the

characteristic portrait here introduced. It is very happily

rendered from the original in the Uffizii Gallery at Florence,

where profile likenesses of herself and her husband are inclosed

in one frame. They were painted by Pietro dclla Francesca,
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court limner of Urbino, Avhom we shall mention in our twenty-

seventh chapter, and afford highly interesting specimens of early

portraiture and medijeval costume. The Countess wears a robe

of boldly-flowered brocade, from beneath which emerges the

richly-bull loned sleeve of her vest. Her jewels are massive,

but elegant ; her elaborate head-dress tastefully disposes a super-

abundance of luxurious hair— the distinctive beauty of Italian

Avomen. Yet a fashion of shaving above the forehead has

somewhat marred the harmony of her features, by unduly ex-

posing her " modest and majestic eye." This happily descrip-

tive epithet we owe to Giovanni Sanzi, Avho knew her well,

and scanned her features with an artist's glance ; but his tribute

merits an extract.

" Then closed that modest and majestic eye.

Her pious soul, from mundane risks released,

To God its rapid flight devoutly winged,

Leaving a tearful household, and the state

Grief-stricken, whilst Italia's noblest names

Partook their soitow."

Muzio says, that by " her death was dissolved the most honoured,

fitting, and congruous union of that or any other age."

The obsequies, as announced by Federigo to the Priors of

Siena, were celebrated with singular magnificence on the 17th

of August, in the church of S. Bernardino, at Urbino. They

were attended by thirty-eight envoys from the princes, cities,

and great feudatories of Italy, excluding those of Venice and

Siena, I'etarded by bad weather. These deputations formed a

retinue of three hundred and sixteen nobles, besides two hun-

dred and ninety belonging to the court of Urbino, and three

hundred and eight ecclesiastics. The procession was swelled

by crowds of citizens from every town in the state, so that

nearly 2,000 appeared in mourning garb. * The Countess left

* Campano's funeral oration, Vat. Ottob. MSS., No. 3135. f. 274.
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six daugliters and an infant son, the care of whom was a serious

burden to her lord. But Sanzi tells us that,

" Feeling at length how sad and profitless

It were on this dark world his hopes to rest,

His grief within his inmost heart he hid,

And mastered it in grave and modest guise."*

The next two years were chiefly passed at home, in bringing his

mind to this pious resignation, in urging forward his palaces,

and in administering his authority for the welfare of an attached

people. Of an existence so tranquil and pleasing no glimpses

are transmitted to us by his biographers, for it was barren of

those martial feats which they considered the almost exclusive

field of their labours. But from its not inglorious repose he

was called to new honours.

On the 20th of August, 1474, he entered Rome with an

escort of two thousand horse. Next morning he was sum-

moned to receive the dignity of Duke from Sixtus, who met

him in the great door-way of St. Peter's. There was, how-

ever, the preliminary compliment of creating him Knight of

St. Peter, in this form. The Pontiff being seated on his throne,

the Count was placed on his left, just below the cardinals. High

mass having proceeded as far as the gloria, he was led by the

Pope's favourite nephews, Girolamo Riario and Giovanni della

Rovere, in front of the throne, and knelt on its steps, while

Sixtus, taking from one of them the sword of St. Peter, elabo-

• Porcellio, in his Feltria, Vat. Urb. MSS. 710., describes his emotions in these

rough Unes :
—

" Ipse domum rediens primum vacua atria lustrat,

Mox semota petcns, clausis de more fenestris,

In luctu et lacrymis, nigraque in veste sedebat.

Pullati incedunt comites, famuliquc minores,

Ac nigra sunt mensi mantilia, nigi-a supellex,

Et thalamum infaustum velamina nigra tegebant."

VOL. I. P
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rately blessed It, and placed it in his hands, with an injunction

to wield it for the Church, and against the enemies of Christ's

cross. He was then girt with it by Cardinal Orsini, the

nephew^s meanwhile bnckling on his golden spurs, and at a

signal from the master of ceremonies, he drew and twice bran-

dished it, returning it to its scabbard. These accoutrements

being removed, mass was continued, and, whilst the litanies were

chanted, he took the usual oath of fidelity, returning thereafter

to his place. Before reading of the Gospel he was conducted to

the sacristy by Cardinals Gonzaga and Zeno, wdiere his knightly

mantle of gold brocade having been replaced by a ducal robe of

similar material, he was again led to his place. The Gospel be-

ing concluded, he was taken by them during the offertory once

more before his Holiness, who, as Federigo stooped to kiss the

pax, suspended from his neck a golden chain, at which hung an

exquisite leash {dilascio), and placed on his head a ducal cap*,

giving into his hand the sceptre, accompanied with appropriate

benedictions and exhortations. Having next been led apart, he

read aloud the customary oath of fidelity to Pontiffand Church,

after which followed the salutations in this form. Prostrated

before the Pope, he kissed his feet and hands, whilst prayers

were proffered by his Holiness, who then tenderly embraced

him. Proceeding to the cardinals he touched their hands and

kissed each, paying the like compliment to the empty seats of

those absent, after Avhich he took his place by them. This

ceremony ended, he again knelt before the Pontiff, who con-

signed to him two standards, one with the arms of the Church,

the other with his own, and created him Gonfaloniere, declaring

him general of the new league.

The Duke of Urbino, thus laden with dignities, was con-

ducted to the foot of the great stairs of St. Peter's ; and, as

* Its form somewhat resembled a heraldic cap of maintenance ; but on this oc-

casion Baldi says the older shape was retained, with large ears hanging down at the

sides. The sceptre was of silver gilt, nearly two feet in length.
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he mounted a charger, tlie gift of his Holiness, the air re-

verberated with the clang of trumpets, the drone of bagpipes,

and the crash of artillery from St. Angelo. Twenty cardinals

and a crowd of nobles, prelates, and spectators escorted him to

his lodging at the SS. Apostoli, but as the procession crossed

the bridge they were dismayed by an evil omen. A sudden

gust of wind striking the newly inaugurated standards, their

staffs bi'oke over, and they were dashed to the ground.*

Porcellio asserts that, besides these tokens of high favour

bestowed by himself, Sixtus had employed his influence in for-

warding Federigo's pretensions to the foreign decorations at

this time conferred on him. Such an accumulation of jrood

offices from a pope whom he had not as yet been able to serve.

* Tlie details of these ceremonials by Baldi are partly taken from the naiTative of

Cardinal Arrivabene, in No. 568. of Epistohe Card. Papiensis, p. 832. Some ^\Titers

mention his also obtaining the Golden Rose, which usually accompanied the papal

gift of the Sword to sovereigns whom the Church delighted to honoiu'. Sismondi

says the dukedom was conferred on the 21st of August, but we prefer the date

given by Baldi. The latter assigns the Golden Rose and Giovanni della Rovere's

man-iage to the year 1475, after the affair of Citta di Castello ; we, however, in

these follow an unedited history of Sinigaglia, Vat. Urb. MSS. No. 819. f. 208.

Volterrano's Diary is confused as to dates, and would seem to place Giovanni's

betrothal and his princely investiture in May, 1473. The latter, he says, "was
considered a pernicious example of [partiality to] flesh and blood ;" but a still more
serious scandal arose in the sacred college from the special mark of favour conferred

by Sixtus in placing the Lord of Urbino immediately beneath the cardinals in

chapel, a seat privileged for heirs apparent of royalty, against which several of these

dignitaries vainly remonstrated, reminding his Holiness of the few years that had

elapsed since that Duke successfully defied the papal banner under the walls of

Rimini.—Murat. Scriptor. xxiii. 95. This annalist unfortunately passes over Fede-

rigo's investitures with his new honours. Not so Porcellio in his Feltria, Vat. Urb.

MSS. No. 710. ; but a brief sample of his rude rhythm may suffice. Describing the

Pope's appearance, he says :

—

" Aurea vestis erat, lato circundato limbo,

In medio effulgct latus sub pectore clavus,

Statque ingens diamas majoris sideris instar,

Et nitidus media radiens de nocte pjTopus,

Pui-pm-eusque lapis, viridesque in margine gemmje,

Adde quod et triplices gemmarum ardore coronaj

Fulgebant capiti fusis per serta lapillis."
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has been ascribed to the nepotism so conspicuous in his Holi-

ness's arrangements. If this be true, the clue to it is afforded

by a marriage solemnised next day, whereby their respective

families were allied. The Duke's daughter Giovanna was

then wedded to Giovanni della Rovere, nephew of Sixtus, who

soon after obtained for him from the reluctant consistory an

investiture of Sinigaglla and Mondavio, that hard-won territory

which Federigo had conquered for the Church from its contu-

macious vassal Sigismond Pandolfo Malatesta, and which came

eventually to be united with Urbino under the second dynasty

of its dukes. On the same day were celebrated the nuptials of

another of his daughters, Agnesina, to Fabrizio Colonna. The

hereditary talents of her mother, which we have recently traced

through several descents*, were revived in a daughter of this

marriage, Yittoria Colonna, the ill-mated wife of the Marquis

of Pescara, y» hose piety, genius, and beauty divide the applause

of her cotemporaries, and whom we shall mention in our forty-

ninth chapter.

Early in September Federigo repaired to Naples, and the

King, having about this time resolved to institute an Order of

knighthood, selected for its badge the Ermine, an animal em-

blematical of purity, whose fur has long been a royal ornament,

and named his eldest son and the Duke of Urbino among its

original members. f Their installation took place at Naples on

the 11th of that month, in the chapel royal, where high mass

was celebrated, the court attending in gala. After reading of

the Epistle, the two acolytes were led by a deputation of nobles

into the sacristy, and put on tunics of white damask in the

Turkish fashion, after which they were reconducted to the

chapel, and having kissed hands, were placed beside the mo-

narch. When the Gospel had been chanted, they were

* Sec p. 206.

f There was an idea that the eiinine would submit to be taken rather than soil its

coat, and hence the legends of this order were Malo mori quam fcedari, or Nunquam,
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arrayed by the Sovereign with the mantle of the order, which

was of scarlet satin lined with ermine fur, open at the right

side, and flowing to the feet. A sermon, appropriate to the

occasion, having been delivered, they were led to the high altar,

where, kneeling, they received their collars, being rich chains of

gold, from which hung the insignia, an ermine studded with

diamonds and other jewels. The King then calling the young

Antonio, who had accompanied his father from Urbino, knighted

him, girding a sword on his side, and placing a golden chain on

his neck, with an admonition that he should walk in his parent's

steps. The ceremonial was concluded by a splendid breakfast

in the palace ; and four days thereafter the Count set out for

Rome, escorted some way by Ferdinand, from whom he parted

with mingled embraces and tears.

The English Order of the Garter, instituted by Edward III.

in 1344, has always enjoyed a European reputation, from its

ranks being recruited by foreign sovereigns and heroes. At

the chapter of 26th February, 1474, four votes were given to

Federigo, and on the 18th of the following August, he was

unanimously elected, by the seven knights present, to the stall

vacated by Lord jMontjoy. He soon after paid, by the Chan-

cellor's hands, 109 pence as fees, and had been installed before

the following April. Thus far we have Anstis for our guide
;

but the unfortunate loss of all the early records of the Order

renders us dependent for further particulars on Italian writers.

Among these we have met with no cotemporary authorities

except the epics of Sanzi and Porcellio, whose details, however

curious, are scarcely of historical value. These deficiencies are,

however, in some measure supplied from a letter-book of Fede-

rigo preserved in the Vatican, upon which Ave have drawn

largely for this incident in his career. But in order that the

context of our narrative may not be interrupted by somewhat

lengthened extracts, they are thrown together into No. VII. of

the Appendix, and will, it is hoped, prove an interesting contri-

bution to the scantV muniments of the Garter. His investiture
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took place at Grottoferrata during the autumn of 1474, and he

commissioned his relative Pietro degli Ubaldini to proceed to

England as proxy for his installation.*

The great captains under or from whom Federigo had gathered

his laurels were now all dead, and his military reputation far

transcended that of any remaining condottiere. It was, there-

fore, not without jealousy that the powers of Upper Italy saw

him establish relations of such close amity with the Pope and

Ferdinand. Other matters tended to aggravate the feelings of

alarm thus generated. Not satisfied with indulging his nepo-

tism at the expense af the Holy See, Sixtus showed tendencies

to an aggressive policy against his neighbours. A portion of

the treasure supposed to have been accumulated by his avaricious

predecessor, but of which he gave no account, was suspected to

have been employed in 2>urchasing .for his favourite nephew,

Girolamo, the seigneury of Imola from the Manfredi. A local

squabble at Todi, dignified with the almost forgotten watch-

words of Gvielph and Ghibelline, afforded him a pretext for

sending thither another nephew, the Cardinal della Rovere, at

the head of an army, which, though marching vinder the papal

banner, sided with the self-styled imperialist faction. The

Pontiff, who had long seen with regret the feeble hold which his

predecessors maintained over their vassals, and even over the

nominal subjects of the Church, commissioned his legate to

carry out the good work thus begun. Accordingly, after chas-

tising Todi and Spoleto, Giuliano advanced into the upper valley

of the Tiber, in order to reduce Citta di Castello, where the

Vitelli had for some time exercised absolute sovereignty with

the title of Vicar. To this expedition the Duke of Urbino

gave his aid, and on its successful issue carried several of that

family to Home, in order to intercede for their pardon.

These events accelerated arrangements in the north for a

* Baldi has unquestionably fallen into error in fixing 1476 as the date of this

event.
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combination calculated to balance the threatening attitude of

the southern powers, and in November a defensive treaty was

signed by Milan, Venice, and Florence, under reservation, how-

ever, to the Pope and King of Naples to accede to the new league.

Of this they declined availing themselves, content with general

professions of moderation and peace, which, fortunately acted

upon, prolonged the general tranquillity of Italy, and enabled

her energies to be directed with tolerable unanimity against the

Turks. The three years of renewed repose which followed

were spent by Federigo at home, in the indulgence of those

humane tastes which signalised his court, and laid a foundation

for that cultivation of mind by which Urbino became distin-

guished. This may accordingly be the best place to review his

patronage of letters.

The constant repetition of his name in that capacity by

writers on literary history leads to an impression that his zeal

was remarkable, and that its fruits are attested by ample

remains. The former of these conclusions is more correct than

the latter. Italian authors have been too prone to re-echo vague

compliments ; their encomiums are lavish rather than discrimi-

nating ; rhetorical panegyrics, not portraits to the life : accord-

ingly, most of the plaudits thus bestowed on him are mere

phrases of rote, reiterated without varying form or added force.

Fortunately there remains to us substantial evidence that they

were well founded. Muzio, who wrote about half a century

after his death, with full access to original documents, tells us that

it was his daily habit to be read to during meals, and to discuss

with his courtiers such questions in theology, history, or philo-

sophy as thus arose. When at Urbino, he used to repair weekly

to the convent of S. Francesco, for the purpose of maintaining

similar disputations with the resident friars, and by these ex-

pedients

" Held converse with Zabarell,

Aquinas, Scotus, and the musty saw

Of antick. Donate."

p 4
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Of Grecian literature, which after the fall of the Eastern Empire

came into sudden repute in tlie Peninsula, he was one of the

earliest promoters. Lazzari cites records, proving that in 1467

he brought to his capital Angelo, one of the fugitive Greeks,

and, two years later, his countryman, Demetrio, for the purpose

of teaching their lanffuao-e. It was under him that the Feltrian

court first became what Ruscelli has designated it in the

motto j^refixed to this work, " a fountain which, in the sober

truth of history, rather than in poetic vein, may be called a

real Hippocrene." No complete list has come to us of the

poets and philosophers who found shelter there, nor would it

much avail us to recover names few of which merit a better fate

than the obscurity that has long overshadowed them. The

fifteenth century was more remarkable for the diffusion of learn-

ing than for commanding genius. There were earnestness and

laborious diligence in abundance, but they were content to

follow or imitate foregone conclusions rather than to strike

out new and striking turns of thought. Such was the charac-

ter of many of those works which, composed for or dedicated

to this Duke, remain in MS., slumbering undisturbed, and

deservedly forgotten, on the shelves of the Vatican. Several of

them, being devoted to commemorate his actions or his cotem-

poraries, held out to me a rich promise of racy material. But

servile in style as in substance, and disfigured by the borrowed

diction and engrafted mythology of classic models, they often

proved in all respects unsatisfactoi'y references, ill repaying the

time bestowed on their examination. It will be neccssaiy to

allude more particularly, in our twenty-fourth and twenty-fifth

chapters, to such of their authors as belonged to the court of

Urbino ; meanwhile we may mention a few works dedicated to

Federigo by learned men in other parts of Italy, from which

it would seem that the rival systems of Plato and Aristotle

shared his attention and patronage.

Ptolemy's geography was translated into Latin verse by

Berlinghieri, who inscribed to Federigo the result of his ill-
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bestowed toil, in a splendid MS., richly illuminated, which re-

mains in the Brera library. The published work was also

issued in 1480, under sanction of his name, as was the trans-

lation of another work of Ptolemy by Pontano. To these

Baldi adds Marsilio Ficino's Epistles on the Platonic Theology

and translation of Plato's Dialogue de Regno, Alemanno Rinuc-

cini's translations of Aristotle and Philostratus, Paolo Marso's

Commentary upon the Fasti of Ovid, Nicolo Perotto's Cornu-

copia, Poggio's Historia Populi Florentini, as specimens of a

catalogue which might be greatly lengthened.* In the volume

of his own IMS. letters already often quoted, we find him thank-

ing Naldo of Florence for his poem on the Volterran expedi-

tion, and acknowledging the Disputationes Caraaldulenses of

Cristofero Landino. Writing to Donato Acciaiuolo, he avows

the pleasure and advantage derived from perusing his Commen-

taries on a book of ethics, and expresses satisfaction that he

had succeeded in persuading him to undertake a similar work

on politics, for which he thanks him in a subsequent letter,

apologising for having detained his messenger until he had read

a great portion of it with the utmost pleasure, and enjoining

reliance on his friendship and services, j

Before leaving the subject of dedications, we may quote the

following singular illustration of literary history.

" To the Lord and most excellent Captain-at-arms, the

Lord Federigo of Montefeltro, Count of Urbino, Lord

of Gubbio, and most illustrious Captain-general of the

League, our especial Lord, &c. ; the Priors of Arezzo.

" Gambino, the poet, is ranked by us among our most re-

garded and well-beloved citizens, on account both of his dis-

tinguished talents and of his peaceful and unoffending life. As

a curious inquirer into history and antiquities, he cannot be

* Vat. Urb. MSS. No. 1198.

t Several of these MSS. I hare found in the Laurentian library at Florence.
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unaware of the great good-will and affection which for many-

ages has subsisted between your illustrious progenitors and

this our city. Indeed, these facts have been hitherto so trite

and public that they are notorious to the rude and unlettered, as

well as to the learned and accomplished. Gambino, therefore,

like a good man, thinking to promote the benefit of his country

by devoting his genius to the cultivation of that old-established

and constant good understanding, has dedicated and inscribed

to your Lordship a work lately composed by him in praise of

the Virgin Mary. He, indeed, merits all commendation in

seeking first the kingdom of heaven, according to the precept

of our Saviour, but it would be well that he descend sometimes

to worldly topics. And as in heaven no creature is more glori-

ous than the blessed Virgin, so, if the praises of the heroes of

our age be the subject, who on earth can be called, believed,

or accounted more distinguished for bravery, more considered

for military discipline or martial fame than your Lordship ?

Should any one differ from this sentiment, we object not to his

lending us a feigned assent, but he who appears to contest it

must by all persons of sense be considered ridiculous and pre-

judiced. We, therefore, pray your Lordship to accept Gambino

and his little offering with courtesy and favour, as it is your

wont to receive others of eminent talents and learning ; for we

doubt not but that your favour will supply his genius with a

new stimulus and inducement to enter upon and accomi^lish

those pursuits which we desire to see him undertake. And
should your Lordship's elevated and enlarged mind even light-

lay the praises of men, so be it. And we further beseech your

Lordship to adopt the sentiment of our Community, which

justly desires that its citizens and scholars may attain, by their

writings and poetry, as great celebrity as the glorious deeds

which they celebrate will permit."*

* Bib. Laurent, plut. 90. Cod. sup. No. .36. The rubric mentions Abbot Jerome

as author of this letter. Gambino appears to have oflcred the incense of a poem in
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Francesco di Giorgio, in his Treatise on Architecture, mentions

Duke Federigo as holding out inducements for the learned men
at his court to illustrate the works of classic authors on archi-

tecture and sculpture. But no testimony to his literary habits

can be more satisfactory than that of his librarian Vespasiano,

to the following purpose. * The Duke was a ready Latin scho-

lar, and extremely fond of ancient history. As a logician he

had attained considerable aptitude, having studied Aristotle's

Ethics along with Maestro Lazzaro, a famous theologian, who
became Bishop of Urbino, discussing with him the most intri-

cate passages. By the like process he mastered the Staglrite's

politics, physics, and other treatises; and having acquired more

philosophy than any cotemporary prince, his thirst for new
sources of knowledge induced him to devote himself to theology

with equal zeal. The principal works of St. Thomas Aquinas

and Duns Scotus were habitually read to him ; he preferred the

former as more clear, but admitted that the latter displayed

greater subtlety in ai'gument. He was well acquainted with

the Bible, as well as the commentaries of Saints Ambrose, Je-

rome, Augustine, and Gregory ; also with the writings of the

Greek fathers, such as Saints Basil, Chrysostom, Gregory

Naziazen, Nicetas, Athanasius, and Cyril. Among the classic

authors whom he was in the habit of reading or listening to

Avere Livy, Sallust, Quintus Curtius, Justin, Ctesar, Plutarch,

-^lius Spartianus, ^mylius Protus, Tacitus, Suetonius, Euse-

bius. All men of letters visiting Urbino were hospitably

entertained, and several were always attached to his court.

His hu-gesses to such were at all times liberal. He spent above

1500 ducats in this way when at Florence, and remitted similar

bounties to Rome and Naples. He gave 1000 ducats to the

learned Campano, professor of belles-lettres at Perugia in 1455,

praise of Federigo, and is mentioned by Quadrio as author of some fugitive and for-

gotten verses of local interest.

* Vat. Urb. MSS. No. 941.
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who aided him in collecting ancient MSS., and became Bishop

of Teramo. Nor were elegant accomplishments neglected.

His acquaintance with the principles and practice of architec-

ture excelled that of most cotemporaries in any station, enabling

him to superintend personally the plans and execution of his

palaces and other buildings. He was equally at home in mili-

tary engineering, and applied to his numerous fortified places

such modifications as the introduction of artillery required,

especially in reducing their altitude. The kindred sciences of

geometry and arithmetic were his favourite studies, and not long

before his death, he had a course of these read to him by

Maestro Paolo, a learned German astrologer, retained at his

court In music, his taste and knowledge were excellent

;

there were in his chapel and palace bands of choristers and

skilful performers, the organ being his favourite instrument.

He was familiar with sculpture, and adoj)ted it in the ornaments

of his palace. He brought from Flanders a celebrated painter

in oil, and employed him to execute many portraits ; also from

thence workers in gold and silver tapestry, the beauty of whose

performances resulted in a great degree from his own connois-

seurship and tastes, which pervaded all he had executed in the

fine arts.*

This testimony of Yespasiano is confirmed by Sanzi, also a

cotemporary in attendance on his court, whose account, although

inferring some repetition, may be given in his own words :

—

" Since excellence in sooth gives no repose

To men of merit, least to those of names

Already known to glory, so the Count,

Though laden with the laurels of the field,

To mental discipline himself addressed.

And anxious to employ his ardent thoughts

On elevating themes, he Ethics chose

Whereon to bend his mind, and took as guide

* This painter was Justus of Ghent, mentioned at p. 194. To the subject of art

at Urbino, we shall retiu-n in Chapter XXVII.
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One Messer Lazzaro, a preaching friar

Of singular repute ; a good divine,

In whom each gentle, each endearing trait

AVith honour and devotion blended well.

On Aristotle's M'ritings all intent.

His learning to then- wisdom glory gave

;

And gladly entered he upon the task

Of clearly setting forth their lustrous thoughts

In daily readings, oft at matin hours.

With zealous mind and intellect matured.

The Count a great and rapid progress made
;

And as no generous spirit willingly

Leaves favoiirs unrequited, by his means

His able master filled Urbino's see,

—

A guerdon gratefully received. Thus fond

Of study, he Iiis time could seldom spend

To disadvantage. Even as he took

His modest frugal meals at home, or when

He sojourned elsewhere, it was his delight

To listen whilst from ancient histories.

Or recent chronicles, were read details

Of martial deeds, discerning readily

How sped the fortune of the fight ere yet

Its changing tiu-ns were told. Of maxims shrewd

And singular he master was beyond

Most others ; nor from table would he rise

Whilst any staid to crave an audience.

To Arithmetic daily he applied,

And Algebra's high science, with success,

By Paul Alamanno taught ; to whom seemed plain

Truths hid from many ; who the heavens had scanned

For years successive, and the stars had tracked,

Until celestial influences grew

To him familiar ; an exponent famed

Of physical philosophy, and henco

Much favoui-ed by the Count."

The digression as to Federigo's literary habits and circle into

which we have been led, would detain us too long from the

more immediate object of our narrative, were we now to in-

quire into his patronage of art and artists. This will be dis-

cussed in our fourth book ; meanwhile we resume the story of

his life.
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CHAPTER XI.

THE DUKE OF MILAN ASSASSINATED. COUNT GIROLAMO RIARIO.

THE PAZZI CONSPIRACY. DUKE FEDERIGO'S CAMPAIGNS IN TUS-

CANY. PROGRESS OF THE TURKS.

" The dire aspect

Of civil wounds ploughed up by neighbours' swords."

Shakspeare, Richard II.

The mecliseval history of Italy is too frequently traced in

characters of blood, and the period which we have now reached,

although generally regarded as one of comparative tranquillity,

was signalised by conspiracies systematically matured, and by

murders perpetrated in high places wuth revolting barbarity.

It matters little that they were instigated by political abuses or

provoked by domestic tyranny ; so repugnant is assassination to

the better feelings of mankind, that public sympathy is ever

with the sufFei'er, and the crime is perpetuated by history as a

national stierma. The brutalising influence of such deeds de-

scends like a hereditary taint to after generations, and to it

may in a great measure be ascribed the recklessness of human

life, and the consequent reputation for cruelty, which are still

imputed to the Italian nature, and which recent events but too

sadly confirm.

The earnestness of character, the energy of mind and action,

which had gained for Francesco Sforza the sovereignty of

Milan, passed not to his son. Galcazzo Maria was magnificent

in his tastes. His court was the most splendid of a brilliant
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age. In his duchy justice was prompt and impartial. But his

foreign policy and personal courage were unstable, in his home

administration cruelty and oppression were rggravated by ca-

n-ice. Yet these faults and foibles might have been endured,

had not the patience of his subjects been worn out by outrages

against their domestic peace. Machlavelli informs us that

hatred to their ruler, and the comparative benefits of a republic,

were lessons habitually instilled into such of the young nobles as

frequented the school of Cola Montano, then the most eminent

teacher in Milan. But it was not until several of these youths

found their wives or sisters sacrificed by the Duke's ruthless

debauchery, that the seditious seeds thus implanted sprang to

sudden and full growth. Seldom have the secrets of conspiracy

and murder been so fully detected and exposed.* There Is,

however, a melodramatic effect In the narrative of old Sanzi

which entitles It to notice as cotemporary and unpublished,

although apparently biassed In favour of Galeazzo. The three

conspirators, mingling fanaticism with vengeance, sought by

religious observances to sanctify the deed of horror. Their invo-

cation to their city's patron saint for blessings on the attempt,

with a solemnity ill becoming its sacrilege, has been preserved

;

but Sanzi adds that they bribed an apostate priest to con-

secrate at the altar a sacramental wafer, which he administered

not until each had shed upon it a drop of his blood,— a blasphe-

mous rite intended to seal their mutual vows of fi'lelity and

secrecy ; also that they used to rehearse their fury, and practise

their swordsmanship, against a wooden puppet, decked out in

gold brocade, and kept for the purpose in one of their houses.

Among the solemn functions of Chiustmas week was that of

St. Stephen, performed in the picturesque old fane dedicated to

the protomartyr, where it was usual for the court to attend

;

* We need not quote the many authorities, but in INIuratori Script, xxiii. p. 268.

and 777. will be found the Duke's good and evil qualities fairly balanced, and

frightfiil details of the brutal licentiousness which he made his pastime.
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the Duke on this occasion accidentally left behind a cuirass,

that defence of despots, which he was wont to wear, and thus

unconsciously facilitated the execution of a concerted project,

It was customary, in allusion to the expiring year, to fire a

light mass of carded flax suspended in the church, whilst a

warning voice

"Exclaimed, ' Thus human glory vanishes ;

Unhappy he who hazards there his hopes !
'

"

As the sovereign raised his eyes to this touching emblem of

transient and fragile existence, he was done to instant death by

the poignards of the three conspirators. The moral offences

imputed to the wretched man thus miserably summoned to his

account have been collected by SIsmondi, the consistent im-

pugner of princes.* Sanzi, who generally leans to them, has

thus painted him In colours less loathsome :
—

" A man he was remarkable for worth,

Though charged with faults not few, which in his state

Were freely challenged. Happy years of youth,

'. Though pregnant with the germs of age mature,

And preluding too oft its perils grave !

Here must my tongue this prince exalt, as one

Who even-handed justice dealt to all,

Subject or stranger, noble or obscure
;

Nor willed that any, founding on his wealth

Or station, should the meanest pauper vex.

Yet is he censured as one pitiless.

And prone to undue passion ; trite reproach

Of prosperous despots !

"

* It is painful to find an author of om- age, and especially one of Sismondi's

merited reputation and influence, so warped by anti-despotic feelings as to become
the apologist of assassination. The phrase we use is startling, but surely not mis-

applied to those passages in vol. xi. pp. 44. to 47., and p. 114., where, by innuendo, if

not by argument, motives which led to the murder of Galcazzo Maria, and two
years later to that of Giuliano de' Medici, are shielded from infamy by ingenious

special-pleading, worthy the pen of Machiavclli or the morality of Loyola. I refer

to the comments of Roscoe in his volume of Additional Llustrations to his Lorenzo

de' Medici, pp. 114. to 119.
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The steady support long given by the Duke of Urbino to

the Sforzan dynasty suggested him as its most valuable stay

in this crisis of peril, and in obedience to a summons of the

widowed Duchess he made ready to march northward. The

policy of the Holy Sec and of Naples, whose batons he jointly

held, clearly tended towards Lombardy ; but, unlike most suc-

cessful conspiracies, the murder of Galeazzo Maria led to no

revolution, and Fcderigo returned to vindicate the papal autho-

rity against the turbulent Carlo Braccio, who, ambitious of his

father's fame and fortunes, and instigated by Lorenzo de' Medici,

threatened Perugia from his stronghold of Montone. The

ruin of so petty an opponent added no laurel to the victor's

already loaded chaplet.

The Duke of Milan left a daughter, Caterina, the fruit of a

boyish intrigue, who was born in 1462, and became one of the

most remarkable women of her time. On the election of Sixtus,

her father, willing to conciliate by family ties a pontiff whose

energy of character promised no ordinary career, offered her in

marriage to Girolamo Riario, one of his favourite nephews, whom
he had in 1480 created Count of Forli, the dispossessed fief

of the Ordelaffi. In order that the bride's dowery might tempt

the ambitious Vicar of Christ, her father, in 1473, made over

to her such rights to the sovereignty of Imola as he had ob-

tained by purchase from its lords the Manfredi ; and after the

parties had been betrothed, that seigneury was confirmed to

Girolamo by his Holiness as its ecclesiastical over-lord.* Ca-

terina being, however, but in her eleventh year, the nuptials

were postponed, and she meanwhile remained at Milan, culti-

vating the abstruse and ornamental branches which were then

included in female education. Endowed with a lively genius.

* The convention of Galeazzo Maria with Taddeo Manfredi, and the hull invest-

ing Riario, explain this transaction more fully than the authorities quoted by

Sismondi, chap. Ixxxiii. They are printed iu vol. iii. of Burriel's elaborate Life of

Caterina Riario Sforza.

VOL. I. Q
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a ready apprehension, and a singularly retentive memory, she

quickly mastered these studies, and acquired a rare facility of

expressing herself with elegance and propriety. Her marriage

was solemnised soon after her father's murder, and having been

carried by her husband to Rome, she was welcomed with

magnificent festivities by the Pope, wdio found in her a brilliancy

of beauty and a courtesy of manner excelling all that rumour

had anticipated. Out of the growing favour of Sixtus for

Count Girolamo, seconded by his own ambitious intrigues,

which aimed at an extended sovereignty, sprang the seeds of a

new conspiracy not less atrocious than that of which the Duke

of Milan was victim, and far more widely influencing the

politics of Italy.

Among the envoys who had repaired from all the parts of

Italy to hail the advent of Sixtus to the tiara, was Lorenzo de'

Medici; and he has described the honourable reception and gifts

accorded him by a pontiff whose favour was ere long turned to

deadly hatred. Aware of the rising influence of his youthful

guest, the Pope sought to attach him by substantial benefits,

including his nomination as banker to the Camera Apostolica,

with power to manage that important charge through his uncle

Tornaboni, then resident from Florence at the papal court.

Fabroni, in his Life of Lorenzo, tells us that his Holiness, wish-

ing to realise the costly jewels accumulated by Paul II., sold

them to the Medici at a price yielding a large profit to the

purchasers, who gained still more from a lease, now conferred

upon them, of the alum mines at Cento Celle. Kesults more

generally important of this visit, were the valuable relics in

literature and art, which the Florentine ambassador was enabled,

by the liberality of the Pope, and many dignitaries, to accumu-

late ; and the strong representations which he made, not vainly,

against a reckless destruction of ancient buildings in the city.

But this amicable intercourse quickly cooled, and the mutual

jealousies of the parties, arising from complicated causes, became
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ao;gravatc(i by various concurrent grudges. Sixtus, ambitious

and warlike, desired to make himself arbiter, if not autocrat, of

Italy. Lorenzo was a man of peace, content to preserve the

status quo with his neighbours, that he might leisurely establish

at home, on a firm basis, such power as should enable him to

jiromote the commercial prosperity and Intellectual pre-eminence

of his native city. From similar views, rather than as a means

of territorial aggrandisement, he sought to extend his family

influence, by securing for his brother Giuliano a seat in the

sacred college. With unaccountaljle blindness, the Pope refused

a favour which policy should have induced him to volunteer

;

and from tliat moment the Medici were entirely alienated. Their

able diplomacy and ample means were especially directed to

thwart the views of his Holiness upon the feudatories of lio-

magna. By their aid, Citta di Castello had, in 1474, resisted

the arms of his legate Giuliano della Rovere ; at their sugges-

tion, two years later. Carlo Braccio made an attempt upon

Perugia; further, their credit was interposed to extricate

Taddeo Manfredi from those pecuniary difficulties which induced

him to surrender his fief of Imola to the Duke of Milan. The

last of tliese intrigues, although unavailing, provoked the special

indignation of Count Girolamo Biario, who, finding himself

thwarted in his matrimonial sclieme, hampered in the acquisition

of a new state, and baffled in his aims at further sovereignty,

by the ever watchful policy of Lorenzo, employed his boundless

influence to stimulate the Pontiff's growing dislike for the

IMedici. This was at first vented in petty slights. Lorenzo lost

his agency for the Holy See ; and his personal enemy, Salviati,

received the richly endowed mitre of Pisa. The quarrel, thus

exasperated by mutual affronts, boiled up until it exploded in

bloody vengeance.

It is worthy of remark, that in Florence, whicli by democratic

writers is upheld as the model of Italian republics, almost every

convulsion originated from some personal pique or family feud,

rather than in any general outbreak against intolerable oppression.
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Without pausing to examine how far the same remark is ap-

plicable to many popular revolutions, we shall glance hurriedly

at the events of the Pazzi conspiracy, one of the numerous

and melancholy proofs of corruption and bad faith in high places,

during these the palmy days of Italian prosperity.

Those jealousies, with which the rising star of the Medici had

to contend in their native city, were the natural fruit of their

rapidly extending wealth and influence, rather than of direct

aggressions upon its freedom. They were sown by rival

families,

" Whose aim was but themselves to magnify,"

and who were greedy of an ascendancy which, in other hands,

would probably have been used with less moderation ; but in

most cases they were rendered abortive by the universal popu-

larity of those against whom they were directed. Among these

rivals were the Pazzi, an Injury to one of whom, from the

operation of a new law limiting female succession, fanned into

flame the smouldering sparks of an old hatred. Francesco,

another of this family, who resided at Rome, and who supplanted

Lorenzo as papal banker, seems to have been the first to suggest

violence, urged it is said by Count Girolamo, with whom he was

intimate, and who is alleged to have interested his uncle, the

Pope, in the foul scheme. At all events, there can be little

doubt that the plot was matured at Rome, and that its execution

was chiefly entrusted to Cardinal Raffliele Rlarlo, the Count's

nephew, aided by Francesco Salvlatl, Archbishop of Pisa, and

by others who owed some private grudge to the Medici, The

purjiose of this conspiracy, apparently stimulated by a prelate,

directed by a cardinal, and sanctioned by the Pontiff, was the

murder of Lorenzo and his brother Giuliano. After repeated

postponements, the blow was struck on the 26th of April, 1478,

in the cathedral of Florence, during celebration of high mass,

the elevation of the Host being the concerted signal for an

assassination by priestly hands. The sacrilegious attempt was
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but partially successful. Giuliano, struck down by the dagger

of Fi'ancesco de' Pazzi, fell pierced by many mortal wounds ;

but Lorenzo, after receiving a slight flesh-cut, was hurried by

his attached friends into the sacristy, and its doors secured.

Salviati and other conspirators meanwhile made a vain attempt

to possess themselves of the Palazzo Publico, and raise a revo-

lutionary cry ; but they being resisted from within, and se-

conded by no response of the citizens, with whom the existing

government was highly popular, the emeute was promptly

put down, the Archbishop and its other leaders being instantly

hanged from the windows, and their bodies tossed into the

piazza.

The melancholy catalogue of crime contains no blacker

atrocity, none more fatal by example and social results, than

such concerted murders as those of Galeazzo INIarla Sforza and

Giuliano de' Medici. Yet when history arraigns their assassins

at the bar of human judgment, due consideration should be

given to certain extenuating pleas. The age was one of violence,

when life was little valued, and religion exercised no vital influ-

ence on morals ; when their public and private excesses too

often rendered those in high places a common nuisance ; when

justice and vengeance were convertible terms, the dagger or

the poisoned draught their ready instruments. As we write

these sentences similar outrages are revived. One looked

upon as the most enlightened and most practical of Italian

liberals is suddenly called to administer the temporal affairs of

Kome at a crisis of singular difficulty. His private life is un-

challenged, his public policy untried. As he enters the anti-

cipated scene of his future labours,— the first constitutional as-

sembly ever attempted in a city which had long ruled the world,

— he falls pierced to the heart by the poignard of a dastardly

miscreant. A crime for centuries disused becomes again

national, consecrated by peans of the Roman populace, who

tramp the streets chauntlng—
'Q 3
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" Blessings on the hand

That laid the tyrant low." *

When the dismal tidings reach Leghorn, the mob hurry to the

piazza, prompt, like the old democracy of Florence, to over-

turn existing powers on the chance of new masters. The go-

vernor of the city, and guardian of its peace, accepts and cele-

brates the cowardly murder, by announcing to them from his

balcony that " Pelegrino E-ossi, a man hated by all Italy for his

principles, has fallen by a son of the ancient Roman republic.

]May God save his soul, and the liberty of Italy !

"

But to return from the melo-dramatic horrors of modern

Italian politics. Confessions by subordinate agents traced the

origin of this disgraceful plot of the Pazzi to the Roman court,

and Sixtus, so far from repelling the charge, adopted the attitude

of a partizan, by excommunicating Lorenzo and all Florence.

The manifesto by which he sought to justify this measure af-

fords no sufficient defence, nor any satisfactory contradiction of

his privacy to the designs of the Pazzi; indeed, when hard

names are substituted for facts, and mixed up with transparent

evasions or detected falsehoods, the cause which they defend

naturally becomes suspected.

The official documents by which the Pontiff must be judged

are accessible to English readers in the Appendix to Roscoe's

Life of Lorenzo, j Giovanni Sanzi, whose ample details were un-

* On the 15th of Novemher, 1848, Count Rossi was assassinated on entering the

Chamber of Deputies at its first sitting. No effort was made by the bystanders or

the Assembly to seize the culin-it. At night the streets rang with the chorus—
" Bcnedetta quclla mano
Che il tiranno pugnalo !

"

It has been our study to exclude from these pages all allusion to modem politics, or

to events as yet imtcsted by time. But when outrages such as tliis are perpetrated

in broad day, and applauded by a people, it Ijccomes all men to protest against

lessons calculated to annihilate civilisation, and to reproduce the worst features of

the dark ages.

f See also in Fabronio Laurcntii Medicis Vita, ii. 130., a letter from Sixtus

to Duke Fodcrigo, explanatory of his policy, but curious rather from the eccentricity
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known to that accomplished biographer, confirms generally his

account of the conspiracy, but mentions a report that when

imjjarted to his Holiness he refused his consent, and dissuaded

its leaders from their design. This, if proved, would still leave

him under scandal as an accessory after the fact. We learn

from the same chronicle that Duke Federigo, when asked to

share the plot, scouted it as utterly revolting to his honour, and

calculated to overwhelm its authors with eternal infamy, adding

that, during his own long struggle with Sigismond Malatesta,

similar expedients had been repeatedly suggested to him, but

that by God's grace he had been enabled to resist them all : at

the same time he expressed his readiness to take the field

against the Medici, and try the fortune of war in open campaign.

Lorenzo having subsequently sent to demand why he concealed

the conspiracy thus brought to his knowledge, he denied the

necessity of offending a good friend by imparting to an enemy

an attempt which he disapproved and abhorred, adding, that he

would soon be in Tuscany to settle all differences in honourable

warfare.

Sanzi has thus rendered Lorenzo's spirited address to his fel-

low citizens, when struck by excommunication and menaced

with war:—
" Hear me ! fair Florence' worthy denizens,

Thus called to choose betwixt my house and peace.

If 'tis your wiU our race to sacrifice,

Behold me ready, manacled and bound
;

The fatal doom to sulfer lead me forth !

Oh ! that my blood tlie Pontiff might appease.

And sate the vengeance of yon bloody Count
Oh ! that, as metal by the fire i-efincd.

You'd in the furnace cast me, from yourselves

To parry discipline not less severe.

But well I warn you that such woe to us

For you were still more fatal, and our foes,

My doom once scaled, yoiu" freedom straight would curb."

of its illiterate style, in which barbarous Latin forms a strange medley with uncul-

tivated Italian. Likewise, at p. 136., a protest of the Florentine clergy to

the Pope.

Q 4
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The appeal was not vainly made. The Lateran thunders fell

harmless on a people who, i-allying round their favourite leader,

appealed to a general council, and meanwhile compelled their

clergy to disregard the censures hurled at them. Spiritual wea-

pons being thus foiled, the Pontiff had recourse to temporal arms.

The war which ensued, though limited in its field, included

many parties. Sixtus was supported by the Dukes of Calabria

and Urbino, the latter acting as generalissimo. The Medici,

strengthened at home and abroad by the failure of a conspiracy

equally atrocious and unprovoked, had for allies France and

Venice, the Dukes of Milan and Ferrara, with the Marquis of

Mantua. Sismondi justly observes that the Pope was prepared

to take advantage of an explosion which he had premeditated,

whilst the Florentines were surprised at a moment of confidence

and repose. The ecclesiastical troops were accordingly first in

the field, and, having united with those of Naples, entered

Tuscany by the Val di Chiano early in July. But on the do-

little system which then constituted warfare, the Dukes of

Calabria and Urbino, though met by no etfectual opposition,

lingered away the summer, counter-marcliing in plains where

malaria was ever rife, and signalising themselves by forays upon

townships incapable of defence. Leaving on the left Siena, their

fiiithful and effective ally, they reduced Radda on the 24th of

August ; but instead of then pushing forward to the Arno, they

consumed the autumn, attacking in detail many surrounding

places, of which Monte Sansovino alone offered a serious resist-

ance.

The exact sciences, which were encouraged at the court of

Urbino, took there, as elsewliere, the tendency most easy in an

age of prevailing superstition. Maestro Paulo, a noted German

adept, was accordingly retained by the Duke, and taught him

astrology along with the kindred branches of geometry and

arithmetic. Yet Cortesio tells us that, although he always had

about him a number of soothsayers, and, in deference to the

notions current among his soldiery and subjects, pretended to
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rely upon their prognostics, he utterly despised all kinds of

divination. The only notice of the subject I have discovered

among his letters is contained in one addressed to Ant***

Kar***, which may have been written during the siege of

Monte Sansovino, or possibly from the leaguer of Colle, eleven

months later. The reader will judge how far it ought to be

received with the gloss suggested by Cortesio.

" I observe in your former longer letters that you wish to

draw auguries of futurity, which you announce to be pregnant

with events of the highest moment, saying that now is the time

to gird ourselves for great things ; indeed, such words seem to

point at some loftier issue. It would, therefore, be agreeable to

us that you should again acquaint us by letter, whether that

augury really infers any imminent result. For, if perchance

you allude only to this siege, we acknowledge to have under-

taken a difficult business, and that the town is by nature or art

amply provided ; yet do we hope, through the grace of the

eternal God, to effect that which we have taken in hand. But

if you refer to something else, it will be not less gratifying to

have from you some explanation, and to know if it rest on your

own or anotlier's opinion. Farewell." *

The leaguer was protracted by an incident mentioned by

Sanzi, who dwells at considerable length on a portion of his

hero's life scarcely touched by other biographers. The army

suffering from scarcity and sickness, natural results of its pro-

longed stay in a narrow and unhealthy country, the dispirited

troops sighed for winter quarters. It happened that, during a

skirmish, two of the Orsini, relations, but banded under

opposite banners, met and interchanged mutual wishes for a

truce. These aspirations, reported to the Duke of Urbino, were

promptly and publicly refuseil. The garrison, misled by this

apparent anxiety to continue hostilities, proposed a suspension of

arms, the very measure most fatal to their safety. This was

* Vat. Urb. MSS. No. 1198.
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accepted for ten days, during which the besiegers obtained rest

and forage, and, when thus recruited from their languor, quickly

reduced the place : it surrendered on the 8th of December,

whereupon the army fell back on Bonconvento to pass the

winter.

In a letter to Matthew Corvinus, King of Hungary, Fede-

rigo thus briefly narrates this campaign :
—" During last summer

the illustrious Lord Duke of Calabria was in the field, leading

a large body of fine troops of my Lords, the Pope and his Serene

Majesty, against the League, and had numerous advantages,

especially in the Florentine territory. Many of the enemy's

castles and towns were taken, dismantled, and burned, notwith-

standing a very powerful army arrayed against us, so that they

were out manoeuvred, as well in the estimation as by the effi-

ciency of our troops, and their strongholds were attacked and

carried by us. In consequence of these successes, besides

taking many towns, we made forays, plundering and wasting

the coimtry even to the gates of Florence. Just then fortune

turned quite against us, and one after another our munitions

and supplies failed. There first occurred an immense explo-

sion of artillery stores, which prevented our undertaking further

operations, and, subsequently, on opening the siege of Monte

Sansovino, a place of great importance to us, we found our-

selves in absolute want of everything, from the terrible plague

which raged throughout the friendly territory of Siena. This,

with continual heavy rains, weakened our army exceedingly

;

and wlicn the enemy discovered that we Avcrc thus harassed by

contagion, dearth, and weather, they advanced their army

within four miles, with the view of at once encouraging the

besieged and awing us. But they were foiled in both objects,

for we, having granted them a truce of eight days, obtained

during that interval supplies, which enabled us to renew the

assault ; and at its termination the town was carried, under their

eyes, to their great detriment and disgrace, and to the credit of

the Pope, his Majesty, and my illustrious general the Duke,
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who, on the surrender of the place, went into quarters, winter

being at hand, where we are now making all preparations for

next year's campaign." *

Federigo suffered greatly this summer from an accident vv^hich

he had met with at San Marino some months before. While dis-

coursing to those around him on past incidents of his adven-

turous life, and, in particular of his prolonged struggle with

Sigismond Malatesta, to which the surrounding country had been

often witness, the wooden balcony whence he surveyed these

familiar scenes suddenly broke under his weight, and he was

precipitated with its ruins to the ground, fracturing his left

ankle and lacerating the leg. His first exclamation was one

of gratitude for escaping with life. Gangrene supervened, in

consequence of tight bandaging, and a month elapsed ere he

could be carried home ; but the wound continued so trouble-

some, that for a considerable time his surgeons apprehended the

limb could only be saved by amputation, and when the Tuscan

war opened, he was still entirely dependent upon a litter, being

unable to walk or ride. To this circumstance may perhaps be,

in part, ascribed the sluggish tactics of that campaign ; when it

closed, he repaired to the mineral springs of Petriolo, near

Radicofani, attended by Maestro Ludovico, a physician, and

remained in that bleak sojourn for five months, quitting it to

rejoin the army at the end of May. In acknowledgment of his

services during the previous year, the King of Naples conferred

on him a right to make and export annually five hundred loads

of salt from the Avorks of JSIanfredonia.

Roberto Malatesta was serving under the Duke of Calabria

* Vat. Urb. MSS. No. 1198. In this collection of Fcderlgo's letters are other

proofs of his intimacy with the accomplished Sovereign of Hungary. In 1476 he

entertained at Urbino the ambassadors sent by that monarch to negotiate his mar-

riage with Beatrice, daughter of Ferdinand of Naples ; and having received, through

the physician Fontana, an invitation to the nuptials, the Duke MTOte to King

Matthew that, though most willing to attend, this must depend on the pleasure of

his Holiness and Ferdinand, adding that he had been the sen-ant of his afBanced

bride from her tender years.
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at tlie surrender of Monte Sansovino, and, having quarrelled

with him for sanctioning a sack of that place, he, with a condot-

tiere's easy conscience, transferred his company to the Floren-

tine camp. There, too, were assembled the Duke of Ferrara,

the Marquis of Mantua, Costanzo Sforza of Pesaro, Nicolo

Vitelli of Citta di Castello, Carlo Braccio of Montone. The

promise afforded by these names proved, however, illusory ; and

although a diversion was made by them in June towards

Perugia, the spring and summer again passed without notable

efforts on either side. This number of independent leader?,

serving under no recognised head, embarrassed the allies ; and

although they obtained some inconsiderable successes near

Thrasymene, the other division of their forces sustained a de-

cided check at Poggio Imperiale, in Val d' Elsa, on the 7th of

September. The ecclesiastical forces, following up their advan-

tage, laid siege to Certaldo and Poggibonsi, both of which

speedily fell. They next attacked Colle, which held out till

the 12th of November; its surrender, and the approach of

winter, led to a three months' truce, and the troops repaired to

quarters. Comines, then resident at Florence as envoy from

the French court, criticises these operations as inert, and con-

siders the Italians as inferior to his countrymen in the attack or

defence of fortified places, but admits their superiority in the

quartermaster's department, and in commissariat arrangements.

The diary of an eye-witness, Allegretti of Siena, and the

Duke of Urbino's despatches to the magistrates of that city, still

remaining in its archives, enable us to state some curious facts

relating to the then infant art of gunnery. In the ecclesiastical

army, which had, on the whole, some advantage in this cam-

paign, there were five field-pieces, called bombards, distinguished

by such startling names as, the Cruel, the Desperate, the Vic-

tory, Ruin, None of your Jaw, &c. One of the largest of them

is desci'ibed by Allegretti as consisting of two portions; the

tube, which was fully nine feet long, weighing 14,000 pounds,

and the tail, half that length, weighing 11,000. It discharged
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balls of stone, varying from 370 to 380 pounds, and was made

by one Pietro of Siena, surnamed II Campano, from being a

bell-founder. In the town of Colle there were three bombards,

and during the siege, which lasted six weeks, 1024 shots were

fired from both sides.* Three of these enormous guns used in

the siege belonged to Siena, where the art of casting them was

especially followed ; and it required above a hundred pairs of

buffaloes to drag them up to that city. The Pope and King of

Naples had each but one with the army ; there were, however,

other pieces of artillery, called spingards, cerbottane, and passa-

volanti; one of the last class is mentioned by AUegretti as

about thirteen feet long. The extreme inconvenience of such

monstrous engines, in a hilly country, ill supplied with roads,

requires no comment.

The following extracts arc from Duke Federigo's despatches.

On the 14th of July, 1478, he writes to Siena from the camp :

" Since the powder for the bombard which you sent me is not

fit to be fired, and will not answer the purpose, I pray you to

let me have as soon as possible some that will do the business,

in order that time may not be lost ; and also to send me fine

powder, fit for spingards, by mixing which, what we have may

be rendered serviceable. And I further pray you to see that the

other bombard be forwarded with all speed ; for it is impossible

to say of what importance these things are, or what honour and

advantage will result if this be done with diligence, and how

much it will be otherwise if they are delayed."

On the 8th of August he writes from the camp at Castellina

:

" There being hereabouts great scarcity of stones for the bom-

bard, and the few available ones only to be had with much

difficulty, I send your lordships the measure of its height, from

* It was usual to bind the annual fiscal accounts of Siena in wooden boards, on

which some historical or domestic incident was painted. Many of these bicherne

remain, curious memorials of manners and of art. I found at p. 210. of Pecci's

Iscrizioni, MSS. in the pubUc library there, a notice of one representing the siege of

Colle, which woiUd valuably illustrate these observations, could it be recovered.
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which you can have them prepared, since you have its diameter

;

and I pray you to cause search be made in your stores, or out-

side the town, if any suitable ones can be had for the said bombard.

And I pray your lordships to let me know immediately, that I

may send for them without loss of time ; and even should they

be somewhat large, I shall not object, as I can have them re-

duced with much less trouble than it would take to have them

quarried and prepared, seeing how few here are adapted for that

bombard. Lastly, I beseech your lordships to let me have as

many hewers as possible."

On the l'2th of August, he sends a messenger for two barrels

of salt of nitre for refining the powder supplied to him, wliich,

"to say the truth, worked badly." Again, on the 18th of

November, 1479, when in camp before Colle, he writes: "I
inform your lordships that we cannot move from this, because

the Marzochesca bombard has not yet been removed ; and I

have not had it broken up, because Messer Borghese tells me

your lordships wish for it ; and the muzzle of the last bombard

which burst is still here, for its carriage broke down on the

march, as also its serandina, and was left by the way ; and thus

we are unable to decamp, as I have said. I therefore earnestly

beg your lordships, immediately on receipt hereof, to send

hither all the Pope's and his Majesty's buffaloes you have, and

as many of your own as possible, wn'th such oxen as you can

;

also all the waggons you have, dismounting the bombards from

those which are already laden with them, in order that we may

be amply provided. Let other carts be made ready to replace

those that may break down, with lots of buffaloes and oxen ; and

let them be brought hither safely and speedily, for your need

and GUI'S : and in God's name, if ever you used diligence do so

now, that these carts, buffaloes, and oxen arrive quickly, seeing

the Lord Duke [of Calabria] and IMesser Lorenzo ha^'C already

written for theirs in similar terms."

These remonstrances had their effect. On the 20th the camp

was raised, the troops dispersing into winter-quarters, and so
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ended this dilatory and unimportant war, marked by devastation

rather than by victory, barren of laurels, crowned by no endur-

ing conquest. The two allied leaders repaired to Siena, where

they were honourably welcomed, Federigo being lodged in the

episcopal palace. In accordance with the custom of that age, a

large donation was given to each of them, consisting of calves,

wedders, capons, corn, bread, wine, almond-cakes, almonds, ray-

fish, pheasants, chickens, pigeons, &c. Many influences favour-

able to peace were now brought to bear upon the Pontiff; and

although his own wishes were for a further humiliation of the

IMedici, his ally of Naples being tired of a struggle in which no

personal interest was at stake, and no trophies had been earned,

he could not prevent the offer of a truce. It was eagerly ac-

cepted by the Florentines, whose position was one of imminent

peril. Long unused to arms, and totally alien to the military

spirit of the Peninsula, it was their habitual policy to trust for

defence to hired troops. Their merchant families sent forth no

martial geniuses, and Lorenzo avoided api^earing in the field, for

which he felt himself in no way qualified. But on this occasion

they were singularly unfortunate in their defenders. Nominally

backed by all Upper Italy, they had no effectual aid from

Venice, occupied in pi'otecting her mainland from the Turks.

The Duke of Ferrara, though titular leader of their motley

army, possessed neither talent nor influence to occupy such a

position. The other free captains sought their separate inte-

rests, and the hereditary feuds of the Braccian and Sforzan com-

panies broke out for the last time, as the remnants of these

once famous bands found themselves encamped together. Even

after this element of mutiny had been extinguished, by detach-

ing Carlo Braccio and his following on the Perugian expedition,

new quarrels arose between the Lords of Ferrara and Mantua,

which so disorganised the army that Machiavelli declares it

took to flight at Poggio Imj^eriale on seeing the dust raised by

the enemy's approach, abandoning to them camp, baggage, and

artillery. But this writer, prejudiced against the whole military
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system, may be read with some qualification, when he declares

its poltronery to have been such that the turn of a horse's head,

or the whisking of his tail, was enough to put it in a panic.

Yet, with every allowance, it seems clear that, had the con-

federates of Lower Italy then marched upon the capital, instead

of loitering on the Val d' Elsa, the fondest wishes of SIxtus

might have been gratified ; and Baldl confers no honour on the

Duke of Urbino in claiming for him the credit of successfully

thwarting such a proposal, upon no better grounds than that the

army was too lU-dlscIplined to withstand the temptations of

success In so attractive an enterprise.

Lorenzo was alive to the delicacy of his j^ositlon ; the finances

of his country and his private resources wasted upon useless

stipendiaries ; the patience of even his partizans exhausted by a

mismanaged and unfortunate war. His resolution was mag-

nanimously formed and boldly executed. Early in December

he suddenly embarked for Naples to plead for peace, if not for

his family at least for his fellow citizens. The fate of Giacopo

Picclnino, in 1465, rendered such an appeal to Ferdinand one

of chivalrous daring, but it fully succeeded. The gratifying

compliments bestowed on Lorenzo were only equalled by his

own munificence ; and although negotiations were protracted by

Ferdinand's cold and unrelenting disposition, and by the in-

trigues of Sixtus, he was finally successful in removing all

difficulties, and In concluding a defensive treaty with Naples,

which was proclaimed on the 25th of March. The Pope, un-

able to maintain the war single-handed, had no option but to

accede ; It was not, however, until the end of the year that he

would grant a formal remission, and the removal of ecclesiastical

censures. To obtain this grace, there arrived In Rome in No-

vember an embassy of eleven eminent citizens of Florence,

who, prostrated In the dust on Advent Sunday In the metro-

politan church, confessed their derelictions of duty, and im-

plored pardon. They, however, did not receive absolution

until the irate Pontiff had read them a severe rebuke, and had
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gently applied to the shoulders of each a scourge of penance,

whilst they recited the fifty-first penitentiary psalm.*

Whilst the Duke of Calabria remained at Siena, nominally

to overawe the Florentines, and maintain his recent advantages,

but in reality ripening those schemes by which, ever since

1446, the house of Aragon had aimed at establishing their in-

fluence in that republic, Federigo, after being entertained at a

ball in the Palazzo Publico, on the 18th of December, 1479,

went to the baths of Viterbo, which had been recommended

for his still suffering limb. We owe to Sanzi some notice of

his residence in that town, where his numerous suite, and his

own graceful and polished address, made a general sensation.

It was his delight to receive as guests such personages of dis-

tinction as passed that way to Eome. Among these was the

Duke of Saxony, who was repairing to the Holy City on

a pious pilgrimage witli a goodly cortege. To him and his

attendants Federigo's courtly demeanour and sjilendid hos-

pitality were an agreeable surprise: though "barbarians" by

birth, they were fully qualified to appreciate such civilities, nor

were they allowed to depart without a promise to renew their

visit to him at Urbino on their return homewards. His son,

Guidobaldo, and his nephew, Ottaviano della Carda, joined in

doing the honours to their guest, who was distantly related to

them through the Gonzaga family, and they parted with mutual

compliments and good wishes. Soon after Christmas, Fe-

derigo received from the Pope, by the hands of Pier Felice, his

resident at Rome, the Sword and Hat, honours among the

highest at his Holiness's disposal, and reserved for sovereigns of

tried fidelity and devotion to the papacy, but which seemed on

this occasion to acquire new illustration in the person of the

recipient. In May he addressed this letter to his allies of

Siena :
—

* Volterrauo gives a curious account of this function, Scriptores, xxiii. 114.

VOL. I. R
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" Mighty and potent Lords, dearest Brothers,

" It has pleased our lord his Holiness, and his Majesty the most

serene King that I may return home; where, and wherever I may
be, your magnificences may dispose of me and mine as of your

own, for this much my long and true friendship requires and

exacts. And I ever shall remember the great love and kindness I

met with in many parts of your land. Moreover I recommend to

you my son Antonio, for whom I have taken the precaution to

let him be conducted home by the goodness of Ottaviano, who

accompanies him to Naples, not being at present otherways

required. From Viterbo, the 19th May, 1480.

"Fedeeigo Duca d' Uebino, memo inopria'''

Bidding adieu to Viterbo amid the regrets of its inhabitants,

the Duke went to meet his daughter the Princess of Salerno
;

and having suffered greatly from fatigue and pain during the

last two years, returned home almost a Avreck. He was

triumphantly welcomed by his people, and soon after received a

visit from Cardinal Giuliano della Rovere, then on his way to

France as papal legate. About this time the Ordelaffi of Forli,

making a final effort to maintain themselves against Count

Girolamo, appealed to Federigo. But being unable to espouse

their part while himself in the papal service, he counselled the

last survivor of that race to compromise with Riario by a sale

of his rights, and to hope for better days. This having been at

length effected, Girolamo and his Countess visited their new

principalities, where, notwithstanding the popular dissatisfaction

with changes which had extinguished the former dynasties,

they speedily so gained all hearts, that Sanzi gravely questions

whether Jove himself, if descending upon earth, would have

had an equally honourable reception. This may be in some

degree attributed to the fickleness of popular opinion, especially

in a nation of lively and impressionable character ; but there

was mucli to recommend the new comers. Possessed of ample
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means, and prodigal in their use, the ambition and political

influence of Girolamo promised a long cai-eer of advancement

and of coming glories for his subjects. Of Catering, then in

her twentieth year, we have this florid description from her

biographer Fabio Oliva :— "As she issued from her litter, it

seemed as if the sun had emerged, so gorgeously beautiful did

she appear, laden with silver, and gold, and jewels, but still

more striking from her natural charms. Her hair, wreathed in

the manner of a coronet, was brighter than the gold with which

it was twined. Her forehead of burnished ivory almost re-

flected the beholders. Her eyes sparkled behind the mantling

crimson of her fair cheeks, as morning stars amid those many-

tinted lilies which returning dawn scatters along the horizon."

In somewhat less inflated language, Ratti, the Sforzan bio-

grapher, says " it would be difficult to find in history any

female who so far surpassed her sex, who was so much the

B 2
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amazement of her cotemporaries and the marvel of posterity.

Endowed with a lofty and mascuKne spirit, she was born to

command
;

great in peace, valiant in war, beloved by her

subjects, dreaded by her foes, admired by foreigners." The

features of this siren of her times are supposed to have been

commemorated by more than one of those church pictures, into

which it was then customary to introduce likenesses of the

donors and their families, especially the altar-piece of the Torelli

Chapel by Marco Palmeggiani, still in the church of S. Giro-

lamo at Forli, which represents Caterina, her husband, and

her two eldest sons kneeling before the enthroned Madonna.

Another likeness is given In the preceding page from a rare

medallion of the lady of Imola in her more matronly years,

whose descendants still subsist in various princely houses, and in

the noble family of Riario Sforza at Naples. This much of a

heroine who will reappear at intervals In our pages.

The adhesion of Sixtus to the treaty which closed the Tuscan

war was partly extorted by his terror of the Turks, whose pro-

gress in Europe, as yet, had met with no decided reverse. The

energy and skill of Loredano had, indeed, kept them in check

during the campaigns of 1474-5, but Venice found herself ex-

hausted by efforts which, although of vital moment to Christianity,

she was left to make single-handed. The following year was one

of comparative repose, till in 1477, the Infidels, bursting those

ramparts along the Isonzo by which the Republic considered her

territories secured, scoured the rich plains of Friuli, and burned

the mainland palaces of her citizens within sight of the capital.

During 1478 Troia fell, and Scutari suffered along and hopeless

siege, whilst Sixtus was wasting in the Tuscan war those ener-

gies which, as head of the Church, he might have easily united

against the victorious Crescent. After vainly protesting, and

threatening the Pontiff with a general council, the Signory, in

January 1479, concluded with Mahomet II. a disastrous peace,

at the sacrifice of all their recent conquests in the East.
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The Venetians were now justly incensed at tlie Pope and

Ferdinand, who had not only refused them aid in defending

Western Europe from Turkish inroads, but had effectually

prevented Florence from contributing its contingent for that

purpose. With the King there was a further cause of quarrel,

as he had concluded a treaty with the Sultan in the spring of

1478, recognising conquests wrested by him from their Repub-

lic. Renouncing the tardy and uncertain remedy of a general

council, they sought more summary vengeance by inviting

Mahomet to invade Lower Italy, and when, after a siege of

thirteen days, the Crescent waved over the walls of Otranto,

they so successfully diverted suspicions of this anti-Italian

policy from themselves to his Holiness, that Ferdinand threatened

to throw open to the Infidel a i:)assage to Rome. The panic

which now spread throughout Italy, and this imminent peril of

the Holy See, at length forced the Pontiff to merge selfish con-

siderations, and to make an effort in the common cause. Bulls

exhorting all Christian princes to unity, were followed by dip-

lomatic arrangements with the powers of Italy ; and Sismondi

is probably correct in ascribing to the terror of this crisis the

Pope's tardy absolution of the Medici and their adherents, which

we have already mentioned, and which was accompanied with a

condition that Florence should send a fleet to the rescue of

Otranto.

The dangers impending over his own kingdom occasioned

Ferdinand to recal his son from Siena, and to invoke Fede-

rigo's services against the Turk. The latter, foreseeing danger

from the ambitious energy of Mahomet, had already protested

against the King's imprudence in leaving his coasts unprotected,

while pursuing schemes of idle ambition in Tuscany ; he has-

tened notwithstanding to obey the summons, but was stopped

by an order from Sixtus to guard the ecclesiastical sea-board,

menaced by an incursion from Scutari. To his counsels, how-

ever, was ascribed the ultimate recovery of Otranto, in order to

u 3
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effect which the Pontiff and Lorenzo de' Medici had hastily-

united with Ferdinand. Exactly a year after its capture that

city was restored by its Moslem garrison, discouraged by the

Sultan's death three weeks previously. Yet these events which,

by ridding Italy of invasion, and closing the career of her most

formidable foe, ought to have been hailed with unalloyed satis-

faction, were soon found to infer new dangers, by promoting

those internal distractions habitually fermented in the Peninsula

during each interval of repose.
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CHAPTER XIL

THE AVAR OF FERRARA, AND DEATH OF DUKE FEDERIGO. HIS

CHARACTER AND PORTRAITS.

" The king-becoming graces,

As justice, verity, temperance, stableness.

Bounty, perseverance, mercy, lowliness,

Devotion, patience, courage, fortitude."

Sh.4:kspeaee, Macbeth,

The sparks of discord, though smothered, were still smoulder-

ing in many quarters. Sixtus, whose restless ambition was

stirred by schemes of nepotism for his unscrupulous nephew of

Forli, forgot not that Ferdinand had baulked him of full ven-

geance upon the JNIedici, and brooded over that monarch's threat

of letting the Infidel march upon his capital. He also calcu-

lated that, in the scramble of a general war, some pickings

might fall to the lot of Count Girolamo. Venice, moreover, had

good cause for apprehending retribution from Naples, for the

scurvy trick she had played in bringing the Turks upon Lower

Italy ; and thus was the way prepared for new party combina-

tions. It Avas against the Duke of Ferrara that these Avere

chiefly directed ; for besides the offence of being son-in-laAV to

Ferdinand, his territoryAvas a desirable acquisition both to the

Republic and to Count Girolamo. To Venice the latter accord-

ingly proceeded in September, on a mission from his uncle, and

arranged for the partition of that duchy, of Avhich Lugo and

Bagnacavallo were to be his share, with fully liberty to expel

the Manfred! from Faenza and to appropriate their possessions.

R 4
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Among other preliminaries, lie stipulated tliat Federigo should

command the allied army, a proceeding not only unauthorised

by the Duke, but in direct opposition to the moderate counsels

and peaceful policy earnestly pressed by him upon the youthful

envoy, during a recent visit at Urbino. The appointment was

accordingly declined, nor was his determination shaken by an

oiFer from the Signory of 80,000 ducats as retaining pay, on

condition of his taking no part in the war : one of his family

demurring to his rejection of so advantageous a proposal, he

replied, that " good faith and its observance are still better, and

worth more than all the gold in the world." In a long and

earnest letter he warned the Pontiff of the impolicy and mis-

chief of such projects, and the miserable results of fresh contests

ill Italy ; urged upon his Holiness that the moment was flivour-

able for turninG; the united arms of Christendom against the

Turks, while distracted by disputes between the sons of Ma-

homet ; and offered his shattered limbs for any post in that

glorious cause. Views so repugnant to the schemes of Sixtus

had no weight in the Camera, and gave great offence to Giro-

lamo Riario.

As it was in his ftither-in-law Ferdinand's quarrels that the

Duke of Ferrara was likely to be victimised, the former was

not slow to interpose for his protection. Personal feeling, as

well as a sense of justice and a keen perception of the true

interests of Italy, brought Lorenzo de' Medici to the same side,

while the adherence of Milan, Mantua, and Bologna was secured

by an apprehension of the ambitious advances of the Holy See

and Venice upon Homagna and Lombardy. By these six

powers a league was accordingly furnicd to defend Ferrara ; and,

on the 17th of April, Federigo Avas engaged as its captain-general

for three years. During war he was to provide 600 men-at-

arms and 562 infantry, with 165,000 golden ducats of pay; in

jjcace he was to have 65,000 ducats, finding 300 men-at-arms

and 375 foot soldiers. In the event of death, his son and troops

were to complete the stipulated period of service, with 15,000
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ducats of personal pay.* Opposed to him was Roberto dl San-

severino, as leader of the Venetian army ; and the papal con-

tingent was nominally under Count Girolamo, who did not take

the field, although the quarrel was in a great measure for his

profit. The command of the ecclesiastical forces, thus vacated

by the Duke of Urbino, had devolved upon his son-in-law

Hoberto Malatesta, Avho remained in Central Italy to occupy

the Neapolitan troops at home, and protect Rome from the

rebellious Colonna and Savelli. The Genoese and the Marquis

of Montferrat adhered to the Venetian alliance.

The offer of an engagement by the League had been carried to

Federigo, by six envoys commissioned from its leading powers,

and was readily accepted. His preparations being completed,

he set forth from his capital on St. George's day, Avhile tearful

eyes and ominous sighs attested his subjects' anxiety at the

departure of their paternal sovereign, bent by failing health and

advancing years. Besides his wonted suite, there followed him

for many miles a train of men distinguished in letters and arts,

philosophers, theologians, jurists, astronomers, and architects.

By his side rode his nephew and confidential friend Ottaviano

della Carda, to whom, as if anticipating his approaching end,

he warmly and affectionately recommended his son Guidobaldo

and all his friends. At the foot of the Apennines this sorrow-

ing convoy quitted him to return home, whilst he crossed the

mountains to Borgo San Sepolchro, where he was received by

Lorenzo de' Medici. In tlie Val d' Arno he met his old and

sage friend Antonio Bellanti, with a troop of white-i)lunied

lances, exiled from his native Siena by adverse factions, and

offered him a safe retreat in his state until times should change
;

* This condotta is preserved in the Oliveriana MSS. The diary of Duke Tran-

cesco Maria II. gives a slightly varied version of the engagement, and explains that,

of the gross allowance, 45,000 ducats in war and 25,000 in peace were the general's

personal pay. The war of Fen-ara is minutely detailed by Sanuto ; in the Scriptores,

xxii. 1215. ; and in a volume of Commentaries privately printed at Venice, in 1829 ;

also by Cyrneo, in Scriptores, xxi. 1189. Sanzi's chronicle supplies veiy ample

particulars, as docs Vespasiano.
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an Invitation which he declined, and so incurred a bloody death.

At Florence the people gladly welcomed the conqueror of

Volterra, and the magistracy received him at the door of the

Palazzo Vecchio.

The war now impending was alike iniquitous in its motives,

and disastrous in its attendant circumstances. Its seat was in

the lower plains of Lombardy, where they merge into a wide

delta, formed by the arterial channels of the rivers Po and

Adige, and veined by the minor drainage of the Polesine and

Ferrarese territories. Most of

" That level region, where no echo dwells,"

was, and still continues, so embanked that its waters may
easily be let loose upon the hapless cultivators, submerging

their dwellings and swamping their crops. Numerous streams,

navigable by boats, laid it open to privateering incursions,

highly attractive to amphibious Venetian adventurers. Finally,

the malaria, always generated by summer heats, was naturally

more inveterate when invaders had opened the sluices and

broken the banks, thereby flooding an unusual extent of marsh-

land. Thus ravaged by fire and sword, and decimated by dis-

ease, the unhappy natives had good cause to curse the ambition

of which they were victims. In no part of Italy had the people

been so exempt from the calamities of war. The family of Este,

ever addicted to habits of almost effeminate indulgence, had

been long represented by Duke Borso, whose reign, as described

in the Ferrarese Diary, was one continued revel at home and

pageant abroad. Those who would understand the extent to

which prodigal magnificence and immoderate festivity were

carried in the Peninsula, will there find details of refined luxury

and lavish expenditure, scarcely credible in an age but emerging

from what we arc accustomed to regard as barbarism, or in a

state enjoying no extraordinary resources.

The plan of the campaign was to reduce Ferrara by a com-
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bined attack, in which a flotilla of five hundred vessels of light

draught, fitted out at Ancona and Venice, was to ascend the

Po, and co-operate with the troops of Sanseverino. War was

proclaimed on the 3d of May, but the Venetian general had

already opened his operations by invading the Polesine, a fenny

dependency of the d' Este family extending between the Adige

and the Po. Marching his army southward from Legnano, he

crossed the Veronese marshes upon a hastily constructed road-

way of beams, supported by flat boats and faggots, and attacked

Mellara on the north bank of the Po. Having taken it in

three days, he advanced eastward to Castelnuovo, which capi-

tulated after a ten days' siege. Following the river's course,

he reached Ficheruolo on the 11th of May, and immediately

invested it. This place being scarcely more than twelve miles

from Ferrara, already menaced by the armament on the lower

reaches of the river, the Duke of Urbino advanced to meet the

enemy, and posted himself at La Stellata, which lay oj^posite

Ficheruolo and commanded the i:)asses of the Po. His opinion

of the state of matters may best be gathered from a despatch

addressed by him about this time to Lorenzo de' Medici, and

printed by Fabronio from the Florentine archives.

" Magnificent and dearest Brother,

" Your mightiness will see by the copy, herewith sent to the

eight lords of the Balia, of a letter I have written to the most

illustrious Duke of Ferrara, that I am advised of the loss of the

fort of Mellara, and of the enemy's intention to unite the flotilla

with their land forces, and to advance with the stream upon

Ferrara : nor can there be a question that this design may to a

certain extent succeed, unless prevented by speedy and effective

measures on the part of the most serene League, that illustrious

lord not being able to maintain himself single-handed, as your

magnificence has already heard from himself.

" The remedy that occurs to me in this urgent danger is that

your excellent Signory should send him as many infantry as
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possible, preferring those of Komagna, and the Val cli Lamone,

both as nearest, and as the best drilled, and thus more suitable

than any others that can be thought of. And so soon as the

most illustrious Lord Duke of INIilan shall forward the infantry

and cavalry, for whom I have applied to him, I shall move upon

the duchy to make the enemy pull up. And when the most

serene League shall i)rovide what is requisite for honour and

utility, enabling me to face him, I am prepared to prove to him

that it is one thing to form a project, but quite another to carry

it into effect. I care not to detain your magnificence, feeling

assured that once aware of the importance of this, your prudence

will not delay the needful provisions.

" I urgently remind your magnificence to forward with all

speed the infantry, as agreed on, into my state and that of the

Lord Costanzo [of Pesaro] ; for I have ordered my men-at-

arms not to follow me till these come up, seeing it would be

a risk to expose our territories without a force equal to defend

them at all hazards. * * * From Rovere [opposite Mel-

lara], the 4th May, 1482."

f

The affairs of the League were far from promising. Fer-

dinand, caring little to send his troops through a hostile state

in search of distant and unprofitable laurels, preferred carrying

on a little war of his own against tlie Pope in the Pontine

marshes to marching upon Lombardy. The Tuscans, ever

averse to battle-fields, employed their stipendiaries, under Cos-

tanzo Sforza, in guarding the Umbrian principalities. The

brunt of the war thus fell upon the Lords of Milan and Mantua

;

and the Duke of Urbino, ill satisfied with their exertions, took

f This letter hy no means bears out the allegation in support of whieh it has

been referred to l)y Roseoe,— tliat tlie preparation and direction of tliis war chiefly

rested on Lorenzo de' Medici, and tliat on liis activity and prudence the allies

mainly relied. There is no evidence whether he fully carried out the suggestions

here made, but it is cpiitc clear tliat Federigo received from none of his confederates

adequate support during the campaign.
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boat soon after the date of this despatch, and proceeded in person

to urge further exertions upon them both. Sanzi, somewhat

inconsistently, selects this visit of urgency to pause upon his

raptures with the works of art he saw at INIantua, introducing

an episodical criticism, and a catalogue of the best painters and

sculptors of Italy, which will be afterwards noticed.* On the

20th of May he returned, bringing with him their contingents

to La Stellata, where the League lay almost inactive during

the siege of Ficheruolo on the opposite bank of the Po, their

offensive operations being confined to a pretty constant and

o-alling discharge of lono- swivels across the river into the Vene-

tian camp, which they also submerged by cutting the banks of

the Mincio. This irksome aggression was answered by a mes-

sage from Sanseverino that he would presently return fire for

their water, and by sending to Federigo a fox in a cage, as a

hint that, with all his cunning, he too might be entrapped ; a

paltry taunt, which provoked only a smile from the veteran.

No warfare could be more irksome and inglorious ; but Fede-

rigo, regarding Ferrara as Italy's best bulwark against the

ambitious maritime Hepublic, resolved to defend it at any

sacrifice. Ficheruolo held out until the end of June, by which

time the marsh fever had become more fatal than human wea-

pons, and mowed down both armies. The Venetian proveditore

or commissioner was among its earliest victims ; but, as the

summer heats increased, the epidemic spread with augmented

virulence, until 20,000 men are said to have perished in this

miserable contest. Passing over the sad details, we may borrow

from Sanuto an absurd incident which varied these horrors.

In order to divert the people from their misfortunes, and to

inspire them with courage, their sovereign had devolved exten-

sive powers upon a commission or council of sixteen " sages,"

and the Duchess sent for a wandering friar, whose eloquence

and sanctity were in high repute, to preach in the cathedral.

* See Chap, XXVIU. and Appendix to Vol. II.
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One of his orations was wound up by an offer to provide an

armada of twelve galleons, which should disperse the Venetian

force before Ficheruolo. On the apjDointed day he produced a

dozen of pennons, each surmounted by a cross, along with

figures of Christ, the Madonna, and forty saints ; and with

these he formed a procession, marching at its head, and followed

by a concourse of fanatics to the river's brink, opposite the

leao;uer. There he commenced shoutinor a sermon across the

stream to Sanseverino ; but the Duke of Urbino, attracted by

the hubbub, sent him away, covered with ridicule, saying,

*' Why, Father, the Venetians are not possessed ! Tell the

Duchess it is money, artillery, and troops that we want to expel

them." Although Federigo's obstinate policy averted from the

doomed capital the visitation of a siege, its miseries were scarcely

the less from such exemption. Many dead bodies, thrown by

both armies into the river, aggravated the pestilence, which,

spreading to the city, so deterred the peasantry, that its supplies

were interrupted, until famine augmented the mortality. In

this crisis, Sanzi represents the commander of the League as

addressing to the Pontiff the following remonstrance :
—

" Most holy Father ! turn thy face away

From this so needless and destructive war,

Which direst ills on Italy entails :

Thy pastor's hand put forth that rose to pluck,

Ere others reap its glory : be invoked

With sov'reign and patemal care to free,

From discipline so ruinous and harsh,

Rome, and the dwellers in Ausonia's lands,

Whose bootless passions, pitiably wrecked.

In suicidal outrage spend themselves.

With benefit to none. While time remains.

Oh, Sire ! this fatal error shun, nor choose

A course which all yoiu* merit tarnishes !"

The game in which Sixtus had cngngcd was one of selfish

ambition and nepotism, and he played it boldly, unmoved by

this appeal, or by the straits to which he was reduced by his

lawless barons. In the words of the same old chronicler.
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" Hapless was then the holy Father's case,

Each house in Rome a garrison, each street

Ahve with armed escorts ; e'en by day

Rapine was rife as in tlie lonely M'ood,

And unredi'cssed, wliile cardinals

Were seized in Ml consistory ; for now
Colonna's and Savelli's bands were up

;

The Pontiff's power at discount."

Under a robust frame Federlgo concealed the taint of a

vitiated constitution, and though but entering upon the autumn

of life, long exposure and fatigue, aggravated bj repeated severe

accidents, had anticipated the effects of age. Yet he rallied

from the first attack of malaria, at all times dangerous to one of

his years, and, had he yielded to the persuasions of friends and

confederates by retiring to Bologna during the unhealthy season,

his valuable life might have been spared. He owned the justice

of their apprehensions, but, deeming his personal danger in

remaining to be fully counterbalanced by the probable loss of

Ferrara, which, at that juncture, he considered the key-stone of

Italian policy, should he quit the army, he rejected the reite-

rated representations of his family and adherents, refusing on

any consideration to relinquish the post of honour and duty.

But, whilst he spared not himself, he ever and anon renewed to

the allied powers his remonstrances against their folly in thus

pitting a brave army against a noxious climate. As his saddest

trial was to see fresh levies of his attached subjects prostrated by

sickness on arriving from the healthful breezes of their native

uplands, he sent away his son Antonio, with all whom he could

spare, reserving in the camp at La Stellata but 400 of his

immediate followers, whom the foggy atmosphere and putrid

W'ater soon thinned away to forty.

A relapse of fever having supervened about the beginning of

September, he felt that his end was approaching, and calling

around him the commissioners of the League, showed them how

all his repeated warnings had come true, protesting that his

life was sacrificed to unflinching duty in an evil cause. After
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exposing to them his plan of escape from the jaws of destruc-

tion, by removing the seat of operations into a healthy part of

Lombardy, he recommended to them the surrounding country

and fortresses, and then formally resigned his command, thus

briefly reviewing his military career :
—

" To Heaven's almighty Lord my thanks are due

For eight-and-forty years of manhood, spent

In war's most woithy calling, though of these

Three-fourths the cares of high command on me
Imposed, beneath time-honoured banners, all

Unstained by foreign insult, and upheld

Proudly victorious. Mine the task has been

To conquer further frontiers for their states,

"With gainful triumphs and distinctions high,

Or vindicate a good and lasting peace." *

The commissioners at length, by affectionate persuasions, in-

duced the invalid to leave his army in charge of the Lord

Giulio Orsini, and withdraw to Ferrara, where a villa of the

Duke was prepared for his reception, f But it was too late.

The disease ra2:>idly gaining ground, he set himself to prepare

for death like a Christian hero, and, by the grace of God, was

permitted to do so in full exercise of his mental powers. " Hav-

ing arranged all matters pertaining to the succession of his son,

he began to attend to his soul's salvation, and after confessing

himself repeatedly, as a faithful and good Christian, he set in

order all that seemed to him tending to his future welfare, and

took, in their prescribed order, the sacraments of the Church.

It was graciously vouchsafed him from on high to perform all

this with a mind amply prepared by full examination, so that

nothing was omitted that behoved a faithful Christian ; and

this favour was granted him by God for his perseverance

through life in the habitual exercise of virtue, for on every

* Sanzi.

t Machiavelli says he died at Bologna, but this is a mistake. Sanzi tells us he

meant to do so, but was persuaded by tlic Duchess Leonora to prefer her capital.
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occasion his clemency entitled him to the appellation of father of

the miserable, and protector of the afflicted."*

Among the friends who tended his last hours was his secretary,

Comandino Comandini, to whom he gave instructions for his

funeral ; but his son. Count Antonio, having come from the

army to visit him, was, according to Sanzi, received with this

reproof:

—

" How ! wouldst thou thus my gallant comrades quit,

In time of need, to gaze upon a corpse ?

Far other course the urgent hour demands !

The sacred church's all-consoling rites,

Like staid and thoughtful christian, then he sought

;

Nor did they fail his latest pangs to cheer.

Few were the watchers round his lonely couch,

To whom, in sadly soothing words, he spoke

Of gentle kindness, and to God his soul

In peace committed, spurning mundane moils.

With holy zeal his last behests were told

In charity and love ; and, having touched

The hand of each in turn, with tears bedewed.

That lofty and unvanquished spirit sped

;

Whilst on his lips, with pious feiTour, late

Lingered the names of God and of our Lady,

Giving good hope, if man such signs may read.

That to a glorious home its flight was winged."

Veterani, another laureat of Urbino, composed a touching

sonnet on his pati'on's death, which begins thus :

—

" With ever-welling tears I weep for him.

On him I call, of him I nightly dream,

And to my lips his cherished image strain.

Till by my stains of grief its smile grows dim.

To it my verse I vow, it living deem

For solace of my stricken soul, in vain !

"

The Duke died on the 10th of September, within a few days

of the premature decease of Roberto Malatesta of Rimini, his

* Vespasiano.

VOL. I. S
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son-in-law, and successor in command of the papal troops.

Aided by the factious barons of the Campagna, the Duke of

Calabria had gradually penetrated to the gates of Rome, when

Roberto, on the 21st of August, dispersed his army In a pitched

battle, and returned in triumph as saviour of the Eternal City.

His death supervened in a few days, in consequence of a draught

of cold water, or, as some thought, of poison administered by

the jealous Count of Forll ; and Slxtus, to testify gi'atitude or

remove suspicion, forthwith erected a monument to his general

in St. Peter's, M'lth an epitaph bearing that his life had been

attended by valour, his death by victory. *

Although character Is usually best estimated by the evidence

of cotemporaries speaking from personal knowledge, some allow-

ance must be made for the language of adulation applied to

princes by their subjects or favourites. Yet in reference to one

whose elevated qualities are so well established as those of

Federigo, less caution than usual is requisite in adopting the

words of his courtiers, and seldom has the meed of praise been

more amply confirmed by the award of posterity. We shall,

therefore, willingly give a place to the testimony left by one of

the most eminent of his acquaintances. Poggio Bracclolino,

* Sismondi's assertion, borrowed probably from Corio, that they died on the

same day, is not borne out. Sanuto says that it was within a few days. The

Fcrrarcsc Diaiy states that news of Malatesta's death reached Ferrara the week liis

fiithcr-in-law expired. Infcssura dates that event on the 8th ; the anonymous

diary of a notary, in the same vohmie of the Scriptores (iii. part ii.), says the 11th.

Kaldi, on the other hand, declares that Federigo heard of it, and expressed liimself

thereby relieved from a great anxiety on account of his son Guidobaldo, remem-

bering the long feuds of the Malatesta with his house. The following pompous

epitaph was written for Koberto :—
" lo son colui chc vcnnc, vidi, e vinsi

L' inritto Ducc, e Roma liberai,

E lui da gloria, c me da vita sjiinsi."

The diicf was I who came, and saw, and beat

The Duke, till then unconquered, freeing Home.

I sjiilt my life, but spent my fueraau's fame.
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who had studied the world in many courts and countries, thus

writes of him :— "Besides his rare eloquence and acquirements,

and the many excellent personal and mental endowments ac-

corded him by nature, his military skill was especially conspicu-

ous, wherein he was surpassed by no cotemporary captain. For

who does not know the prudence of his undertakings, the

promptitude of his actions, the soundness of his decisions, ren-

dering him as it were the model to our age of those great men

of antiquity gifted with all the arts of command ? " Francesco

di Giorgio, the associate of his studies, and the comrade of his

campaigns towards the close of his glorious career, ranks his

generalship higher than any known to history from the days of

old Rome, and acknowledges himself his debtor for many im-

portant suggestions as to fortification. The principle of his

tactic was, according to this most competent authority, great

caution at the commencement of an engagement, holding him-

self in readiness to support any point exposed by mistake or

failure of a subordinate ; and, when such opportunity occurred,

an impetuous daring which, " with eyes to see and wings to fly,"

remedied the mischief and secured the victory. " Considerate

of his soldiery, compassionate to the enemy, it was his pleasure

to mitigate the horrors and miseries of war. He was liberal

and merciful, but uncompromisingly just. An eloquent orator, a

most subtle philosopher, an eminent moralist, an expert and in-

genious mathematician, his intellectual habits were confirmed by

long and constant practice. So intense was his admiration of

worth, that he sought to attract to his court and reward every

man conspicuous by virtue and attainments. A Mars in the

field, a Minerva in his administration, he was equally feared and

loved." Such is an abstract of the character which Francesco

terms but an atom of the ecomium due to his patron.

Let us now hear Pirro Pirotti, who seasons his tribute with

something more quaint and racy than most of the eulogists who

followed in his wake. In dedicating to Federigo the Cornuco-

pia of his uncle Nicolo (who had united the medley honours of

s 2
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apostolic secretary, governor of Umbria, archbishop of Siponto,

and poet-laureat of Frederick III.), Plrro apostrophises its

happiness, "in having you as the foremost to welcome and

assign it a place in this your palace, so truly worthy of a victo-

rious prince. At the first glance which it will enjoy on entering

your magnificent library, all glittering in marble, silver, and

gold, though without speech or life, it will seem to exult and

rejoice. It will also be read by you, in whom flourish all the

virtues desirable in a prince : it will experience your bounty,

clemency, courtesy, and wisdom. With you will it visit the

porticoes, palaces, fanes there raised, so costly and magnificent.

It will admire your experience in the arts of peace and of war ;

it will hear of your deeds foreign and domestic, your successes

far exceeding expectation, your stratagems and triumphs, your

fame, bounded but by the sun's far circuit. It will survey with

admiration your almost superhuman frame, your robust limbs,

your dignified bearing, your mature years, a rare majesty,

coupled with not less affability
; qualities, in short, befitting a

jjrlnce selected as generalissimo of the Homan states. It will

further be the companion and sharer of your studies and your

discussions ; it will witness all the honours you pay to professors

of belles-lettres, and the reception bestowed by you on men of

learning, in consequence whereof the fine arts, long exiled wan-

derers, are through you alone restored to life and country."

Were we to quote every cotemporary compliment to the

Duke's character, we should fatigue our readers with fulsome

epithets. None is more condensed or complete than the notice

of his death by Pietro Cyrneo, a resident in Venice, against

which Federlgo was then fighting. " He was gifted with all

virtues beyond all other mortals ; for he was a man of consum-

mate prudence, truthful in his discourse, righteous in his judg-

ments, provident in his counsels, conspicuous for his worth,

distinguished for the uniform pui'ity of his morals, liberal of his

charities ; most eloquent, of unprecedented equity, consummate

justice, singular sincerity, superhuman wisdom; equally learned
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in every branch of study, patient under reverses, most moderate

ill prosperity ; the bravest of generals."

One more such tribute, and we have done. It was paid by

Vespasiano, who concludes his biographical sketch with the

attestation that, having long resided at the court of Urbino, he

witnessed most of what he relates, and that whatever did not

come under his own observation, he had from persons of credit

attached to the Duke's service.* " In Messer Federigo were

united many virtues, and his age produced no one superior in

every laudable quality. In military science, which was his

peculiar profession, he was excelled by no commander of his

time; uniting energy with consummate judgment, he conquered

by prudence as much as by force. The like wariness was ob-

served in all his affairs ; and in none of his many battles Avas he

ever worsted. Most numerous were the victories he gained and

the places he captured, and all redounding to his honour. . . .

His modesty equalled his merit. Duke Galeazzo Maria Sforza

having one day observed, ' Whenever I have fighting on hand, I

should wish to keep by me your Lordship, who, in my opinion,

cannot be worsted ;
' he replied, ' I learned all that from his

excellency the Duke your father.' . . . Nor may I omit, among

his remarkable excellences, the strict observance of good faith,

wherein he never failed. All to whom he once gave his word,

might testify to his inviolate performance of it, but especially

the two sovereigns of Naples, whom he served above thirty-two

years."

Of Federlgo's personal habits and conduct, we borrow some

interesting sketches from the same pen : — " He was singularly

religious, and most observant of the Divine commands. No
morning ever passed without his hearing mass on his knees. He
fasted on all the vigils enjoined by the Church, and during

every Lent. The year preceding his death, the Lord Ottaviano,

being most affectionately attached to him, procured from the

* Vespasiano's Commentary, Vat. Urb. MSS. No. 941, fol. 50.

s 3
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papal court a dispensation for his eating flesh, which was pre-

sented to him one morning at table ; whereupon, turning to

Ottaviano and smiling, he thanked him, but added, ' Since I am
able enougli to fast, why will you not let me do so ? What an

example should I give to my people in omitting it
!

' and so

continued his meagre fare as before. Every morning he at-

tended mass and sermon with his household, and such others as

chose. During his forenoon meal he had a homily of St. Leo,

or some other religious book, read to him, and when any striking

passage occurred, he made the reader pause that he might

understand it thoroughly. His clemency and compassion were

remarkable, and he was prone to pardon all offences, excepting

blasphemy and fraudulent murder. He daily distributed at his

palace a considerable amount of bread and wine, besides admi-

nistering to the necessities of many unfortunate persons of learn-

ing or of birth. He was, in short, a refuge for all men of worth.

Large were his donations to charitable institutions, and his

secret alms to modest paupers ; indeed, none ever vainly ap-

pealed to his compassion. When an ecclesiastic came into his

presence, he took his hand with much respect, and would not

let him speak until seated by him ; indeed, he honoured all holy

men beyond any other personage of my day. He liberally

endowed various monastic orders, and extended his special pro-

tection to the nunnery of Sta. Chiara, which he had built in

Urbino, repairing weekly to the grating to inquire after the

welfare of her inmates from the superioi*, an aged and honour-

able lady. Even his own establishment was conducted with the

regularity of a religious fraternity, rather than like a military

household. Gambling and swearing were unknown, and singu-

lar decorum of lans:uao;e was observed, whilst numerous noble

youths, sent there to learn good manners and military discipline,

were brought up under the most exemplary tuition.

" His subjects he regarded as his children, and was at all

times accessible to hear them personally state their petitions,

being careful to give answei's without unnecessary delay. He
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walked freely about the streets, entering their shops and work-

rooms, and inquiring into their circumstances with paternal

interest. On market-days he went among the peasants, con-

versing and jesting with them about their bargains. When
riding through the country, he always accosted those whom he

met ; and by these various means, so gained the attachment of

his subjects, that, as he passed by, they used to bend the knee

and shower blessings upon him. The large sums he spent at

home, on buildings and other improvements, enriched his people,

among whom a pauper was nowhere seen.

" In summer he was in saddle at dawn, and rode three or four

miles into the country with half-a-dozen of his court, attended by

one servant and two footmen unarmed, reaching home again

when others were just up. After mass, he went into an open

garden and gave audience to all comers until breakfast-time.

When at table, he listened to the Latin historians, chiefly Livy,

except in Lent, when some religious book was read, any one

being free to enter the hall and speak with him then. His fare

was plain and substantial, denying himself sweet dishes and

wines, except drinks of pomegranates, cherries, apples, or other

fruits. After dinner and supper, an able judge of appeal stated

in Latin the causes brought before him, on which the Duke

gave judgment in that language ; and I have been assured that

these decisions were worthy of Bartolo and Baldi.* When his

mid-day meal was finished, if no one appeared to demand

audience, he retired to his closet and transacted private business,

or listened to reading until evening approached, when he gene-

rally walked out, giving patient ear to all who accosted him in

the streets. He then occasionally visited the convent of Sta.

Chiara, or at other times repaired to a meadow of the Francis-

cans, where thirty or forty of the youths brought up in his

court stripped their doublets, and played at throwing the bar, or

at wrestling, or ball. This was a fine sight, which the Duke

* Two famous jurisconsults, whose portraits by Raffaele in the Doria Pamfili

gallery have preseiwed their names after their decisions have been forgotten.

s 4
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much enjoyed, encouraging the lads, and listening freely to all

until supper-time. When that and the audiences were over, he

repaired to a private apartment with his principal courtiers,

whom, after some familiar discourse, he would dismiss to bed,

taunting them on their sluggish indulgences of a morning.

" Federigo inculcated courtesy as a most valuable quality in a

sovereign, and he practised it to a remarkable degree in his in-

tercourse with all ranks. He entertained a very modest esti-

mate of his own merits, but was most particular in recollecting

and acknowledging services of any sort, and in giving credit for

assistance where it was due : he never indulged in detraction

nor permitted it in his presence. Though of a naturally

choleric temper, he by long attention brought it entii'ely under

control, and was on all occasions the peace-maker among his

people. In short, no state of Italy for a long period had been

ruled by a sovereign in all respects so worthy of admiration."

It would have been easy to condense the substance of these

extracts in smoother language and more balanced periods, but

we prefer laying them before the reader in their original form,

and with the genuine impress of the grateful feelings which

dictated them. Although already occupying so large a space,

we venture to add a passage from Muzio, who, writing seventy-

two years after Federigo's death, had gleaned from the tradi-

tions of Urbino several traits characteristic at once of his hero,

and of what is not less germane to our purpose, the primitive

manners of an age when European civilisation was starting into

vigour.

*' In person, Federigo was of the common height, well made

and proportioned, active and stout, enduring of cold and heat,

apparently affected neither by hunger nor thirst, by sleepless-

ness nor fatigue. His expression was cheerful and frank ; he

never was carried away by passion, nor showed anger unless

designedly. His language was equally remarkable for modesty

and politeness ; and such his sobriety that, having once had the

gout, he immediately left off wine, and never again returned to
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it. His Inclinations were naturally amorous and addicted to

sensual indulgence, but so entirely were they under control,

that even in earliest youth nothing was ever alleged against him

inconsistent with decorum and the due influence of his rank.

He was uniformly courteous and benignant to those of private

station, as well as to his equals and to men of birth. With his

soldiers he was ever familiar, calling them all friends and

brethren, and often addressing them as gentlemen or honoured

brothers, whilst he personally assisted the sick and wounded

and supplied them with money. None such were excluded

from his table ; indeed, he caressed and invited them by turns,

so that all loved, honoured, served, and extolled him, and those

who had once been under his command were unwilling to follow

any other leader.

" But if his kindness was notable in the camp, it was much

more so among his people. While at Urbino, he daily repaired

to the market-place, whither the citizens resorted for gossip and

games, as well as for business, mixing freely with them, and

joining in discourse, or looking on at their sports, like one of

themselves, sitting among them, or leaning on some one by the

hand or arm. If, in passing through the town, he noticed any

one building a house, he would stop to inquire how the work

went on, encouraging him to beautify it, and offering him aid

if required, which he gave as well as promised. Should any

answer him, that although desirous of making a handsome

dwelling, he was frustrated by the refusal of some neighbour to

part with an adjoining hovel at a fair price, Federigo sent for its

obstructive owner, and urged him to promote the improvement

of the city, kindly assisting to arrange a home for him else-

where. On hearing that a merchant had suffered loss in his

business, he would enter his shop to inquire familiarly into his

affairs, and, after learning the extent of his difficultes, would

advance him the means of restoring his credit and trade Once,

meeting a citizen who had daughters to marry, he said to him,

' How are your family ?— have you got any of your girls dis-
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posed of?' And being answered that he was ill able to endow

them, he helped him with money or an appointment, or set him

in some way of bettering himself. Indeed, such instances were

numberless of his charitable and sympathising acts, among

which were the numerous poor children of talent or studious

tastes whom he educated out of love for letters. On the death

of those in his service, he took special interest in their families,

providing for their maintenance or education, or appointing

them to offices, and continually inquiring in person as to their

welfare. When the people came forth to meet him as he went

through his state, receiving him with festive demonstrations, he

had for each a word. To one, ' How are you ?
' to another,

* How is your old father ?
' or ' Where is your brother ?

' to a

third, ' How does your trade thrive ?
' or * Have you got a wife

yet?' One he took by the hand; he put his hand on the

shoulder of another ; but spoke to all uncovered, so that Otta-

viano Ubaldini used to say, when any person was much occu-

pied, ' Why, you have more to do than Federigo's bonnet!'

Indeed, he often told the Duke that his cap was overworked,

hinting that he ought to maintain more dignity with his sub-

jects. Talking of his courtesy : when returning one day from

Fossombrone to Urbiuo, he met a bride being escorted to her

husband by four citizens, as was then customary ; he at once

dismounted, and joined them in accompanying her, and sharing

in their festivities.

" Many similar anecdotes are preserved of him at Urbino

and other places ; and it is told that, during a year of great

scarcity, several citizens secretly stored up grain, in order to

make a large profit, which being known to the Duke, he sum-

moned them to his presence, and thus addressed them : — * My
people, you sec how severe is the dearth ; and that, unless some

measures be adopted, it will increase daily. It is thus my duty

to provide for the support of the population. If, therefore, any

of you possess gi-ain, say so, and let a note of it be made, in

order that it may be gradually brought to market for supply of
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the needy ; and I shall make up what is required, by importing

from Apulia all that is necessary for my state.' Some there

were who stated that they had a surplus beyond their own

wants ; others said they had not even enough. Of the latter

he demanded how much more they required, and had a list taken

of what each asked. He then regulated the sale of what had

been surrendered ; and sent meanwhile to Apulia for a large

store of corn. When it arrived, he prohibited all further sales

of grain, and called upon those who had stated themselves as

short of supplies to purchase from him the quota they had ap-

plied for, accepting of no excuse, on the allegation that, having

bought in a quantity for them, he could not let it be useless.

Thus were those punished who, refusing to sell what they had

over at a fair price, lost the advantage of their stock, and were

forced to pay for more. In the distribution of this imported

grain, he desired that the poor who could not pay in cash, should

be supplied on such security as they could offer. The distribu-

tion took place in the court of the palace, under charge of

Comandino, his secretary ; and when any poor man came, re-

presenting that, with a starving family and nothing left to sell,

he could find no cautioner, Federigo, after listening from a

Avindow to the argument, would call out, ' Give it him, Coman-

dino, I shall become bound for him.' And subsequently, when

his ministers wished to enforce payment from the securities, he

in many instances prevented them, saying, ' I am not a mer-

chant ; it is gain enough to have saved my people from hunger.'

" There arose a notable matter which he had to settle, in

reference to Urbino. The citizens, having come to a resolution

that no one from the country ought to have houses in the town,

petitioned Federigo to pass such a law, on the ground that, the

city being theirs, no one else ought to intrude pretensions to it.

He replied that there was much reason in this, and that he

wished to gratify them in every such just proposal ; but, before

doing so, he wished their opinion what he ought to say, should

the country-folks in turn ask a fiivour, alleging that, as the
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city was for the townsfolk, and the rural districts for them-

selves, the citizens should be prohibited from holding extra-

mural property. Not knowing what to answer, they remained

silent, and no longer asked for any law of the sort. He was

most particular in the performance of justice, in acts as well as

words. His master of the household having obtained large

supplies for the palace from a certain tradesman, who had also

many courtly creditors, and could not get paid, the latter was

obliged to have recourse to the Duke, who said, ' Summon me
at law.' The man was retiring with a shrug of his shoulders,

when his lord told him not to be daunted, but to do what he had

desired, and it would turn out for his advantage and that of the

town. On his replying that no tipstaiF could be found to hazard

it, Federigo sent an order to one to do whatever this merchant

might require for the ends of justice. Accordingly, as the

Sovereign issued from the palace with his retinue, the tipstaff

stood forward, and cited him to appear next day before the

podesta, on the complaint of such-a-one. Whereupon he, look-

ing round, called for the master of his household, and said, in

presence of the court, ' Hear you what this man says ? Now
give such instructions as shall save me fi*om having to appear

from day to day before this or that tribunal.' And thus, not

only was the man paid, but his will was made clear to all, —
that those who owed should pay, without wronging their cre-

ditors.

" It having been represented to him that the fashion of going

armed gave daily occasion for brawls and tumults, he made the

podesta put forth a proclamation that no one should carry any

weapon, and took care to be passing with his court when the

crier was publishing it. Stopping to listen, he turned : — * Our

podesta must have some good reason for this order, and that

being so, it is right he should be obeyed.' He then, unbuckling

his sword, gave it to one of his suite to be taken home ; where-

upon all the others did the same. Thus by his example he

maintained more prompt and perfect justice than others could
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effect by sentences, bail-bonds, imprisonments, tortures, or the

halter ; . . . . and it was just when he made least show of

power that he was most a sovereign. One Nicolo da Cagll, an

old and distinguished soldier in his service, having lost a suit,

went to Fossombrone to lodge an appeal with Federigo, and,

finding that he was hunting in the park, followed him, without

ever considering that the time and place were ill adapted for

such a purpose. At the moment when he put his petition into

his sovereign's hand, a hart went by with the hounds in full cry.

The Count spurred after them, and in the hurry of the moment

dropped the petition, which Nicolo taking as a personal slight,

he retired in great dudgeon, and went about abusing him

roundly, as unjust, ungrateful, and haughty. Federigo hearing

of this, ordered the commissary of Cagli to send the veteran to

Urbino, who hesitated to obey the summons, dreading punish-

ment of his rashness. In reliance, however, on his master's

leniency, and his own merits, he set out, and found the Count

at breakfast in the great audience chamber. It was customary

while at his meals, for those who had the entree to fall back on

each side, leaving the entrance clear, so that he saw Nicolo come

in ; and when he had done eating, he called and thus addressed

him : — * I hear that you go about speaking much ill of me,

and as I am not aware of having ever offended you, I desire

to know what you have been saying, and of what you com-

plain.' At first he turned it off with some excuse, but on

being pressed for an explanation, he recounted what had oc-

curred in the park ; and that, considering his long and zealous

service, his sacrifices and wounds, it appeared to him a slight,

and virtually a cut direct, to run after a wild beast when he

came in search of justice ; that having in consequence let slip

the opportunity of appealing, and so, iiTctrievably lost a cause

of much importance, he had in irritation given too great licence

to his tongue. Whereupon, Federigo, turning to the bystanders,

said, ' Now see what obligations I am under to my subjects,

who not only peril their lives in my service, but also teach
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me how to govern my state !
' and continued thus to the liti-

gant, ' Friend Nicolo ! you are quite right ; and since you have

suffered from my fault, I shall make it up to you.' He then

ordered the commissary of Cagli to pay him down the value of

the house, and all his travelling expenses, although the fault

was clearly his for not bringing his appeal at a fitter time.

Ao-ain, during one severe winter, the monks at S. Bernardino,

beino- snowed up, and without any stores, rang their bells for

assistance ; the alarm reaching Urbino, Federigo called out the

people, and went at their head to cut a way and carry provi-

sions to the good friars."

These extracts, illustrating the true spirit of a paternal go-

vernment, amply account for the esteem in which the Duke of

Urbino was held by cotemporaries, and for his fame which still

survives in Italy, although partially obscured north of the Alps

by Sismondi's indifference to whatever merit emerged among

the petty sovereigns of that fair land. Immensely superior to

most of them in intellectual refinement and in personal worth,

he may be regarded as, in military tactics, the type of his age,

and was sought for and rewarded accordingly. He served as

captain-general under three pontiffs, two kings of Naples, and

two dukes of Milan. He repeatedly bore the baton of Florence,

and refused that of Venice. He was engaged by several of the

recurrinn" Italian leagues as their leader in the field. From

the popes he earned his dukedom, and the royal guerdons of the

Rose, the Hat, and the Sword. Henry VII. of England sent

him the Garter; Ferdinand of Naples conferred on him the

Ermine. In fine, Marcilio Ficino, a philosopher as well as a

courtier, cited him as the ideal of a perfect man and a wise

prince.

Federigo's dying requests were, that his nephew and confi-

dential friend Ottaviano Ubaldini should charge himself with

the care of his youthful heir, and that his body should be

interred by that of his father in the parish church of S. Donato,
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a short distance eastward from Urbino. The funeral, though

celebrated Avith

" Those rites which custom doth impose,"

was more remarkable for the heartfelt grief which attested

the calamity fallen upon his people. His funeral oration, pro-

nounced by Odasio, whom we shall afterwards find performing

the like sad office to his son, is preserved in the Vatican, and

has furnished us with some traits of his character. His body,

duly embalmed, was enclosed in a marble sarcophagus in the

new church of the Zoccolantines, which he left unfinished, close

to that of S. Donato. Thirty years after his death, it was laid

open by his grandson, Duke Francesco Maria, who reverently

plucked a few hairs from his manly breast.* The tomb, thus

strangely violated, remained open, and Baldi, who wrote in

1603, describes the corpse as still perfect, except a slight injury

to the nose, and resembling a wooden figure, fleshless, and

covered with white skin. It was attired after the fashion of

Italy, in a gala dress of crimson satin and scarlet, with a sword

by its side. Muzio tells us that he too had seen the body half

a century before, when it was visited by Duke Guidobaldo II.

and many of his people.

We may here notice six likenesses still preserving to us the

form and fashion of that body, with which his people's posterity

thus strangely held converse, beginning with, I. the portraits

of Federigo and his consort, painted in tempera by Pietro della

* Vat. Urb, MSS., No. 489, f. 11. Odasio's oration is No. 1233. The Duke's

epitaph will be found in the Appendix to Vol. III. His favour for this church has

been already alluded to. It was rewarded, in 1470, by a rescript from the general

of the order of Minims, granting aU the spiritual privileges of that fraternity to him,

his consort, and cliildren, including a right to its pecidiar funeral services,— fit

guerdon for

" A race that nobly, fearlessly,

On their hearts' worship poiuxd a wealtli of love."
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Francesca, now in the Uffizii gallery at Florence, and beauti-

fully engraved at our 207th page. The individuality belonging

alike to the features and the costumes could scarcely be doubted,

even had we not historical authority for the Count's broken

nose, and that of Giovanni Sanzi for Battista's " grave and

modest eye," already more particularly mentioned at page 208.

The clear tone and enamel finish are admirable, notwithstand-

ing a thick varnish, with which old tempera pictures are inva-

riably dabbled, under the recent management of the Florence

gallery. The panels are painted on both sides, the subjects on the

reverse being triumphs of the two sovereigns in a style of mytho-

logical allegory then in fashion. On a car drawn by two milk-

white steeds with docked tails, driven by Cupid, Federigo sits

on a curule chair, in full armour, pointing forward with his

truncheon, and holding a helmet on his knee, whilst a winged

Victory, standing behind, crowns him with a garland. On the

front of the car ride four female figures, one of whom, repre-

senting Force, has in her arms a broken Corinthian column;

another, emblematic of Prudence, is placed in the centre of the

group, holding a mirror in her hand ; her face, bright with

youthful hope, looks in advance to the future, and the profile

or mask of a bearded and wrinkled old man, aflixed to the back

of her Janus head, contemplates the past with matured expe-

rience ; a metaphor closely followed by Raffaele for his Juris-

prudence in the Stanza della Segnatura. Justice is introduced

with her scales and two-edged sword ; and the fourth figure is

scarcely seen. The distant country, in this as in the others of

these pictures, shows that their author was unable to apply to

landscape the excellence in linear perspective displayed by his

architectural designs. Countess Battista's triumph is similarly

treated ; but her car is drawn by bay unicorns, types of purity,

and she sits on a chair of state, splendidly attired, with an open

book on her knee. Behind her a bright maiden, meant probably

for Truth, contrasts with an elderly female in semi-monastic

dress, who may be intended for
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" A pensive nun, devout and pure.

Sober, steadfast, and demure.

All in a robe of darlcest grain,

Flowing witii majestic train,

And ashy stole of Cyprus lavm

Over her decent shoulders drawn."

On the front of the car, Faith, with cross and chalice, sits Idj

Kcligion, on whose knee the pehcan feeds her young, emblem-

atic of the Saviour's love for mankind. Under each of these

allegorical paintings is a strophe of Sapphic measure, which may

be thus rendered :
—

" In gorgeous triumph is borne the hero, whom enduring

fame worthily celebrates as a sovereign, equalling in his virtues

tiie greatest generals.

" Thus conducted amid her prosperity, and illustrated by the

laurels of her mighty husband's deeds, her name circles in the

mouths of mankind."*

11. Our next portrait of this Duke was probably obtained by

the Barberini family at the devolution of Urbino to the Holy

See, about 1630, and remains in their palace at Rome. It is on

a three-quarters panel, life size, in full armour, wearing the

ducal mantle of crimson flowered with gold, and an ermine cape.

From his neck hangs the order of the Ermine, and below his

left knee is the Garter. The ducal cap of yellow silk, thickly

studded Avith pearls, Iiangs on a tall lectern in front of his arm-

chair. He holds a crimson book, and reads from it to his son,

standing by his knee, in a yellow frock richly jewelled, a sceptre

in the boy's right hand. This head and figure have been

copied by Clovio, in an illuminated volume which we shall

* Clarus insigni vehitur triumpho,

Quern, parem summis ducibus, perhennis

Fama virtutum cclebrat decenter

Sceptra tenentem.

Quemodum rebus tenuit secundis,

Conjugis magni dccorata renim

Laude gcstarum, volitat per ora

CuHcta virorum.

VOL. I. T
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describe in No. VI. of the Appendix ; and although ascribed to

^Mantegna, they may rather be a work of Pietro della Francesca

(if I may form an opinion after the single visit and distant in-

spection allowed me in 1845 by its jealous owner), but always

with the proviso that that able artist's blindness had not super-

vened in 1478, when, from the prince's age, this picture must

have been done. We have no notice of Mantegna having been

at Urbino, although this is probable, from Sanzi's admiration

of him.*

III. In 1843, there was in the possession of the widow

Comerio, at Milan, a very small head of Federigo on copper,

which she wished to sell as a Raffaele for 200/. I have

learned, by the kindness of an intelligent friend, tliat it is a good

old copy of the seventeenth century, the composition slightly

varied from the Barberini picture and Clovio miniature. It may

have been the original of a poor engraving prefixed to Muzio's life

of this Duke, and would scarcely have been noticed here had

not the Abbe Pungileone, with his usual lack of discrimination,

ventured a conjecture that it was done by RafFaele from a work

of his father ; a random guess, discountenanced by the Italian

editor of Quartremere de Quincy, notwithstanding his readi-

ness to adopt all speculative RafFaeles in the hands of his

Milanese townsmen. It is a duty to expose such blunders,

especially when greedily adopted as a foundation for imposture.

IV. The picture of which we have now to speak possesses

strong claims upon our interest. Among the artists of Urbino

who will figure in our twenty- seventh chapter was Fra Carne-

vale, a Dominican monk, who, at the Duke's desire, painted, for

his new church of the Zoccolantines, an altar-piece, transferred

by French rapine to the Brera gallery at Milan, where the

imperfect restitution of 1815 has left it. Tradition, fortified

by a questionable MS., points out the Madonna and child as

portraits of Countess Battista and her son, while Federigo's

* Sec his ciitalogiic of i^iiintcrs in the Appendix to our second vohunc.
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figure, kneeling before her throne, cannot be mistaken. But, as

we shall afterwards have occasion to show, the genius of

Christian art was at that time opposed to embodying In sacred

personages the lineaments of real life, and, although the ajiocr}--

phal legend has been received without challenge by two recent

commentators on Fra Carnevale, a monkish limner seems un-

likely to have infringed the rule. * Marchese, correctly describ-

ing the picture from Rosini's print, tells us that before the

enthroned Madonna and four attendant saints " Is the Duke of

Urbino in armour, prostrate on his knees, and imploring her

favour for himself and his children, who appear grouped behind

the throne." After praising the life-like heads of these portraits,

this critic from the cloisters questions the propriety of so stow-

ing away the ducal progeny. But an artist friend f, who at my
request examined the original work since I have been able to do

so. Informs me that the latter are winged angels in long white

robes and pearl necklaces, although with faces apparently taken

from the life. Federlgo's figure is unquestionably Introduced,

by a usual and very beautiful licence, as donor of this altar-

piece, thus bearing witness to the devotional spirit which dic-

tated his gift ; and could we have it replaced In the church that

was reared at his bidding, over against the sarcophagus whicli

contains his remains, and believe that on its panel, painted in

pious commemoration of the birth of an heir, are preserved the

features of six of his family, no more interesting memorial of

Urblno's golden days could be conceived.

V. This Duke's portrait is delineated in another altar-piece

at Urbino, in which, being from the hand of a Fleming, sucli

mixture of sacred and historical art is less inconsistent. Havlns:

already alluded at page 194. to the occasion on which it was

* The Abbo Pungileoue, in liis Elogio di Giovanni Sanzi, and Padre Marchese,

in his Memorie dei Pittori Domcnicani, both adopt, withont examination, the

identity of the Madonna and Child with the Duke's wife and son. The picture i«

engraved in Rosini, Plate 93, and in the Brera gallery.

t Mr. W. B. Johnstone, of Edinburgh, H. S. A., to whom I stand indebted for other

assistance most kindly afforded.

T 2
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commisssioncd, and having to describe it in our tliirtietli chapter,

we need not further notice it now.

VI. I saw at Florence in 1845, in the hands of Signor di

Tivoli, master of hmguages, an interesting but ruined picture

painted on panel, ap^xarently by a Venetian master of the

sixteenth century. In a chair of state, on the elevated platform

of a vast hall, is seated Duke Federigo, with Guidobaldo at his

knee, the Garter embroidered on his left sleeve, and its star

on his ducal mantle. Three courtiers stand behind him, and

another group on the floor below, listening to the prelections of

a figure in black robes. On a cornice of the saloon is inscribed

" Federigo Duke of Urbino and Count op Monte-

FELTRO." We conjecture this subject to be a sitting of the

Academy dcgli Assorditi, though it may rc})resent Odasio or

some other lettered guest reading his compositions : in cither

case the painting is an interesting, though scarcely cotemporary,

memorial of this lettered coiu't.
*

By his first marriage Federigo had no family, but his wife

Battista Sforza brought him eight children in twelve years.

Their son was the youngest, but the daughters' seniority is

disputed.

1. Guidobaldo, his heir.

2. A daughter, who died In infancy, 1461.

3. Elisabetta, born In 1461-2, betrothed March 1471,

and married In 1475 to llobcrto ISIalatesta, Loid of

Hlmlnl, with 12,000 florins of dowery. This match was

Intended to solder up the long feuds of the Montefcltri

and INIalatesta. At the age of twenty she heard, at the

same moment, the deaths of her husband and her father,

and soon after assumed the veil by the name of Sister

* Several iiiii)ortuiit medallions of Federigo are described in our thirtieth chaiJter,

and, in our fifty-third, a statue erected to him in the palace at Urbino by his

great-great-grandson, F|•al;ce^^eo Maria II.
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Chiura, in a convent of Franciscan minor observantincs

which she founded at Urbino in honour of that saint,

endowing it with all her possessions.

4. GiOVANNA, married in 1474, to Giovanni della Rovere,

nephew of Sixtus IV., who became Lord of Sinignglia and

Prefect of Rome. From this marriage sprang the second

dynasty of Urbino, as we shall see in Chapter XXXI.
5. Agnesina, married in 1474 to Fabrlzio Colonna, Lord

of Marino, Duke of Albi and Tagliacozza. She inherited

the talents and literary tastes which, as we have already-

seen, had descended to her mother, and transmitted them

to a still more gifted daughter, the illustrious Vittoria

Colonna, JSIarchloness of Pescara. Of this marriage was

also born Ascanio Colonna, Duke of Palliano, wdio, in

1526 and 1529, set up claims upon Urbino, on the

ground that his mother was an elder sister of the Pre-

fectess Giovanna. (See the annexed pedigree.)

6. CoSTANZA, married to Antonello Sanseverino, Prince of

Salerno, and had a son born in 1507. Their grandson

was the patron of Bernardo Tasso, whom we shall men-

tion In Chapter L.

7. CiiiAKA, a nun.

8. ViOLANTE, married to Galeotto Malatesta.

Federigo's natural children were, —
1. BoNCONTE, a youth of singular promise and accomijllsh-

ments, on whom, in absence of legitimate issue, were

centred his fatlier's hopes. Having been sent at four-

teen to the court of Naples, he died there of plague.

2. Antonio, who was legitimated, along with his eldest

brother, in 1454, and became a student. But soon de-

voting himself to arms, he attended his father in many

campaigns, and especially in the fatal one of Fcrrai'a.

A cloud, however, came over his military renown at the

battle of the Taro in 1495, where he misconducted him-

self under the banner of St. IMark. He married Emilia,

T 3
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youngest daughter of Marco Pio of Carpi, and died

childless soon after 1500. His wife was the chief orna-

ment of Urbino when its court was the model of intellec-

tual refinement, and she will often be noticed in after

portions of this work. Her charming social qualities

are celebrated in prose and verse by Castiglione, and she

is called by Bembo a magnanimous and prudent lady,

remai'kable for wisdom as for warm affection. The

Duchess Elisabetta, whose friend and companion she had

been, alike during the bright days of wedlock and the

blight of widowhood, bequeathed to her in 1527 the

liferent of Poggio d' Inverno, and appointed her an exe-

cutrix of her will. Iler protrait from a medal will be

found in our second volume.

3. Bernardino, who died at Castel Durante, 1458.

4. Gentile, a celebrated beauty, who married Agostlno

Fregoso of Genoa, and had the Montefeltrian fief of Sta.

Agatha. Their sons, Ottaviano and Federigo Fregoso,

will figure in our twenty-first chapter, and attained the

respective dignities of Doge of Genoa and Cardinal.

Ottaviano's posterity were Marquises of Sta. Agatha in

the seventeenth century.



BOOK THIRD.

OF GUIDOBxVLDO DI MONTEEELTRO, THIRD DUKE

OE URBINO.

" THE WEALTH, SPLENDOtJB, AND PROSPERITV OP ITALY HAD JUST TOUCHED

THE HIGHEST LIMIT IT WAS DESTINED TO ATTAIN ; HAD RAISED THE ADMIRA-

TION, NOT YET EXCITED THE CUPIDITY OP EUROPE."

BuiTISH AND FoiiEIGN liEI'lJiW.

" REFINED POLICY EVER HAS BEEN THE PARENT OF CONFUSION, AND EVER

WILL liE, SO LONG AS THE WORLD ENDURES."

Edmund Buhke.

' QUANDO IN SE DISCORDANTE IT^iXIA APERSE

LA VIA AI GALLI, E QUANDO ESSER CALPESTA

DALLE GENTI BARliARICHE SOFFERSE."

Machiavelli, Decninale rrimo

WHEN Italy's discordant tribes a path

TO GALLIC HOSTS THREW OPEN, TRAMPLED DO^\'N

BY THE BARBARIAN HORDE.
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BOOK III.

OF GUIDOBALDO DI MONTEFELTRO, THIRD DUKE OF

URBINO.

CHAPTER XIIL

TilE EARLY PROMISE OF DUKE GUIDOBALDO I. COUNT GIROLAHO

RIARIO ASSASSINATED. THE DUKe's MARRIAGE. COMPARATrV^E

QUIET OF ITALY,

" In an age

Of savage warfare and blind bigotry,

He cultured all that could refine, exalt,

Leading to better things."

Dr. Johnson.

In the life of Diike Federigo we have seen personal merit

accompanied by a remarkable continuance of good fortune. The

mystery of his birth was no bar to his enjoying unquestioned

a sovereignty to which he could not ha,ve established any clear

right. The popular out -break which had cut off his i)redecessor

shook not the stability of his dynasty. To the fief he thus

peaceably acquired he added important territories by marriage

and purchase. lie transmitted to a hopeful son an important

and flourishing state, and with it the highest title compatible

with his station, obtained by his personal merits. Among com-

petitors and opponents of great military renown he was ever

conspicuous, and almost uniformly victorious. In an age when
letters and arts began their rivalry with arms he retained, as
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the Mfecenas of a cultivated court, the fame he had gained as a

successful general. The biographers of Guidobaldo have justly-

ascribed to him no inferior merit, while they have strongly con-

trasted the persecutions of fortune which he endured ; and they

liave established the probability that, with equal years and equal

advantages, his memory might have not been less glorious than

that of his father. Those portents attending the Prince's birth,

to which a miraculous character was assigned by the gratitude

or superstition of the people, have been mentioned in a preced-

ing chapter. It took place at Gubbio on the 17 th or 24th of

January, 1472, and on the 2d of February he was baptized

Guido Ubaklo Girolamo Vincenzo ; the first pair of these

names, given in memory of the old counts of Urbino, and of the

patron saint of that cit}', was commonly used by him in its con-

tracted form Guidobaldo. The court of his father, ever

attractive to eminent men, was soon after visited by the venerable

Cardinal Bessarion, who, after being twice within a vote or two

of the triple tiara, was returning from his last diplomatic mission

to England a few months before his death. Federigo availed

himself of this opportunity to obtain for the infant the rite of

confirmation, though but three months' old. In two months

more, the condition with which Battista had accompanied her

prayers for a male heir was fatally fulfilled*, and Guidobaldo

was deprived of a mother's care long ere he could be sensible of

the sad bereavement.

Almost from his cradle the Prince was remarkable for a sweet

and docile temper, as well as for uncommon promise. We are

gravely assured by his preceptor that, while other infants had

scarcely learned to satisfy their instinctive need of sustenance,

he could express his wants ; while they were trying to speak he

was mastering his rudiments ; and these, with similar proofs of

l)recocity, which we shall presently cite, are asserted with the

most solemn asseverations of their literal trutli. Fully aware

* Sec above, p. l'J7.
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of the importance of early directing so prompt a genius, his

father engaged, as the guide of his youthful studies, Ludovico

Odasio of Padua, an accomplished gentleman, as well as a dis-

tinguished scholar, whom he ever treated with the attention due

to his own merits, as well as to the importance of his charge.

The after life of his pupil, and the language used by Odasio in

his funeral eulogy, bear ample testimony to the careful and

satisfactory tuition which the Prince imbibed, and the benefit he

reaped from his instructions. Nor were these ungratefully

received by the latter, who, on attaining majority, bestowed

upon his preceptor the countship of Isola Forsara, near Gubblo,

which his descendants continued to enjoy during many genera-

tions.

The Paduan sage describes his charge as a fit model of those

infantine Cupids whom painters delight to introduce In their

pictures of the Queen of Love. Nor were his dispositions less

engaging
;
gentle and just to all, generous but prudent beyond

his years. Neglecting the childish toys suitable to his age, his

whole mind Avas concentrated on his studies and on manly sports,

occasioning in many those anxious fears that so generally attend

the premature development of early talent. Such was the

genius committed to the care of Odasio, who seems to have

rendered It ample justice. Besides lils native tongue, Guldo-

baldo rapidly acquired the Latin language, and although Greek

was then a comparatively rai'c accomplishment, he so thoroughly

mastered its difficulties as to write it with freedom and Attic

grace. Possessing great powers of application, his reading In-

cluded all the best classical authors. The poets were his delight

in boyhood, but by degrees he attached himself more to the

severer studies of plillosophy and ethics. Nor was his attention

limited to abstract literature. Geography engaged in turn his

versatile talents, accompanied with practical information as to

the inliabltants by whom various countries were peopled, then-

manners, their political relations, and the character of their re-

spective governments. But what his preceptor considered as
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tlie great aim of a princely education was the development of

his powers of eloquence, and an extensive acquaintance with

history ; to these, therefore, he drew Guidobaldo's attention

with entire success. In detailing to us these interesting particu-

lars, Odasio takes little credit for the progress of his pupil,

whose quick apprehension rendered his duty that of a companion

and observer rather than of a teacher. His powers of memory

were especially remarkable, and by jndicioiis and habitual exer-

cise were extended with advancing manhood. lie is said to

have possessed that rarest gift, of never forgetting anything he

wished to recollect, and to have repeated with perfect accuracy

successive pages which he had read only once, some ten or

fifteen years before.

His insatiable thirst for knowledge did not j^revent his per-

fecting himself in every healthful and manly exercise. Pre-

cocious in his amusements as in his talents, he devoted to these

the play-time which other children pass with noisy toys, and

whilst they listened to nursery tales, he hung upon the recital

of heroic deeds, or the stirring narratives of glorious war. To

the boyish sports of ball and dancing quickly succeeded gym-

nastic and military games, which were followed with an en-

thusiasm, and accompanied by exposure to fatigue and cold,

that appear to have fatally affected his constitution. Thus he

grew up, adorned by the accomplishments, endowed with tlic

courage, and skilled in the martial exercises which formed a

perfect knight when the standard of chivalry was high. Nor

were the graces of person wanting to this i)hocnix of his age.

Count Castiglione describes him as represented in our engraving,

of fair complexion and hair; of singularly handsome features, in

which a severe style was chastened by gentle expression ; of

a person and limbs the model of manly beauty.

The death of Duke Federigo in the disastrous campaign of

Fcrrara, on the lOtli of September, 1482, left Guidobaldo an

or})han ere he liad completed liis clevcntli year. In times where
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SO much of the success, and even security, of a, petty sovereign

depended on his personal qualifications, a minority was ever

perilous ; but, in the present instance, there were circumstances

of peculiar danger to augment the delicacy of his position. The

state of Urbino was surrounded by those of the Church, of

Florence, of E-imini, and of Pesaro, whilst the more distant

powers, whose influence habitually bore upon the lesser princi-

palities of Italy, were Venice, ISIilan, and Naples. Of the

former category, the Pope, though connected by marriage, could

scarcely be deemed friendly, for Federigo had died in arms

against the papal troops ; Lorenzo de' Medici was indebted to

him for important aid, but had never shown any peculiar at-

tachment to his alliance ; Kimini had once more passed into the

hands of an illegitimate heir, in whose eyes the intermarriage of

his father with the aunt of Guidobaldo might not counterbalance

the inveterate feuds between his grandfather Sigismond Pan-

dolfo and Federigo. With Costanzo Sforza, Lord of Pesaro,

the young Duke could, indeed, calculate upon amicable relations,

but these, with so feeble a neighbour, were of negative rather

than available advantage. The ojien hostility of Venice, then

almost at the climax of her power, might well counterbalance

the Neapolitan alliance, and Ludovico Sforza was too busy with

his own ambitious projects upon the Milanese to interfei'e in

support of a distant ally. But how vain the calculations of

human policy in the sight of Him in whose hands are the issues

of life ! The perils which hung over the youthful Guidobaldo

passed away like the morning mists that precede a brilliant

sunrise.

Having performed the last duties to his illustrious father, the

new Duke, on the 17th of September, was solemnly invested

with the ducal mantle, and rode through Urbino receiving

homage amid the rejoicings of all ranks. Thence he proceeded

to Gubbio and his other principal towns, meeting every where

a unanimous welcome, and leaving, by his fine presence and

engaging manners, a highly favourable impression on his sub-
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jects. In the arrangements necessary for the administration of

his state, he was aided by his cousin-german Ottaviano Ubaldini,

of whom we have already spoken.*

The messengers sent from IJrbino to the combined powers of

Naples, Florence, and Milan, in whose service Duke Federigo

had met his death, returned with news which dissipated all

present anxiety as to the position of his heir, whom it at once

placed on an eminence that might have turned an older and

more experienced head. The allies, in faithful implement of

his father's condotta, continued to him the same command,

entrusting to a child a charge which had baffled the best generals

of Italy. It is difficult satisfactorily to explain this apparent

absurdity. No doubt the services of condottieri were in certain

cases retained, rather for the following which they could bring

into active service than out of regard to their personal qualifi-

cations, and it must have been most important for the League

to secure the brave and hardy militia of Montefeltro. Yet this

affords no valid reason for ostensibly setting a mere schoolboy

over many veteran officers. The appointment was probably

but nominal, and, at a moment wdien no onward movement

seemed requisite — when, in fact, the war had been turned into

a blockade— it was sanctioned as a mere temporary expedient

until time should be gained to deliberate on ulterior steps,

whether for a renewal of offensive demonstrations, or for a

general pacification. In this view the measure was politic, as a

flattering compliment to one whom it was well to conciliate,

without tying up the parties from whom it emanated. But,

whatever be the just explanation, the fact is positive that, in

the language of Odasio, the Duke was treated as a man ere he

had well completed his childhood ; was ranked as a veteran ere

he had served as a cadet ; was made general before he had served

as a soldier. The career thus happily opened was not, however,

that which Avas destined most to illustrate his name. When

* See above, p. 47.
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compared with his father's achievements, or with the military-

science of his successor, the martial feats of Guidobaldo sink into

insignificance. The promise of an active and athletic childhood,

and the premature honours of boyish command, were blighted

l)y the early development of constitutional infirmities, which in

a few years disabled him from service in the field. Fortunately

for himself and his reputation, nature had endowed him with

other resources, the cultivation of which not only consoled his

own privations, but greatly contributed to humanise the age.

Nor did the result of their policy disappoint the confede-

rates, or expose Guidobaldo's military fame to premature risks.

The wayward and fickle character of Sixtus IV. solved all

diflSculties, by suddenly changing his side. Upon pretended

compunction for the miseries joroduced by the war, but in

reality from finding the Venetians likely to reap the exclusive

advantage of successes to which he had in no w^ay contributed,

he reconciled himself with Ferdinand of Naples, and in a treaty

to this effect, signed on the 6tli of January, 1483, he left to the

Signory an option of adherence to its terms. The publication

of this new alliance was inaugurated at Siena by a triumphal

procession, during wdiich the Pontiff's sudden amity with the

two Tuscan republics was celebrated in a chorus to this

effect :
—

" Whate'er on earth by thee is bound shall be

Bound in the heavens, freed what thou settest free :

So spake the Lord, when in St. Peter's hands

He left the sovereignty of Christian lands
;

And such the League, now destined to unite

Our state with God's own Vicar in the fight.

Pray that the Virgin and her Son uphold

The Oak, the Lily, and the Lion bold." *

The abandonment by Sixtus of his design upon Ferrara,

although no doubt promoted by the confederates' threat of a

* These being the insignia of the Pope, Florence, and Siena. Sec Padre dclUi

Valle, Lcttcre Saucse, 11. 47.
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general council, was probably induced by a calculation that tlie

condotta with 10,000 ducats of pay, and the vague promise of

other fiefs In Romagna, which were offered by Naples and

Spain to GIrolamo RIario, would prove to him a more sub-

stantial boon than his stipulated share of the Ferrarese terri-

tories, exposed to the chances of an obstinate and expensive

struggle, and coupled with the condition of handing over the

larger portion of that dukedom to the already dangerously

powerful republic of Venice. Thus was dissolved the League

against the d'Este, and with it expired Guldobaldo's commis-

sion, his position being at the same time strengthened by a

reconciliation with the Church.

But though the parties had changed, the game of war was

continued. The Venetians had good grounds for umbrage at the

unceremonious desertion, by lils Holiness, of the common cause,

without due notice, and still better reason for discontent on

finding themselves called upon to abandon their designs upon

Fcrrara, after a long, expensive, and, on the whole, successful

campaign. They, therefore, rejected the offer of joining the new

alliance, and persisted In offensive operations against Duke Er-

ccile, notwithstanding the displeasure of SIxtus, who, with his

usual violence, thundered an interdict against his recent allies

for pursuing the very policy to which he had persuaded them.

Intent on forcing peace upon the parties between whom he had

recently stirred up unprovoked hostilities, he directed the whole

power of the new combination against the Republic. To meet

the exigencies of the opening campaign, the combatants pre-

])ared their several forces, and Guidobaldo was taken Into the

pay of King Ferdinand, with a salary of 15,000 ducats for three

years, more, of course, on accoimt of his contingent of 180 men-

at-arms and 30 lances, than with any intention of putting his

own military talents to the test. The Venetians, nothing

daunted by the formidable combination they were called upon

to oppose, engaged the services of Costanzo Sforza, of Pesaro,

with oOO men at- arms. Tims, l)v a coincidence not uncommon
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In the career of military adventurers, Guidobaldo was pitted

ao-ainst an uncle with whom, and with whose states, the most

affectionate and cordial relations had always subsisted. But

their impending rupture was averted by the hand of fate. A
malignant fever cut off Costanzo on the 19th of July, and his

subjects were left to mourn a prince who had conciliated their

affection by wise policy, by attention to their welfare, and by

zeal in the improvement of his capital.

Death had, however, selected a partner in the game more

important than the Lord of Pesaro. The dread hour of

reckoning was arrived to the arch-spirit of turbulence, who

from the chair of St. Peter had, during thirteen years, been the

scourge of Italy. Nor was his end out of character with his

career. By counter-plots, which we need not stay to develop,

the crafty Venetians contrived to seduce Ludovico il Moro from

the hostile band by whom they were beset, and turning the

tables upon the Pope, effected a pacification without including

or even consulting him. The treaty of Bagnolo aggrandised

the maritime republic with no reference to the interests of

Riario. It reached Sixtus on the 12th of August, 1484, and

brought on a sudden attack of his constitutional malady, gout,

which struck him speechless. In a few hours he expired of

vexation, at finding himself out-manoeuvred in his favourite

game of intrigue, and at seeing those broils which he had done

so much to foment, thus brought to an unexpected close.

The Venetians, on learning that their rancorous foe had ceased

to live, redoubled the joy with which they heard of the general

pacification ; and the satirical wits of the day commemorated his

death in this biting epigram :
—

" No truce could Sixtus hind, though ratified :

A peace at length procUximed,— he heard and died."*

* " Sistere qui potuit nullo cum foedere Sixtus,

Audito tantum nomine pacis, obiit."

MSS. Bib. Magliab. CI. vii. No. 345.

VOL. I. U
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The successor of Sixtus was Cardinal Cibo, who took the

title of Innocent VIII. Between him and Duke Federigo

had existed an old friendship, which was cordially extended to

Guidobaldo, and also to Ottaviano Ubaldini : to these, there-

fore, it was a pleasure as well as a duty to lay their congratula-

tions at his feet, in return for which a new investiture, already

prepared by order of the late Pontiff, was promptly forwarded to

the young Duke. The aggressions of the Turk, that standing

grievance of Christian Europe, had of late menaced Italy itself,

and each pope, on ascending the chair of St. Peter, sought to

signalise his zeal by uniting the Peninsular powers against the

common foe. Yet, like his predecessors. Innocent was quickly

diverted from a project vast, glorious, and attractive, but im-

practicable, to meaner objects ; from the cause of Christianity to

ebullitions of personal pique. The rigour with which he ex-

acted from the King of Naples some arrears of cense, or eccle-

siastical tribute, due to the Camera under old investitures, but

which had been modified by Sixtus IV., occasioned an ex-

change of harsh words. There occurred at Aquila, about the

same time, a most serious insurrection, headed by some Neapo-

litan nobles belonging to the Angevine party, who, exasperated

by a long course of oi^pressive and injudicious government,

appealed to Innocent for assistance. The occasion seemed

tempting for gratifying his indignation against Ferdinand I.,

and for adding to the papal states that important fief. The

grand crusade against the Crescent was once more forgotten,

and the Pope, entering upon the career of Sixtus, became the

perturbator in place of the pacificator of unhappy Italy.

Among other small princes whom he retained for this struggle

was Guidobaldo, nor did he omit to secure the Venetians.

Ferdinand was not idle on his side, having made an alliance

with the Florentines. Whilst the ecclesiastical troops, under

Roberto di Sansevcrino and the Prefect della Rovere, seconding

the rebellious barons of Naples, carried an aggressive Avar into

the Abruzzi, the King made a diversion in La Marca, by means
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of some military adventurers, who, at his instigation, stirred up

the people of Citta di Castello, Fano, and Osimo, to throw off

the papal sway. To quell these movements, the troops of

Urbino, led by commanders sent by Innocent, and still more

the influence of the Duke, proved highly instrumental. The

war, begun without just cause, and leading to no important

result, ended, as usual, in a league which left the parties much
as before. It included the Pope, the King, Giovanni Galeazzo

Sforza, and the Venetian republic, and was hailed with a joy

that seemed wilfully oblivious of the hollowness of former paci-

fications. It was concluded on the 11th of August, 1485, and,

unlike these, it secured the quiet of Italy during the remainder

of that pontificate.

The first actual service which it was the lot of Guidobaldo to

witness was in a cause at once vile and unimportant ; but it

placed him under a rising soldier, who became one of the most

distinguished commanders of the age. Among the adven-

turers to whom we just now referred as troubling the Marca,

was Boccalino Guzzoni or Ugoccione, who, having made him-

self master of Osimo, continued to hold out with obstinacy,

embittered by a furious temper, and by the impolitic severity

which Innocent had manifested towards him. To reduce this

firebrand, Gian Jacopo di Trivulzio was sent from Milan in

May,' 1487 ; and, although the mediation of Lorenzo de' Medici

saved Ugoccione from impending destruction, an incident which

made him acquainted with so remarkable a general must be

considered important to the youthful Duke, who had only com-

pleted his fifteenth year. His advance towards manhood was

marked by communications from the Court of Rome being

henceforward addressed to himself, instead of to Ottaviano;

but he dutifully continued to avail himself of his guardian's

counsels in all matters of moment.

We have seen the peculiar circumstances in which, with the

aid of Duke Federigo, the sovereignty of Count Girolamo

Riario and his wife Caterina Sforza was established in Imola

u 2
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and Forli.* They had reigned there during eight years, cited

by their flatterers as models of paternal government; abused

by those whom they had disappointed, and especially by the

Florentine writers, as monsters of tyranny. Truth may pro-

bably lie between. Girolamo has been' accused of no flagrant

crime, except a participation in the Pazzi conspiracy, which was

instigated by his uncle Sixtus IV., while Caterina is favourably

distinguished even above those brilliant spirits who abounded

among the cotemporary princesses of Italy. The Count is

alleged to have, by an overbearing manner, offended several of

his courtiers, but particularly Francesco Deddi de' Orsi.

Another account accuses Loi'enzo de' Medici of intriguing to

avenge the old injury which he justly attributed to Riario, a

charge which his eulogists have indignantly repelled, and which,

resting on no proof, is certainly inconsistent with a character so

noble. Francesco, at the head of a band of conspirators, broke

in upon Count Girolamo, and murdered him in his palace at

Forli. They then threw his body into the piazza, and the

populace, ever ready for change, rose simultaneously, some

crying " Liberty," others " Church," and finished their work by

plundering his residence. Meanwhile the leaders of the in-

surrection possessed themselves of the Countess, her mother,

sister, and six children : and finding that Giacomo Fea, captain

of the citadel, held it against them, they dragged her to the

walls, and insisted upon her summoning him to surrender.

Upon his refusing, they acceded to a proposal that she should

be admitted, in order to induce him to yield. Once within the

castle, Caterina thanked its defender, and stimulated the garrison

to fresh resistance, directing that all the artillery should be

brought to bear upon the town, ready to bombard it should the

rel)els attempt to execute their cowardly threat of offering

violence to her children, f

* See above, pp. 225. 24.3.

f The current cilition of this anecdote, though somewhat too gross for literal

translation, is curiou.sly illustrative of the determined character of its heroine. It is
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This bold bearing saved the cause of the young Eiarii, with-

out really endangering their persons. Giovanni Bentivoglio,

Lord of Bologna, a faithful adherent of the Sforza, on the first

news of this insurrection, put himself at the head of a thousand

horse and eight hundred foot, and arrived in hot haste at the

gates of Forli. The conspirators, divided in their counsels, and

distracted by the decisive course which the Countess had

adopted, fled from the town without waiting to resist, and thus

the revolution was at an end. Within two short weeks Ca-

terina had been a happy wife, a bereaved widow, an outraged

prisoner, a triumphant sovereign. She remembered her sorrows

signally to avenge them ; she threw aside her weeds to assume

a robe of triumph ; and issuing from the castle, proclaimed her

son Ottaviano, Count of Forli.

But a deep stain attaches to the punishment which she must

have sanctioned, if she did not direct it, and which was inflicted

upon Count Orsi, father of the assassin, with an accumulation of

horrors rarely exampled among even savage tribes. The old

man, then in his eighty-sixth year, after being exposed on the

great square to insulis of the soldieiy in presence of the whole

populace, was bound to a board, and drawn twice round the

piazza, his snow-white head projecting, and broken against the

thus recounted by Boccalini, in his Ragguagli di Parnasso : — " Onde i congiui-ati,

vedendosi cosi ingannati, apertamente le protestarono che in pezzi aranti gli occhi

le ha\Tebbero tagliati i suoi figliuoli, s' ella non consegnava loro la rocca nelli mani

:

e ch' ella per quelle horrende miuaccie intanto uon si spavento punto ; che anzi,

alzatesi le vesti, e loro mostrando le parte vergognose, disse che di suoi fighuoli

facessero a voglia loro, che a lei rimaneva la stampa di rifame degli altii." He
represents Caterina as demanding, on the merits of this action, admission into Par-

nassus, whereupon Apollo decides, after ample discussion, that although " il sempre

continersi entro i termini della modestia fosse obligo delle donne private, le jirinci-

pesse nate di alto sangue, negli accidenti gravi che occuiTevano loro, erano obligate

mostrar vii-ihta." Bonolli, in his history of Forli, tells the same stoiy, and Valleiy

characterises the expedient of the Countess as " noblement impudique, et moius

mere que femme de parti." Those who wish to compare the various authorities on

this point will find them emmierated by Sismondi, chap. Ixxxix. A letter of the

conspirators to Lorenzo de' Medici, printed by Roscoe, Appendix, No. 24., tends to

clear him of that participation in theii' crime of which he was suspected.

tj 3
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sharp stones ; his quivering limbs were then hacked in pieces

by armed ruffians, whose atrocious barbarities, as described by

an eye-witness, are too revolting for detail. All this the suf-

ferer endured with a heroism and resignation which produced

on the spectators the usual effect of such brutal perversion of

justice, and converted their abhorrence of the crime into sym-

pathy with the criminal.

The murder of Count Girolamo took place on the 14th of

April, 1488, and the news of it excited great consternation at

the court of Urbino, which had always maintained a friendly

footing with that of Riario, he being cousin to the Prefect

of Sinigaglia, husband of Guidobaldo's sister. In the excited

state of public feeling, men's minds caught greedily at any tri-

vial circumstance on which to found a surmise as to the authors

of the outrage, seeking for remote influences to account for

what seems to have been merely an outbreak of private passion.

The cries of " Church," which had mingled in the shouts of

the excited populace, were interpreted as an indication of the

Pope's privacy to a conspiracy, and doubts were entertained as

to the part which he might take in the revolution. But such

ideas were quickly dissipated. Whatever may have been the

feelings of Innocent towards the dynasty established by his

predecessor at Forli, the occupation of that city by the Bolognese

troops awakened his jealousy of the Bentivoglii. He therefore

despatched couriers, instructing the Duke of Urbino to main-

tain at all hazards the legitimate government of Forli, as in-

dispensable to the peace of Italy, and for this purpose to hold

himself in readiness for a march into Romagna, as soon as

commissioners should arrive from Rome with a subsidy. Gui-

dobaldo hastily assembled his troops, but ere the Pope's pay-

master made his appearance, the prompt aid of Bentivoglio, and

an army sent from Milan, had anticipated the service Avhich he

was commissioned to effect.

Although the youthful Duke of Urbino was but little con-

cerned in these events of Italian history, they involved persons.
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and prepared the way for political combinations, which turned

the scale of his after life, loading it with an undue portion of

cares and sorrows. In absence of domestic incidents during his

minority, we may vary the narrative by abstracting a few par-

ticulars from a volume of reo;ulations for his court. Thoua^li

trifling, they throw light on his personal habits, and supply an

index to the civilisation of his age.* To all persons composing

the ducal household, unexceptionable manners were indisjien-

sable. In those of higher rank there was further required

competent talents and learning, a grave deportment, and fluency

of speech. The servants must be of steady habits and respect-

able character ; regular in all private transactions ; of good

address, modest, and graceful ; willing and neat-handed in their

service. There is likewise inculcated the most scrupulous per-

sonal cleanliness, especially of hands, with particular injunc-

tions as to frequent ablutions, and extraordinary precautions

against the unpleasant effects of hot weather on their persons

and clothing : in case of need medical treatment is enjoined to

correct the breath. Those who wore livery had two suits a

year, generally of fustian, though to some silk doublets were

given for summer use. They liad a mid-day meal and a supper

:

the former usually consisted of fruit, soup, and boiled meat

;

the latter of salads and boiled meat. This was varied on Fridays

and vigil fasts by dinners of fish, eggs, and cheese ; suppers of

bread, wine, and salads. Saturdays were semi-fasts, when they

dined on soup and eggs, and supped on soup and cheese. The

upper table offered but few luxuries In addition to this plain

fare, such as occasionally roasts, fowls, and pastry, with a more

liberal allowance of eggs and cheese on meagre days.

Of the diet at the ducal table we find sparing and unsatisfac-

tory notices ; but its chief difference from that of the attendants

seems to have consisted in the more liberal use of sweet herbs

and fruits. The latter were presented in singular order:

* Urb. ]\rSS. No. 1248. It was compiled after the death of Duke Federigo, aii'l

apparently for his son's court.

u 4
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cherries and figs before dinner ; after it, pears, apples, peaches,

nuts, ahiionds ; before supper, melons and grapes. The splen-

dour of the table service seems to have been more looked

to than its supplies ; and many rules are given as to the

covered silver platters in which meats were brought up, the

silver goblets and glass caraffes for wine, the fine napery and

the ornamental flowers. The regulations for the Duke's cham-

ber service indicate scrupulous cleanliness, both as to ablutions

in perfumed water, and frequent change of clothing, in strict

conformance to the directions of physicians and astrologers.

Among the conveniences enumerated for his bedroom are a bell,

a night-light, and in cold weather a fire. An attendant slept

by him without undressing, also a clerk in the guard-room

within call. The music provided to accompany the Duke on

his rides seems to have been somewhat miscellaneous—a com-

pany of bagpipers, a sackbut, four trumpets, three drums, with

a herald or pursuivant. The qualities insisted on for ladies of

the Duchess's household are exemplaiy gravity and unsullied

honour ; they must further be handy, addicted neither to

gossip nor wrangling, and never talking unnecessarily in her

presence.

We here reach an eventful epoch in the life of Guidobaldo.

Baldi informs us that, when Duke Federigo went to Naples in

1474 to I'eccive from Ferdinand the order of the Ermine he

formally betrothed his son, then but two years and a half

old, to Princess Lucrezia of Aragon. He adds that she corre-

sponded with the Duke within a few months of his death, but

gives no account of the circumstances under which this engage-

ment was broken off. When Duke Guidobaldo had completed

his sixteenth year, another alliance was contracted for him, to

the great joy of his people, with Elisabetta (sometimes called

Isabella) Gonzaga, youngest sister of Francesco Marquis of

INIantua. She was daughter of the Marquis Federigo, by Mar-

garetta daughter of Albert III. Duke of Bavaria; her virtues,
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her manners, and lier almost unearthly beauty are extolled by

Castiglione, in language which the evidence of all writers has

stamped with truth. Her age exceeded the bridegroom's by

one year, and her sister Madalena was at the same time be-

trothed to Giovanni Sforza, Lord of Pesaro, the celebration

of both the nuptials being deferred until the end of October,

1489.

The rivalry inherent in the relations between neighbouring

towns of the Peninsula had on this occasion pleasing opportunity

for display, for nowhere more than in Italy do the people delight

in pompous festivities. The citizens of Urbino and of Pesaro

strove which should exhibit most taste and splendour in cele-

brating the happy event, and in welcoming the bridal parties to

their several homes. I have seen no account of these shows,

which is little loss, as there was much sameness in all such ex-

hibitions, and great dulness in their monotonous descriptions.

But Ave are assured that, in both capitals, the display of trium-

phal processions, under arches studded with statues and elaborate

devices, followed by fireworks and dramatic spectacles, Avere

worthy of the auspiciovis occasion, and the emulous spirit of

their citizens.* The remainder of the year was devoted by the

Duke to similar amusements, or to sports of the chase, of which

his bi'ide was passionately fond, and which she enjoyed at her

ease in the parks of Fossombrone and Castel Durante, where

Federigo had established an ample stock of fallow deer. The

following spring brought to his court new causes for joy, in the

Marquis of Mantua's marriage to a Princess of Ferrara, and the

birth of an heir to the Lord Prefect, in the person of Francesco

Maria della Rovere, on whom the dukedom of Urbino eventually

devolved.

But alas, too soon was " bitter mixed with sweet." The

hopes of maintaining the ducal line, which the marriage of

* In the Lavu-entian Libraiy (Plut. 91. No. 44. f. 57.) there is a laboured Latin

epithalamiuin in ninety-six lines, written on this marriage by Marcial de Gathe of

Mantua, among liis poems which are dedicated to Bernardo Bembo.
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Guidobaldo had nourished, were doomed to disappointment from

infirmities of his constitution which, though long kept secret

from their people were quickly known to the young couple.

These defects, having baffled medical skill, were eventually

attributed to the malign influence of poison, or sorcery ; an im-

pression which the physicians probably countenanced, to excuse

the failure of their prescriptions, and which seems to have been

fully credited by the Duke and the public, when the fact was

allowed to transpire. The secrecy and resignation of the

Duchess under this dispensation, and her strict observance of her

nuptial vows, in circumstances which the loose morality of the

age might have regarded as a palliation for less faithful adher-

ence to them, are celebrated by her eulogists as proofs of almost

superhuman virtue, especially by Bembo, whose prurient lan-

guage on this repulsive" topic offers curious proof of the low

standard of decency then prevailing among dignified churchmen,

and persons of high pretensions to refinement. Giovanni

Sforza's marriage was still more fated, for within ten months he

was an afflicted widower.

The Duke had now attained to manhood, and in the enjoy-

ment of a tranquil reign he began to practise those lessons

which he had Imbibed under Odaslo. Amid the attractions of

the lists or the chase, which his own tastes and the joyous tem-

perament of his Duchess strongly recommended to him, he was

not forgetful of more solid accomplishments. It is unfortunate

that few memorials ai'e preserved of the formation of that select

circle which he appears thus early to have drawn around him.

It was not until fourteen years later, that Count Castlglione

entered that court which he was destined to immortalise ; nor

had the group of fine spirits who are brought upon the stage In

the Corteggiano as yet assembled at Urblno. But many of

Duke Federlgo's old and honoured servants remained about the

person of his son, and maintained that tone of lettered refine-

ment which the veteran commander had cherished.

The pontificate of Innocent did not realise the warlike fore-
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taste which his early quarrel with King Ferdinand had given,

and his mature policy resolved itself into a maintenance of the

status quo. Yet from time to time there broke out, among the

cities which acknowledged his sway, those feuds and party

squabbles, which ever and anon deluged in blood most of the

Italian communities, and of which Baldi well says, " that it

was matter equally of astonishment and compassion to see per-

sons born and bred within the same walls, brought up under

one law and one rule, change their very nature, and forget every

principle of humanity ; mangling, destroying, and despoiling

each other without remorse, like wild beasts." On more than

one such occasion, the Pope called upon Guidobaldo to interpose

his influence, or to advance his troops in order to restore quiet

;

but these incidents do not merit detailed notice. In services so

barren of glory, the Duke showed sometimes but little zeal, and

in consequence received more than one admonition from his

ecclesiastical over- lord. The pacific views of Innocent had been

efficiently supported by Lorenzo the Magnificent, Avith an in-

fluence belonging more to his personal character than his abso-

lute rank ; but the premature death of both these sovereigns,

occurring almost simultaneously, deprived the Peninsula of its

best guarantees of tranquillity. Lorenzo having expired on the

7th of April, 1492, the Pontiff breathed his last on the 25th

of July; and on the 11th of August was succeeded by Alex-

ander VI.
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CHAPTER XIV.

STATE OF THE PAPACY AT THE ACCESSION OF ALEXANDER VT. —
HIS ELECTION, CHARACTER, AND CHILDREN THE ASPECT OF

ITALY AT THE CLOSE OF HER GOLDEN AGE. THE DISPUTED SUC-

CESSION OF NAPLES REOPENED. CHARACTER AND VIEWS OF

CHARLES VHI. PROPOSED LEAGUE TO OPPOSE HIM FRUSTRATED.

STATE OF THE RODMAN CAMPAGNA. THE OLD AND NEW MILI-

TARY SYSTEMS IN ITALY.

" Fcecunda culpfB specula nuptias

Primum inquinaverc, et genus et domos :

Hoc fonte derivata clades

In patriam populosque fluxit."

HoR., lib. iii. ode 6.

" Fniitful of crimes, this age first stained

Their hapless offspring, and profaned

The nuptial bed, from whence the woes,

Which various and unnumbered rose

From this polluted fountain-head.

O'er Rome and all the nations spread."

Francis s Ti-anshtion.

" Ainsi vivent en Italic et les seigneurs et Ics capitaines, et ont sans cesse pratique

avec les ennemis, ct grand peur d'estre des plus foibles."— Pn. de Coaunes.

Such was the manner of life of Italian seigneurs and condottieri, ever intriguing

with their opponents, and most dreading to be of the weaker side.

" While war, relinquishing the lance and shield,

Her temper changed, and bowed to other laws."

Wordsworth.

The spiritual sway of the papacy at this time enjoyed great

advantages over its temporal dominion. Although the former

had necessarily been more permanent and influential under a
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Gregory or a Boniface, than when wielded by imbecility or

divided by schism, it continued as yet undisputed. The power

of the Keys was acknowledged to the utmost limits of Christen-

dom, whatever might be thought of their possessor or his policy.

Monarchs and armaments, who defied or defeated the pontifical

banner, quailed under an interdict, and humbled themselves to

the dust for absolution. Another important vantage-ground of

the Komish ecclesiastical polity, well set forth by Robertson,

was its unity. Faithful to long traditionary maxims, as the

magnetic needle to its pole, few cases could occur unprovided

for by precedent ; and so numerous were the checks and balance-

wheels of the complicated machine, which was kept in motion

and regulated by a large and well drilled staff, rather than by

its apparent director, that his personal conduct or private aims

seldom perceptibly affected its working. Although the same

dignitaries who, by education and habit, were enabled to main-

tain and transmit this unvarying system, formed also the ad-

ministi'ative government of the Papal State, they Avere, in the

latter capacity, merely ministers of a temporal prince, bound by

interest to flatter his foibles as well as to obey his behests.

And the sovereignty of Rome being elective, imder circum-

stances often inferring a very transient tenure of power, it was

usually wielded with much waywardness, selfishness, and caprice,

even to the detriment of that order by whom, through whom,

and for whom the ecclesiastical authority was exercised. Apart

from the general question of the fitness of priests for temporal

sway, their circumstances were peculiarly unfavourable at a

time when no special requisites of character were indispensable

for holy orders, these being often regarded as a mere qualifica-

tion for preferments closed against the laity. When legates

were sent to lead armies, and cardinals took the field as condot-

tieri ; when papal diplomacy and intrigue were rarely veiled by

a semblance of truth or honour ; when poisoning by prelates

passed into a proverb, and " son of a clergyman " ceased to be

an imputation, it is not surprising that priest-ruled and priest-
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ridden Italy should have become thoroughly demoralised. It

was of this age that Masse has pointedly remarked that " never

were holy things mocked with greater impunity, or spiritual

power more unblushingly profaned ; never were the humane

virtues held in such disrepute, nor blood so treacherously spilt

;

never did poison more perfidiously contaminate the veins of

those whose presence was burdensome, or who clogged an am-

bitious career, or whose death could serve any end whatever."

Under the new pontificate these evils were fully developed, and

the fatal influence exercised by it on Duke Guidobaldo and his

state will demand from us from time to time detailed notices of

Alexander and his race.

Alfonso Borgia, on whom the triple tiara had been con-

ferred in 145.5, with the title of Calixtus III., was descended

from the ancient Spanish family of Borja, at Xativa, in the

kingdom of Murcia. His sister Giovanna, or Isabella, married

GiufFredo or Alfonso Lenzuoli, and to them was born, in 1427,

Roderigo, whose youth was spent in arms, but on obtaining a

page's appointment at the court of Alfonso V., he laid aside the

sword, and finally, in compliance with the wishes of his family,

entered the Church. Being there destined for high preferment

by the influence of his uncle, who had adopted him, he exchanged

his paternal name for that of Borgia. By this step, and by

bis personal qualities, he so completely gained the favour of

Calixtus that, during his short pontificate, he rose to the highest

honours, and accumulated the best benefices at his disposal.

To the dignities of cardinal, vice-chancellor of the Church, and

archbishop of Valencia, were added the temporalities of three

other archiepiscopal and two episcoj^al sees, besides a shower of

minor but rich endowments, and various important legations.

For the conspicuous part he was thus called to fill nature had

fully qualified him. His unbounded ambition was supported

by vigorous and varied talents ; and, although his acquirements

by study were limited, his address and pliant sagacity, seconded
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by great facility of speech, enabled him to bend people and

events to his purposes.

The influence which Cardinal Borgia enjoyed from his abili-

ties and preferments was but little impaired by his notorious

jjersonal vices ; for the corruption of manners which disgraced

the golden age of Italian refinement had deeply tinctured the

court of Rome. His open immoralities brought upon him

public censure from the worthy Pius II., but the laxer disci-

pline of succeeding pontiffs left such scandals unchecked. In

order more easily to carry on a disgraceful intercourse with his

mistress Caterina Vanosia, he married her to a Roman, named

Domenico Arignano, and subsequently had by her three sons

and a daughter, whom he fully acknowledged as his children,

allowing them his adopted name. His general conduct and

language were in all respects consistent with such licentious

courses. Guicciardini describes him as of most debauched

habits, insatiable avarice, immoderate ambition, savage cruelty,

and unscrupulous nepotism; without sincerity, truth, good

faith, shame, or religion. It would be easy to adduce similar

testimony from other cotemporary authorities, which, although

widely varying in their details of scandal, agree in the general

estimate of his public and private character, even before his

elevation to the tiara.

On the death of Innocent VIII., Borgia was much the oldest

cardinal. His talents were unquestioned ; his dissolute conduct

could scarcely be pleaded as disqualifying him from a dignity

which Cibo and della Rovere had just held. His rivals were

Ascanio, son of the great Francesco Sforza, and Giuliano della

Rovere. The latter, at the head of a feeble minority of five, who

refused to sell their votes, earned his uncompromising hatred.

The former, finding success unattainable, preferred making profit

of his adherence to the winning candidate. To him, to Orsini,

Colonna, Savelli, and other influential members of the conclave,

those high dignities and benefices which their choice of Borgia

would render vacant, Avere lavishly promised, and, as an earnest
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of future favours, treasures long purposely hoarded by the wily

Spaniard, were distributed amongst them in mule-loads. On

the 11th of AuQ-ust, Roderio-o Borgia ascended the chair of

St. Peter, amid festive pageants more suited to a heathen

triumph than a Christian coronation, hailed by such epigrams as

this :
—

" Great uuder CtBsar, greatest under thee,

Rome hailed liim hero, here a God we see ! "
*

The sacred office to which Alexander VI. was thus elevated

had no salutary effect upon his unholy passions. The power he

had attained he administered by intrigue. Simony and poison-

ing were the Instruments of his administration ; nepotism was

its end. His temporal policy was equally selfish, unstable, and

dishonest. He was resolute in nothing but his breaches of good

faith. In the broils which he fomented he sold his adherence

to the best bidder, but ever kept himself open for a higher offer.

His cotemporary, Machiavelll, thus stamps his chai'acter, which

he had carefully studied : — " His entire occupation, his only

thought, was deception, and he always found victims. Never

was tliere a man with more effrontery in assertion, more ready

to add oaths to his promises, or to break them
;
yet did his

deceit ever succeed to his heart's content." Sismondl terms

* " Cajsare magna fait, nunc Roma est maxima, Sextus

Regnat Alexander ; ille vir, iste Deus."

In a recent and idtra-papal life of Leo X., which we shall have occasion to cha-

racterise in our thirty-third chapter, M. Audin (p. 102.), passing over all charges of

simony, cites tliis fulsome couplet as sufficient answer to Burchard, whose accusations

of nepotism, ambition, poisoning, and flagrant immorality he leaves unnoticed, con-

tenting himself with a deprecatory reference to tlic Pontiff's energy in repressing

bandit barons, and to his alleged zeal in promoting literature and art. Few
Romanist ^vl•iters attempt a defence of the Borgias ; but the volumes in wliich

Tommasi, and his followers Gordon and Masse, have exhibited theh crimes, may be

received as the gossip of history, where the imagination has freely supphed liglits and

shadows to heighten the cfiect. Yet the more weighty charges adduced by these

writers are certainly founded on cotemporaiy authority, and it is to be feared that

their loathsome portraiture has, to a great degree, embodied the tone and feeling of

the times. See below, p. 331.
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him " the most odious, the most publicly scandalous, and the

most wicked of all miscreants who ever misused sacred authority

to outrage and degrade mankind." No ecclesiastical writer has

undertaken to defend his reputation ; most of them have treated

him as a disgrace to the papacy. Tommasi has termed him a

*' perfidious, sanguinary, and most insatiable wolf, capable of

insinuating himself like a fawning and attached spaniel."

Ovit of the conflicting statements which have reached us of

the Borgian pedigree and of Alexander's spurious offspring, we

. have prepared the accompanying table as on the whole pro-

bable.* Francesco (called by others Giovanni or Pietro), his

eldest son by La Vanosia, was, at the Pope's request, created

Duke of Gandia by Ferdinand the Catholic, and, as we shall

see, came to a fearful end. The title descended to his progeny,

and was borne by his great-grandson, the famous general of the

Jesuits, who died in 1572, and was canonised as San Francesco

Borgia, f Cesare was his father's favourite, and we shall have

frequent occasion to trace him through the various phases of

cardinal, count, condottiere, usurper, sovereign, and prisoner.

Giuffredo, with the hand of a natural daughter of Alfonso II.

of Naples, acquired high honours in that kingdom. Lucrezia,

after being branded with triple incest and frequent poisonings,

and after changing her husbands as often as suited her father's

schemes, dedicated her maturer years to the patronage of

letters and the cultivation of piety. Upon the details and

crimes of such a character there is fortunately little occasion

here to enter. Those who wish to learn them have only to

turn to any historian of her age ; such as would see nearly all

that has been charo-ed against her confronted with whatever

redeeming traits exist, and ingeniously redargued by negative

proofs and assumed improbabilities, may consult the disserta-

* Among numerous conflicting statements, the Duke of Gandia is named Giovanni

by Sismondi, in Biog. Universelle, voce Borgia, Ctesai' ; and Francesco by Despartet'

voce Alexander VI. in the same woi'k.

f See below, p. 354.
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tion appended to Roscoe's Leo the Tenth. His authorities are

faithfully cited, but his quotation from Burchard might have

been rendered still more loathsome by pursuing the text a few

lines further; and Tommasi's accusation that she intrigued with

her brother-in-law, the Cardinal Hippolito d'Este, has escaped

his notice. If Ariosto was not guilty of the basest flattery

when he prefers, in beauty and purity, to the Roman Lucretia,

her

" Wtoin Rome should place for charms and chastity

Above that wife who whilom bore her name," *

she must have, indeed, been at Ferrara a very different person

from that described by Burchard in the Vatican. The attempts

of Roscoe's Italian translator to give force to his author's qiiasi

defence of the Borgias are invariably failures. There can,

indeed, be no question of the scandal occasioned by those un-

wearied attentions publicly bestowed on Lucrezia by her father,

and still more by his devolving upon her from time to time the

powers and duties of the papal government during his temporary

absences from Rome ; and it is singular that the only efficient

defender whom she and her brother Cesare have hitherto found

should be an Englishman and a Protestant.f

* Rose's Orlando, xlii. 83.

t Capello, the Venetian envoy, seems to point at a rmnour of her intimacy with

Cesare, yet applies to her the term savia ,- Alberi Relazioni Veneti, ser. ii. vol. iii.
;

see also Ranke. Burchard, the papal diarist, mentions no fact inferring her guilt,

but details scenes of loathsome impurity, in which she seems to have been no un-

willing witness. The worst charges against her were undoubtedly circulated among

her cotemporaries and credited by Guicciardini. As, however, his broad assertion

of them was long suppressed, her reputation has probably suffered more from Pon-

tano's pungent epigram,—
" Lucretia nomine, sed re

Thais ; Alexandri filia, sponsa, nurus."

Lucrezia named, she shares a Thais' fate,

Her father's leman, and her brother's mate.

While these sheets are passing through the press, I have seen " Caesar Borgia," a

novel published in 1846, in which the incidents and spirit ofthe age, the character and
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We have now reached a period when our narrative must be

extended, and must Include those great events which, besides

revolutionising almost every state in Italy, ultimately affected

the political relations of Western Europe. The fiery natures

and turbulent spirits of the Italian republicans and condottieri

had for many years expended their energies in petty broils and

intestine struggles for mastery. Henceforward the bloody

drama was to be varied by the introduction of a new class of

actors ; the battles of European ambition were to be fought on

the sunny plains of the Peninsula ; her flourishing cities were

to be the spoil equally of victor and vanquished : the protracted

struggle was destined to leave her strength prostrated, her

wealth wasted, her nationality extinguished, her treasures of

art defaced, the character of her people degraded, their political

independence destroyed. Although, from 1466 to 1494, Italy

had never remained very long free from intestine commotions,

the seat of serious warfare was during that interval removed to

Hungary, Turkey, and the Levant, and she enjoyed a com-

parative repose, under the balmy influence of which, letters

and the liberal arts rose to high perfection. The invention

of printing, the study of the classics, the revival of ancient

literature and philosophy, the cultivation of vernacular poetry,

and the adoption of these tastes at many of the minor courts,

all tended to this happy result.

Under this prosperous state of things the condition of the

Peninsula is thus eloquently described by her Thucydides :
—

" lieduced to profound peace and tranquillity, cultivated on her

sterile and rugged sites as in her more fertile districts, swayed

conduct of its prominent actors, are for the most part faithfully conceived and

powerfully depicted. This author's theoiy is, that the Duke of Romagna, burning

with an unnatui'al and unrequited passion for his reputed sister, endeavoured to

promote its success thi'ough the desperate project of blackening her reputation by

unfoimded innuendos of incest with himself, the Duke of Gandia, and the Pontiff;

that the same hideous passion induced him successively to mar her proposed mar-

riages, or to make away with her bridegrooms ; and that ho murdered his brother

from jealousies, not of love, but of ambition.
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by none but native masters, not only did her population, com-

merce, and wealth abound, but she was rendered gloriously

eminent by the magnificence of her many princes, by the splen-

dour of her numerous noble and fair cities, and by the seat and

sovereignty of religion; whilst her celebrity was maintained

among all nations by the men whom she produced of high ca-

pacity for public affairs, of elevated genius and acquirements

in each branch of learning, and every liberal or useful art, as

well as of military fame not unworthy of their age."* This was

indeed her golden era, but the pure metal was henceforward to

be tarnished. The middle ages, during which the civilisation of

Europe had centred within her shores, were now passed away

:

modern history was about to open, and with it her subjugation.

She had to learn, on a greater and more impressive scale, the

lesson which her annals have too often afforded, and as her old

republics had fallen one by one from want of union, so, at this

juncture, her states, failing in mutual good faith, became an

unresisting prey to the spoiler. She was in truth on the eve

of that fearful struggle which, after trampling for half a century

on her energies, left her to all intents at the mercy of those

northern powers whom she deemed barbarians. Their armies

had heretofore descended into her plains to fight under her

banners and to receive her pay ; henceforward they warred on

their own account, though not less at her expense : formerly

her mercenaries, they were in future her foes.

The immediate cause of these evils was the disputed succes-

sion to the crown of Naples, which we have formerly seen con-

vulsing Italy, and which it will require a brief digression and

the annexed table to explain. The Norman knights who in the

eleventh century visited Lower Italy in a crusade against the

Saracens, soon contrived to make that country their own. One
of them, Robert Guiscard, by his valour and talents acquired

a supremacy in which he was succeeded by his nephew Roger,

* Giiicciai'dini, chap. i.

X 3
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who had by suiiilar means made himself master of Sicily. In

1130, the latter procured from Innocent II. the investiture of a

kingdom nearly equal in extent to that of the Two Sicilies in

our day, Avhich, during next century, passed by marriage into

the line of the HohenstaufFen emperors of Germany. But the

same incurable jealousies, which gave rise to the Guelphic and

Ghibelline parties, made the popes look with little favour on

their new neighbours, who however maintained their ground

for three generations, notwithstanding repeated offers of a com-

peting investiture, by successive pontiffs, to various English and

French princes. The crown, thus sent a-begging, was at length

accepted by Charles Count of Anjou and Provence, seventh son

of Louis VIII. of France, who, in 1266, defeated and slew

Manfred, the last monarch of the Hohenstauffen line, and

assuming the title of Charles L, founded the first Angevine

dynasty. But in consequence of the brutal behaviour of his

soldiery, he lost Sicily in a revolt, during which there occurred,

in 1282, the massacre of the French, known as the Sicilian

vespers. On this opening, Alfonso III. of Aragon put in a

claim through his mother, a daughter of Manfred, and having

established himself as King of Sicily, that title continued in his

successors, and was ultimately reunited to the crown of Naples.

The first house of Anjou, however, maintained themselves upon

the throne of Naples for about one hundred and seventy years,

notwithstanding the testamentary disposition of the maligned

and unfortunate Queen Joanna I., who, in 1382, bequeathed

that kingdom and the county of Provence to Louis I., second

son of John 11. of Anjou.

This will had been dictated by dislike of her second cousin

and adopted heir Charles Count of Durazzo, but it did not

prevent him, his son Ladislaus, and his daughter the beautiful

and dissolute Joanna II., from establishing a de facto right to

their heritage. Meanwhile Louis I., Louis II., and Louis III.,

their rivals of the second Angevine line, as it was called, per-

sisted in styling themselves kings of Naples as well as of Jcru-
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salem, and having patched up their defective title, by obtain-

in 2: a recoffnition of their claims and investitures from several

popes, they each invaded their titular kingdom. The first An-

gevlne dynasty being about to close by the childless death of

Joanna IL, she was persuaded to terminate the struggle by

settling her crown upon the second Angevine race, which at her

death in 1435, was represented by Renler, usually called Rene

le Bon. The fatality of a disputed succession, with its at-

tendant miseries, was however still in store for unhappy Naples.

Joanna II. had already in 1421 adopted as her heir Alfonso V.,

King of Aragon and Sicily, who was likewise representative of

whatever claims might have been transmitted from the old

Norman dynasty, being in fact similar to those upon which his

family had acquired Sicily before 1300. Eugene IV., at the

same time, still further complicated this confusion, by inter-

posing his right as over-lord, alleging that the investiture had,

by failure of the reigning dynasty, lapsed to the Holy See.

After ineffectually attempting by an invasion to vindicate his

title against his rival of Aragon, Eene retired to his little state

of Provence, to dedicate his life to literature and the arts, but

especially to those chivalrous lyrics which, casting the halo of

poetic romance around the troubadours and their times, have

wreathed his brows with laurels far more enduring than the

crown of Naples could have conferi'ed. Yet he and his nephew

Charles continued titular kings, until the latter, dying without

surviving male issue in 1481, left all his property, and there-

with his claims upon Lower Italy, to Louis XI. of France, his

third cousin and nearest male heir, upon whose death in 1483,

these passed to Charles VIII. Alfonso V., having repulsed the

good Rene, had no further serious disturbance in his possession

of Naples and Sicily, now once more united ; but he being

succeeded in these by a natural son Ferdinand I., his Spanish

crown going to his brother John IL, the already defective title

of the house of Aragon to their Italian dominions on terra

Jirma was thereby further weakened, at a moment when they

X 4
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exchanged the competition of a petty and unwarlike prince for

that of the powerful and ambitious monarch of France.

Such was the political position of Naples : that of Milan

must now claim our attention. Giovanni Galeazzo had suc-

ceeded to the dukedom, upon the assassination of his debauched

father Galeazzo Maria, in 1476. Being then but seven years

old, his mother, a princess of Savoy, managed the government

during four years, until the intrigues of his uncle Ludovico

supplanted her, and possessed himself virtually of the sove-

reignty, though exercising it in name of his nephew. He
married him at the age of twenty to Isabella, daughter of

Alfonso heir-apparent of Naples, but availing himself of his

feeble character, maintained his own position, even after the

Duke had attained to manhood. He was generally known by

the surname of // Moro, from using as his device the mulberry,

which, being the last tree to hazard its buds, and the first to

mature its fruit, was the received emblem of discretion and

cautious policy. Ludovico il Moro may thus be rendered

Louis the Discreet, an epithet little in keeping with his charac-

ter, at once rash and restless, wavering and weak. Accordingly,

in pursuing his designs of unprincipled ambition, this unscru-

pulous usurper most signally overreached himself, and, as we

shall in due time see, brought utter ruin upon his own person

and house.

Venice, now at the summit of her pride and power, is thus

finely apostrophised by Politian :
—

" Sole Queen of Italy ! of regal Kome
The beauteous rival, ruling eailh and sea,

Sovereigns would fain thy citizens become.

Ausonia's honoured light ! 'tis but in thee,

Unquenched by barbarous hosts, our freedom glows ;

'Tis to thy beams our sun a brighter radiance owes."*

As yet she was the mart of the known world, for a commerce

which the enterprise of Columbus and the daring of De Gama

* Opera liatina, iii. Eleg. i. 95.
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were on the eve of directing into new channels and rival ports.

Her navy scarcely knew a competitor on the seas. Her eastern

possessions not only gave security to her trade, but placed her

foremost in defence of Christendom against the Infidel, a post

of national glory and influence which it is now difficult fully to

appreciate. But these honourable and substantial advantages

suflficed her not. It was her ever cherished but fatal ambition

to swell her mainland possessions by every means of arras or

diplomacy. Although her citizens had no turn for military

exploits, although the gloomy genius of her government found

no sympathy among her terra Jirma subjects, she pursued the

ruinous policy of intermingling in every combination, co-ope-

rating in every war, which could add to her territories. At

the moment of Charles's invasion, she had gained her object of

becoming one of the five great Italian powers. How she lost it

at the hands of his successor, and how, in defending a pre-

eminence she never should have desired, she impaired the true

sources of her superiority, will, in the course of events, come

under our view.

In Florence Lorenzo de' Medici, to whose bright name his-

tory has done justice, at the expence perhaps of some coeval

stars in the Italian hemisphere, had died a few months before

Innocent VIII. He was happy in living during a breathing

time of comparative tranquillity, which he had been not uninstru-

mental in preserving, and which it was perhaps his good fortune

not to survive. He had lived long enough to gain an impe-

rishable fame, and passed from life just before the golden age, of

which he was the signal ornament, began to be dimmed by in-:

fluences which he and his family were instrumental in promoting.

Our admiration of the assiduous and enlightened encouragement

bestowed by him, and by his son Leo X., upon letters and art,

ought not to blind us to the melancholy truths that the theo-

retical paganism of Lorenzo, the practical worldliness of Leo,

and the disastrous blundering of Clement VIL, have left upon

the religion, the nationality, and the public spirit of Italy,
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effects which counterbalance that vast impulse to genius which

the two first had the power to create, without the judgment and

virtue to direct. Lorenzo the Magnificent was succeeded in his

authority by his eldest son Pietro ; but as that was founded

exclusively upon personal claims, and unsupported either by

ofl&cial or hereditary dignities, it quickly passed from his feeble

hands. It was the folly of this Pietro that supplied a train to

the smouldering elements which we have endeavoured in this

digression to analyse, and which, had his father been spared,

might have been welded into a compact aggregate calculated to

withstand barbarian aggression, instead of, as we shall now see,

bursting into a simultaneous and destructive conflagration.*

Charles VIII. of France had attained his twenty-third year.

It has been well remarked of him that few monarchs have

played so active a part with fewer personal qualifications for

success or distinction. The hideous deformity of his body seems

to have been equalled by the defects of his character. Impetu-

ous and fickle, ignorant and wilful, he was alike devoid of

judgment and of perseverance. The wars of the Neapolitan

succession, that had during much of the preceding century

harassed Lower Italy, were not forgotten, and the latent claims

of the Angevine dynasty became serious grounds for fresh

anxiety, when vested in the youthful monarch of a powerful

ultra-montane nation. Ludovico Sforza, situated nearest to

the quarter whence the storm threatened, was the first to take

alarm, and for once his selfish policy tended to a great and bene-

ficial object. He proposed a general defensive alliance of

the Italian states against all foreign invasion. But his coun-

sels flowed from a tainted source. The King of Naples had

already interposed to emancipate his grand- daughter's husband

* Du Peloiix, in a despatch addressed to Charles V. in 1 529, alluding to the dis-

tractions and miseries of Italy, in tenns more appropriate to the period now under

our review, observes " that there were two races who occasioned all its misfortunes,

the Medici and the Sforza, and that it would be well for the world Mere both of them

extirpated."

—

Lanz Correxpondenz.
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from the unduly prolonged regency of Liidovico, who soon per-

ceived that his usurped authority must be relinquished ere his

overtures would be listened to in that quarter. Yet the stake

was worth an effort, and the new Pope's elevation suggested

a fit opportunity for the attempt, since it attracted to Rome
many embassies of congratulation which, when thus congregated,

might conveniently arrange the terms of a league. As a preli-

minary, the Regent of Milan proposed that the various ambas-

sadors should give moral weight to their union, by entering the

capital of Christendom on the same day, in one imposing pro-

cession. This idea was approved by most of the parties, but

Pietro de' Medici, conceiving that his personal vanity would be

more effectively gratified by exhibiting the superior magnificence

of his retinue in a separate display, resolved to thwart by

indirect means a proposition to which he could offer no rea-

sonable objection. He, therefore, induced Ferdinand to inter-

pose some obstacles of etiquette, which marred by miserable

jealousies the intended unanimity of the demonstration. Ludo-

vico, having ascertained the origin of this intrigue, saw in it a

separation from the common cause by the two powers whose

interests were the most at variance with his own. The Medici

were formidable neighbours, as wielding the preponderating

power of Florence, while with the King of Naples the seeds of a

domestic quarrel were already rife.

Upon the coldness thus generated, other influences were

brought coincidently to bear. The Colonna and the Orsini had

long been most prominent and influential among the great

barons of Rome. The authority which they exercised over their

fiefs in the Campagna was to all intents sovereign. They alter-

nately wasted that fair land with their mutual broils, or bearded

their ecclesiastical over-lord in his capital. Those who have

journeyed from Monterosi to Albano along the lonely plain

which, curtained by the Sabine mountains and the Alban hills,

stretches far around the Eternal City, or have cantered for miles

and miles across its vast expanse of undulating sward in solitude
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and stillness ; who have marked its rich vegetation running

wild in the most genial of European climes, its melancholy lines

of interrupted aqueducts witnessing to a long-degraded civilisa-

tion, its distant and dilapidated watch-towers telling only of

former forays, its few isolated dwellings sheltering beneath

crumbled walls and broken battlements the units of a scanty

and squalid population ; and who, to account for the spell of

such a singular desolation, conclude that this dreary waste has

been depopulated by the course of nature ; such may wonder to

hear that the mischief and misery are chiefly the act of man.

The calm serenity of these forlorn downs becomes deeply

touching from remembering that the soil was for centuries sod-

den with blood, and covered with smouldering ruins ; that

European civilisation there was nurtured, there waned, and

there struggled into a second life, amid the din of battles, the

devastation of armies, the rapine of banditti ; that its long grass

springs from the grave of ancient refinement, of classic memo-

rials, of mediaeval strife.

In the middle ages much of the Campagna was fertile, and

peopled by an industrious peasantry. Its undulating slopes

waved with abundant crops, varied and sheltered by venerable

woods, which the Goths and Vandals of former centuries had

spared. But incessant civil feuds proved more fatal than bar-

barian hordes. The Ghibelline Colonna, from their fortresses

of Marino and Palestrina, watched the fitting moment to pour

their armed retainers on the plain, and, crossing the Tiber,

carried fire and sword, through the estates of their rivals, to the

very gates of Bracciano. The Guelphic Orsini waited for

revenge only till the ripened harvest had prepared for them a

golden spoil in their foemen's fields. Year after year did this

miserable partizan-warfare ravage those devoted lands, till the

peasantry by degrees were exterminated, or driven to seek a

livelihood in some more tranquil spot ; till of their smiling homes

no stone remained upon another, except where, at long intervals,

the farm buildings were turned by these men of blood into
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fortresses, or the tombs of the dead were desecrated into defences

for the living. A soil teeming with fertility under a burning

sun, and abandoned by man, ran to rank vegetation, which,

gradually choking the water-courses, generated miasma. The

evil, thus commenced, was augmented by cutting down the

trees which shadowed the burning earth, and, not unfrequently,

covered a hostile ambush. But the crowning mischief was the

rash destruction of a vast forest which, extending between the

Campagna and the sea, excluded the malaria that brooded over

the Mediterranean coast from Leghorn to Mola di Gaeta. Once

admitted, that fearful scourge took possession of the depopulated

territory, which has ever since remained a puzzle to the phy-

siologist, a mystery to the moralist, a terror to all. At no

period had the feuds of the Colonna and Orsini been more

virulent than during the feeble reign of Innocent, when their

armed bands had more than once scoured the streets of Home,

and overawed the papal government. The Savelli, the Frangi-

pani, and the Gaetani, those great families who, a century or

two before, had been their rivals, were no longer able to cope

with them, and the lesser barons of the Comarca sought pro-

tection and employment by ranging themselves as their respective

partizans. To humble these rampant houses was thus the

natural policy of the successors of St. Peter, and especially of

Alexander VI., who soon devoted his ambition and his authority

to provide temporal sovereignties for his illegitimate progeny.

His ruthless proceedings, and the changes which ensued over

the whole country, at length effectually quelled the lawless tur-

bulence of these chiefs ; but it was too late to remedy the

ruinous havoc which their insatiate strife had occasioned.

The late Pope, following the practice of the times, had en-

dowed his natural son Francesco Cibo (ancestor of the princes

of Massa) with Anguillara, Cervetri, and other holdings to the

north-west of Rome, and had married him to Madalena, sister

of Lorenzo the Magnificent. Desirous of exchanging this pre-

carious sovereignty for some more peaceful home, Francesco, by
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the influence of his brother-in-law, Pietro de' Medici, induced

the King of Naples to advance 40,000 ducats to Gentile Vir-

ginio Orsini, for the purchase of these castles, which adjoined

his fief of Bracciano. This slight circumstance served to kindle

that train which the long series of events now alluded to had

gradually prepared for combustion, and to ripen those jealousies

already sown among the Peninsular powers. The Pope saw in

it an accession of territory to one of those great barons of the

Campagna whom he had resolved to humble ; Ludovico il Moro,

with the coward suspicions of guilt, watched every motion of

Ferdinand, whose just indignation at his treatment of the Duke

of Milan he had too good reason to dread. As soon, therefore,

as he had ascertained that Pietro de' Medici, abandoning the

cautious neutrality which his father had ever maintained be-

tween the Milanese and Neapolitan interests, had united with

Ferdinand in the affair of Orsini, as well as in the less serious

intrigue which had prevented the cementing of a general confeder-

ation he plotted to provide for the King full occupation at home.

Suddenly, however, the tangled policy of the Peninsular

states assumed an aspect more favourable to Ludovico. The

ambitious overtures of Alexander to obtain for his natural son

Giuffredo the hand of Sancia of Ai'agon having been spurned

by her father Alfonso, the impetuous Pontiff^, in April, 1493,

hastily concluded a defensive treaty with Milan and Venice,

for the avowed purpose of expelling Orsini, the ally of Naples,

from his recent acquisitions. These having been obtained by

that feudatory, with the aid of his tried friend Ferdinand, and

his relation Pietro de' Medici, he naturally looked to these two

powers for support ; and thus was Italy on the point of relapsing

into her normal condition of feud. But the King of Naples,

considering such a price extravagant for the mere gratification of

family pride, had within a few weeks adjusted his differences

with the Pope, by betrothing his grand-daughter to Giuf-

fredo Borgia. As if by repulsion of the magnetic poles, the

accession of Ferdinand caused II Moro to secede from the alii-
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ance he had just before joined, but from which he could no

longer look for support in his lawless authority, and, judging

his only security to consist in the depressioii of that monarch,

he resolved to effect it at any price.

Upon these most inadequate grounds of personal pique, or

personal apprehension, did Ludovico madly run upon the very

danger against which he had been the first to prepare

" All the swords

In Italy, and her confederate arms."

In his eagerness to disable Ferdinand's anticipated vengeance

upon his own crimes, he renewed the calamities of a succession-

war in the south, and thereby laid open the Peninsula to a

scourge whose chastisement fell most heavily upon himself.

Instead of heading a league against foreign aggression, as he

had just before proposed, he made overtures to Charles VIIL,

tempting him with the diadem of Naples as the reward of an

invasion of Italy, and offering him free passage through the

Milanese. His private quarrel with the usurper did not blind

Ferdinand to the insanity of this step, and, forgetting his feelings

as a parent, he united with the other powers in representing the

peril of his policy. Gladly would Ludovico have withdrawn

the false step he had hastily made ; but it was too late. The

demon of ambition was roused in the French king ; the hour

for retraction was past ; that of bitter repentance was at hand.

Behind her Alpine barrier there was gathered an army, ready

to burst upon fated Italy, and to pour upon her plains calamities

unknown since the fall of the Western Empire.

With Federigo of Montefeltro and Koberto Malatesta, the

old generation of Italian condottieri may be said to have passed

away. Political changes and progressive civilisation, developed

during forty years of comparative tranquillity, already tended

to limit both the supply of veteran adventurers and the demand

for their services. Under such genial influences, the great
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companies of adventure had melted down to petty followings,

more proportioned to the exigencies of the age, and to the re-

sources and experience of their new leaders. Peaceful times

offered no rich prizes to call forth sustained daring, and to

reward vast enterprises. Captains of minor reputation, heading

small bands raised for some passing broil or petty foray, suc-

ceeded to the Hawkwoods, Montoni, and Malatesta, without

rivalling their deeds, or maintaining their fame. The limited

brigandage of the broken lances differed from the sweeping

desolation of their marshalled thousands only in the narrower

field on which it found scope ; but the mercenary system became

more manageable when deprived of its cumbrous machinery,

and its leaders were henceforth the tools of their employers

instead of their virtual masters.

In bidding adieu to that system, we may quote the sweeping

condemnation bestowed upon it by Machiavelli
;
yet it is right

to remember that, as the advocate of infantry and national

militia, he had no toleration for the military art which they

superseded, and that he witnessed its practice only after its

spirit was gone. " Whoever relies for power upon mercenaries

will never be stable or secure ; for they are disunited, ambitious,

undisciplined, faithless ; braggarts among friends, dastards be-

fore the foe ; destitute of fear of God, or faith with man. To

delay their assault is to postpone your own ruin ; in peace, you

are plundered by them, in war by the enemy. The reason of

all this is, that they have no object, no inducement to keep the

field beyond their pittance of pay, which is never such as to in-

duce them to spend life and limb for you. They readily enough

take service, so long as you don't go to war, but when that

comes, they desert or fly. It were easy to establish all this, for

the destruction of Italy has arisen from no other cause but that,

for many years, she depended upon mercenary troops ; who,

indeed, occasionally did something, and wore a semblance of

valour when pitted against each other, but, on the appearance

of the stranger, showed in their true colours. Thus was Charles
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of France allowed to take possession of the Peninsula as easily

as he would have chalked off his cantonments, and the result of

all their pi'owess left the country overrun by him, ravaged by

Louis, trampled on by Ferdinand, and insulted by the Swiss ;

in fine, by their means she was enslaved and disgraced."

These changes led to considerable modifications in the art of

war, to which other circumstances greatly contributed. The

invasion of Italy by successive ultra-montane hosts brought into

her battle-fields other races, armed, drilled, and disciplined upon

new principles ; and the descent of Charles VIII., which we are

now about to describe, forms an era in military tactics. The

heavy accoutrements, the staid evolutions, the blockade sieges,

the bloodless encounters of the old system were admirably suited

for troops whose grand object was to perform their term of ser-

vice without unnecessary personal risk, and to spare themselves

all exertion which did not promise a meed of booty. The in-

vention of gunpowder at first tended to exaggerate the very

inconveniences which it was destined eventually to supplant

:

for a time, defensive armour became more and more massive,

and horse-trappings less manageable. In order to resist the

additional weight, chargers of the most powerful shapes were

sought for ; but they v/ere in proportion sluggish and unhandy,

apt to fall on the slightest stumble, difficult to maintain in con-

dition, and incapable of sustained exertion. These evils having

become apparent, the men-at-arms ceased to be regarded as the

sole sinews of war, and many of them were converted into

lances.

Unlike the cavalry Avhich now bear that name, these lances

were heavy troops, and, like the men-at-arms, they each con-

sisted of three mounted soldiers— a head-lance on his charger,

a soldier on his steed, and a lacquey on his pad. The pay of

these troops, which In 1492 were already used In Komagna, was

twelve florins for every lance, being four times that of a foot-

soldier ; and they were reckoned twice as effective as halestrieri,

VOL. I. Y
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or Hght-liorsc, both new varieties of mounted force. The former

were brought into repute by Camillo Vitelli,

" In heart a lion, though a calf in name," *

and were armed with cross-bows, their tactic being to gall the

enemy without coming to close quarters. Of the latter there

were several vaneties, the most efficient of which were the

Stradiotes. Accustomed from childhood to constant skirmishes

with their Turkish foes, in the mountains of Albania, where

manoeuvres of regular cavalry were impracticable, they partook

of the agility and address for which Cossacks and Circassians

have lately become celebrated. Their arms were a spear ten

feet long, a broadsword and a mace, and they were defended

by an iron scull-cap, a small shield, and a short quilted jerkin.

They were introduced by the Venetians into Lombardy, where

their dashing qualities, as well as their ferocity, soon established

the reputation of these irregular horse as most formidable mer-

cenaries.

Infantry occupied, under the new system, a place until then

denied them. They had hitherto been of small account in the

mustering of armies, and were rarely relied on except in situa-

tions Avhich excluded cavalry evolutions. They carried small

shields, and halberts or lances, but Avere scarcely at all drilled,

and never attempted to stand against a charge of horse. More

effective were their crossbows, and the rude muskets which they

began to use. As fire-arms Avere made more handy, the value

of infantry rapidly increased, and its discipline became an im-

portant branch of the military art. But in this section of the

service, Italians had to learn costly lessons from their alpine

neighbours.

In a land where nature had lavished her most sublime efforts,

she I'cared a race as hardy In heart and sinew as their climate

was severe, their scenery wild, their hardships extreme. Life

* Of sixteen VitcUi named in tlie tahle at p. 34G., all but the first were renowned

contlottieri.
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was there a perpetual struggle Avith privations, an unceasing

exercise of toil. To provide the necessaries of existence re-

quired limbs enduring of fatigue, an eye of unerring accuracy,

perseverance inexhaustible, courage indomitable. And such

were the qualities of the Swiss mountaineers, which they de-

veloped in the chase, exercised in rude sports, and perfected in

their struggles with the house of Hapsburg, until their shouts

of victory echoed through the valleys around Morgarten,— until

Europe stood aghast at the issue of Granson, and of

" ]\Iorat the proud, the patriot fiekl."

In their country of crags and ravines It was Impossible either

to rear powerful horses, or to manceuvre with heavy cavalry ;

the accoutrements of gens cCarmerie were also too costly for a

population of scanty and much divided means. They therefore

adopted, what proved more effective even in the plain, an in-

fantiy so armed and drilled as to withstand the shock of men-

at-arms. In lines four deep, or in cross-shaped columns, they

received the charge upon their bristling pikes, and with two-

handed swords dealt fell blows on the broken squadrons.

Their defensive armour was of the least cumbrous description,

consisting generally but of breastplates ; and with the axe-

headed halberts, which some of them carried, they unseated their

enemies, or cut their reins in the melee. By these means they

were enabled so well to apply the activity and endurance be-

stowed upon them by nature, as to meet on equal terms with

armies apparently much their superiors. Louis XI. was the

first sovereign to avail himself of a new element, whose quali-

ties he had learned by bloody experience at the passage of tlie

Birsa, in 1444.* But after the Swiss mercenaries had tasted

the gratification of regular pay, and the plunder of lands more

golden than their own, an appetite for adventure superseded the

* Ricotti, iii. 257. The Swiss were first brought into Italy by Sixtus IV., and

fought at Giornico in 1479.
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pristine simplicity of their habits. The cantons, finding it diffi-

cult to keep their youth at home, became parties to contracts

which hired out their services to the best bidder ; and we shall

henceforward find them in the champaign lands of Lombardy,

following with equal good-will the lilies of France, the lion of

St. ISIark, or the Papal gonfalone. Thus in a few years, the

military aspect of Southern Europe became changed, not only

by the employment of Swiss infantry in all important enter-

prises, but from an adoption of their system by the troops of

Italy, France, and Germany.

The Emperor Maximilian was the first to organise in Ger-

many a militia of foot, under the name of lanznechts, against

whom the Swiss, recollecting their ancient struggles for liberty,

nourished a rancour, which only their common stipendiary in-

terests could for the moment suspend. Lightly armed with

lance and dagger, but encumbered by a preposterous camp-

following; reckless of danger, yet indifferent to glory ; they were

fractious, disobedient, debauched, impatient of suffering, greedy

of pay, devoted to plunder. But our notice of the ultra-

montane infantry would be incomplete without the Spaniards.

They were brought into Italy to maintain Ferdinand's preten-

sions upon Naples, and to support the aspirations of his suc-

cessor to extended dominion in the Peninsula. Levied by tuck

of drum, with scanty promise of pay, but unlimited licence to

pillage, they campaigned in the spirit of pirates ; and though

the energy of Gonsalvo di Cordova ultimately brought the

Ilispano-Neapolitan army into a very efficient state, this stain

was never effaced. The character for ferocity which attached

to their birth is stamped upon their military ex^jloits, and has

left its traces to this day upon the inhabitants of Lower Italy.

The cavalry of Germany and Spain was decidedly inferior to

the Italian light horse and men-at-arms, and played but an un-

important part in the wars which we are now to consider.

Our review of the military art in the Peninsula must needs

include the recent introduction of fire-arms. The reseax'ches of
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Gaye have discovered that projectiles were used iu Italy con-

siderably earlier than the date usually assigned to their inven-

tion, a due provision of " cannons and metal balls," both for

field-service and fortification, being ordered by the Florentine

government in February, 1326.* Whatever may have been

its origin, the invention was slowly followed up ; for, after

nearly a century and three quarters, the Italian artillery was

still so cumbrous and defective as to be of little practical utility,

and it was rarely employed except in sieges. Indeed, accord-

ing to Guicciardini, the very name of cannons had passed out of

use, and the light and rapidly-served field-pieces of the French

army were regarded with as much surprise as apprehension.

The development of the new power was extremely gradual;

and although we have seen it in operation at the battle of Moli-

nella, in 1467, no other instance occurred during that century

of its being used with effect in the field. t Nor is this surprising,

when we consider the unmanageable nature of the service, and

the gradual steps whereby science superseded rude contrivance.

Heavy cannon were then from ten to twelve feet long, re-

quiring at times fifty yoke of oxen. They carried balls of stone

or metal of ten or twelve hundred pounds ; and after each dis-

charge, some hours were needed to clean out, reload, and point

the piece. Even the flying artillery (^passa volanti) were in

length sixty diameters, and the basilisks, reckoned as light guns,

were two-hundred pounders. We cannot now pursue the sub-

* Carteggio d' Avtisti, preface to vol. ii. Among the other sources to Mhich wc

have been indebted for these military details, we may mention Machiavelli, Ricotti,

and the Relazioni Venete, passim, but especially Fromis' edition of Francesco di

Giorgio on military institutions, a work of great learning and research, published

at Turin in 1841. See below, Chap. XXVIL
f Refer back to p. 180. ; also to p. 237-8, for a description of the bombards used

at the siege of Colle in 1479. The same tendency to overweight artillery seems

common to many half-civiUsed nations. The size of the guns mounted in the Dar-

danelles is an instance, as well as that of the Scottish Mons Meg ; but the most

gigantic projectiles yet known have been found among the Burmese, and I believe

the Chinese. In modern warfare, field batteries are usually of six, or, at most, nine

pounders.
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ject, but any one who visits a complete armory of 1480— 1500,

or examines the works upon military engineering of that age,

will probably conclude that few modern discoveries in the

destructive art had not even then been approximated. For

attack and defence of fortified places these machines were cer-

tainly better adapted ; yet, with all the talent and princely en-

couragement then expended upon fortification, it must be con-

sidered as in its infancy. But when the chivalry of the north

poured upon fated Italy, under Charles VIII., no part of their

array appeared so formidable as their field-train, powerful yet

compact, heavy but easily moved ; and the unimportant service

required from it in that brief campaign, was performed in a

manner which showed how much even the Italians had to

learn in this department. At the Taro, the nature of the

ground prevented it from contributing much to the success of

that bloody day, and it was reserved for the sanguinary conflict

of Ravenna to develop the capabilities of a service which gra-

dually became the right arm of European warfare.
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CHAPTER XV.

ITALY ILL PREPARED FOR THE FREXCU INVASION. DUKE GUIDO-

BALDO SENT AGAINST THE ORSINL — LUCREZIA BORGIA's SECOND

MARRIAGE. DESCENT OB' CHARLES VIII. HE REACHES NAPLES

AND RETREATS. BATTLE OP THE TARO. THE DUKE ENGAGED

IN THE PISAN AVAR.— IS TAKEN PRISONER BY THE ORSINI AND'

RANSOMED.

" Ecco, dicca, si pcnte Ludovico

D' aver fatto in Italia venir Carlo ;

Che sol per travagliar 1' emulo antico

Chiamato vc 1' avca, iion per cacciarlo

:

'

E se gli scuopre al ritornar nimico

Con Vencziani in lega, e \'iiol pigliarlo.

Ecco la lancia il Re animoso abbassa,

Apre la strada, e lor nial grado, passa,"

Aeiosto, Orl. Far. xxxiii. 31.

" Louis (so learned Merlin said) is woe

To have brouglit to Italy King Charlemagne,

^lioni he called in to harass, not o'crthrow,

That ancient rival of his goodly reign :

At his return declares himself his foe,

And leagued with Venice, would the King detain.

Behold that valiant monarch couch his spear,

And in his foe's despite a passage clear."

Stewart Hoses Translation.

" Veggio r Italia tutta a fiamma c a fuoco

Per questi Galli, che con gran furore

Vengon jser rovinar non so che luoco."

BoiAKDO, Orl. Inanu 1. iii. c. 9,

Now Italy I see

By furious French invaders quite laid waste.

Their march in far-spread desolation marked.

The preceding rapid sketch may show the materials of which

tlie Invading hosts were composed, and the nature of the

r 4
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approaching danger. Its imminence appalled even those powers

who, like Sforza, thought more of their own ends than of the

general weal ; and Alfonso II.*, who had succeeded to the crown

of Naples on the death of his father Ferdinand, in January,

1494, was indefatigable in uniting them on the defensive.

With Pietro de' Medici, we have already seen that the latter

was in close relations. Among the princes of Romagna, Gallic

influence had obtained no footing. The Venetians, occupied in

the defence of their eastern dependencies from the Turks, and

trusting, perhaps, to see Charles redeem his promise of a

crusade against the Crescent, were inclined to neutrality.

Genoa was in the hands of a faction entirely under the influence

of Ludovico il Moro, who, though bound by treaty to Charles,

was already alienated at heart from the connection, and ready

on the first opportunity to discard it. The Pontiff's position,

like his usual policy, was somewhat complicated. "We have

formerly found his predecessors generally hostile to the dynasty

of Aragon, as well as to that of HohenstaufFen, and tolerably

consistent in support of the Angevine races, whose original

title to the Neapolitan crown was a papal grant. Further,

the claims of the popes as lords paramount of that kingdom,

and the annual payments which in that capacity they de-

manded, were fertile grounds for rancour, which but a few

years before had broken out in hostilities. We have also seen

Ferdinand assisting Virginio Orsini in purchasing those estates

from which Alexander was bent upon expelling him. But a

deeper cause for mortification and j^ersonal enmity arose out of

the resistance by that King and his son to the matrimonial

alliance of a princess of their house with one of the Pope's

spurious sons. For a time, therefore, his Holiness balanced be-

tween the parties, and appears even to have allowed his name

to be used by Ludovico Sforza in proposing to Charles the

* lie is sometimes ranked as Alfonso I. of Naples ; bnt since his gramlfivtlicr,

Alfonso V. of Aragon, also held that crown, it seems more distinct to call him the

Second of Naples.
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conquest of Naples. But his object was merely to annoy and

alarm Ferdinand ; and when he found this idea seriously adopted

by the young monarch of France, he hastily backed out, and

employed his spiritual and temporal influence to dissuade him

from the enterprise.* Alfonso warmly supported his Holiness

in this new policy, and, in order to clench him in it, betrothed

his natural daughter, Sancia, with a dowery of lands worth

10,000 ducats of rent, and jewels to the value of 200,000 ducats,

to Giuflfredo Borgia, the Pope's youngest child, whom he created

Prince of Squillace. This son-in-law not being yet marriage-

able, the King had an excuse for taking him to be brought up

near his bride, with the intention of securing a hostage for his

unstable parent's good faith. As a further bait, the principality

of Tricarico, with estates of 12,000 ducats a-year, and one of

the seven great offices under the crown of Naples, were given

to the eldest Borgia, now Duke of Gandia; whilst on Cesare,

already raised to the purple as Cardinal Valentino (or of Valen-

cia), his best ecclesiastical benefices were showered by the hard-

pressed Alfonso.

But the transaction of Virginio Orsini gave rise to a prelimi-

nary episode in the great drama, Avhich, as bringing the Duke

of Urbino upon the stage, requix'cs some notice in this place.

Besides the uneasiness with which Alexander viewed the further

aggrandisement of that already too formidable subject, it is

more than probable that, in claiming the Cibo estates, as lapsed

to the Camera Apostolica, his ultimate intention was, to bestow

them upon one of his own children ; for his selfish policy seldom

embraced any aim more noble than nepotism or revenge. Being

doubtful of his own ability to drive the Orsini from their new
purchase, he, in April, 1493, leagued himself Avith Ludovico

Sforza and the Venetian republic. Through the former, he

carried into effect a scheme which at once tended to facilitate

that object, and promoted his favourite aim of providing his

* Koscoc, in a note to chai^tcr iii. of the recent editions of Leo X., discusses the

conflicting assertions as to the Pope's encouragement of Charles's expedition.
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offspring with eligible marriages. His daughter Lucrezia, —
she whose name has, perhaps, clone more to render her infamous

than her guilt, but whose beauty, accomplishments, and eventual

penitence, had been forgotten in the heinous crimes which history

laid to her charge unquestioned, until Roscoe's ingenious de-

fence,— Lucrezia Borgia was then betrothed wife of a Spanish,

or, rather, a Neapolitan, gentleman, named Proclda. To nul-

lify a union so valueless cost no qualm to the Pontiff, and, pro-

bably, as little to the lady. To match her with the widowed

Lord of Pesaro scarcely required the persuasions of his relation

Ludovico il Moro, and his brother-in-law, Duke Guidobaldo,

whose good offices the Pope put in requisition to arrange pre-

liminaries with the bridegroom, paying at the same time 3000

ducats as a solace to her first husband.* The betrothal, in May,

was celebrated by a ball in the palace of Pesaro, from which the

assembled guests issued forth in couples, dancing through the

streets a sort of polonaise, which was led by the papal ambas-

sador! The nuptial ceremony was postponed until Lucrezia's

arrival from Spain in the following spring, and it was not until

June that the bridal party reached their capital.

Having arranged this marriage, Alexander sent Duke Guido-

baldo, along with his son Cesare, against the Orsini. The

former, though only in his twenty-second year, was already

suffering from gout, his fatal malady, which had first shown

itself during the rejoicings at Giovanni Sforza's betrothal. But

he resisted it with great courage, addicting himself more than

ever to the hardy exercises of the camp. The partizan warfare

on which the Pope thus employed him as gonfaloniere of the

Church, was, however, productive of little glory, and the Orsini,

driven by superior force from their new lands, awaited an o])por-

tunity for retaliation. The nuptials of Lucrezia took j^lace in

1494, after she had made a triumphal entry into Rome, scan-

dalous even in that pontificate of scandal. The ceremonial was

* Some authorities rei)resctit licr as iiiarvied to liini, but see below, p. 350., note,

for her own statement.
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witnessed by a select party of ecclesiastical dignitaries, and a hun-

dred and fifty of the handsomest women of Rome, selected wltli-

out regard to their character, whose husbands Avere excluded.

To each of these dames the Pope presented a silver cup of con-

fections, which, amid much outrageous merriment, were emptied

into their bosoms, " and all to the honour and praise of Almighty

God and the Romish Church," as the cotemporary narrator

caustically observes.* The same parties then paired off to

supper, which was prolonged some hours beyond midnight, the

company being entertained by dramatic representations of a

most impure charactei'. In all these revels Alexander and his

then favourite, Giulia Bella took pjlrt, and they were fitly

wound up by his conducting in person the bride to her husband's

couch. For the introduction of such disgusting details an

apology may be due, but without them, general declamation on

the vices of the Borgian court would convey no just idea of the

truth. That the loathsome picture is under- coloured, may be

supposed from a concluding remark of the diarist, that he had

suppressed many reports regarding this orgy, as they seemed

cither false or exceeding credibility. Bad as is this scene, it is

pure compared with some described by Burchard, another

journalist of the Vatican obscenities. In June, Lucrezia set

out for her new home, and, resting a night at Urbino on the

way, was received with the honours due to her rank. A
furious tempest, in which she next day entered her capital,

ruined the costly preparations intended to celebrate her

welcome, and was remembered afterwards as ominous of the

result of her marriage, and of the mischiefs occasioned there by

the Borgia. But men's minds were quickly roused from idle

festivities. The barbarians were already scaling the Alps;

Italy and her spoils lay at their feet.

In return for the favours bestOAved upon his children, the

Pope renewed to Alfonso his investiture of Naples, and sent

* Stephani Infessuri Diarium Romans Urbis, in Muratori Scriptor. iii. p. ii.

p. 1246. He dates the marriage ceremony the 12th of June, 1493.
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thither his own nephew, the Cardhial of Monreale, to attend his

coronation and the betrothal of his daughter to Giuffredo Borgia.

But, with wonted cunning, Alexander kept open a retreat from

this alliance, by instructing the Cardinal to obtain as a personal

favour, the return to Home of his hostage child and bride. lie

celebrated their arrival in May following, with pompous festivi-

ties exceeding in splendour the reception accorded to royal

personages, and, in defiance of public decency, appeared in con-

sistory, and in the papal chair of St. Peter, at the solemn

function of Pentecost, between the bastard bride of his bastard

son, and his dissolute daughter Lucrezia.

Such was the position of Italy at the moment of the French

invasion, the calamities of which are thus prefigured by Guic-

ciardini. " From it originated not only the revolution of states,

the subversion of dynasties, the desolation of provinces, the

destruction of cities, the most savage massacres ; but likewise

altered habits, changed morals, a new and more sanguinary

mode of warfare, and therewith diseases previously unknown

;

it also so entirely disorganised the guarantees for concord and

internal tranquillity, that these could never be replaced, and

thus was the country left to be trodden down and wasted by

other foreign nations and barbarian armies. By a yet greater

misfortune, in order that our shame might derive no alleviation

from the prowess of our enemy, he whose invasion brought lis

so many mischiefs, although most amply endowed with the

bounties of fortune, was destitute of almost every natural or

mental endowment. For Charles was from his childhood of

languid complexion, deformed person, and diminutive stature,

besides having a countenance singularly repulsive but for his

penetrating and dignified glance, with limbs so disproportioned

as to resemble a monster rather tlian a man. Nor was he only

destitute of liberal acquirements ; he scarcely knew his letters.

Although greedy of empire, there was nothing for which Jie

was less qualified; for he was encircled by a few, with whom
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he maintained neither dignity nor authority ; he was averse to

all occupation and business, and, when he did apply to his

affairs, was alike wanting in prudence and judgment. Even

such apparently laudable qualities as he seemed to possess

proved, on examination, more akin to vices than to virtues.

Thus his inclination for glory was from impulse rather than

matured resolution; his liberality was ill directed and without

discrimination or degree ; wavering at times in his counsels, he

Avas oftener guided by foolish obstinacy than by decision ; and

what many called good-nature would have been better named

indifference or easiness of temper." The description given by

a son of Andrea Mante<2i:na is still less favovirable to the Kino-'s

appearance. " He is said to have a very ill-favoured face,

with great goggle eyes, an aquiline nose off'ensively large, and a

head disfigured by few and sparse hairs. When I think of such

a little hunchy fellow my fancy is struck with wonder."* We
shall add one other characteristic sketch of a monarch for whom
fortune destined a part strangely at variance with his qualifica-

tions. It Avas given by Ludovico il Moro, in December of this

year, to the Venetian resident at his court, and has been

obligingly communicated to me by Mr. Kawdon Brown, than

whom no one is more perfectly versed in the transactions of

that republic. " The man is young, and his conduct meagre,

nor has he any form or method of council. His assistants are

divided into two factions, one headed by the Comte de Bresse,

the other by St. Malo and Beaucaire with their adherents

;

they are violently opposed to each other on every topic, and

provided the one thwart the other and carry his point, no re-

gard soever is had for the King's interests. They attend to

the accumulation of coin, and care for nothing else ; nor would

all of them put together make half a wise man. I remember

when at Asti seeing him in a room with the members of his

assembled council, and, whilst discussing any matter, one kept

* Gayc Cavtcggio, i. 326. See a cotemporary estimate of the invading army in

No. VIII. of the Appendix.
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playing, another was eating breakfast, a third was attending to

this, a fourth to that ; and the King was in motion the whole

time whilst listening to any one. He would order letters to be

couched in a certain form, and subsequently countermand them

on hearing another person's ideas."*

It would lead us far beyond our limits to follow the blunders

which on both sides signalised the campaign. Charles opened

it by sending an army into Lombardy, under Sir Bernard

Stuart of Aubigny, cousin-german of John first Earl of Lennox

in Scotland, whose career in arms was rewarded with many

dignities, and who, after uniting his troops with those of

Ludovico il Moro, his now unwilling ally, advanced on Ro-

magna. The King, leaving Vienne upon the 22d of August,

took the Cenis pass with the main body of his forces, and on

the 9th of September was at Asti in Piedmont. From thence

he visited Milan, before marchinsf against Florence. To meet

these formidable foes, Alfonso alone manifested any energy.

He sent a fleet to the Ligurian coast to watch a naval arma-

ment which had been fitted out at Marseilles, and, if possible, to

make a diversion upon Genoa. He at the same time dispatched

his eldest son Ferdinand, Duke of Calabria, accompanied by two

experienced generals, Nicolo Orsini Count of Petigliano and

Gian Giacomo Trivulzio, to support the Bolognese against the

onset of d'Aubigny. Being joined at Cesena by Guidobaldo

of Urbino, who had been engaged by Alfonso with 200 men-

at-arms, at an annual pay of 24,000 ducats, and by Giovanni

Sforza, the Duke found himself at the head of 2500 men-at-

arms and 8000 foot, of whom the portion belonging to Florence

was commanded by Annibalc Bentivoglio. But none of these

leaders possessed a master influence suited to the crisis. The

* Our French authorities for this expedition are vahiahlc, inchuling Comincs,

and Andre de hi Vigne, cotemporaries wlio sliared in its hazards. A curious essay

by M. de Foncemagne, ascril)ing to Charles the ambition of a crusader, and pointing

at Constantinople as its real destination, will be found ia vol. xvii. 539. of Memoires

de rAcadcniic dcs Inscriptions.
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spirit of cordiality and mutual confidence, which alone could

promise success, was on this as on all similar occasions wanting

to Italy ; and whilst Trivulzio and the other commanders, con-

fident in the superiority of their army, urged on a decisive

engagement, Petigliano exposed himself to the charge of slug-

gishness or the suspicion of bad faith, by frustrating all their

endeavours.

The forces of the league had orders to advance towards

Parma, and meet the French and Milanese troops under d'Au-

bigny and Gian Francesco da Sanseverino, Count of Cajazzo,

who had been retained by Ludovico il Moro. This, however,

they were unable to effect, and, finding themselves much inferior

in strength to the invaders, they retired upon Faenza. In that

neighbourhood the two armies remained for some time, face to

face, without further encounter than a few skirmishes, in which

Guidobaldo distinguished his bravery. Whilst they lost time in

disunited counsels, the progress of Charles in Central Italy

occasioned the recal of the Florentine and papal contingents.

The princes of Romagna, seeing the game virtually lost, found

excuses for liberating themselves from a falling cause, and by

withdrawing to their several states, sought safety in a neutral

position. The Duke of Calabria thus abandoned, retired within

the Neapolitan frontier to await fresh instructions from his

father ; and thus was the last chance of saving Italy shamefully

lost. jNIeanwhile the French monarch took the road by Pon-

tremoli and Sarzana, which fortress and Pietra Santa, Pietro

de' Medici surrendered to him in a panic, as base as it was

inexplicable. Disgusted with his cowardice, Florence and Pisa

rose and expelled his Avhole race, but rashly crediting the assu-

rances of diaries that he came as a deliverer and friend of

liberty, received him with open arms.

The description of an eye-witness to the overthrow of the

Medici conveys a vivid picture of the revolutions so common in

republican Florence. It has been printed by Gaye*, from the

* Cartcggio, i. p. 2 1 3.
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original diary of Giusto. " On Sunday the 9tli of November,

the people of Florence rose in arms against the palle, that is,

against Pietro de' Medici, who had so used his sway, and who

repaired to the palace. The populace, observing this, rushed

thither, crying, 'Live the people and liberty!' the children

being first in the piazza : and by God's will all Florence armed

and hurried to the palace, calling out, ' People and liberty !

'

so that Pietro, the Cardinal, and Giuliano his brother fled.

And there Avas a reward of 2000 florins proclaimed by the

Signory, for whoever would bring the Cardinal alive or dead to

the palace ; and thus matters continued. Next day all the ban-

ners and pennons were set up, and such was the people's fury at

the palace, throughout the town, and at the gates, day and night,

that although I have four times found Florence in arms since

1458, this has been the most unanimous and extraordinary

affair, from the efibrts made by the lilies to erase the balls

\_gigli and i^alle, the respective arms of the republic and of the

Medici]: even children two or three years old, by a miracle,

cried in the houses ' People and liberty !
' and among them our

little Catherine. Tims by God's grace did this community free

itself from the hands of many tyrants, who, thanks to the

blessed God ! were expelled without bloodshed."

But with these revolutions, which ended in giving to Florence

and Pisa independent popular governments, and with the war of

rivalry which consequently ensued between them, we have at

present no concern. The struggle was maintained during

several years, with an obstinacy and bitterness which more

than once compromised the general tranquillity of the Peninsula

;

when it terminated Pisa had been ruined and Florence was

bankrupt. It was at this crisis that there occurred an anecdote

preserved in the Cortegglano, among \\\q, faceticB of the court of

Urblno. One of the Florentine council, in a committee of ways

and means, proposed to augment the customs' revenue by

doubling the number of city-gates at which dues were collected

!

Alexander, ever too occupied with private objects to heed
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the general cause, had meanwhile, upon a petty quarrel with

the Colonna, withdrawn his troops from Romagna, to waste

them and much precious time in wretched partizan struggles

with these fractious barons, and in this miserable trifling em-

ployed his son Cesare. Vainly confident while no immediate

danger impended, he had flattered himself that the French inva-

sion would come to nothing. But when he saw two powerful

armies reach his frontier, without obstacle or check, terror

succeeded to foolish security. Abandoning his ally of Naples,

he humbly besought his personal enemy Cardinal Ascanio

Sforza to mediate with the French monarch in his behalf.

Yet to the latest moment did he waver, alternately insolent and

abject, fawning and fickle. Through these fluctuations it is

needless to follow him. On the last day of 1494 the invading

army marched unopposed and triumphant into Rome, and, leav-

ing the city on the 28th of January, advanced toAvards Naples.

A panic had already seized upon Alfonso, his army, and his

people. On the 23d of January he abdicated the crown in

favour of his son Ferdinand, and fled with his treasures to

Sicily, where he died after ten months of abject austerities, as

an offset to long years of aggravated debauchery. The new
King, upon his bloodless rout at the Garigliano, found himself

Avithout money, and supported neither by his troops nor his sub-

jects. The bold front which he assumed availed nothing in

circumstances so desperate. He retired to Ischla, and on the

22d of February Charles took possession of Naples, amid the

acclamations of a populace, Avhom the iron sway of the false

and gloomy Ferdinand, and of his sanguinary son, had alienated

from the Aragonese dynasty. But though we pass thus rapidly

over the campaign of the French and Spaniards in Lower Italy,

its results were of lasting importance. The foretaste of the

Peninsula then obtained by these nations as its invaders or de-

fenders stimulated a fatal relish for its attractions ; and the

appetite thus engendered was not stayed until that fair land had

been trodden down by successive hosts, scarcely less damaging

VOL. I. z
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to her prosperity and destructive to her liberties as her selfish

allies, than as her open foes.

Experience had by this time shown the folly of the Italian

policy, and the various states were not unwilling to profit by its

lesson. Forgetting for the moment their individual ends, they

resolved to throw off an incubus which threatened to make the

Peninsula a province of France. Ludovico Sforza had long

sought to resile from his ill-judged engagements with Charles

;

the Venetians found that the Turkish crusade was but a false

pretext ; the Florentines saw their adhesion to the invader re-

paid by the loss of Pisa ; the Pope, ever inclined to intrigue,

was more especially ready to join in any plan which should open

an escape from his blunders in bringing down such dangerous

neighbours. Nor did the ultra-montane powers view with

satisfaction so vast an accession to French influence. Ferdi-

nand II. of Spain, whose envoy had formally broken with

Charles ere he crossed the Neapolitan frontiei', now put himself

forward to wean the Venetians from their neutrality. Maxi-

milian (who, not having been crowned, was only King of the

Romans, but whom we shall generally call Emperor) burned for

opportunity of avenging a double wrong which the French

monarch had done him by jilting his daughter Margaret, and by

espousing his betrothed bride, Anne of Bretagne. Having

himself married in 1493 Bianca Sforza, her uncle Ludovico il

Moro bribed him by a large dowery to take advantage of certain

alleged flaws in the Milanese investitures, and to recognise him as

Duke, passing over his sickly nephew Giovanni Galeazzo. The

new charter in favour of II Moro reached him immediately after

the death of the latter, whose feeble and wretched existence

was terminated, perhaps by poison, in October 1494. He left a

son, and in defiance of the title of this child, whose injuries his

imcle, Alfonso of Naples, Avas no longer in circumstances to

redress, Ludovico seized the trappings of that sovereignty,

which he virtually had usurped long before the imperial diploma

reached him. Thus were these parties prepared for a united
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exertion in the common cause ; and the minor feudatories of

the Peninsula willingly joined them in a five years' league, for

the purpose of restoring and maintaining the independence of

Italy. It was concluded at Venice, on the 31st of March 1495,

and by it Germany, Spain, Venice, Milan, and the Pope were

bound to furnish 34,000 horse, and 20,000 foot, or monied con-

tributions proportioned to their respective contingents of that

force.

Charles and his army had abandoned themselves to the

intoxication of their easy conquest, and to excess in those

pleasures which in the Ausonian climate seem to enervate na-

tives and strangers. From this careless security, news of the

alliance roused him to the danger of being entrapped in his

new kingdom. Leaving half his army there to maintain his

authority, he on the 20th of May set out with the remainder

on his return homeward. Hastily retracing the same route, he

saw difficulties increasing around him, but avoided hostilities,

until in descending the Apennines into Lombardy he found

himself intercepted among the defiles of the Taro by the allied

army, so superior in force as to render his destruction next to

inevitable, even without taking into account the immense ad-

vantages of the position which they had selected. But the

singular good fortune which had enabled the French monarch

to overrun the whole Peninsula, conquer a kingdom, and retire

in the face of opposing Europe, without once calling into ex-

ercise whatever talent, judgment, or bravery he might have

possessed, did not forsake him in this his first difficulty. The

confederates, by unpardonable want of good understanding

among their leaders, and of steadiness among their troops,

let slip the precious oj)portunity of exterminating their in-

vaders. On the 6th of July they suffered on the Taro an

overthrow which they vainly claimed as a victory, and after

a brief hour's conflict retired in disorder, leaving above three

thousand men on the field. Of this battle Guicciardinl re-

marks that it was the first for a long period that had

z 2
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been really sanguinary In Its character, compared with those

tactic engagements of the condottleri, in which bloodshed

was little sought on either side. As the earliest struggle be-

tween Italy and her Invaders, the only occasion when her dis-

united interests were rallied beneath one banner. It holds a

place In history which In a military view it by no means

merited.* It was lost by the delays, distracted counsels, and

deficient discipline among the allies, and brought little glory to

the retreating army, which, without further opposition, reached

Asti, where a strong garrison had been left, and In October

re-entered France. The Aragonese party was strong in Naples,

and within six weeks after Charles had quitted that capital,

Ferdinand II. was welcomed back to it by a versatile people,

whom the never-failing insolence of the French had quickly

disgusted with their change of masters. The kingdom was

gradually recovered from its invaders and their supporters, the

Angevlne barons, bj^ aid of Spanish succours under Gonsalvo di

Cordova, whose gallantry and skill during a harassing guerilla

campaign established his reputation, and procured him the name

of the Great Captain. Montpensier, when left as viceroy in

command of the army of occupation, made feeble head against

him for above a year, until most of his troops having dropped

under the effects of climate and debauchery, he surrendered the

remainder as prisoners of war. Lower Italy, again under Fer-

dinand's sway, was no more disturbed by Charles, who wasted

the brief remainder of his life In dissolute Indulgences, better

becoming his despicable character than foreign conquests.

Thus terminated the first of those systematic and successful

invasions from which Italy has suffered in later ages. Various

circumstances combined to modify Its serious results upon her

prosperity, and though almost unopposed, the victors perhaps

paid more dearly than the vanquished. But the seeds of mis-

clilef were sown, too surely to ripen Into fatal evils. The

* Sec some details of it in No. VIII. of the Appendix.
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nations of the north had learned important lessons ; her tempta-

tions, her disunion, and her consequent powerlessness had been

disclosed to them. This epoch may indeed be regarded as the

turning point of European history. From it the liberties and

prosperity of Italy declined, and the new combinations, alliances,

and intermarriages then formed by ultra-montane governments

gradually matured that political system which has since come

to be regarded as the bulwark of national independence. We
have introduced this rapid sketch of the French expedition,

because, although it but slightly influenced Guidobaldo's posi-

tion, subsequent events, to which it in some degree gave occa-

sion, brought forward himself and his successor as prominent

actors. He had been engaged by the Venetian republic to join

the confederate army with four hundred and seventy horse, but

had no share in the disgraceful conflict at the Taro ; his

squadrons, however, seem to have been there under his natural

bi'other Antonio, who, while commanding the reserve, might

have turned the fortune of the day, but for an oversight in the

transmission of orders to him.

The Pisan war was the immediate fruit of the French in^

vasion, as regarded the internal relations of the Peninsula.

Charles, remembering the old proverb " sow divisions and rule,"

or perhaps from a mere love of mischief-making, had instigated

that city to throw off" the yoke of Florence, and re-establish its

ancient republican independence. But the support which he

had pledged to it was forgotten, when personal considerations

rendered a retreat advisable ; and the Pisans were left to main-

tain themselves as best they could against their old rivals and

recent masters, with the aid of a French brigade under

Monsieur d'Entragues. The Florentines lost no time in en-

gaging the Duke of Urbino to command their troops for three

years, Avho, by active and well-judged movements, quickly pos-

sessed himself of Ponte Sacco, Palaia, and other small towns

about the Era. Their resistance was punished with the usual

barbarity of the time, by cold-blooded cruelties which Guldo-
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baldo does not appear to have shared or approved. It seems

questionable how far the blunders in an assault on Yicopisano

were owing to him or to the Florentine commissaries, who, as

was usual in the service of the great republics, were sent to

control their general ; but the consequence was a repulse, after

which he retired into winter quarters. His subsequent opera-

tions in their service are of no interest ; their jealousies para-

lysing both his spirit and their own.

The last year's experience was but shortlived in the Italian

states. Instead of profiting by the absence of their common

foe to strengthen themselves against a recurrence of danger,

they resumed their innate rivalries, and fomented fresh discord.

The Florentines, far from joining the league to expel Charles,

continued to favour his cause, attributing, with justice, to his

advent their liberation from the Medici and the re-establish-

ment of a democratic government. What they, above all

things, dreaded was the return of that banished race, so they

kej)t aloof from any new combination that might lead to it.

This contumacy was looked upon with little favour by those

powers who were averse to popular institutions, or friendly to

Pietro de' Medici ; besides which they apprehended that such a

state of matters, if allowed to continue, would facilitate a re-

petition of the late invasion. In accordance with the crooked

policy of the age, they succovired Pisa, without any open de-

claration of the war which they were in fact carrying on against

Florence. This circumstance, and the wonted bad faith of

Ludovico il Moro, complicated a struggle which was conducted

in the drawling spirit of half-fighting, half-negotiating, usual

in such petty strifes. Ludovico finally tempted the Emperor

to a fresh invasion of Italy, in order to force Florence into the

general league, but he conducted the enterprise with equal

feebleness and faithlessness, and after having occupied Pisa,

retreated without leaving any material impression on the cam-

paign, which declined into a scries of unimportant skirmishes.

Meanwhile the Pope, the Venetians, and Sforza united in
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exciting various neighbours of the Florentines, such as the

Bentivoglii, the Riarii, and Siena, to molest their frontiers,

whilst Virginio Orsini prepared to restore the Medici by arms.

This plan, however, fell to the ground, and Guidobaldo was

soon after summoned, as a vassal of the Church, to leave his

incomplete term of unsatisfactory service under the lilies of

Florence, and join the new combination formed by the Pontiff

to replace Ferdinand upon the Neapolitan throne.

The fate of the French army at Naples, against the wreck

of which this expedition was directed, has been already men-

tioned. The evolutions whereby Guidobaldo, as lieutenant-

general of the ecclesiastical forces, in concert with the great

Gonsalvo di Cordova, reduced some Angevine feudatories in

the Abruzzi, who, supported by the Orsini, for a time resisted

the restoration of the house of Aragon, need not occupy our

attention. The particulars are involved in contradiction, and

the results Avere unimportant to his fame. No sooner had

Ferdinand triumphed over his difficulties than he was called

to another sphere. He died in October, 1496, and was suc-

ceeded by his paternal uncle Federigo. Of the French, not

above five hundred escaped from sword and pestilence to reach

home.

Peace was once more restored to Italy, but not to the breast

of that turbulent Pontiff who was her curse. The moment was

propitious for resuming his favourite scheme of oppressing the

Orsini, in whose extensive estates he saw ample endowments

for his own disreputable progeny. The leaders of that family,

Virginio, Gian-Giordano, Paolo, and its adopted scion Bartolo-

meo d' Alviano of Orvieto, had fought against Ferdinand's re-

storation, and all of them remained prisoners in his hands.*

The Pope at once perceived the chance thus offered, and hastened

to avail himself of it. After conciliating the Duke of Urbino

* See their pedigree, so far as concerns onr subject, in the accompanying table.

* z 4
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by a pompous reception on the 14th of October, and by assign-

ing him apartments in the Vatican, he held a secret consistory,

which attainted the Orsini on general charges of lese-majesty

and rebellion, and sanctioned the military occupation of their

fiefs in name of the Church. He entrusted the command to

his son the Duke of Gandia, associating with him the Duke of

Urbino and Fabrizio Colonna (the latter but too willing to

promote the downfal of a rival house), and, to inaugurate the

expedition, he blessed the banners at St. Peter's, with an im-

posing military and religious spectacle.

The troops marched in October, and, having reduced Isola,

a castle within ten miles of Rome, which stood a twelve days'

siege, many other small strongholds speedily surrendered, their

absent lords being unable to aid in their defence. The fortress

of Bracciano was, however, strong by nature, and was held by

Bartolomea, sister of Virginio Orsini, with energy, talent, and

unquailing resolution, which saved her family in their urgent

straits, and kept the assailants at bay until her husband, Bar-

tolomeo d' Alviano, escaping from Naples, hastily raised a few

old adherents of his adopted house, and hurried to her rescue.

The impetuous Alexander, disgusted by this dilatory progress

of affairs, had a lighter hastily built, and sent under a strong

escort to the lake of Bracciano, in order to aid the besiegers'

efforts, and to intercept the manoeuvres of the enemy, whose

petty force, passing by the water from one castle to another as

occasion required, was enabled to garrison the three separate

strongholds of Bracciano, Anguillara, and Trevignano. A well-

timed ambuscade, laid by d' Alviano, routed the escort, and the

boat was burnt. In another sally Bartolomco, falling upon

Cesare Borgia while hunting, chased him almost to the gates of

Home, and, but for the flcetness of his horse, would have ob-

tained in his person the means of dictating terms to his father.

Of these incidents a partizan warfare was naturally more pro-

ductive than a more serious campaign.

Tired of such inglorious marauding, and aware how much
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delays might tell against eventual success, Guldobaldo, although

suffering from a gunshot wound, pushed on operations to the

utmost, but was met by a most obstinate resistance, until affairs

suddenly assumed an entirely new aspect. VIrglnio, head of the

Bracciano Orslnl, his eldest son Glan-GIordano, and cousin

Paulo, were still captives at Naples ; but his natural son Carlo

had repaired to the court of Charles VIII. to crave assistance.

There he found Vltellozzo Vltelll, on a similar mission in behalf

of his brother Paolo, who, having been suspected by the Flo-

rentines of perfidy while in their service against Pisa, had been

arrested by them, and who was subsequently tortured and put

to death upon this charge. They easily obtained from that

King a subsidy to be employed for advantage of the French

party in Italy, and, hastening back, devoted it to the relief of

Bracciano. The two Vitclli were chiefs of a family whose

pedigree Is annexed, and who had long held Citta dl Castello

in seigneury, greatly distinguished among the military adven-

turers of the south. These brothers had paid especial attention

to training their hardy mountaineers In the art of war, with

all those improvements which the ultra-montane troops had

recently introduced. Vltellozzo, hurrying to the upper valley

of the Tiber, quickly recruited his old followers, whilst Carlo

levied men about Perugia and Todi. Guldobaldo with difficulty

persuaded his coadjutors to anticipate the attack thus preparing

for them, by marching towards Viterbo in quest of the enemy.

In the action which followed, on the 23d of January, the eccle-

siastical troops, though inferior in numbers, had at first some

advantage, but the unskilful management of their artillery

turned the day, and they were in the end totally routed, with

loss of it and their baggage, Guldobaldo, having been sur-

rounded, fought with the utmost bravery, until his horse fell

under him, when he was taken prisoner by Battista Tosi, a

Roman knight. In this reverse the Colonna and Savelli shared

deeply, their ancient hatred of the Orsini having blinded them

to the danger which they, in turn, equally incurred from the
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selfish designs of tlie Pope. The latter was filled with con-

sternation, and would have brought the whole force of Naples

into the field. But his impetuous energy, being neither based

on principle nor maintained with perseverance, was quickly dis-

couraged by the coldness of Federigo, who had no inclination

to consume his already dilapidated resources in ministering to

the Pontiff's schemes of nepotism. The higher range to which

these projects were perhaps already aspiring may have conduced

to the arrangement by which his quai'rel with the Orsini Avas

patched up, gilded as it was by the to him irresistible bait of

70,000 ducats towards the expenses of the war.

The Duke of Urbino was committed to ward In Soriano, a

castle of the Orsini, near which his defeat had occurred, and

the whole influence of his family and numerous friends was

exerted for his liberation under the truce which ensued. With

this view Dr. ^larino Glorgi, envoy from Venice to Naples,

was instructed by the Signory to make a detour to Urbino. in

order in their name to console the Duchess, and then to Soriano

and Bracciano, for the purpose of negotiating her husband's

release.* But their interposition was fruitless, as he was spe-

cially excluded from the free interchange of prisoners, and held

to ransom for 40,000 ducats, Avithout Avhich timely aid the

Orsini would have been unable to discharge the contribution

imposed on them for the costs of the war. Alexander having,

without scruple, left a faithful vassal and ally in his enemy's

hands, had no delicacy In thus pocketing from his captors the

sum which this cruel abandonment cost Guidobaldo. So large

an amount was not, however, raised without difficulty from the

* Marino Sanuto's Diary MS. i. 374. From another passage in his annals, we

learn that a then usual scale of ransom was twenty-five ducats for a man-at-arms,

twelve for a light-horseman, and three for a foot-soldier. These Diaries extend to

fifty-seven large volumes, from 1495 to 1533. Our various extracts from them were

most kindly communicated to us by Mr. Rawdon Brown, who has printed at Venice

a very curious digest of their contents, and whose successful diligence in illustrating

the secret history of that Republic may well put her own citizens to the blush. They

are preserved in Bib. Marciana, MSS. Ital. classe vii. No. 419.
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sale of jewels, and other heavy sacrifices by the Duchess, and

several of his subjects, which they did not hesitate to incur. It

may perhaps have been modified to 30,000 ducats, that being

the sum mentioned by Sanuto as paid for his liberation.* At

Gubbio he was warmly welcomed by his consort and people,

and during more than a year he enjoyed at home the blessings

and leisure of peace, " after having sufiered much, and most

unfairly."

* Diary MS. i. 448.
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CHAPTER XVI.

THE CRIMES AND AMBITION OP THE BORGIA.— MURDER OF THE

DDKE OF GANDIA. DUKE GUIDOBALDO'S EXPEDITIONS AGAINST

PERUGIA AND TUSCANT. HE ADOPTS FRANCESCO MARIA DELLA

ROVERE AS HIS HEIR. LOUIS XII. SUCCEEDS TO CHARLES VHI.,

AND TO HIS VIEWS UPON ITALY. CESARE BORGIA CREATED DUKE

VALENTINO. DUKE GUIDOBALDO AT VENICE.

" Guilty thou art of murder and of theft,

Guihy of pci'jury and subornation,

Guilty of treason, forgery, and shift,

Guilty of incest, that abomination."

Shakspeaee's Liicrezia.

" Perverse to find provocatives in warnings.

And in disturbance taking dear delight."

Henrt Tatlok.

Time was meanwhile maturing the crimes of the Borgia,

whose sinister influence upon the destiny of Guidobaldo was

about to be signally manifested. So far from regarding his

spurious progeny with shame, Alexander was indefatigable in

his endeavours to elevate them to the most conspicuous places.

He had obtained for the eldest the dukedom of Gandia in

Spain, and one of the highest offices at Naples. For the

youngest he had secured, by political intrigue, a similar dignity

there, with the principality of SC[uillace, and the hand of an

illegitimate daughter of Alfonso II. He had loaded Cesare

with ecclesiastical benefices, and had remarried Lucrezia to the

sovereign of Pesaro. But his ambition became insatiable in
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proportion as It was pampered. Upon a vague pretext he an-

nulled his daughter's marriage, that he might give her hand to

the Duke of Bisceglia, natural son of Alfonso. His schemes for

endowing his sons with the Orsini holdings having entirely

miscarried, he resolved to provide for the Duke of Gandia a

sovereign principality from the states of the Church, consisting

of Benevento and Terracino. Having gained a complete co-

operation in the consistory, by frightening into exile or remov-

ing by poison the more impracticable cardinals, and by over-

awing or corrupting the others, he, on the 7th of June, invested

the Duke with these towns with due solemnity. Thi'ee days

previously, Lucrezia had retired to the convent of S. Sisto, to

prepare for the formal rupture of her marriage with Giovanni

Sforza, whose murder would have anticipated the divorce, had

not a hint from her enabled him to save his life by flight,

insalutato hospite, as Machiavelli remarks.* On the 9th, Car-

dinal Valentino received his credentials as legate for the corona-

tion of Frederick of Naples. On Thursday, the 15th, he set

out on his mission, after spending the preceding afternoon at a

casino of his mother, near S. Pietro in Vinculis, where all the

family except the sister were assembled in apparent harmony.

He quitted it in company with his eldest brother, who was

never again seen in life, and having visited his father at a late

hour to receive a benediction, he left Rome before dawn. When
an alarm was raised on the Duke of Gandia's disappearance, a

* The assertion of most historians, that the pretext was Giovanni's impotency, is

contradicted by very curious documents in the suit of divorce. A commission having

been issued by the Pontiff, empowering two cardinals to examine into the facts,

Lucrezia stated to them that in her twelfth year she had been contracted in mar-

riage, by the words " Will you ? I will," to Gaspare, son of Giovanni Francesco da

Procida, Count of Aversa, but that subsequently she had been induced [^quadam

facilitate] to many Sforza, and live with him above three years ; but she offered to

prove by her own oath, and by the report of obstetrices, that this marriage had never

been consummated. Giovanni averred liimself ready to affirm on oath that no

copula had ever followed, and he adliiliitcd his consent to the divorce. These steps

took place towards the close of the year, and on the I8tli of December a bull issued

dissolving this ill-fated union. Archiv. Dipl. Urb. at Florence.
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boatman deposed to heaving seen, about one o'clock on Thursday-

morning, a body thrown neck and heels into the Tiber, at the

present port of the Kipetta, by four attendants of a mounted

gentleman, who had brought it to the bank swung across his

horse. The river was dragged, and the Duke's body was found

pierced with wounds. He was said to have spent the preceding

hours with a lady in whose favours the Cardinal was his avowed

rival. Public opinion, though distracted by conflicting ru-

mours, branded the latter with fratricide, and scandal gave to

that charge a still more loathsome dye, by naming the lady

Lucrezia Borgia. History has received the former accusation

as established, the latter as uncontradicted, adducing against its

truth no better argument than its revolting improbability. It

is, however, but just to pause ere we lend our faith to charges

so hideous. Burchard, though greedy of gossip, and seldom

scrupulous in exposing the Vatican immoralities, mentions no

fact, breathes no hint, tending to inculpate Cesare. Neither do

cotemporary accounts from residents in the Holy City, preserved

by Sanuto, attach any such foul slur to his name, but chiefly

mention Cardinal Ascanio Sforza as then suspected of the

murder.* They even prove that, four days after it took place,

the latter thought it necessary to rebut the allegation by the

mouth of the Spanish ambassador, in a full consistory, from

which he alone was absent. But this negation docs not appear

to have quashed a surmise which gathered strength by scenting

out motives for the outrage. By some, Ascanio was regarded

as an unscrupulous instrument of the Orsini in their vengeance

against the Pontiff's family ; others traced his evil purpose to a

recent feud between the Duke of Gandia and some guests at an

entertainment given bv him, where mutual insults had led to

* Sanuto's MS. Diary, Bib. Marc. vol. ii. 46C-71, 489. 495. 587-98. Compare

with Burchard, Eccard. ii. 2060. ; Tommasi, i. 223-4.3. Burchard has no trace of

that partiaHty for Cesare at this period, usually imputed to the Pontiff, but establishes

an excessive fondness for his elder brother up to his death. Eoscoc rejects the

charge against the Cardinal ; his German translator credits it.
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bloody reprisals. Imputed to the implacable Borgia. Again, we

are told by Burchard that the victim was last seen in company

with a masked figure, who had been observed to follow him

during several days, and whom he that night took up on the

crupper of his horse, probably to keep an assignation ; a state-

ment easily reconcileable with the bargeman's evidence, and

pointing probably to some dark intrigue, Avhereto it does not

appear that his brother was necessarily privy.

Althouo-h the Duke of Gandia's morals will bear no examin-

ation, he was a general favourite in Rome. To a people fond

of pageantry the taste of his family for splendour was naturally

grateful, and he, alone, of the race, mingled neither tyranny nor

cruelty with his magnificence. The bargeman of the Ripetta

had manifested neither surprise nor curiosity regarding an in-

cident which he stated to be of frequent occurrence at that

spot ; but when the victim was ascertained, the whole city was

moved; the tradespeople closed their shops, and all retired

panic-stricken to their homes. The few stragglers who crossed

the bridge near to which the mutilated body had been found,

started at the cry of many sorrowing voices which Issued from

St. Angelo, and one deep-toned note of woe, which rose above

the wailing, was Imputed to the Pontiff, " lamenting him who

was his right eye, the hope and glory of his house." His grief

and horror were indeed overwhelming : we are assured that he

swallowed nothing from Wednesday till Saturday, and passed

three successive nights without an hour of sleep. On the 19th

he held a consistory, to receive the condolence of the cardinals

and foreign ministers, whom he addressed to the following

purpose *
:
—

" The Duke of Gandia Is dead, and his death has been to us

the greatest affliction : a more grievous trial we could not have

met Avith, for we loved him mightily, and we no longer value

* Sanuto. Yet there were scoffers who sneered at tliis worthy successor of St.

Peter the fisher, netting the river for his bastard son ! Burchard apud Raynaldum.
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our popedom nor anything ; nay, had we seven popedoms, we

should give them all to recover the Duke's life. It is rather a

visitation from God, sent, perhaps, for some sin of ours, than

that he should have merited a death so dreadful. It beins

unknown by whom he was mui'dered and thrown into the

Tiber, rumour has ascribed the assassination to the Lord of

Pesaro, which we are certain is untrue ; no more can it have

been done by the Prince of Squillace, brother of the Duke
;

and we are even satisfied as to the Duke of Urbino : may God
forgive whoever it was ! We have, however, determined no

longer to apply to anything, nor take any charge of the papacy,

nor of life itself, nor any thought for the Church ; but in order

to regulate it and our mode of life, and for the due coiTCction of

our own person, Ave mean to commit these to six of you, most

reverend cardinals our brethren, along with two judges of the

Rota ; and in order that all benefices may be bestowed by merit,

apart from any other consideration, they shall be decided by a

majority of you cardinals." After naming this executive council,

and hearing a justification of Cardinal Ascanio Sforza, volun-

teered in his absence by the Spanish ambassador, the Pope

continued:—" God forbid that we should entertain such a fiincy,

for never could we credit that his Lordship would do us the

smallest injury, least of all an outrage such as this ; for we have

regarded him as a brother, and have on every occasion placed

ourselves at the disposal of himself and of the Duke his brother

;

assuredly we harbour not the trace of such an idea, and when he

comes to us he will be welcome."

It was, indeed, high time that the scandals brought upon the

Church by the enormities of her head should terminate. Alex-

ander had for some time been openly living with a sister of

Cardinal Farnese, wife of IVIonoculo Orsini, who was known as

Giulia Bella ; and who, after appearing prominently by his side

on all public and solemn occasions, had lately borne him a son.*

* The papal legitimation of this Giovanni di Borgia, then in his third year, dated

the kalends of September, 1501, proceeds upon this preamble : "Legittime genitos,

VOL. I. A A
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But even now he realised the scriptural proverb of " the dog

turned to his own vomit again, and the sow that was washed to

her wallowing in the mire." The remorse and repentance he

had avowed, in full consistory, with sobs and tears, were quickly

forgotten ; the public reforms he had promised were repudiated

;

the administrative council he had formally nominated was never

assembled nor installed. Nepotism and intrigue again became

his policy, debauchery his pastime. Those who charge the

Cardinal Valentino with his brother's murder, may point to the

exclamation, " I know who did it," which was said to have es-

caped from their father in the first outbreak of his grief; and it

has been by some connected with the alleged institution of

Giovanni, their next brother, to the titles and inheritance of the

Duke of Gandia, passing over the suspected fratricide. This,

however, is an entirely erroneous assumption, as there not only

appears no brother of the Duke of Gandia bearing his honours,

but the invaluable diary of Sanuto expressly mentions an in-

vestiture of the Neapolitan fiefs obtained for his so7i within a

few weeks of his death.* The Pontiff's displeasure with Cesare,

from whatever cause originating, was transient as his personal

reformation. His schemes of aggrandisement could not be pur-

sued without the co-operation of him who, alone of his children,

was as ambitious and as unscrupulous as himself, and the close

of the year brought Valentino an addition to his already enor-

mous plurality of benefices, upon the death of the Cardinal of

Parma.

Valentino had endeavoured, by the imposing splendour of his

legation to Naj)les, and by scattering immoderate largesses, to

ex quorum vcrisimilibus infantilis a;tatis indiciis, spes concipi potest quod, succeden-

tibus annis, se in viros debeant producere vii-tuosos, quousquc progenitorum suoi-um

pra3clara merlta, ct ortus generosa propago decorant, naturae vitiiim minime decolorat,

quia decus ^irtutum gcnitura; maculam abstergit in filiis, ct pudicitia monim pudor
originis aboletur." He is called a sou of Cesare, but in another, and probably secret,

brief of the same date, the Pope recognises him, nevertheless, as his own oflspring

by an unmarried woman, this descrijition being also a legal fiction.

* Sanuto, Diario MS. i. 539.
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dazzle, and if possible blind, men to tlie Cain-brand that M'as

upon hiui. But when he developed a new scheme of aggran-

disement, by proffering to a daughter of Federigo a hand whicli

his unscrupulous father was ready to liberate from priestly vows,

the King and the Princess alike recoiled from an offer tainted by

sacrilege and fratricide. We have seen tliat a similar refusal by

Ferdinand I. was a principal cause for Charles VII I. being in-

vited into Italy. Unwarned by that result of a wretched policy,

the Pontiff prepared to repeat it in circumstances still more

fatal to the Peninsula. Cesare Borgia returned from his lega-

tion on the 5th of September, and was received with every

mark of honour and favour by his father, who appeared to

have dismissed the Duke of Gandia's very existence from his

mind. The pontifical court was once more a scene of alternate

dissipation and crime, and the Cardinal of Valencia was the

moving spirit of both. In December, Lucrezia's divorce was

pronounced, and her dowcry of 31,000 ducats returned; next

August she became wife of Alfonso Duke of Bisceglia, with

an augmented provision of 40,000 ducats, he being then seven-

teen years of age.

In the following summer, the Duke of Urbino was induced

to unite with the Prefect della Kovere in an expedition against

Perugia, for the purpose of restoring the Oddi, who, as heads of

the Ghibellines, had been expelled from thence by their rivals,

the Guelphic Baglioni. But from this enterprise the Pope

speedily recalled him by a remonstrance, which Avitli wonted

devotion he hastened to obey, stipulating, however, for in-

demnity of the expenses he had incurred, amounting to 5000

scudi. About the same time he lost his relation and coun-

sellor Ottaviano Ubaldini, Count of Mercatello, wdio died at an

advanced age.

The services of Guidobaldo were speedily required in another

quarter ; and by one of those sudden changes, not unusual to

soldiers of fortune, he found himself comrade of his late oppo-

nents, the Orsini and Baglioni. The occasion was the re-

A A 2
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commencement of the Pisan war, when the fickle usurper of

Milan joined the Florentines in their attempts to reduce that

city to its former obedience ; a combination which, arousmg

the jealousy of Venice, induced her to adopt the cause of Pisa.

Pietro de' Medici and his brother Gluliano availed themselves

of this opportunity to make another effort for their re- establish-

ment in that capital. They offered to support an invasion of

Tuscany, with all the aid which their own credit and the Orsini

influence could bring into the field ; and the maritime republic,

accepting the proposal, took into their pay, besides the Baglioni

of Perugia, the Duke of Urbino with two hundred men-at-arms,

and a hundred light horse, for which they allowed him 20,000

scudi a year.* Having gained over one of the Malatesta, owner

of a small fief in the passes above Sarsina, the confederates

sent forward Bartolomeo d' Alviano^ who, penetrating the

mountain paths about Camaldoli, entered Tuscany and seized

Bibbiena, in tiie upper Val d' Arno, ere the Florentines were

aware of the incursion. Guidobaldo followed with a strong

body of men, and, finding the season rigorous, went into winter

quarters in that and the adjoining towns. The enemy was led

by Paulo Vitelli, whose judicious arrangements and great activity,

having closed all the defiles around them, kept them in a state

of siege during the winter, cutting off their supplies, surprising

their posts, and tempting their men to desertion, mitil they were

reduced to great straits. The Duke's health, already broken

by frequent gouty attacks, suffered sadly from the severe climate

of these mountain sites, and the privations of an ill-supplied

commissariat. The critical position of his army aggravated his

malady by preying upon his spirits, and his applications for a

physician were coldly refused by his assailants. At length, in

the middle of February, their general, Vitelli, on his own re-

sponsibility, granted him free passage home to Urbino, an act

of charity afterwards severely visited upon his head by the

• IJcmbo says 170 pounds of gold. Hist. Veiict. iv. Navigero puts the mounted

cross-bow-men at 200. Mnratori Script, xxiii. 1214.
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autlioritles of Florence. Disgusted by the losses of a cam-

paign fruitlessly pi'otracted by disinclination of the respective

commanders to risk their reputation in an engagement, the

Venetians recalled the reinforcements which they had sent

under Nicolo di Petigliano, and abandoned the cause of Pisan

independence for that wider field of ambition which the schemes

of Louis XII. were developing.

The Cardinal della Rovere, who, during nearly all the pon-

tificate of Alexander, provided for his safety by absence

from Rome, had shared the hardships of the Bibbiena cam-

paign, and escaped from them with Guidobaldo. Whilst thus

thrown together they seem to have planned an arrangement

which opened a new era for Urbino. Feeling that in himself

must terminate the male investiture of his states, and dreading

that by his early decease they might lapse to a Pope who would

joyfully endow with them one of his odious progeny, the Duke

willingly listened to a suggestion of the Cardinal, that he should

adopt their mutual nephew Francesco Maria della Kovere, son

of the Prefect of Sinigaglia, then a promising boy of eight years

old. At first they thought of concealing this design from

Alexander, but Guidobaldo, aware that without his sanction it

could not be matured, and trusting to the hold which his ser-

vices and dutiful obedience ought to have given him in that

quarter, soon proposed it for his approval. The successor of

St. Peter, anticipating the modern discovery that words are

given to conceal thoughts, professed great satisfaction with the

plan, and hinted at bestowing the hand of his niece Angela

Borgia upon the presumptive heir of Urbino. A brief interval

removed the flimsy veil, and proved that the Pontiff was

ready to anticipate the lapse of that dukedom, without awaiting

his vassal's death.

The great convulsions impending over Italy require another

general glance at the new combinations which the politics of

Southern Europe had assumed. Charles VIII. died of apoplexy

on the 7th of April, 1498, and was succeeded by his second
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cousin, Louis XII., first of the Orleans branch of Yalois.

Though a prince of narrow vie\YS and somewhat feeble

character, he became the instrument of unprecedented mis-

fortunes to Italy. In him were centred the Angevine claims

upon Naples which his predecessor had asserted; and likewise

such pretensions upon the Milanese as vested in the heir of line

of the Visconti, through his grandmother Yalentina, sister of

the last Duke. Upon these grounds he at once assumed the

style of King of Naples and Jerusalem, and Duke of Milan,

and avowed his intention of rendering the latter at least of these

titles effectual. Federi^o of Ara2;on and Ludovico Sforza

trembled at the impending danger; but, with unaccountable

blindness, the other powers strove who should be foremost to

offer their alliance to the invader. The Venetians hailed the

certain punishment of a tyrannical usurper, Avho had aided in

thwarting them in their recent attempts to maintain the inde-

pendence of Pisa. They and the princes of Romagna and La

Marca remembered how little their several interests had suf-

fered from the expedition of Charles. Florence conceived that

the return of the French was the surest guarantee of their

democratic independence against the re-establishment of the

Medici. The Pope, as usual, had in view ulterior and private

ends. His late indignation against his son, the Cardinal, had,

with unaccovmtable revulsion, been succeeded by an increased

fondness. The latter reminded him that the years passed since

his elevation to the tiara had brought no fulfilment of those

schemes of aggrandisement which their mutual ambition had

nourished. His recent domestic catastrophe perhaps warned the

father how much might be dared by a disappointed son. Every

consldd'ation urged upon both the necessity of a great effort to

obtain for Cesare a sovereign principality ; and conscious that

this scheme would have the best chance of success at a moment

of general confusion, they resolved to effect it through the in-

strumentality of a new French invasion, if no readier means

offered for tlicir purpose.
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Louis XII. had set his mind upon divorcing his queen, Jeanne,

the daughter of Louis XI., in order to marry Anne of Bretagne,

widow of his predecessor, for which purpose papal dispensations

were required, and for these he was a suppliant. The Borgia

seized the golden moment to pledge him to their views. Cesare

had been created a Cardinal in 1494, by means of suborned

oaths, that he was the lawful son of a Roman citizen, for ille-

gitimacy was a bar to that dignity. On the pretext that ecclesias-

tical orders had been unwillingly conferred upon him, his father,

on the 17th of September, annulled them in full consistory,

and accepted a renunciation of his cardinal's hat. Next day he

appeared in a rich military costume of the latest French fashion,

and forthwith took shipping for Marseilles, on a special embassy

to the French court, where he arrived about the 18th of

October. The following letter of recommendation which he

bore is preserved in the Bibliotheque du Roi, and being to all

intents a private missive, written and addressed by the Pope's

own hand, possesses a very different interest from ordinary papal

brieves.

" To our well-beloved son in Christ, the most christian

King of the French ;

LH. S. Maria.

" Pope Alexander VI., with his own hand.

" Health and the apostolic benediction to our most dear son

In Christ. Anxious in all respects to accomplish your and our

own desires, we destine to your Majesty our heart, that is, our

favourite son, Duke Valentino, who is prized by us beyond

aught else, as a signal and most estimable token of our affection

towards your Highness, to whom no further commendation of

him is required ; and we only ask that you will so treat him,

who is thus commissioned to your royal person, as that all

may, for our satisfaction, perceive that in his mission he has

A A 4
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been in every respect most acceptable to your Majesty. Given

at St. Peter's, Kome, the 28th of September." [1498.]
*

This mission was ostensibly to present Louis with his divorce;

but the Duke, in fact, carried also a dispensation for his union

with Queen Anne, which had been secretly granted, and which

he thus held, ready to deliver it as soon as he should gain the

roj-al consent to certain conditions for his own aggrandisement,

the prize then in distant perspective being nothing less than the

sceptre of Naples, f

Relieved from a character and garb but ill-adapted to his

tempei'ament and habits, Cesare Borgia at once assumed the

bearing and pomp of sovereignty to which his gradually extend-

ing ambition now aspired. All Rome had been busied in

preparing his outfit, which is stated by Sanuto at 100,000

ducats ; and the magnificence of his following may be estimated

from the assertion that his chargers were shod with silver, or, as

some say, Avith gold. An account of his presentation at the

French court will be found in the Appendix, No. IX., with de-

tails of splendour befitting lavish tastes. His reception was

suited to such pretensions, and Louis, well appreciating his

disposition, prefaced all negotiation by pi'csenting him with a

dukedom, a pension of 20,000 francs, and a similar sum in name

of yearly pay for himself and a hundred lances. As he had

been styled Cardinal Valentino, from Valencia in Spain, he now

became Duke Valentino, from Valence in Dauphiny.

But the intrigues of the Borgia had not entirely abandoned

the hope of an alliance for Cesare with a princess of Naples,

notwithstanding the cold reception which such a proposal had

met with on his recent legation at her father's court. Carlotta,

daughter of Federigo, by his first wife, a princess of Savoy,

* Molini Docnmenti di Storia Italiana, i. 29.

\ See the curious disclosures of a Vcuetian ambassador, printed by Ranke,

History of the Popes, Appendix, sect. i. No. 3. The exposition, by MachiavelH, of

tlie French policy, and of the persevering pursuit of sovereignty by the Borgia, is

interesting and instructive ; II Principe, chap. iii. and vii.
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was resident In France, and they hoped to sell the Pope's sanc-

tion to the French King's designs upon Milan, for the influence

of Louis in favour of her marriage to the Duke Valentino, with

the sovereignty of Tarento as her dowery. This project was,

however, finally abandoned, on receiving from the lady a scorn-

ful refusal to soil her hand by uniting it with an apostate priest,

the son of a priest, a blood-thirsty fratricide, as base in charac-

ter as in birth. This result was not a little pleasing to Louis,

who, with a view to his ulterior designs upon Naples, was much

more content that the Duke should be the insulted suitor than

the son-in-law of Federigo. Meanwhile the finesse of Cesare

had nearly over-reached itself. Keeping back the dispensation

until he had eifected his own objects, he endeavoured to attach

conditions to its delivery ; but Louis, informed by the Bishop

of Cette, who was Nuncio at his court, that it had already

issued on the 20th of October, and that its non-publication

could not prevent its validity, prepared to celebrate his marriage

without delay. The Duke hastened to remedy his mistake

with a good grace, by delivering the dispensation, and present-

ing a cardinal's hat to George d'Amboise, the French King's

favourite minister ; but with a vengeance that knew no pity, he

had poison administered to the tell-tale Bishop.

Lying nearest the common danger, Ludovico il Moro was the

most energetic, as well as the most interested, in preparing for

defence. Again he proposed a general league for the exclusion

of ultra-montane invasion, and attempted to gain the Pope's

adherence to it ])y a secret engagement, that the great states

should, at his dictation, make common cause against any or all

of the princely feudatories of the Church, and by money or the

sword should establish Cesare Borgia In some sovereignty. This

offer being addressed to the Pontiff's leading passion, it was

entertained with apparent favour, in order to keep lils decision

open to the last, as well as meanwhile to divert Sforza from

maturing an effectual resistance to Louis, whose alliance, as the

most powerful, seemed on the whole most eligible, and from
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whom It might be easy for his Holiness to obtain the very ad-

vantages which Ludovico's proposal offered.

Whilst the policy of Italy remained thus in suspense, Duke
Valentino became more and more united to the interests of

France. Profiting by the pique which his recent disappoint-

ment occasioned, Louis persuaded him in the beginning of May
to marry Charlotte d'Albret, sister of Jean, King of Navarre,

adding 80,000 francs to her dowery of 30,000 ; and at the same

time decorated him with the order of St. Michael, then the most

distinguished In Christendom. The Pope presented him with

200,000 scudi, and celebrated the event by extravagant festivi-

ties. Having thus seemingly secured Alexander, the French

King bribed the Yenetians to aid him in conquering the

Milanese, by promising them a slice of its territory, and in

August sent his army across the Alps. It would lead us too

far from our proper theme to trace the invasion of Italy which

followed these complicated intrigues. The French incursion

into Lombardy was crowned with entire success, and within

three weeks Ludovico, driven from the capital which he had

usurped, retired with his treasure to Inspruck.

After recruiting the hardships of Bibbiena, from which how-

ever his constitution never recovered, the Duke of Urbino

paid a visit to Venice, which is thus graphically told by Marino

Sanuto in his amusing diary.

" On the 2d of June luncheon was prepared for the Duke of

Urbino's coming ; and when It was over, the Doge with the

ambassadors and senators went in the Bucentaur to meet Duke

Guido, as far as San Antonio, and there awaited him ; and

there were five gig-boats \^jjaraschehnf\ prepared as usual for

us sao-es of the orders, ornamented with the armorial bearings of

each. And presently the Duke arrived from Chioggia, with

Giorgio Pisani, the Podesta, and some gentlemen who had been

sent to meet him. He is twenty-eight years of age, a handsome

man, dressed in black after the French fashion, as were all his

attendants, on account of the death of his uncle [cousin] Ottavio
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de' Ubakllni, who long bad governed both the state and the

Duke. And being brought into the Bucentaur with great re-

joicings, he came by the Cana 1' Grande to the Marquis of

Ferrai-a's house, which had been made ready for him, and the

Doge accompanied him to his chamber. He remained [eleven]

days in this city, with a numerous suite, and thirty-five ducats

a day were assigned for his expenses." According to the esti-

mate of this chronicler, a ducat was then worth four English

shillings, so that, making allowance for the depreciated value of

money, the sum set apart for tlie Duke's daily maintenance may

have exceeded 70/.* He received at the same time the compli-

ment of citizenship, and his services Averc retained for the Ke-

public with two hundred men-at-arms, and 27,000 ducats of pay.

It does not, however, appear that he was called into action during

the rapid campaign by which Louis possessed himself of Milan,

being probably then disabled by gout : indeed, he seems to have

suffered from it even on his visit to Venice, as his not liavins;

danced at a ball given in his honour is specially noted by

Sanuto, and it was provided in his engagement of service that

his contingent should be led by an approved commander.

During this year he testified his good will for the Signory, by

sending them from his wide forests forty head of bucks, does,

kids, Avild-boar, and other game, borne by forty men.

* See our Preface.
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CHAPTER XVII.

THE CONDITION OF ROMAGNA. CESARE BORGIA OVERRUNS AND
SEIZES UPON IT. THE SPIRIT OF HIS GOVERNMENT. — NAPLES

INVADED BY LOUIS, AND HANDED OVER TO SPAIN LUCREZIA

BORGIA's FOURTH MARRIAGE.

Amid the wreck of thousands I am whole

;

For every crime I have a laurel wreath,

For every lie a lordship,"

Keat's Otho.

Dara 1' Italia in preda a Francia o Spagna,

Che sozzopra voltandola, una parte

Al suo bastardo sangue ue rimagna."

Abiosto, Satira II.

To France or Spain he Italy a spoil

Will give, upturning all, that in the strife

Part to his bastard offspring's lot may fall.

The French conquests in Lombardy having been achieved,

Valentino now urged Louis to perform certain secret stipu-

lations which had for their object his establishment in E,o-

magna and La ISIarca as a sovereign prince. The scene of

our narrative must, therefore, for a time be laid in that country;

and it may be well, though thereby incurring some repetition,

to lay before the reader a brief sketch of its then condition, as

given by Sismondi.

" Whilst even in the Campagna of Rome the Pope's authority

was barely acknowledged, and whilst in the very streets of his

capital he was forced to arm alternately against the Colonna and

the Orsini, the more distant provinces had still more completely
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shaken off his sway. In some towns, republican forms of

government were continued : Ancona, Assisi, Spoleto, Terni,

and NarnI had either avoided or broken the yoke of domestic

tyranny, but their Internal factions and petty wars kept them

in feeble obscurity. Other towns had become subject to ponti-

fical vicars, who asserted a complete independence, burdened

with but the promise of an annual tribute which they never

paid. Nearly the whole Marca was divided between the

families of Varana and Fogliano. Glullo dl Varana Avas then the

seigneur of Camerino; Giovanni di Fogliano, who soon after

was cruelly murdered by his nephew Oliverotto, ruled in Fermo.

Sinlgaglia had been given In fief by Sixtus IV. in 1471, to his

nephew Giovanni della Rovere, the titular Prefect of Rome,

who was likewise son-in-law and heir presumptive to the Duke

of Urbino. That highland district which extended from La

Marca to Tuscany, and Included the duchy of Urbino, the

county of IMontefeltro, and the lordship of Gubbio, was under

the sway of Guldobaldo, the last and distinguished representative

of the Feltrian race : the Avarlike qualities of its people and the

lettered elegance of its court were nowhere surpassed in Italy.

On the western frontier of this duchy the vale of the Tiber was

occupied by two petty principalities, those of Giovanni Paulo

BaglionI of Perugia, and of Vitellozzo Vitelli of Citta di Cas-

tello : both of these chiefs were soldiers by trade, and the latter

had conferred importance on his state by great military talents

shared with his four brothers, as well as by the high state of

discipline to which he had brought his vassals.

" Towards Romagna lay Pesaro, wrested in 1445 from the

Malatesta by Francesco Sforza, and erected by him into a little

sovereignty for a younger branch of his family.* It was then

held by Giovanni Sforza, who in 1497 had been divorced from

Lucrezia Borgia, daughter of the Pope. The next domain was

Rimini, sadly fallen from the ascendency to Avhich Pandolfo III.

* See a more correct statement of this transaction, above, pp. 74. 85.
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and his brother Carlo Malatesta had raised it in the preceding

century. It had been, since 1482, in the hands of Pandolfo IV.,

natural son of Roberto Malatesta and son-in-law of Giovanni

Bentivoglio of Bologna, whose debaucheries and cruelty had

gained for him a bad notoriety. He had accepted the protec-

tion of Venice, which, anxious to secure an influence along the

Adriatic coast, offered her pay to all the chiefs of this province,

heeding little whether they led in person the levies which they

thus became bound to maintain at her disposal, or only made

these a pretext for receiving what was deemed an honourable

pension.

" Westward of Rimini, Cesena formed part of the ecclesiasti-

cal state, having been seized from a branch of the Malatesta.

Forli, the ancient heritage of the Ordelaffi, had passed in 1480

to Girolamo Riario, nephew of Sixtus IV., who in 1473 had

also been invested by his uncle with the lordship of Imola.

These two seigneuries, separated by that of Faenza, had been

held since 1488 by the youthful Ottaviano Riario, under tute-

lage of his mother, the undaunted Caterina Sforza, natural

daughter of Duke Galeazzo of Milan. By her second [third]

marriage with Giovanni, a cadet of the Medici, she had a son

who became famous In the wars of Italy : and though her hus-

band had died in 1498, she remained faithful to the interests of

Florence, which took the young Ottaviano into her pay, as a

guarantee of her protection.

" Between the two last-mentioned principalities, Faenza

extended up the valley of the Lam one, as far as the Tuscan

frontier. To tliis, as a point for attacking the Florentine

republic, the Venetians attached great importance. Constituting

themselves guardians of Astorre Manfrcdi its chief, then in his

seventeenth year, they had appeased the struggle between him

and his illegitimate brother Ottaviano, and had made themselves

all but masters of Faenza and the passes of the Lamone. They

had also seized Ravenna and Ccrvia from the families of Po-

lenta and Malatesta. The rich and powerful city of Bologna
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had, since 1462, been absolutely ruled by Giovanni Bentivoglio.

But of all the church feudatories, Duke Ercole d'Este was

the most distant and the most independent ; his family had for

several centuries held Ferrara of the apostolic chamber, and the

jiossession of the imperial fiefs of Modena and lieggio elevated

his pretensions above the level of other pontifical vicars.

" The courts of so many petty sovereigns gave to Romagna

a character of elegance and wealth. All their capitals had

churches, tasteful palaces, and libraries ; and each court strove

to render itself not less distinguished for mental refinement.

Among the pensioned attendants of each prince were numbered

poets, philosophers, and men of letters ; and the rivalry of these

little states was most assuredly beneficial to the progress of

literature, even whilst it generally tended to demean the charac-

ter of the learned. But it is the nature of absolutism to pro-

mote costly vices : the flatterers who surround the most petty

sovereign extol his munificence as a virtue, and he can seldom

moderate his desires more than if he ruled a great empire.

Hence it happened that the princes of Homagna found their

revenues unequal to the sums they required for defence, for

vanity, and for pleasures. They were ever seeking some pre-

text for extorting from their subjects a portion of their pro-

perty, and they eked out the inadequate returns of taxation by

fines and confiscations.

" There are certain descriptions of crime which seem peculiar

to those families who, occupying a position of social isolation,

have never learned the common feelings of humanity, and do

not consider themselves subject to the ordinary code of morals.

The princely races of Romagna had in fact given to their sub-

jects frequent examples of parricide, poisoning, and treachery

of every sort. The higher noblesse, too, deemed vengeful

cruelty a proof of independence ; and even in the villages here-

ditary hatred was cherished by the leaders of contending fac-

tions, and gratified by savage atrocities. Numerous bands of

cut-throats were ever ready to be employed in aggression or
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defence ; and enmities were seldom satisfied so long as one of

any age or sex survived of tlie detested house. We are assured

that when Arcimboldo, Archbishop of Milan and Cardinal of

Santa Prassede, went as legate to Perugia and Umbria, he

found there a gentleman who, after smashing against a wall the

heads of the children of his foe, and strangling their mother

who was pregnant, nailed to the door a surviving infant in

trophy of his revenge, just as a gamekeeper would hang up

the birds and beasts of prey which he had killed ; nor was this

outrage regarded by the neighbours as any thing remarkable !"

Those who accompany our narrative of the Dukes of Urbino

will, we trust, admit that this sweeping denunciation had its

exceptions. The well known and never concealed prejudices

of its able and eloquent author exempt us from the necessity of

cautioning the reader against implicit credence in the view

which here and in other passages he endeavours to establish,

that Cesare Borgia's usurpations were hailed by the people of

Romagna as a welcome relief from the perpetual oppressions of

their domestic tyrants. Of extortion and confiscations I have

discovered but few instances under these princes. Their per-

sonal vices were common to the age, and prevailed from the

representatives of St. Peter, through all ranks and under all

governments. It is unnecessary now to discuss how far the

security and welfare of tlie masses were most promoted under

such despotisms, or amid the ever restless anarchy of democra-

cies like Florence, " whose whole history was one intermittent

fever of insurrection ; where each man's own arm was his

best, often his sole, law and protection ; where the magistrate of

to-day might be the exile or martyr of to-morrow;"* and whose

convulsions arc compared by her own Dante to those of

" A sick wretch,

Who finds no rest upon Iier down, but oft

Shifting her side, short respite seeks from pain." |

* British and Foreign Review, No. xxix.

f Carey's I'urgatorio, canto vi.
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Duke Valeiitlao now assumed the life of a condottiere, m
order to raise troops for his enterprise. His winning manners,

— for none could better mask the nature of a hyoena under the

manners of a dove,—his gallant bearing,—for he was handsome,

frank, and daring, — his prodigal pay and specious professions,

—

all contributed to gather around him many warrior chieftains with

their respective followings, devoted to his person, an(> ready to

})romote whatever views his ambition might prompt. To such

adherents Louis added a brigade, for which he had no longer

immediate need, consisting of three hundred French lances,

under Ives d'Allegre, and four thousand Swiss mercenaries, com-

manded by the Bailli of Dijon. At the head of this little army

Rorgia marched upon Imola, and there united it with the papal

troops to the number, in all, of fifteen thousand men.

The same force of character by which we have already seen

Caterina Riario Sforza prevail over the faction which murdered

her first husband *, had enabled her to maintain her son Otta-

viano's authority in Imola and Forli during his long minority.

She had given her hand to the brave and handsome Giacomo

Fea, who at that crisis saved her cause by his defence of the

citadel of Forli, and in 1496 had been again widowed by a

base cabal of disaffected nobles, who suffered at her hand a

retribution resembling that endured by the Orsi in 1488. In

1497 she celebrated her third nuptials with Giovanni de' Medici,

envoy from Florence at the court of her son. He was second

cousin of Lorenzo the Magnificent, and died in the following year,

leaving by her an only child, well known in Italian history as

Giovanni delle hande jiere, whose brief but glorious career of

arms we shall see cut short at the fight of Borgoforte, in 1527,

and whose son was the Grand Duke Cosimo I. Ottaviano

liiario was now in his twenty-first year, and seconded his

mother's stout resistance by placing garrisons and supplies in

Imola, Forli, and his minor strongholds. But she vainly

* Sec aljove, p. 293.
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attempted to imi^art her own spirit to her dastardly or dissatis-

fied subjects. On the last day of 1499 the gates of Imola were

opened to Duke Valentino, and the castle surrendered after a

feeble defence. Sending her son and her treasure into Tuscany,

Caterina once more entered tlie citadel of Forli, which, after

a bombardment of several days, was lost by treachery. The

Countess was carried to Rome, but after a short imprisonment

was permitted to retire to Florence, where she dedicated the

eight remaining years of her chequered life to the education of

her younger children, to charity and spiritual meditation, and

to the austerities of an almost monastic discipline.

After this success, Cesare Borgia hastened to Rome to advise

with his father as to their next step ; but his progress was in-

terrupted by the sudden recal of the French troops in his

service. Ludovico Sforza so well employed the money he had

carried into the Tyrol, and the support which he received

from the Emperor Maximilian, that early in February he

marched into Lombardy at the head of an army of Swiss,

before whom the garrison of Milan retired, leaving him once

more in possession of his capital and most of his original terri-

tory, where he was welcomed with general joy. But the re-

action of his fortunes was momentary. Louis quickly repaired

to Lombardy Avith reinforcements, and the combat Avhich would

have decided his fate was anticipated by the desertion of his

Swiss mercenaries, who went over in a body to the French.

Ludovico was carried to France, where he remained, during

ten years, prisoner in a gloomy dungeon or cage at the Castle of

Loches, and died on being released.* His talents and address

aggi'avated his crimes ; his treachery to his nephew and faith-

lessness to his allies lost him the good will of all ; he was the

earliest victim of those barbarian inroads which he first brought

upon Italy, and which led to the annihilation of her independ-

ence.

* Some new and interesting particulars of liis arrival in France will be found in

No. XI. of the i\ppcndix.
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The Interval of the Mihmese risuig had been spent b}^ Cesare

in Rome, where the solemnities of the jubilee year were dis-

turbed by extravagant demonstrations of public joy, provided

by his father and himself in honour of his recent successes.

Among these was a triumph, after those of the Roman em-

perors, where he inscribed upon his banners, aut C.^SAR aut

NULLUS, an insolent motto, which he frequently used, but which

was thus pungently parodied on his death :
—

" Caesar in deeds as name would Borgia be,

A Cesar or a cipher,— both was he I"*

On the 2d of April he received from his father the royal dis-

tinction of the golden rose, along with the dignities of gonfalo-

niere and captain-general of the Church, each of which gave

occasion for pompous ceremonials of surpassing magnificence,

wherein the velvet and brocade liveries of his numberless follow-

ers dazzled even the Roman populace. Among his attendants

Burchard mentions a thousand Gascon and Scotch infantry

[Guascones et Scottenses?], whose unsteady straggling, "caring

nought for our arrangements," sadly disconcerted this master of

ceremonies.

To supply the vast sums which were unceasingly absorbed

in these and similar displays of vanity and selfish profusion by

the Borgia, as well as in their ceaseless wars, every device was

called into requii^ition. Besides seizing upon a large portion of

the pious gifts brought by pilgrims of the jubilee year to the

metropolis of Christianity, the Pope had recourse, for the first

* " ' Borgia Ca^ar cram, factis ct nomine Caesar ;

Aut nihil aut Casar,' dixit : utrunique I'uit."

The idea was thus repeated by Sannazaro :
—

" Aut niliil aut Cajsar vult dici Borgia : quid ni ?

Cum simul et Caesar possit, et esse nihil."

Cajsar or nothing, Borgia fain would be ;

Ca;sar and nothing, both in him we see.

B B 2
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time, on a great scale, to the sale of dispensations. Notices

were circulated over Europe, that payment of stated sums, by

such as found personal performance of the pilgrimage incon-

venient or disagreeable, would ensure to them all the benefits

of a visit to the prescribed jubilee stations at Rome. Simony

had become the rule, not the exception. Every office in church

and state was bestowed on tlie highest bidder by the greedy

Pontiff, who himself had purchased the tiara.

" The keys, the altar, and liis God he sold
;

'Twas well ! their price he first had paid in gold." *

Having learned the value of this source of wealth, he hesitated

not to turn it to new account by a series of crimes unequalled

in the annals of iniquity. Finding that the course of nature

did not afford vacancies as rapidly as his finances required new

supplies, he refined ujjon the practice of an age " profuse in

poisons," and had frequent recourse to the chalice. From time

to time cardinals and other high dignitaries were thus disposed

of, often from revenge, but oftener for lucre. Now, too, the

tax of a tenth was imposed on the clergy, and a twentieth on

the Jews, to continue for three years, on the delusive pretext of

a Turkish war. How far these unrighteous profits were directly

participated by Cesare Borgia may be seen from the diary of

Sanuto :
— "The twelve new cardinals, after their creation

[Sept. 28.], went to the Duke, offering their services, and dined

there, and balanced their accounts, and swore fealty to him, so

that for this creation he has touched about 120,000 ducats."

The dinner was, however, but an empty form of hospitality, for

we learn from the same authority, that his cautious guests

declined partaking of the splendid banquet laid out to temj^t

them, observing that omnia ineciosa cava sunt, and excusing

their scruples by a desire of avoiding popular gossip.

* " Vendidit Alexander claves, altaria, Christum
;

ICnicrat ille prius, vcndcrc jure potest."'
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The readiness with which Valentino had suspended his own

plans to repair the reverses of Louis in Lombardy, obtained

liim from the latter a more hearty support. The French troops

were sent back to serve under his banner, and their monarcli

having declared his intention of treating the opponents of

Borgia as his personal enemies, the latter hastened again to

Romagna, and took possession of Pesaro. Its lord, Giovanni

Sforza, had flattered himself that the storm would pass liim by

unharmed. He was under the avowed protection of Venice,

and had been son-in-law of the Pope. But the Signory were

not unwilling to close their eyes to an insult which it would

have been impolitic to avenge, and Lucrezla's divorce had

alienated her late husband from the sympathies as well as from

the family circle of the Borgia. Warned by the flite of the

Riarii, and perceiving that the friendly dispositions of his rela-

tion Guidobaldo were of no avail against such a combination

of adverse circumstances, Giovanni had, in the beginning of

the year, fled by sea to Venice, and off'ered his state to that re-

public, a proposal which was coldly declined by the prudent

Signory, who regarded it as a fatal gift. He, however, found

shelter in their sea-borne city, where he quickly consoled him-

self by marrying a daughter of Matteo Tiapolo.

On the 27th of October, Borgia entered Pesaro, with an im-

posing display of luxurious military equipments. His men-at-

arms wore his sumptuous livery of red and yello\v over richly-

wrought cuirasses, and their belts were studded with seven

serpents' heads. Pie then proceeded to Bimini, where Pandolfo

and Carlo, natural sons of Roberto Malatesta, fled, to avoid at

once the perils of his invasion and the seditions of subjects

wearied by their senseless tyrannj^ At Faenza, which he

reached on the 20th of November, he met with a check, and

winter forced him to postpone operations. Astorre Manfredi,

its sovereign, though but a boy of eighteen, was endeared to his

subjects, who rallied in his defence ; and it was not until the

22d of April that, overcome by numbens, he closed the hope-

B B 3
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less struggle by an honourable capitulation. He- was allowed

to retain his private revenues, but being sent to Rome with his

natural brother, they were both strangled by order of Alex-

ander, and their bodies thrown into the Tiber. Roniagna, thus

wrested from its lawful feudatories, was erected into a dukedom

for Cesare, consent of the consistory being gained by means of

that new creation of cardinals to which we have just alluded
;

and it was at this time, Sanuto tells us, that ten ducats were

given in the Roman betting circles to receive a hundred when

the upstart should be king of that province.

Regarding the manner in which the Duke governed the state

he had thus acquired, we find the following passage in Sismondi

:

" This man, distinguished for so many crimes, Avas not destitute

of countervailing qualities. Brave, eloquent, dexterous ; lavish

of favours, but ever careful of his finances ; zealous in maintain-

ing justice throughout his states ; he knew how, by good go-

vernment, to promote their rapid prosperity, and to endear

himself alike to his subjects and to his soldiery, whilst dreaded

and detested by neighbouring princes and nations. His early

conquests in Romagna, having had time to taste the advantages

of his rule, remained faithful to him on the death of Alexander,

while his more recent acquisitions returned to the obedience of

their hereditary lords. Though cruel and perfidious in his

policy, he was enlightened as to what best insured the happiness

of the people : his dealings with them Avere marked by scru-

pulous impartiality, and the public security was inviolably pre-

served. Under his administration factious violence had been

restrained, authorised robberies had ceased, talent had met with

enlightened encouragement, military merit had been promoted,

men of letters had been enriched by ecclesiastical preferment.

In a word, his state had prospered, and no inhabitant could

anticipate without fear a restoration of tlie old dynasties."

Such is the judgment of an historian who saw in these dynas-

ties but the supplanters of democracies, in his eyes the only
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pure, virtuous, and popular forms of government. So blinded

is he in this one-sided view that, imitating Machiavclli, he

becomes almost an apologist of the Borgia, whose policy left no

other results than the general breaking down of these princely

families ; a flict apparently atoning, in his estimation, as in

that of his Florentine prototype, for crimes exceeding in a

few years the accumulated enormities which during centuries

had sprung from the unbridled passions of the petty sovereigns

whom he decries. But, when removed from the influence of

this prepossession, he admits, in the Biographic Universellc,

that " Valentino systematised crime, carrying impudence and

perfidy beyond all previous bounds. Many princes have shed

more blood, have exacted more savage vengeance, have ordered

punishments of greater atrocity, but no name is tainted by

fouler infamy. Even his ferocity was an egotistic calculation,

sacrificing everything for his own interests, recognising neither

morals, religion, nor sentiment except as instruments for his

purpose, to be crushed when they became inconvenient." Ke-

volting as are the vices which these pages connect with Alex-

ander and his family, only such are here introduced as belong

to the thread of our narrative. Were it our object to bring the

character of these monsters fully into view, the catalogue and

its loathsome details must have been greatly extended : indeed,

of the many gross outrages upon female honour and domestic

peace with which history charges Cesare, a considerable pro-

portion are attributed to his stay in his own capital of Cesena.

To bring home these charges would be far more easy than to

discover coeval authority for Sismondi's commendations. We
are, however, told by a coteraporary poet, Marcello Filosseno,

that Romagna bore witness to the justice and clemency of the

godlike Borgia, whom all nations far and near invited to rule

over them, and willingly hailed as their master. The inflated

terms of this compliment are surely suflficient contradiction of

its truth ; and its now forgotten author, aspiring to be the

B B 4
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Petrarch of the modern Lucrezia, was naturally the slavering

adulator of her kindred.*

On such a pouit the prosaic diary of Sanuto affords better

evidence. Whilst passing the spring at Imola, the Duke of

Komagna frequently occupied his mornings with bull-baiting,

and generally spent the nights in dancing, masques, and varied

dissipation. " No redress is obtained ; force supersedes justice ;

the troops quarter at their own pleasure ; whilst all cry out for

vengeance on the Duke ; for they plunder everything, to say

nothing of tlie matrons and their daughters, of whom possession

has been long since taken." As to the administration of his

government, the facts stated by Machiavelli, and admitted by

Sismondi, are these. The numerous and violent revolutions

which had recently convulsed his new state left behind them

their neccssaiy consequences. Law and justice, public order

and personal security, were alike prostrated ; the country w\as

in the hands of banditti, or military adventurers. To put an

end to such misrule was the interest of the new sovereign, and

he set about it in a characteristic manner. Selecting Kamirez

d'Orco, the most savage and bloodthirsty of his captains f, he

left him to govern the country yviih unlimited authority, and

to clear it summarily of every suspected individual. As the

benefits of order restored by such sanguinary means might be

questioned even by those who gained them, Borgia promptly

disconnected himself from the instrument when the reformation

was complete. At the close of 1502, there was one morning

displayed in their piazza, to the appalled inhabitants of Cesena,

the racked and dismembered corpse of their tyrannical viceroy,

* Yet one of his sonnets, bewailing the abasement of Italy, is so touching and so

true, as well as so little known, that we shall introduce it in No. XII. of our Appen-

dix. It in some degi-ee anticipates the more powerful and popular declamatory

rhymes of Filicaja on the same theme, which Byron has embodied in Childe

Harold.

f Sanuto lias preserved a story that his page having fitted him with a tight shoe,

he with one kick threw him upon the fire, wlicre he slew him with his hanger, and

left his body to be calcined.
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with a knife on one side, and a reeking block on the other ; and

this doom the Pope justified to the Venetian envoy on pi-etext

of his treasonable intrigues with the confederates of La Magione.*

Of all the evil passions of men, the lust of power most grows

by indulgence. His craving for sovereignty at length gratified,

the Duke Valentino panted for new conquests. His advance

upon Bologna was suddenly arrested by a notice from Louis of

that city being under French protection. The opportunity had

not yet arrived for attacking the Duke of Urbino, the cherished

general of the Venetians, the scrupulously obedient vassal of

the Church. The four Tuscan republics, exhausted by long

intestine struggles and civil commotions, seemed an easy prey ;

and the exiled Medici, ever prompt to close with any offer

against their native city, afforded the excuse for an inroad upon

Florence by the Mugello, with the secret intention of appro-

priating it to himself. His schemes of selfish aggrandisement

were, however, again reluctantly suspended, at the call of an

ally with whose support he could not dispense. Louis was now
marching upon Naples, and thither also Cesare directed his

steps. But, ever prompt to plunder for his own gain, or the

gratification of his troops, he on the route seized upon Piombino,

the little fief of the Appiani, and, on the 3d of September,

sacked its capital. This he retained as a footing for further

conquests, and consoled himself for foregoing his designs upon

the Florentines, by accepting, in guerdon of his forbearance, a

nominal rank in their service, with 36,000 zecchins of pay.

After establishing his sway in the Milanese, the French

King proceeded to the conquest of Naples. The league re-

mained in force by Avhich all the Peninsular powers were

brought to afford a voluntary or constrained approbation of this

enterprise ; and, since the ruin of Ludovico Sforza, Federigo

had no ally. Of all the smaller feudatories, the Colonna alone

* Burchavd tells us Cesare ordered a masked figure, who had lampooned him

at Rome, to be seized, his hand and tongue to be amputated, and publicly exposed

during two days. Verily his tastes lay towards mclodraniatie murder !
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adhered to liis falling cause, and the Pope availed himself of

this pretext to break down their strength and appropriate their

great estates, as he had already done those of their rivals the

Orsini. Duke Guidobaldo adopted the only prudent policy

left in his option, and obtained the nominal protection of Louis

by sending fifty lances to co-operate with his Neapolitan ex-

pedition. On its results we cannot linger. The Fi'ench King

halted in Home for a few days, whilst Alexander, on the

28th of June, declared Federigo deprived of his crown. The

latter had turned towards Ferdinand of Spain, hoping that

policy would combine with family ties to procure from him sup-

port in this exigency ; but he was doomed to experience the

hoUowness of such hopes. A treaty, signed on the 11th of

November, 1500, was produced, by which his kingdom had

been secretly partitioned between Louis and Ferdinand ; the

northern portion, with the capital, was assigned to the former,

and the southern, with the dukedom of Calabria, became an

appanage of the Spanish monarchy, the maritime cities of Mo-
nopoli, Otranto, Brlndisi, and Trani being reserved for the

Venetians. At Capua alone were the French arms resisted,

and after a short siege that city was delivered over to the

worst horrors of a sack, Duke Valentino reserving for himself

forty of the most beautiful maidens of the place. The King of

the Two Sicilies, seeing his cause desperate, abdicated a short-

lived sovereignty, which in happier circumstances he might

have usefully and honourably Avielded. He was permitted to

retire to France, as titular Duke of Anjou, with a pension of

30,000 ducats, and died there in 1504. But he lived long

enough to see his dominions pass from his conqueror, and the

French driven from Lower Italy by the Spaniards. His last

public act was to reconcile these powers, who, on plundering

him of his dominions, had quarrelled over the spoil. After

struggles protracted during two years, and brightened by the

last blaze of expiring chivalry, Gonsalvo, the Great Captain,

established over Naples the Spanish monarchy, which during
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the next two centuries swayed that fine country with an iron

rod, the wounds whereof still rankle in its vitals. Thus was

firmly planted in the Peninsula an influence which quickly

overshadowed, and eventually crushed, her nationality, and

which, even when finally withdrawn, left upon her intellectual

powers and material prosperity a malignant blight that con-

tinues to spread its poison.

The calculation of the Borgia was, that, in the general

scramble consequent upon the French invasion, their selfish

schemes might be readily promoted.* Besides investing Cesare

with the best portion of Romagna, and erecting Nepi with

many of the Colonna estates into a dukedom for Giovanni,

another natural son born after his elevation to the tiara, Alex-

ander had 25ursued his ambitious views for his too favourite

daughter Lucrezia, and after marrying her to Don Alfonso,

Duke of Bisceglia, in 1498, had endowed her with the sovereign

duchy of Spoleto. But the French alliance subsequently

superseded his original design of basing the grandeur of his

house upon the Aragon dynasty of Naples ; and, prompt to

free himself from the trammels of a falling cause, he was

suspected of sanctioning the assassination of his son-in-law the

Duke, in July, 1500, by the paid cut-throats of Cesare, whose

blows not joroving fatal, the unhappy prince was strangled in

bed a few weeks later. The Venetian report, lately quoted

from Ranke f, tends, however, to acquit his Holiness of this

enormity, which was consummated by the bow-string of his

son's agent Michelotto ; indeed it represents Lucrezia as affec-

tionately tending the invalid, and, with his sister the Princess

of Squillacc, cooking his food as a security against the potions

of her remorseless brother, whose remark that " what failed at

dinner might be managed at supper," was a pregnant hint of

his sinister designs. At all events, this outrage seems to have

deeply disgusted Lucrezia, but, after a brief interval, she re-

* Above, p. 358. f See Alberi, Eclazioni Veucte, series ii. vol. iii. Capcllo.
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appeared at the court of her father, who, on quitting his capital

several times during 1501, left the executive in her hands,

exhibiting the novel scandal of the i^apacy under petticoat go-

vernment. In the following year she willingly lent herself to

the fourth nuptials which he had arranged for her. Once more

the states of the Church were enjoined to celebrate her mar-

riage with festivities worthy of royalty, the bridegroom being

Alfonso, heir to the dukedom of Ferrara, who, by this discre-

ditable connection, earned the towns of Cento and Pieve, with

a dowery of 100,000 ducats, and the protection of the Borgia.

The ceremony was performed by the Pontiff in person, who

presented his daughter with jewels to the value of 100,000

scudi. Comedies, bull-fights, and illuminations were exhibited

over all Rome in her honour, this lavish expenditure being

defrayed out of sums raised by the indiscriminate sale of bene-

fices, and indulgences for the pretended Turkish crusade. Of

these revels, as described by Burchard, it is quite impossible to

stain our pages with any account; their disgusting impurities

would have disgraced the orsfies of a brotheL The dukedom

of Sermoneta was about the same time erected out of the

Gactani estates for her infant son Roderigo, born in November,

1499, during her marriage with the Duke of Bisceglia, but of

doubted paternity : she having soon after lost the favour of her

brother Cesare, which had brought upon her much scandal,

this fief was seized by him, on the paltry excuse that being a

woman she could not maintain possession of it.

In the following January, the bride set out for her new

capital, and the Pope wrote desiring that the Duchess of Urbino

sliould attend her to Ferrara. Considering how lately Lu-

crezia had been wife of her brother-in-law Giovanni Sforza,

tliis was an honour she would gladly have dispensed with, but

the habitual deference shown by Guidobaldo to the wishes of

his Holiness prevented her declining what was expressed as a

compliment, though subsequent events soon showed that it was

but a cloak to ulterior projects of a very different character.
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The Duchess of Ferrara arrived at Urbino on the IStli oi'

January, 1502, with the extravagant accompaniment of two

thousand attendants and a hundred and fifty horses, who Averc

all entertained by the Duke in Gubbio, Cagli, and Urbino, at

an expense of about 8000 ducats. * Escorted by her hosts,

slie next day proceeded to Pesaro, visiting as a passing guest

tlie city which had lately owned her as its mistress. For the

second time she entered it a bride, greeted by bell-chimes

and bonfires, and met by a hundred children bearing olive-

branches. But their wands of peace mingled strangely with

the gorgeous liveries of her brother, who in right of the sword,

held the state of him who had on the former occasion been her

husband. Even when at the height of her dissolute career,

she was characterised by a cotemporary as liberal and sacia

(which may either mean learned or discreet); and to her taste

and patronage, rather than to Duke Alfonso, is ascribed the

literary tone which graced the court of Ferrara. As years

wore on she is represented as having purified her thoughts, and,

weaning them from earthly gauds and sensual joys, to have

concentrated them on devotional contemplations. Her death

took place in child-bed on the 24th of June, 1519, and the

followino; letter of condolence from the Doge of Venice to her

husband indicates the regard Avhich she had gained in that

capital :
—

" We have this morning heard with great concern the death

of your most illustrious consort, to whom, on account of the

excellent qualities possessed by her Ladyship, we ever have

extended our affection and entire good- will, knowing them to

be fully reciprocated by her. With the paternal love wdiich we

bear to you and her, we condole with your Excellency as if we

had lost a daughter of our ow^n. Yet our grief is somewhat

mitigated, knowing it to be a dispensation of nature which none

* Sanuto says 753 mouths, 426 horses, with 234 mules. See details in Jlr.

Rawdon Brown's Ragguagli, ii. 192.
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can escape, and remembering the past religious life of* her

Excellency. And so we implore your Lordship that, in this so

distressing event, you will have recourse to your usual and

natural prudence for the alleviation of your grief, submitting to

the Avill of our Lord God, in which we ought all to acquiesce."*

* Diarii di M. Sanuto, xxvii. f. 320. The reader is again referred to Roscoe's

dissertation on the character of Lucrezia, for views Avhich tliis letter tends to support.

In Sanuto we find a very elaborate report of the mamage festivities which celebrated

her arrival at Ferrara in 1502, and in which the Duchess of Urbino bore a distin-

guished part. It is perhaps the most graphic description of a cinque-cento pageant

that has come down to us, and will be found in No. XIII. of the Appendix.
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CHAPTER XVIII.

DUKE GUIDOBALDO'S RETIRED LIFE. — CESARE BORGIA SURPRISES AND
SEIZES URBINO. THE DUKe's FLIGHT. THE DIET OF LA JIA-

GIONE. RISING IN THE DUCHY, AND HIS RETURN HE AGAIN

RETIRES.

" He, 'mid tlie afflictions of intestine war,

And rightful government subverted, found

One only solace, that he had espoused

A virtuous lady, tenderly beloved

For her benign perfections."

Wordsworth's Excurs'wn.

Our attention li.as been long distracted from our mountain

duchy, whose lord sought, in the peaceful retreat of his elegant

court and happy home, to isolate himself from intrigues alien to

his tastes and perilous to his welfare. The notices we shall

gather of his social circle towards the close of his life, would,

doubtless, apply, in part, to this period, so barren of incidents

as to have baffled our research. All we know of him after his

return from Venice is, that at Easter, in 1500, he visited Home,

with a suite of six horsemen and sixty attendants on foot, to

observe with due honour the jubilee functions, and that, in the

following February, one Camillo Caraccioli was hanged at

Urbino, as an emissary of Valentino, suspected of a design to

assassinate the Duke. In November, 1501, he met with a

severe political as well as domestic loss in the death of his

brother-in-law Giovanni della Rovere, Lord of Sinigaglia, and

Prefect of Rome. In pursuance of the arrangement already

referred to, of adopting his son Francesco Maria as heir of
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Urblnoj tlie boy, then in his twelfth year, was removed to that

conrt ; and with a view to throw these parties more completely

off their guard, Alexander continued to the youth his father's

dignity of prefect, with which he was solemnly invested, on the

24th of April, in the cathedral of Urbino, a hint being still held

out of betrothing him to Angela Borgia, niece of his Holiness.

The installation was not attended by the Duchess, who, when

the ceremonies and fetes of Lucrezia Borgia's marriage were

concluded at Ferrara, had proceeded to Venice, accompanying

her sister-in-law the Marchioness of Mantua, and attended by

her faithful Emilia Pia. They remained there during several

weeks, preserving a nominal incognito, and attending public

sights muffled in their hoods, but received from the Signory a

compliment of confectionary and wax to the amount of twenty-

five ducats. On Easter Thursday tliey went to Verona and so

to Mantua, Avhere the Duchess remained until joined by her lord

on his flight from Urbino.

The ambition of the Borgia must again claim our attention.

For the nominal purpose of avenging upon the Colonna and

Savelli their adherence to the King of Naples, Alexander had

anew instituted an active persecution against these powerful

barons of the Campagna and their inviting fiefs. But a larger

field was wanting for Cesare's ever-expanding designs. Tus-

cany and Bologna were now under the protection of Louis XII.
;

the heir of Ferrara had become his brother-in-law ; so he was

compelled to turn towards La Marca in pursuit of his plans of

usurpation. The Pope, having on some idle ground declared

the fief of Camerino forfeited by Giulio Cesare Varaua, its

hereditary seigneur, sent Valentino to expel him by arms. At

the same time, Vitellozzo Vitelli, lieutenant-general in Cesare's

service, laid siege to Arezzo, on pretext of avenging his brother

Paolo's judicial murder by the Florentines, but having, no

doubt, a secret understanding with his master. The events,

now crowding upon each other, which reduced Guidobaldo
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within a few hours from his flourishing sovereignty to proscrip-

tion and exile, are clearly narrated in a letter written by him-

self a few days after his romantic escape, and addressed to

Cardinal Giuliano della Rovere, the uncle of his adopted heir,

whom we shall, ere long, have to notice as Pope Julius II. It

has been printed by Leone in his life of Duke Francesco

]\Iaria I. ; but our translation was made from a cotemporary

copy in the Vatican library.* That the costly visit of Lucrezia

to Urbino, the journey of Duchess Elisabetta to Ferrara, the

withdrawal of troops and money to Arezzo, and the demand for

artillery, were all parts of a deep-laid design to embarrass

Guidobaldo, and facilitate the treacherous seizure of his capital

by Cesare Borgia, is established beyond question by that letter.

The attachment of his subjects, the respectability of his cha-

racter, the support of France and of Venice secured to him

by solemn pactions, the personal influence with Louis of his

relation the Cardinal della Rovere, and the strength of his

country, all presented most serious political and military ob-

stacles to the employment against the Duke of the same means

by which Valentino had gained a footing in Romagna. A
surprise might anticipate remonstrance and paralyse resistance.

Recourse was, therefore, had to treachery, and its success was

equal to the cunning which prepared and the dexterity which

effected it.

" Most reverend Lord,

" Your Lordship has doubtless ere now learned the excessive

treachery used towards me by the Pope and Duke Valentino,

and must feel surprise at not having received from me any con-

firmation of the fact. I pray your pardon for this delay ; but

the great difficulties I encountered in saving myself have occu-

pied all my thoughts, although that I have reached this, may

* Urb. MSS. No. 1023. f. 188. In No. 904. f. 43. is the diary of a citizen of

Urbino during the usurpation of Borgia, which has supplied us with many of the

succeeding details.
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be ascribed rather to a miraculous interposition of Providence

than to any thing else. But to put you in possession of the

whole case, you must know that the affair of Arczzo against the

Florentines being disclosed to me after the return of Nicoloso

Doria, I could not credit such a piece of villany, for I never

did or conceived any thing in regard to the Pope or Duke

Valentino except for their pleasure and profit, I therefore

remained in secure reliance, considering the expeditions against

Tuscany and Camerino to be great and justifiable enterprises :

and I did so the more that my agent in Eome daily received

pressing assurances of affection and safety from the Pope, the

Cardinal of Modena, Trotti, Signor Adriano, Signer Paolo

Orsini, and Duke Valentino. The Cardinal, in particular, vo-

lunteered to me, through an Observantine friar of influence

who was much in my interest, the most solemn assurances on

his own responsibility that I had nothing to fear, and that,

having seen every despatch sent to France, Germany, and

Venice, he was certain my name was never alluded to but in

friendly terms. Wliilst I thus remained inactive, and ready to

follow your Lordship's advice, which I had already most anxi-

ously sought through the Lord Prefect, I heard of the Duke

leaving Rome with his troops, and at the same moment Avas

applied to for a thousand infantry by Vitellozzo, who having

taken Arezzo was doubtful of carrying the citadel. To whom

I replied, that I had every wish to oblige his Holiness, the

Duke, and himself, but that, as the Florentines were under

French protection, and, as I had no i>ersonal quarrel with them

to plead, I wished he would get the Pope to send a written

application to me as his vicar, which I would at once obey.

This answer he took much amiss, and refused me, saying that

he would have the place without me.

" There arrived soon after at Perugia the Bishop of Elna, as

eommissai'y-general of the Pope for the enterprise against

Camerino, wlio sent me two Spanish gentlemen, with a letter

from his Holiness, couched in the most aftectionate terms, and
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stating that having ever found me in all respects devoted to the

Church and to himself, he prayed me to concur in all the

Duke's projects, and to execute the directions which I should

receive from the Bishop. INIy reply placed myself at his Holi-

ncss's disposal. The Spaniards then informed me that my ar-

tillery must advance by Gubbio, Cagli, La Serra, and Sassofer-

rata, for which purpose I should have the roads repaired, and

draught oxen provided ; they likewise required me to give free

passage and provisions for [an escort of] fifteen hundred foot. I

immediately sent back with them jNIesser Dolce, to inform the

Bishop that these instructions should all be willingly fulfilled,

and I gave the necessary orders to the commissioner of Cagli and

the lieutenant of G ubbio. I subsequently wrote to ISIcsser Dolce

at Perugia, desiring him to proceed as far as Spolcto to meet

the Duke, and to wait upon his Excellency with every offer of

service. He was received with all possible demonstrations of

gratitude by the Duke, who assured him, with many thanks,

that on no one in Italy could he look with the same fraternal

attachment as myself; and who further earnestly entreated that

I should send the thousand men to Vitellozzo. Messer Dolce

having reported these matters to me, I instantly sent him back

to represent my readiness to comply, on receiving from the Pope

and his Excellency such letters as should discharge me of every

responsibility with the King of France, and to propose that,

since the exigence did not afford time to obtain these, Vitellozzo

might raise five hundred men in my state, for which purpose I

should contribute 1000 ducats, a force which would probably

suffice, as I had just heard of his having reduced the citadel of

Arezzo. I also prepared a beautiful charger with a surcoat of

brocade, and sent them with Messer Dolce next day as a pre-

sent to the Duke.

" But the latter, having suddenly taken horse at Spoleto,

hurried towards Costaccioro, sending forward two thousand men,

whom he called the foot artillery; and these, having been admitted

by my people, according to my instructions, advanced without
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further leave upon Cagli. The Duke, hurrying after them,

was met between Cagli and Cantiano by Messer Dolce, who at

the same moment received advices from Fossombrone, that of

the two thousand infantry whom the former had in Romagna

for the enterprise against Camerino, one half had moved upon

Isola di Fano, Sorbolongo, and Reforzato, which places com-

manded the passes between my territory and that of the Lord

Prefect, and that, besides these, a soldier was quartered in every

house at Fano. It further appeared that the Counts of

jNIontevecchio and S. Lorenzo, Avho Avere hovering on that

frontiei*, had within the last few days been taken into the

Duke's pay.

" These several pieces of intelligence, so very different from

my anticipations, reached me within the interval of an hour,

about eight o'clock at night, Avhilst I was enjoying myself at

supper in the country, supposing myself in perfect security. I

hurried back to Urbino, and there found a message from the

authorities of S. Marino, to inform me that the remaining thou-

sand infantry of Romagna had advanced upon Yerucchio and

S. Arcangelo, well officered, occasioning them great alarm.

Presently there reached me a letter from the commissioner of

Cagli, intimating that the Duke had avowed hostile intentions,

and would reach Urbino next morning. That place being in

all respects unprovided for resistance, and its defences of no

strength, I thought it well to make the best of my Avay on

horseback, along Avith the Lord Prefect, three of my people,

and a fcAV archers, to S. Leo, my strongest fortress in Monte-

feltro, Avhich is accessible by only two passes. I left instruc-

tions that matters should be so arranged that Urbino might

suffer as little as possible, and at midnight I set out. By dawn

I reached a castle [Monte Coppiolo] four miles distant from

S. Leo, and there learned that the troops from Verucchio and

S. Arcangelo, instead of marching upon S. Marino, had seized

the passes of S. Leo, Avhich Avas surrounded on all sides by the

men of Rimini and Cesena, well organised. On hearing this.
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I despatched a person to ascertain how things were, and took

the road to S. Agata, another of my Montcfeltrian castles, on

the confines of Tuscany and Roraagna, which, though not of

great strength, was a good quarter, and there I halted for a

short rest to the horses, then nearly dead.

" Dismissing there the archers, I, with three mounted fol-

lowers, thought it best to separatQ from the Lord Prefect, who,

with two of his people, took the most secure route towards the

Val di Bagno, whilst I, disguised as a peasant, followed the

mountain paths towards the Tuscan frontier, and the strong-

holds in the bishopric of Sarsina, then held for the Duke*

About fourteen miles from S. Agata, and eight beyond the

fx'onticr, at a stream called the Borello in the territory of

Cesena, I was attacked by some country people, who pursued

us with cries of " blood, blood, murder them !
" Within a bow-

shot of me they seized one of my people who carried my money,

and a guide, but the rest of us with great difficulty reached

Castelnuovo, a small place belonging to the illustrious Signory

[of Venice], but surrounded by the Duke of Romagna's ter-

ritories. I arrived about eight o'clock at night, half dead with

fatigue, and after writing to the authorities of Ravenna to

represent what had occurred, I betook myself to rest. Next

mid- day there came an answer from the magistrates of that

city, twenty-six miles distant, enjoining me on no account to

remain there, which I believe was given with a good intention,

as the place seemed weak and open to the enemy.* I there-

upon begged permission to stay still until evening, and, chang-

ing my disguise, prepared to face what then seemed inevitable

death. Meanwhile another messenger, who had been de-

spatched by the authorities of Ravenna to hurry ray departure,

was arrested at Meldola, a mile fi"om Castelnuovo, and being

examined as to his business, avowed the whole affair ; where-

upon Valentino's officers instantly ordered the passes to be

* This rudeness was, however, visited by tlic Signory witii a sharp rebuke.—
Sanuto's Diaries.

c c 3
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guarded, especially that toward Galeato in Tuscany, and the

high road to Ravenna. Having heard of this about six o'clock

p. m., from a woman of Meldola, I decided not to wait for

night, and took horse, accompanied by two of my people, the

messenger from Kavenna, his three attendants, and two guides.

To deceive the enemy, we avoided the direct roads to Ravenna

and Galeato, and resolved to push right through the heart of

the Duke's territory, at the risk of an encounter with his force.

Passing between Bertinoro and Cesena, we crossed the highway

from Cesena to Forlimpopoli, a mile from the former town,

and thence by cross roads reached Ravenna without interrup-

tion ; a most surprising escape, as at nightfall, whilst still in

the enemy's country, we heard from Cesena, Forlimpopoli, and

Bertinoro discharges of artillery and alarm bells, and saw

signal fires, and a rush towards the very places which we had

just passed. After riding the whole night, we got at sunrise to

Ravenna, where we were well received by the magistracy; and

thence, through the state of Ferrara, we arrived here [at

Mantua], where we were welcomed in the most affectionate

manner I could wish by the Lord Marquis.

" Your Reverence has now heard all, and will excuse my
lengthy details. I beg you will inform his most Christian

Majesty of the treachery employed towards me, relying on the

scrupulous truth of this, which may stand the test of all the

world. And as to the assertion of my having been expelled by

my people, Avhich I hear the Duke begins to put abroad, be

assured that all those who were aware of my departure did

nothing but bewail it. I recommend myself to your Reverence,

assuring you that my only earthly desire is to submit myself to

the opinion of his Majesty in this affair, whose good servant,

as your Lordship knows, I have ever been and will continue.

" I hope in God that the Lord Prefect will escape, as the

road he took was safer, and as I have heard no bad news of him.

You should also know that as soon as the Duke reached Urbino,

he wrote to Messcr Giovanni Bcntivoglio to seize and deliver
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me up to him, and that along all the coast of Sinlgaglla, Fano,

Pesaro, and Rimini measures were taken to intercept me.

Further, that I have saved nothing but my life, a doublet and

a shirt. Mantua, 28th June, 1502.

" Your servant,

" The Duke of Urbino, manu proj^ria,''''

It was on the 20th of June that Valentino, after a forced

march of thirty miles under a midsummer sun, halted his little

army at Cagli, and the same evening the first alarm reached

Guidobaldo, on the return of Dolce. The Duke had been

supping in a shady grove by the Zoccolantine convent, about a

mile out of Urbino, and sat enjoying the charm lavished by pro-

digal nature on that fair land at the hour of sunset, which

" Fronde sub arborea fen-entia tcmperat astra."

It w^as long ere his breast again knew the tranquillity of tliat

evenino;. On hearino; the fatal news, he remained for a few

moments absorbed in thought ; then striking the table with

his hand, he exclaimed, " I fear I shall find myself betrayed."

Within four hours he had bid a touching but manly farewell to

his court and people, cheering their despondency with the hope

of better days, and had passed a secret postern of his palace,

carrying with him a few papers, some money and^ jewels. Those

who have experienced the difficulty, delay, and fatigue of

penetrating the rugged country between his capital and S. Leo,

may form some idea of the risks and sufferings of his midnight

flight among these sierras,

" As one

That makes no pause, but presses on his road

Whate'er betide him."

But when the aggravations to a constitution broken by gout

arc considered, his surviving the exertion must seem almost

miraculous. Two of his attendants were his favourite Giovanni

Andrea, and Cathelan, his first chamberlain, the latter of whom,

when hard pressed at the Borello, fell behind, and allowed him-

C C 4
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self to be taken and plundered, pretending to be tlie Duke, a

device which slackened the pursuit, and enabled his master to

escape.

At the court of his brother-in-law, Francesco Marquis of

Mantua, he found the hospitable shelter which his wearied frame

so much needed after this tumult of exhausting incidents ; and, in

the society of his beloved wife,

" Whose worthy words him seemed due recompense

For all his passed paius,"

he cheerfully practised those lessons of contentment and philo-

sophy with which, in brighter days, he had disciplined his mind.

When a brief delay had given time for the Cardinal dellaRovere

to interpose with Louis in his behalf, Guidobaldo sought that

monarch at Milan, and reminding him of his pledged protection,

stated his grievances and besought redress. But state policy is

ever selfish. Mutual interests rendered the close alliance of his

Christian Majesty with the Borgia of primary importance to

the unscrupulous ambition of both, and the outraged Duke of

Urbino's appeals were responded to by cold generalities. Turn-

ing to his old allies, the Venetians, he repaired to their caj)ital

;

and although they dared not resort to active measures in his

behalf, situated as they were between two such formidable

powers as Louis and Valentino, he received with them a cordial

welcome, and enjoyed from their hospitality an honourable

retirement, and an allowance of thirty pounds of gold a month,

until time had given a favourable turn to the wheel of his

fortune.

An impression has arisen among the historians of these trans-

actions, founded perhaps on a passage in Bembo's gossiping

discourse*, that, either seriously", or as a temporary security

from Borgia's murderous agents, the Duke, while at Milan,

declared his impotency, and held out the hope that, should the

Pope on this ground dissolve his marriage, and confer on him a

* Bembi Opera, ii. p. G37.
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cardinal's hat, lils ducliess might many Cesare, now a widower.

The whole story is apocryphal, and the character of the Duke
and Duchess prevent our crediting that such an expedient could

be seriously proposed or sanctioned by either of them. It is,

however, casually mentioned by Machiavelli as a rumour, at the

time of Guidobaldo's second withdrawal from his state in the

following year.

The night of the Duke's flight was one of lamentation and

panic in Urbino. To the grief with which the Inhabitants saw

their beloved sovereign driven into unmerited exile, quickly

succeeded anxiety for themselves. The dismay attendant upon

a dreaded Invasion was augmented by the well-known blood-

thirsty rapacity of Borgia and of his ferocious soldiery. Aban-

doned to their resources, each acted upon his own plan.

Some hurried their women and valuables out of the city, in

hopes of reaching, among the neighbouring villages, or even at

Pesaro, a safe retreat from the horrors of conquest ; others

sought to conceal their treasures. Many fiercely ran to arms
;

more resigned themselves to wretched forebodings. At length,

with returning light, order and confidence were in some degree

restored by the energy of the magistrates, who forbade all

tumult or attempts at defence on pain of instant punishment.

Valentino, after a brief halt at Cagli, hurried his troops

towards Urbino, and by sunrise was before its gates. Devoted

to " the pomp and circumstance of glorious Avar," he entered the

city in gorgeous armour on a beautiful charger, followed by his

lances and men-at-arms, caparisoned as for a tournament, their

party-coloured plumes and glittering mail bearing no signs of

a hurried march. He was met by the magistracy and principal

inhabitants, who surrendered to him the town and citadel with-

out any show of resistance ; and his first act was to behead

Pier-Antonio, a confidant of the Duke, who, at his instigation,

had persuaded his master to grant the successive demands of the

usurper, and so virtually to disable himself from defence, but

who, by omitting to secure Guidobaldo's person, earned the
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vengeance of his seducer. After seizing several who were

notoriously attached to the legitimate dynasty, he sought repose

in the palace, where he found, and at once removed to Forli, a

vast amount of plate, tapestry, books, and other valuables, esti-

mated by Sanuto at above 150,000 ducats, a sum now equal to

perhaps a quarter of a million sterling.* His orders against

plundering were ill observed ; and it was not till after much

damage had been done by his troops, to property both of the

Duke and of the citizens, that he marched them to Fermignano,

a village at some distance, where their rapine was indulged

without check. The various communities of the state, finding

themselves in the enemy's hands, sent in their adherence ; the

only exceptions were S. Leo and Maluolo : the latter speedily

surrendered ; the former was gained by treachery, as we shall

hereafter see. Camerino was likewise reduced within a month,

and Giulio Cesare Varana, its brave lord, was soon after

strangled by Borgia's order, in daring breach of the terms and

assurances he had received, his eldest son Venanzio, with two

natural brothers, sharing his fate. Adding sacrilege to murder,

the usurper carried off from the monastery of Sta. Chiara, at

Urbino, EUsabetta Malatesta, the widowed sister of Guidobaldo,

a lady whose mature years might have protected her from out-

rage, and who was released by an exchange of prisoners only on

her brother's first return.f

We here once more draw upon Capello's Venetian rela-

tion for some notice of the monster, whose misdoings have thus

gradually become bound up in our narrative. To that ambas-

sador of the Republic, Duke Valentino appeared quite as much

feared as he was loved by his father, who grumbled at his regal

prodigality, more than at his own favourite Perotto being

stabbed by him under his very mantle, while the life-blood

spurted into his face. Tall and well made, surpassing in per-

sonal advantages even the handsome Ferdinand of Naples, he

* Sec oiu- rreface. f Sec of her, p. 276.
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prided himself on having slain six wild boars with the lance

while on horseback, striking the head off one at a blow, to the

wonder of all Kome, "so that the whole town trembled lest it

should be their turn next to test the temper of his steel."

The strong representations made to Louis at Milan, by most

of his Italian confederates, of Duke Valentino's tyranny, faith-

lessness, and cruelty, were neutralised by his sudden appearance

in person. Meeting his jNIajesty on the street, the minion

averted his rising indignation by proffering humble submission,

and imploring protection from numberless foes. The impression

thus made he followed up by abject and elaborate flattery, and

so successfully did he justify himself, or rather, perhaps, so fully

did he demonstrate how necessary to their several schemes was

an unshrinking mutual support, that, instead of being disavowed

by the French monarch, he obtained his sanction, and a squadron

of three hundred lances, in aid of his scarcely disguised designs

against Bologna, Perugia, and Citta dl Castello. The respective

lords of these places were allies of France, and two of them

Avere, or had been, actually in Borgia's pay ; but such consider-

ations availed not to save them from his avowed resolution of

extirpating their races, and adding their territories to the

kingdom at which his boundless ambition seems now to have

aimed.

Thus aroused to their common danger, these and other chiefs

sought to organise a common defence, and, about the end of

September, assembled at La Maglone, near Perugia, to concert

their measures. In this confederacy were Included Giovanni

Bentivoglio, of Bologna ; Gian-Paolo Baglioni, of Perugia ; Vi-

tellozzo Vitelli, of Citta di Castello ; Pandolfo PetruccI, of

Siena ; along with the Orsini, including Cardinal Gian-battista,

Francesco Duke of Gravlna, Paolo, a bastard of the Bracciano

line, and his son the Chevalier Fablo. With these was likewise

associated Oliverotto EufreduccI, generally called Liverotto

da Fermo, whose atrocities deserve brief notice. Having trea-

cherously murdered his guardian and maternal uncle, Giovanni
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Fogliano, seigneur of Ferrao, whilst his guest at a banquet, in

January, 1502, he seized that city. In the same cold-blooded

slaughter were included the son and son-in-law of Giovanni, the

latter by name RafFaele della Rovere (natural son of the Cardi-

nal Giuliano), whose two infants were also murdered by orders

of the monster, as he rode through the city to proclaim himself

sovereign, one being thrown from the window at which it gazed

on the spectacle, the other having its throat cut while in its

mother's arms.* Such was the miscreant selected by Machia-

velii as the paragon of a prince exalted by criminal means, and

such Sismondi would seem to consider the type of Italian seig-

neurs in this age !

The diet of La Maglonc had ample cause for alarm. They

had seen half of the independent feudatories of the Church, the

Riarii, Malatesta, Sforza, IManfredi, Colonna, Montefeltri, and

Varana dispossessed, slaughtered, or exiled, and now their turn

was at hand. At this juncture an event occurred which quickly

matured their wavering counsels. Of the many fortresses of

his highland state, S. Leo alone held out for Guidobaldo, till,

after some weeks, it was treasonably surrendered by the com-

mander, Ludovico Scarmiglione, of Foligno. This traitor,

having the assurance to present himself to his master at Venice,

and, attempting to make excuses for the " misfortune," added

that he would, without doubt, take steps for its reconquest, the

Duke causticly replied, " Give yourself no further trouble as to

that ; your having lost it was already one step towards its

recovery." Among its citizens was Gian-battista Brizio, who, as

page and equerry of Duke Federigo, had learned the duties at

once of a gallant soldier and a loyal subject. Having gained

the engineer employed to repair its fortifications, he introduced

singly into the town a number of the old militia on whom he

could depend, disguised as peasants ; and, at the preconcerted

moment, on the 5th of October, the drawbridge was jammed,

* Vat. Urb, MSS. No. 1023. art. 17.
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as if accidentally, by some large logs of timber. On a given

signal the pretended peasants rushed upon the garrison, and,

supported by an ambuscade planted outside, who seized the

embarrassed gate, they slaughtered Borgia's officers, and carried

the place by a coup-de-main. Tlieir cry of " Feltro, Feltro •

the Duke, the Duke!" alternating with " Marco, Marco!" the

Avatchword of Venice, rang through the mountain passes, and

was echoed from the surrounding castles, spreading the insur-

rection as far as Gubbio and Cagli.* News of the fall of S.

Leo reached Urbino on the 8th, being market day, and the

country people, catching up the same war-cries, rushed upon

l)art of their garrison, wdio were endeavouring to secure some

pieces of artillery that had been carelessly left outside the walls

since the Camerino affair. The soldiers being beaten back, the

citizens and militia rushed to arras ; but ere the counter-revolu-

tion was completed in the town, fifteen mules, laden with valu-

ables from the palace, had been sent off towards Forli. Next

day, by a sudden and well-supported assault, the citadel was

taken, and as its assailants congratulated themselves on their

easy victory, an express brought tidings that Fossombrone too

had declared for the Duke. A detachment of four hundred men,

hastily despatched to aid in reducing the castle, arrived there

too late to save that devoted town from a savage retribution.

Notice of the rising having reached Michele Coreglia,

* Sanuto has presen-ed the following letter of the 8th Octoher, addressed by

Cesare to the inhabitants of Bcrtinoro, near Cescna, in reference to this feat of

Brizio :
—

"The Duke of Romagna, Prince of Urbino and Adria, Lord of Piombino, to our

well-beloved, greeting : The peasants of S. Leo, carrying wood into that place,

induced by cupidity of new booty, captured the warder and took the castle ; and it

being the capital of Montefeltro, the neighbouring castles have rebelled ; and as

perhaps Guidobaldo, feigning to have assistance from some potentate, may attempt

to go thither, we command you, as you value our favour, to exert yourselves, and

guard the passes with armed men, arresting all who may come that way, giving

them into the hands of our commissaiy, or slaying those who may make resistance.

Guidobaldo is not aware of the good understanding which exists letween the

Pope's Ilolitiess and the most Christian King of France, as also between other poten-

tates and us."
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Cesare's favourite minister in liis worst atrocities, who, from his

small figure, was surnamed Don Michelotto, he marched upon

La Pergola, wliich was also in arms. At Fossombrone he

obtained admission with his troops, by raising a cry of " Feltro"

at the gates, and sacked both these towns with revolting ex-

cesses, the women seeking to save themselves and their infants

in the river Metauro. He then turned his track of fire and

sword towards Urbino, menacing the citizens with a similar

fate. Their drooping courage was revived by news of the

league of La Magionc, and by Vitellozzo's arrival on the 11th,

Avith a reinforcement of forty lances and four hundred infantry.

Paolo Orslni advanced upon Cagli the same day, in order to

keep the cut-throat Michelotto in check. The other leaders

were equally active. They had sent urgent representations to

Venice and Florence, praying support against the common

enemy ; but with these republics a cautious policy prevailed,

and by their backwardness the opportunity of crushing him was

lost. Indeed, the latter stood already committed to Valentino

by sending Nicolo Machiavelll, on the 5th of October, to offer

him, as an ally of France, their support against the confedera-

tion ; whilst the Venetian Signory, on hearing the affair of S.

Leo, assured the Pope's legate, in presence of Guidobaldo him-

self, that the movement had neither their sanction nor sym-

patliy.

Borgia, deserted by his best captains, was well aware of his

danger, and is described as full of alarm by Machiavelli, who

arrived at this juncture ; but putting the best face upon matters,

he ascribed the rising in the duchy to the unpopularity of his

troops, to his ill-judged clemency in not having formerly made

a sufficient example of the inhabitants, and to his remissness in

leaving the principal offices in disaffected hands. But affecting

indifference as to Urbino, which from the moment S. Leo was

surprised he regarded as lost, and remarking that he had carried

it in tlu'ce days, and had not forgotten how to do so again, he

concentrated his cares upon Eomagna. Emboldened by the
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timely support of Florence, he sent to Louis, who had now

returned home, the strongest representations of the peril im-

2)cnding over their mutual designs, and pressed him for prompt

and efficient succours. Meanwhile, distrusting his strength, he

had recourse to cunning, in order to avert the danger, or, at

least, to gain time. Disguising his indignation, he opened com-

munications with the individual confederates, and endeavoured

to amuse them with hollow professions and seeming apologies,

artfully appealing to their respective prejudices, sowing jealou-

sies, explaining away former offences, and avowing for each a

sincere friendship, based upon a community of interests. Whilst

these intrigues were fomenting he remained at Imola, apparently

at his ease, but, in reality, recruiting the means of vengeance,

to be used as soon as his enemies had been divided. Meanwhile

he rallied many mountain chieftains and straggling adventurers,

each Avith his handful of broken lances, and thus, when tlie

moment for action arrived, had secured a not despicable follow-

ing of troops prepared for any enormity. On the 29th of

October, Machiavelli's despatch contained returns of above

five thousand foot, and nearly a thousand men-at-arms, light

cavalry, and archers, even before the arrival of his French or

Swiss auxiliaries.

The first successes of his friends at S. Leo and Urbino had

been communicated to Guidobaldo on the 7th, by letters urging

his immediate presence, and he hastened to respond to the call.*

* Among the Qliveriana MSS. I found a statement tliat his return was rckxctant,

and against hope of success, and that it had been somewhat forced upon him, in

consequence of the injudicious zeal of a priest, who, finding his seal in S. Leo, gave

out that he was ai-rived, ordered rejoicings, and issued forged letters in his name.

The apocryphal story is not supported by any authority that I have met with. From

the instructions to ]\Iachiavelli, dated 5th of October, it appears that his return was

anticipated before the surprise of S. Leo had taken place,— an event probably

brought about in part by such rumours, tending

" Spargere voces

In vulgum ambiguas, et qua:rere conscius arma."

Indeed, he had secretly applied to the Signory for pecuniary aid some days anterior

to the rising iu his ducliy.
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Having experienced the risks of the Romagna passes when in

the hands of a watchful foe, he took sea from Venice to Sini-

gagha, which his courageous sister still held in name of her son,

the young Lord Prefect. After a brief fraternal greeting, —
for night had fallen when he landed, and the hours of darkness

were precious,— the Duke once more nndcrtook a harassing

ride through intricate mountain paths, and reached S. Leo, on

the 17th of October, just twelve days after the banner of Mon-
tefeltro, streaming from its towers, had roused the country to

arms. Thanking the gallant Brizio, and cheering his little

garrison, he next morning set out for his capital, through vil-

lages and townships that vied with each other in zeal to welcome

his appearance by tables placed for refreshment. When he

ajiproached Urbino, whose devotedness on this and similar

occasions gained for that city the distinguishing epithet of

JideJe, or leal, the entire population turned out to receive him

;

and it was with much delay and difficulty his horse coidd pene-

trate their crowded ranks, and carry him to the cathedral.

There he found the bishop at the head of his clergy, and after

attendino; a solemn function to return thanks to the Kino; of

kings for his restoration, he sought repose in his palace. "Worn

out by severe exertion, and suffering from gout, he was confined

to bed during the next three days, but none were refused access

of the promiscuous multitudes who flocked to satisfy themselves

as to his actual return. Of the affection entertained towards

him, a touching instance occurs in the naive diary to which we

have recently referred:— " I was plundered at Montecalvo by

the soldiery of stuff to the value of twenty-five ducats, which

prevented me from sowing this year ; but my losses seemed

as nothing when I saw my Prince, and especially when I

touched his hand ; such were the caresses bestowed upon me by

my Lord, whom God preserve !"

On the 15th, Ugo di Moncada and ]\Iichelotto after being

worsted near Fossombrone, by Paolo Orsini and Vitellozzo, fell

back upon Fano, and the whole country rushed to arms. Four
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months after his first surprise, Guidobaldo was again master of

his states, almost without a blow, Sant' Agata being the only

fortress still held for Borgia. Had one united eiFort been then

made by the chiefs against their common enemy, his cause

might have been rendered desperate. But precious moments

were lost In undecided movements and petty skirmishes, till

Louis had responded to his appeal by ordering him a reinforce-

ment of five hundred lances, and promising what further aid he

might require. The harmony which actuated the confederates

against Valentino became distracted when they found themselves

in hostile contact with that victorious monarch. On their mutual

heart-breakings and wavering resolutions Cesare's wily repre-

sentations told with tenfold effect. Within a week of the fall

of S. Leo, he had opened secret communications with Paolo

Orsini, a man of shallow capacity, and he complained bitterly to

Machiavelli of having been deceived by that chief in the affau*

of Fossombrone. On the 25th of October Paolo arrived at

Imola to treat with him, and In two days acceded to his terms.

A treaty was signed on the 28 th, by Cesare for himself, and by

Paolo on the part of the Diet, whereby Its combined chiefs, for-

getting past jealousies, were to re-enter Valentino's service, and

assist him to recover Urbino and Camerlno. To this accommo-

dation there was, however, some difficulty in obtaining the

sanction of their associates. Vitellozzo Is said to have torn it

up when presented to him, and It was not until his brother, the

Bishop of CItta dl Castello, had met some cardinals sent by the

Pope to La Magione, and had visited Petrucci at Siena, that a

reluctant unanimity was obtained. The conditions of this

hollow reconciliation resembled, in some respects, the bonds of

maintenance and manrent then usual among Scottish chieftains.

The associated condottlerl were taken bound to aid and support

all the race of Borgia In their quarrels and causes, and to give

their sons as hostages when required by Cesare, on whom one

of them was to be in constant attendance.

The contest had, from Borgia's dilatory policy, quickly de-

void I. D D
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dined to a guerilla war, most harassing to the Urbinltes, whose

alarm was aggravated by the rumours of an arrangement be-

tween him and the confederates, which prevailed in the begin-

ning of November. When the treaty transpired, the Duke,

upon the 17th, laid his case before the principal inhabitants of

his state, offering to place himself In their hands, and either to

retire or to live and die with them, as they might decide. Re-

sistance to the death was their option, and so great was the en-

thusiasm, that a deputation of ladles waited upon him to

applaud the resolution, and to lay at his feet their jewels and

ornaments for the common cause. All was now busy pre-

paration over the duchy. Men were hastily levied and drilled,

free captains were enrolled, fortresses were repaired

:

" The horsemen and the footmen

Are pouring m amain,

From many a stately market-place,

From many a fruitful plain.

From many a lonely hamlet

Which, hid by beech and pine,

Like eagle's nest, hangs on the crest

Of pui-ple Apennine." *

But a new access of gout proved how little fit their sovereign

was for the field, and in so desperate a crisis the maintenance of

their independence seems scarcely to have been contemplated

by the most sanguine. Still, by showing a good front, they

calculated upon making better terms for themselves and the

Duke ; nor were their opponents' views such as to render hope-

less such an issue. The chiefs having bound themselves to

make common cause with Guldobaldofor the re-establishment of

his rights, they were anxious that he should fall easily after

their desertion, and willingly lent their mediation to obtain for

him such conditions as might save them from being the In-

struments of his utter destruction. Cesare, too, had his own

reasons for seeking a more prompt solution of the dilemma than

• Macaulav's Lavs of Ancient Rome.
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was promised by a winter campaign in the most inaccessible

country of Italy and against its bravest people, fighting for

their hearths and in support of a beloved dynasty. The horrors

of such a war possessed no charm for him, for he had already

planned a sanguinary vengeance which risked nothing, and to

his crooked mind treachery was more attractive than fair fighting.

Besides, he was awaiting the arrival of three thousand Swiss

mercenaries, and in the interval lent himself to negotiations,

conducted on his part by Gian-paolo Vitelll, and on that of the

Duke of Urbino by Ottaviano Fregoso.

At length, on the 4th of December, an arrangement was

published, by which S. Leo and three other fortresses were to

remain in the hands of Guidobaldo, with permission to transport

thither whatever property he chose, the remainder of the duchy

passing again to Borgia. During the next two days much of

the Duke's valuables were removed, and on the 7th the palace

was thrown open to general plunder ; indeed, all law and order

being suspended, there was a scramble by the citizens for the

safety of their fixmilies and effects. Paolo Orsini, to calm the

excitement, offered to guarantee the full amnesty stipulated in

the surrender ; but, enraged at a reverse which they attributed

mainly to his perfidy and cowardice, they spurned his assur-

ances, and, being unable to tear him to pieces, wreaked their

indignation by hooting him as " the Lady Paul." To the Duke

there remained no alternative but once more to withdraw; yet,

before setting out, he advised his people to dismantle the other

castles, as these could only serve to strengthen the usurper's

hold upon his country, in the event of any new effort for his

restoration,— a suggestion which they carried enthusiastically

into effect ere Cesare could take means to prevent them. But

to have punished their precipitancy would have been all the

more impolitic, when there were no longer fortresses from which

to overawe their obedience ; so he had no alternative but conci-

liation, and on taking possession of the duchy he jiroclauned

a general amnesty, as provided in the capitulation.

i> l> 2
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The fatigues which Guidobalclo had undergone in reaching

his capital had brought on a severe attack of his constitutional

enemy, which disqualified him from active exertion during most

of the anxious period of his stay there, and, indeed, generally

confined him to liis couch. A new exertion was, however, re-

quisite, and he met it with his wonted firmness. On the 7th of

December he made a parting address to his people, and ex-

plained to them that, after aj^plying in vain for aid to all the

powers of Italy, and unable singly to resist the Pope and his

son, the interests of his state left him no choice but to retire.

He recommended them resignation to an inevitable destiny, and

ndvised them to remain quietly under their new sovereign until

it should please God to send them better times. Next morning,

at eight o'clock, he once more bid adieu to his dominions amid

the lamentations of thousands, and retired to Citta di Castello.

There the Bishop entertained him hospitably until the 5th of

January, when news of the tragedy at Sinigaglia suggested to

them both the necessity of flight. The Duke soon found a kind

welcome in the castle of Petigliano, near Bolsena, from his old

friend Count Nlcolo Orsini, and obtained from the Venetians

an injunction prohibiting Cesare from molesting him in that

stronghold of their general. But he too well knew his daring

enemy to trust much to such nominal protection, and on his

approach took the road to Mantua. From Rovigo he addressed

these hurried lines to

" The most serene Prince and most illustrious Lord, my
special Lord, Leonardo Loredano, by God's grace Doge

of the Venetians

:

*' Most serene Prince and most illustrious Lord, my special

Lord,

" This is only to make known to your Serenity how, after

enduring many and infinite pains and perils, I am by God's

grace safely brought back into your Serenity's territory and

dominions, and have been most affectionately received and
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welcomed by the magnificent Messer Gian-paolo [Gradcnlgo,

governor of Kovigo] ; and, please God, I mean to be presently

in Venice, where I consider myself at home. All this I have

deemed it right to notify to your Serenity, to whom I ever

commend myself. From Rovigo, 27th of January, 1503.

Your servant,

" GuiDO Duke of Urbino, manu propria.''^

Sanuto, who has preserved this letter, continues the following

detail of the wanderer's reception at Venice. " On this day

[31st of January] there came into college the Duke Guido of

Urbino, for whom the Signory sent the chiefs. of the forty, and

us sages for the orders, to be his escort. He was seen with

favour by an immense concourse of persons, and there on the

landing I addressed him, saying he was welcome, and that

the Signory was anxious to embrace him, and rejoiced at his

escape from so great perils. His Highness returned thanks, and

then went up by the grand stone staircase. All were gladdened

on seeing him ; and, being seated near the Doge, he spoke some

bland words, purporting how miraculously he had reached what

he might term his own house, and added, that having neither

state nor property, he could offer none such, but that his person

was the Signory 's until death. The Doge replied in congratu-

latory terms at his escape from so great dangers, the account of

which he said gave him more satisfaction than if his own son

had been rescued from shipwreck. He then inquired of the

Duke how he got away, which his Lordship thus recounted.

" Being at Petigliano, and his surrender demanded by the

Pope, who proposed going thither with the camp, he resolved on

departing. His wish was to go by sea, but he could not get a

brigantine, so he left by land with a single companion [Vitelli],

Bishop of Citta di Castello, who was also setting forth, he knew

not whither. On reaching Montefiore, above Siena, the Count

sent his secretary there to accompany him ; and riding all night, he

skirted the walls of Siena to Bonconvento, another dependency

D D 3
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of that community, where he took post-horses, and entered the

Florentine territory, the secretary leaving him, as he had not

heart to act as guide. At Fucecchio he found the passes

guarded, but the commissary, after examination of him, allowed

him to proceed ; and he also passed inspection at a second bar-

rier guarded by a certain count. Having thus crossed the

Arno, he came towards Monte-carlo, where he was brought be-

fore the commissary for examination. In reply he stated

himself to be Gian-battista of Ravenna, a messenger of the

Cardinal of Lisbon's household ; but the commissary said his

orders were to arrest all comers and write to Florence, thirty-

two miles distant. His baggage having then been seized, the

Duke was searched, and locked up in a chamber without fire or

bed. The answer from Florence was that counsel should be

taken ; and one Francesco Bechi of that city having been sent,

with fifteen mounted bowmen, to examine him, he recognised

the Duke, whose state he had frequented, but said 'I know him

not.' He then returned to Florence, where the Duke supposes

that further consultation was held, as the Ten wrote ordering

him to be set at liberty, on his swearing to be the person he

represented himself, and his baggage to be given up. After

being thus detained for seven days he came on to a friend in

Lucca, and thence passing by Grafegnana he embarked in a

little bai-ge, and with great risks reached Polesella, and so came

to Rovigo, where he found himself at length in safety. Such

was his marvellous voyage, during which he has suffered greatly

from journeying on foot, as he walks with difficulty by reason of

gout, and this very morning I was obliged to give him my arm.

After taking leave of the Doge Ave again accompanied him to

his gondola. His consort is here on the Canaregio, in the house

of Malombra." This continued his residence during his exile,

except for a short visit which he paid to the hot mud-baths at

Abano, in the vain attempt of stewing out his gout ; and he

enjoyed from the Signory a monthly pension of a hundred

solden scudi.
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APPENDIX I. (Pages 33, 36.)

POETRY OF THE FAMILY OF MONTEFELTRO.

We shall here collect a few literary remains of personages connected with

the family of Montefeltro, to whom we have alluded in early chapters of this

woi'k. They can scarcely now be considered of general interest, but they

indicate and test that cultivation of letters among princely houses to which

we have often pointed, and, coming from sources not generally accessible, will

be welcome to literary antiquarians.

The authors of whom we are to give specimens, may be thus arranged :
—

I. Antonio Count of Urbino, mentioned above at pp. 33-5. To him is

ascribed a sonnet on Christ crucified, in a MS. of the Divina Commedia, at

the royal library of Naples, and published in vol. ii. p. 361. of the Giornale

Arcadico of Rome, 1819. It is No. I. of our specimens, and but for its im-

puted authorship, might probably have remained unnoticed.

II. Malatesta de' Malatesti, or, as he was more frequently designated,

rZe' Sonnetti, was seigneur of Pesaro, and second cousin of Sigismond Pandolfo,

Lord of Rimini. He was born in 1370, and died in 1429, leaving the repu-

tation of an elegant poet. Several of his fugitive effusions are referred to by

Crescimbeni, ill. 225., who has printed one of his sonnets. Our selections

are two others, Nos. II., III., moralising on the vanity and disappointments

of life, from the Oliveriana MSS. No. 454. f. 30, 31., and part of a canzone,

No. IV., describing the charms of his love, from Vat. Urb. MSS. No. 3212.

f. 128. Ills son married,

III. Battista di Montefeltro, daughter of Count Antonio, and aunt of

Duke Foderigo of Urbino. We have spoken of her above at p. 35., and insert

two sonnets from her p.en, adtkessed to Malatesta, Nos. V., A^I., the former an
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inA'ocation of the Holy Ghost, the latter deprecating her own presumptuous

sph'it ; also, No. VII., her letter to Pope Martin V., referred to at p. 36. A
canzone, addressed by her to the princes of Italy in a fine tone of expostu-

lation, will be found in Crescimbeni, iii. 266. Her grand-daughter, Costanza

Varana, married, in 1445,

IV. Alessandro Sforza, Lord of Pesaro, who has been often mentioned in

our Second Book, and to whom is ascribed the sonnet No. VIII. below. He
was ftither of Battista, second wife of Duke Federigo of Urbiuo, and of

V. Costanzo, his successor in Pesaro, author of the last sonnet in this col-

lection. Both of these lyrics have been given by Crescimbeni, v. 223-4.

I.

I sacri piedi, e 1' una e 1' altra palma

Ti furo in crocc, o Ee del Ciel, confitti.

Gl' invisibil nimici ivi sconfitti,

E franto il giogo, e sposta la gran salma.

D' esiglio librasti la prim' alma,

E gli altri che con lei eran proscritti :

Oggi purgasti i suoi primi delitti,

Che me intendesser 1' aula eteraa ed alma.

Quella pieta die in tal giorno ti mosse

A salvar tutto '1 mondo, anco ti mova
Verso un' altr' alma combattuta e vinta.

Fragili e debil son le umane posse :

A grandi assalti prostata si trova

Se non e 1' alma di tua grazia cinta.

n.

El tempo, el quale c nostro, i' ho smarrito

In vanitade, ho spcso ogni mia sorte
;

Seguito ho il mondo, traditor si forte,

Che giusta cosa e, ch' i' ne sla punito.

Di fiimo e vcnto i' fui gia ben formito,

Et ora per ristor chieggio la morte,

E la prosperita chiuso lia le porte
;

Ingrato trovo ogn' uom' cii' i' ho scrvito.

Or sia che vuolc, i' sono al fin pur giunto,

Intricato, et perplexo in tanto errore,

Ch' i' vorrei ogni giorno csser defunto.

O tu che Icggi, pensa qual dolore

Esser dc' il mio, vcggendomi in un punto

Povero, infermo, vecchio e pcccatore.
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III.

I son pur giunto carco, alia veccliiezza,

Di peccati, dolor, penc, ct aftanni

;

Ch' il monclo traditor, con folsi inganni,

M' ha privato di lume et d' allegrczza.

O sciagurato me, cli' in tal lunghezza

Ho consumato i giorni, i mesi, e gli anni

:

Ne mai ho posto a miei gravosi danni

Fren di virtii, che da somma richezza.

Ohime, che tardi omai pcnso vitrarmi,

La mal usanza m' ha si tratto al fondo

Che gi-an fatica fia potcr levarmi.

Tu ben vedi, Signer, che dal profondo

l^el core i' traggo i lagriraosi carmi,

E sai il bisogno e '1 modo di salvarmi.

IV.

Coralli, rose, perle, ebano e stelle

Adornan la tua faccia, in ciel creata

Nel cerchio triumphal, dove se etema

La mane ebumee, e 1' altre membra snelle,

In ciascun loco sua parte affirmata,

Debitamente la parte supcrna.

lo benedico la virtu paterna

La qual produsse un si bel fructo al mondo,

Che simil ne secondo

Vive d' entro ne fuor da settc clima.

Qual tesor, di che stima !

Vale solo la terra o fcrmi il piede.

La natura non diede

Mai si grata influenza a creatura

;

Vergine bella, dolcc, humile et pura.

V.

Clementissimo Spirto, ardente amore

Dal Padre Eterno, e dal Verbo emanante
;

Somma Benignita, cooperante

Quel mistero, ch' esalta il nostro cuore ;

Nella mia mente infondi il tuo timore,

Pieta, consiglio : e poi, somma Creante,

Dammi fortezza, e scicnza fugante

Dair alma nazional ciascuno errore.
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SoUeva r intellctto al Ben supcrno,

llluminando 1' tanto che ditforme

Non sia da quella fe ch' al ciel iic scorge,

Donami sapieiiza, con etcrno

Gusto di tua dolcezza, Settifomie

Si, ch' io dispregi cid ch' il mondo porge.

VL

La tua superbia m' e di gran stupore,

Alma presuntuosa et arrogante,

Con tanto ardir la tua voce elevante,

A quel sublime et immenso splendore.

L' angelico consorzio, con fervore

II glorioso objetto contemplante,

Benche beato, pur vi sta tremante,

E tu ardisei parlar senza rossore ?

Vuoi gustar qui 1' aura del Ben eterno

E non correggi la tua vita enorme ?

Ma del tuo vaneggiar Die ben s' accorge.

II v-iver basso dunque prcndi a scherno,

Piangi, sospira amando, c segui 1' orme

Degli umil', a cui Dio la man sua porge.

VIT.

ILLUSTRISSIM^ PR^CLARISSIM^QUE DOMING BAPTISTiE DE MALATESTIS

[lITERa], ad SANCTISSIMUM DOMINUM PAPAM MARTINUM v., pro SERENIS-

SIMA EJUS SORORE DOMINA CLEOPIIE, BASILISSA, NUPTA PILIO IMPERATORIS

CONSTANTINOPOLITANI, QU-Il A VIRO SUO COGEBATUR SEQUI OPINIONEM

GR/ECORUM.

Paveo eqiiidem, Beatissime Pater, nee mecliocriter vereor, cum inscia

muliercula sim, tute Celsituclinis aures inquietare incomptis eloquiis meis.

Sed diuturnffi ac incredibiles angustiae, illius videlicet fidelis ancillas tuse

serenissimas sororis mei, necnon admirandiB tixae dementias fama r^uam in

parte sum experta, oris claustra propulsant, maxime cum non jiro sa;cularibus

connnodis tuam Sanctitatem decreverim exorare, immo pro animaj salute

quje pro integrltate fidei Catholicae tot et tanta perpessa est, qvianta neminem

his temporibus sustinuisse cognovi. Quamquam igitur tui mi terreat mag-

nitudo, visio tameu causas, quae me medullitus angit et afficit, tuaque be-

nignitas et humanitas ausum prajbent. Quapropter muliebri timiditate

dcposita, coram venerandis tuae Sanctitatis prostrata vestigiis, tandem humi-

liter et gemel>unde deppsco, nc auiuiam, pro qua Dominus Jesus non recu-
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savit crucis subire siipplicium, suo derelinquat patrocinio destitutam. Nosti

eriim, beatissime Pater, quod ovicula ilia tua non absque consensu tuo

corporaliter a Grsecis sejuncta est. Ne igitur sequestretur et mente, enqulrere

earn, optima Pastor, et illius imitare velis exemplum, cujus vicem geris in

terris, qui errantem propriis humeris reduxit ad caulas. Tiniendum namque

est, ne mens ilia, qua? invisibili subsidio roborata, hucusque incredibili forti-

tudine immota permansit, deinceps pusillanimitate deficiat, prsesertim si in

mediis fluctibus se derelictam senserit, nee saltem sibi manum porrigi suble-

vantem. Cum ergo fidci ortodoxte defensor et gubernator existas, ilia qua3

pro fide servanda tot jjericula patitur, et a;rumnas, a quo nisi a Beatitudine

tua potest aut debet auxilium postulare, cui et potissimvim incumbit cura, et

adest potentia ? Eja ergo, sanctissime Pater, consurge in defensionem con-

stantissim^ filiae, qute tibi sanguine et spiritu conjuncta est, eoque vigilantius,

quo nunc acrius impugnatam agnoveris a bello utique domestico, et intestlna

pugna.

Venerabilis namque Pater, prajsentium lator, Sanctitati tua3 omnia serio

ore expositurus adveniet, quern cum audiveris, nisi sis ex silice natus, aut

hircanarum tigrium lacte nutritus, absque dubio movebuntur omnia viscera

tua, solitaque pietate devictus, celerrime et benigne subvenles indigenti,

minimeque hujuscemodi supplicatione opus erit in posterum, sed potius gra-

tiarum actione apud Beatitudinem tuam, cujus pedibus me liumiliter et

instantissime recommitto.

VIII.

lo son si lasso, debilito, e stanco

Sotto 11 gran fascio del terrestre peso,

E tutto il ciel si mortalmentc ho offeso,

Che tra i sospiri lacrimoso or manco.

Di dolor trcmo, e di paura imbianco

Come uom trafitto ; il cor legato e preso

In se raccoglie il tempo male speso,

Ond esce il zel che gli percuotc il fianco.

Non mla piancta o corso di mia stellii,

Non fato o mio destin, non niia fortmia,

Ma solo incolpo la sfi-enata voglia.

Pero convien clie, in solitaria cella,

Le mie piaghe mortali ad una ad una

Piangan mercede, con pentita doglia.

IX.

Oh tu, che con tuoi versi si mi sproni,

E con soavi rime e dolci canti,

Dolendoti pur meco de' mici pianti,

Et a mie' affanni mi coufoiti e moni.
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Se ti rincrescon, si come tu poni

Le infinite mie angosce e i martir tanti,

Non mi ricordar piu le doglie e pianti,

E li sospir gia rani e i miei gran toni.

Aime che ricordando si rinfresca

I colpi, e le gi-an piaghe che nel core

lo porto, per colei qual scmpre invoco.

E pure il gran desio mi lira all' esca,

E quanto piu sgrupar mi sforzo, allore

M' intrico piii : e sempre ardo nel foco.

APPENDIX II. (Page 44.)

INVENTORY OF ARTICLES TAKEN BY BRIGIDA SUEVA DI MONTEFELTRO, aliuS

SISTER SERAFINA, INTO THE CONVENT OF CORPUS DOMINI.

7 pair of sheets of spun silk striped with gold
;

7 pair of napkins \_paniselli\, also of silk striped -with gold ;

1 fillet with stripes of silk and gold
;

1 trapisello of silk with a stripe of gold
;

4 hoods of silk wrought with gold, one made up, the others not

;

2 other caps, one of crimson velvet, the other green, both embroidered

;

1 other napkin of silk striped with gold
;

1 other trapisello of silk wroiight with satin
;

1 other trapisello of cambric damasked at the head

;

4 crimson buttons mounted in gold for pillows
;

1 reticule woven of gold and silk
;

3 other bags wrought in silk and gold, and one with pearls
;

1 cord of silver and silk with mape

;

2 combs wrought in ivory
;

2 pieces of brocade tissiie, one white the other crimson, unmade up
;

2 (log-collars, silver mounted

;

2 silver salt-sellers
;

4 trimmings of tissue
;

1 pair of small crystal-handled knives
;

3 pillow-slips of crimson silk
;

1 pair white ditto, with silk buttons
;

1 half pillow-slip, wrought in gold and untrlnnned;

1 silk coverlet, with a slrip(! of gold in the middle;

1 half pillow-slip of silk uiitrimmed ;
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I netted cap with several fringes of silk and gold

;

1 agmis Dei mounted in silver, -with a little silver chain
;

3 strings of coral beads, one plain, another alternating with gold

;

1 pair of large linen table-cloths with stripes of silk and gold
;

1 pair of thin sheets wrought with gold and silk
;

1 bundle of napkins of German cambric [renda le man] ;

2 comfit-boxes of silk striped with gold

;

2 napkins with stripes of gold and silk

;

1 other bundle (^goltipoi) of small towels of cambric [re/jw] ;

1 other bundle of trapiselli di reno

;

1 black striped towel, used
;

41 head-kerchiefs with black stripes, in a trunk
;

1 table-cover in a trunk, and oselati of black cotton ;

8 head-kerchiefs in another triink with black stripes ;

8 hand- towels in oselati with black stripes in one piece

;

12 ditto in another piece
;

2 towel-cases wrought with black stripes
;

2 worked napkins

;

6 trimmed tissues, one purple, one alessandrine, one green, one pied {ber-

tina), besides two old ones, to be given to Antonella and Victoria
;

1 purple brocaded dress
;

1 small brocaded cloak, alessandrine coloured
;

1 other crimson brocaded, which was unpicked and used as a lining for the

black brocaded di-ess
;

1 dress of white embroidered cloth
;

1 di'ess of green embroidered velvet, which, if she likes it, is to be sent to

my Lady

;

1 dress of engrained black
;

1 ditto of brown ;

1 pied mantle, which, if it pleases my Lady, may be made an altar-cloth

;

1 dress of purple damask, which, if she likes it, I shall give to Antouia,

daughter of Signor Orlandin
;

1 lining of martin fur for a pah* of large sleeves

;

] conetoro da cima of crimson brocade lined in the back, and another of

crimson also lined in the back, and another old alessandrine of ermine.

I give to Victoria de IVfonaldin a pair of used crimson brocade sleeves ; to

Francesco of Cagli, an old crimson damask petticoat ; to Fra di Messer

Benedicto, a little cloak of white damask, which I promised a good while

since.

Another brown mantle {^cainura'] I have given to my nurse.

Also two small towels striped with gold and silk, which our mother has

asked of me for the altar.
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APPENDIX III. (Page 47.)

POETRY OF OTTAVIANO DEGLI UBALDINI.

The two [following sonnets, though rude, testify to Ottaviano Ubaldlni's

taste for the arts of design, and to the excellence of Pisano, who, though

here and in his usual epigraph designed a painter, is best known to us by

his medals, one of which accompanied this second sonnet as a gift to Filippo

INIaria Visconti, Duke of Milan. I found them in a MS. volume at the

Vatican, and both are dated in 1442. Gretto is Allegretto Nuzio.

Se Cimabo, cum Gretto ct cum Gentile,

Ch' a' pinger puser 1' honorata mano,

Et cLi de 1' arte fu mai piu soprano,

Tornassero hoggi, et crcscesser lo stile
;

Farebbe el nome lor piu basso et vile,

El glorioso et dolcc mio Pisano,

Tanto c piii grato el suo stil deretano

Quanto e piu de 1' inverno un dolce Aprile.

Arte, mesm-a, aere et desegno,

Manera, prospectiva et naturale,

Gli ha dato el eelo per mirabil dono.

Le sue figure son si proprie, et tale

Che parer vive, sol 11 manca el sole :

Pero de eterna fama e lui sol degno.

XL

Chi vol' del mondo mai non esscr privo

Venga, a farse rctrar del naturale

Al mio Pisano, qual' retra 1' hom' tale

Che tu dirai, " Non e anzi, o pur vivo !

"

Perche la par' vivace e sensitive.

O mirabil pictor, che tanto vale

Ch' a' la natura tu sci quasi egualc,

Cum r arte et cum 1' ingegno si excessivo.

Credo tc manca solo, ad csser' lei,

Ch' ella a suo' nati da la voce e'l sono.

Tu a depinti fivi parlar tacendo.
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Ben potristi agli amanti tor gli omei,

Far a ciascun de la sua amata un dono,

Et starien' scmpre seco, non donnendo.

APPENDIX IV. (Page 81.)

INSTRUMENT CONTAINING THE CONCESSIONS DEMANDED BY THE CITIZENS

AND ACCEDED TO BY COUNT FEDERIGO ON BEING CHOSEN AS THEIK

seigneur; TRANSLATED FROM THE LATIN ORIGINAL IN THE COMMUNAL
ARCHIVES OF URBINO.

In the name of God, amen ; to the honour and worship of the indivisible

Trinity, of our Lord Jesus Christ and his mother the glorious Virgin, of the

blessed Crescentius, and of the whole triumphant heavenly host. These

underwritten are certain articles, conditions, and concessions made, pub-

lished, concluded, and consented to between the illustrious and potent lord

our Lord Federigo di Montefeltro, Count of Urbino, Durante, and various

other places, and the inhabitants and community of the city of L^rbino, on

the 23d of July, in the year of our Lord 14-44 ; the seventh indlction, and

the reign of Pojie Eugene IV.

First. That your Lordship is not to bear in remembrance, against such as

have committed them, the injuries and offences inflicted during this revolu-

tion on the person of Oddantonio late Duke of Urbino, and others, nor in

any way, or on any pretext, to punish or avenge them publicly or secretly ;

further, that you are understood to forgive and take under your protection

all who may be compromised in these crimes.

Answer. We consent, and shall observe all that we promised at our

entry.

Second. Further, that the Lords Priors of the city of Urbino shall, In time

to come, be appointed every two months, as heretofore, and shall enjoy the

privileges, exemptions, and dignities conceded to them by law, except the

custody of the reglstei'S ; and shall be empowered to remit sentences and

punishments for injuries done, and to administer the duties of the Lord

Podesta of this city on extraordinary occasions as he may direct ; each prior

to have a salary of fifteen ducats (at forty bolognini to the ducat), payable

monthly.

Ariswer. We again consent and approve ; but their authority and privi-

leges shall be those possessed during the time of our father of happy me-

mory ; and their salary of fifteen ducats to each in monthly payments shall

include the whole period of their service.

Third. Further, as the house of the priors was in old times that now used

VOL. I. E E
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as the great liall for the supreme court, jour Lordship sliall deign to concede

to them, in compensation for it, that new building near the episcopal

cemetery, or some other residence convenient for the despatch of public

business ; and this the more, as their present dwelling is going to ruin.

Ansioer. So be it, until their old house be repaired.

Fourth. Further, seeing that the ordinary assessment, which was of old

three shillings in the pound, has been raised to five and a half, without the

sanction and consent of the people, — a very grievous and insupportable

exaction, reducing the soil to sterility, whereby many communities have

been dispersed, and threatening further evils,— that your Lordship shall con-

descend to lower it to fovir shillings a pound, in order to relieve the poor

and needy, as well in this city as throughout the state.

Ansiver. Be it so.

Fifth. Further, that your Lordship would deign to revoke all donations

made since the death of the Lord Guidantonio, in order the better to provide

for your outgoings and expenses.

Answer. Be it so.

Sixth. Further, that your Lordship would deign to revoke all immunities

and exemptions granted to any individuals or communes, on the plea of

nobility, or on any other pretext, so that no one now or henceforth may
be exempt from assessments, warding, or other public biu-dens, real or per-

sonal.

Answer. So be it ; but reserving all exemptions granted by our father of

happy memory.

Seventh. Further, that your Lordship would condescend to approve the

citizens deputed to watch and ward, with the customary pay ; and that your

Lordship may not intromit (as has been the case heretofore) with the warding

moneys, nor receive any sums or contributions for that piu'pose.

Ansiver. Be it so.

Eighth. Further, that one-third of all fines for convictions and damages

.shall be paid over to the master of works, for repair of the city walls and

other public edifices, according to law and usage ; and that your Lordship

will deign to renounce the power of bestowing gratuities out of that tierce,

seeing that a decree of the Lord Guidantonio, of felicitous memory, is stUl

in force, prohibiting such gratuities or misapplications.

Answer. Be it according to that decree, and this although the payments

be made before sentence, or by way of composition.

Ninth. Further, that your Lordship would condescend, for the main-

tenance of this city and state and its inhabitants, to ask from them no further

contribution, nor to impose on them any loan, restraint, or other burden,

beyond the ordinary assessment as above.

Answer. So be it, except in a case of necessity.

Tenth. Further, that every tln-ee months a chamberlain should be elected,

and his notary be boxed [inbussolari] for this community, as provided by

the statutes, and with the usual salaries.
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Answer. We shall delegate a chamberlain for a competent period ; as to

the notary, let it be as asked.

Eleventh. Further, that the notary of the militai'y and the chancery

notary of sentences be boxed, with the same salaries and emoluments as

heretofore.

Aiisiver. Be it so.

Twelfth. Further, that the quarter of salt be revised, and restored to its

proper weight of thirty-five pounds, in order to remove numerous complaints

as to this, and that it be sold for the customary price.

Anfiwer. Be it so.

Thirteenth. Further, that the podesta reside constantly in the city, and

that his office last six months, with the usual honours ; also that your Lord-

ship should agree never to re-appoint any podesta, and that, at the termina-

tion of their ofl[icial services, he and the other officials should render account

to the priors of this city, the statutory allowance being paid to the persons

employed to jjass their accounts, and to the notary.

Answer. Such is our intention, reserving our freedom thei*ein ; but the

accountants and notary shall have the usual salaries : as to the podesta's

jurisdiction, we consent that it shall not be renewed beyond a year.

Fourteenth. Further, that your Lordship deign to select tAvo good, com-

petent, and skilful physicians, to be paid a salary from the community, and

to be bound to visit and prescribe for all persons within the city and count-

ship paying imposts, and for all others, at some fee or emolument, including

your Lordship's fiimily.

Answer. So be it ; but let them be held to visit indiscriminately all

citizens, our household included.

Fifteenth. Further, that there always be in this city a schoolmaster, with

an excellent and well-qualified rehearser, at the customary salary.

Answer. Be it so ; be it so.

Sixteenth. Further, that the camp-captains of this community be citizens

or inhabitants of the countship.

Ansiver. Be it so.

Seventeenth. Fiu'ther, seeing that many merchants and others, passing

•with their effects, have and do refuse to take the road by Urbino, or through

this state, in consequence of the great and enormous tolls, that your Lordship

would agree to these tolls being paid as under the old laws in the time of

Count Antonio of happy memory.

Answer. Let the same regulations be observed as in the time of our sire

of good memory ; be it so.

Eighteenth. Further, seeing that many citizens of Urbino are creditors of

the Lord Guldantonio of most happy memory, and of his son and successor

Oddantonio, some for merchandise and other goods supplied to them, or by
their order ; some for obligations and engagements incurred by their com-

mand ; that your Lordship would condescend and will that these be paid out

of their effects.

£ E 2
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Answer. It will be oui* endeavour to arrange that they be satisfied in so

far as possible, but we do not hereby intend to commit ourselves further

than we are legally bound.

Nineteenth. Further, that two suitable and qualified citizens of Urbino be

chosen to the ofiice of appussatus for this community, their appointment to

last two years, and to be regulated thereafter as found convenient.

Answer. We agree as regards ourselves, but, as other interests are in-

volved, let justice be obsei'ved.

Twentieth. Further, that your Lordship would condescend to depute

for the priors a clerk for their business, not from those employed in chancery.

Answer, The communal clerk may suffice * for this.

Fedekicus Felteius, manu propria.

APPENDIX V. (Page 152.)

DEVICES AND MOTTOES OF THE DUKES OF URBINO.

A GREAT deal of ingenuity, and no small amount of learning, were expended

in Italy on the invention of impresi, or allegorical emblems used by person-

ages of high station or celebrity, somewhat as crests and mottoes are in

modern heraldiy. The same quaint fashion of devises or badges prevailed

to a less degree in France, and found some favour even in England during

the days of euphuism, but, being better suited to the pedantic conceits and

lively fancy which circulated freely in southern lands, than to the practical

tendency of Anglo-Saxon temperaments, it took no enduring hold among

us. Giovio, Ruscelli, and other Italian writers of note, thought their talents

worthily employed in pviblishing collections of impresi,— a jargon of

tropes, illustrated by a jingle of spurious jests, — as well as in imagining

them for patrons or friends ; and Bernardo Tasso was considered an adept

in such perverted ingenuity. Yet, as these badges are constantly met

with in architectural decorations, medals, and illuminated MSS., it is useful

to possess an index to their ownership, though not always to their occult

meaning. In this view we shall give a list of the devices of Urbino sove-

reio'ns, which we have chanced to meet with in books or works of art, ar-

ranging them to the best of our information.

1. The ventosa, or cupping-glass, which, when painted half full of blood,

more resembles a bomb-shell exploding.

2. A unicorn.

3. A white ostrich, bearing in its mouth a horse-shoe, or sometimes an

* The extract sent mc has " supiilicat," probably for " suppetat."
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arrow-head ; motto, Ich an vordait ein grossers, " I'd like a larger." This is

sometimes varied as a crane or stork on one leg, holding a stone in his raised

claw, to be di-opped as a signal of alarm to his companions.

4. A lion.

5. A bear.

6. A panther.

7. A muzzled dog, the emblem of fidelity.

8. The black eagle of !Montefeltro ; sometimes it is mounted on a tortoise,

alluding to Duke Federigo's cautious policy.

9. The Garter of England, with its motto.

10. The Ermine of Naples, with the motto No7i mat, or Nunquam, " Never."

(See above, p. 212, note.)

11. St. Michael of France, or it may be St. George of England.

12. A clothes-brush of the Italian form, being a bundle of twigs closely

tied and cut across. It was a device borrowed from the Dukes of Milan^

of unknown signification.

13. An olive-tree.

14. A noose amid defiles.

15. A pen or box for shoeing oxen.

16. The cypher F E D X in Gothic characters.

17. A shield quartered ; first and fourth, on a field vert, blazing flames
;

second and fourth, on a field azure, i < J-

18. Three golden suns, "i

19. A rainbow dividing four stars, |- All on an azure ground,

20. Three winged thunderbolts, J

21. Two palm-branches passed through a gold finger-ring, on a red ground.

22. A burning lantern.

23. On a field gules, a lion rampant proper, holding a rapier ; motto,

Noil deest in generoso pectore virtus. It was invented by Castiglione as an

assertion of Francesco Maria's worth in the aflair of the Cardinal of Pavia.

24. A palm-tree bent to one side, and half crushed by a block of marble ;

motto, IncUnata resurgit, " Though bent it springs again." This was adopted

by Duke Francesco Maria I. in token of his successful struggle against evil

fortune.

25. Three meta, or antique goal-pillars, or obelisks ; motto, f>i\aipeTOTdTc,>,

" To the most devoted lover of virtue." A design for these goals was sent to

Duke Guidobaldo II. by Bernardo Tasso, from the Circus Maximus at Rome-

26. Tavo circular temples, united by a balustrade ; motto. Hie tei-minus

hceret, " This goal adheres."

27. A face inflated with wind ; motto, O\§ios cnauoxeior, " Happy and pros-

perous."

28. A budding oak-tree, the armorial bearing of the della Roverc, in-

scribed Feretria.

29. An oak-tree whence are suspended the arms of Montefcltro or Fere-

tria ; motto, Tuta tueor, " I watch over their safety."

E K 3
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30. The initials of his own two Christian names linked by a gordian knot

to those of his two wives, G. G. and V. V. i. e. Guido with Giulia ; Ubaldo

with Vlttoria; motto, Gorclio fortior, " Stronger than the gordian tie."

31. An altar, on which are the sybil's leaves.

Of these, Nos. 1. and 2., with perhajis' others, were used by the early

Counts ; Nos. 3. to 21. by Montefeltrian Dukes ; Nos. 22. and 23. by Duke
Francesco Maria I. ; the remainder by his son.

APPENDIX VI. (Pages 157. 202.)

THE ILLUMINATED MSS. IN TUE UBBINO LIBRARY.

It would far exceed our limits to describe these in detail, but we shall men-

tion four MSS. of especial interest now at the Vatican.

1. The Hebrew Bible, alleged to have been taken at Volterra (see

p. 202.), is the most ponderous volume I have met with. The boards are

23 inches by 16, and the 979 leaves of stout parchment form a thickness of

nearly a foot. It has been lately bound in crimson morocco— a wonderful

triumph of mechanical art, — and two men are rec[uired to carry it. The

prose books are in double columns, the poetical ones in triple, each having a

sort of title and tail-piece of tracery, into which are introduced arabesques

and grotesques entirely comjiosed of small Hebrew characters. These, and

other passages in similar caligraphy, contain the commentary called Ma-

zorra*, in which parallel passages are cited. The text is written with points,

the commentary without them ; the character is of the description used by

German Jews, but was probably executed in Italy ; it appears to be all by

the same hand, and bears date 5055 of the Jewish tera, corresponding to a.d.

1295. In the opinion, however, of Monsignor Molza, librarian at the Vati-

can, and a most learned orientalist, the MS. may be somewhat later. It is

said that a proposal was once made by some Jews to purchase this book for

its weight in gold, or, as Giunta asserts f , for 30,000 scudi ; Philip II. having,

he adds, offered 20,000 for it. The reason assigned by him for such exces-

sive estimation is, that this transcript Avas the chief authority for that reading

of Isaiah, vii. 14., "Behold a virgin shall conceive, and bear a son, and

shall call his name Immanuel," on which is based the doctrine of the imma-

culate conception.

2. The Latin Bible, mentioned at p. 157., is now among the richest spe-

cimens of ornamented caligraphy in the Vatican library, and consists of two

* This commentary, I believe, hears also tlic name of Raschid.

f MS. works in the Albani library at Kome.
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folio volumes, 22 by 18 inches, in modern Russia binding. It is St. Jci'ome's

translation, with his preface. Each book is preceded by a picture of some

remarkable fact in the history, crowded with figures, and surprisingly ani-

mated. The arabesque ornaments are also most perfect, and the whole may

be considered, as regards beauty and preservation, one of the most important

works of the golden days of manuscript illumination. It has been attribvited

to Perugiuo or Pinturicchio, and there are indications that the artists em-

ployed upon it were well acquainted with productions of the Umbrian

school, but the execution, however brilliant, in no way warrants such pre-

tensions. * Neither can the conjecture be well founded, lately put for-

ward with much confidence by some Roman connoisseurs, that these splendid

volumes were ornamented by the pencil of Pietro della Francesca, as that

artist, whose great talents will elsewhere occupy our attention, was old, and

probably blind, before the date affixed to volume first, in a colophon iden-

tifying it with Florence, and preserving this curious record of the mixed

motives of piety, war, and painting which influenced Duke Federigo in

ordering such works.

" Finit prima pars Bibliae, a divo Hieronimo translata, quam illustrissimus

princeps Federicus, Urbini Dux et Montisfelti'i Comes, Generalisque Capi-

taneus et Ferdinandi Regis et Sanctis Romanas ecclesite vexillifer, atque

omnium suae getatis praistantissimus imperator, faciendum curavit, non minus

Christianse religioni tuendaj atcjue exornandfe inteutus, quam disciplinas

militari amplificanda;. Absolutum autem Florentiaj opus est anno ab huma-

natione Christi Millesimo quadringentesimo septuagesimo sexto, Februarii

mensis die quinto et vigesimo."— The two volumes contain 550 leaves : with

all its beauty the first is of unequal merit, its miniatures being often poor

in conception ; those in the second are inferior to it in movement and ex-

pression.

3. The folio Dante (No. 365.) is remarkable on several accounts. On the

frontispiece are the Montefeltrian arms, Avith the Garter of England em-

broidered in peai-ls ; but though decorated throughout with the devices and

initials of Duke Federigo— " belli fulgur, et pacis et patriaj pius pater,"—
the after-portion of the volume must have been painted at least half a century

* That many of the greatest Italian painters, up to about 1500, were in the habit

of illuminating religious and historical MSS., is a fact, which need not here be illus-

trated by examples. But as the name of Perugino occurs, I may mentiqn that one

of the most perfect miniatures known to exist is the martyrdom of St. Sebastian,

signed by him, in a Book of Offices of the Romish Church, purchased by me at

Rome, in 1838, from Prince Albani, which now ornaments the Earl of Ashburnham's

rich collection. This volume, containing several other paintings of equal merit,

was executed for Giovanni di Pierantonio Bandini BaronccIIi, long ambassador from

the Medici at the couit of Charles V., the great antiquity of whose family is

sarcastically maintained by Boccaccio, on the ground that theu- ugliness pi'oves

them to have issued from the hands of Nature ere she had become perfect at her.

business

!
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ater. The seventy-three earlier miniatures are characterised by more accu-

rate perspective in architecture and landscape than Florence could then boast;

Avhile the elaborate action and varied movement of the nude groups, their

muscular development, and correct foreshortening, are in advance of the age

;

yet the short figures and mean faces altogether want ideality and elevation of

character. The Inferno is treated with a severity in colouring and accesso-

ries, alien to human associations, and befitting a grand mysterious theme,

which offers nothing pleasing, gaudy, or mundane. The Purgatorio, though

of less startling themes and harsh details, is still all supernatural. Towards

its close commence the more modern paintings, forty-one in number, and the

sudden transition of feeling and execution occurs exactly in harmony with

the subject. All becomes at once bright and beautiful, sunny and smiling

;

flowery meadows are peojiled by fair damsels. The Paradiso is treated in

a like style of elegance, but with diminished intensity and variety of sen-

timent, qualities necessarily less called for by the subject. Agincourt

erroneously ascribes the older decorations to the school of Perugino : they

are, however, apparently Umbrian, and may have been done by followers of

Pietro della Francesca. The latter ones are generally attributed to Giulio

Clovio, and seem to have been executed under his influence, although Blat-

ner allots them to followers of the Zuccari or Baroccio, and traces a resem-

blance to the miniatures next to be described.

4. The Lives or the Dukes of Urbino, in two A'olumes folio, richly

bound in crimson velvet, and written in the cursive Italian hand, which is

said to have been invented by Aldus Manutius. These are Duke Federigo,

by Mvizio, and Duke Francesco Maria I., by Leoni, and each contains, be-

sides a portrait and highly decorated title, three miniatures of remarkable

scenes. The likeness of Federigo is the same which has been engraved for

the printed work of Muzio ; that of his grandson is a copv of Titian's por-

trait at Florence. The incidents selected for the pencil are: — 1. The
Count's welcome by the citizens as their seigneur in 1443 ; 2. The battle of

San Fabbiano by moonlight ; 3. The siege of Volterra.— I . Duke Francesco

Maria's investiture by Julius II., as captain-general of the Holy See ; 2. An
incident in the Urbino campaign of 1517; 3. His reception at Venice by
the Doge in 1524. Notwitlistanding some recent doubts as to their loner

imputed authorship, these volumes are probably by Giulio Clovio, and afford

a flu'ourablc example of his exquisite though somewhat meretricious stvle.

AiPPENDIX VII. (Page 213.)

fttKE FEDERIGO OF URBINO A KNIGHT OF THE GARTER.

Paolo Cortesio tells us that, when some sycojihants, after the Volterra

expedition, assured the Duke that no name was more glorious or more
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•widely famous, he exclaimed, " How so, since no one in Spain or France

ever heard of me ? Think you that it has ever crossed the Alps?" Not-

withstanding this modest reproof, it is certain that fame was then carrying

his renown even to the

Pcnitus toto divisos orbe Britanuos,

and that within about two years he was by them received into the noblest and

most chivalrous company whom the world has ever seen. In supplement to

the meagre notice of his election as a Knight of the Garter supplied by its

records and historians, we shall here translate some unpul)lisbed letters

addressed to Edward IV. and his courtiers, noticing others in the same

collection *, and adding passages from Sanzi and Porcellio, cotemporary

poets, who severally mention this mead of honour in Italian and Latin verse.

1. "To the most Serene Monarch and lofty Prince, my singular Lord,

the Lord Edward, King of England, France, and Ireland
;

" By the most Reverend Father and Lord, John, and the distinguished

knight. Sir Bartholomew, your Majesty's all-gifted ambassadors, I have

received the insignia of the Order of the Garter, wherewith you have, with

singidar politeness, deigned to honour me. My most Serene Prince, King

Ferdinand [of Naples] having shortly before arrived at Rome to wait upon

the Pope, I lUcewise repaired hither, and thus was already here on the

arrival of Sir Bartholomew. He, wishing me to be invested with that

eminent decoration at Grotta Ferrata, not far from this city, it took place in

presence of that monarch in his robes of the Order, and of two reverend

lords cardinals, one of them nejihew of his Holiness and my connection by

marriage, the other the A-ice-chancellor, several princes and the envoys of

many states being also in attendance. Thus was this eminent dignity

honoured before many distinguished personages, to my great and signal

satisfaction ; for, the more marked the compliments and distinctions paid to

your Majesty, the fuller are my joy and gratitude. In this way have I

received the distinguished gift of your Serene Highness, to whom I would

ever hold myself bound in all respect and service. I have often looked

into, and most willingly perused, the statutes sent me by your Highness,

which I shall be careful with all diligence to obey ; and I shall, to the utmost

of my power, endeavour to acquit myself of my duty to your Majesty, and

all others to whom I am indebted ; so I trust you will never regret having

conferred upon me this decoration. The matter has given pleasure to my
serene Prince, King Ferdinand, and especially to his Holiness, who both are

affectionately inclined towards your Majesty ; and I thus impart to you their

respective intentions of expressing thanks for this favour conferred upon

me. The acknowledgments which I feel and owe for that distinction to

* Vat. Urb. MSS. Xo. IIOS. f. 12, S;c. Litera; Ducis Federici, in Latin.
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your Majesty, and to the illustrious knights of the Order, I indeed never

can adequately express ; but your singular consideration, which has chosen

to lay me under such an obligation, will not be insensible to my devotion

and good will. As soon as it is in my power I shall send one of my subjects

to lay all my duty before yom- Majesty, at whose feet I humbly commend

myself." [From Rome.]

Another brief to the same monarch reiterates these acknowledgments :
—

2. " Most serene Sovereign and distinguished Lord, my special Lord,

" After humble commendation. I have received, as I already wrote, by

the hands of a famed knight, the Lord Bartholomew, your Majesty's am-

bassador, that distinguished favour the Garter, which he brought to me
some months ago in name of your Majesty. For such a gift I ought to feel

many thanks, and I do so, although tinable worthily to offer them to your

JNIajesty. My joy, and my estimate of the honoui", may best be understood

from the excellence of that dignity, worthy as it truly is of royalty ; and the

remarkable munificence and inherent liberality of your IMajesty may teach

me how willingly I ought to receive it : but all this I shall cut short in

writing to your Majesty, having already fully stated it to the Lord Bar-

tholomew. Whom, indeed, I received with the utmost satisfaction, and most

cordially welcomed, not only as the envoy and ambassador of your Serene

Highness, whose every least behest is to be by me observed as an honour

and a pleasure, but also on account of his own worth and excellent man-

ners. From the King of Sicily, to whom he was accredited by your

Majesty, he bears the most commendatory testimonials, and was very well

received by the Pope, and altogether it would be difficult to express how

favourably I am inclined towards him. For more I refer to him, and to

that worthy soldier Sir Pietro degli Ubaldini, who, born of a noble house,

has been brought up by me, and whom I send in my name, to lay before

your Majesty my duty, since it is not granted mc to offer it in person, as I

should greatly have preferred ; whom, indeed, I should have equally sent

without any obligation in the statutes of the Garter. * These statutes I

have often perused, and they are impressed upon my memory, nor shall I

omit whatever seems needful to their due observance. And this I shall ever

endeavour to perform to the iitmost of my poor ability, even were it less

equal to so high a favour and dignity. At all events, as regards my faithful

duty and obedience to these statutes, your IMajesty will have no cause for

dissatisfiiction. For yoiir Majesty, as for his Holiness (whose natui-al servant

and subject I am), and for my Lord your brother the King of Sicily, I am
ready heartily to expose my state and person, so often as it may be desired

* The date of this mission is indicated by a letter of 22d August, 1475. It and

another arc addressed to Don Antonio and Don Guglielmo, probably English cour-

tiers, referring t(} that embassy to England, ofTcving duty to EdANard, and the

Avriter's services in his behalf at Rome and Naples.
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or required ; which, iudeed, I shoukl not consider as discharging a thousandth

part of my debt to your Majesty, before whose feet I humbly commend

myself. For yourself, for your serene consort the Queen, and for your

illustrious children, especially the Pi'ince your eldest son, I heartily desire

all safety and happiness."

On the return of his envoy from England, Federigo again addi'cssed

Edward as follows :
—

3. " To the most serene and invincible Monarch, and distinguished

Lord, my special Lord
;

" After humble commendation. As in duty bound, I gladly sent to your

Majesty Sir Pietro degli Ubaldini, my ambassador, on occasion ofthe valued

gift of the Garter Avith which you have condescended to decorate me ; and,

on his return, he has reported to me the great politeness and consideration

wherewith your ISIajesty received him, and the love and favour you so

kindly exhibit towards me. Many as are these obligations, especially from

so lofty a monarch, and greatly as I am indebted for such remarkable good-

will, I often repeat to myself that I cannot but surpass them in my grateful

joy. I offer your Serene Highness not the thanks which I owe, for they are

too great, but those which I can pay; yet your IMajesty will deign to accept

such as my heart possesses, which, in iaith and service to you will ever be

most ardent. I now send in writing to the very Reverend Lord Bishop

of Salisbury, the serene Chancellor of the Gai'ter, a message which Sir Pietro

omitted to deliver, whose tardy arrival your Majesty will condescend to par-

don. I also write to the very lieverend Bishop of Lyconia, Chancellor of

your kingdom, some matters which now occur to me, and which he will

relate to your Majesty, lest I should weary you by prolonging this letter.

To these, therefore, your jNIajesty will please to adhibit credence ; at whose

feet I anxiously and humbly recommend mc and mine. Your Serene High-

ness, &c. From Urbino."

On the same occasion he wrote in the following terms to the Bishop of

Salisbury, Chancellor of the Garter :
—

4. " Most Reverend Father In Christ, and my much honoured Lord

Father ;

" Sir Pietro degli Ubaldini was sent by me last year, that he might com-

plete in my name all matters in regard to the distinguished order of the

Garter. I know not in what way my clerks drew the mandate for him, but

when charged with neglect or carelessness, they plead in their own justifica-

tion that it has been always usual to send to sovereigns and princes letters

accrediting the person of the bearer, without any more special mandate ;

however it happened, it annoyed me much. I send you these present letters,

upon receiving which I shall be glad that you acknowledge them ; and also

that you do your utmost to get the King to write me that he has received
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and considered them. Which, indeed, I should have despatched earlier, so

as to reach you within the prescribed time, but I delayed a little lest any

letter should arrive from your Lordship, instructing particulars as to the

indulgence you wish granted to the church of St. George, at Windsor. I

shall give all my influence to obtain your petition, and to maintain the

reputation of that distinguished Order, on account of which I am under such

obligations, nor is there anything that I wovild not undertake to the utmost

of my power towards fulfilling my duty and desire in this respect ; and I

wish your Lordship to be assured how much it will be my endeavour, at all

times and occasions, to demonstrate how highly I prize that honour. I offer

to your Lordshij) many thanks for your kindness to my envoy. Sir Pietro,

and for your courteous reception of him : he told me how difficvdt it would

be to enumerate all the demonstrations of regard he received from your

Lordship, for which I am highly indebted. I pray you to inform me of any

fovour that may be within my reach, as it would be to me a great pleasure

to obtain it, from whatever quarter, for your Lordship, to whom I commend

myself Whenever you wish to send me letters you may safely do so by the

hands of Stoldo degli Altoviti, a Florentine merchant resident in London,

a person of the highest respectability, and bound to me by the most especial

regard."

This letter accompanied the preceding one. Another to the Chancellor of

England is much more verbose, assuring him of the Duke's grateful regard

for the King, and anxious readiness to be of use in forwarding his views,

especially by employing at all times his influence with the Pope, to whose

good will towards his Majesty he bears strong testimony. It also hints in-

distinctly at the King's taking some interest in the affairs of Spain, suffering

as they then Avere from Turkish annoyance. A letter to the Chancellor,

written some months later, goes over the same general assurances, and is

expressed in the tone of one who regarded himself as specially entrusted

with the English monarch's interests at the Holy See. Both abound with

proffers of service to the Chancellor himself, who seems to have been a car-

dinal. We shall extract one more letter in which the affair of St. George's

Chapel is renewed, and which is addressed to the Cliancellor of the Garter.

5. " Most Reverend Father in Christ, and my much honoured Lord

Father,

" By the messenger whom I had sent some months ago I have received

your Lordship's most courteous letters, and along with them the hounds

adajjted for all manner of hunting, and I cannot tell you how acceptable

and agreeal)le they are to me. ISIy son Gnido also received the liigh-mettled

ambling colt, which has delighted liim beyond measure, and made him truly

joyful, and he unites with me in thankfully acknowledging to your Lordship

his obligation, not only for the value and beauty of the gift, but also for all

your Lordship's good wishes for his future happiness, towards whom, as a
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father, he will ever during life look up with filial aftection. I have besought

from the Pope that indulgence which you desired for the chapel of the high

and excellent Order of the Garter, and his Holiness has deigned to concede

it in the way which your Lordship will find in the accompanying bull. *

I understand that his Holiness has granted much more than the usual privi-

leges, against the opinion of almost all Roman jurisconsults, so that, in case

they should fall short of your Lordship's desires, I wish you to be assured

that I have not omitted to do my utmost to obtain these for you ; and in

regard to the decoration of that chapel for the welfare of souls, more has

been conceded in this case than in perhaps any preceding one, at once out

of consideration for your Lordship, and from his Holiness' clemency. I

should, indeed, have wished still more ample concessions, for the exalta-

tion of that most serene Order, my interest in which it might seem an

exaggeration in me to state, although most desirous to testify it by all ways

and means. Along with these letters is transmitted the petitions which your

Lordship begged me to sign, and a copy of the letter which the Holy Father

wrote to me. From these your Lordship will perceive how gladly I should

conform myself to your views, which it wovild give me the highest gratifica-

tion to see attained. It only remains for me to beg that your Lordship will

remember with that coiu'tesy and good will which you extend to me, to com-

mend me frequently and humbly to his Highness my Lord the King. All

prospei'ity attend your Lordship, to whom I commend myself, and to whom
I recommend also Soldo Altoviti, a citizen of Florence residing in London,

who is my intimate and valued friend, and who will thank your Lordship in

my name." f

A volume in the British IMuseum (Add. MSS. No. 6298. f. 277.), formerly

belonging to Anstis, contains a notice of our Duke, which probably expresses

those qualities which secured his admission into the Order. " Frederick

Duke of Urbin was Earle of Montferrat and Durant, standard-bearer of the

Church of Rome, and confederate of the Emperor. Hee founded to the

glory of himself and his posterite the stately palice of Urbin ; hee foughte

* Anstis refers to this as of 1476-9.

f Among the other letters in this collection relating to England, are one to the

Reverend John [Morton, Master of the Rolls], counsellor to the King, with thanks

for his attentions to Pietro Ubaldini ; another, thanking the Lord Chancellor for a

horse and hounds ; another of civility to Archbishop Boutcher, Cardinal of England,

presbyter of S. Ciriaco. There are three others to Edward IV. In the first he

avails himself of a visit from Sir John de la Scrop, then on his return from the Holy

Land, to offer the King his affectionate duty, and to express his high regard for that

nobleman. In the next he alludes to Sir John, an English ambassador then at

Urbino, who seems to have been accredited in order to co-operate with the Duke
in obtaining a Jubilee [for 1475], and in recommending some one to an Irish see.

In another he mentions hearing that his Majesty had crossed over to France [1475],

and offers his good offices with the Pope and King of Naples.
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dyvers battayles ; tooke six staiiderds in the field ; eight tymes hee over-

threwe his enemyes, and in all his warres wes ever victorious, which greatly

increased his riches. His justice, clemency, liberality, made hym every-

where famous, and did equalize and adorn his victories with peace. The
arming sword whicli hee wore had this inscription, Son quella che difende

la ragione, non ti fidar di me s'il cor ti manca " — I am one that defends the

right ; rely not on me should thy heart fail thee !

Giovanni Sanzi thus chronicles the English decoration :
—

Nor were the glories of his name confined

To naiTow limits, for its lustre reached

The shelving shores of Britain's distant isle
;

Which of this peopled sphere another land

We well may deem, by yon far-distant sea

Disparted,— whei'e the slowly sinking sun

Seeks in the briny waves his evening bath.

'Twere waste of words to tell how Edward ^^'as

King of that realm, by far-sprung i)edigree,

Great pomp, and grace of person eminent,

And foremost by inheritance of those

Linked in a holy brotherhood of arms.

Each candidate for which was held to prove

Rare worth and dauntless prowess, requisites

Alone entitling to election

In that exclusive Order, limited

To six-and-twenty knights, all notable

For varied martial deeds. Among whom were

King Edward's eldest son, of high exploits
;

The sovereign, too, of Portugal was tliere ;

Matthias, Hungary's admirable King,

Whose fame still loftier soars ; and Ferdinand

Of Naples, emulating his renown.

He, too, of Burgundy, the petted child

Of wayward fortune, till by Alpine bands

Thrice was his banner flouted, arid at last,

Dying at Nancy, he the reckoning paid

For all his God-outraging cruelties.

Of blood a veiy glutton : but no more

Of him. In this devout companionship

Were many nobles of that land enrolled
;

Yet 'twas King Edward's fancy to include

Our Duke Federigo, deeming him most meet,

So wrote his friendly purpose in a letter,

Whicli from the Latin I shall here translate
;

And, better to convey the courteous sanction

Of the unanimous fraternity.

Despatched with it a trusty embassy

:

Its tenor this, the wonted greetings said.
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" Thy worth and high acliicvcments reached our court

By one who wandered long in distant hinds

Filled with thy fonie : yet who has ever ta'en

A loving heart from sites so far remote,

To bind it in a fardel fast and firm

With thy so glorious and signal deeds ?*

On these relying fully, and inflamed

With warm affection, 'tis our only doubt

Which to desire, thy presence, or tliis link

Of friendly brotherhood, tliough both were best.

But, choosing that which seems most feasible,

And, next to deatli's inevitable doom,

Unchanging, be it ours a knot to bind

Indissoluble, — benefit unmatched.

Which to our children's sons will test the force

Of friendship, and a priceless jewel pro^'C,—
Be ours the bond to clench by formal vote

Of the grave college, with a full accord

Their portals opening for thy free admission

To a companionsliip of charitj'.

Where each for others' weal would willing die."

This letter read, the noble envoy next

Set forth the object of his mission

In solemn gracious phrase, the Duke addressing

As the dear brother of his sovereign.

A precious garter then produced,

Kemarking that, though fashioned with mean tools,

'Twas the exclusive guerdon of high birth.

And pregnant with fine sentiment,

In golden letters on its circle traced,

' Woe to the man whose thoughts are aught but right
!

'

This decoration dates from Pepin's reign,

An ancient king, whose far-descended line

And dignities I leave to other pens.

He next displayed a robe of ruddy hue

Blazing with gold brocade, a mantle round

Of regal cut that swept the ground, its tint

A lovely Alexandrian blue. The Duke
With grateful heart and kindly welcome took

From him these ensigns, and tlicse honoured robes,

And so invested with that princely Order

Of wide-extending fame a Knight was made.

Of good St. George, upon whose festal daj',

In solemn concourse met, the cavaliers

Observe with fitting rites his memoiy.

* This passage, written probably in Norman Fi-encli, has become some\\hat

obscure in its transmission through barbarous Latin into Sanzi's nigged rhymes.
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It only remains to quote the mention of this event made by Porcellio in

his Fcltria, which we extract as a specimen of its rugged style.*

" Rex prtEstans animi, et claris celeberrimus armis,

Anglicus, hunc ipsum Feltrensem fcedere sanctte

Jungit amicitiae, fraternaque muncre mittit,

Qiire deccant tantum reges m pignus amoris :

Serica regales quje nectant cingula sures

Donat habere Ducem ; nitet aurea fibula, et auri

Litterule splendore micaiit, quibus usque notatur

Argumentum ingens veteris reverentia fact!,

DiSPEREANT QUI PRAVA PUTANT.

Levaque purpureo Britonis de more tyranni

Traditur luec isdem signis, eodemque tenore,

Crebro intexta piitet tyrio de murice subter

Purpura migdoneis nivibus mage Candida fulget,

Et paribus capitis donatur tegminai signis.

Misit item leges in religionis honorem,
;

Servandas fratrum de more et tempore certo.

Laetus erat Caesar, non ipso munere tantum,

Sed quod erat primo regum insignitus honore :

Postquam Edwardi clarissima munera regis

Accepit, gratesque egit sic ore profatus :

Hajc me dona ligant sub religione teneri

Auxilium pnestare, et duris succurrere in armis
;

Sed si diva meum servet Proserpina crinem,

Et mea fatales non rumpant stamina Parca;,

Quantum opis et quantum dederint mea fata rependam."

;

APPENDIX VIII. (Page 333.)

THE ARMY OF CHARLES VIII. IN 1493.

The cotemporary Chronicle of this expedition, reprinted at Lyons in

1842, gives a general muster-roll of the French army, which may be thus

classed :
—

* Vat. Urb. MSS. No. 373. f. 105, 106.
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I, The Roy.\x Staff,

Monseigiieui" le Visdasme, commanding gentlemen in full sleeves - 100

„ de Myolaus, commanding gentlemen in full sleeveg and

crossbow-men - - - - - 100

Monseigneur de Crcsol, commanding archers of the French guard - 200

Captain Claude, commanding archers of the Scottish guard - 100

Many lords of the blood-royal, the court and the council.

II. The Lakd Forces.

Men-at-arms

Bowmen on foot

Crossbow-men on foot -

Long-pike-men

The Lord Ludovic

Dastardeurs

Masters to dress the artillery

]\Iastcr cai'penters

Master sappers

Master stone-hewers

Master charcoal-burners

Master rope-makers

Artillery drivers

3,600

6,200

8,000

8,000

2,040

6,200

200

600

300

900

200

120

4,000

40,360

Battering guns [hombardes]

Large stone balls

Aitillery horses

1,200

140

8,000

Monseigneur de Serve -

„ de Monfaucon

„ Robert de la Marche

The Mareschal de Baudricourt

Monseigneur de Guise

„ de Chaude

„ de Mauleon

„ Aymart de Poyc

„ de Camicam
Captain Odet

lances 40

40

30

60

40

30

200

25

35

525
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with their companies,

'

amounting to

in. The Naval Armament.

Gentlemen of Agenes, for Monseigneur d'Orleans's guard

„ of Normandy „ >, »

Commissaries - - " "

The Due d'Orleans

The Conte d'Angouleme

The Due de Nemours

The Prince d'Orange

Monseigneur de Vendome

The Conte de Ligny

„ de Nevers

Monseigneur d'Albret

The Conte de Boidogne

The Great Bastard of Burgundy

„ of Bom'bon

The Marechal of Burgundy

The Governor of Champaign

„ of Burgundy

Monseigneur d'Orleans

„ de Foix -

„ Gracien -

The Bailli of Dijon

Monseigneur de Montaison

„ d'Allegre

„ de Chanmont

George de Silly

Castillon . - -

Julien Burinel

Monseigneur de Vergy

„ d'Ai-mansy

Don Jehan - - -

Andre de I'Ospital

Monseigneur de la Place

The Marechal of Burgundy

Monseigneur d'Aubigny

de Ligny -

de la Tremouille

I de Silly -

„ the Grand Equerry -

,,
de Beaumont

„ de Piennes

the Prince d'Orange

The Seneschal d'Armagnac

Monseigneur Pierre de Bellefrontiere

Despert de Bonneville -

4,000

4,000

200

15,000

lances
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Great ships - - - - - - 24

Great galleasses - - - - - 8

Quan'acqucs - - - - - 11

Galleras - - - - • - 226

Sailing galleys - - - - - 50

Brigantiues - - - - - - 60

Fustes - - - - - - 80

Boats innumerable.

Total vessels - - - 459

Allowing to each man-at-arms and lance two followers, and to eacli gen-

tleman one, the total force would amount to nearly 90,000 men, 1200 pieces

of aftillery, and 459 sail. To this there falls to be added, besides the usual

attendance of servants and sutlers, an immense retinue attached to the

luxurious court of Charles, of which no enumeration is attempted.

APPENDIX IX. (Page 340.)

THE BATTLE OF THE TARO IN 1495.

The battle of Fornovo bears so little upon the proper subject of our
narrative, that we have but rapidly noted its issue. It may be well, how-
ever, now to examine in greater detail the cii'cumstances leading to a result

so opposite from that which the ordinary chances of war would have in-

ferred, and to consider how far the fortune of that field tried the comparative

superiority of French and Italian prowess. We are in possession of co-

temporary statements which fau-ly represent each side of the argument ; and
the narratives of Corio, Sanuto, and Guicciardini, the historians of Milan,

Venice, and Florence, may be accepted as exhausting those pleas by which
the frank and graphic commentaries of Philippe de Comines and the more
confused details of the Vergier d'Honneur ought to be tested.

The French march through Italy had been rather a pageant than an
invasion : as they advanced, difficulties disappeared,— enemies fawned,

crouched, or fled without hazarding a blow. A career of such success, trying

to any judgment, intoxicated the young and giddy monai'ch, and, though
startled by the northern confederacy, he was not fully roused to the danger
of being caught and enclosed in an enemy's country. We accordingly find

the pages of Comines full of lamentations at the careless ease with which he

loitered on his retreat, and the infatuation of weakening his army by leavino-

small garrisons at Siena, Pisa, Lucca, and Pietra Santa, as well as by de-

F F 2
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tat-hing a useless expedition against Genoa, wliose resistance closed the coast

road against him. At the two first of these places above a fortnight of

valuable time was lost, whilst the allies were mustering to intercept his pas-

sage of the Apennines. As he approached the danger, blunders consequent

upon divided councils were aggravated by imperfect discipline ; and the

wanton destruction by the Swiss of Pontremoli with its magazines exposed

the army to fomine in the mountain passes. A new obstacle now presented

itself in the enormous artillery train, consisting of fourteen culverins from

twelve to fifteen feet long. The Sieur d'Argenton, whose mission at Venice

taught him to appreciate the urgency of a retreat ere the allies could con-

centrate their forces, and others who knew the difficulties of such a march,

would gladly have seen these cumbrous impediments abandoned, but the

Swiss, tackling themselves by hundreds to each piece, dragged them up de-

files and lowered them down precipices, where beasts of draught could have

been of no avail. This feat is described in the Vergier as " une execrable

peine, merveilleux travail, et tres penetrant ennuy, attendu la fagori de pro-

ceder, le lieu estrange, et la chaleur grande et terrible qvie lors se faisoit."

The army, after crossing the summit, slowly descended on Lombardy, by

the left bank of the Taro, until its vanguard under Marechal de Gie, being

thirty miles in advance, reached Fornova on the 2d of July, and halted

for three days until the King should come up.* The allies were encamped

at Ghiaruola, about three miles further In the open plain. Had they at

once attacked the Marechal, his division might have been exterminated,

whilst the army thus weakened, and luiable from fatigue and exhaustion to

fall back upon Tuscany, must have become an easy prey, or have sur-

rendered at discretion. Opportunities so precious aiie rarely offered to

men's exigencies, and once lost cannot be retrieved.

The estimate by Comlnes of the two armies is admitted to be a fair one.

That to which he belonged was reduced to a tithe of the original armament, and

numbered much under 9000 fighting men, who had to cut their way through

at least four times that strength, with every disadvantage of ground. Both

were now on the right of the Taro, a mountain torrent here subsiding into

a shallow stream, which the French had to cross within half a mile of the

enemy. So convinced was Comines of the risk, that on the 5th he availed

himself of the anxious feeling Avhich began to manifest itself among his

countrymen, when in presence of so formidable a host, and opened nego-

tiations. These appear to have been continued next day, even after the

battle had commenced, but led to nothing. That they shoidd have been

entertained by the confederates might occasion surprise, but for Sanuto's

* The former march of the army by tlic same passes required but three days from

Foniova to Pontremoli ; on this occasion tlic King was four days in crossing, be-

sides a halt of three more to enable liis artillery to get a-hcad of him. It is pro-

bable that in 1494 much of his ordnance, baggage, and stores had been sent in

the fleet.
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ready admission that, even at sucli a moment, tlic hcsitatinjT and ruinous

policy habitual to Venetian proveditori^ sacrificed the advantages of the

emergency. He tells us that they, " conducting themselves most wisely,

wished to let the King pass, without perilling their cause, seeing that, as all

know, a general action is essentially hazardous, and ought therefore to be

avoided by a powerful state such as Venice." * The narrative of Guicciardini

inculpates others in these craven counsels, which carried the day, and in-

duced the scarcely credible resolution, to wait for instructions from Milan

and Venice : scarcely was it formed ei'e its fatuity became apparent.

At eight on the morning of IMonday the 6th, the French army, once more

united, resumed its march. The advance, still commanded by the Marechal

de Gie, included the Swiss, and was followed by the artillery ; the King was

with the main body ; and to De la Tremouille and Guise was committed the

rear-guard. The baggage was detached on the left under Odet, and from

the first was in some confusion. The confederates having opened their fire

from a large gun, it was promptly dismounted by the French artillery, and

the army, crossing the Taro, marched steadily on for above a mile. On the

feint of exchanging a prisoner of rank, a Venetian trumpet was sent to

Charles, for the purpose of ascertaining his position and appearance, that he

might be singled out in the charge which the Marquis of JVIantua imme-

diately made at the head of the Stradiote irregular horse. This Cossack -like

force, recruited in Dalmatia, and used by the Republic with infinite effect

under the new mode of warflire, cut its Avay almost to the King, whose con-

duct during the day was bold and energetic beyond what might have been

expected from his feeble constitution and effeminate habits. By this time

the vanguard had likewise been attacked, and the melee was at its height,

when the Stradiotes of the IMarquis, having seized upon the baggage, gave

themselves up to pillage. The example was contagious upon the other un-

disciplined Albanians ; but although Italian writers impute to this casual

and untoward incident the loss of the battle, they scarcely question the Sieur

d'Argenson's allegation, that their men-at-arms had already yielded at all

points. Making their way back with difficulty through the Taro, which a

severe thunder-storm had swollen to a dangerous torrent, they lied towards

* It is curious to find this cowardly policy openly laid clown by such authority

as a maxim, and it affords a clue not only to the lax military operations of the

grasping Hcpublic, but betrays the secret that their main-land advantages were

oftener gained by tortuous diplomacy than in open field. The Venetian provcditori

were at first of the nature of quartermasters and commissaries-general, tkcir duty

being to distribute pay and quarters to the troops, as well as to levy and allot

taxes whereby the military finances were maintained through the agency d'

local sub-commissaries. But they became tools of the ever-jealous Signory, em-

powered to control the commanders, as well as to watch and report their pro-

ceedings. AVc have frequent occasion to notice the bad consequences of this narrow

policy.
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Parma, although partially rallied by Nicolo di Petigliano, a captain of the

Orsini, just then escaped from the French, with whom he had been prisoner.

The fortune of the day might still have been retrieved by him and by the

reserve, which, under Antonio di IMontefeltro, stood vainly waiting orders to

engage ; oi', on the other hand, had Charles followed up his success by a

general assault, it seems admitted by Guicciardini that the confederates would

have been routed. But his policy was security rather than success ; and he

encamped about a mile from the field, leaving the bulk of the allied forces to

resume their former quarters. Even next day the latter might have struck

a blow sufficient long to preserve the Peninsula from foreign aggression ; but

jealousies distracted their captains as well as their councils, for each thought

more of preserving intact his own contingent of troops, as a defence against

his neighbour's ambition, than of making common cause against the general

enemy. The Italians claimed the victory ; and the Venetians, with their

usual arrogance and insincerity, ordered triumphant festivities on the strength

of having captured the King's baggage, carrying off his rosaries and a port-

folio of meretricious portraits — recollections of his harem ! History has

disowned the claim, and has justly awarded to the French the honours of

the day, upon the better title of having continued an orderly retreat, with

the loss of but a small proportion of those who fell at Foruovo.

APPENDIX X. (Page 360.)

THE ARRIVAL OF DUKE VALENTINO AT THE FRENCH COURT.

Brantome * has preserved, from an unedited rhyming chronicle, the follow-

ing curious account of this upstart's entry, on the 18th of December, 1498,

into Chinon, where Louis then held his court :
—

" First came eighty most beautiful mules, laden with trunks, portmanteaus,

and packages, with red cloths whereon were the Duke's armorial bearings.

Then eighty more mules, whose cloths were party-coloured red and yellow,

for they bore the royal liveries, such as I have seen our Queen Margaret's

})ages and footmen wear. These were followed by twelve mules, in cloths of

yellow satin all harre transversely. Then ten others in striped cloth of gold

nlternately waved and plain.

" Next there came sixteen fine tall racers, led with Turkish bridles, and

in cloths of gold, red, and yellow. Also eighteen pages, each on a beautiful

racer, sixteen of them in crimson velvet, the other two in waved cloth of

* Vies (Ics Hommes Illnstrcs, Discouvs 48.
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gold, wlille the people woudered why these minions were so much finer than

the rest. Further, six footmen led, as was then the fashion, as many beau-

tiful mules richly caparisoned with saddles, bridles, and housings, they and

the footmen in crimson velvet. Then two mules laden with chests, over

which was cloth of gold :
' Think how mucli richer their burdens,' said the

bystanders,— ' perhaps bright and splendid jewels for his bride, or bulls and

indulgences from Rome, or, it may be, holy relics !
' 'J'hereafter came thirty

gentlemen in gold and silver stuffs :
' Too small a troop,' said the court,

' considering all the preceding eqiiipage, requiring at least some five or sbc

score in French and Spanish costumes.'

" There were also three musicians, two being tabors the other a rebec,

then much in use, as still, among the high noblesse and commanders of Ger-

many, who have kettle-drums in marching, as had the ostentatious Baron

Dhona, till the gallant M. de Guise broke and silenced them, to his great

disgrace. These drummers of Borgia were clad in their national costume of

gold cloth, and their rebecs were decked out with gold cord, the instruments

being of silver, with golden chains. And these musicians went between

the gentlemen and the Duke of Valentinois, playing incessantly. There

were likewise four trumpeters and clarioneers, richly dressed, ever sounding

their silver instruments ; and twenty-four laquais, in crimson velvet party-

coloured with yellow silk, surrounded the Duke, with whom the Cardinal of

Rouen was in conversation.

" As to the Duke, he rode a tall and large coui'ser, very richly accoutred,

with a robe of red satin party-coloured with gold cloth, and trimmed with

many costly stones and pearls. On his cap a double row of rubies, the size

of large beans, glittered brilliantly. Its turn-up had also a great quantity

of jewels ; and even his boots were all stuck over with gold cords, and edged

by pearls

;

" With collar which, to say the truth,

Was thirty thousand ducats worth.

The charger he bestrode was quite covered with leaves of gold bedizened

with jewellery, stones, and pearls. He had besides a pretty little mule for

riding about the town, with saddle, bridle, breastplate, and other harness,

studded in roses of fine gold an inch thick. Last of all, there were likewise

four-and-twenty mules, with red cloths, bearing this lord's armorial ensigns,

and a quantity of baggage-carts with camp-beds and other furniture.

" Such was the entry, challenging renown.

Of this grandee into Chinon.

" The King, being at the window, saw him arrive, and tliere can l^e no

doubt how he and his courtiers ridiculed all this state, as unbecoming the

petty Duke of Valentinois."
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APPENDIX XI. (Page 370.)

DESPATCH OF SER BENEDETTO TREVISANO, ENVOY OF VENICE AT THE
COURT OF LOUIS XII., DETAILING THE ENTRY INTO LYONS OF LUDOVICO
DUKE OF MILAN, THE 2d OF MAY, 1500.

Most serene Prince and excellent Lord [Doge],

This day, at half-past four o'clock, the Lord Louis was brought into the

city in the following manner. Fu-st, there came twelve town Serjeants on
foot, who prevented the very dense crowd from shouting ; next the governor

of the city with the provost-marshal on horseback, followed by a hundred
archers ofthe Kings's guard ; after them the Lord Louis, cb-essed in a vest of

black camelot with black boots, and a cap of black cloth which he held

almost constantly in his hand. He kept looking around him, and seemed
anxious to appear unmoved by this great reverse of fortune. Although he had
been shaved this morning his face did not evince health, and his ai-ms, hands,

and all his person trembled. Immediately near him was the captain of the

King's archer guard, followed by another hundi-ed archers, and thus was he

led through the town to the castle, which stands on a mount, where he will

remain well watched and guarded for the next eight days, until the com-
pletion of the iron cage, which will be his constant night chamber. The
said cage is very strong ; its irons are bound with wood, and the metal is so

tempered that if forcibly touched by a file, or any other instrument, it would

instantly fire the wood. I must not omit to tell you that I being with the

Spanish minister at a window by which the Lord Louis had to pass, the said

Lord, on having the Spanish envoy pointed out to him, raised his cap, and

then being told that your Serenity's ambassador was likewise there, he

stopped and made a sign that he wished to speak, but I did not move. And
the captain of archers who was near him cried, ' Let us get on ! let us get on !

'

but afterwards reported to the King's majesty that the Lord Louis then

said, ' Go tell him that I made not my reverence to him ; he is of an evil

race, devoid of faith,' &c. I replied that I should have considered myself

disgraced, not honoured, by any demonstration of good will from such a one.

I afterwards went to the King's majesty at his palace, and mentioned having

seen the Lord Louis pass, and I found there many other lords and nobles,

who said some one thing some another concerning 11 Moro. The King told

me he had determined on not sendiny^ him to Lochcs, as he at first said, be-

cause he was in the habit of going thither himself at certain seasons of the

year to hunt, and was averse to seeing his captive, but should have him taken

to Selys in Berri, about two leagues from Bourges, where there is a very

strong castle Avith wider moats than those at the citadel of Milan, and full

of water. This place is in the centre of France, and its warder will be a

former captain of his Majesty's archers when Duke of Orleans, with a com-

pany of most faithful persons, all brought up under his Majesty.
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On dismounting from his mule, the Lord Louis was carried like u sack

into the castle, for he cannot walk a step without assistance, and all think

his'days must be few. I humbly commend myself to your Serenity. From
Lyons, the 2d of ]\Iay, loOO.

Bentus Trivisanus, Eques^ Orator

APPENDIX XII. (Page 376.)

Alii bella Italia, gia sublime e diva !

Come ti pon' in man de' tuoi ribelli

Che ti darann' ognor aspri flagelli,

E di ciascun tuo ben restcrai priva.

Hor ogni alta virtute in tc fioriva,

Arme, dottrine, sculturc, penelli,

Ai'chitetturc, fabriche e martelli

:

La prisca eta tant' alto non saliva.

Gia tutti i stuoli barbareschi e rei

Furono soggetti al tuo felice scanno,

Et or t' inclini a lor come a' tuoi Dei.

Adunque piangi con perpetuo aftanno,

Pensando a quel che fosti e a quel die or sei,

Che quaiito e il 1)en ch' e perso, e tanto 11 damio.

Marcello Filosseno.

APPENDIX XIII. (Page 382.)

The following narrative from Sanuto's Diaries of the Man-iage Festivities

of the Princess of Ferrara gives an ample idea of the pageants often alluded

to in our volumes.

ORDER OF THE POMPS AND SPECTACLES FOR THE MARRIAGE OF THE LADY
LUCREZIA BORGIA, ON HER COMING TO HER HUSBAND AT FERRARA, THE EAST

DAY OF JANUARY, 1502.

First, the bridegi'oom Don Alfonso went to meet his bride at Malalbero-o.

Then, on the 1st of February, the most illustrious Lady INIarchioncss of

IVIantua went in the Bucentaur, or state-barge, at the fourteenth hour, with

her attendants, almost to IVIalalbergo, where she met the most illustrious

bride, who was in a vessel with the most illustrious Duchess of Urbino and

a few others. My Lady Marchioness then quitted her bucentaur for the
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bride's vessel, accompanied by the illustrious Lady Laura dl Gonzaga and

the Marchioness of Cotrone, when they embraced most courteously and pro-

ceeded towards Ferrara. On reaching the moat- tower, they all disembarked,

and the bride made her reverence to the Lord Dvike, Avho awaited her on

the banks of the Po, Avith seventy-five mounted bowmen drawn up in file, in

red and white uniform. The Duke having kissed her, and the foreign ambas-

sadors with him having touched her hand, all of them embarked on board the

bucentaurs, and so they arrived about the twenty-fourth hour at Casale, a

possession of Lord Alberto d'Este on the opposite bank of the Po. The

bride was received and led to her apartments by the Lady Lvicrezia Benti-

voglio, with many other noble dames, who all returned to Ferrara, after

the steward of Don Alfonso had presented the Lady Teodora and twelve

damsels as companions for the bride, all dressed in boddices [_camo?'e2 of

crimson satin and black velvet gowns with black lambskin. She was also

complimented with five carriages, the first of which was covered with gold

brocade and drawn by four horses, each worth fifty ducats. The next was

in black velvet with bay horses, and the others in black satin drawn by

horses of different colours. The bride wore a robe of cloth of gold, with

tirate and galezoto of crunson satin, the sleeves of her chemise being in the

Spanish fixshion. Over these was a mantle [cdbernia] slashed on one side

with black satin and trimmed with martens' fur. Iler throat was bare, and

her sleeves slashed in her own taste. On her neck was a string of large

pearls with a garnet pendant pierced with a pearl ; on her head a gold cap

without any bandlet. The Lady Marchioness wore a robe of green velvet

embroidered in gold, and a black velvet gown trimmed with lynx-skin, a

cap of gold on her head, and a golden bandlet on her forehead, with a circlet

of gold studded with diamonds round her neck. The Lady Duchess of

Urbino wore a black velvet robe embroidered with golden ciphers.

Next day, the 2d of February, the entry was made into Ferrara. First,

there came an advanced guard of seventy-five mounted archers of the

Duke in long coats [salioni] of white and red cloth, their three officers all

differently dressed. Then followed eighty trumpeters, tlieii* long coats

being lialf of gold brocade, and half of black and white satin ; next to whom
twenty-four fifes and trombones ; and then the courtiers and nobles of

Ferrara Indiscriminately, seventy of whom had gold collars, worth one with

another 500 ducats, some of them being from 800 to 1200 ducats. There-

after the Duchess of Urliino's company, in satin and velvet, this division

being closed by the Lord Don Alfonso, along with Messer Annibale Benti-

vogllo ; he bestrode a tall bay horse caparisoned in black velvet, with trap-

pings of massive beaten gold, wrought In relief, and a long coat ofgrey velvet

covered with gold scales, the whole equipment being estimated at COOO ducats.

His black velvet cap had a fringe of beaten gold and white plumes. The
gaiters [brusadrini] on his legs were of grey sumacho. The attendants at his

stirrups were four pages and four tall men in French doublets of gold bro-

cade and black velvet with hose of black and red cloth.

Next came the bride's company, In which were ten couple of Spaniards
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\vitli gold brocade frocks [^saghQi over which they -wore velvet tabards lined

with brocade or velvet ; they had in all twelve gold chains of no great

weight. These were followed by the Bishops of Adria, Comacchio, and

Cervia, with two others sent by the Pope, near whom were the envoj-s of

Lucca, Genoa, Siena, Florence, with two from Venice in long robes of

crimson velvet lined with fur, and four from Kome in mantles of gold

brocade lined with crimson satin, behind whom were six tambourine players

and a couple of running footmen.

Then came the bride, under a canopy of crimson satin borne by the doc-

tors of laws ; and in advance of it was led a tall piebald horse given her by

the Lord Duke, with crimson velvet housings embroidered with gold, upon

which she made her entry as far as the bridge of Castle Tealto, where it

started at the discharge of fire-arms, and nearly threw her, but she was sup-

ported by eight of her stirrup-men, who were arrayed in long coats of black

and yellow satin with hose to match ; after which accident she mounted a

black mule, with furniture of velvet covered with gold and studded with

nails of beaten gold, a most beautiful and rich sight. Her di'ess was a

camora, with wide sleeves in the French mode, of gold tissue and black satin

slashed in stripes ; over that an alhernia of woven gold brocaded in relief,

which was open at the side and lined with ermine, as were also the sleeves

of her robe. On her throat was a collar of diamonds and rubies, once be-

longing to our Lady of Ferrara of happy memory, and on her head a jewelled

cap (sent her to Rome with that necklace by the Lord Duke), but no coronet.

Her mule was led by six chamberlains of Don Alfonso variously arrayed,

and all with massive gold collars, and she was attended only by the French

ambassador.

The Loi'd Duke of Ferrara followed, with the Duchess of Urbino on his

right. She rode on a black mule, caparisoned in black velvet, embroidered

with woven gold. On her camora of black velvet there were certain tri-

angles of beaten gold, being astrological signs ; a string of pearls surrounded

her neck, and she wore a cap of gold. The Lord Duke bestrode a brown

horse, with hoiisings of black velvet, and wore a long cloak \rohhone'] of

black velvet. Then came two noble dames, the Lady Girolama Borgia and one

Ursina, in black velvet, behind whom the Lady Adriana, a widow related to

the Pope : these were the only ladies on horseback. Next to them was th

Lady Lucrezia Bentivoglio, in a carriage covered with gold brocade, followed

by twelve others filled with the bride's ladies of Ferrara and Bologna ; after

whom there were led two of her sumpter mules with black velvet furniture,

garnished with beaten silver in various designs ; and behind these fifty-six

other mvdes, covered with black and yellow cloth, and twelve more with

satin of these liveries brought up the rear.

Triumphal arches had been raised in some of the streets through which

the bride passed, and certain representations enacted ; and so, at simset, the

procession reached the piazza, where a spectacle had been prepared of two

men descending by cords from the Rugobello tower, and from the turret of

the Palazzo della Ragione, at which moment all tlie prisoners were set free.
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The Lady Marcliionoss of Mantua stood to receive the bride at the stairs of the

castle court, arrayed in a camoru embroidered with musical notes, and accom-

panied by her mother-in-law, the Lady Laura di Gonzaga, whose camora was

of gold brocade striped with black velvet : many ladies of Ferrara were also

in their comj^any. When the bride dismounted, the Duke's archers seized

the canopy as their perquisite, whilst his stirrup-men and those of Don
Alfonso contended for the mule, which was finally obtained by those of the

bridegroom. The bride was then escorted by the ambassadors and Don
Alfonso, with the Marchioness of Mantua and the Duchess of Urbino, into

the grand hall and the ducal chambers, which were prepared with household

requisites ; and after remaining there a while, all at length retired, and she

and the bridegroom kept each other company that night.

On the 3d, after dinner, two dances were performed in the hall, but with

great difficulty, by reason of the crowd; and then the Duke reviewed all the

actors in the five forthcoming comedies, one hundred and ten in number

:

they were in their stage dresses of taflety and camlet, in the Moorish fashion.

First, there came one who represented Plautus, and recited the subjects

of the proposed comedies, namely the Epidicus, the Bacchides, the 3files

Gloj-iosus, the Asinaria, and the Casina. Then, about six o'clock, the first of

them was commenced, with some good Moorish interludes, one of which was

performed by some soldiers in antique dresses, with red and white plumes,

having mock breastplates, helmets, and arms ; one party wielding maces, the

other axes, but each having swords and daggers. The former were victori-

ous : they attacked with maces and axes, then with swords, finally with

daggers, until half of them, having fallen down, were led away prisoners by
the others, and removed from the stage. The second interlude was per-

formed by some dressed as foot soldiers, with gorgets and breastplates, a

feather on their heads, and hatchets in their hands ; they fought like the

others, after making a review to the sound of the trumpet, as if going to

battle. The thu-d interlude was musical, followed by certain Moors with

two lighted candles in theu- mouths. The last one was also played by

]\Ioors bearing lighted torches, and making a fine show. Also, before the

exit In the third interlude, there came to the sound of fife a fire-cater, who
acquitted himself very well.

The bride did not make her appearance on the 4th until about noon, when,

having taken a slight collation, she came into the hall attended by the diplo-

matic body. She wore a dress of gold thread In the French mode, and an

ulbernia of dark satin, with narrow stripes of beaten gold studded with

small gems, and trimmed with ermine ; on her head a cap bossed with

garnets and pearls, and on her neck a jewelled collar. At the moment of

her entrance into the hall there appeared also the most illustrious Mar-

chioness of ^Mantua : her dress was embroidered with gold, her neck had a

string of large pearls, with a great diamond in the centre, and a richly

jewelled bandlet on her brow. The most illustrious Duchess of Urbino Avas

with her, in a camora of brown velvet slashed, and bound with chains of

massive gold. They spent the day dancing in tlie hall until neai" sunset.
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when all adjourned to tbe representation of tlie Bacchides by Plautus, with

two Moorish interludes. One of these was executed by ten men dressed as

if naked, with aprons and long hair ; in their liands were ten cornueopiix',

each of them holding four lighted torches filled with turpentine, which

emitted flames when shaken. They were preceded by a damsel, who moved
timorously about, without music, towards the back of the stage, whence a

dragon issued to devour her ; but a dismounted man-at-arms defended her,

combated and vanquished the dragon, and carried him off captive, followed

by the damsel in the arms of a youth, the ten men dancing round them and

making their turpentine blaze up. The second Moorish interlude repre-

sented maniacs in their shirts, their hose over their heads, and in their hands

fly-flaps and inflated bladders to beat themselves with.

During next day, which was Saturday, the bride was occupied all the

morning in washing [dying ?] her head, and writing, nor did she appear

during the day ; so the other lords and ladies, nobles and dames, went for

their jjleasure through the city. And in the forenoon the Lady Lucrezia

presented privately to the Lord Duke the patent of the fief of Ferrara from

his Holiness. The Lady Marchioness of Mantua wore to-day a gown of

white silver tabi, and her head and neck were decked with pearls ; the

Duchess of L^rbiuo had a dress of velvet striped with woven gold.

On Sunday, the 6th, solemn mass was chanted in the cathedral by the

Bishop of Carniola ; of the principal lords only Don Alfonso being present,

accompanied by the Fi-ench ambassador, but there were many courtiers and

a crowd of people. When mass was over, one of the Pope's gentlemen of

the bedchamber, named Messer Leandro, presented to Don Alfonso a sealed

bull, which being opened was of the following tenor :— That it being usual

for the Pontiff, every year, on Christmas eve, to bless a sword and hat, as a

present for some Christian prince deserving well of the Church, his Holiness

had made choice of his Highness, in consideration both of the dignity of his

house and the excellency of his own person, the sword being in defence of

the Christian faith, and the hat for that of himself individually. This brief

having been publicly read, Don Alfonso went to the altar and knelt, and

the aforesaid Bishop, having recited some prayers, placed on his head the hat

of grey velvet, surmounted by a knot embroidered in peai'ls, and fringed

with gold, which crossed and hung down in the form of a broad band, lined

with ermine, with pendant tails. He then placed in his hand the sword,

which was very richly ornamented with gold ; and after he had remained

thus for a short time, the Bishop ungirded him, when, rising on his legs, he

called for Messer Giulio Tascone, who took the sword in his hand, having

the hat on its point ; and thus they went to dinner by sound of trumpet.

After dinner the Lady IMarchioness, arrayed in a black velvet robe, in the

French fashion, lined with crimson satin, slashed and bound with lacets of

massive gold, and buttoned down the front with garnet studs, her cap being

formed of certain golden bars set with precious stones, and having round

her throat a string of pearls and a golden necklace, went to escort the bride

from her chamber, accompanied by her brothers and the Duchess of Urbino,
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whose gown was of black velvet closely embroidered in gold, lier head and

neck in gala attire. The bride wore a dress, in the French style, of dai'k

satin, all striped with fish-scales of woven gold, each stripe being of two

fingers' breadth : on her head were a cap and a richly-jewelled coronet, and

a pearl necklace of great price round her throat. And thus they led her

down to the grand hall, where they danced for two hours, the bride with one

of her maidens performing busia very admirably in the French style. Then at

sunset they went to the spectacle of the Miles Gloriosus, a comedy of Plautus,

which lasted five hours and a half including three Moorish interludes. In

the first of these, Cupid came upon the stage, shooting arrows and spouting

verses ; and he was followed by twelve men cased in tin, covered with lighted

candlesticks, with looking-glasses on their heads, and pierced paper balloons

in their hands, also filled with candles ; so that it was a fine sight. The
second interlude represented goats rushing and leajjing about the stage, with

the goatherd after them. The thii'd was performed by foot soldiers in

doublets of gold and silver brocade, with white and red hose, and on their

heads black velvet caps with white plumes and false hair. In their hands

were darts, and at their siiles daggers ; they first moved about the stage,

thrusting at each other with the darts, and then with the daggers, but

always keejDing time ; and when this was concluded all went to supper.

Next day, the 7th, about two o'clock, all met to witness a combat between

two men-at-arms, who had been allowed to fight in the piazza fronting the

cathedral. One of them was named Vicino da Imola, in the Marquis of

Mantua's service ; the other was Aldobrandino Piatese, of Bologna. At the

third sounding of the trumpet they made their onset, spurring their horses,

and meeting near the extremity of the Palazzo della Ragione, when Aldo-
brandino received a thrust in the shoulder from his adversary, and was un-
horsed. Throwing away their lances, they then took to their swords ; but
Aldobrandino having lost the naked sword of his bridle-hand at the first

charge, employed the other, with which, at close quarters, he gave two
wounds to his enemy's horse, one in the neck and the other in the shoulder.

At length Vicino broke his sword's point, and unwittingly used it thus for

some time ; but on becoming aware of the fact, he seized his mace, and
having soon lost this also, he instantly took his dagger, dodging about the

lists with it, and courageously followed by his antagonist, who sought out

his exposed and wounded points with his sword ; until, finally, having cut

him in the hand, Vicino's horse at the same instant beginning to stagger

from his two wounds, Aldobrandino would doubtless have vanquished and

slain his enemy, had not the Duke caused them to be parted, having reserved

to himself this right of separating the combatants. Aldobrandino, after a

very brief delay, was the first to mount a fresh horse and ride round the

lists, amid infinite shouts of applause, and cries of " Turk, Turk !
" [being

a sort of slang for " Pluck, pluck
;

"] his adversary exhibiting his broken

sword. And this duel of an hour's duration being so ended, the Duke, as

umpire, reserving his award, all went from this sj)ectacle to that of the

comedy of Plautus, named the Asinaria, which was beautiful and delectable.
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Its notable Interludes were, first, ten wild men, who ran about tlie stage

jumping most fearfully, and then, terrified by the cry of dogs and hunters,

retreated into a wood, whence, on seeing some coneys pass by, they pursued

them with sticks and caught them. Then, on hearing the hoi-ns again blown,

they hid themselves a second time, but came ibrth to chase some kids and

chamois, Avhich also they took. Finally, at the third blast of the horns, they

once more fled into the wood, where they gave chase to a lion and a panther

with theii' sticks ; and these animals, defending themselves, were at length

taken and bound by them, with great applause. Thei'cafter, all the ten met

at one end of the stage, jumping, and four of them having formed a circle

with their hands joined, other four sprang up and stood upon them with

joined hands, they all bounding and dancing to pipe music, whilst the remain-

ing two capered round them imtll they all separated. They all wore bells,

which sometimes rang and were sometimes mute, but all in perfect time.

Thereafter came some Mantuan music of the tromboncino, paula, poccmi, &c.,

and last of all twelve peasants made their appearance with a tambourine,

to represent the progress of agi'Iculture. First, they dug the ground with

spades ; then they sowed from baskets filled with gilt copper chopped fnie
;

then, with sickles, they reaped the corn, and so, going through each step,

winnowing and housing it, until some jieasant girls came forth with panniers

and covered caldrons for a repast, preceded by fifes, with whom the husband-

men commenced dancing, and so went off the scene. The performance

ended at nine o'clock, when all moved to supper.

On this day the bride appeared in a di'ess of woven gold, and an ulhernia

of dark satin lined with ermine ; on her neck was a great chain [canata,

or fence of canes] of most valuable stones, and on her head a coronet of

diamonds and emeralds. The most illustrious Marchioness wore a gown of

crimson velvet striped with gold brocade in open work ; on her neck was a

very rich chain of stones, and a coronet of immense diamonds on her brow.

The Lady Duchess had a black velvet dress, striped and crossed with gold

and silver brocade, with pearls and jewels \_prede'\ on her neck and head.

The French envoy presented the bride to-day with a string of Venetian gilt

beads.

On the 8th, being Shrove-Tuesday of the carnival, the ambassadors

entered the bride's chamber to offer their gifts, the Duke having already

presented her with almost all his own jewels, which are most beautiful and of

great value. The Venetian first, after a fitting exordium, presented robes

and hoods of crimson velvet lined with paunch fur. Then the Florentine gave

her a beautiful piece of cloth of gold flowered in relief, thirty-five yards long.

The Slenese donated two silver vases of considerable size and well wrought.

Lastly, the Lucchese gave a beautiful silver bason and ewer. Thereafter

came the bride arrayed in a robe of gold brocade and dark satin, slashed and

bound with white silk, with an albernia of crimson satin lined with ermine,

and a most beautiful long chain of pearls and prede on her throat, with a

jewelled cap on her head. She was accompanied by the Lady Marchioness,

in a dress of dark velvet covered with acorns woven in gold, a collar of large
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pearls with a garnet centre, and a most beautiful tiara of diamonds, rubles,

and emeralds, along with the Lady Duchess of Urbino in a gown of black

velvet striped with gold, with a jewelled necklace and diadem. They went

into the hall, where they danced till after sunset, and then proceeded to hear

the last of the comedies, the Casina^ which was performed with great

applause of the spectators. The interludes were, first, one of music, in which

a huffo was sung in praise of the bridal pair : this preceded the comedy,

after the first act whereof, a woman in the French dress came forward to

the sound of a tambourine followed by ten youths clad in taffety of Don
Alfonso's colours of white and red, holding baskets on which were inscribed

" Love wills not." Then they danced, and the woman, following them,

snatched and threw away their baskets, on which feigning anger they left the

stage, but returned with darts in their hands, wherewith they wounded her,

leaving her half dead. Cupid then came, and with his arrows floored these

youths and freed her, when all arose and left the stage. Thereafter music

was performed by some Mantuan barbarians, who sang a ballad, the burden

whereof was Hope. On the conclusion of the second act, six wild men
appeared, and drew a large globe to the centre of the stage, wherein were

inclosed four virtues. Justice, Fortitude, Temperance, and Priidence, who, on

the globe being opened at the blast of a horn, sang a song. After the third

act, some very good music was performed by six viols, one of them played

by the Lord Don Alfonso. In the fourth place, twelve men in German

arms came forward, with breastplates, halberds, and knives, having plumes

on their heads, and they performed a very fine Moorish dance. Finally,

there came other twelve with long torches lighted at each end, who paced

about in the Moorish fashion, making a most beautiful display ; and thus the

spectacle ended at eleven o'clock, when all went to supper.* During these

nuptials, the most illustrious Lady Marchioness of Mantua has made many
presents, both in money and dresses, to the trumpeters, buffoons, tambourine

and fife players, and other musicians : amongst them she gave di-esses to

three Spanish buffljons, two being of gold brocade, the other of dark satin,

all beautifully figured.

* It is scarcely necessary to point out in these interludes the germ of the modern

ballet spectacles (which in Italy arc still introduced between the acts of the opera),

as well as of various carnival pastimes. The details illustrate the history of the stage,

as well as the social maimers of the cinquc-ccnto, which may excuse the length of

this extract.
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MISS ACTON'S MODERN COOKERY-BOOK.
Modern Cookery in all its Branches, reduced to a System of Easy Practice. For the use of

Private Families. In a Series of Receipts, all of which have been strictly tested, and are given

with the most minute exactness. By Eliza Acton. New Edition : with Directions for Carv-

ing, and other Additions. Fop. 8vo. with Plates and Woodcuts, 7s. 6d. cloth.

AIKIN.-SELECT WORKS OF THE BRITISH POETS,
From Ben Jonson to Beattie. With Biographical and Critical Prefaces by Dr. Aikin. New
Edition, with Supplement, by Lucy Aikin ; consisting of additional Selections from more

recent Poets. 8vo. 18s. cloth.

ALLEN ON THE ROYAL PREROGATIYE.-AN INQUIRY
into the RISE and GROWTH of the ROYAL PREROGATIVE. By the late John Allen,

Master of Dulwich College. New Edition, with the Author's last Corrections : preceded by

M. B^renger's Rapport on the Work read before the Institute of France; an Article on

the same from the Edinburgh Review; and a Biographical Notice of the Author. To

which is added, An Inquiry into the Life and Character of King Eadwig, from the Author's

MS. 8vo. 12s. cloth.

THE ARTISAN CLUB.-A TREATISE ON THE STEAM
ENGINE, in its Application to Mines, Mills, Steam Navigation, and Railways. By the

Artisan Club. Edited by John Bourne, C.E. New Edition. With 30 Steel Plates and 349

Wood Engravings. 4to. 27s. cloth.

JOANNA BAILLIE'S DRAMATIC AND POETICAL WORKS.
Now first collected ; complete in One Volu.ne ; and comprising the Plays of the Passions,

Miscellaneous Dramas, Metrical Legends, Fugitive Pieces (including several now first pub-

lished), and Ahalya Baee. Uniform with the New Edition of Ja;«es Muntgomer,>/'s Poetical

Works; with Portrait engraved in line by H. Robinson, and Vignette. Square crown 8vo.

21s. cloth ; or 42s. handsomely bound in morocco by Hayday.

BANFIELD AND WELD.-THE STATISTICAL COMPANION,
Corrected to 1850; exhibiting the most interesting Facts in Moral and Intellectual, Vita!,

Economical, and Political Statistics, at home and abroad. Compiled from Official and other

authentic Sources, by T. C. Banfield, Statistical Clerk to the Council of Education ; and

R. C. Weld Assistant-Secretary to the Royal Society. New Edition (1850), corrected anu ex-

tended. Fcp. 8vo. 5s. cloth.

BAYLDON'S ART OF VALUING RENTS AND TILLAGES,
And Tenant's Right of Entering and Quitting Farms, explained by several Specimens of

Valuations; with Remarks on the Cultivation pursued on Soils in ditferent Situations.

Adapted to the Use of Landlords, Land-Agents, Appraisers, Farmers, and Tenants. New
Edition ; corrected and revised by John Donaldson. 8vo. 10s. 6d. cloth.
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BLACK. -A PRACTICAL TREATISE ON BREWING,
Based on Chemical and Economical Principles : with Formulae for Public Brewers, and
Instructions for Private Families. By William Black, Practical Brewer. New Edition,

with considerable Additions. 8vo. 10s. 6d. cloth.

BLAINE.-AN ENCYCLOPiEDIA OF RURAL SPORTS;
Or, a complete Account, Historical, Practical, and Descriptive, of Huntinop, Shootino;, Fishing

Racing, and other Field Sports and Athletic Amusements of the present day. By Delabere
P. Blaine, Esq. Author of '• Canine Pathology," &c. Illustratedbynearly 600 Engravings on

Wood, by R. Branston, from Drawings by Aiken, T. Landseer, Dickes, &c. A New and
thoroughly revised Edition, corrected to 1851. In One Large Volume, 8vo. [In the press.

BLAIR'S CHRONOLOGICAL AND HISTORICAL TABLES,
From the Creation to the present time : with Additions and Corrections from the most authen-

tic Writers ; including the Computation of St. Paul, as connecting the Period from the E.xode

to the Temple. Under the revision of Sir Henry Ellis, K.H., late Principal Librarian of

the British Museum. Imperial 8vo. 31s. 6d. half-bound in morocco.

BLOOMFIELD.-THE GREEK TESTAMENT:
With copious English Notes, Critical, Philological, and Explanatory. Especially formed for

the use of advanced Students and Candidates for Holy Orders. By Rev. S. T. Bloom field,

D.D. F.S.A. New Edition. 2 vols. 8vo. with a Map of Palestine, j<?2, cloth.

THE REV. DR. S. T. BLOOMFIELD'S ADDITIONAL ANNO-
TATIONS, CRITICAL, PHILOLOGICAL, and EXPLANATORY, on the NEW TES-
TAMENT: being a Supplemental Volume to his Edition of T/ie Greek Testammf with

English Notes, in 2 vols. 8vo. In One large Volume, of 460 pages, printed in double columns,

uniformly with Dr. Bloomfield's larger Edition of the Greek Testament with English Notes

;

and so arranged as to be divisible into Two Parts, each of which may be bound up with the

Volume to which it refers. 8vo. 15s. cloth.

BLOOMFIELD.-COLLEGE& SCHOOL GREEK TESTAMENT:
With shorter English Notes, Critical, Philological, and Explanatory, formed for use in

Colleges and the Public Schools. By the Rev. S. T. Bloomfield, D.D F.S.A. Ne^r Edition,

greatly enlarged and improved. Fcp. 8vo. 10s. 6d. cloth.

BLOOMFIELD.-GREEK AND ENGLISH LEXICON TO THE
NEW TESTAMENT: especially adapted to the use of Colleges, and the Higher Classes in

Public Schools; but also intended as a convenient Manual for BibUcal Students in general

By Dr. S. T. Bloomfield. New Edition, enlarged and iniproved. Fcp. 8vo. 10s. 6d. cloth.

BOURNE. -A CATECHISM OF THE STEAM ENGINE,
Illustrative of the Scientific Principles upon which its Operation depends, and the Practical

Details of its Structure, in its applications to Mines, Mills, Ste:im Navigation, and Railways:

witli various Suggestions of Improvement. By John Bourne, C.E., Editor of the Artisan

Club's " Treatise on the Steam Engine." 3d Edition, corrected. Fcp. Svo. 6s. cloth.

BRANDE.-A DICTiaNARY OF SCIENCE, LITERATURE,
AND ART; comprising the Historj', Description, and Scientitic Principles of every Branch

of Human Knowledge; with the Derivation and Definition of all the Terms in General Use.

Edited by W. T. Brande, F.R.S.L. & E. ; assisted by Dr. J. Cauvin. A New and thoroughly

re\ised Edition, corrected to 1851. In One Large Volume, Svo. with Wood Engravings.

[In the press.

BUDGE.-THE PRACTICAL MINER'S GUIDE.
Comprising a Set of Trigonometrical Tables adapted to all the purposes of Oblique or Diagonal,

Vertical, Horizontal, and Traverse Dialling; with their application to the Dial, Exercise of

Drifts, Lodes, Slides, Levelling, Inaccessible Distances, Heights, &c. By J. Budge. New
Edition, considerably enlarged. 8vo. with Portrait of the Author, 12s. cloth.
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BULL.-THE MATERNAL MANAGEMENT OE CHILDREN,
in HEALTH and DISEASE. By T. Bull, M.U. Member of the Royal College of Physicians

;

formerly Physician-Accoucheur to the Finsbury Midwifery Institution, and Lecturer on Mid-
wifery and on the Diseases of Women and Children. New Edition, carefully revised and
enlarged. Fcp. 8vo. 5s. cloth.

BULL-HINTS TO MOTHERS,
For the Mana2:ement of their Health during the Period of Pregnancy and in the Lying-in Room :

with an Exposure of Popular Errors in connexion with those subjects, &c. ; and Hints upon
Nursing. By Thomas Bull, M.D. NewEdition, carefully revised and enlarged. Fcp.Svo.

5s. clotb.

BUNSEN -EGYPT'S PLACE IN UNIVERSAL HISTORY:
An Historical Investigation, in Five Books. By Christian C. J. Bunsen, D.Ph. & D.C.L.

Translated from the German, by C. H. Cottrell, Esq. M.A.—Vol. I. containing the First

Book, or Sources and Primeval Facts of Egyptian History: with an Egyptian Grammar
and Dictionary, and a complete List of Hieroglyphical Signs; an Appendix of Authorities,

embracing the complete Text of Manetho and Eratosthenes, J^gyptiaca from Pliny, Strabo,

&c. ; and Plates representing the Egyptian Divinities. 8vo. with numerous illustrations,

28s. clotb.

BISHOP BUTLER'S SKETCH OE MODERN AND ANCIENT
GEOGRAPHY, for the use of Schools. An entirely New Edition (1851), carefully revised

throughout, with such Alterations introduced as continually progressive Discoveries and the

latest Information have rendered necessary. Edited by the Author's Son, the Rev. Thomas
Butler, Rector of Langar. 8vo. 9s. cloth.

BISHOP BUTLER'S GENERAL ATLAS OE MODERN AND
ANCIENT GEOGRAPHY ; comprising Fifty-one full-coloured Maps ; wilh complete Indices.

NewEdition (1851), nearly all re-engraved, enlarged, and greatly improved ; with corrections

from the most authentic sources in both the Ancient and Modern Maps, many of which are

entirely new. Edited by the Author's Son, the Rev. T. Butler. Royal 4to. 24s. half-bound.

5Tli^ '^lodern Atlas. 28 full-coloured Maps. Royal 8vo. 12s. half-bound,
beparately

^ ^^^ Ancient Atlas. 23 full- coloured Maps. Royal 8vo. 12s. half-bound.

THE CABINET LAWYER:
A Popular Digest of the Laws of England, Civil and Criminal ; with a Dictionary of Law
Terms, Maxims, Statutes, and Judicial Antiquities ; Correct Tables of Assessed Taxes, Stamp
Duties, Excise Licenses, and Post-Horse Duties ; Post-(Jftice Regulations, and Prison Disci-

pline. 15th Edition (1851), enlarged, and corrected throughout, with the Legal Decisions and
Statutes to Michaelmas Term, 13 and 14 Victoria. Fcp. 8vo. 10s. 6d. cloth.

CALLCOTT -A SCRIPTURE HERBAL.
With upwards of 120 Wood Engravings. By Lady Callcott. Square crown 8vo. 25s. cloth.

CATLOW.-POPULAR CONCHOLOGY;
Or, the Shell Cabinet arranged: being an Introduction to the Modern System of Conchology:

with a sketch of the Natural History of the Animals, an account of the Formation of the Shells,

and a complete Descriptive List of the Families and Genera. By Agnes Catlow. Fcp. 8vo.

with 312 Woodcuts, 10s. 6d. cloth,

CHESNEY—THE EXPEDITION EOR THE SURVEY OF
THE RIVERS EUPHRATES and TIGRIS, carried on by order of the British Government,

in the Years 1835, 1830, and 1837. By Lieut. -Col. Chesney, R.A., F.R.S., Commander of

the Expedition. Vols. I. and II. in royal 8vo. with a coloured Index Map and numerous
Plates and Woodcuts, 63s. cloth.—Also, an Atlas of Thirteen Charts of the E.\pedition,

price £1. lis. 6d. in case.

*»* The entire work will consist of Four Volumes, royal 8vo. embellished with Ninety-seven

Plates, besides numerous Woodcut Illustrations, from Drawings chiefly made by Officers

employed in the Surveys.
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JOHN GOAD'S MEMORANDUM.-A CONTEMPORARY AC-
COUNT of the SUFFERINGS of the REBELS sentenced to TRANSPORTA'lION by JUDGE
JEFFERIES ; being-, A Memorandum of the Wonderful Providences of God to a poor unworthy

Creature, durir-g the time of the Duke of Monmouth's Rebellion, and to the Revolution in

1688. By John Coad, one the Sufferers. Square fcp. 8vo. 4s. 6d. cloth.

CONYBEARE AND HOWSON.-THE LIFE AND EPISTLES
of SAINT PAUL; comprising a complete Biography of the Apostle, and a Paraphrastic

Translation of his Epistles inserted in Chronological Order. Edited by the Rev. W. J.

CoNYBEARE, M.A. late Fellow of Trinity College, Cambridge; and the Rev. J. S. Howson,
M.A. late Principal of the Collegiate Institution, Liverpool. Copiously illustrated by uunie-

rous Engravings on Steel and Wood of the Principal Places visitefi by the Apostle, from

Original Drawings made on the spot by W. H. Bartlett ; and by Maps, Charts, Woodcuts of

Coins, &c. Vol. L Part L ; with Thirteen Engravings on Steel, Seven Maps and Plans,

and numerous Woodcuts. 4to. 17s. boards.

*,* In course of publication in Twenty Parts, price 2s. each ; of which Twelve are now ready.

CONVERSATIONS ON BOTANY.
New Edition, improved. Fcp. Svo. 22 Plates, 7s. 6d. cloth ; with the plates coloured, 12s. cloth.

CONVERSATIONS ON MINERALOGY.
With Plates, engraved by Mr. and Mrs. Lowry, from Original Drawings. New Edition,

enlarged. 2 vols. fcp. Svo. 14s. cloth.

COOK.-TIIE ACTS OF THE APOSTLES:
With a Commentary, and Practical and Devotional Suggestions, for the Use of Readers and
Students of the English Bible. By the Rev. F. C. Cook, M.A. one of Her Majesty's Inspec-

tors of Church Schools. Post Svo. 8s. 6d. cloth.

COOPER.-PRACTICAL AND FAMILIAR SERMONS,
Designed for Parochial and Domestic Instruction. By the Rev. Edward Cooper. New Edi-

tion. 7 vols. 12mo. ^61. IBs. boards.

COPLAND.-A DICTIONARY OF PRACTICAL MEDICINE;
comprising General Pathology, the Nature and Treatment of Diseases, Morbid Structures,

and the Disorders especially incidental to Climates, to Sex, and to the different Epochs of

Life ; with numerousapproved Formulae of the Medicines recommended. By James Copland,
M.D. Consulting Physician to (Jueen Charlotte's Lying-in Hospital, &c. &c. Vols. I. and II.

Svo. .^63, cloth ; and Parts X. to XIV. 4s 6d. each, sewed.

THE CHILDREN'S OWN SUNDAY-BOOK.
By Miss Julia Corner, Author of " Questions on the History of Europe," &c. With Two
Illustrations engraved on Steel. Square fcp. Svo. 5s. cioth.

CRESY.-AN ENCYCLOPiilDIA OF CIVIL ENGINEERING,
Historical, Theoretical, and Practical. By EDW4.11D Cresy, F.S.A. C.E. In One very

large Volume, illustrated by upwards of Three Thousand Engravings on Wood, explanatory

of the Principles, Machinery, and Constructions which come under the Direction of the

Civil Engineer. Svo. ^3. 13s. Gd. cloth.

THE CRICKET-FIELD; OR, THE SCIENCE AND HISTORY
of the GAME. Illustrated with Diagrams, and enlivened with Anecdotes. By the Author

of " Principles of Scientific Batting," "Recollections of College Days," &c. With Two
Engravings on Steel ; uniform with Harry Hieuver's limiting- Field. Fcp. Svo.

[Nearly ready.
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CROCKER'S ELEMENTS OF LAND SURVEYING.
New Edition, corrected throug-hout, and considerably improved and modernized, by T. G.

Bunt, Land Surveyor. To which are added, TABLES OF SIX-LTGUHE LOGARITHMS,
&c., superintended by R.Farley, ofthe Nautical Almanac Establishment. Post 8vo. 12s. cloth.

*»* Mr. Farley's Tables of Six-Figure Logarithms may be had separately, price 4s. 6d.

DALE.-THE DOMESTIC LITURGY AND FAMILY CHAP-
LAIN, in two Parts: The First Part being Church Services adapted for domestic use,

with Prayers for every day of the week, selected exclusively from the Book of Common
Prayer; Part II. comprising an appropriate Seniion for every Sunday in the year. By
the Rev. Thomas Dale, M.A., Canon Residentiary of St. Paul's Cathedral. 2d Edition.

Post 4to. 21s. cloth: or, bound by Hayday, 31s. 6d. calf lettered; £'2. lOs. morocco.

r The Family Chaplain, price 12s. clotli.
Separately •[ .^^^ Domestic Liturgy, price 10s. 6d. c'.oth.

DANDOLO.-THE ITxVLIAN VOLUNTEERS AND LOMBARD
RIFLE BRIG.\DE in the YEARS 1848-49. Translated from the Italian of Emilio Dandolo.

Edited by the Rev. T. L. Wolley. [_NeaHy ready.

DELABECHE.-THE GEOLOGICAL OBSERVER.
By Sir Henry T. Delabeche, F.R S., Dil-ector-General of the Geological Survey of the

United Kingdom. In One large Volume, with many Wood Engravings. 8vo. 18s. cloth.

DELABECHE. - REPORT ON THE GEOLOGY OF CORN-
WALL, DEVON, and WEST SOMERSET. By Henry T. Delabeche, F.R.S., Di-

rector-General of the Geological Survey of the United Kingdom. Published by Order of

the Lords Commissioners of H.M. Treasury. Svo. with Maps, Woodcuts, and 12 large Pates,

14s. cloth.

DE LA RIVE'S WORK ON ELECTRICITY. A TREATISE
on ELECTRICITY; its Theory and Practical Application. By A. De la Rive, of the

Academy of Geneva. Illustrated with numerous Wood Engravings. 2 vols. 8vo.

[Nc rly ready.

DENNISTOUN.-MEMOIRS OF THE DUKES OFURBINO;
Illustrating the Arms, Arts, and Literature of Italy, from MCCCCXL. to MDCXXX. By
James Dennistoun, of Dennistoun. With numerous Portraits, Plates, Fac-similes, and

Engravings on Wood. 3 vols, crown Svo. £1. 8s. cloth.

" The object of these volumes is to combine a general picture of the progress of Italian literature and art under
the patronage of the smaller Italian principalities, with a history of the houses of Montefeltvo and Delia Rovere, so

far as they were connect, d with Urbino. P'or the execution of his purpose Mr. Dennistoun enjoyed numerous
advantages. He has resided in Italy for many years, and is well acquainted with the country whose history as a
dukedom he intended to relate : besides the common research in printed volumes, he has gained access to various

Italian libraries, including that of Urbino, and examined tlieir manuscripts ; and he has closely inspected Umbrian
art, whether in palatial, military, or ecclesiastical architecture, or in painting. With the appreciation of Italy winch
such a course of study stimulates and implies, Mr. Dennistoun has good taste, a sound, though not always^ -- •••

biassed judgment, and a zeal for mediaeval subjects, especially art, almost enthusiastic." Spec"-

DISCIPLINE.
By the Authoress of "Letters to my Unknown Friends," "Twelve Years Ago," "Some
Passages from Modem History," and "Letters on Happiness." Second Edition, enlarged.

ISrao. 2.S. 6d. cloth.

DIXON.-THE GEOLOGY AND FOSSILS OF THE TERTIARY
and CRETACEOUS FORMATIONS of SUSSEX. By the late Frederick Dixon, Esq. F.G.S.

The Fossils engraved from Drawings by Messrs. Sowerby, Dinkel, and Erxleben. In One

large Volume, with 44 Plates and many Wood Engravings. Royal 4to. 63s. cloth ; India

Proofs, ^3s. 5s.

*»* In this work are embodied the results of many years' Geological and Palaeontological

observations by the Author, together with some remarks on the Archaeology of Sussex. It

also includes Descriptions -Of the fossil Reptilia, by Prof. Owen, F.R.S. ; of the Echino-

derma, by Prof. Edward Forbes, F.R.S. ; of the Crustacea, by Prof. Thomas Bell, Sec. R.S.

;

of the Corals, by William Lonsdale, Esq. F.G.S. ; and of the fossil Shells, by J. De Carle

Sowerby, Esq. F.L.S.
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DOUBLEDAY AND HEWITSON'S BUTTERFLIES. - THE
GENERA of DIURNAL LEPIDOPTERA ; comprising their Generic Characters-a Notice

of the Habits and Transformations—and a Catalogue of the Species of each Genus. By
Edward Doubleday, Esq. F.L.S. &c., late Assistant in the Zoological Department of the

British Museum. Continued by J. O. Westwood, Esq. Illustrated with 75 Coloured Plates,

by W. C. Hewitson, Esq. Author of " British Oology." Imperial 4to. uniform with Gray

and Mitchell's "Genera of Birds."

*»* In course of publication in Monthly Parts, 5s. each ; ofwhich 41 have appeared. The
publication, which had been suspended in consequence of the death of Mr. Doubleday, is

now resumed, and will be continued regularly until the completion of the work in about

Fifty Parts.

DRESDEN GALLERY.-THEMOST CELEBRATED PICTURES
of the ROYAL GALLERY at DRESDEN, drawn on Stone, from the Originals, by Franz

Hanfstaengl : with Descriptive and Biographical Notices, in French and German. Nos. I.

to LVIII. imperial folio, each containing 3 Plates, with Letter-press, price 20s. to Subscribers

;

to Non Subscribers, 30s. Single Plates, 12s. each.

*»* To be completed in 2 more numbers, price 20s. each, to Subscribers. Nos. LI. to LX.
contain each Four Plates and Letterpress.

DUNLOP.-THE HISTORY OF FICTION

:

Being a Critical Account of the most celebrated Prose Works of Fiction, from the earliest

Greek Romances to the Novels of the Present Age. By John Dunlop, Esq. New Edition,

complete in One Volume. 8vo. 15s. cloth.

EASTLAKE. - MATERIALS FOR A HISTORY OF OIL
PAINTING. By Charles Lock Eastlake, Esq. P.R.A. F.R.S. F.S.A.; Secretary to the

Royal Commission for Promoting the Fine Arts in connexion with the rebuilding of the Houses

of Parliament, &c. 8vo. 16s. cloth.

*»* Vol. II. On the Italian Practice of Oil Painting, is preparing for publication.

ELMES'S THOUGHT BOOK, OR HORiE VACIY^.
Horas Vaciva; ; or, a Thought Book of the Wise Spirits of all Ages and all Countries, for all

Men and all Hrurs. Collected, arranged, and edited by James Elmes, Author of "Me-
moirs of Sir Christopher Wren," &c. Fcp. 16mo. (printed by C. Whittingham, Chiswick),

4s. 6d. bound in cloth.

THE ENGLISHMAN'S GREEK CONCORDANCE OF THE
NEW TESTAMENT: being an Attempt at a Verbal Connexion between the Greek and the

English Texts ; including a Concordance to the Proper Names, with Indexes, Greek-English

and English-Greek. New Edition, with a new Index. Royal 8vo. 42s. cloth.

THE ENGLISHMAN'S HEBREW AND CHALDEE CON-
CORDANCE of the OLD TESTAMENT ; being an Attempt at a Verbal Connection between

the Original and the English Translations : with Indexes, a List of the Proper Names and
their occurrences, &c. 2 vols, royal 8vo. st3. 13s. 6d. cloth; large paper, £i. 14s. 6d.

EPHEMERA.-THE BOOK OF THE SALMON

:

In Two Parts. Part I. The Theory, Principles, and Practice of Fly-Fishingfor Salmon : with

Lists of good Salmon Flies for every good River in the Empire ; Part II. The Natural History

of the Salmon, all Its kuown Habits described, and the best way of artiticially Breeding It

explained. Usefully illustrated with numerous Coloured Engravings of Salmon Flies and

Salmon Fry. By Ephemera, Author of " A Hand-Book of Angling;" assisted by Andrew
Young, of Invershin, Manager of the Duke of Sutherland's Salmon Fisheries. Fcp. 8vo.

with coloured Plates, 14s. cloth.

EPHEMERA.-A HAND-BOOK OF ANGLING;
Teaching Fly-fishing, Trolling, Bottom-fishinLT, Salmon-fishing; with the Natural History of

River Fish, and the best modes of Catching them. By Ephemera, of " Bell's Life in

London." New Edition, enlarged. Fcp 8vo. with numerous Woodcuts, 9s. cloth.
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ERMAN.-TRAVELS IN SIBERIA:
including^ Excursions northwards, down the Obi, to the Polar Circle, and southwards to the

Chinese Frontier. By Adolph Erman. Translated by W. D. Cooley, Esq. Author of
" The History of Maritime and Inland Discovery ;" 2 vols. 8vo. with Map, 31s. 6d. cloth.

EVANS.-THE SUGAR PLANTER'S MANUAL

:

Being a Treatise on the Art of obtaining Sugar from the Sugar Cane. By W. J. Evans, M.D.
8vo. 9s. cloth.

EORBES.-DAHOMEY AND THE DAHOMANS

:

Being the Journals of Two Missions to the King of Dahomey, and Residence at his Capital,

in the Years 1849 and 1850. By Frederick E. Forbes, Commander, R.N., F.R.G.S. ; Au-

thor of " Five Years in China," and " Six Months in the African Blockade." With 10 Plates,

printed in Colours, and 3 Wood Engravings. 2 vols, post 8vo. 21s. cloth.

FORESTER AND BIDDULPH'S NORWAY.
Norway in 1848 and 1849 : containing Rambles among the Fjelds and Fjords of the Central and
Western Districts ; and including Remarks on its Political, Military, Ecclesiastical, and Social

Organisation. By Thomas Forester, Esq. With Extracts from the Journals of Lieutenant

M.S. BiDDULPH, Royal Artillery. With a new Map, Woodcuts, and Ten coloured Plates

from Drawings made on the spot. 8vo. 18s. cloth.

EOSS.-THE JUDGES OF ENGLAND :

with Sketches of their Lives, and Miscellaneous Notices connected with the Courts at West-
minster from the time of the Conquest. By Edward Foss, F.S.A. of the Inner Temple.

Vols. L and II. 8vo. 28s. cloth.

FOSTER.-A HANDBOOK OF MODERN EUROPEAN LITE-
RATURE: British, Danish, Dutch, French, German, Hungarian, Italian, Polish and Rus-

sian, Portuguese, Spanish, and Swedish. With a full Biographical and Chronological Index.

By Mrs. Foster. Fcp. 8vo. 8s. 6d. cloth.

*»* The object of this book is, not so much to give elaborate criticisms on the various writers

in the language to whose literature it is intended as a guide, as to direct the student to the

best writers in each, and to inform him on what subjects they have written.

GIBBON'S HISTORY OF THE DECLINE AND FALL OF THE
ROMAN EMPIRE. A new Edition, complete in One Volume. With an Account of the Author's

Life and Writings, by Alexander Chalmers, Esq. F.A.S. 8vo. with Portrait, 18s. cloth.

*»* An Edition, in 8 vols. 8vo. 60s. boards.

GILBART.-A PRACTICAL TREATISE ON BANKING.
By James William GiLBART, F.R S. General Manager of the London and Westminster
Bank. 5th Edition, with Portrait of the Author, and View of the " London and Westminster

Bank," Lothbury. 2 vols. 8vo. 24s. cloth.

GOLDSMITH. - THE POETICAL WORKS OF OLIVER
GOLDSMITH. Illustrated by Wood Engravings, from Designs by Members of the Etching

Club. With a Biographical Memoir, and Notes on the Poems. Edited by Bolton Corney,
Esq. Square crown 8vo. uniform with Thomson's Seasons illustrated by the Etching Club,

21s. cloth; or, bound in morocco by Hayday, j^"!. I6s.

GOSSE.-NATURAL HISTORY OF THE ISLAND OF JAMAICA.
By P. H. GossE, Author of "The Birds of Jamaica," " Popular British Ornitholog^y," &c.

Post 8vo. with coloured Plates. [Nearly ready.

GOWER.-THE SCIENTIFIC PHJINOMENA OF DOMESTIC
LIFE, fajniliarly explained. By Charles Foote Gower. New Edition. Fcp. 8vo. with

Wood Engravings, 5s. cloth.
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GRAHAM-ENGLISH ; OR, THE ART OF COMPOSITION :

explained in a Series of Instructions and Examples, By G. F, Graham. New Edition,

revised and improved. Fcp. 8vo. 6s. cloth.

GRANT-LETTERS FROM THE MOUNTAINS.
Being- the Correspondence with her Friends, between the years 1773 and 1803. By Mrs Grant,
of Laggan. New Edition. Edited, with Notes and Additions, by her son, J. P. Grant,
Esq. 2 vols, post Svo. 21s. cloth.

GRANT- MEMOIR AND CORRESPONDENCE OF THE
late Mrs. Grant, of Laggan, Author of " Letters from the Mountains," " Memoirs of an
American Lady," &c. Edited by her Son, J. P. Grant, Esq. New Edition. 3 vols, post Svo.

with Portrait, 31s. 6d. cloth.

GRAY- TABLES AND FORMULtE FOR THE COMPUTATION
of LIFE CONTINGENCIES ; with copious Examples of Annuity, Assuraace, and Friendly

Society Calculations. By Peter Gray, F.R.A.S. Associate of the Institute of Actuaries of

Great Britain and Ireland. Royal Svo. 15s. clotb.

GRAY AND MITCHELL'S ORNITHOLOGY.-THE GENERA
Of BIRDS ; comprising their Generic Characters, a Notice of the Habits of each Genus, and
an extensive List of Species, referred to their several Genera. By George Robert Grav,
Acad. Imp. Georg. Florent. Soc. Corresp., Senior Assistant of the Natural History Depart-

ment in the British Museum. Illustrated with 360 Plates (175 plain and 185 coloured), drawn
on stone, by David William Mitchell, B.A., F.L.S., Secretary to the Zoological Society

of London, &c. 3 vols, imperial 4to. .^31. 10s. half-bound morocco, gilt tops.

GWILT.-AN ENCYCLOPiEDIA OF ARCHITECTURE

;

Historical, Theoretical, and Practical. By Joseph Gwilt. Illustrated with more than

One Thousand Engravings on Wood, from Designs by J. S. Gwilt. Second Edition (1851),

with a Supplemental View ofthe Symmetry and Stability ofGothic Architecture ; comprising

upwards of Eighty additional Woodcuts. Svo. 52s. 6d. cloth

SUPPLEMENT TO GWILT'S ENCYCLOPiilDIA OF ARCHI-
TECTURE. Comprising a View of the Symmetry and Stability of Gothic Architecture;

Addenda to the Glossary; and an Index to the entire Work. By Joseph Gwilt. Illus-

trated by upwards of Eighty Wood Engravings by R. Branston. Svo. 6s. cloth.

SIDNEY HALL'S NEW GENERAL LARGE LIBRARY ATLAS
OF FIFTY-THREE MAPS (size 20 in. by 16in.), with the Divisions and Boundaries care-

fully coloured ; and an Alphabetical Index of all the Names contained in the Maps, with their

Latitude and Longitude. An entirely New Edition, corrected throughout from the best and

most recent Authorities ; with all the Railways laid down, and many of the Maps re-drawn

and re-engraved. Colombier 4to. £5. 5s. half-bound in russia.

SIDNEY HALL'S RAILWAY MAP OF ENGLAND AND
WALES. Square fcp. Svo. 2s. 6d. cloth.

*»* The Map of England and Wales, contained in " Sidney Hall's Large Railway Atlas" (size

20 in. by 16 in.) corrected and re-engraved, with all the Lines of Railway laid down, may be

had separately, price 28. 6d., coloured and mounted on folding canvas in a case for the

pocket.

HAMILTON-CRITICAL ESSAYS ON PHILOSOPHY, LITE-
RATURE, and ACADEMICAL REFORM, contributed to The Edinburgh Review by Sir

William Hamilton, Bart. With additional Notes and Appendices. [In the pre\s.

HARRISON.-ON THE RISE, PROGRESS, AND PRESENT
STRUCTURE of the ENGLISH LANGUAGE. By the Rev. M. Harrison, M.A. late

Fellow of Queen's College, Oxford. Post Svo. 8s. 6d. cloth.
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HARRY HIEOVER.-THE HUNTING-FIELD.
By Harhy Hieover, Author of " Stable-Talk and Table-Talk; or, Spectacles for Young
Sportsmen." With Two Plates—One representing; The Right Sort; tlie other, The Wrong Sort.

Fcp. 8V0. 5s. half-bound.

HARRY HTEOVER.-PRACTICAL HORSEMANSHIP.
By Harry Hieover, Author of "Stable Talk and Table Talk; or, Spectacles for Youn^
Sportsmen." With 2 Plates—One representing Going like Jl'orkmen; the other. Going like

Muffs. Fcp. 8vo. 5s. half-bound.

HARRY HIEOVER.-THE STUD, FOR PRACTICAL PUR-
POSES AND PRACTICAL MEN: being a Guide to the Choice of a Horse for use more than

for show. By Harry Hieover, Author of " Stable Talk and Table Talk." With Two Plates

—One Tcpresentinff A preitt/ good sort for most purposes ; the other, ' iJa^i/iej- ' a bad sort for

any purpose. Fcp. 8vo. 5s. half-bound.

HARRY HIEOVER.-THE POCKET AND THE STUD

;

Or, Practical Hints on the Management of the Stable. By Harry Hieover, Author of
" Stable-Talk and Table-Talk ; or. Spectacles for Young Sportsmen." Second Edition ; with

Portrait of the Author on his favourite Horse Harlequin. Fcp. 8vo. 5s. half-bound.

HARRY HIEOVER.- STABLE TALK AND TABLE TALK;
or, SPECTACLES for YOUNG SPORTSMEN. By Harry Hieover. New Edition.

2 vols. 8vo. with Portrait, 2-ts. cloth.

HAWKER.-INSTRUCTIONS TO YOUNG SPORTSMEN
In all that relates to Guns and Shooting. By Lieut. -Col. P. Hawker. New Edition,

corrected, enlarged, and improved; with Eighty-five Plates and Woodcuts by Adlard and

Branston, from Drawings by C. Varley, Dickes, &c. 8vo. 21s. cloth.

HAYDN.-THE BOOK OF DIGNITIES; OR, ROLLS OF THE
OFFICIAL PERSONAGES of the BRITISH EMPIRE, from the EARLIEST PERIODS to the

PRESENT TIME : comprising the Administrations of Great Britain ; the Offices of State, and

all the Public Departments ; the Ecclesiastical Dignitaries; the Functionaries of the Law; the

Commanders of the Army and Navy ; and the Hereditary Honours and other Distinctions

conferred upon Families and Public Men. Being a New Edition, improved and continued, of

BEATSON'S POLITICAL INDEX. By Joseph Haydn, Compiler of "The Dictionary of

Dates," and other Works. In One very large Volume, 8vo. [In the Spring.

HEAD.-THE METAMORPHOSES OF APULEIUS

:

A Romance of the Second Century. Translated from theLatinby Sir George Head, Author

of"A Tour of Many Daysin Rome;" Translator of " Historical Memoirs of Cardinal Pacca."

Post Svo. 12s. cloth.

HEAD.-HISTORICAL MEMOIRS OF CARDINAL PACCA,
Prime Minister to Pius VII. Written by Himself. Translated from the Italian, by Sir Gkorgk
Head, Author of " Rome : a Tour of Many Days." 2 vols, post Svo. 21s. cloth.

SIR GEORGE HEAD.-ROME :

A Tour of Many Days. By Sir George Head. 3 vols. Svo. 36s. cloth.

SIR JOHN HERSCHEL.-OUTLINES OF ASTRONOMY.
By Sir John F. W. Herschel, Bart. &c. &c. &c. New Edition ; with Plates and Wood En-

gravings. Svo. 18s. cloth.
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MRS. HEY.-THE MORAL OF FLOWERS

;

Or, Thoughts gathered from the Field and the Garden. By Mrs. Hey. Being a New Edition

of "The Moral of Flowers ;" and consisting of Poetical Thoughts on Garden and Field

Flowers, accompanied by Drawings beautifully coloured after Nature. Square crown 8vo.

uniform in size with Thomson's Seasons illustrated by the Etching Club, 21s. cloth.

MRS. HEY.-SYLVAN MUSINGS

;

Or, the Spirit of the Woods. By Mrs. Hey. Being a New Edition of the "Spirit of the

Woods ;" and consisting of Poetical Thoughts on Forest Trees, accompanied by Drawings of

Blossoms and Foliage, beautifully coloured after Nature. Square crown Svo. uniform in size

with Thomson's Seasons illustrated hy the Etching Club, 21s. cloth.

HINTS ON ETIQUETTE AND THE USAGES OE SOCIETY

:

With a Glance at Bad Habits. By kyoiyos. " Manners make the man." New Edition,

revised (with additions) by a Lady of Rank. Fcp. Svo. 2s. 6d. cloth.

HOARE.-A PRACTICAL TREATISE ON THE CULTIVATION
OF THE GRAPE VINE ON OPEN WALLS. By Clement Hoare. New Edition. Svo.

7s. 6d. cloth.

LORD HOLLAND'S FOREIGN REMINISCENCES.-EOREIGN
REMINISCENCES. By Henry Richard Lord Holland. Comprising Anecdotes, and an

Account of such Persons and Political Intrigues in Foreign Countries as have fallen within

his Lordship's observation. Edited by his Son, Henry Edward Lord Holland ; with

Fac-simile. Post Svo. 10s. 6d.

HOOK.-THE LAST DAYS OF OUR LORD'S MINISTRY:
A Course of Lectures on the principal Events of Passion Week. By Walter Farquhar
Hook, D.D. Vicar of Leeds, Prebendary of Lincoln, and Chaplain in Ordinary to the Queen.

New Edition. Fcp. Svo. 6s. cloth.

HOOKER.-KEW GARDENS;
Or, a Popular Guide to the Royal Botanic Gardens of Kew. By Sir William Jackson

Hooker, K.H. D.C.L. F.R.A. & L.S. &c. &c. Director. New Edition. l6mo. with numerous

Wood Engravings, 6d. sewed.

HOOKER AND ARNOTT.-THE BRITISH FLORA;
Comprising the Phaenogamous or Flowering Plants, and the Ferns. The Sixth Edition (1S50),

with Additions and Corrections; and numerous Figures illustrative of the Umbelliferous

Plants, the Composite Plants, the Grasses, and the Ferns. By Sir W. J. Hooker, F.R.A.

and L.S. &c., and G. A. Walker-Arnott, LL.D. F.L.S. and R.S. Ed. ; Regius Professor

of Botany in the University of Glasgow. In One very thick Volume, 12mo. with 12 Plates, 14s.

cloth ; or with the Plates coloured, price 21s.

HORNE.-AN INTRODUCTION TO THE CRITICAL STUDY
and KNOWLEDGE of the HOLY SCRIFFURES. By Thomas Hartwell Horne, B.D.

of St. John's College, Cambridge; Rector of the united Parishes of St. Edmund the King

and Martyr, and St. Nicholas Aeons, Lombard Street ; Prebendary of St. Paul's. New
Edition, revised and corrected. 5 vols. Svo. with numerous Maps and Facsimiles of Biblical

Manuscripts, 63s. cloth ; or j6'5, bound in calf.

HORNE.- A COMPENDIOUS INTRODUCTION TO THE
STUDY of the BIBLE. By Thomas Hartwell Horne, B.D. of St. John's College,

Cambridge. Being an Analysis of his " Introduction to the Critical Study and Know-

ledge of the Holy Scriptures." New Edition, corrected and enlarged. 12mo. with Maps and

other Engravings, 9s. boards.

HOWITT.-THE CHILDREN'S YEAR.
By Mary Howitt. With Four Illustrations, engraved by John Absolon, from Original

Designs by Anna Mary Howitt. Square 16mo. 5s. cloth.



HOWITT.-THE BOY'S COUNTRY BOOK:
Being the real Life of a Counti-y Boy, written by himself; exhibitini? all the Amusements,
Pleasures, and Pursuits of Children in the Country. Edited by William Howitt. New I

Edition. Fcp. 8vo. with 40 Woodcuts, 6s. cloth.

HOAVITT -THE RURAL LIFE OF ENGLAND. '

By William Howitt. New Edition, corrected and revised ; with Engravings on wood, by
Bewick and Williams : uniform with Visits to Remarkable Places. Medium 8vo. 21s. cloth, i

HOWITT.-YISITS TO REMARKABLE PLACES;
j

Old Halls, Battle-Fields, and Scenes illustrative of Striking Passages in English History and
|

Poetry. By William Howitt. New Edition ; with 40 Engravings on Wood. Medium 8vo.

21s. cloth.
!

SECOND SERIES, chiefly in the Counties of NORTHUMBERLAND and DURHAM, with a
j

Stroll along the BORDER. With upwards of 40 Engravings on Wood. Medium 8vo.
j

21s. cloth.

HOWSON.-SUNDAY EVENING

:

;

Twelve Short Sermons for Family Reading. 1. The Presence of Christ ; 2. Inward and Out-
ward Life; 3. The Threefold Warning; 4. Our Father's Business ; 5. Spiritual Murder ; 6. The
Duty of Amiability ; 7. Honesty and Candour ; 8. St. Peter and Cornelius ; 9. The Midnight i

Traveller; 10. St. Andrew; 11. The Grave of Lazarus; 12. The Resurrection of the Body.
By the Rev. J. S. Howson, MA. Principal of the Collegiate Institution, Liverpool, and
Chaplain to the Duke of Sutherland. Fcp. 8vo. 2s. 6d. cloth.

HOWSON AND CONYBEARE.-THE LIFE AND EPISTLES
of SAINT PAUL. By the Rev. J. S. Howson, M.A., and the Rev. W. J. Ponybeare, M.A.
2 vols. 4to. very copiously ilkistrated by W. H. Barttlett. [Seepage 6.

HUDSON.-THE EXECUTOR'S GUIDE.
By J. C. Hudson, Esq. late of the Legacy Duty Office, London ; Author of "Plain Directions

for Making Wills," and "The Parent's Hand-book." New Edition. Fcp. 8vo. os. cloth.

HUDSON -PLAIN DIRECTIONS FOR MAKING WILLS
In Conformity with the Law, and particularly with reference to the Act 7 Will. 4 and 1 Vict,

c. 26. To which is added, a clear Exposition of the Law relating to the distribution of Per-

sonal Estate in the case of Intestacy ; with two Forms of Wills, and much useful information,

&c. By J. C. Hudson, Esq. New Edition, coiTected. Fcp. 8vo. 2s. 6d. cloth.

*»* These Two works may be had in One Volume, 7s. cloth.

HUMBOLDT -ASPECTS OF NATURE
In Different Lands and Different Climates ; with Scientific Elucidations. By Alexander Von
Humboldt. Translated, with the Author's sanction and co-operation, and at his express

desire, by Mrs. Sabine. New Edition. 16mo. 6s. cloth: or in 2 vols. 3s. 6d. each, cloth
;

Half-a-Crown each, sewed.

BARON HUMBOLDT'S COSMOS

;

Or, a Sketch of a Physical Description of the Universe. Translated, with the Author's sanction

and co-operation, under the superintendence of Lieutenant-Colonel Edward Sabine, R.A.
For. Sec. R.S. New Edition. Vols. I. and II. 16mo. Half-a-Crown each, sewed; 3s. 6d. each,

cloth: or in post 8vo. 12s. each, cloth.—Vol. III. Part I. post 8vo. 6s. cloth : or in 16mo. 2s. 6d.

sewed ; 3s. 6d. cloth.

HUMPHREYS-SENTIMENTS & SIMILES OF SHAKSPEARE

:

A Classified Selection of Similes, Definitions, Descriptions, and other remarkable Passages in

Shakspeare's Plays and Poems. With an elaborately illuminated border in the characteristic

style of the Elizabethan Period, and other Embellishments. Bound in very massive carved

and pierced covers containing in deep relief a medallion Head of Shakspeare. The Illumi-

nations and Ornaments designed and executed by Henry Noel Humphreys, Illuminator of
" A Record of the Black Prince," &c. Square post 8vo. l.\enrly reads/.
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HUMPHREYS.-A RECORD OF THE BLACK PRINCE;
Being a Selection of such Passages in his Life as have been most quaintly and strikingly nar-

rated by the Chroniclers of the Period. Embellished with highly-wrought Miniatures and
Borderings, selected from various Illuminated MSS. referring to Events connected with

English History. By Henry Noel Humphreys. Post 8vo. in a richly carved and pierced

binding, 21s.

HUMPHREYS.-THE BOOK OF RUTH.
From the Holy Scriptures. Embellished with brilliant coloured Borders, selected from some
of the finest Illuminated MSS. in the British Museum, the Bibliothfeque Nationale, Paris, the

Soane Museum, &c. ; and with highly-finished Miniatures. The Illuminations executed by
Henry Noel. Humphreys. Square fcp. 8vo. in deeply embossed leather covers, 21s.

HUMPHREYS. -MAXIMS AND PRECEPTS OF THE
SAVIOUR: being a Selection of the most beautiful Christian Precepts contained in the

Four Gospels. Illustrated by a series of Illuminations of original character, founded on
the Passages—" Behold the Fowls of the Air," &c., "Consider the Lilies of the Field," &c.
'1 he Illuminations executed by Henry Noel Humphreys. Square fcp. 8vo. 21s. richly

bound in stamped calf; or 30s. in morocco by Hayday.

HUMPHREYS.-THE MIRACLES OF OUR SAVIOUR.
With rich and appropriate Borders of original Design, a series of Illuminated Figures of the

Apostles from the Old Masters, Six Illuminated Miniatures, and other Embellishments. The
Illuminations executed by Henry Nokl Humphreys. Square fcp. Svo. in massive carved

covers, 21s.; or bound in morocco by Hayday, 30s.

HUMPHREYS.-PARABLES OF OUR LORD.
Richly illuminated with appropriate Borders printed in Colours and in Black and Gold:

with a Design from one of the early German Engravers. The Illuminations executed by
Henry Noel Humphreys. Square fcp. Svo. 21s. in a massive carved binding; or 30s.

bound in morocco by Hayday.

HUMPHREYS AND JONES.-THE ILLUMINATED BOOKS
OF THE MIDDLE AGES : A series of Fac-similes from the most beautiful MSS. of the

Middle Ages, printed in Gold, Silver, and Colours by Owen Jones ; selected and described

by Henry Noel Humphreys. Elegantly bound iu antique calf. Royal folio, .^t'lO. 10s.

;

imperial folio (large paper), ^16. 16s.

HUNT.-RESEARCHES ON LIGHT

:

An Examination of all the Phenomena connected with the Chemical and Molecular Changes

produced by the Influence of the Solar Rays : embracing all the known Photographic Pro-

cesses, and new Discoveries in the Art By Robert Hunt, Keeper of Mining Records,

Museum of Practical Geology. Svo. with Plate and Woodcuts, 10s. 6d. cloth.

MRS. JAMESON'S LEGENDS OF THE MONASTIC ORDERS,
as represented in the Fine Arts. Containing St. Benedict and the Early Benedictines in

Italy, France, Spain, and Flanders ; the Benedictines in England and in Germany ; the

Reformed Benedictines ; early Royal Saints connected with the Benedictine Order ; the

Augustines; Orders derived from the Augustine Rule; the Mendicant Orders ; the Jesuifs ;

and the Order of the Visitation of St. Mary. Forming the Second Series of Sacred and

Legendary Art. With Eleven Etchings by the Author, and 84 Woodcuts. Square crown Svo.

28s. cloth.

MRS. JAMESON'S SACRED AND LEGENDARY ART

;

Or, Legends of the Saints and Martyrs. Ffrst Series. Containing Legends of the Angels

and Archangels ; the Evangelists and Apostles ; the Greek and Latin Fathers ; the Magda-

lene ; the Patron Suints; the Virgin Patronesses ; the Martyrs ; the Bishops ; the Hermits ;

and the Warrior-Saints of Christendom. Second Edition (1850), printed in One Volume for

the convenience of Students and Travellers ; with numerous Woodcuts, and Sixteen

Etchings by the Author. Square crown Svo. 2Ss. cloth.



MRS. JAMESON'S LEGENDS OF THE MADONNA,
As represented in the Fine Arts. Formingthe Third and co«c/«f/iHg' j^eries oi Sacred and
Legendary Art. By Mrs. Jameson, Author of "Characteristics of Women," &c. With
Etchings by the Author, and Engravings on Wood. Square crown 8vo. {In the pras.

JARDINE.-A TREATISE OP EQUIVOCATION;
Wherein is largely discussed the question WTiether a Catholicke or any other Person before a
Magistrate, being demanded upon his Oath whether a Preiste were in such a place, may (not-

withstanding his perfect knowledge to the contrary), without Perjury, and securely in con-

science, answer No : witli this secret meaning reserved in his Mynde—That he was not there,

so that any man is bounde to detect it. Edited from the Original Manuscript in the Bodleian
Library, by David Jardine, of the Middle Temple, Esq., Barrister at Law; Author of the
" .Narrative of the Gunpovvder Treason," prefixed to his edition of the " Criminal Trials."

[In the press.

JEFFREY. - CONTRIBUTIONS TO THE EDINBURGH
REVIEW. By Francis Jeffrey, late One of the Judges of the Court of Session in Scotland.

Second Edition. 3 vols. 8vo. 42s. cloth.

BISHOP JEREMY TAYLOR'S ENTIRE WORKS

:

W^ith the Life by Bishop Heber. Revised and corrected by the Rev. Charles Page
Eden, FeUow of Oriel College, Oxford. Vols. II. III. IV. V. VI. VII. and VIII. 8vo. 10s. 6d.

each.

*»* In course of publication, in Ten Volumes, price Half-a-Guinea each.—Vol. I. (the last

in order of publication) will contain Bishop Heber's Life of Jeremy Taylor, e.\tended by the

Editor.—Vol. IX. is in the press.

BISHOP JEREMY TAYLOR. -READINGS FOR EVERY DAY
in LENT: compiled from the Writings of Bishop Jeremy Taylor. By the Author of " Amy
Herbert," "The Child's First History of Rome," &c. Fop. 8vo. 5s. cloth.

JOHNSON.-THE FARMER'S ENCYCLOPiEDIA,
And Dictionary of Rural Affairs : embracing all the recent Discoveries in Agricultural Che-
mistry; adapted to the comprehension of unscientific readers. ByCuTHBERT W.Johnson,
Esq. F.R.S. Barrister-at-Law ; Editor of the " Farmer's Almanack," &c. 8vo. with Wood
Engravings, ^2. 10s. cloth.

JOHNSON.-THE WISDOM OF THE RAMBLER, ADVEN-
TURER, and IDLER: comprising a Selection of 110 of the best Essays. By Samuel
Johnson, LL.D. Fcp. 8vo. 7s. cloth.

JOHNSTON.-A NEW DICTIONARY OF GEOGRAPHY,
Descriptive, Physical, Statistical, and Historical: forming a complete General Gazetteer of

the World. By Alexander Keith Johnston, F.R.S. E. F.R.G.S. F.G.S. ; Geographer at

Edinburgh in Ordinary to Her Majesty ; Author of " The Physical Atlas of Natural Pliaeno-

mena." In One very large Volume of 1,440 pages ; comprising nearly Fifty Thousand Names
of Places. 8vo. 36s. cloth ; or strongly half-bound in russia, with flexible back, price 41s.

KAY.-THE SOCIAL CONDITION AND EDUCATION OF
the PEOPLE in ENGLAND and EUR PE : shewing the Results of the Primary Schools and
of the Division of Landed Property in Foreign Countries. By Joseph Kay, Esq. M.A. of

Trinity College, Cambridge: Barrister-at-Law; and late Travelling Bachelor of the University

of Cambridge. 2 thick vols, post 8vo. 21s. cloth.

KEMBLE.-THE SAXONS IN ENGLAND:
aHistory of the Enf;lish Commonwealth till the period of the Norman Conquest. By John
Mitchell Ke.mble, M.A., F.C.P.S., &c. 2 vols. 8vo. 28s. cloth.

KINDERSLEY.-THE VERY JOYOUS, PLEASANT, AND
REFRESHING HISTORY of the Feats, Exploits, Triumphs, and Achievements of the Good
Knight, without Fear and without Reproach, the gentle LORD DE BAY.\RD. .Set forth in

English by Edward Cockburn Kindersley, Esq. With Ornamental Headings, and
Frontispiece by E. H. Wehnert. Square post 8vo. 9s. 6d. cloth.
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KIRBY&SPENCE.-AN INTRODUCTION TO ENTOMOLOGY;
Or, Elements of the Natural History of Insects : comprising: an account of noxious and useful

Insects, of their Metamorphoses, Food, Stratagems, Habitations, Societies, Motions, Noises,

Hybernation, Instinct, &c. By W. Kirby, M.A. F.R.S. & L.S. Rector of Barham ; and W.
Spence, Esq. F.R.S. & L.S. New Edition. 2 vols. 8vo. with Plates, 31s. 6d. cloth.

LAING.-OBSERYATIONS ON THE SOCIAL AND POLI-
TICAL STATE of the EUROPEAN PEOPLE in 1848 and 1849 : being the Second Series of

"Notes of a Traveller." By Samuel Laing, Esq. Author of " A Journal of a Residence in

Norway," "A Tour in Sweden," the Translation of "The Heimskringla," and of " Notes of

a Traveller on the Social and Political State of France, Prussia, &c." 8vo. 14s. cloth.

LATHAM.-ON DISEASES OF THE HEART.
Lectures on Subjects connected with Clinical Medicine ; comprising Diseases of the Heart.

By P. M. Latham, M. D., Physician Extraordinary to the Queen ; and late Physciian to St.

Bartholomew's Hospital. New Edition. 2 vols. 12mo. 16s. cloth.

LEE -ELEMENTS OE NATURAL HISTORY

;

Or, First Principles of Zoology. For the use of Schools and Young Persons. Comprising'

the Principles of Classification interspersed with amusing and instructive original Accounts

of the most remarkable Animals. By Mrs. R. Lee. New Edition, revised and enlarged,

with numerous additional Woodcuts. Fcp. 8vo. 7s. 6d. cloth.

LEE.-TAXIDERMY;
Or, the Art of Collecting, Preparing, and Mounting Objects of Natural History. For the

use of Museums and Travellers. By Mrs. R. Lee. New Edition, improved ; with an account

of a Visit to Walton Hall, and Mr. W^aterton's Method of Preserving Animals. Fcp. 8vo.

with Woodcuts, 7s. cloth.

L. E. L.-THE POETICAL WORKS OE LETITIA ELIZABETH
LANDON ; comprising the IMPROVISATRICE, the VENETIAN BRACELET, the GOLDEN
VIOLET, the TROUBADOUR, and other Poetical Remains. New Edition, uniform with

Moore's Songs, Ballads, and Sacred Songs; with 2 Vignettes by Richard Doyle. 2 vols.

16mo. 10s. cloth ; morocco, 21s.

*»* Also, an Edition, in 4 vols. fcp. 8vo. with Illustrations by Howard, &c. 28s. cloth

;

or £2. 4s. bound in morocco.

LETTERS ON HAPPINESS, ADDRESSED TO A FRIEND.
By the Authoress of " Letters to My Unknown Friends," " Twelve Years Ago, a Tale,"
" Some Passages from Modern History," and " Discipline." Fcp. 8vo. 6s. cloth.

LETTERS TO MY UNKNOWN FRIENDS.
By A Lady, Authoress of" Letters on Happiness," "Twelve Years Ago," " Discipline," and
" Some Passages from Modern History." 3d Edition. Fcp. 8vo. 6s. cloth.

LINDLEY.-INTRODUCTION TO BOTANY.
By J. LiNDLEY, Ph.D. F.RS. L.S. &c. Professor of Botany in University College, London.

New Edition, with Corrections and copious Additions. 2 vols. 8vo. with Six Plates and
numerous Woodcuts, 24s. cloth.

LINWOOD.-ANTHOLOGIA OXONIENSIS,
Sive Florilegium e lusibus poeticis diversoi-um Oxouiensium Graecis et Latinis decerpium.

Curante Gulielmo Linwood, M.A. MAis Christi Alummo. 8vo. 14s. cloth.

LORIMER.-LETTERS TO A YOUNG MASTER MARINER
On some Subjects connected with his Calling. By the late Charles Lorimer. New Edi-

tion. Fcp. 8vo. 5s. 6d. cloth.
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LOUDON.-THE AMATEUR GARDENER'S CALENDAR

:

Being: a Monthly Guide as to what should be avoided, as well as what should be done, in a
Garden in each Month : with plain Rules how to do what is requisite; Directions for Laying'
Out and Planting Kitchen and Flower Gardens, Pleasure Grounds, and Shrubberies; and a
short Account, in each iMonth, of the Quadrupeds, Birds, and Insects then most injurious to
Gardens. By Mrs. Loudon. 16mo.with Wood Engravings, 7s. 6d. cloth.

LOUDON.-THE LADY'S COUNTRY COMPANION;
Or, How to Enjoy a Country Life Rationally. By Mrs. Loudon, Author of " Gardening for

Ladies," &c. New Edition. Fop. 8vo. with Plate and Wood Engravings, 7s. 6d. cloth.

LOUDON'S SELF-INSTRUCTION FOR YOUNG GARDENERS,
Foresters, Bailiffs, Land Stewards, and Farmers; in Arithmetic, Book-keeping, Geometrj',
Mensuration, Practical Trigonometr>', Mechanics, Land-Surveying, Levelling, Planning and
Mapping, Architectural Drawing, and Isometrical Projection and Perspective ; with Examples
shewing their applications to Horticulture and Agricultural Purposes. With a Portrait of
Air. Loudon, and a Memoir by Mrs. Loudon. 8vo. with Woodcuts, 7s. 6d. cloth.

LOUDON'S ENCYCLOPAEDIA OF GARDENING;
Comprising the Theory and Practice of Horticulture, Floriculture, Arboriculture, and Land-
scape Gardening : including all the latest improvements ; a General History of Gardening in

all Countries ; and a Statistical View of its Present State : with Suggestions for its Future
Progress in the British Isles. Illustrated with many hundred Engravings on Wood by
Branston. An entirely New Edition (1850), corrected throughout and considerably improved
by Mrs. Loudon. In One large Volume, 8vo. 50s. cloth.

LOUDON'S ENCYCLOPEDIA OF TREES AND SHRUBS:
being the Arboretum et Fruticetum Britannicum abridged: containing the Hardy Trees

and Shrubs of Great Britain, Native and Foreign, Scientifically and Popularly Described

;

with their Propagation, Culture, and Uses in the Arts ; and with Engravings of nearly all

the Species. Adapted for the use of Nurserymen, Gardeners, and Foresters. 8vo. with

2,000 Engravings on Wood, £2. 10s. cloth.

LOUDON'S ENCYCLOPAEDIA OF AGRICULTURE:
Comprising the Theory and Practice of the Valuation, Transfer, Laying-out, Improvement,
and Management of Landed Property, and of the Cultivation and Economy of the Animal and
Vegetable productions ofAgriculture: including all the latest Improvements, a general History

of Agriculture in all Countries, a Statistical View of its present State, with Suggestions for

its future progress m the British Isles. New Edition ; with upwards of 1,100 Engravings on
Wood. In One large Volume, 8vo. £2. lOs. cloth.

LOUDON'S ENCYCLOPEDIA OF PLANTS:
Including all the Plants which are now found in, or have been introduced into. Great Britain ;

giving their Natural History, accompanied by such descriptions, engraved figures, and

elementary details, as may enable a beginner, who is a mere English reader, to discover the

name of every Plant which he may find in flower, and acquire all the information respecting

it which is useful and interesting. The Specific Characters by an Eminent Botanist; the

Drawings by J. D. C. Sowerby. New Edition with Supplement, and new General Index,

8vo. with nearly 10,000 Wood Engravings, ^£3. 13s. 6d. cloth.

LOUDON'S ENCYCLOPEDIA OF COTTAGE, FARM, AND
VILLA ARCHITECTURE and FURNITURE ; containing numerous Designs, from the Villa

to the Cottage and the Farm, including Farm Houses, Farmeries, and other Agricultural

Buildings ; Country Inns, Public Houses, and Parochial Schools; with the requisite Fittings-

up. Fixtures, and Furniture, and appropriate Offices, Gardens, and Gaiden Scenery: each

Design accompanied by Analytical and Critical Remarks. New Edition, edited by Mrs.

Loudon. 8vo. with more than 2,000 Engi'avings on Wood, ^6'3. 3s. cloth.
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LOUDON'S HORTUS BRITANNICUS;
Or, Ciitalogue of all the Plants indiRenous to, cultivated in, or introduced into Britain. An

entirely New Edition (1850), corrected throughout : with a Supplement, including all the New
Plants down to March, 1850 ; and a New General Index to the whole Work. Edited by Mrs.

Loudon ; assisted by W. H. Baxter, Esq., and David Wooster. 8vo. 31s. 6d. cloth.

SUPPLEMENT TO LOUDON'S HORTUS BRITANNICUS

;

Including all the Plants introduced into Britain, all the newly-discovered British Species,

and all the kinds originated in British Gardens, up to March 1850. With a New General

Index to the whole Work, including the Supplement. Prepared by W. H. Baxter, Esq.

;

assisted by D. Wooster, under the direction of Mrs. Loudon. 8vo. 14s. cloth.

LOW -ELEMENTS OF PRACTICAL AGRICULTURE;
Comprehending the Cultivation of Plants, the Husbandry of the Domestic Animals, and the

Economy of the Farm. By D. Low, Esq. F.R.S.E. New Edition, with Alterations and Addi-

tions, and an entirely new set of above 200 Woodcuts. 8vo. 21s. cloth.

LOW-ON LANDED PROPERTY,
And the ECONOMY of ESTATES ; comprehending the Relation of Landlord and Tenant,

and the Principles and Forms of Leases ; Farm-Buildings, Enclosures, Drains, Embank-

ments, and other Rural Works ; Minerals; and Woods. By David Low, Esq. F.R.S.E.

8vo. with numerous Wood Engravings, 21s. cloth.

MACAULAY.-THE HISTORY OF ENGLAND FROM THE
ACCESSION OF JAMES II. By Thomas Babington Macaulay. New Edition.

Vols. 1. and II. 8vo. 32s. cloth.

MACAULAY.-CRITICAL AND HISTORICAL ESSAYS CON-
TRIBUTED to The EDINBURGH REVIEW. By Thomas Babinoton Macaulay.

New Edition, complete in One Volume ; with Portrait by E. U. Eddis, engraved in line by

W. Greatbach, and Vignette. Square crown 8vo. 21s. cloth; 30s. calf extra by Hayday.—Or

in 3 vols. 8vo. 36s. cloth.

MACAULAY.-LAYS OF ANCIENT ROME.
With " Ivry" and "The Armada." By Thomas Babington Macaulay. New Edition.

16mo. 4s. 6d. cloth ; or 10s. 6d. bound in morocco by Hayday.

MR. MACAULAY'S LAYS OF ANCIENT ROME.
With numerous Illustrations, Original and from the Antique, drawn on Wood by George

Scharf, Jun. and engraved by Samuel Williams. New Edition. Fcp. 4to. 21s. boards;

or 42s. bound in morocco by Hayday.

MACDONALD.-VILLA VEROCCHIO

;

Or, the YOUTH of LEONARDO DA VINCI: a Tale. By the late Diana Louisa Mac-

donald. Fcp. 8vo. 6s. cloth.

" An exceedingly agreeable volume, full of feeling and interest." Examiner.
" In this most pleasing of historiettes we hare an episode from the life of one who carved out for himself the

highest place among the great master-minds of his age The scenery of the locality [the Val d'Arno and Fircnie],

the manners of the day, the characters of the great men of that age, and the affections of tlie best of the world's race,

which go far to console us for our sad lot here below, arc sketched with a facility, a correctness, and a delicacy, that

fail not of carrying the rt.ider, witliout a moment's stop, from the first to the last sentenc" -'"-- '"'- —-' "

MACKINTOSH.-SIR JAMES MACKINTOSH'S MISCELLA-
NEOUS WORKS; including his Contributions to The EDINBURGH REVIEW. A New
Edition (1851), complete in One Volume ; with Portrait engraved inline by W. Greatbach,

and Vignette. Square crown 8vo. 21 s. cloth ; or 30b. calf extra by Hayday.



MCCULLOCH. -A DICTIONARY, PRACTICAL, THEORETI-
CAL, AND HISTORICAL, OF COMMERCE AND COMMERCIAL NAVIGATION. Illus-

trated with Maps and Plans. By J. R. M'Culloch, Esq. New Edition, (1850), corrected
enlarged, and improved ; with a Supplement. 8vo. 50s. cloth ; or 55s. half- bound in russia.

*»* The Supplement to the last Edition, published in 1849, may be had separately, price

4s. 6d. sewed.

M'CULLOCII.-A DICTIONARY, GEOGRAPHICAL, STATIS-
TICAL, AND HISTORICAL, of the various Countries, Places, and Principal Natural Objects
in the WORLD. By J. R. M'Culloch, Esq. Illustrated with 6 large Maps. New Edition
(1850-1851), corrected, and in part re-written ; with a Supplement. 2 thick vols. 8vo. 63s.

cloth.

M'CULLOCH.-AN ACCOUNT, DESCRIPTIVE AND STATIS-
TICAL, of the BRITISH EMPIRE; exhibiting its Extent, Physical Capacities, Population,

Industry, and Civil and Religious Institutions. By J. R. M'Culloch, Esq. New Edition,

corrected, enlarged, and greatly improved. 2 thick vols. 8vo. 42s. cloth.

M'CULLOCH. -A TREATISE ON THE PRINCIPLES AND
PRACTICAL INFLUENCE of TAXATION and the FUNDING SYSTEM. By J. R.

M'Culloch, Esq. 8vo. lOs. cloth.

MAITLAND.-THE CHURCH IN THE CATACOMBS

:

A Description of the Primitive Church of Rome. Illustrated by its Sepulchral Remains. By
Charles Maitland. New Edition, corrected. 8vo. with numerous Wood Engravings,

I4s. cloth.

MARCET.-CONVERSATIONS ON CHEMISTRY;
In which the Elements of that Science are familiarly Explained and Illustrated by Experiments.

By Jane Marcet. New Edition, enlarged and improved. 2 vols. fcp. 8vo. 14s. cloth.

MARCET.-CONVERSATIONS ON NATURAL PHILOSOPHY;
In which the Elements of that Science are familiarly explained. By Jane Marcet. New
Edition, enlarged and corrected. Fcp. 8vo. with 23 Plates, 10s. 6d. cloth. ,^

MARCET.-CONVERSATIONS ON POLITICAL ECONOMY;
In which the Elements of that Science are familiarly explained. By Jane Marcet. New
Edition revised and enlarged. Fcp. 8vo. 7s. 6d. cloth,

MARCET.-CONVERSATIONS ON VEGETABLE PHYSIO-
LOGY; comprehending the Elements of Botany, with their application to Agriculture.

By Jane Marcet. New Edition. Fcp. 8vo. with 4 Plates, 9s. cloth.

MARCET.-CONVERSATIONS ON LAND AND WATER.
By Jane Marcet. New Edition, revised and corrected. With a coloured Map, shewing
the comparative altitude of Mountains. Fcp. 8vo. 5s. 6d. cloth,

'*This work consists of desultory Conversations with a family of children from six to ten years of aee, in which
the author has endeavoured to mingle information with amusement, and to teach the youthful student of geography
that there are other matters connected with land and water quite as interesting as the names and situations of the
difterent parts of the earth. Two new Conversations have been added to this edition, containing the * Adventures of
a Drop of Water.' " Preface.

MARRYAT.-MASTERMAN READY;
Or, the Wreck of the Pacific. Written for Young People. By Captain F. Marryat, C.B.

Author of " Peter Simple," &c. 3 vols. fcp. 8vo. with Wood Engravings, 22s. 6d. cloth.

MiRRYAT.-THE MISSION:
Or, Scenes in Africa. Written for Young People. By Captain F. Marryat, C.B. Author of

" Masterman Ready," &c. 2 vols. fcp. 8vo. 12s. cloth.
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MARRYAT.-THE PRIVATEER'S-MAN ONE HUNDRED
YEARS AGO. By Captain F. Marryat, C.B. Author of " Masterman Ready," &c. 2 vols,

fcp. 8vo. 12s. cloth.

MARRYAT.-THE SETTLERS IN CANADA.
Written for Young People. By Captain F. Ma rryat, C.B. Author of " Masterman Ready,"
&c. New Edition. Fcp. 8vo. with 2 Illustrations, 7s. 6d. cloth.

MAUNDER.-THE BIOGRAPHICAL TREASURY;
Consisting of Memoirs, Sketches, and brief Notices of above 12,000 Eminent Persons of all Age,

and Nations, from the Earliest Period of History; forming a new and complete Dictionary

of Universal Biography. By Samuel Maunder. A New and carefully-revised Edition

(1851) ; corrected throughout, and brought down to the Present Time, by the introduction of

numerous additional Lives. Fcp. 8vo. 10s. cloth ; bound in roan, 128.

MAUNDER.-THE TREASURY OF HISTORY;
Comprising a General Introductory Outline of Universal History, Ancient and Modern, and a

Series of separate Histories of every principal Nation that exists; their Rise, Progress, and
Present Condition, the Moral and Social Character of their respective inhabitants, their

Religion, Manners, and Customs, &c. By Samuel Maunder, New Edition. Fcp.Svo. 10s.

cloth; bound in roan, 12s.

MAUNDER.-THE SCIENTIFIC & LITERARY TREASURY

;

A new and popular Encyclopaedia of Science and the Belles-Lettres ; including all Branches of

Science, and every Subject connected with Literature and Art. The whole written in a familiar

style, adapted to the comprehension of all persons desirous of acquiring information on the

subjects comprised in the work, and also adapted for a Manual of convenient Reference to the

more instructed. By S. Maunder. New Edition. Fcp. 8vo. 10s. cloth; bound in roan, 12s.

MAUNDER.-THE TREASURY OE NATURAL HISTORY;
Or, a Popular Dictionary of Animated Nature : in which the Zoological Characteriotics that

distinguish the different Classes, Genera, and Species are combined with a variety of interest-

ing Infonnation illustrative of the Habits, Instincts and General Economy of the Animal

^ Kingdom. To which are added, a Syllabus of Practical Taxidermy, and a Glossarial

Appendix. Embellished with 900 accurate Engravings on Wood, from Drawings made
expressly for this work. By Samuel Maunder. New Edition. Fcp. 8vo. 10s. cloth,

bound in roan. 12s.

MAUNDER.-THE TREASURY OF KNOWLEDGE,
And LIBRARY of REFERENCE. Comprising an English Gnimmar; Tables of English

Verbal Distinctions ; Proverbs, Terms, and Phrases, in Latin, Spanish, French, and Italian,

translated ; New and Enlarged English Dictionary ; Directions for Pronunciation ; New
Universal Gazetteer; Tables of Population and Statistics; List of Cities, Boroughs, and
Market Towns in the United Kingdom ; Regulations of the General Post Office; List of Foreign

Animal, Vegetable, and Mineral Productions ; Compendious Classical Dictionary ; Scripture

Proper Names accented, and Christian Names of Men and Women : with Latin Maxims
translated; List of Abbreviations ; Chronology and History; compendious Law Dictionary

;

Abstract of Tax Acts ; Interest and other Tables ; Forms of Epistolary Address ; Tables of

Precedency; Synopsis of the British Peerage ; and Tables of Number, Money, Weights, and
Measures. By Samuel Maunder. 18th Edition, revised throughout, and greatly enlarged.

Fcp. 8vo. 10s. cloth ; bound in roan, 12s.

MEMOIRS OF THE GEOLOGICAL SURVEY OF GREAT
BRITAIN, and of the Museum of Economic Geology in London. Published by order of the

Lords Commissioners of Her Majesty's Treasury. Royal 8vo. with Woodcuts and 9 large

Plates (seven coloured), 21s. cloth; and Vol. II. in Two thick Parts, with 63 Plates (three

coloured), and numerous Woodcuts, 42s. cloth, or, separately, 21s. each Part. Also,

BRITISH ORGANIC REMAINS; consisting of Plates of Figures engraved on Steel, with

descriptive Letterpress, and forming a portion of the Memoirs of the Geological Survey.

Decades I. to III. royal 8vo. 2s. 6d. each ; or, royal 4to. 48. 6d. each, sewed.
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MERIVALE.-A HISTORY OF THE ROMANS UNDER
THE EMPIRE. By the Rev. Charlbs Merivale, late Fellow and Tutor of St. John's
CoUeg-e, Cambridge. Vols. I. and 11. 8vo. 28s.

JAMES MONTGOMERY'S POETICAL WORKS.
With some additional Poems, and the Author's Autobiographical Prefaces. A New Edition,

complete in One Volume, uniform with Soiithey's "The Doctor &c." and "Commonplace
Book;" with Portrait and Vi:rnette. Square crown 8vo. 10s. 6d. cloth ; morocco, 2ls.—Or,
in 4 vols. fcp. 8vo. with Portrait, and Seven other Plates, 20s. cloth ; morocco, 36s.

MOORE.-IIEALTH, DISEASE, AND REMEDY,
Familiarly and practically considered in a few of their relations to the Blood. By Georq
MooKE, M.l). Member of the Royal College of Physicians. Post 8vo. 7s. 6d. cloth.

MOORE.-MAN AND HIS MOTIVES.
By George Moore, M.D., Member of the Royal CoUege of Physicians. New Edition.

Post 8vo. 8s. cloth.

MOORE.-THE POWER OF THE SOUL OVER THE BODY,
Considered in relation to Health and Morals. By George Moore, M.D. Member of the

Royal CoUege of Physicians. New Edition. Post 8vo. 7s. 6d. cloth.

MOORE.-THE USE OF THE BODY IN RELATION TO THE
MIND. By George Moore, JI.D. Aleraber of the Royal College of Physicians. New
Edition. Post 8vo. 9s. cloth.

THOMAS MOORE'S POETICAL WORKS;
Containing the Author's recent Introduction and Notes. Complete in One Volume, uniform
with Lord Byron's and Southey's Poems. With a Portrait by George Richmond, engraved
in line, and a View of Slope rton Cottage. Medium 8vo. 21s. cloth ; morocco by Hayday, 42s.

—Or, in 10 vols. fcp. 8vo. with Portrait, and 19 Plates, £1. 10s. cloth ; morocco, ^'4. 10s.

MOORE.-SONGS, BALLADS, AND SACRED SONGS.
By Thomas Moore, Author of "Lalla Rookh," "Irish Melodies," &c. First collected

Edition, uniform with the smaller Edition of Mr. Macaulay's Lays of Ancient Rome ; with
Vignette by R. Doyle. 16mo. 5s. cloth; 12s. 6d. smooth morocco, by Hayday.

MOORE'S IRISH MELODIES.
New Edition, uniform with the smaller Edition of Mr. Macaulay's Lays of Ancient

Rome. With the Autobiographical Preface from the Collective Edition of Mr. Moore's
Poetical Works, and a Vignette Title by D. Maclise, R.A. 16mo. 5s. cloth ; 12s. 6d. smooth
morocco, by Hayday.—Or, in fcp. 8vo. 10s. cloth ; bound in morocco, 13s. Cd.

MOORE'S IRISH MELODIES.
Illustrated by D. Maclise, R.A. Imperial 8vo. with 161 Steel Plates, .563. 3s. boards ; or

sd-i. 14s. 6d. bound in morocco by Hayday. Proof Impressions (only 200 copies printed, of

which a very few now remain), ^'6. 6s boards.

MOORE'S LALLA ROOKH: AN ORIENTAL ROMANCE.
New Edition, uniform with the smaller Edition of Mr. Macaulay's Lai/s of Ancient Rome.
With the Autobiographical Preface from the Collective Edition of Mr. Moore's Poetical

Works, and a Vignette Title by D. Maclise, R.A. Klmo. 5s. cloth ; 12s. 6d. smooth morocco,

by Hayday.—Or, in fcp. 8vo. with Four Engravings from Paintings by Westall, 10s. 6d. cloth

;

bound in morocco, 14s.

MOORE'S LALLA ROOKH : AN ORIENTAL ROMANCE.
With 13 Plates from Designs by Corbould, Meadows, and Stephanoff, engraved under the

superintendence of Mr. Charles Heath. Royal 8vo. 21s. cloth ; morocco, 35s; or, with India

Proof Plates, 42s. cloth.

MORELL.-THE PHILOSOPHY OF RELIGION.
By J. D. Morell, M.A. Author of an Historical and Critical ^iew of the Specululive Philo-

sophy of Europe in the Nineteenth Century. 8vo. r2s. cloth.
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MOSELEY.-THE MECHANICAL PRINCIPLES OE ENGI-
NEERING AND ARCHITECTURE. By the Rev. H. Moseley, M.A. F.R.S., Professor of

Natural Philosophy and Astronomy in King's CoUeg-e, London. 8vo. with Woodcuts and

Diagrams, 24s. cloth.

MOSELEY.-ILLUSTRATIONS OE PRACTICAL MECHANICS.
By the Rev. H. Moseley, M.A., Professor of Natural Philosophy and Astronomy in King's

College, London. New Edition. Fcp. 8vo. with numerous Woodcuts, 8s. cloth.

MOSHEIM'S ECCLESIASTICAL HISTORY,
Ancient and Modern. Translated, with copious Notes, by James Murdock, D.D. New
Edition, revised, and continued to the Present Time, by the Rev. Henry Soames, M.A.
4 vols. 8vo. 48s. cloth.

MOUNT SAINT LAWRENCE.
By the Author of" Mary the Star of the Sea." 2 vols, post 8vo. 12s. cloth.

MURE.-A CRITICAL HISTORY OE THE LANGUAGE AND
LITERATURE OF ANCIENT GREECE. By William Mure, M.P., of Caldwell, 3 vols.

8vo. 36s. cloth.

MURRAY. -ENCYCLOPEDIA OE GEOGRAPHY;
Comprising a complete Description of the Earth : exhibiting its Relation to the Heavenly

Bodies, its Physical Structure, the Natural History of each Country, and the Industry, Com-
merce, Political Institutions, and Civil and Social State of all Nations. By Hugh Murray,
F.R.S.E. : assisted by other Writers of eminence. Second Edition. 8vo. with 82 Maps, and

upwards of 1,000 other Woodcuts, j6'3, cloth.

NEALE.-THE EARTHLY RESTING PLACES OF THE JUST.
By the Rev. Erskine Neale, M.A., Rector of Kirton, Suffolk; Author of " The Closing

Scene," &c. With Wood Engravings. Fcp. 8vo. 7s. cloth.

NEALE.-THE CLOSING SCENE
;

Or, Christianity and Infideli y contrasted in the Last Hours of Remarkable Persons. By the

Rev. Erskine Neale, M.A., Rector of Kirton, Suffolk; Author of " The Earthly Resting-

places of the Just," &c. New Editions of the First and Second Series. 2 vols. fcp. 8vo. 12s.

cloth ; or separately, 6s. each.

NEWMA.N.-DISCOURSES ADDRESSED TO MIXED CON-
GREGATIONS. By John He.nry Newman, Priest of the Oratory of St. Philip Neri.

Second Edition. 8vo. 12s. cloth.

OWEN JONES.-WINGED THOUGHTS

:

A Series of Poems. By Mary Anne Bacon. With Illustrations of Birds, designed by

E. L. Bateman, and executed in Illuminated Printing by Owen Jones. Uniform with Flowers

and their Kindred Thoughts and Fruits from the Garden and the Field. Imperial 8vo. 31s. 6d.

elegantly bound in calf.

OWEN JONES. - ELOWERS AND THEIR KINDRED
THOUGHTS: A Series of Stanzas. By Mary Anne Bacon, Authoress of "Winged
Thoughts." With beautiful Illustrations of Flowers, designed and printed in Colours by

Owen Jones. Uniform with Fruits from the Garden and the Field. Imperial 8vo. 31s. 6d.

elegantly bound in calf.

OWEN JONES.-ERUITS FROM THE GARDEN AND THE
FIELD. A Series of Stanzas. By Mary Anne Bacon, Authoress of " Winged Thoughts."

With beautiful Illustrations of Fruit, designed and printed in Colours by Owen Jones. Uni-

form with F lowers and their Kindred Thoughts. Imperial 8vo. 31s. 6d. elegantly bound in

calf.

OWEN JONES'S ILLUMINATED EDITION OF GRAY'S
ELEGY. Gray's Elegy, written in a Country Churchyard. Illuminated, in the

Missal Style, by Owen Jones, Architect. Imf)erial 8vo. 31s. 6d. elegantly bound.
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OWEN JONES'S ILLUMINATED EDITION OE THE SERMON
ON THE MOUNT. The Sermon on the Mount. Printed in Gold and Colours, in the

Missal Style; with Ornamental Borders by Owen Jones, and an Illuminated Frontispiece

by W. BoxALL. New Edition. Square fcp. 8vo. in rich silk covers, 21s. ; or bound in morocco
by Hayday, 25s.

OWEN JONES'S ILLUMINATED EDITION OF THE MAR-
RIAGE SERVICE. The Form of Solemnisation of Matrimony. From The Book

of Common Prayer. Illuminated, in the Missal Style, by Owen Jones. Square 18mo. 21s,

elegantly bound in white calf.

OWEN JONES'S ILLUMINATED EDITION OF THE
PREACHER. The Words of the Preacher, Son of David, King of Jerusalem. From the Holy
Scriptures. Being the Twelve Chapters of the Book of Ecclesiastes, elegantly Illuminated, in

the Missal Style, by Owen Jones. Imperial 8vo. in very massive carved covers, 42s. ; or,

handsomely bound in calf, 31s. 6d.

OWEN JONES'S ILLUMINATED EDITION OF SOLOMON'S
SONG. The Song of Songs, which is Solomon's. From the Holy Scriptures. Being

the Six Chapters of the Book of the Song of Solomon, richly Illuminated, in the Missal Style,

by Owen Jones. Elegantly bound in relievo leather. Imperial l6mo. 21s.

OWEN JONES'S TRANSLATION OF D'AGINCOURT'S HIS-
TORY OF ART. The History of Art, by its Monuments, from its Decline fn the

Fourth Century to its Restoration in the Sixteenth. Translated from the French of Seroux
D'Agincourt, by Owen Jones, Architect. In 3,335 Subjects, engraved on 328 Plates.

Vol. I. Architecture, 73 Plates ; Vol. 11. Sculpture, 51 Plates; Vol. III. Painting, 204 Plates.

3 vols, royal folio, £b. 5s. sewed.

OWEN. - LECTURES ON THE COMPARATIVE ANATOMY
and PHYSIOLOGY of the INVERTEBRATE ANIMALS, delivered at the Royal College

of Surgeons in 1843. By Richard Owen, F.R.S. Hunterian Professor to the College. New
Edition, corrected. 8vo. with very numerous Wood Engravings. [Neurly ready.

OWEN -LECTURES ON THE COMPARATIVE ANATOMY
and PHYSIOLOGY of the VERTEBRATE ANIMALS, delivered at the Royal College of

Surgeons in 1844 and 1846. By Richard Owen, F.R.S. Hunterian Professor to the College.

In 2 vols. Vol. I. 8vo. with numerous Woodcuts, 14s. cloth.

PALEY'S EVIDENCES OF CHRISTIANITY

:

And Horae Paulinae. A New Edition, with Notes, an Analysis, and a Selection of Papers from

the Senate-House and College Examination Papers. Designed for the Use of Students in the

University. By Robert Potts, M.A. Trinity College, Cambridge. 8vo. 10s. 6d. cloth.

PASCAL'S ENTIRE WORKS, TRANSLATED BY PEARCE.
The COMPLETE WORKS of BLAISE PASCAL : With M. Villemain's Essay on Pascal con-

sidered as a Writer and Moralist prefixed to the Provincial Letters; and the Miscellaneous

Writings, Thoughts on Religion, and Evidences of Christianity re-arranged, with large

Additions, from the French Edition of Mons. P. Faugfere. Newly Translated from the French,

with Memoir, Introductions to the various Works, Editorial Notes, and Appendices, by

George Pearce, Esq. 3 vols, post 8vo. with Portrait, 25s. 6d. cloth.

*»* The Three Volumes may be had separately, as follows:—

Vol. I.- PASCAL'S PROVINCIAL LETTERS: with M. Villemain's Essay on Pascal pre-

fixed, and a new Memoir. Post 8vo. Portrait, 8s. 6d.

Vol. II.-PASCAL'S THOUGHTS on RELIGION and EVIDENCES of CHRISTIANITY,
with Additions, from Original MSS. : from M. Faug^re's Edition. Post Svo. 8s. Cd.

Vol. III.—PASCAL'SMISCELLANEOUS WRITINGS, Correspondence, Detached Thoughts,

&c. : from M. Faugfere's Edition. Post Svo. 8s. 6d.
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PEREIRA.-A TREATISE ON FOOD AND DIET

:

With Observations on the Dietetical Regimen suited for Disordered States of the Diftestive

Organs ; and an Account of the Dietaries of some of the principal Metropolitan and other

Establishments for Paupers, Lunatics, Criminals, Children, the Sick, &c. By Jon. Pereira,
M.D. F.R.S. & L.S. Author of " Elements of Materia Medica." 8vo. 16s. cloth.

PESCIIEL.-ELEMENTS OF PHYSICS.
By C. F. Peschel, Principal of the Royal Military Colleg^e, Dresden. Translated from the

German, with Notes, by E. West. 3 vols. fcp. 8vo. with Diagrams and Woodcuts, 21s. cloth.

{Part 1. The Physics of Ponderable Bodies. Fcp. 8vo. 7s. 6d. cloth.

Part 2. Imponderable Bodies (Light, Heat, Magnetism, Electricity, and Electro-

Dynamics). 2 vols. fcp. 8vo. 13s. 6d. cloth.

PHILLIPS.-AN ELEMENTARY INTRODUCTION TO MINE-
RALOGY; comprising a Notice of the Characters, Properties, and Chemical Constitution of

!

Minerals: with Accounts of the Places and Circumstances in which they are found. By
j

William Phillips, F.L.S.M.G.S. &c. A New Edition, corrected, enlarged, and improved, I

by H. J. LiROOKE, F.R.S. ; and W. H. Miller, M.A., F.R.S., Professor of Mineralogy in
j

the University of Cambridge, Post 8vo. with numerous Wood Engravings. [In the press. I

I

PHILLIPS-FIGURES AND DESCRIPTIONS OF THE
PALJiOZOIC FOSSILS of CORNWALL, DEVON, and WEST SOMERSET; observed in

the course of the Ordnance Geological Survey of that District. By John Phillips, F.R.S.

F.G.S. &c. Published by Order of the Lords Commissioners of H.M. Treasury. 8vo. with

60 Plates, comprising very numerous figures, 9s. cloth.

PORTLOCK- REPORT ON THE GEOLOGY OF THE COUNTY
of LONDONDERRY, and of Parts of Tyrone and Fermanagh, examined and described under

the Authority of the Master-General and Board of Ordnance. By J. E. Portlock, F.R.S

&c. 8vo. with 48 Plates, 24s. cloth.

POWER-SKETCHES IN NEW ZEALAND,
with Pen and Pencil. By W. Tyrone Power, D.A.CG. From a Journal kept in that

Country, from July 1846 to June 1818. With 8 Plates and 2 Woodcuts, from Drawings made
on the spot. Post 8vo. 12s. cloth.

PULMAN.-THE VxiDE-MECUM OF FLY-FISHING FOR
TROUT : being a complete Practical Treatise on that Branch of the Art of Angling ; with plain

and copious InstructionsfortheManufactureof Artificial Flies. ByG. P. R. Pulman, Author

of "The Book of the Axe." Third Edition, re-«ritten and greatly enlarged ; with several

Woodcuts. Fcp. 8vo. 6s. cloth.

PYCROFT.-A COURSE OF ENGLISH R'EADING,
Adapted to every- Taste and Capacity: witli Literary Anecdotes. By the Rev. James
PvcROFT, B.A. Author of "The Collegian's Guide, &c." New Edition. Fcp. 8vo. 5s. cloth.

DR. REECE'S MEDICAL GUIDE
;

For the Use of the Clergy, Heads of Families, Schools, and Junior Medical Practitioners

;

comprising a complete Modern Dispensatory, and a Practical Treatise on the distinguishing

Symptoms, Causes, Prevention, Cure, and Palliation of the Diseases incident to the Human
Frame. With the latest Discoveries in the different departments of the Healing Art, Materia

Medica, &c. Seventeenth Edition (1850), with considerable Additions ; revised and corrected

by the Author's Son, Dr. Henry Reece, M.R.CS. &c. Svo. 12s. cloth.

RICH.-THE ILLUSTRATED COMPANION TO THE LJEtIN
DICTIONARY AND GREEK LEXICO .\ : forming a Glossary of all the Words repiesenting

Visible Objects connected with tlie Arts, .Manufactures.'and Every-day Life of the Ancients.

With Representations of nearly Two Ihousand Objects from the Antique. By Anthony

Rich, Jan. B.A. late of Caius College, Cambridge. Post Svo. with about 2,000 Woodcuts,

21s. cloth.
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RICHARDSOx\.-NARRATIVE OF AN OVERLAND JOURNEY
in SEARCH of the DISCOVKRY SHIPS under SIR JOHN FRANKLIN, in the YEARS 1847,
1848, and 1849. liy Sir John Richardson, M.D., F.R.S., &c., Inspector of Hospitals. Pub-
lished by Authority of the Admiralty. 2 vols. 8vo. with Maps and Plans. [I/t the press.

RIDDLE.-A COPIOUS AND CRITICAL LATIN-ENGLISH
LEXICON, founded on the German-Latin Dictionaries of Dr. William Freund. By the Rer.
J. E. RionLK, ALA. of St. Edmund's Hall, Oxford. Uniform with Yonge's Enalisk Greek
Lexicon. New Edition. Post 4to. ^"'2. 10s. cloth.

RIDDLE.-A COMPLETE LATIN-ENGLISH AND ENGLISH-
LvTIN DICTKJNARY, forthe use of Colleg:es and Schools. Uy the Rev. J. E. Riddle, M.A.
of St. Edmund Hall, Oxford. New Edition, revised and corrected. 8vo. 31s. Gd. cloth.

Separately
^T^e English-Latin Dictionary, 10s. 6d. cloth.

'The Latin-Eng-lish Dictionary, 21 s. cloth.

RIDDLE.-A DIAMOND LATIN-ENGLISH DICTIONARY.
For the Waistcoat-pocket. A Guide to the Meanini,', Quality, and risfht Accentuation of Latin
Classical Words. Ry the Rev. J. E. Riddle, M.A. New Edition. Royal 32mo. 4s. bound.

RIVERS.-THE ROSE AMATEUR'S GUIDE;
Containino^ ample Descriptions of all the fine leading varieties of Roses, regularly classed in
their respective Families; theif History and mode of Culture. By T. Rivers, Jun. New
Edition, corrected and improved. Fcp. 8vo. 6s. cloth.

ROBINSON'S LEXICON TO THE GREEK TESTAMENT.
A GREEK and ENGLISH LEXICON of the NEVV TiCSTAMENT. By Edwakd Roukvson,
D.D., LL.D., Professor of Biblical Literature in the Union Theolooical Seminary, New Yor\ •

Author ot "Biblical Researches in Palestine," &c. A New Edition (1850), revised, and in

great part re-written. In One larjie Volume, 8vo. 18s. cloth.

ROGERS. -ESSAYS SELECTED FROM CONTRIBUTIONS
To the EDINBURGH REVIEW. By Henry Rogers. 2 vols. 8vo. 24s. cioth.

RONALDS.-THE FLY-FISHER'S ENTOMOLOGY.
Illustrated by coloured Representations of the Natural and Artificial Insect; and accom-
panied by a few Observations and Instructions relative to Trout and Grayling Fishing. By
Alfred Ronalds. 4th Edition, corrected; with Twenty Copperplates. 8vo. I4s. cloth.

ROVINGS IN THE PACIFIC, FROM 1837 TO 1849;
With a GLANCE at CALIFORNIA. By A Merchant long resident at Tahiti. With
Four Illustrations printed m colours. 2 vols, post 8vo. 21s. cloth.

ROWTON.-THE DEBATER

;

Being a Series of complete Debates, Outlines of Debates, and Questions for Discussion ; with
ample References to the best Sources of Information on each particular Topic. By Frederic
RowTON, Author of " The Female Poets of Great Britain." New Edition. Fcp. 8vo. 6s. cloth.

SCHLEIDEN.-PRINCIPLES OF SCIENTIFIC BOTANY;
Or, Botany as an Inductive Science. By Dr. M. J. Schleiden, Extraordinary Professor of

Botany in the University of Jena. Translated by Edwin Lankester, M.D. F.R.S. F.L.S.

Lecturer on Botany at the St. George's School of Aledicine, London. 8vo. with Plates and
Woodcuts, 21s. cloth.

SCOFFERN.-THE MANUFACTURE OF SUGAR,
In the Colonies and at Home, chemically considered. By John Scoffek.v, M.B. Lond. late

Professor of Chemistry at the Aldersgate College of Medicine. 8vo. with Illustrations (one

coloured) 10s. 6d. cloth.
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SEAWARD.-SIR EDWARD SEAWARD'S NARRATIVE OF
HIS SHIPWRECK, and consequent Discovery of certain Islands in the Caribbean Sea : with

a detail of many extraordinary and highly interesting- Events in his Life, from 1733 to 1749, as

written in his own Diary. Edited by Miss Jane Porter. Third Edition, with a New Nau-

tical and Geographical Introduction. 2 vols, post 8vo. 21s. cloth.

SEWELL -AMY HERBERT.
By a Lady. Edited by the Rev. William Sewell, B.D. Fellow and Tutor of Exeter

College, Oxford. New Edition. 2 vols. fcp. 8vo. 9s. cloth.

SEWELL. -THE EARL'S DAUGHTER.
By the Authoress of " Amy Herbert," " Gertrude," " Laneton Parsonage," " Margaret Per-

cival," and "The Child's History of Rome." Edited by the Rev. William Sevi^ell, D.B.

Fellow and Tutor of Exeter College, Oxford. 2 vols, fcp.svo. 9s. cloth.

SEWELL.-GERTRUDE.
A Tale. By the Authoress of" Amy Herbert." Edited by the Rev. William Sewell, B.D.

Fellow and Tutor of Exeter College, Oxford. New Edition. 2 vols. fcp. 8vo. 9s. cloth.

SEWELL.-LANETON PARSONAGE

:

A Tale for Children, on the Practical Use of a portion of the Church Catechism. By the

Authoress of "Amy Herbert." Edited by the Rev. W. Sewell, B.D. Fellow and Tutor of

Exeter College, Oxford. New Edition. 3 vols. fcp. Svo. 16s. cioth.

SEWELL.-MARGARET PERCIVAL.
By the Authoress of "Amy Herbert." Edited by the Rev. W. Sewell, B.D. Fellow and Tutor

of Exeter College, Oxford. New Edition. 2 vols. fcp. 8vo. 12s. cloth.

SHAKSPEARE, BY BOWDLER.
THE FAMILY SHAKSPEARE; in which nothing is added to the Original Text ; but those

words and expressions are omitted which cannot with propriety be readaloud. By T. Bowdler,
Esq.F.R.S. New Edition. Svo. with 36 Engravings on Wood, from designs by Smirke, Howard,

and other Artists, 21s. cloth; or, in 8 vols. Svo. without Illustrations, sb'i. 14s. 6d. boards.

SHARP'S BRITISH GAZETTEER.
A NEW andCOMl'LETE BRITISH GAZETTEER, or TOPOGRAPHICAL DICTIONARY
of the UNITED KINGDOM. ContainiiiiJ: a Description of every Place, and the principal

Objects of Note, founded upon the Ordnance Surveys, the best Local and other Authorities,

and the most recent Official Documents connected with Population, Constituencies, Corpo-

rate and Ecclesiastical Affairs, Poor Laws, Education, Charitable Trusts, Railways, Trade, &c.

ByJ. A. Sharp. In Two very large Volumes, Svo. uniform with Johnston's New Oeneval

Gazetteer of the World. . [In the press.

SHORT WHIST

:

Its Rise, Progress, and Laws; withObservations to make any one a Whist Player; containing

also the Laws of Piquet, Cassino, Ecarte'-, Cribbage, Backgammon. By Major A * * * * *.

NewEdition. To which are added. Precepts for Tyros. By Mrs. B****. Fcp. Svo. 3s cloth.

SINCLAIR.--THE BUSINESS OF Li[FE.
By Catherine Sinclair, Author of "The Journey of Life," " Modern Society," "Jane
Bouverie," &c. 2 vols. fcapSvo. 10s. cloth.

SINCLAIR.-THE JOURNEY OF LIFE.
By Catherine Sinclair, Author of " The Business of Life," " Modern Society," " Jane

Bo'ivene," &c. New Edition, corrected and enlarged. Fcp. Svo. 5s. cloth.



SIR ROGER DE COVERLET.
Fioin The S/jeclator. With Notes and Illustrations, by W. Henry Wills; and Twelve
fine Wood Enf^raving-s, by John Thompson, from Designs by Frederick Tayler. Crown
8vo. 15s. boards ; or 27s. bound in morocco by Hayday.

THE SKETCHES:
Three Tales. By the Authors of "Amy Herbert," "The Old Man's Home," and "Hawk-
stone." New Edition. Fcp. 8vo. with 6 Plates, 8s. cloth.

SMRE.-ELEMENTS OF ELECTRO-METALLURGY.
By Alfred Smee, F.R i?.. Surgeon to the Bank of England. Third Edition, revised, cor-

rected, and considerably enlarged ; with Electrotypes and numerous Woodcuts. Post 8vo.

10s. 6d. cloth.

SMITH.-THE WORKS OF THE REV. SYDNEY SMITH:
Including his Contributions to The Edinburgh Review. New Edition, complete in One
Volume ; with Portrait by E. U. Eddis, engraved in line by W. Greatbach, and View of

Combe Florey Rectory, Somerset. Square crown 8vo. 21s. cloth ; 30s. calf extra, by Hayday :

or in 3 vols. 8vo. with Portrait, 36s. cloth.

SMITH -ELEMENTARY SKETCHES OF MORAL PHILO-
SOPHY, delivered at the Royal Institution in the Years 1804, 1S05, and 1806. By the late

Rev. Sydney Smith, M.A. With an Introductory Letter to Mrs. Sydney Smith from the

late Lord Jeffrey. Second Edition. 8vo. 12s. cloth.

SMITH.-SERMONS PREACHED AT ST. PAUL'S CATHE-
DRAL, the Foundling Hospital, and several Churches in London; together with others

addressed to a Country Congregation. By the late Rev. Sydney Smith, Canon Residentiary

of St. Paul's Cathedral. 8vo. 12s. cloth.

SMITH.-THE DOCTRINE OF THE CHERUBIM :

Being an Inquiry, Critical, Exegetical, and Practical, into the Symbolical Character and
Design of the Cherubic Figure of Holy Scripture. By George Smith, F.A S., &c. Post

8vo. 3s. cloth.

SMITH.-SACRED ANNALS;
Or, Researches into the History and Religion of Mankind, from the Creation of the World to

the Death of Isaac : deduced from the Writings of Moses and other Inspired Authors, copiously

illustrated and confirmed by the Ancient Records, Traditions, and Mythology of the Heathen

World. By George Smith, F A.S. Crown 8vo. 10s. cloth.

SMITH.-THE HEBREW PEOPLE

;

Or, the History and Religion of the Israelites, from the Origin of the Nation to the Time of

Christ: deduced from the Writings of Moses and other Inspired Authors; and illustrated

by copious References to the Ancient Records, Traditions, and Mythology of the Heathen

World. By George Smith, F.A.S. &c. Forming the Second Volume of -Sacred Annals.

Crown 8vo. in Two Parts, 12s. cloth.

SMITH.- THE RELIGION OF ANCIENT BRITAIN HISTORI-
CALLY CONSIDERED: or, a Succinct Account of the several Religious Systems which have

obtained in this Island from the Earliest Times to the Norman Conquest : including an Inves-

tigation into the Early Progress of Error in the Christian Church, the Introduction of the

Gospel into Britain, and the State of Religion in England till Popery had gained the ascen-

dancy. By George Smith, F.A.S. New Edition. 8vo. 7s. 6d. cloth.

SMITH.-PERILOUS TIMES;
Or, the Aggressions of Antichristian Error on Scriptural Christianity, considered in reference

to the Dangers and Duties of Protestants. By George Smith, F.A.S. Fcp. 8vo. 6s. cloth.

SMITH.-THE VOYAGE AND SHIPWRECK OF ST. PAUL:
with Dissertations on the Sources of the Writings of St. Luke, and the Ships and Navigation

of the Antients. By James Smith, Esq. of Jordan Hill, F.R.S. 8vo. with Views, Charts,

and Woodcuts, 14s. cloth.
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SNOW.-YOYAGE OF THE PRINCE ALBERT IN SEARCH OF
SIR JOHN FRANKLIN : A Narrative of Evf ry-day LKe in the Arctic Seas. By W. Parker
Snow. With a Chart, and 4 Illustrations printed in Colours. Post 8vo. 12s. cloth.

THE LIFE AND CORRESPONDENCE OF THE LATE
ROBERT SOUTHEY. Edited by his Son, the Rev. Charles Cuthbert Southey M.A.,

Vicar of Ardlei^h. With numerous Portraits, and Six Landscape Illustrations from Designs

by William Westall, A.R.A. 6 vols, post 8vo. 63s. cloth.

*»* Each of the Six Volumes may be had separately, price 10s. 6d.

SOUTHEY'S COMMONPLACE BOOK-FOURTH SERIES.
Fourth and last Series; beinj;: ORIGINAL MEMORANDA, and comprising Collections,

Ideas, and Studies for Literary Compositions in general ; Collections for a History of English

Literature and Poetry; Characteristic English Anecdotes, and Frasments for Es/iriella;

Collections for T/ie Doctor ^c. ; Personal Observations and Recollections, with Fragments of

Journals ; Miscellaneous Anecdotes and Gleanings ; Extracts, T'acts, and Opinions relating

to Political and Social Society; Texts for Sermons; Te.xts for Enforcement; and L'Envoy:

forming a Single Volume complete in itself. Edited by Mr. Southey's Son-in-law> the Rev.

J. W. Warter, B.D. Square crown 8vo. 21s. cloth.

SOUTHEY'S COMMONPLACE BOOK-THIRD SERIES.
Being ANALYTICAL RE.\DIN'GS ; and comprising Awlytical Readings, with Illustrations

and copious Extracts, of Works in English Civil History; English Ecclesiastical History;

Anglo-Irish History; French History ; French Literature; Miscellaneous Foreign Civil His-

tory; General Ecclesiastical History; Historical Memoirs; Ecclesiastical Biography; Mis-

cellaneous Biography; Correspondence; Voyages anil Travels; Topography; Natuial His-

tory; Divinity; Literary History; Miscellaneous Literature ; and Miscellanies. Forming a

Single Volume complete in itself. Edited by Mr. Southey's Son-in-law, the Rev. J. W.
Warter, B.D. Square crown Svo. 21s. cloth.

SOUTHEY'S COMMONPLACE BOOK- SECOND SERIES.
Comprising SPECIAL COLLECTIONS— viz. Ecclesiasticals, or Notes and Extracts on Theo-

logical Sulijects (with Collections concernina- Cromwell's Age) ; Spanish and Portuguese

Literature; Middle Ages, &c. ; Notes for the History of the Religious Orders; Orientalia, or

Eastern and Maliomniedan Collections; American Tribes; Incidental and Miscellaneous Illus-

trations; Physica, or Remarkable Facts in Natural History ; and Curious Facts, quite Mis-

cellaneous. Forming a single Volume complete in itself. Edited by Mr. Southey's Son-in-Law,

the Rev. J. W. Warteu, B.D. Squar-e crown Svo. les. cloth.

SOUTHEY'S COMMONPLACE BOOK- FIRST SERIES.
Comprising CHOICE PASSAGES, Moral, Religious, Political, Philosophical, Historical, Poeti-

cal, and Miscellaneous; and COLLECTIONS for the History of Manners and Literature in

England. Forming a single Volume complete in itself. F^dited by Mr. Southey's Son-in-Law,

the Rev. J. W. Warier, B.D. New Edition ; with medal, ion Portrait of Southey. Square

crown Svo. ISs. cloth.

SOUTHEY'S THE DOCTOR &- COMPLETE IN ONE VOLUME.
The DOCTOR &c. By the late Robert Southey. Complete in One Volume. Edited by

Mr. Southey's Son-in-Law, the Rev. John Wood Warter, B.D. With Portrait, Vignette,

Bust of the Author, and coloured Plate. New Edition. Square crown Svo. 21s. cloth.

ROBERT SOUTHEY'S COMPLETE POETICAL WORKS;
Containing all the Author's last Introductions and Notes. Complete in (>ne \'olume, with

Portrait and A'iew of the Poet's Residence at Keswick ; uniform with Lord Byron's and

Moore's Poems. Medium Svo. 21s. cloth ; 42s. bound in morocco.—Or, in 10 vols. fcp. Svo.

with Portrait and 19 Plates, ±2. 10s. cloth ; morocco, ^i. 10s.

SOUTHEY.-SELECT WORKS OF THE BRITISH POETS,
From Chaucer to Lovelace, inclusive. With Biographical Sketches by the late Robert
Southey. Medium S\o. 3lis. cloth.



SOUTIIEY.-TIIE LIFE OF WESLEY;
And Rise and Progress of Metliodisni. By Kobkrt Southey, New Edition, with Notes by
the late Samuel Taylor Coleridi^e, Esq., and Remarks on the Life and Character of John
Wesley, by the late Alexander Knox, Esq. Edited by the Author's .Son, the Kev. Charles
CuTHBEiiT South BY, M.A. Vicar of Ardleig^h. 2 vols. Svo. with 2 Portraits, 28s. cloth.

STEEL'S SHIPMASTER'S ASSISTANT

;

Compiled for the use of Merchants, Owners and Masters of Ships, Officers of Customs, and all

Persons connected with Shipping or Commerce : containing the Law and Local Regulations

affecting the Ownership, Charge, and Management of .Ships and their Cargoes ; together with

Notices of other Matters, and all necessary Information for Mariners. New Edition, rewritten

throughout. Edited by Graham Willmore, Esq. M.A. ]5arrister-at-Law ; Ggokoe
Clements, of the Customs, London; and William Tate, Author of" The Modern Cambist."

Svo. 28s. cloth ; or, 2ys. bound.

STEPHEN-ESSAYS IN ECCLESIASTICAL BIOGRAPHY.
From The Edinburgh Review. By the Right Hon. Sir James Stephen, KC.B., Professor

of Modern History in the University of Cambridge. Second Edition. 2 vols. Svo. 24s. cloth.

STO¥.-THE TRAINING SYSTEM, THE MORAL TRAINING
SCHOOL, and the NORMAL SEMINARY. By David Stow, Esq. Honorary Secretary to

the Glasgow Normal Free Seminary; Author of " Moral Training," &c. Sth Edition, cor-

rected and enlarged ; with Plates and Woodcuts. Post Svo. 6s. cloth.

SWAIN.-ENGLISH MELODIES.
By Charles Swain, Author of " The Mind, and other Poems." Fcp. Svo. 6s. cloth ; bound
in morocco, 12s.

SYMONS.-THE LAW RELATING TO MERCHANT SEAMEN,
Arranged chiefly for the use of Masters and Officers in the British Merchant Service. With

an Appendix, containing the Navigation Act ; the Mercantile Marine Act, 1S50 ; the general

Merchant Seamen's Act; the Seamen's Protection Act; the Notice of Examinations of

Masters and Mates; and the Scale of Mid, cines (Dec. 19, 1850) and Medical Stores (Dec.

20, 1850) issued by the Board of Trade. By Edward William Symons, Chief Clerk of

the Thames Police Court. 4th Edition. 12mo. 5s. cloth.

TATE.-ON THE STRENGTH OF MATERIALS;
Containing various original and useful Formulae, specially applied to Tubular Bridges, Wrought

Iron and Cast Iron Beams, &c. By Thomas Tate, of KnellerTraining College, Twickenham ;

late Mathematical Professor and Lecturer on Chemistry in the National Society's Training

College, Battel sea; Author of " Exercises on Mechanics and Natural Philosophy." Svo.

5s. 6d. cloth.

TAYLER.-MARGARET

;

Or, the Pearl. By the Rev. Charles B.Tavler, M.A. Rector of St. Peter's, Chester, Author

of " Lady Mary, or Not of the World," &c. New Edition. Fcp. Svo. 6s. cloth.

TAYLER.-LADY MARY;
Or, Not of the World. By the Rev. Charles B. Tayleh, Rector of St. Peter's, Chester;

Author of " Margaret, or the Pearl," &c. New Edition ; with a Frontispiece engraved by J.

Absolon. Fcp. Svo. 6s. 6d. cloth.

TAYLOR.-THE VIRGIN WIDOW:
a Play. By Henry Taylor, Author of " The Statesman," " Philip Van Artevelde," "Edwin

the Fair," &c. Fcp. Svo. 6s. cloth,

TAYLOR.-LOYOLA : AND JESUITISM IN ITS RUDIMENTS.
By Isaac Taylor, Author of " Natural History of Enthusiasm," &c. Post Svo. 10s. 6d. cloth.
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THIRLWALL.-THE HISTORY OF GREECE.
By the Right Rev. the Lord Bishop of St. David's (the Rev. Connop Thirhvall). A New
Edition, revised ; with Notes. Vols. I. to V. 8vo. with Maps, 60s. cloth. To be completed

in 8 volumes, price I2s. each. [Vol. VI. nearly ready.

*»* Also, an Edition in 8 vols. fcp. 8vo. with Viffnette Titles, di'2. 8s. cloth.

A HISTORY OF GREECE, FROM THE EARLIEST TIMES
to the TAKING of CORINTH bv the ROMANS, B.C. 146, mainly based upon Bishop
Thirlwall's History of Greece. By Dr. Leonhard St hmitz, F.R.S.E., Rector of the High
School of Edinburgh. Second Edition. 12rao. 7s. fid. cloth.

THOMAS'S INTEREST TABLES.-A NEW SET OF INTEREST
TABLES, from One to Three per Cent, per Annum, calculated by Eighths per Cent. By
William Thomas. 4to. [Nearly ready.

THOMSON'S SEASONS.
Edited by Bolton Corney, Esq. Illustrated with Seventy-seven Designs drawn on Wood,
by Members of the Etching Club. Engraved by Thompson and other eminent Engravers.
Square crown 8vo. uniform with GuUlsmitWs Poems illustrated by the Etching Club, 21s.

cloth ; or, bound in morocco, by Hayday, 36s.

THOMSON'S SEASONS.
Edited, with Notes, Philosophical, Classical, Historical, and Biographical, by Anthony
Todd Thomson, M.D. F.L.S. Fcp. 8vo. 7s. 6d. cloth.

THOMSON.-THE DOMESTIC MANAGEMENT OF THE SICK
ROOM, necessary, in Aid of Medical Treatment, for the Cure of Diseases. By Anthony
Todd Thomson, M.D. F.L.S. late Professor of Materia Medica and Therapeutics, and of

Forensic Medicine, in University College, London. New Edition. Post 8vo. lOs. 6d. cloth.

THOMSON.-TABLES OF INTEREST,
At Three, Four, Four-and-a-Half, and Five per Cent., from One Pound to Ten Thousand, and
from One to Three Hundred and ."-ixty-five Days, in a regidar progression of single Days;

with Interest at all the above Rates, from One to Twelve Months, and from One to Ten Years.

Also, numerous other Tables of Exchanges, Time, and Discounts. By John Thomson,
Ac(?ountant. New Edition. 12mo. 8s. bound.

THOMSON.-SCHOOL CHEMISTRY

;

Or, Practical Rudiments of the Science. By Robert Dundas Thomson, M.D. Master in

Surgery in the University of Glasgow. Fcp. 8vo. with Woodcuts, 7s. cloth.

THE THUMB BIBLE;
Or, Veibum SempiternuTii. By J. Taylor. Being an Epitome of the Old and New Testa-

ments in English Verse. A New Edition (18, 0), printed from the Edition of 1693, by C. Whit-
tingham, Chiswick. 64mo. Is. 6d. bound and clasped.

TOMLINE.-AN INTRODUCTION TO THE STUDY OF THE
BIBLE: containing Proofs of the Authenticity and Inspiration of the Holy Scriptures;

a Summary of the History of the Jews; an Account of the Jewish Sects; and a brief

Statement of the Contents of the several Booksof the Old and New Testaments. By George
Tomline, D.D. F.R.S. New Edition. Fcp. 8vo. 5s. 6d. cloth.

TOOKE.-THE HISTORY OF PRICES

:

With reference to the Causes of their principal Variations, from the year 1792 to the year

1838, inclusive. Preceded by a Sketch of the History of the Corn Trade in the last Two Cen-
turies. By Thomas Tooke, Esq. F.R.S. 3 vols. &vo. jt.2. 8s. cloth.
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TOOKE.-THE HISTORY OF PRICES, AND OF THE STATE
of tlie CIRCULATION from 1839 to 1847, inclusive: with a general Review of the Currency
Question, and Remarks on the Operation of the Acts 7 and 8 Vict. c. 32: beins a continuation
of The History of Prices, from 1792 to 1838. By T. Tooke, Esq. F.R.S. 8vo. 18s. cloth.

TOWNSEND.-MODERN STATE TRIALS.
Revised and ilhistrated with Essays and Notes. By William Charles Townsend, Esq.
M.A., Q.C., late Recorder of Macclesfield; Author of " Lives ol Twelve Eminent Judges of
the Last and of the Present Century," &c. 2 vols. 8vo. 30s. cloth.

TOWNSEND.-THE LIVES OF TWELVE EMINENT JUDGES
of the LAST and of the PRESENT CENTURY. By W.Charles Townsend, Esq. M.A. Q.C.
late Recorder of Macclesfield ; Author of " Memoirs of the House of Commons." 2 vols.

8vo. 28s. cloth.

TURNER.-THE SACRED HISTORY OF THE WORLD,
Attempted to be Philosophically considered, in a Series of Letters to a Son. By Sharon
Turner, F.S.A. and R.A.S.L. New Edition, edited by the Rev. Sydney Turner. 3 vols,

post 8vo. 3ls. 6d. cloth.

DR. TURTON'S MANUAL OF THE LAND AND FRESH-
WATER SHELLS of the BRITISH ISLANDS. A New Edition, thorou2:hly revised and with

considerable Additions. By John Edvvard Gray, Keeper of the Zoolog-ical Collection in

the British Museum. Post 8vo. with Woodcuts, and 12 Coloured Plates 15s. cloth.

TWELVE YEARS AGO : A TALE.
By the Authoress of " Letters to my Unknown Friends," " Some Passages from Modern His-

tory," "Discipline," and " Letters on Happiness." Fcp. 8vo. 6s. 6d. cloth.

TWINING.-ON THE PHILOSOPHY OF PAINTING:
A Theoretical and Practical Treatise; comprising ^-Esthetics in reference to Art— the Appli-

cation of Rules to Painting -and deneral Observations on Perspective. By H. Twining, Esq.

Imperial 8vo. with numerous Plates and Wood Kngravings, 21s. cloth.

TWISS.-THE LETTERS APOSTOLIC OF POPE PIUS IX.
Considered with reference to the Law of England and the Law of Europe. With an Appendix

of Documents. By Travers Twiss, D.C.L., of Doctors' Commons; Fellow of University

College, Oxford ; and Commissary-General of the Diocese of Canterbury. 8vo. 9s. cloth.

URE.-DICTIONARY OF ARTS, MANUFACTURES, & MINES

;

Containing a clear Exposition of their Principles and Practice. By Andrew Ure, M.D.
F.R.S. M.G.S. M.A.S. Lond.; M. Acad. N.L. Philad. ; S. Ph. Soc. N. Germ. Hanov. ; Mulii.

&c. &c. New Edition, corrected. 8vo. with 1,241 Engravings on Wood, 50s. cloth.—Also,

SUPPLEMENT of RECENT IM PROVEMENTS. New Edition. 8vo. withWoodcuts, 14s. cloth.

WATERTON.-ESSAYS ON NATURAL HISTORY,
Chiefly Ornithology. By Charles Waterton, Esq., Author of " Wanderings in South

America." With an Autobiography of the Author, and Views of Walton Hall. New
Edition. 2 vols. fcp. 8vo. 14s. 6d. cloth.

*»* Separately—Vol. I. (First Series), 8s.; Vol. IL (Second Series), 6s. ed.
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ALARIC WATTS'S POETRY AND PAINTING -LYRICS OP
THE HEART, and other Poems. BvAlaric A. Watts. With Forty-one highly-finished

Line-Eneravings, executed expressly for this work by the most eminent Painters and En-

gravers.

In One Volume, square crown 8vo. price 31s. 6d. boards, or 4is. bound in nioroeco

by Hayday ; Proof Impressions, 63s. boards.— Plain Proofs, 41 Plates, demy 4to. (only

100 copies printed) £2. 2s. in portfolio ; India Proofs before letters, colombier 4to. (only

50 copies printed), £3. 5s. in portfolio.

WEBSTER.-AN ENCYCLOPJIDIA OP DOMESTIC ECONOMY;
Comprising such subjects as are most immediately connected with Housekeeping: as, The
Construction of Domestic Edifices, with the modes of Warming, Ventilating, and Lighting

them—A description of the various articles of Furniture^ with the nature of their Materials-

Duties of Serv'ants, &c. &c. &c. By Thomas Webster, F.G.S. ; assisted by the late Mrs.

Parkes. New Edition. 8vo. with nearly 1,000 Woodcuts, 50s. cloth.

WESTWOOD. -AN INTRODUCTION TO THE MODERN
CLASSIFICATION OF INSECTS ; founded on the Natural Habits and compounding Organi-

sation of the different Families. By J. O. Westwood, F.L S. &c. &c. &c. 2 vols. 8vo. with
numerous Illustrations, £2. 7s. cloth.

WHEATLEY.-THE ROD AND LINE ;

Or, Practical Hints and Dainty Devices for the sure taking of Trout, Grayling, &c. By
Hewett Wheatley, Esq. Senior Angler. Fcp, 8vo. with Nine coloured Plates, 10s. 6d. cloth.

WILBERFORCE.-A PRACTICAL VIEW OP THE PREVAIL-
ING RELIGIOUS SYSTEMS of PROFESSED CHRISTIANS, in the Higher and Middle
Classes in this Country, contrasted with Real Christianity. By Wm Wilbkrforce, Esq.

M.P. New Editions. 8vo. 8s. boards ; or fcp. 8vo. 4s. 6d. cloth.

LADY WILLOUGHBY'S DIARY.
So much of the Diary of Lady Willoughby as relates to her Domestic History, and to the

Eventful Reign of King Charles the First, the Protectorate, and the Restoration (1635 to 1663).

Printed, ornamented, and bound in the style of the period to which The Diari/ refers. New
Edition; in Two Parts. Square fcp. 8vo. Ss. each, boards ; or 18s. each, bound in morocco.

YOUATT -THE HORSE.
By William Youatt. With a Treatise of Draught. A New Edition ; with numerous Wood
Engravings, from Designs by William Harvey. 8vo. 10s. cloth.

f^^ Messrs. Longman and Co.'s Edition should be ordered.

YOUATT.-THE DOG.
By William Youatt. A New Edition; with numerous Wood Engravings, from Designs

by William Harvey. 8vo. 6s. cloth.

*»* The above works, which were prepared under the superintendence of the Society for

the Diffusion of Knowledge, are now published by Messrs. Longman and Co., by assignment
from Mr. Charles Knight. It is to be observed that the edition of .Mr. Y'ouatt's book on the

Horse which Messrs Longman and Co. have purchased from Mr. Knight, is that which was
thoroughly revised hy the author, and thereby rendered in many respects a new work. The
engravings, also, were greatly improved. Both works are the most complete treatises in the

language on the History, Structure, Diseases, and Management of the Animals of which
they treat.

ZUMPT'S GRAMMAR OF THE LATIN LANGUAGE.
Translated and adapted for the use of English Students, with the .\uthor's sanction and
co-operation, by Dr. L. Scsimitz, F.R S.E., Rector of the High School of Edinburerh

;

with copious Corrections and Additions communicated to Dr. Schmitz, for the authorised

English Tanslation, by Professor ZUMPT. New Edition, corrected. 8vo. 14s. cloth.

[March 31, 1851.

WIL3'tN AKU U81LYY, KKINNCH STREET, SNOWHII L, LONDUN.
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